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1. Introduction
1.1. Aim and scope of this study
In the early inventory of Qumran compositions, most of the works numbered 4Q408-426 were considered
sapiential writings, as were4Q184-185, 4Q298, 4Q307-308, 4Q472-476, 4Q486-487, 4Q498. The largest
preserved writing received the preliminary and general designation Sapiential Work A; others were designated
Sap. Work B (4Q415), Sap. Work C (4Q425), Sap. Work D (4Q420/421), and Sap. Work E (4Q423), while
some minor compositions carried the designation 'sapiential work' (4Q408, 410-13, 422, 424, 426, 472, 47476).1 D. Harrington and J. Slrugnell have proposed to designate Sap. Work A ')':JO" ,cio', while we have
proposed the English title 'Inslruction for the Knowledgeable' with the abbreviation 'l Q/4Qlnstruction'. It was
recently decided to use the designation '4Qlnstruction' in the forthcoming DJD publication, and we will
therefore use that title.
The aim of the present study is to provide a systematic analysis of 4Qlnstruction. 2 To provide a basis for the
study we want to define the textual material of 4Qlnstruction, detennine the num ber of extant copies of this
composition found in Qumran, and suggest a sequence of the major fragments within the composition as well as
the length of the original scrolls (chs. 1-2). Secondly we want to understand the literary character of
4Qlnstruction and to get a first impression of its contents through an investigation of the literary and stylistic
1Forthe inventory

as ofFebruary 1992, see E. Tov, "The Unpublished Texts from Caves4 and 11",JJS 43
(1992) 101-136. 4Q409 is now designated 'Liturgy', 4Q414 'Baptismal Liturgy', 4Q420/421 'Ways of
Righteousness', and 4Q422 'Paraphrase on Genesis and Exodus'.
2 The literature on 4Qlnstruction is not extensive. We presented the first introduction to this work at the New
York Academy of Sciences' conference on the scrolls in Decernber 1992: T. Elgvin, "Admonition Texts from
Qumran Cave 4", Methods of lnvestigation of the Deali Sea Scrolls and the Khirbet Qwnran Site. Present
Realities and Future Prospects (M.O. Wise, N. Golb, JJ. Collins, D.G. Pardee, eds.), New York 1994, 179-94.
Ata conference at Notre Dame, Incliana, in April 1993, Daniel J. Harrington presented the contents of the major
fragments and compared this composition with Sirach: "Wisdom at Qumran", The Community of the Renewed
Covenant. The Notre Dame Symposium on the Dead Sea Scrolls (E. Ulrich, J. VanderKam, eds.), Notre Dame
1994, 137-52. He elaborates more in two recent publications; "Two Early Jewish Approaches to Wisdom:
Sirach and Qumran Sapiential Work A", SBLSP 35 (1966) 123-32; Wisdom Textsfrom Qwnran, London 1996.
One section (4Q417 2 i) is extensively discussed in A. Lange, Weisheit und Priidestination. Weisheitliche
Urordnung und Priidestination in den Textfunden von Qwnran, Leiden 1995, 45-92 (fora summary in English,
see idem, ''Wisdom and Predestination in the Dead Sea Scrolls", DSD 2 (1995) 340-54. We have recently
presented our reconstruction of the textual material in one article, and the theology of the book in three further
papers: "The Reconstruction of Sapiential Work A", RevQ 16 (1995) 559-80; "Wisdom, Revelation, and
Eschatology in an Early Essene Writing", SBLSP 34 (1995) 440-63; "Early Essene Eschatology: Judgement and
Salvation Accorcling to Sapiential Work A", Current Research and Technological Developments on the Dead
Sea Scrolls (D.W. Parry, S.D. Ricks, eds.), Leiden 1996, 126-65; ''The Mystery to Come: Early Essene
Theology of Revelation", forthcoming in Qumran between the Old and the New Testament (Th.L. Thompson,
N.P. Lemche, eds.), Sheffield 1997. John Strugnell gave a presentation of 4Qlnstruction at the International
Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolls in Provo, Utah, 17. J uly 1996, which will be forlhcoming in the
proceedings of that conference: 'The Sapiential Work 4Q415ff. and the Pre-Qumranic Works from Qumran".
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means used (ch. 3). Thereafter we will examine some main themes in the religious and philosophical attitude
reflected in the composition (ch. 4). Through a comparison with other early Jewish writings we want to
detennine the provenance of 4Qlnstruction and bring forward some preliminary suggestions as to its time and
milieu of origin (ch. 5). A text edition of the major fragments follows (ch. 6).
Various methods will be used in the analysis. Inch. 2 we are guided by H. Stegemann's methods for
reconstructing scrolls from scattered fragments. lf we can detennine the sequence of the major fragments within
the original composition, conclusions can be drawn about its literary structure and progression of thought. In ch.
3 form-critical tools developed for the understanding of biblical texts are used to determine the various genres
represented in 4Qlnstruction. Sections 4.1-4.3 are dedicated to the interrelated themes of ' Wisdom and
Revelation', 'Eschatology', and 'The Remoant Community'. In these sections selected discourses are studied in
their contexts. We analyze the structure of the texts and concentrate upon the theme under discussion. Tuen
other texts from 4Qlnstructioo are brought to bear on the subject. Parallels within early Jewish literature are
pointed out; at times such parallels are helpful in the interpretation of the text. Some of these parallels lead us to
bring forward suggestions on the relation between apocalyptic and liturgical traditions in early Judaism.
Considerations of space compel us to keep sections 4.4 and 4.5 more brief; these sections introduce some
themes for further scholarly discussion. 4.4 deals with creation and providence, while 4.5 outline the various
fields of Iife covered by the wisdom admonitions of 4Qlnstruction. In ch. 5 we compare 4Qlnstruction with
other works from the second century BCE in order to achieve a preliminary understanding of its historical
background.
By way of introduction, our use of the terms 'Essene' and 'sectarian' should be explained. Basically we
subscribe to the so-called Groningen hypothesis of Qumran origins, according to which the Essenes are an
offspring of apocalyptic eireles in the land of Israel of the third and early second centuries BCE.3 The ya}Jad and
the settlement at Qumran should be seen within the framework of a wider Essene movement emerging by the
mid-second century BCE.
We regard it as beyond doubt that the settlement at Qumran was connected with the Essene movement, and
that the 'ancient Iibrary of Qumran' (the scrolls found in the caves close to the settlement) represents some kind
of an Essene library.4 This Iibrary contained books composed within the Essene movemenl and among its
3 See F.

Garcia Martinez, "Qumran Origins and Early History: A Groningen Hypothesis", Folio Orientalia
25 (1988) 113-36; F. Garcia Martinez, A. van der Woude, "A Groningen Hypothesis of Qumran Origins", RevQ
14 (1990) 521-41. We are, however, not convinced about their proposal of a series of consecutive 'wicked
priests'. See the critique by T.H. Lim, "The Wicked Priest of the Groningen Hypothesis", JBL 112 (1993) 41525.
4 Cf. Pliny's reference to the Essenes at the shores of the Dead Sea above Ein Gedi, Natura/ History V.xv.73.
For the similarities between the Essenes described in the ancient sources and the communities reflected in the
sectarian writings, see especially T.S. Beall, Josephus' Description of the Essenes lllustrated by the Dead Sea
Scrolls, Cambridge 1988; J .C. VanderKam "The People of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Essenes or Sadducees?",
Understanding the Dead Sea Scrolls (H. Shanks, ed.), New York 1992, 50-62. Fora criticism of viewing
Qumran as an Essene settlement, see A.D. Crown, L. Cansdale, "Qumran. Was it an Essene Settlement", BAR
5/1994, 24-35, 73-8. N. Golb argues that the scrolls have no close connection with the settlement, but rather
represent a library brought to the caves from Jerusalem: Wlw Wrote the Dead Sea Scro/ls, New York 1994. This
theory cannot easily explain the fact that the same type of pottery was found in the settlement as well as the
caves.
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precursors, as well as books reflecting a wider Jewish context.5 Tov's assertion that a certain percentage of the
scrolls were copied within 'the Qumran scribal school', while others were not, offers additional evidence.6
The fact that in a few cases the halakhah of 4QMMT resembles halakhic rulings ascribed to the ' Sadducees'
by the talmudic writings, does not invalidate the presumed connection between the Qumran library and the
Essenes. The terminology of 4QMMT <loes not reflect the structure of the yal)ad. MM.T' s use of the term rr~
C'C'iT

'the end of days' (4QMMT C 14, 21) stems from Deut 4:30; 31:29, and does not reflect the apocalyptic

view of the periods of history shared by the yalJad.7 4QMM.T might reflect a more peripheral Essene group than
the ya})ad. One should possibly date its composition to a time much later than the mid-second century BCE, as
is asserted by the editors of 4QMMT and the majority of the scholars. 8
In contrast to Garcfa Martfnez and van der Woude, we do not identify the yal)ad with those living in the

settlement at Qumran.9 If the commune at Qumran indeed was the center of the ya})ad, we would have expected
to find membership rosters, financial records and documents relating to disciplinary procedures. With one
exception,10 such documents have not been identified. Stegemann is probably correct in his view that Qumran
was a study and book producing center for the wider Essene movement in J udea. 11 The arcbaeological evidence
indicates that the main center at Qumran (phase 1b) together with its offshoot at Ein Feshka was established
towards the end of the second century BCE,12 while the Righteous Teacher and the Wicked Priest usually are
According to Cross and Eshel, the ostracon found at Khirbet Qumran in 1995 records the transfer of a
property to the ya/Jad: F.M. Cross, E. Eshel, "Ostraca from Khirbet Qumran",IEJ 47 (1997) 17-28. lf their
reading (]irr? 'ln~' "when he fulfills <his oath> to the Community[") is correct, the ostracon proves that the
commune at Qumran was related to the yalJad. Hovewer, the reading has been disputed, La. by J. Naveh and A.
Jardeni. Jardeni proposes to read lines 7-8 i)ia- J71' ?'O' [ ". C'?:;,)iil C'.ll'nil, wbich fits better in the context (see
Ha' are$, 15.08.97, her readings will be published in a forthcoming issue of /El).
5 See M.O. Wise, "Accidents and Accidence: A Scribal View of Linguistic Daling of the Ararnaic Scrolls
from Qumran", Studies in Qumran Aramaic (T. Muraoka, ed., Abr-Nahrain Supplement 3), Louvain 1992, 12467. Wise argues that most of the scrolls were not copied at Qumran, and that Qumran literature is a crosssection of J udean book trade of those days.
6 E. Tov, 'The Orthography and Language of the Hebrew Scrolls Found at Qumran and the Origin and
Language of these Scrolls', Textus 13 (1986) 31-57; idem, 'The Qumran Scribal School', Studies in Bibie and
Exegesis. Moshe Goshen-Gottstein - in Memoriam (Hebrew, M. Bar-Asher, D. Dimant, M. Garsiel, Y. Maori,
eds.), Ramat Gan 1993, 135-54; 'Scribal Markings in the Texts from the Judean Desert', Current Research and
Technological Developments on the Dead Sea Scrolls, 41-77.
7 See F. Garcfa Martinez, "4QMMT in a Qumran Context",Reading 4QMMT. New Perspectives on Qumran
Law and History (J. Kampen, M. Bernstein, eds.), Atlanta 1996, 15-27, pp. 20-23.
8 E. Qimron sees MMT as a treatise deriving from the Qumran group or one of its antecedents, probably the
group of the Teacher, between 159-152 BCE: DJD X, 109-21, cf. J. Strugnell, "MMT: Second Thoughts on a
Forthcoming Edition", The Community of the Renewed Covenant, 57-73. Other scholars have argued fora 'presectarian' provenance of MMT: it would then belong toa priestly antecedent of the Qumran community, before
the Teacher emerged as leader of the community. Thus papers presented by L.H. Schiffman, D. Schwarz and F.
Garcia Martfnez at SBL Annual Meeting, 22.11.94. For the discussion on the provenance of MMT, see the
various essays in Reading 4QMMT. New Perspectives on Qumran Law and History.
9S. Talmon views the commune at Qumran as the spearhead of a mucb !arger movement, the 'Community of
the Renewed Covenant': "Qumran Studies: Past, Present, and Future", JQR 85 (1994) 1-31, p. 6.
iocr. E. Eshel, "4Q477: The Rebukes by the Overseer", JJS 45 (1994) 111-22.
llH. Stegemann, Die Essener, Qumran, Johannes der Tau/er und Jesus, Freiburg, Basel and Wien, 4th ed.
1994, 58-63, 77-82.
12Cf. R. de Vaux, Archaeology and the Dead Sea Scrolls, London 1973, 3-5; Stegemann, Die Essener, 77. A
more precise daling of the pottery of phase lb can probably·be done when the Hasmonean pottery from the
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dated to the middle of this century. This means that the establishment of the center at Qumran post-dales the

foundation of the yaf)ad. According to Philo and Josephus, there were four thousand Essenes in the land of
Israel (and this number only includes adult males, not their families). The num ber of Essenes living at Qumran
should be calculated to somewhere between 50 and 150.13
Garcfa Martfnez and van der Woude may be right in seeing the yal)ad as a splinter group within the Essene
movement, comprised of those who followed the Teacher of Righteousness, but the relations between the yaf)ad
and the Essene movement as a whole are, at the present stage of research, still open to different interpretations.
It should, however, be regarded beyond doubt that the yal)ad was an elite group within the wider Essene

movement, which subscribed to higher standards of ritual purity. 14 The core of the staff of the center at Qumran
were probably members of the yal;ad, but the ya}Jad was not restricted to this settlement
We use the term 'sectarian' in the meaning ' related to the yaf)ad', as the ya}Jad had separated itself from the
main body of the people of Israel. We define the Community Rule, the Hodayol, the pesharim and the
Damascus Document as the main 'sectarian' writings, as they demonstrate a clearly 'sectarian' terminology and
thought.15 Although CD might not be a work of the yal;ad, it is clearly somehow related to it. CD and the
Qumran copies of D seem to be a corpus of laws and rules reflecting different sub-groups of the Essene
movement, or different stages in its development. The Qumran copies of D clearly share the dualistic worldview and deterministic concept of God's preordination, which is typical of the writings of the ya!J,ad. In the
following we therefore use tenns such as 'Essene', 'sectarian' and 'ya]Jad', but not 'the Qumran covenanters',
'Qumranic', etc.

Jericho excavations has been analyzed. The central tower of Khirbet Qumran can perhaps be ascribed toa
Hasmonean fortress, but the main phase of occupation is related to a community with specific religious ideas.
The peculiar fonn of the graves, which secures that the corpse should not be crushed, points strongly in this
direction. See R. Hachlili, "Burial Practices at Qumran'', RevQ 16 (1993) 247-64.
13Stegemann proposes 50-60 inhabitants, this is the number that could prostrate themselves (fall down on
their faces) together in the !argest room in the settlement, the dining hall (oral infonnation). He also suggests
that most of the inhabitants lived in the settlement itself (apart from a small staff at Ein Feshkah), an option
which restricts the possible number of inhabitants: Die Essener, 60, 70-75. The same position is upheld by J.
Patrich, "Khirbet Qumran in Light of New Archaeological Explorations in the Qumran Caves", Methods of
lnvestigation of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Khi.rbet Qwnran Site, 73-95. On the other hand, R. de Vaux
proposed that the majority of community members lived outside the central quarters: Archaeology and the Dead
Sea Scrolls, 56-7. During the excavations at Qumran from December 1995 to February 1996, H. Eshel and M.
Brosbi discovered a path leading north from the settlement to caves which served as habitation, as well as
remnants of a makeshift house alongside the path. Eshel proposes that the community had c.100-150 inhabitants
(oral information, as well as report in Jerusalem Post, 05.04.96).
14See e.g. E. Qimron, "Celibacy in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Two Kinds of Sectarians", Proceedings of
the International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Madrid, 18-21. March 1991 (J. TreboUe Barrera, L. Vegas
Montaner, eds.), Leiden 1992, 287-294; H. Stegemann, "The Qumran Essenes - Local Members of the Main
Jewish Union in Late Second Temple Times", ibid., 83-166.
15For criteria for what should be considered 'sectarian', see C. Newsom, '"Sectually Explicit' Literature
from Qumran", The Hebrew Bibie and lts lnterpreters (W.H. Propp, B. Halpern, D.N. Freedman, eds.), Winona
Lake 1990, 167-87; E.G. Chazon, "Is Divrei ha-me'orot a Sectarian Prayer?'', The Dead Sea Scrolls. Forty
Years ofResearch (D. Dimant, U. Rappaport, eds.), Leiden, Jerusalem 1992, 3-17; D. Dimant, "The Qumran
Manuscripts: Contents and Significance", Time to Prepare the Way in the Wilderness. Papers on the Qumran
Scrolls by Fellows of the lntitutefor Advanced Studies of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 1989-90 (D.
Dimant, L.H. Schiffman, eds.), Leiden 1995, 23-68.
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The writings of the ya}J.ad testify to a merger of a priestly group with apocalyptic lay eireles. We will Iater
argue that 4Qlnstruction derives from such lay eireles in the early Essene or pre-Essene movement, befare the
emergence of the yal}ad under the leadership of the Teacher.

1.2. The textual remains of 4Qlnstruction16
According to the inventory of Qumran compositions in 1991/1992,17 4Qlnstruction is represented by four
copies, 4Q416/4 l 7/418/419, while 4Q415 and 4Q423/1Q26 were considered separate li terary works
(overlapping passages had demonstrated that 1Q26 and 4Q423 were copies of ane and the same composition). 18
The affinities between 4Q415, 4Q423/1 Q26 and 4Qlnstruction seemed to indicate a genre of admonition
writings.
However, aur presentation of some of the sapiential compositions at the New York Conference on the scrolls
in Decem ber 1992 suggested that the textual material should be interpreted differently. 19 Our conclusions of
1992 can be outlined as follows:
4Q419 is not another copy of Sap.Work A. It has some phrases in common with the latter composition, but
does not represent the same textual tradition.20 4Q419 frg. 1 is concerned with the status and duties of the
Aaronitic priests, a theme not covered elsewhere in 4Qlnstruction (in fact, we suggest that 4Qlnstruction
reflects non-priestly eireles, see ch. 5). It seems therefore more reasonable to consider 4Q419 a separate
composition.
Further, there are passage in 4Q423 and 4Q415 which also are found in 4Q418 (4Qlnstruction8) . Thus,
4Q423/1Q26 and 4Q415 do notrepresent separate compositions, but rather additional copies of 4Qlnstruction.
The text of two different fragments from 4Q423 duplicates the text of two fragments from 4Q418: 4Q423 8
overlaps the text of 4Q418 81 2-4, and 4Q423 9 that of 4Q418 188. The text of 4Q415 11 is found in two or
three 4Q418 fragments. The possibility that4Q415 11 could have been wrongly attributed to 4Q415, can be
discarded. All 4Q415 fragments reflect the same hand and come from a scroll where another composition
(4Q414Baptismal Liturgy) was written on the verso, which means that all fragments definitely derive from the
same scroll.
164Qlnstruction•-<1.f will be published in DJD XXXIV by John Strugnell and Daniel Harrington. The present
writer is responsible for ane of the copies [4Q423 (4Qlnstructionc)]. An earlier version of the Hebrew text of
most of the fragments is available in B.Z. Wacholder, M.G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished
Dead Sea Scrolls. The Hebrew and Aramaic Textsfrom Cave Four. Fascicle Two, Washington 1992.
17Tov, "The Unpublished Qumran Texts from Caves 4 and 11".
184Q423 3 overlaps with the text of 1Q26 2, 4Q423 4 overlaps with the text of 1Q26 1.
19''Admonition Texts from Qumran Cave 4". John Strugnell has later remarked that he earlier arrived at
similar conclusions, and referred us to his report in "Le travail d'edition des fragments des manuscrits de
Qumran", RB 63 (1956) 49-67, p. 64. However, in this report he states that there isa 4Q copy of the work
represented by 1Q26 (probably referring to 4Q423), and that a group of four rnss from Cave 4 possibly can be
identified with 1Q26. He does not identify these four mss, but was probably referring to 4Q416-4Q419.
"if Heshut his hand and the spirit of all flesh be gathered in",
20'fhe phrase (itu.:l) '/)::> mi il~l) ,.,, f'ltlp'
appears both in 4Q419 8 ii 7 and 4Q416 !V 2 (4Q416 2 ii 2), but the conlext in 4Q419 is different from that of
4Q416.
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Further, 4Q418 preserves remnants not of one, but of two copies of Sap.Work A, possibly written by the same
scribe.21 In three cases a certain passage is found in two different 4Q418 fragments (see section 2.1.2.1 for
details).
This analysis implies that 4Qinstruction is represented by six copies from cave 4, in addition to one copy from
cave 1, 1Q26. The different copies can thus be designated as following:
lQinstruction (1Q26),
4Qlnstruction8 (4Q418a),
4Qlnstructionb ( 4Q416),
4Qlnstructionc (4Q417),
4Qinstructiond (4Q415),
4Qlnstruction° (4Q423),
4Qlnstructionf (4Q418b).
Two of the copies (4Q415 and 4Q416) were rolled the less usual way with the beginning on the inside of the
scroll when they were deposited in the cave, a fact which probably indicates that these scrolls were in active
reading use by 68 CE (see below, section 2.1.1.1).
Five copies display early Herodian scripts (30 - 1 BCE),22 while two (1Q26, 4Q423) represent middle
Herodian hands (1 - 30 CE). The large number of copies and the fact that this composition was copied until a
late stage in the history of the Qumran settlement show that it was highly regarded within the Essene
Community. Furthermore, probably only copies of the most important books were hidden in Cave 1, the first
hideout used by the Qumran inhabitants in J une 68 CE.23

21 By December 1995 Strugnell and Harrington noted ("contra Elgvin") that the evidence is inadequate to
judge that there were two manuscripts of this work in the hand of 4Q418 (draft introduction to 4Qlnstruction for
DJD). In a paper written in the first part of 1996, Harrington counls "six Hebrew manuscripts": "Two Early
Jewish Approaches to Wisdom", 123. By July 1996 Strugnell concluded that there are at least seven copies
represented, and added about 4Q418b: "We discovered that one late in the process": "The Sapiential Work
4Q415ff.". However, we already reached this conclusion in our lecture in December 1992 (see note 2).
22Strugnell <lates 4Q416 somewhat earlier than the other copies.
23Stegemann, Die Essener, 89-90.

2. Reconstruction of 4Qlnstruction
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For a reconstruction of scrolls from scattered fragments, a careful analysis of the original fragments and the
photographs is needed. A main aim is to detennine the location and sequence of the major fragments within the
original scrolls and thereby discern the structure of the composition, and further to calculate the length of the
scrolls. H. Stegemann's methods for reconstructing scrolls from scattered fragments provided the starting point
for the reconstructions proposed below.2 Stegemann' s methods were further refined during the analysis of the
fragments and the photographs (see the excursus, section 2.3). In his article on reconstruction Stegemann noted
the deplorable lack of description of the physical characteristics of many of the Qumran scrolls. This chapter
fills in a small part of this lacuna, and provides a physical description of the 4Q copies of 4Qlnstruction. 3 This
chapter is by nature very technical. The technical discussion is necessary to reach defendable conclusions as to
the location and sequence of the fragments in the original scrolls. When the sequence of the major fragments has
been detennined, we can hetter understand the progression of thought within 4Qlnstruction. Furthermore, the
structure of the book seems to point towards different stages in the literary history of this composition. The
technical discussion is summarized in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.

2.1. Physical description of the copies of 4Qlnstruction.
Reconstructed location of the major fragments 4
2.1.1. 4Q416 and 4Q417
Four !arger fragments anda few smaller ones of 4Q416 (4Qlnstructionb) and 4Q417 (4Qlnstructionc) are
analyzed in this section. All these fragments were probably located in the first half of the composition, with the
exception of the first two (respectively 1 3/4) columns, which are not represented by any major fragment from
these two scrolls. Through 4Q416 and 4Q417 we have preserved major segments of text from the original cols.
lll-Vlll (plus the last five lines of co!. Il) and X-XI of 4Q416, which originally had c.23 columns. C.65% of the

text of the original cols. Ill-VIII and X-XI of 4Q416 has been preserved.5
1This

2R

chapter is an expanded version of our article 'The Reconstruction of Sapiential Work A".
Stegemann, "Methods for the Reconstruction of Scrolls from Scattered Fragments", Archaeology and

History in the Deati Sea Scrolls - the New York University Conference in Menwry of Yigael Yadin (L.H.

Schiffman, ed.), Sheffield 1990, 189-220.
3We have not examined the fragments of IQ26 which are kept in Amman. The physical characteristics of the
fragments provide many clues to the reconstruction. The physical description of the fragments is therefore
presented here, and not in the text edition of ch. 6.
4Thanks are due to conservator Lena Liebman and her colleagues at the Rockefeller Museum for their
patience and kind assistance during my numerous hours in the scrollery, and to SJ. Pfann who gave me the first
introduction to the reconstruction of scrolls.
5References to the major fragments of 4Q416 and 4Q417 will be given by the sigla for -the scroll followed by
a column number in italic typeface. This num ber refers to the suggested location of the respective fragment and
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The following sequence of the major fragments of 4Q416 and 4Q417 is suggested here: 4Q417 frg. 1 =cols.
Ill-IV, 4Q417 frg. 2 =cols. IX-X of that scroll. 4Q416 frg. 2 cols. i and il overlap with 4Q417 frg. 1 i-ii, and

thus represent cols. lll-IV of 4Q416 (the first five lines of 4Q417 frg. 1 equals the last five lines of 4Q416 col.
Il, which are not preserved in 4Q416). The following two columns, 4Q416 2 iii-iv, represent cols. V-VI of

4Q416, followed by 4Q416 frg. 1, which preserves one third of col. Vil (the text of this column can be further
reconstructed with a number of minor fragments from 4Q418a and 4Q418b). Since the columns of 4Q416
contain c.20% less letter-spaces (hereafter Is) than those of 4Q417, the text of most of cols. III-Vll, col. IX and
part of col. X (respectively col. X and part of col. xn from two of the copies of 4Qinstruction, has been
preserved.6 The reconstruction of these two scrolls also enables an approximation of the Iength of 4Q4 I7 and
thus of 4Qlnstruction.
All these passages overlap with smaller fragments of 4Q418, which facilitate the reconstruction of the
original text and provide alternative readings. The following synopsis shows the location of the main fragments
of 4Q416 and4Q417 within the first half of 4Qlnstruction, including overlapping between these two scrolls and
fragments from 4Q418.
Synopsis of the first half of the composition
Fragments of 4Q416

Frg. 2
(Ill 1 - VI 14)

Fragments of 4Q417

I

I

Il

Il

!Il

III

IV

Fragments of 4Q418a
I

I

li

Ill
IV

f,. ,

IV

V
VI

V
VII

V

I

• Frg. 17VI 12-16 VI
• Frg. 4 VI 18-20
Frg. 1

Vil

I Frg. 3

VIII

Vlll
VI

IX

II

Frg. 7ab

I Frg. 8

I•

Frg. 9

I

•
•
•

.

Frg. 10ab

Fxg.73

Frg.201
Frg. 213, 212

VII
IX

VIII

X

IX

XI

X

I Frg.4.3
IFJ2

I

I 1

XS-18

column in the original scroll. The text edition, section 6.2.1, uses both this system and the numbering of the
Preliminary Concordance, followed by Wacholder/Abegg.
6Frg. 1of4Q417 has columns with c.1450 Is altogether, frg. 2 with c.1650 Is. As for 4Q416 frg. 2, co!. i
has c.1350 spaces, cols. ii and iii c.1300 spaces, and the narrower co!. iv c.900 spaces. If each scroll had
columns of roughly the same size, the first eight columns of 4Q416 would have contained c. 10200 ls
altogether, the first eight columns of 4Q417 c.12400 Is. Jf this approximation is correct, cols. IX-X of 4Q417
would correspond to cols. X-XI (or possibly XI-XIQ of 4Q416.
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2.1.1.1. 4Q416 (4Qlnstructionb)

In the 1950s or 60s the large fragment 2 was treated with castor oil. This treatment caused it to shrink in the
folds, and made the surface dark and glossy.7 The main colour is now very dark brown. The skin of the 4Q416
fragments is relatively thick. This is particularly true of frg. 2, which preserves the major part of one sheet with
four columns (frg. 2). Another large fragment (frg. 1) is preserved, as well as 16 minor ones.
Of the smaller fragments, frgs. 7, 18 and 20 preserve lower margins, and frg. 4 the bottom right corner of a
column. Frg. 5 preserves a left margin, frg. 17 both a left margin and the left edge of a sheet (traces of stitching
are visible, the margin is 1.5 cm). Frg. 3 is medium/dark brown with some lighter areas, frgs. 4, 5, 17 and 18
light brown (frg. 4 darkened on the right edge), frg. 7 dark brown. The verso is light brown with sections of
medium brown. Frg. 7 has shrunk more than the other fragments.
4Q416 frg. 2 (see plate 1) preserves the major part of one sheet with a length of 37.5 cm. Preserved are parts

of the left and bottom margins of col. i, approximately one half of co!. il including bottom and left margin,
most of co!. iii, and the upper right part of co!. i v. Both co!. ii and the left part of col. iii are broken or cracked
in the middle. Such damage was often caused by the thong that was bound around the scroll. This fragment
derives from the inner part of a lengtby scroll which was rolled in the less usual way with the beginning of the
composition on the inside (see below). The damage pauem could therefore have derived from cracks caused by
the !hong in a previous stage when the scroll was rolled in the usual way. 8 The colour is very dark brown on the
upper half, lighter on the bottom, especially on the bottom of cols. 1 and 2 (which also on the verso is lighter
brown than the rest of the fragment). The rear side of frg. 2 is glued to paper tissue, and its colour is medium
brown.
Only a couple of scholars have discussed why some scrolls were rolled the less usual way (with the beginning
on the inside) when they were deposited in the caves. The reason is probably simple: when somebody was
reading in the latter part of a long scroll, it was more convenient to continue rolling the scroll (loosely) to the
end and leave the scroll like this until the next reading session, instead of rolling it all the way back to the
beginning, and then unrolling it again before the next session. A comparison with the way the Torah scroll is
rolled in the synagogues of our time supports this suggestion.
Our proposal would explain why some scrolls were rolled this way when they suddenly had to be hidden
because of the approaching Roman armies in June 68 AD,9 and carry decomposition patterns which reveal that
7 We

are indebted to conservator Lena Liebman for this explanation. In contrast, Strugnell remarks that the
glossy surface of 4Q416 2 derives from Kando's sweat according to Strugnell, Kando smuggled this fragment to
the Rockefeller Museum wrapped around his chest. We suggest that Strugnell might have confused this glossy
fragment with another one. The glossy surface is the same all over the fragment, including inside the cracks.
Kando 's sweat would not have been spread evenly all over the fragment, and not have penneated in to the cracks.
8We are indebted to S.J. Pfann for this proposal. The Rule scroll reveals such a pattern: when the scroll was
found it was rolled in the less usual way with the beginning on the inside. But lQS cols. I-li(= the innermost
part of the scroll) clearly show the horizontal imprint of the thong from a previous stage when these columns
constituted the extemal layers of the scroll (at an early stage these columns were preceded by a handle sheet). See
S.J. Pfann, "4Q298: The Maskil's Address to All Sous of Dawn", JQR 85 (1994) 203-35; p. 211 , n. 11.
9 Cf. Stegemann's description of how he envisages the last days of the Qumran commune: Die Essener, 8893.
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they were loosely rolled with the beginning on the inside of the scroll. If wear patterns indicate that a scroll was
rolled the less usual way (like 4Qlnstructionb), there is good reason to believe that the work in question was a
Iengthy one which was in active reading use in the Qumran community in the final time of its existence. If our
explanation holds true, the presence in the caves of scrolls rolled this way shows that the Qumran settlement
with its Iibrary served as a center of reading and study also in the last period befare its destruction by the hand of
the Romans. 10
Column i has 22 lines, cols. ii and iii have 21. 11 The height of the writing block of col. ili was 13.1 cm
(col. i with 22 lines was somewhat higher), and its length (cols. i-iii) 11.5-12 cm with 54-77 ls per line.12
Most lines have c.60 ls per line. Cal. iv is substantively shorter and must have been the last one on this sheet:
the reconstructed length of the writing block is c.7.8 cm, with 40-42 ls per Iine. 13 The margin between the
columns is 0.8-1.1 cm. If the beginning of this sheet had a margin like the one on frg. 1 and col. i was the first
one on the sheet, the sheet would have measured c.50 cm. The text of the four columns of frg. 2 is partly
covered by a number of fragments from 4Q417 and 4Q418.
If a photocopy of this fragment is rolled, ane easily discovers wear pattems and is able to measure the turns of

the scroll (see plate 1).14 This test ascertains that the scroll was rolled with the beginning of the composition on
the inside when it was deposited the last time. At the beginning of the fragment the turn of the scroll is c.8.9
cm, at the end c.11.5 cm. The increase in circumference per turn is c.10 mm, which fits well with a scroll of
thick skin rolled this way. When the scroll was rolled so loosely, it is difficult to calculate the exact distance
from the beginning of the scroll to the edge of this fragment, 15 but frg. 2 must be close to the beginning of the
ios.J. Pfann (oral communication) suggested another explanation which might supplement our proposal
above: after some years of active use, the extemal sheets of a scroll started to deteriorate (usually due to the
pressure of the thong). In order to be able to use the scroll for a longer period of time, one started to roll the
scroll in the less usual way for the rest of its 'lifetirne'. If this explanation holds true for some scrolls, one
should not expect that these scrolls were rolled more Ioosely than those rolled in the usual way, as Stegemann
has observed ("Methods ofReconstruction", 196). We therefore preferour explanation above. According to
Stegemann, in the hectic 'packing period' of June 68 members of the commune unrolled some scrolls to check
their quality (without rolling them back in the normal position), before deciding which scrolls deserved the most
careful treatment and the safest hiding places: Die Essener, 89-90. If this suggestion is sound, a scroll rolled
wilh the beginning on the inside would have been considered important, since it was reviewed among those
book scrolls which deserved the best safekeeping.
11 The photographs show that the writing block of col. i goes one line further down than the following
columns (see plate 1). For the same phenomenon, see 4Q418 frg. 103 cols. i-ii. lt is suggested below that the
first column of the following sheet contained only the 19 lines which still arepreserved (4Q416 frg. 1, which
had Iarger distance between the lines than frg. 2). Such a difference in the number of lines is unusual in a given
scroll, cf. Stegemann, "Methods for Reconstruction", 198.
12A comparison between the partly preserved cot. i and 4Q417 1 i shows that 4Q416 2 i had 53-65 Is per
line.
13No lefl margin is preserved. However, an easy-flowing text is restored when one adds four reconstructed
letters at the end of line 6, and ane letter at the end of line 7 as well as line 8. See section 6.2.1. The length of
the writing block can therefore be calculated well.
14Some examples: the crack in ii 8-9 which has split the words ii.:l'n::ii and i.Il fits the hole in iii 9 which
deletes parts of the word rrro; the hole in iii 8-9 alongside i~·~ of I. 8 fits the hole in iv 8-9 below ii.:lmi :JWii.
The three lowest reaching points of the fragment, of which the first two preserve the original lower edge of the
scroll, also fit this pattern.
15Larger scrolls rolled in the normal way are tightly rolled: the innermost turn of such a scroll usually
measures c.3 cm, and there isa constant increase in circumference per turn as one proceeds outwards. Stegemann
("Methods for Reconstruction", 196) observes that the scrolls which were rolled with the beginning on the
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scroll, with only one or two columns preceding frg. 2 col. i. A comparison with 4Q417 frg. 1 col. i, which
preserves the same passage as 4Q416 frg. 2 col. i, makes it probable that both these corresponding columns
represent the third column in their respective scrolls.16 Thus, 4Q416 frg. 2 cols. i-iv represent cols. Ill-VI in
this scroll. Col. i of 4Q417 frg. 1, which preserves the same text as 4Q416 col. i, represents col. Ill of that
scroll.
4Q416 frg. I (see plate 2) preserves the right part of a column from the beginning of a sheeL A substantial

part of the right margin with the length of 3.3 cm is preserved. Shrinking at the edge of the margin and the
remnant of a small part which hangs on to the edge indicate that another sheet has been attached, so that the
fragment does not preserve the beginning of the scroll. 17 The text overlaps with two sets of fragments from
4Q418. The lower part of frg. 1 (11. 11-19) which, according to the earlier photographs, was detached from the
upper part when it was brought into the scrollery, is very dark brown and must have been exposed to more light
than the upper part which is medium/dark brown. The versa is medium brown. This column, like the first three
columns of frg. 2, probably had an average of c.60 Is per line with a length of the writing block of c.11.5 cm.
Line 12 with one reconstructed word (1a,.r) had 56 ls, and line 11 åt least 59 Is (according toa tentative
reconstruction it had 64 ls, see the text edition, section 6.2.1).
Neither the top nor the bottom margin of 4Q416 frg. 1 has been preserved. The distance between the lines isa
little larger in frg. 1 (7.1 mm) than in frg. 2 (6.6 mm), and the height of the 18 visible lines is 12.4 cm. When
this calculation is compared with the column height of 13.1 cm in frg. 2 col. ill, it is probable that this column

had only 19 lines.
inside were loosely'wrapped (this observation is consistent with our 'library user' explanation for the scrolls
having been rolled the less usual way), and that the circumference of such ascroll in its innennost turn can be
quite large (lQS 5 cm, lQH• 7 cm, lQM 9 cm). Such loosely rolled scrolls have no constant increase in
circumference per turn as one proceeds outwards (an examination of the Rute scroll shows great variation in the
increase in circumference per turn, from 1 to 5 mm).
16From the physical evidence of 4Q416 frg. 2 alone, col. i could well be the first column of a loosely
wrapped scroll. Line 1 of this column corresponds, however, to 4Q417 1 i 7. The first line of this column in
4Q417 is preserved, and cannot be the beginning of the composition. 4Q416 frg. 1 col. is probably the first
column of a sheet, and 4Q417 frg. 1 does preserve the beginning of a sheet. It is unlikel y that both scrolls
opened with a sheet of only one column (an extremely rare phenomenon in the Qumran scrolls: 1QS col. XI,
and one sheet of 4QDeutn, cf. Stegemann, "Methods forReconstruction", 214, note 77). Therefore we suggest
that in both scrolls the fragment in question was preceded bya sheet of two columns (although sheets of two
columns are also quite rare): it is difficult to 'squeeze in' more than two columns from the beginning of 4Q416
to col. i of frg. 2: the circumference of the scroll was c.7 cm at the beginning of col. i. Five more turns inwards
with a decrease in circumference of 7 mm per tmn would total 24 cm with a circumference of the last turn of 33
mm. This would give space for two columns c.10 cm lang plus a small opening margin. Space for three
columns would only be possible if the decrease in circumference in the last sheet was as small as 4.5 mm (8
turns would then yield a sheet of 39 cm with a circumference of the last turn of 34 mm). The conclusion that
the preceding missing sheet had two columns fits the reconstruction of 4Q418 frgs. 7-10 (see below): the first
sheet of the 4Q4188 scroll would then have five columns of 10 cm length, and measure c.60 cm.
170nly if the attached sheet was a blank handle sheet could this column be the opening column of the scroll
and thus of the composition. D. Harrington, "Wisdom at Qumran", The Community of the Renewed Covenant,
137-52, p. 140, states that this fragment is the beginning of the composition, while Harrington/Strugnell,
"Qumran Cave 4 Texts: A New Publication", !BL 112/3 (1993) 491-499, p. 493, are more careful but less
clear: "4Q416 frag. 1 must have come from near the first column, since it preserves the very wide margin
characteristic of first columns". The margin at the Ieft end of the sheet of frg . 17 is indeed narrower, 1.5 cm
from the leftmost letter to the seam, which could indicate that the wide opening margin of frg. 1 represents the
beginning of the composition. But the fact that the text of 4Q416 1 2-4 is found in 4Q418 frg. 73 (bottom lines
of one column) and 4Q418 frg. 201 (top lines of the following column) proves that the text of 4Q416 frg. 1
cannot be the beginning of the composition.
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We have seen that frg. 2 preserves the second sheet of this scroll. Since frg. 1 preserves the beginning of a
sheet but not the beginning of the scroll, it must have been located in the beginning of one of the sheets
following frg. 2. When only a few larger fragmentsofa scroll have been preserved, they usually were located
close to each other. 18 Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 4Q416 frg. 2 represents the beginning of the
sheet coming immediately after frg. 2, and thus represented col. Vil of 4Q416. This assumption is confirmed
when one continues the test of rolling a photocopy of the fragments. If the beginning of frg. 1 is placed 4 cm
after the end of frg. 2, frg. 1 fits the wear patterns of frg. 2 when it is rolled on lhis 'scroll' (see plates 1 and
2). 19 The juxtaposition also indicates that frg. 1 preserves lines 2-19 of this column, out of a total of 19 lines.
The preserved lines of frg. 1 are henceforth numbered 2-19 (numbered 1-18 by Wacholder/Abegg).
Location of the smaller fragments of 40416
Probably most of the smaller fragments of 4Q416 were located close to frgs. 1and2. Since frg. 17 preserves
the left edge of a sheet, there is good reason to locate it as the left edge of the sheet represented by frg. 2. These
four lines would then belong to the lower half of col. VI of 4Q416 (below 4Q416 2 iv), among the lines 11-20.
In the text edition we tentatively locate this fragment on lines 12-16 of this column. Some thematical
similarities with 4Q416 2 iv add further support for this proposal (see section 6.2.1).
Frg. 4, which contains the bottom right corner of a column, should probably be located in the same column,
col. VI, below 4Q416 2 iv, and it is tentatively placed as such in the transcription. Alternatively it could have
been located in col. VIII. It seems that this fragment opens a lengthy discourse on God's end-time judgement,

which continues in cols. VII(= 4Q416 frg. 1) and Vlll (= 4Q416 frg. 3, see below).
Since frg. 3 cannot satisfactorily be located in the same column as frg. 1, it probably belongs to the
following column, col. Vill. The shape of frg. 3, which resembles the left tongue of frg I (which belongs to the
preceding column, col. VII), indicates that this fragment probably preserves lines 9-15 of col. VIII (see plate 8).
As the turn of the scroll at the end of col. VII was 11 cm, the next turn is 12 cm. Accordingly, there were c.6
cm between the end of frg. 1 (col. VII) and the beginning of frg. 3, so that frg. 3 was located in the left part of
the column, close to the left margin.
After an interval of 1-2 columns the text known from 4Q417 IX(= 4Q417 2 i) would have followed, probably
as col. X of 4Q416.

2.1.1.2. 4Q417 (4Qlnstructionc)

Preserved are two large fragments, each containing the major part of one column and the right part of the
following column, as well as 30 minor fragments. The two larger fragments are presented below.

lBCf. Stegemann, "Methods for Reconstruction", 194, 201.
top of the fragment which is slanting down towards the lefl fits the lefl end of frg. 2, and the tongue
sticking out at the left edge of frg. 1 fits remarkably a similar tongue at the end of frg. 2 col. iii, two turns
inwards. A transparent copy of frg. 1 put on top of a copy of frg. 2 col. iii shows this clearly. This test excludes
the option that the sheet of 4Q416 frg. 2 had another (narrow) column after col. iv, which might have been a
possibility.
19'fhe
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The skin is relatively thin. The distance between the lines is 6.3 mm in frg. l, and 5.9- 6.0 mm in frg. 2.
4Q417 frgs. 1 and 2 preserve the beginning of two different sheels. The stitching and some shrinking due to the
stitching is clear on the right edge of frg. 1. The right edge of frg. 2 also shows the beginning of a sheet. The
form of the edge seems to indicate previous stilching. On the photograph no shrinking after stitches is visible.
A study of the original fragment, however, reveals shrinking along the edge. The small frg. 29 preserves part of
the left edge of a sheet, and traces of twisting due to the stitches can be discerned at the verso of the fragment.
Since the beginning of two sheets is well preserved (frgs. 1 and 2), lhere is good reason to assume that this
fragment comes from the end of one of the two sheets which were attached lo frgs. 1 and 2. Two of the words of
frg. 29 (i1tll.PC and mr:::io) recur in 4Q417 2 i, and we therefore suppose that frg. 29 comes from the end of col.
VIII, the column which preceded 4Q417 2 i.
4Q417 frg. 1 varies from grey/greyish-brown and lighter brown colour to very dark brown. The skin has
occasionally lost its surface, leaving a very light brown layer. 4Q4 l 7 frg . 2 is basically dark brown, with shades

to light brown. The rear side of fragment 1 is partly glued to paper (this method of preservation was used in the
1970s), and its colour is light brown with sections of dark brown (the bottom piece of col. ii is dark brown).
Frg. 2 has recently been mounted between nets of silk, a fact which makes a close examination of the fragment
by microscope difficult. The verso of fragment 2 is basically dark brown, with light brown sections where the
surface has been abraded (especially where the right margin of col. i is located). Some of the smaller fragments
are light brown, while others are very dark brown. On the versa they are dark brown, and light brown where the
extemal layer has been abraded.
Frg. 1 col. i has 28 lines with top and bottom margins partly preserved. There are c.50-54 Is per line (49 Is in
line 9, 53 in line 10, 54 in line 22). The height of the writing block is 17.7 cm and the length 12 cm. The
margin between the columns is 1.9 cm. A horizontal crack above line 15 might be due to the thong around the
scroll (this fragment preserves cols. Ill-IV and belonged to the extemal layers of the scroll, see below).
27 lines have been preserved of frg. 2 cal. i, with 57 to 61 ls per line. The bottom margin is partly preserved.
The length of the writing block is 12.5 cm, the height of the 27 visible lines 16.5 cm (the distance between the
lines is smaller in frg. 2 than in frg. 1), and the margin between the columns 1 cm. Same dark spots on the
photographs (e.g. lines 3 and 9) look like ink irnprinted from another layer, butan examination of the fragment
itself reveals that these spots are small holes in the skin.
It stands to reason that the writing block bad approxirnately the same height in both fragments. Therefore frg.
2 probably had two lines above the first preserved line, sothat the columns of frg. 2 had 29 lines anda height of
the writing block of c.17.8 cm (frg. 1 had a height of 17.7 cm and 28 lines). The lines of frg. 2, cal. i are
henceforth numbered 3-29 and those of col. ii 5-18 ( numbered 1-27 and 3-16 by Wacholder/Abegg).
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Wear pattems and location of frgs. 1 and 2.
When a transparent copy of col. ii of frg. 1 is placed on top of a photocopy of col. i of Lhe same fragment, the
recurring wear pattern is obvious (see plate 3).20 The length of the turn at this place of the scroll is 13 cm. Jf
the photocopy is rolled with col. i on the outside, one notes that the left part of col. i is not covered by the
more fragmentary col. ii. This part of col. i is darker because of more exposure to light. The test thus confirms
that col. ii originally was located on top of col. i in the scroll, and the scroll was rolled with its beginning on
the outside. The fragment was broken in the margin between the columns because of the seam between the
sheets which was exactly below this point when the scroll was rolled.
Similar wear pattems are visible in frg. 2 (see plate 4).21 The Iower part of col. i which is not covered by the
smaller remnant of col. ii is darker because of more exposure to light. The length of the turn in frg. 2 is 9.9 cm.
Frg. 2 thus derives from a more intemal part of the scroll than frg. 1. As is showa in the following, the decrease
in circumference per turn in this scroll was maximum 4 mm. If one presupposes a decrease in circumference of 4

mm per turn as one proceeds inwards, the distance between these two fragments in the original scroll was c.58
cm.22 This implies that there were four columns23 between frg. 1 col. il and frg . 2 col. i in the original scroll of
4Q417. Large segments of the text of the first three of these missing columns are known from 4Q416 frg. 2 iiiiv, and 4Q416 frgs. 1 and 3. The text of 4Q417 frg. 2 thus comes after the text of 4Q416 frg. 1, probably with
11/2 - 2 columns in between. As 4Q417 frg. 1 represents cols. Il/ and TV in the scroll (the text of these two
columns duplicates that of 4Q416 cols. Il/ and TV), 4Q417 frg. 2 represents cols. IX and X of the same scroll.
We suggest below that 4Q418 69 ii should be located between 4Q416 3 and 4Q417 2 (equalling col. Vlll of
4Q417 and col. IX of 4Q416).

20The right margin

of col. ii should be located 3 mm left of the margin of col. i. At this point the top edges
of the two columns have a similar shape. Furthennore, the hole in 4Q417 1 i 13-14 will be juxtaposed with the
one in 4Q417 1il14-16.
21The shapes of the two tongues protruding from the fragment resemble each other; the vertical crack in i 1819 (which divides the word iltr.l in line 18) was located on top of the seam between the sheets and was caused by
this.
22At the end of frg. 1, the length of the turn is 128 mm, at the beginning of frg. 2, 104 mm. Five turns of
124, 120, 116, 112, and 108 mm would yield 58 cm between these two fragments. If the decrease was 5 mm per
turn, the distance would be 46 cm, which would leave room for only three columns between frgs. 1 and 2 (three
columns would need c.3 x 13 cm, while the missing left part of frg. 1 col. ii anda margin at the end of the
sheet would make a total of c.46 cm). A decrease in circumference of more than 5 mm would leave space only
for two columns between frgs. 1and2. This option must therefore be discarded, as we know from 4Q416 thal
there are at least three columns of text between these two fragments. Also a decrease of 5 mm per turn can be
ruled out if the length of 4Q4 l 7 is calculated based on a decrease of 5 mm, the reconstructed scroll would
plainly not have the length needed to include all the material known from 4Q418. If the scroll was rolled more
tightly with a decrease of only 3 mm per turn, the distance between these two fragments would be c.81 cm,
which would give space for five columns between these two fragments. With this option frg. 2 would represent
cols. X and XI of 4Q417 in stead of cols. IX-X.
23Four columns of the same length as frg. 1 would need 4 x 13 cm. To this we must add the five cm which
are missing on the left part of frg. 1 col. ii, and the margin at the end of the sheet, yielding a total of 59 cm.
According to this suggestion there would have been six columns (probably two sheels, each 40 cm long and
containing three columns) from the beginning of frg. 1 to the beginning of frg. 2.
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2.1.1.3. Calculation of the length of the scroll

The reconstructed sheet of the missing cols. /and Il together with an opening margin would measure c.28 cm.
With a supposed decrease in circumference in this scroll of 4 mm per turn, there would have been c.133 cm from
the external beginning of the scroll to the end of col. X (4Q417 2 ii (this fragment preserves the right part of
that column). At this point of the scroll the circumference would have been 9 .5 cm. If we calculate another
sixteen turns inwards (with the last one having a circumference of 3.1 cm), the length of the scroll from 4Q417
2 ii to the end would have been c.98 cm. With an average of 13 cm length calculated per column including
margins, there is room for 7 more columns, bringing the total reconstructed length of 4Q417 to c .231 cm with
approximately 17 columns.
Alternatively, with a supposed decrease in circumference of 3 mm per turn, 4Q417 2 ii would have represented
col. XI, and there would have been c.156 cm from the external beginning of the scroll to the end of this column.
A calculation of twenty-one more turns inwards (with the last one having a circumference of 3.2 cm) would
imply that the length of the scroll from this fragment lo the end of the text was c.130 cm. This calculation
leaves room for 9 more colurnns, bringing the total length of the scroll of 4Q417 to ca. 286 cm with 20
columns.
These calculations imply that the scroll of 4Q417 would have measured somewhere between 231 and 286 cm,
and that the scroll contained a minimum of 17, anda maximum of 20 columns with an average of 1550 Is.per
column (the composition would have contained between 26,350 and 31,000 Is). In the above synopsis we have
tentatively chosen the minimum option based on a decrease in circumference of 4 mm per turn.
Since the columns of the scroll of 4Q416 were smaller, this scroll would, with an average of 1250 Is per
column, have contained between 21 and 25 columns. With an average length of 12 cm per column (including
margins) and an opening margin of 5 cm, this scroll would have measured between 257 and 300 cm.
For a comparison, the eleven columns of the Rule of Discipline measure 190 cm. This scroU contained at
least 9 more columns, and it also contained the Messianic Rule and the fragmentarily preserved Benedictions.

2.1.2. 4Q418 and 4Q418a (4Qlnstructiona,r)
2.1.2.1. The two hands of 4Q418 representing two copies of 4Qlnstruction

The Preliminary Goncordance (hereafter PG)24 records 295 fragments of 4Q418 (4Qinslructiona). The plates of
the Rockefeller Museum show a few more fragments which are not recorded in the PC.
A num ber of factors indicate that 4Q418 preserves remnants of two copies of 4Qlnstruction, possibly written
by the same hand:25 (1) In three cases a word occurring in a certain text passage is found in two different 4Q418
24Strugnell's

readings from the late 1950s are reflected inA Preliminary Concordance to the Hebrew and
Aramaic Fragments from Qumran Gaves Il-X, including especially the unpublished Material from Gave IV,
vols. I-V (eds. J. Strugnell et al.), GOttingen 1988. We quo te from Wacholder/Abegg' s A Preliminary Edition,
which is based upon the concordance.
~ur suggestion is now accepted by other scholars. See ch. l, note 21.
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fragments. 26 (2) The fragments we ascribe to 4Q418b cannot derive from other copies of the work from the
same cave (4Q415, 416, 417, 423), as the script of 4Q418b is different. (3) The fragments ascribed to 4Q418b
have thicker skinthan those of 4Q418a (the sheets sown together in a specific scroll usually have approximately
the same thickness). (4) The fragments which can beascribed to 4Q418b are also darker (medium/dark brown)
than those of 4Q418a. (5) Horizontal ruling can be discerned on two of the relatively few fragments preserved of
4Q418b (f4Q418 1and2). Among the more than 300 fragments of 4Q418aruling can be discemed only in three
fragments (in margin and vacats of frgs. 69, 103 and 159).
Only a few of the recorded fragments clearly derive from 4Q418b.27 At the same time a num ber of fragments
from another plate can be ascribed to 4Q418b. Plate 511, PAM 43.687, with c.21 minor fragments, is in the
inventory listed as "4Q418 Sap. Work N?" While the photograph is of good quality, the fragments are in a poor
state of preservation and so darkened that they are not legible any more. Therefore it is less probable that they
derive from 4Q418a- the fragments from this scroll are well preserved and easily legible. The fragments are not
listed in the PC, and at !east two of them derive from a copy of 4Qlnstruction, probably 4Q418b: frg. 18 on
this plate overlaps with 4Q417 Ill 12-16, frg. 10 overlaps with 4Q417 IX 20-24 = 4Q418 43 14-16. One word,

;rm, is found both in 4Q418 43 14 and frg. 10, line 2. This fact confirms the assertion above that 4Q418
preserves remnants of two copies of 4Qinstruction. 4Q418 43 has the typically thin, light brown skin which
characterises 4Q418a. It is therefore reasonable that plate 511 represents a group of fragments from 4Q418b.
The orthography of 4Q418b does not differ signicantly from 4Q418a. 4Q418b uses the forms~·;:,, ~i? and
™'In, while 4Q418a altemates between ~·:> and':>, aften in the same fragment. In 4Q418a ~1? is the usual form, ·
but "' does occur. A possible difference from ™l"I used in 4Q418b can be noted in the form ~TI of 4Q418a
(4Q418 126 4; 254 3).

2.1.2.2. 4Q418a (4Qlnstructiona)

The skin of 4Q418a is very light brown on the front side. Only a few of the fragments are dark brown due to
exposure to light. The ink is well preserved and the letters are easily readable on the light-coJoured skin. The
skin is relatively thin. The distance between the lines differs substantively between various fragments, from 5.7
to 7.5 mm, which demonstrates differences between various sheets of 4Q418a. Three fragments (9, 81, 190)
26T. Elgvin, "Admonition Texts", 180, note 4: both frgs. 213 (4Q418a) and 2 (4Q418b) preserve the letters
c':ø from the word c?1!1' of 4Q416 Vil 14. This section of 4Qinstruction is well preserved in 4Q416 1, and the
ascription of the six lines of frg. 2 and the three lines of frg. 213 to the same text passage is therefore certain. A
similar duplication can be shown in the words ""lO'W'l iOUI? from 4Q415 11 2. These two words are preserved
both on 4Q418 167 (4Q418a) and in a fragment of four lines from PAM 41.909 (4Q418b), which is not
recorded in the PC: ]io~111 iO'W?{ /.ic'?pwc? "li'[ I~~? ilDI' [ / 00[. We designate this fragment 4Q418 296 (the
presence of this fragment on an early photo and the fact that it overlaps with 4Q415 11 was first noted by us in
"Admonition Texts", 180). The reconstruction of the larger fragment 4Q415 11 is facilitated by these two
smalter fragments from 4Q418a and 4Q418b (fora translation of this text, dealing with the examination of a
prospective bride, see section 4.5). See below on frg. 10 ofinv. no. 511 (4Q418b), which overlaps with 4Q418
43 (4Q418a).
274Q418 frgs . 1, 2abc, 4, 286 (this fragment is shown on PAM 43.488, but not found on the corresponding
inv. no. 502). To these can be added two fragments not recorded in the PC or included in Wacholder/Abegg: 296
(see note 26), and another one which we designate frg. 297 (top left on PAM 43.484, inv. no. 505): I ]lletD ;,(
n]'rlil\! I J0 :J crro[/ I C'~ I J il'?!\ i1{ I ]illnn ?{~ .
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have guide dots in the margin at the beginning or end of a sheet which indicate the base lines from which the
letters are suspended. The margin between the columns is c.16 mm.
The scroll was rolled with its beginning on the outside. With a few exceptions it has decomposed into small
scraps, so that wear pattems are difficult to determine. S. J. ?frum proposed (personal communication) that due
to the chemical treatment the skin of this scroll became so brittle that already at an early stage it brake into
small pieces, and henceforth did not decay in the form of a scroll. As shown below, some wear pattems from the
'scroll stage' can still be discemed.
With the possible exception of frg. 81 which shows most of a column and has 20 preserved lines, no
fragment from 4Q418 preserves the full height of a column. A careful analysis of frgs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 indicates
that these fragments derive from a section of the scroll which had columns of 20 lines. According to Stegemann
the number of lines in a given scroll is relatively constant: either all columns have the same num ber of lines, or
some of the columns differ slightly by one or two lines at the most28 It can therefore be asserted that the
columns of 4Q418a contained between 19 and 21 lines.
Frgs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 derive from four consecutive columns, probably cols. TV-VII of 4Q418a29 The text of
these columns is almost completely preserved by 4Q416 frg. 2 and 4Q417 frg. 1. As will be shown below, frgs.
7-10 come from columns of 20 lines with a height of 13.3 cm, a length of c.10 cm and an average of c.54 Is per
line (see plate 5, the last of these four columns was probably slightly longer than the others). Frgs. 7 and 8
come from the last two columns of a sheet, frgs. 9 and 10 from the fust two columns of the next one.

°

The first line of frg. 8 comes from the line following the last line of frg. 7b. 3 Frg. 7b has 14 lines, frg. 8
has 12. As this scroll did not have columns with as much as 26 lines, these two fragments must derive from
two consecutive columns: frg. 7b shows the left margin of the last 14 lines of what is probably col. IV, and frg.
8 the first 12 lines of col. V. A comparison with the consecutive text in 4Q416 2 ii demonstrates lhat the
columns of frgs. 7 and 8 had respectively 53-62 and 52-57 ls per line.
Frg. 9 preserves right, left and bottom marginsofa column, and preserves the last 18 lines of col. VI. This
fragment is the first on its sheet (traces of the stitching can be discemed with a microscope). The writing block
is 10 cm long with 46-58 ls per line. The 18 visible lines provide a height of 13.2 cm.
The last word of frg. 8, IZr'to, overlaps with the parallel text of 4Q416 2 ii 13. The first preserved word in the
following column of 418a (frg. 9) is probably n;,?.sic:i1of416 2 iii 3, (below the remnants of this word a new
line starts with il:>? r1pt1, words located at the end of the corresponding line of 4Q416 frg. 2). In 4Q416 there are
11 lines (c.563 ls)31 between these two words, which equals an interval of probably 10 lines between frgs. 8 and
9 (the column of frg. 9 has an average of 50-55 Is per line). lf we presuppose columns with 20 lines and an
2sstegemann, "Methods for Reconstruction", 198.
29Frg. 7a which derives from lines 3-4 in a certain column (see below), corresponds to lines 15-16 in 4Q417
///. Since the average columns in 4Q418 are smaller lhan those in 4Q4 l 7, two and a half columns of text in
4Q417 would equal three columns in 4Q418. This calculation locates frg. 7a in the beginning of col. !V of
4Q418a
30A small fragment of two lines, in the PC recorded as the beginning of frg. 8, ralher belongs at the bottom
of frg. 7, it isa perfect join (see plate 5, cal. IV).
31440 Is from n:> to the end of 4Q416 2 col. ii, c.123 ls from lhe beginning of col. iii to il;,?oll::it the
second line of col. ill contained c.60 ls as the average line of this column, the visible end of the first line of cal.
iii shows that this line was somewhat shorter, c.55 ls. Line 3 has 8 ls befare il:>?l:l.ll:i1.
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interval of 10 lines between frgs. 8 and 9, the physical relation between frgs. 8 and 9 is easily explained: frg. 8
preserves lines 1-12 (see above), and frg. 9 lines 3-20 of their respective columns.32 The calculation is not
possible if we presuppose two columns of 21 Iines.33
A similar analysis shows that the join seen on PAM 41.907, which attaches frg. 7 to a small fragment of
three lines of text known from 416 2 iii 15-16, must be discarded.34
The exact location of frg. 10 vis-a-vis frg. 9 and of frg. 8 vis-a-vis frg. 7 can be ascertained through a
comparison with the running text known from 4Q416 and 4Q417. Fragment 10 consists of two pieces. The first
word of frg lOa, n;,J[t~, belongs to the first line of the column following frg. 9, and starts 36 ls from the right
margin. The interval between the two pieces of frg. 10 is c.120 Is (slightly over two lines of text); the second
piece thus preserves lines 5-11 of the column and should be located in the right part of the column. 35 A
comparison with the text of 4Q416 V-VI indicates that the column of frg. 10 had 53-66 ls per line.36
Frg. 7b preserves the left margin of the column preceding frg. 8. The last word of the Iower line of frg. 7 (and
thus of the column) is n;,ooih:li. The interval up to the first fully preserved word of frg. 8 (in the first line of
the following column), t:m, is 29 Is, and indicates lhat frg. 8 preserves the centre/left part of its column. A
comparison with the text of 4Q417 III shows that there were c.182 Is between frgs. 7a and 7b, which equals a
little more than 3 lines of c.57 ls. Frg. 7a therefore preserves lines 3-4 and was located in the middle of this
column.
Frg. 55 preserves the last twelve lines of a column with bottom and left margins. An obvoius wear pattem
can be discemed, which indicates a circumference at this point of the scroll of 5 .1 cm at the right part of the
fragment, and 4.9 cm at the left part (see plate 6).37 The length of the turn thus decreases by c.2 mm as one
proceeds inwards (this decrease would be the same all through the scroll). This fragment should be located a few
columns from the inner end of the scroll. If the circumference of the last turn of the scroll was c.3 cm, the

32From ~;, to the end of line 12 c.20 Is, lines 13-20 (8x54) total c.432 ls, lines 1-2 of the next column
c. 104 ls. This gives altogether 556 ls, very close to the c.563 Is we counted between the same words in 4Q416.
33This would require 9 1/3 lines of text from the last word of frg. 8 to the end of the column, and 3 lines
from the beginning of the next column to the first word of frg. 9. 12 1/3 line would equal c.666 ls, and the text
in this interval had only c.563 ls.
34Wacholder/Abegg accept this (incorrect) join (A Preliminary Edition, 79). The running text requires c.33
lines between the last word of frg. 7 and the words placed at the bottom of the column following frg. 7 on this
photograph. The three lines in question must be placed with frg. 9 as the bottom right corner of col. VI, as is
done on PAM 43.487 and recorded by the PC. See plate 5.
35Tue distance from the margin to the first visible letters of ll. 5-8 is probably 4-5 ls. The lacking words
(one word per line) which are known from 4Q416 can easily be filled in.
36We lack the left margin of the corresponding column in 4Q416, but the reconstruction of most of the lines
in 4Q416 2 iv is quite certain. One line does not fit in the comparison: between the corresponding letters of
lines 2 and 3 of frg. lOb there should be c.85 ls compared with the reconstructed text of 4Q416. This difference
could derive from a scribal error in one of the scrolls ora vacat in the original text of 4Q416.
37A transparent copy put on top of a photocopy of the fragment shows this clearly: when the transparent is
moved. 4.9 cm to the right, the right edges of the two protruding tongues cover each other. The horizontal crack
above line 3 in the left tongue will cover the top edge of the right tongue. The vertical crack through lines 1012 (which goes through the word ,~,, of line 10) covers the right edge of the fragment. The left one of the two
protruding tongues is c.4.7 cm wide, which probably is the circumference of the next turn as one proceeds
inwards (note the vertical crack which continues downwards exactly below the right edge of the tongue, through
the words '?i;, and 'l.'iJliQ of lines 9-10, parallel to and4.7 cm from the left edge of the fragment). These vertical
cracks are possibly caused by a seam in an adjacent layer of the original scroll.
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length of the scroll from this fragment to the end of the text would have been 35 cm,38 which would give space
for three more columns. Frg. 55 should therefore be located to the fourth lasl column of this scroll.
Three columns further to the left39 we can Iocate frg. 127 as the top of the last column. The wear pattern of
the top edge reveals a circumference of 3.7 cm (see plate 6).40
Some fragments of 4Q418 show columns which are longer than those of frgs. 7-10. Frg. 8lab preserves the
major part of a column with top and right margins as well as a separate piece which preserves the upper Ieft
corner of the column.41 The 20 visible lines of frg. 81 have a height of 13.5 cm. Since frgs. 7-10 derive from
columns with a height of 13.3 cm and 20 lines there is high probability that the last line of frg. 81 is the
bottom line of the column. The writing block is 12.5 cm long (c.2.5 cm longer than the columns of frgs. 710); lines 1-3 have 67-70 ls per line. The column is the first on a sheet (the right edge of the fragment shows
traces of the stitching). The seam between the sheets has left wear pattems which indicate a circumference of the
scroll at this point of 7.8 cm (see plale 7).42 Based on a decrease of 2 mm per turn (cf. our observation on frg .

55 above) the length of the scroll from frg. 81 to the end of the text can be calculated to c. 114 cm. Wilh an
average length of 12.5 cm per column including margin, this leaves space for nine columns after frg. 81. Frg.
81 was thus located somewhat after the middle of the scroll, as approximately co!. XV/l of a total of c.26
columns (see below), and comes after the text represented by 4Q417 frg. 2.
Frg. 69 preserves the last 15 lines of a column which in part is preserved in its full length. This column has
69-72 ls per line, and the wriling block is 13.2 cm long. There are no clear wear patterns which could indicate
its location in the scroll. The fragment preserves a lengthy eschatological discourse which elaborates the lots of
the unjust and the righteous. Due to its contents we suggest this fragment be located after the eschatological
discourse of 4Q416 VI-Vlll (see below).
Frg. 103, the longest preserved fragment of 4Q418 (15.8 cm) shows another column with a length of 13.3 cm
(plus the end of the last two lines of the preceding column). The only line which can be reconslructed with
certainty, line 7, bad 69 ls. The left part of this fragment is much darker than the right one, and this is another
indication that the scroll was rolled with ils beginning on the outside: during the fragmentation stage the left

38Turns of 47, 45, 43, 41 , 39, 37, 35, 33 and 31 mm yield a total length of 35 1 mm from this fragment to
the end of the scroll.
39Five more turns of 47, 45, 43 , 41, 39 mm yield 215 mm from the end of frg. 55 to the beginning of frg.
127, which gives space for two narrow columns between these two fragments. Frg. 127 probably derives from
the right part of this last column of the scroll.
4°The shape of the top edge recurs after 3.7 cm. The right edge of the fragment which slants down to the left,
is parallelled bya crack 3.7 cm to the left.
41 The join of these two pieces is confnmed by 4Q423 (4Q4Qlnstructione) frg. 8, which preserves the same
passage as lines 2-5 of frg. 81. Eisenman/Wise refer to "Line 1 of Fragment 1 of this text, as we have
reconstructed it" (p. 242), and give the incorrect impression that the juxtaposition of these two fragments is
their discovery. Strugnell hadjuxtaposed these two fragments in the 50s, as is proven by the later PAM photos
and the PC.
4 2There isa vertical crack through lines 3-7 in a distance of 7.8 cm from the searn - the vertical Ieft edge of
frg 81b is located c.7.5 cm further to the left (the length of the next turn as one proceeds inwards). Lines 14-20
are broken off c.7.8 cm from the place of the seam.
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part would be located on top of the right one and thus be more exposed to light.4 3 The text of this fragment
deals with the fauner and his crops, and contains a waming not to mix different kinds in commerce.
The analysis has shown four consecutive columns (cols. !V-Vll=frgs. 7-10) with a length of c.10 cm (with an
average of c.54 Is per line) and three separate fragments (69, 81, 103) which stem from !arger columns with a
length of 12.5-13.3 cm (with an average of c.70 Is per line). Since the first case comes from four consecutive
columns Iocated on two different sheets, it is probable that the 'standard column' of this scroll was c.10 cm
lang. The fragments with longer columns probably represent the first or the last column of their sheets.44 With
columns of 20 lines and an average of 54 Is per line, an average column in the 4Q418a scroll would contain
1080 Is, substantively less than the columns of 4Q416 and 4Q417, and the scroll must have been longer than
these, c.3.2-3.5 m with c.25-27 columns.
2.1.3. 4Q423 (4Qlnstructione)

4Q423 preserves only minor fragments of 4Qlnstruction. The text of frgs. 3 and 4 overlaps with 1Q26
(4Qinstruction~

frgs. 2 and 1, the text of frg. 8 overlaps with 4Q418 (4Qlnstructiona) frg. 81, and the text of

frg. 9 with that of 4Q418 frg. 188. Frgs. 1-2, 3, 3a, 4, 5, 5a, and 12 relate to the agricultural sphere (including
allusions to the Garden of Eden) and contain instruction for the fanner: a reminder that God is the giver of the
crops; an admonition against pride when the fields are fruitful; commands to remember the set times for
harvesting and to redeem the firstbom of the livestock befare God, etc. These fragments probably derive from a··
lengthy section of 4Qlnstruction which dealt with the life of the farmer. This section must belong to the second.
half of the book which is not covered by the main fragments of 4Q416 and 4Q4 l 7, since there is no overlapping
with these fragments, all of which derive from the first half of the book. Frg. 8 was located slightly after the
middle of the scroll, as it overlaps with 4Q418 (4Qlnstruction•) frg. 81.
The skin is of medium thickness. The colour is light brown, the versa is light to medium brown (darker
sections on frgs. l, 4b and 5b). The lower edge of frg. 1 has shrunk and darkened due to deterioration. Horizontal
ruling lines can be discerned at the bottom of frg. 1 and more clearly on frg. 2 (this fact supports the proposal
that these two fragments were located alongside each other and represent the same column, see below). The
upper layer of skin has occasionally lost its surface, particularly on frg. 5. The distance between the lines differs
between various fragments from 5.3 to 6.3 mm. Frg. 8 preserves the bottom left corner of a column which is

43When a transparent copy is put on top of a photocopy of the fragment, one can possibly discern wear
pattems which would indicate a circumference of the scroll at this point of 4.5 cm: let the vertical crack through
the word :i~"tl:J' in the bottom line cover the vertical left edge of the right part of the fragment, possible wear
pattems of the bottom edges can then be discerned. This would locate frg. 103 between frgs. 55 and 127 as the
third last column of the scroll. This option must be discarded, however, as frg. 103 preserves the end of the last
two lines of the preceding column, and frg. 55 (which was the fourth last column) does preserve the bottom left
corner of its column. The wear patterns are more obvious on frgs. 55 and 127. The text of frg. 103 addresses the
farmer. Some fragments of 4Q423, 4Qinstructionc, which have a similar addressee, seem to come from the last
section of the book (see below).
44
Frg. 81 does represents the first column of a sheet, frgs. 69 and 81 can represent last columns. The first or
last column of a sheet can differ substantively in length from the others. Cf. Stegemann, "Methods for
Reconstruction", 198.
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also the end of the sheet (the stitching is preserved). Traces of ink can be seen on the verso of fragments 1, 3 and
Sb.
The length of the writing block of the column represented by frg. 8 can be approximated by a comparison
with the overlapping text known from 4Q418 frg. 81. Lines 2 and 3 of 4Q418 81 have respectively 67 and 70
Is. Frg. 8 represents a column with ca. 5 Is less pr line, i.e. c.62-67 Is. The column represented by frgs. I and 2
probably had c.60 Is per line (see below). A comparison with the overlapping text from 1Q26 frgs. 1and2
shows that the columns represented by these two fragments bad approximately the same number of Is per line as
4Q423 frgs. 3 and 4. The same is true for frg. 9 vis-a-vis 4Q418 188. The proposed reconstruction in frg. 5 line
4 (see section 6.2.2) yields a line of 70 Is and a column width of 12 cm.
It is difficult to detect wear patterns that would indicate how these fragments were positioned in relation to one

another in the original scroll. However, frg. 1 and possibly frg. 5 display wear pattems which make it possible
to ascertain the circumference of the section of the scroll where they were located. When a transparency of frg 5
is put on top of a photograph of the same fragment, a recurring pattem can be discerned45 which would mean
that the turn of the scroll was 6.8 cm at !his point. Frg. 1 clearly shows a turn of 4.7 cm (see plate 2).46 So
small turns must derive from the intemal part of the scroll, with frg. 1 being located not far from the innermost
end of the scroll. It was noticed above that frgs. 1 and 5 derive from the second half of this work. Since these
fragments were located in the inner part of the scroll, the scroll must have been rolled the usual way with the
beginning of the composition on the outside.
Further, frg. 2 was located in the layer above frg. 1: the Ieft edge of the hole in the empty upper margin of
frg. 1 (above the word "mm) exactly fits the right edge of frg. 2 at the same distance from the preserved top edge
of the scroll. Since frg. 1 testifies to a turn of the scroll of 4.7 cm, frg. 2 can only be located to the left of frg I
(if one puts frg. 2 one turn to the right of frg. 1, it would be located on top of frg. 1). A decrease of c.3 mm per

turn can be assumed as the scroll is unwound.47 With a turn of c.4.4 cm from the hole above the word ,om to
the right edge of frg. 2, there is a lacuna for lines 1-5 of only a few millimetres between the left edge of frg. I
and the right edge of frg. 2 (see plate 2). These two fragments thus represent the same column. The themes of
lines 6-7 of these two fragments can fit together. Based on the reconstruction of frg. I lines 1-2, the length of
the writing block of this column can be calculated to c. 12 cm consisting of c.60-63 Is. Col. ii of frg. 2 was
probably the last column of the scroll: with a decrease per turn of 3 mm, the distance from the beginning of this
column to the end of the scroll would be c.15.8 cm, which provides space for one column c.12 cm wide.48 If

45The

left edge of the left tongue which sticlcs down has the same shape as the left edge of the right tongue,
see especially lines 6-9.
46The two parts of the top edge, which is divided in the middle by a small indentation, display the same
shape. When a photocopy of the fragment is rolled, the wear pattem of the top edge is obvious. Between lines 4
and 5 there are two tongues sticking out to the right (below the first letter of i1::>?.11m in line 4 and below iln,_,,
in line 3) with 4.6 cm in between.
47Cf. Stegemann, "Methods for Reconstruction", 195.
48Turns of 41 , 38, 35, 32 and 29 mm yield a total of 175 mm from the end of col. i of frg. 2 to the end of
the scroll. If one alternatively supposes a decrease of only 2 mm pr turn as one proceeds inwards, the distance
from the beginning of this column to the end of the scroll would be 27 cm, which would leave space for two
columns, 12 cm long.
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frg. S, indeed, demonstrates a turn of 6.8 cm, this·fragment was located approximately four columns befare frg.
I.49

2.1.4. 4Q415 (4Qlnstructiond)

4Q414 (4QBapt. Lit) is written on the verso of 4Q415. The scroll was turnedover when it was rewritten, so
that the direction of writing is the same on both sides. Both sides represent early Herodian scripts.50 We have
not been able to ascertain which composition represents the first stage of use. The 4Q415 side is the hair side of
the skin, which normally is the side used for writing, so !hat 4Q4 l S may represent the first stage and 4Q414 the
secondone.
When a scroll is reused in this way, the composition copied in the second stage cannot be longer than the
earlier one. A reason for reuse could be that one or more sheets of the original scroll had been damaged, or more
probably that one had lost interest in the earlier composition. Through the other copies of 4Qlnstruction we
know that this book was in active use all through the Herodian period. It therefore seems more probable that one
had lost interest in the Baptismal Liturgy and reused !his scroll to make another copy of 4Qinstruction. In this
case, the Baptismal Liturgy must have been at least as long as 4Qinstruction.
The skin is extremely thin and the fragments are in a poor condition. On the 4Q414 side the fragments are
either light or medium brown. On the 4Q415 side, they are usually medium or dark brown. Fgs. 9 and 11 are
light brown, and frgs. 1, 2 and 6 have darkened substantially (1and6 are the darkest ones). On frgs. 8, 9 and 11:
the horizontal base lines can be discerned. The distance between the lines is 6.2-7.1 mm. When few fragments·
are preserved from a scroll, they have often been located close to each other. It is thus probable that frgs. 8, 9
and 10 preserve the same searn between two sheets. Frgs. 8 and 10 should be located above frg. 9 (frg. 9
preserves the bottom of a column, see below), and preserve small parts of the left margin of the column which
preceded frg. 9.
To a large degree frgs. 9 and 11 have the same shape, and they represent a wad (stack) from the fragmentation
stage (see plate 8). This can be demonstrated if a photocopy of frg. 9 is put on top of a copy of frg. 11.51 Frg.
11 is lighter in colour and was located below frg. 9 in the wad. Both fragments preserve the right margin of a
49Turns

of 50, 53, 56, 59, 62, 65 and 65 mm yield a total of 34.5 cm from the right edge of frg. 1 to the left
edge of frg. 5, which would leave space for three columns.
S~e are indebted to A. Yardeni for the following observations (personal communicati.on}: both scripts are
early Herodian. Further, the script of 4Q415 is very similar to that of 4QDe, which on palaeographical grounds
is dated to the early first century CE. The open samek of 4Q415 could place this scripta little before 4QDc. S.J.
Pfann notes that 4Q414 employs cryptic 'ayin (7x) as a scribal mark which indicated a liturgical response, and
that such scribal marks ceased to be used from the last part of the first century BCE onwards: "4Q298: The
Maskil's Address to All Sons ofDawn",JQR 85 (1994) 203-35, pp. 233-5. If Pfann's analysis is correct, the
use of scribal marks in 4Q414 could indicate that this composition represents the first stage (mid-firsL century
BCE ?) and 4Q415 the second (end of first century BCE).
51The bottom right corner has the same shape in both fragments. When the right edges of the two fragments
cover each other, the hole through 1. 3 of frg. 9 fits the inlet between lines 2 and 3 of frg. 11. The shape of frg.
2 (=4Q414 frg. 2) is somewhat similar to frg . 9, sothat frg. 2 possibly can be placed as the third one, on top of
this wad. lf this is correct, frg. 2 would have preceded frg. 9 in the scroll, col. ii of frg. 2 would be the last one
on a sheet and somewhat shorter !han the column represented by frg. 9.
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column. The right margin on frg. 11 is located 1 cm to the right of the corresponding one on frg. 9 in the wad.
These fragments must represent the beginning of two consecutive columns. If frg. 9 can be located before frg.
11 (see below), the distance between the corresponding points in these two adjacent layers of the original scroll
would have been the length of a column (with margin) plus I cm (which indicates a circumference of the scroll

at this point of 12-15 cm). The seam preserved at the beginning of frg. 9 caused the vertical break at the right
edge of frg. 11 in the layer undemeath.
This wad cannot derive from the inner part of the scroll where the turns were short, sothat it must have
belonged to the extemal part of the scroll. Since neither of these fragments overlap with the major fragments of
4Q416/4Q417 which cover most of the first half of the composition,52 the wad most likely belongs to the
second half of the scroll. Since the text passages represented by these fragments can be located both to the
external part of this scroll and to the second half of 4Qinstruction, it seems probable that 40414/415 was rolled
the less usual way with the beginning on the inside, as was the case with 4Q416. Thus, frg. 9 was located on
top of frg. 11 in the scroll, and preceded it in the running text.53 Both fragments relate God's 'scales of
righteousness' (cf. 4Q418 127) to man and woman: God has meted out the conditions of male and fernale in the
world. Some of the lines of frg. 9 seem to deal with the husband's authority over his wife (cf. 4Q416 VI).
The wad preserves a section of the lower part of the scroll. The bottom margin is visible on frg. 11, but not
on frg. 9. Since frg. 9 was located on top of frg. 11, we can conclude that the lowest visible line (line 12) on
frg. 9 is the second last line of the column. An examination of the 4Q414 side of the fragments confirms that
these two fragments were together in a wad. The 4Q414 side of the fragments is lighter, which was therefore
probably the bottom side of these fragments (which was less exposed to light) after the fragmentation of the
scroll.

2.2.1. Summary
We have located most of the major fragments in their original sequence within the original scrolls, and
calculated the length of the composition to be between 26,000 and 31,000 Is: 4Q417 measured c. 260 cm, and
this scroll contained between 17 and 20 columns.
Wear patterns of the large sheet of 4Q416 2 show that 4Q416 (4Qinstructionb) was rolled with its beginning
on the inside of the scroll when it was deposited in the cave. We therefore calculated the distance from the
innermost end of the scroll to the beginning of frg. 2, and suggested that this sheet, which covers four columns,
represents cols. Ill-VI of the original scroll.

52Since frg. 9 represents the beginning of a sheet with the seam it is unlikely that frgs. 9 and 11 preserve the
first two columns of the composition which are not covered by the preserved fragments of 4Q4 I 6/4Q417. It is
unlikely that these two fragments could represent the one or two columns of text which are 'missing' between
4Q416 frg. 3 and 4Q417 frg. 2.
53The sequence is the same on the 4Q414 side, frg. 10 (= 4Q415 9) preceded frg. 12 (= 4Q415 11). 4Q414
frgs. 10 and 12 deri ve from the second half of 4Q414, and both fragments preserve the top right corner of a
column (the top margin is visible only on frg. 12, but the comparison with 4Q415 shows that the first visible
line of 4Q414 10 also is the first line of a column).
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This sheet overlaps with 4Q417 (4Qinstructionc) 1, which preserves large parts of two columns. Together
4Q416 2 and 4Q417 1 preserve most of the text of cols. III-VI of both scrolls. The wear patterns of 4Q416 1
and 3 are similar to the left part of 416 2, and indicate that these two fragments represent the next two columns
(VII-VIII) of that scroll (the contents of these two fragments are similar, both deal with eschatological matters,
which would fit the presupposition that they represent consecutive columns). The wear palterns of 4Q417 2
showa circumference at that point of the scroll (9.9 cm) which enabled us to approximate the distance between
4Q417 frgs. 1and2. Thus, frg. 2 probably represents cols. IX-X of 4Q417.
The wear patterns of 4Q417 show that this scroll was rolled the usual way with its beginning on the outside.
We could therefore calculate the distance from the end of col X (4Q417 2 ii) to the innermost end of the scroll,
and lhus determine the length of the scroll and of the composilion.
4Q417 measured between 231 and 286 cm, and lhe scroll conlained a minimum of 17, anda maximum of 20
columns, with an average of 1550 Is per column. Since the columns of 4Q416 were smaller, this scroll would,
with an average of 1250 Is per column, have contained between 21and25 colurnns. With an average length of
12 cm per column (including margin) and an opening margin of 5 cm, this scroll would have measured between
257 and 300 cm.
Frgs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 of 4Q418 come from four consecutive columns, probably cols. IV-VII of 4Q418a. Each
of these columns contained 20 lines. These columns were relatively short (c.10 cm, with an average of c.54 Is
per line). Three 4Q418 fragments (69, 81, 103) derive from !arger columns with a length of 12.5-13.3 cm (with
an average of c.70 Is per line). Since frgs. 7-10 represent four consecutive columns located on two different
sheets, it is probable that the 'standard column' of this scroll was c.10 cm long. The fragments with longer
columns probably represent the first or the last column of their respective sheets. With columns of 20 lines and
an average of 54 ls per line, an average column in 4Q418a would have contained c.1080 ls, substantively less
than the columns of 4Q416 and 4Q417, and the scroll must have been longer than these other ones, c.3.2-3.5 m
with c.25-27 columns.
The wear pattems of 4Q418 81 indicate that this fragment was located somewhat after the middle of the scroll,
as approximately col. XVIT of a total of c.26 columns. Frg. 81 is the only one which shows the full height of
this scroll (20 lines). The wear pattems of frgs. 55 and 127 show that these two fragments represent respectively
the fourth last column and the last column of this scroll.
Some of the larger 4Q418 fragments do not display wear pattems which could enable us to determine their
position in the composition. This is true for frg. 103 (the farmer should be careful not to mix different kinds of
crops in his commercial dealings); and frg 126 (God's preordination of the ways of men, an assurance of the endtime lot of the elect, parenetic advice on business dealings with one's neighbour).
As for 4Q423, frgs. 1 and 2 (olim frgs. 2 and 1) preserve the right and left parts of the same column. Wear
patterns indicate that this column was the second last one of the scroll.
4Q415 was likely rolled the less usual way. Two fragments (9 and 11) represent a wad. They preserve the
beginning of two consecutive columns, probably located somewhere in the second half of the scroll.
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2.2.2. Distribution of the preserved fragments of the various scrolls
We have seen that most of cols. III-VIIof 4Q416 has been preserved, and probably also apart of col. VIII.
This scroll was rolled with its beginning on the inside. The innermost two-and-a-half columns have disappeared,
as well as the extemal 60% of the scroll. This fits well with Stegemann's description of how scrolls usually are
worn down.54
The beginning of two sheets of 4Q417 we have preserved, in addition toa number of minor fragments. The
first large fragment preserves cols. Ill-IV, the second one probably cols. IX-X.
Smaller and !arger fragments of 4Q418a have been preserved from most sections of this scroll: minor 4Q418
fragments duplicate the text of all the columns represented by the major fragments of 4Q416 and 4Q417 (the
only exception is the small part preserved of 4Q417 X) throughout the first half of the scroll, and some
fragments of 4Q418a have been located to the second half of the scroll. Therefore it stands to reason that also the
first two columns of the scroll (which are missing in 4Q416 and 4Q417} are represented among the 4Q418a
fragments, hut at the present stage of research we cannot decide which 40418 fragments should be assigned to
these first columns of the scroll. Thus, the contents of the first two columns of the composition cannot be

ascertained.
Only minor fragments have been preserved of the last four copies of 4Qinstruction (4Q418b, 4Q415, 4Q423,
1Q26). Two fragments of 4Q415 have been stuck together in a wad that belonged to the second half of that
scroll, which was rolled with the beginning on the inside. Sorne of the 4Q423 fragments have been located to
the second part of the scroll, and a few of these deal specifically with the farmer.

2.2.3. Survey of contents
Based on the location of the various fragments as suggested above, a survey of the contents of 4Qlnstruction
can now be outlined. Fragments whose location has not been detennined are not included (with the exception of
4Q418 69). For purpose of convenience 4Q416 is used as basis for the survey. The relative position of passages
from other scrolls is calculated with regard to their respective columns in 4Q416, which is assumed to have
contained 23 columns. Compare the synopsis on p. 12.

RELATIVE POSITION

MAIN TEXT,

IN40416

LOCATION IN SCROLL

Jll7-21

40417 Ill (1

JJJl-21

4Q417 Ill (I i) 5-28

i)

1-5

GENRE

CONTENTS

Admonitions

Argument with a neightbour

Admonitions with doxology Position of e!ect toward God
and neighbour

5-6

7-8
54"Methods for Reconstruction", 194.

Rhetorical question

The uniqueness of God
Separate from the ungodlv
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8-12

Study God's mysteries and
your eschatolo!!ical bone

12-13
14-17

Argument about orooertv
Niedrigkeitsdoxolo gie

God's might, man's humble
state

Ill 22-IV3

17-21

God provides for vour needs

21-27

Repay your loans

4Q416 2 i 22 - 2 ii 3

Hymnic description

God provides for every
living thing

IV 3 - VI 15

/V3-18

40416 2 ii 3 - 2 iv 13

Admonitions

2 ii 3-18

Business ethics: surety,
relation to superiors and
subordinates

/Vl8-V3

2ii18-2iii3

Decent and humble lifestvle

V3-6

2 iii 3-6

Restore a deposit in full

V6-8

2 iii 6-8

The hope of the righteous
through death

VB-15

2iii8-15

Study God's mysteries and
praise His name

V15-VI15

2 iii 15-2 iv 13;

Family matters: re lation to

4Q41617

parents, wife (specifically:
her oaths) and children

VI 17 - VIII 15

40416 4; 1; 3

VI 17-20

4Q4164

Discourse

Universal iudgement

Exhortation

Rejoice, the elect is not
under God' s wrath

VII2-7

4Q4161 2-7

Announcement of iudgement God will judge all iniouitv

VII 8-10

4Q416 1 8-10

Hymnic description

The Creator established lhe
heavenly hosts

VII 11-19

4Q416 1 11-19

Theophany report with

God will j udge in heaven and

announcement of judgement

on earth, every creature will

and salvation

acknowledge His
sovereign ty

VIII 9-15

4Q416 3

Exhortation, prayer, praise

God has given each one his
portion, and will prevail
over all evil. Praise Him for
His mercies
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4Q418 69 1-15
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Trial speech

The judgement of the
ungodly, the glorious
oortion of the elect

4Q417 IX (2 i) 3-29

X

Wisdom instruction

God's mysterious plan for
creation and historv

XI

XV

4Q417 X (2 ii) 4-18

4Q418a XVII (4Q418 81) 1-

Biblical paraphrase (?),

Apocryphal story about

narrative with exhortations

Noah (?) with parenesis

Wisdom instruction

The portion of the e!ect and

20

his community
4Q418 81 1-6

Praise the angels and God
who has given you a
glorious portion

4Q418 81 6-9

You have received insight,
walk according to your
calling

4Q418 81 10-14

The elect community, God 's
eternal olanting

4Q418 81 15-20

God will sustain you. Use
your insight and skills
;

XX

4Q418a XXIII (4Q418 55)

Rhetorical dia!ogue

1-12

The God-given portions of
men: the elect heed His will,
U1e ungodly did not seek
wisdom

XXII

4Q423 1-2 1-9

Biblical paraphrase and

The garden of God: the

exhortation

eschatological community
and its knowledge

XXIII (last column)

4Q418 127 (last column of
4Q418a) 1-7

Warning

The disobedient will see
trouble and death. God wi!l
test each one

The composition gives the first impression of a random collection of different kinds of literary material. Based
on the contents of 4Q418 69 ii we suggest that trus discourse on the end-time judgement should be located to
col. IX of 4Q416, after the first eschatological discourse. This suggestion allows for an understand.ing of the
structure of the better preserved first half of the composition can be perceived: four columns of wisdom
admonitions (Il 17 - V 13) are followed bya lengthy discourse on the end-time judgement of the world, which is
framed by passages which assure the elect of God's mercy toward him (V 17 - VIII 15). Then follows another
discourse (col. IX) which elaborates on the fate of the ungodly and the righteous ones - Sheol and annihilation
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vis-a-vis eternal bliss. Cols. X - XI preserve a wisdom instiuction on God's revelation of the mysteries of
history to the elect community, followed by exhortations. These exhortations may reier to Noah, the one to
whom were revealed the secrets of the end-times (see section 4.1.4), and offfers his advice for the generations to
come.
4Q415 and 4Q418 preserve a number of minor fragments containing fragmentarily preserved wisdom
admonitions. All these sections of text cannot be fitted into the first two columns of the compositions (which
are not preserved by 4Q416 and 4Q4 l 7). Most of these fragments must therefore be located somewhere in the
second half of the composition. Thus, also this part of the composition contained wisdom admonitions as well
as discourses. Col. XV preserves a wisdom instruction on the community as God's eternal plant and the
glorious portion of the elect. Col. XX refers to God's preordination of the ways of men: the elect heeded the will
of God, while the ungodly did not. Towards the end of the composition (col. XXII) the story of the Garden of
Eden is used to illuminate the portion of the elect the member of the end-time community has been given the
wisdom of Adam, the gift of discerning between good and evil. The last column of the scroll (XXIII) apens with
a warning against disobedience: God, who shared out to everybody their portions in life, will also test them with
scales of righteousness. It certafoly would seem fitting to close a didactic book with a section which included
warnings.
We note the contrast between the shorter wisdom admonitions of cols. Il - V and the longer discourses and
wisdom instructions of cols. VI - XI. In section 3.3 we will see that the discourses and instructions probably
should be ascribed to a later stratum within 4Qlnstruction than the wisdom admonitions.

2.3. Excursus: To reconstruct a scroll from scattered fragments
In the wake of the aforemenlioned analysis, a few general remarks may be needed. E<litors of Qumran scrolls
have usually published separate fragments of a certain scroll, starting wilh the !arger ones, without devoting
much space to the original sequence of the fragments. Hartmut Stegemann has made some suggestions as to
bow the fragments should be organized.55 Likewise, some scholars have published their suggestions on how
previously published scrolls should be reconstructed.56 But even some recent text editions show a remarkable
Jack of interest in the physical side of the fragments.57
55See

e.g. C.A. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbat Sacrifice: A Critical Edition, Atlanta 1985; E.M. Schuller,
Non-Canonical Psa/msfrom Qumran. A Pseudepigraphic Collection, Atlanta 1986.
56E.G. Chazon analyzed the Words of the Luminaries, published by M. Baillet in DJD VII, and suggested a
sequence of the fragments: A Liturgical Documentfrom Qumran and Its Implications: 'Words of the
Luminaries' (4QDibHam) (Hebrew, Ph.D. diss., The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1992). A. Steudel has
done similar work on 4Ql 74 and 4Q177: Der Midrasch zur Eschatologie aus der Qumrangemeinde
(4QMidrEschat°·b), Leiden 1994. E. Puech has, i.a" worked on the reconstruction of the Hodayot scroll:
"Quelques aspects de la restauration du Rouleau des Hymnes (lQH)", JJS 39 (1988) 38-55.
57An example is 4Q228 (4QText with a Citation of Jubilees), published in DJD XIII, 177-85. The editor,
J.C. VanderKam, notes !hat the large frg. 1 "contains a sizable blank section, lined by the scribe, at the botlom
of the second column". He does not elaborate on this point. An examination of the photograph (plate XII),
however, reveals wear pattems which make it clear that we are close to the innermost end of the scroll. Frg. 1
thus represents the end of the scroll, which was rolled the usual way with the beginning of the composition on
the outside. The text of frg. 1 contains an end-time scenario. The physical analysis therefore has implications for
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Stegemann's pioneering article from 1990, "Methods for the Reconstruction of Scrolls from Scattered
Fragments", provides a good starting point for work on reconstruction of Qumran scrolls. In our work with
reconstructing scrolls, we have discovered some 'tools' for this process which are not sufficiently described in
his article. These 'tools' are outlined below. Our discussion of the reconstruction of 4Qinstruction provides a
number of illustrations for the reconstruction process outlined here.
Even if the material is too meagre for the reconstruction of lengthy parts of the original scroll, many
fragments demonstrate wear pattems which indicate where they were Iocated in the scron.ss When these secrets
of various fragments from the same literary work (whether from one or more copies of the composition) have
been uncovered, their intemal sequence can be decided. When the sequence of a number of fragments is known,
details of literary structure and line of argument in the composition can be detecteci.59
The purpose of the investigation of scattered fragments from a specific scroll is to detect wear palterns both
from the scroll stage and the time after fragmentation. The different steps in this process are outlined below
(some of them are described, hut in a less systematic way, in Stegemann's article).
The first step is to make a transparent photocopy (use a transparent overhead sheet) of the photos of the
fragments. When one moves the transparent copy of one fragment above the photographs of others, similar wear
patterns can be detect.ed.
Second, one cuts photocopies of the fragments carefully (with edges and holes). Copies of fragments which
are large enough to display possible recurring patterns, should be experimentally rolled. Through a 'scroll test'
ideas from the previous stage can be confirmed or new ideas come to the surface. If it is not known whether the
scroll was rolled with its beginnning on the outside or the inside, one must try rolling the copies in both
directions. The direction of rolling of the scroll when it was deposited the last time might thus be revealed.
Some wear patterns are revealed only when one rolls the photocopy (only in this way did we discover the wear
pattems and the direction of rolling of the large fragment 4Q416 2, see 2.1.1.l and plate 1). This is particularly
true for less obvious patterns of fragments which preserve top or bottom edges of the scroll [some examples: on
4Q423 1-2 (plate 8), seee section 2.1.3; on 4Q418 127 (plate 6), see section 2.1.2.2; on 4Q416 2 (plate 1), see
section 2.1.1.1].

the interpretation of the scroll: this particular Qumran composition ends with a hortatory section which
elaborates on the hope of the righteous as well as the portion of the ungodly.
58Very useful for understanding the processes of deterioration and the work of reconstruclion is S.J. Pfann,
"4Q298: The Maskil's Address to All Sans of Dawn", JQR 85 (1994) 203-35. E.D. Herbert shows other paths
in his recent work on reconstructing a (reworked?) biblical scroll. He concludes that the text which were located
in the lacunae of 4QSama frequently deviated from the masoretic text Reconstructing Biblical Dead Sea Scrolls.
A New MethodApplied to the Reconstruction of 4QSama (Leiden 1997, forthcoming). Fora summary, see "A
New Method for Reconstructing Biblical Scrolls", Tyndale Bulletin 47 (1996) 177-80.
59A good example is 4Q422 (4QParaGenExod), in which three sets of fragments carry wear patterns which
reveal that they belonged to three different wads from the fragmentation stage (see the PAM photo 42.820). Each
wad represents three or four layers of a particular part of the original scroll. The wear patterns enabled us to
decide the sequence of all the major fragments as well as the full length (c.70 cm) of this small scroll, which
originally contained four columns. We could determine that co!. I of this pentateuchal paraphrase dealt with
Genesis 1-4, co!. Il with the flood story, while col. III contained a poetica! description of the plages of the
Exodus. See T. Elgvin, "The Genesis Section of 4Q422 (4QParaGenExod)", DSD 1 (1994) 180-96. Fora
revised version with the plates, see DJD XUI, 417-41, plates XLII-XLIII.
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Sametimes two or more fragments display the same shape (partly or altogether): they represent a wad, a stack
of fragments which were located above each other in adjacent layers of the original scroll, and carry similar
decomposition patterns.60 Ifpossible wads are detected, ane should make 'test wads' of the photocopies to see
which sections of the fragments are not covered by others. These particular sections of the original fragments
will aften be darker due to more exposure to light in the stage after fragmentation. One should also make a 'test
roll' (unite the fragments with tape, or paste them on a transparent sheet or on a long paper 'scroll'), to confirm
preliminary ideas and ascertain the distance between these fragments in the original scroll. Column margins
which are preserved on the different pieces can sometimes confirm or disprove the presence of a wad, the distance
between the fragments in the reconstructed scroll must suit a nonna! pattem of columns [on 4Q415 9 and 11
(plate 8), see section 2.1.4] .
Third, ane should look for vertical cracks, breaks and edges, which aften are caused by a seam in the adjacent
layers of the original scroll.61 If a fragment preserves the beginning or end of a sheet, ane should look for such
patterns parallel to the place of the seam [same examples: on 4Q4 l 7 1 (plate 3) and 4Q417 2 (plate 4 ), see
section 2.1.1.2; on 4Q418 81 (plate 7), see section 2.1.2.2; on 4Q415 9 and 11(plate8), see section 2.1.4].
S.J. Pfann has noticed the impact of the thong around the original scroll. The extemal layers of a scroll will
aften be cracked or fragmented along a horizontal line in the midd.le of the scroll due to the pressure from the
scroll's thong.62 Fragments which seem to have been decomposed in such a pattem usually deri ve from the
extemal layers of the scroll, and should be located above and below the horizontal center line in the scholar's
puzzle.
Fourth, one should examine the original fragments (usually located in the Rockefeller Museum) on both sides
to note lighter and darker sections. Sections of fragments which were covered by other fragments after the
fragmentation of the scroll are usually lighter than those which were uncovered, due to less exposure to light
One should have in mind that fragments and wads after fragmentation were lying either with their recto or their
604Q422 is a good example, see note 60.
61The seam between sheets nonnally leaves an imprint which aften causes vertical cracks or breaks in the
layer(s) below and above, cf. Stegemann, "Methods for Reconstruction", 195, note 44.
62Some examples: the photographs of 1Qisa• show a clearly visible horizontal line caused by the thong,
which went through all the extemal layers until cal. XXVII. The scroll now shows signs of disintegration along
this line. At the point of two seams (between cols. XIX-XX and cols. XXV-XXVI) the line 'jumps' a few mm
upwards, probably because these two seams between different sheets at same stage had to be redone.
In the Temple Scroll the thong is a main reason for the decay of the upper half of the external layers of the
seroll.
lQisab shows signs of deterioration along the horizontal line in the best preserved latter part of the scroll.
But the wear pattern clearly indicates that this part was the inner part of that scroll when it was deposited the last
time: the distance between the points which display the same shape decreases towards the end of the scroll. The
only explanation we can bring forward which would account for such a peculiar deterioration pattern, is the
following: after same years of active use the extemal sheets of the scroll (from ch. 1 onwards) started to
deteriorate (probably due to the pressure of the thong). In order to 'save' the scroll fora longer period of use, ane
then rolled the scroll the less usual way (with the beginning on the inside) fora certain period, during which the
thong set its stamp on the last, now extemal part of the scroll. For same unknown reason the scroll was again
rolled with its beginning (Isaiah 1) on the outside when it was deposited the last time, and canies wear pattem
accordingly: with a few exceptions, only the last third of the scroll has been preserved, and these columns are
broken or cracked in the midd.le.
On the impact of the thong, see SJ. Pfann, "4Q298: The Maskil's Address to All Sons of Dawn", 209-12;
GJ. Brooke, "The Genre of 4Q252: From Poetry to Pesher" DSD I (1994) 160-79, p. 162. For an example, see
above on 4Q416 2 (note 8).
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verso sides upwards (exposed to light). Sometimes a fragment has left a lighter 'imprint' on the recto or verso
side of its 'neighbour' where the first covered the latter after fragmentation,63 or ane part of a !arger fragment has
left its imprint on another part of the same piece (to its left or right) which was located ane turn further inwards
or outwards [on 4Q417 1 (plate 3), see section 2.1.1.2). This part of the examination will often reveal which
direction the scroll was rolled. One should also note the thickness of the skin. When scrolls are rolled the usual
way, scrolls with thicker skin will have a !arger increase in circumference from one turn to the next than thinner
anes. Stegemann notes that scrolls of medium or large length usually have an increase in circumference of 2-3
mm from one turn to the next.64 Smaller scrolls can be more loosely rolled: 4Q422 which was 70 cm long
shows an increase in circumference of 6 mm from one turn to the next.65
The versa of a fragment can carry imprints of letters from the underlying layer in the original scroll. Such
imprints (which might be visible on PAM photographs of the verso) will indicate how this fragment was
located in the scroll vis-a-vis the fragment which produced the imprint.
Fifth, one should check the scale of the photographs for the sake of exact measurements and calculations.
Most of the recent photographs from Israel Antiquities Authority are not reproduced in an exact 1: 1 scale.
The various stages of the physical reconstruction are described above. The content analysis should be used to
confirm the juxtaposition of adjacent fragments as well as the position of fragments which preserve the
beginning or end of corresponding linesofa column.66

634Q421 frg. lab provides a good example: these two pieces preserve the right and left part of the same
column (the text of this passage is known from the parallel manuscript 4Q420). A similar wear pattern can be
observed at the right edge of both pieces, and frg. lb has left its imprint on the rear of frg. la: the verso of frg.
la is darker exactly on the section where it was not covered from below by frg. lb (these two fragments were
probably lying with their verso sides upwards after the fragmentation of the scroll). This observation shows that
frg. la was located one turn further inwards than frg. lb, and that the scroll was rolled in the less usual way with
its beginning on the inside. Based on these observations the circumference of the original scroll at this point can
be decided, and hence that the section in question comes from the first part of the scroll. See T. Elgvin,
"Wisdom in the ya}Jad: 4QWays of Righteousness", RevQ 17 (1996) 205-32; DJD XX, 183-4.
64"Methods for Reconstruction", 195.
65T. Elgvin, E. Tov, "422. 4QParaphrase of Genesis and Exodus", DJD XIII, 417-41, pp. 418-20.
66
For a good example, see our analysis of 4Q422 co!. Il (DJD xm, 418-24 and plate XLIII). The physical
reconstruction positioned frg. 5 at the left margin of this colum (preserving lines 6-10), and suggested that frg. 2
could preserve the right margin of the same column, but did not indicate how far up frg. 2 should be located.
This column dealt with the flood story, one of the lines of frg. 5 ending [C'll]:Ji~1 C1' [C'~i" was easily
combined with a line of frg. 2 beginning CJW)~ il'il n?'? . Frg. 2 had been located in a wad between frgs . 1 and 3,
this observation thus helped to determine the exact location of these three fragments in cols. I-li.

3. Genres, Style, and Redaction History
This chapter examines the literary genres and stylistic means represented within 4Qinstruction, and presents
sorne preliminary suggestions about the redaction history of the composition. Forrn-critical tools from biblical
research are utilized. During the analysis we compare 4Qinstruction with biblical texts and some sapiential and
apocalyptic works from the Second Temple period.

3.1. Literary genres
The following analysis examines the literary genres (Gattungen) 1 representedin4Qlnstruction. As is common
in form-critical analysis both formal characteristics and matters of contents will be used to define a genre.2 The
identification of the various genres used will help us to perceive the nature of this composition, and will provide
a basis for the thematical discussion in ch. 4. The Sitz im Leben of 4Qinstruction will be discussed at length in
section 5.2, but some observations are made already at this stage.
Collins distinguishes five broad types of sapiential material in the Bible and early post-biblical literature:3 (1)
wisdom sayings [in our terminology: wisdom sentences], (2) theological wisdorn [like Proverbs 8 and the Book
of Job], (3) nature wisdom [like Job 28, 38-41], (4) mantic wisdom [which is concerned with dreams and
omens], (5) higher wisdom through revelation [including apocalyptic revelations]. While Collins' type 1 isa
formal category, types 2-5 more refer to contents. Among these types, (1), (2) and (5) are represented in
4Qinstruction.
Seen as a whole, 4Qinstruction is a didactic collection. Several genres, well-known from the Bible, are to be
found within this composition. Many of those can be counted to the general genre parenesis (parenesis includes

admonition, exhortation, command,prohibition and instruction). Large sections contain collections of shorter
wisdom admonitions. We also encounter longer text units, theological discourses, which represent different
genres. 4Qinstruction can be compared with other sapiential or apocalyptic works which contain a number of
1In

the scholarly discussion 'genre' is used either on small textual units or whole literary works. For our part
we follow the traditional concept of 'Gattung' from Gennan scholarship, and use 'genre' in the sense of a small
textual unit characterized by specific formal elements and matters of contents (some authors use 'fonn' instead
of 'genre' in this sense), not about whole literary works such as gospels or epic works. On the definition of
genre, see L. Hartman, "Survey of the Problem of Apocalyptic Genre", Apocalypticism in the Mediterranean
World and the Near East (D. Hellholm, ed.), Ttibingen 1983, 329-43, D. Hellholm, "The Problem of
Apocalyptic Genre and the Apocalypse of John", Semeia 36 (1986) 13-64.
2There is no full consensus on literary tenninology in the analysis of sapiential material in the Bible. We
have utilized form-critical analysis of the biblical wisdom books by W. Richter, H-J. Hennisson, P .J. Ne!, R.N.
Whybray, and B. Lang, but also work by C. Westennann, J. Jeremias, K.A. Tångberg and M.A. Sweeney on
non-sapiential material. With a few exceptions we use the tenninology from the survey of biblical genres in
M.A. Sweeney, I saiah 1-39. With an Introductin to Prophetic Literature (F01L 16), Grand Rapids 1996, 51247.
3J J. Collins, "Wisdom, Apocalypticism, and Generic Compatibility", In S earch of Wisdom (L. Perdue, B.B,
Scott, WJ. Wiseman, eds.), Louisville 1993, 165-85, p. 168.
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literary genres, such as Proverbs,4 Sirach,5 the Testament of the Twelwe Patriarchs (hereafter Test. 12 Patr.),6
and 1 Enoch.7 We first discuss the shorter wisdom admonitions and thereafter the discmrrses.
In ancient Near Eastern literature the wisdom sentence (maSal) can be divided into the separate forms of

wisdom adnwnition (Mahnwort) and wisdom saying (Weisheitsspruch) on forrn-critical grounds. While wisdom
sayings are forrnulated in the indicative mood, wisdom admonitions are forrnulated in the imperative (or
relevant mood) and are characterized bya subordinate motive clause.8 Nei defines the wisdom admonition as
follows:
The admonition consists of an admonitory element, in the grammatical form of an Imperative, Jussive,
Vetitive or Prohibitive anda motive element, which might vary in grammatical form, lengthand
explication. The introductory particles of the motive clauses vary and cannot necessarily be connected to
the positive or negative character of the admonitory element.9
Those sections of 4Qinstruction which give concrete advice related to specific fields of life usually consist of
wisdom admonitions, short sentences fonnulated in the imperative, vetitive, or prohibitive. 10 In most cases the
sentences contain a motive clause and can be categorized as full-fledged admonitions. Same sentences Jack the
motive clause, Ieaving a command or prohibition. 11 In these cases the motivation is to be found in the context of
the sentence. For sake of convenience, we will refer to all three categories (admonition, command, prohibition)
under the common designation 'admonitions'. We aften encounter a combination of sentences about related
topics. Such a systematic combination of sentences into 'wisdom teachings' (Lehrreden) in the Bibie is

4Cf. R.E. Murphy's classification of Proverbs: "As a book, Proverbs belongs to the genre of collection. In
fact. there are several genres to be found: Saying, Instruction, Acrostic Poem, etc.": Wisdom Literature. Job,
Proverbs, Ruth, Canticles, Ecclesiastes, and Esther (F01L 13), Grand Rapids 1981, 50.
5 The Book of Sirach includes a wisdom speech (24:1-22), a number of wisdom instructions, descriptive
wisdom sayings, commands and admonitions, beatitudes, hyrnns, prayers, a thanksgiving song (5I:1-12), a
narrative (50: 1-21), and the praises of the fathers (chs. 44-49).
6Test. 12 Patr. includes narratives, retellings of biblical passages, admonitions speeches, wisdom instruction,
historical allegories, and announcements of judgement and salvation. See below, notes 42 and 43.
7 1 Enoch includes a variety of genres: theophany report (1:3-9), announcernent of judgement and salvation
(1:7-9; 2:4-9; 91:7-10; 102:4-104:13), discourse on the ways of nature (chs. 2-5) or the lurninaries (chs. 72-79;
82), narrative retelling ofbiblical passages (chs. 6-11; 106-107), allegorical narrative (chs. 85-90; 93:1-10;
91:11-17), vision report (chs. 17-36; 108:4-15), hymn and prayer (84:2-6), introduction toa testament (91:1-2);
wisdom speech (91:3-10; 94:1-5), woe oracle (94:6-98:6; 99:11-16; 100:7-9); judgement speech (98:7-102:3).
In this survey we exclude the later Book of Similitudes.
SJn the definition of the wisdom admonition we follow Nel and Hermisson. See P.J. Nei, The Structure and
Ethos of the WisdomAdmonitions in Proverbs, Berlin, New York 1982, 4-5, 18-74; "no admonition in Proverbs
exists without any motivation, although same might not be verbally explicit" (p. 64); H-J. Hermisson, Studien
zur israelitischen Spruchweisheit, Neukirchen 1968, 160-62. On the forms of the wisdom sentence, see W.
Richter, Recht und Ethos. Versuch einer Ortung des weisheitlichen Mahnspruches, Munich 1966, 41-77.
9Nel, The Structure and Ethos, 74; cf. Hennisson, Studien, 160-62.
10Vetitive is the negated jussive, a jussive fonn preceded by the negating particle ~.Prohibitive is the lang
form of the imperfect preceded by the negaling particle ~?. There are some examples of inj unctive as well (the
long form of the conseculive perfect or the imperfect used to express a command): 4Q416 V 10, 14-15 rl[::J'lifn
ci•..:in m'UI '!Oi'IØ ?:>i ~ '::l11 ?::i:i /mtNil ... il::l'::li1 ?::i::i. For the proposal to designate this form 'injunctive', see
W. Gross, Verb/orm und Funktion , St. Ottilien 1976, 31; K.A. Tångberg,Die prophetische Mahnrede. Formund traditionsgeschichtliche Studien zum prophedschen Urnkehrruf. GOttingen 1987, 41-2.
11E.g. 4Q417 Ill 13 "Speak your judgements like a righteous ruler"; 4Q416 / V 6 "In your affairs do not
compromize your spirit for any riches".
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suppased to originate in sapiential schools. 12 A lengthy section with wisdom admonitions, approximately four
consecutive columns, is preserved by the overlapping fragments 4Q417 1/4Q416 2 (probably cols. III-VI in both
scrolls, see section 2.1.1.1, note 16). Section 4.5 will describe more in detail the various fields of life covered by
the wisdom admonitions. At this stage of the discussion we will give same examples:
Be not proud in [you]r [soul] about yourself in your lowly estate, for what is more insignificant than a poor
man? Do not rejoice when you are in grief, lest you suffer in your life.
(4Q4 l 7 lil 9-10)
If you are in need, borrow what you require, but not in money, for [His] storehouse will not be lacking.
[Upon] His word everything will happen, so eat what He gives you, but do not take more le[st you sh]orten
your life. If men lend you riches when you are in need, do not [slee]p day or night, and do not let your soul
rest [until] you have paid back to y[our l]ender. Do not lie to him, lest you bear guilt, and also from shame
you would no[t escape.
(4Q417 li/ 19-23)
[Do not compromize ]your spirit for any riches [when you are engaged in business]. Do not barter your
holy spirit, for no price is worth [your soul. Seek him who is in char)ge of your assets, willingly seek his
face, [speJak accomodating <to him>, and then you <can again be able to> do your business.[ Do not seil(?)
]him [your jnheritance], do not forsake your laws, and keeping your secrets guard yo[urself.) If he entrusts
you with a task of his, [do not rest in your soul and do n)ot let your eyes slumber until you have completed
[what he requested. hut n]ot anything more.13
(4Q416 /V 6-10)
Similar wisdom admonitions are to be found in some sapiential works that are more or less contemporary with
4Qlnstruction: Sirach, and the Egyptian Papyrus lnsinger and lnstruction of Ankhsheshonqy. 14 The two
Demotic compositions contain descriptive wisdom sayings as well as admonitions. Plnsinger isa wellorganized composition, 15 while Ankhsheshonqy is a collection without any overall order. In Qumran literature
the closest parallels to the admonitions of 4Qinstruction are found in 4Q424 (4Qsapiential work) and
4Q420/421 (4QWays of Righteousness). 4Q420/421 and 4Q424 contain wisdom sayings16 and admonitions,17
12 ''The

'Sitz im Leben' of this genre is the educational situation (school) ... This genre was definitely a
didactic device and occurs relatively late in Biblical literature (after the stabilization of the school)": Nei, The
Structure and Ethos, 74.
13Underline or boldface type in transcription, and underline in translation, indicates parallel text in other
copies of 4Qinstruction. In chs. 3-5 we usually indicate such parallel text only where there are lacunae in the
primary text. For complete information on parallel texts, see the text edition in section 6.2.1.
14There was contact between wisdom eireles in Judea and Egypt in Ptolemaic times. Ben Sira for one, shows
knowledge ofDemotic traditions. The many parallels between Sirach and Plnsinger led J.T. Sanders to propose
that Ben Sira knew Plnsinger (in an edition somewhat different from the surviving ones) and borrowed from it:
Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, Chico, CA 1983, 69-103. On these Demotic works, see especially M.
Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature. Vol. lll. The Late Period, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1980, 159-217;
idem., Late Egyptian Wisdom Literature in the International Context: A Study of Demotic lnstructions, Fribourg
and Gt>ttingen 1983. The script of Ankhsheshonqy is late Ptolemaic, while the main copy of Plnsinger dates
from the first century CE. A. Volten proposed a possible pre-Ptolemaic date for P!nsinger (Das demotische
Weisheitsbuch, Copenhagen 1941, 123), while Lichtheim demonstrates that both works belong to the Hellenistic
age, and proposes an early Ptolemaic date for Ankhsheshonqy, anda late Ptolemaic one for Plnsinger: Late
Egyptian Wisdom Literature, 184-6; Ancient Egyptian Literature, 159, 184. The links with Sirach rather points
toward an early Ptolemaic date also for Plnsinger. Thus, the admonitions of 4Qinstruction probably belong to
the same period as Ankhsheshonqy andP!nsinger (we tentatively date the admonitions of 4Qlnstruction to c.200
BCE, see section 5.2.1).
1ssanders na tes that Ben Sira's tendency to organize his practical advice into groups ofproverbs is paralleled
by Amenenwpe and the chapter divisions of Plnsinger, and that both Plnsinger and Sirach use series of wisdom
admonitions (Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, 88-9). To some degree 4Qinstruction demonstrates the same
pattems.
164Q4211 ii 12-17 (par. 4Q420 1ii1-6) "A man of [ ". will know ]to walk in the ways of God, to do
righteousness [as follows: he will not answer before he healrs, and not speak befare he understands. In great
pa[tience will he give answer. and by studying riglhteousness he will understand their consequences. A m[an
who is humble and meek in mind will not turln away .lill.til [ ... A man who is trustworthy will not turn aside
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but not commands and prohibitions, while 4Qinstruction contains admonitions, commands and prohibitions, but
not descriptive wisdom sayings.
4Q416 /V 14-21 contains a chain of admonitions in the vetitive, starting with ;ina\), which functions as a minor
divide. The joining of admonitions with related themes, keywords or common fonna! elements in a chain
reflects conscious redactional work. 18 One of the motive clauses is introduced by the traditional formula ."
i1:>m•;i :J'!Cl "it is better for you ...".19 The first six admonitions deal with finances and relations to superiors and
subordinates (serving or being served isa uniting theme), the last five with a decent lifestyle and table manners.
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Do not prostrate yourself, lest you carry hateful feelings toward the olher.
Do not watch over your creditor, [!hen you] would be his serv[ant in all thi]ngs(?).
Also, do not humble yourself before someone who is not your equal, otherwise you will be his s[ervant(?) .)
Do not strike someone who does not have your strenglh, lest you stumble and be put greatly to shame.
[Do not se]ll yourself for money. It is hetter for you to be a servant in the spirit, sothat you serve your hard
employer without payment.
Fora price [do not se]ll your glory, and do not pledge your inheritance for money, lest this dispossess your
body <in slavery>.
Do not fill yourself with bread when you lack clothing.
Do not drink wine when there is no food.
Do not request luxury when you Jack bread.
Do not boast about your lowly estate - you who are poor - lest you bring your life into contempt.
Furthermore, do not dishonour the organ of your [b)osom, [
from ways of righteousness. ]He will set [his heart to truth{?), and Jm bones and his hands to righteousness(?)";
4Q424 3 7-8 "A man of understanding will accept in[struction. A knowledgeable man will find wisdom. A man
of honesty will rejoice in right judgement".
174Q421 11 2-4 "rel]iable(?), to eat and drink from it all [ ." )counted(?), and it will be in vain. Let him not
draw from it [".]fora rig[hteous ]deed it is. Let him not waitr'; 4Q424 14-7, 8-10 "With a dissembler do not
take up a lawsuit, and with a shaky fellow do not go into the fumace, for like lead will he be melted and will not
resist the fire. Do not entrust assets to a slothful man, for he will not be careful with your business. Do not send
a message toa dullard, for he will not smooth out your affairs. Do not tr[ust) in a man devious of lips [to
pronounce] the judgement if you are involved in a dispute. Surely he will be devious in his speech and not run
after the truth, [evil will be] the fruit of his lips. Do not appoint a greedy man as steward over rich[es, for he will
not) roete out your residue to your satisfaction".
18See Tångberg, Die prophetische Mahnrede, 159. Similar chains of admonitions formulated in the vetitive
are to be found in Prov 3:25-32 (as part of the wisdom instruction 3:21-32) and Sirach chs. 4-5 and 7-8. We will
suggest that the chain in 4Q416 /V 14-21 existed as a separate unit before it was inserted into a larger
framework of admonitions bya carefully working editor (see below, section 3.3).
19'J'he traditional form is 'better A (negative) with B (positive) !han C (negative) with D (positive)'. See
Hermission, Studien, 155-6, and Prov 8: 11; 16:16, 19, 32; 19: 1, 22; 22:1; 28:6; Qoh 4:9; 6:9; 7:5; 9:4, 16; Sir
30: 14-17; Plnsinger 3.21 "Better the small (deed) of him who is quick !han the large one of him who delays";
9.15; 13.10; 23.5; 27.3, Ankhsheshonqy 21.20 "Better a statue of stone !han a son who is foolish"; 21.21-22.
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After this discussion of the wisdom admonitions we turn to the revelatory discourses. In 4Qinstruction

theological wisdom and higher wisdom through revelation are primarily presented through longer text units, that
we for sake of convenience choose to designate discourses. These discourses, that deal with eschatology and the
revelation of God's mysteries, employ various genres, primarily wisdom instruction (weisheit/iche Lehrrede),

trial speech, rhetorical dialogue, announcement of salvation (Heilswort), announcement ofjudgement, and
theophany report. The contents of the larger discourses will be analyzed in sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. We will
here gi ve an initial presentation of the discourses and the genres they display.

Wisdom instruction is the foremost genre in Proverbs 1-9, and is found also in the 'Words of the wise' (Prov
22:17-24:22) and the 'Words of Lemuel' (Prov 31:1-9). In contrast to the shorter wisdom sentence,20 the
wisdorn instruction isa longer text unit where the teacher invites the student to appropriate the lessons he has to
offer.21 The instruction is characterized by direct address ['my son(s)'], and consists of calls to attention,
imperatives, prohibitions, motive clauses, etc. (wisdom admonitions can thus be integrated into a larger
instruction). The instruction communicates clearly and authoritatively, and it sacrifices the imaginative language
characteristic of the wisdom sentence in order to avoid its ambiguities and achieve a pedestrian clarity.22
Wisdom instructions are found in Sirach (2:1-6; 3:1-16; 4:1-10; 6:18-37; 14:11-19; 23:7-15; 38:16-23; 41:1442:8); 1 Enoch (91:3-10; 94:1-5); Test. 12 Patr. (T. Levi 13); 4Q525 (4QBeat) 14 ii (lhis composition probably
included more than one wisdom instruction, cf. frgs. 8-9 and 13); and 4Ql85 (4Qsap. work) I 9-II 8. The
wisdom instruction is supposed to originate in the school.23 Ben Sira, as one example, had his school in
Jerusalem (Sir 50:27; 51:23-28; 24:32-34). The ascription of the wisdom instruction to the sapiential school has
implications for the Sitz im Leben of 4Qlnstruction. We will retum to this question in section 5.2.1.

Wisdom instructions area prominent feature in 4Qinstruction. A lengthy instruction on the revelation of
God's mysteries and the heavenly Book of Hagi is followed bya fragmentarily preserved exhortation to praise
the God who provides knowledge (4Q417 IX-X). The student is addressed as 'knowledgeable (son)': J'::ir.l
(4Q417IX3,16), )'::m J:l (4Q417 IX 20), and?·~ J::l (4Q417 IX27). These designations are preceded by il™1
which functions as call for attention and minor divide [4Q417 IX 3, 15, 20, 26 (reconstructed)].24 Recurring
catchwords and phrases deal either with knowledge or meditation upon divine mysteries. The insLruction
20

The shorter wisdom sentence should be distinguished from the longer instruction, in its form as well as the
question of origin and Sitz im Leben. The wisdom sentence isa complete entity by itself: W. McKane,Proverbs.
A New Approach (OTL), London 1970, 10, 413-14; R.N. Whybray, Proverbs (NCBC), Grand Rapids 1994, 15.
21"Jede Lehrrede diirfen wir als kunstvolle UnterrichlSeinheit verstehen; sie galt es niederzuschreiben und zu
memorieren": Lang, Die weisheilliche Lehrrede, 39. On the characteristics of the wisdom instruction, see ibid,
27-46, 100-102.
22McKane, Proverbs. A New Approach, 3-10, 19, 22-3, 139-40, 263, 369; R.N. Whybray, Wisdom in
Proverbs, London 1965, idem., The Composition of the Book of Proverbs, Sheffield 1994, 11-61; Murphy,
Wisdom Literature, 50-53 , Lang, Die weisheitliche Lehrrede, 36-40.
23McKane sees the wisdom instruction as an international genre having its setting in a court school where
officials were trained for public life. This genre was probably adopted in Israel during the Solomonic era. In
Israel the instruction becarne a vessel for broader teaching for the community at large and especially for its
younger men. It inculcates both general ethics and Yahwistic piety: Proverbs, 3-10, 19, 22-3. See also Murphy,
Wisdom Literature, 50-53.
24See below, section 3.2.4, on this use of ~i .
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includes some wisdom admonitions, bul also these relate to the overruling theme of knowledge of mysteries, not
to specific fields of life. The addressee is exhorted to meditate upon the mysteries of creation and history, and is
promised spiritual discemment and understanding of the ways of men. The main part of this discourse runs as
follows:
3 And you, underst[a]nding one,[ ". ] Loo[k] at [His won]drous mysteries,[ for He is the awesome God.
Get knowledge about the beginnings of ]" your ." Look[ at the mystery to come and the deeds of Qld.JQ
what was and what comes intø being and to what will be, and at al]l etemal myster[ies] with the
[everlasting] se[crets(?
, then you will see(?) what was and what comes into being with what will
b]e, in all [the periods of etemity(?)
look upon] deed and d[eed, day and night meditate on the mystery
to clome. and search always. Tuen you will know truth and evil, wisdom [and simplici]ty.
[ J understand(?) the creatures [of God(?)] in all their ways with their destiny throughout all the periods
of eternity as well as the etemal visitation. Tuen you will discern between [go]od and [evil in their ]deed[s,]
for the God of knowledge is the foundation of truth.
By lhe mystery to come He designed its foundation, <and> its creatures with a[ll wis]dom. According to
all[ cun)ning He fashioned it, and the domain of ils creatures according to a[IJI [under]standing(?). To you
He will assign a[l)l "with ". According to their understanding [He or]dained for every cr[eatu]re to walk in
the inclination of his understanding.
And He interpreted for the p[oor on]es(?) all her [ ]." and with proper understanding [the hid]den things
of His thought are known, when one walks [b]lameless[ly in all ]one's d[ee]ds. These things seek always,
and meditate [on al]l that results from them. Tuen you will have knowledge of e(terna]l glory [wi]th His
wondrous mysteries and mighty deeds.
And you 16 understand the origin of your own <loing when you remember the st[ylus. For) with it was the
decree engraved, and decreed is the entire visitation. For the engraved is decreed by God against all iniquity
of the sons of perdition, and written in His presence is a book of memory of those who keep His word. It is
the Vision of Hagi anda book of memory. He gave it as inheritance to man with a spiritual people, f[o]r his
inclination is after the likeness of the holy ones. He had not before given the Hagi to the spirit of flesh, for it
could not discem between 20[goo]d and evil with the judgement of its [sp]irit
And you, understanding son, gaze on the mystery to come, learn [the path]s of every living thing and its
walking according to what is appointed for the creatur[es of G]od( ".] between great and small, and in your
counsel[ ".]He co]rnmanded you by the mystery to come[". ]" know every vision, and every[ " ..]Be
always st[r]ong, do not touch evil[ ". for everyone who touches] it will not be unpunished, according to his
inheritance in [God's ".]
And you,] 27 knowledgeable son, meditate on your secrets and [reflect] on the [etemal] foundations,[ ". ]
its [foun]dation in you, their "[] with the doing of[ ."] you shall not follow <the desires> of [your] hearts
and of your e[y]es[
(4Q417 IX 3-29)
4Q418 81 1-14 contains another wisdom instruction, which stands out among the preserved parts of
4Qinstruction wilh its lofty, poelic language. Elements of hymnic style can be discemed. Phrases and
catchwords recur, especially related to the root ø,p, inheritance and the images of fountain and planting. The
inheritance of the remnant community is described in different ways. The addressee is exhorted to praise the
angels and God who has allotted hima glorious portion, now and etemally. In lines 3, 7, 9 and 15 (the
beginning of the following paragraph) ilM~ is used as call for attention and minor divide.
For He] lopened your lips as a fountain to bless the holy ones. And you, as an everflowing fountain praise [
.] He separated you from all the spirit of flesh. <Hence> you shall separate from everyone He hates and
keep apart from all abominations of the spirit. [Fo]r He made everyone and bequeathed them, each man his
inheritance, and He is your portion and your inheritance among the sons of Adam. (JnJ His rinhe]ritance He
gave you authority.
And you, 4 honour Him in this: in sanctifying yourself to Him. As He set you to sanctify the holy ones[ for
.all ] , and among all[ JHe east your lot and greatly increased your glory, and set you as His firstbom
am[ong the sons of lsrae]l(?),[ and said 'My riches(?)] and My favour I will give you'. Is not His goodness
yours? <So> walk always in His faithfulness[ " . ] 7 your deeds.
And you, seek His judgements from the hands of every adversary of yours, all [ . He acts in ". toward
all who] love Him, and in mercy and kindness toward all who keep His word, but His zeal [is upon all who
hate Him(?).]
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9 And for you He opened insig[ht], gave you authority over His storehouse and entrusted[ you] with an
accurate ephah[ ." ] are with yoa. It is in your hands to turn aside wrath from the men of <His> favour and
punish[ the men of Belial(?) ... ] are with you. Befare you take your portion from His hand, honour His holy
ones, and be[fore you ... ] He opened[ a foun]tain <for> all the ho[ly] ones, all who by His name are called
holy o[nes, ... they will be] for all the eras the splendours of His sprout, an [ete]rnal planting [ ... ] .. earth(?),
in it will walk all those who inherit the land, for by [His] name[ are they called.
15And yoa ...
(4Q418 811-15).

A discourse on the coming judgement and the fate of the elect and the ungodly occupies two full columns of
the book (4Q416 VI 17 - Vlll 15 =4Q416 frgs. 4, 1, 3). This discourse uses the genres announcement of

judgement and salvation and theophany report,25 both known from the Bibie. A hymnic description of God's act
of creation is also included (second paragraph below). 26 Recurring catchwords and themes are 'flesh ', 'iniquity',
'truth', 'heaven', and the fear and trembling of God's opponents. The main section runs as follows:
[He comes to execute judgement on all, to destroy all the wicked and convict(?)] all the s.pirit fof flesh for
their works of wickedness which they have committed(?),] 27 and establish His will foyer all evil. He made
lcnown to Noah what was(?) ]to come, period upon period,] set time upon set time. [He will shut up all the
sons of evil, and visit all flesh(?)] according to their hosts, h[in upon hin. generation upon generation, city
upon city(?), kingdom] upon kingdom, provi[nce upon province. man upon man [ ." ] according to the
needs of their host fand the judgement upon all. to [ ". ]
The host of heaven He established from[ the beginning ... , He set stars(?) and luminariesl as their signs
and as symbols of [their] set[ times, ... each one in its_order(?),] each one in relation to the other, and all
their order and[ set times ]were counted[ befare Him ... ]
In heaven He will judge the work of iniquity, and all the sous of truth will be pleased by[ the appointed
time(?)] of its period, and all those who have defiled themselves by it will fear and wail, for the heaven will
shou[t, the kingdmn of iniquity(?) will tremble.l the water and the depths will fear, all the spirit of flesh will
be stripped naked and the sons of heave[n will rejoice on the dayl of its Gudlgement. And all iniquity shall
and He will reign(?)] in all the ages of etemity,
be consumed when the period of tru[th] is completed[
fora God of truth is He and [His] years from the days of old [ , and God will appear] to establish justice
between good and evirlJ, sothat everyone should k[no]w the judg[ements of God, and every creature will
understand(?) thatl it is a [cr]eature of flesh. and [its] understandifng ... ] when He sees that m[an is but(?)
... and] He knows[ their nature(?)
(4Q416 VII 2-17)
We encounter the main elements of the Lheophany report, the appearing of God, the reactions of nature,

reactions offear and awe. 28 The prediction includes both judgement for the ungodly and salvalion for the elect.
This duality is typical for many biblical announcements of salvation (Heilsworte), see e.g. Isa 65:1-16. 29
Another eschatological discourse (4Q418 69 ii 4-15, which we have tentatively located closely after the first
one) elaborates on the future judgement of the wicked and salvation of the righteous. This discourse can be
characterized as a trial speech.30 Two rhetorical dialogues (the first addressed to the ungodly, the second to the
250n this genre, see J. Jeremias, Theophanie. Die Geschichte einer alttestamenttlichen Gattung , Neukirchen
1965.
26For sirnilar hymnic descriptions of the creation, see Job 38:4-7; Isa 40:12; 42:5; 45: 18; 48: 13. Another
hymnic passage that praises God who provides for every living thing, is to be found in 4Q416 III 22-/V 3 (see
below, section 3.3).
27The first two lines are tentatively reconstructed on the basis of 1 Enoch 1:9.
28Cf. Jeremias, Theophanie, 15; Sweeney, lsaiah, 541. For similar theophany descriptions, see Isa 24:18-19;
Ps 77:14-17; 97:3-4; 1Enoch1:3-9.
29Cf. C. Westermann, Prophetische Heilsworte im Alten Testament, Gottingen 1987, 167-72, 188-93. The
preserved parts of this discourse do not include some of the main markers of a prophetic announcement of
salvad.on, the formulas l'l\i• ~ il:>, "..,,,il t11•:i, c•ia O' C'. and n-cro :JYD.
30 Also called the 'rib patiem' or 'covenant lawsuit' form, a pattem well known from the biblical prophets.
Characteristic elements of the trial speech are cal/ to attention, appeal fora legal proceeding, appeal to heaven
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elect) frame a reference to God's parousia. 31 This middle section employs theophany terminology and includes
a prediction of judgemenL The first dialogue includes accusation, rhetorical questions and announcement of

judgement. In its fonn the address to the elect isa rhetorical dialogue, in its contents it can be characterized as
another announcement of salvation. The trial speech functions here in a parenetic context, as is common in postbiblical texts.32 Catchwords are "foolish of heart", "sons of iniquity", "those who support evil", contrasted by
"al]l who love[ righteousness", "the elect of truth, those who pursue[ righteousness", "pursue knowledge", and
further 'toil' and 'tire'.
And now, you foolish of heart, how can there be goodness which was not [demonstrated(?), and bow can
there be] peacefulness which never existed, and bow can there be righteousness if it were not established,
and how will the dead groan because of their j[udgemen]t? [For Sheo]l you were formed, and your return
will be etemal damnation, for [ ]your sins[ ], the dark places will shine on your multitude and all that ever
came into being.
The seekers of truth will wake up to the judgements[ of God(?).] All the foolish of heart will be
destroyed, the sons of iniquity will not be found any more, and all those who support evil will be asham[ed]
at your judgement The foundations of the firmament will shout, all the h[osts of God ]will thunder, [and
al]l who love[ righteousness will rejoice.]
But you are the elect of truth, those who pursue[ righteousness according to the ]judgeme[nt of God(?)
]watchfu[l] according to all knowledge. How can you say "We toiled for understand.ing and have been
awake to pursue knowledge". R[ighteous(?) is H]e in all [His deed]s(?) and He has not tired during all the
years of etemity. Does He not delight in truth forever? Knowledge[ and Understanding ]will minister to
Him. And even the s[ons of heaven, whose inheritance is etemal Iife, will they <not> say "We toiled in the
deeds of truth and have ti[red] during all the ages"? - will they not wal[k) in etemal light? [ ] also you
[will inherit g)lory and abundant honour.
Anotherrhetorical dialogue, more fragmentarily preserved, is found in 4Q418 55 5-12. Catchwords include
'understand.ing', 'knowledge', 'be awake', and 'truth'.
They did not seek un[derstanding, and knowledge they did no)t choose. Did not [the·)God of Knowledge [
Jon truth, to establish every [creature by <His> un)derstanding? He portioned out to the heirs of truth [
He will be] awake on the ea[rth(?)
]will He do. Is not peace and tranquility [
Did you not kn)ow,
or have you not heard that the angels of Go[d's] holiness in heaven [are in your midst?(?)
)truth.
They will pursue all the roots of understand.ing, and will be awake regarding [
Accordi]ng to their
knowledge every man shall receive honour from his fellow, and accorcling to his understanding his glory
shall be magnified [
)Are they <not> like men - for he is lazy, and <like> a son of man - for he is
silent? Are <they> not [
]eternity? - they will inherit an eternal portion. Did you not see[
The last column of the composition contains a wami11g in the form of an announcement of judgement.
]your fountain, and you will not find what you lack, your soul will languish for want of all good things unto
death[
your spirit(?) will be embi]ttered all day, and your soul will yearn to come into her gates, and
your(?) grave will be cover[ed(?)
Jyour cor[p]se, and you will be a tooth for food, and <there will
and earth, declaration of God's righteousness, accusation, rhezorical questions, and announcement of
judgement. See Sweeney, lsaiah, 541-2; L. Hartman, Askingfor a Meaning : A Study of Enoch 1-5, Lund 1979,
39-95, and e.g. Isa 1: 10-20; Jer 2:5-37; Hos 4: 1-10. In the Scrolls one finds exhortations in the rib pattern in CD
Il-IV (see P.R. Davies, The Damascus Covenant. An lnterpretation of the "Damascus Document", Sheffield
1983, 53-104); 1Q34bis Il 1-7; the non-canonical psalms 4Q381 frgs. 69 and 76-77; 4Q302 (4Qpap Parable of
the Tree): and 4Q443 (4Qprayer). It also occurs in I Enoch 2-5. 4Q300 (4QMystb) 9 2 refers to :J'1., C1' 'the day
of dispute' for those who did not understand the heavenly secrets.
3 1This passage is probably inspired bya similar dialogue in theEpistle of Enoch , 1Enoch103:1-104:6 (see
section 4.2.2).
32The biblical prophets commonly use rib in the context of speech of judgement. Combined with confession
of sins rib can be used in a call to repentance. Hartman nates that a number of post-biblical texts adds an
eschatological perspective to the trial speech. The literary context of the trial speech in post-biblical times can
vary. One finds accusation speech, hortatory speech, haggadic midrash, or liturgical prayer. But most communly
the trial speech is used in a parenetic context Asking fora Meaning, 49-63.
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be> consuming pestilence against [
also you will [

and th]ose who seek pleasure you have oppressed in their lives. But
(4Q4 18 127 1-4)

4Q423 1-2 preserves some kind of paraphrase of Genesis 2-3. The paraphrase is clearly placed in a parenetic
context.33 A number of positive terms related to the garden image con trast others that deal with man' s
burdensome conditions on earth. Some catchwords relate to knowledge and discemment
]and every fruit that is produced and every lree which is good, pleasing to give knowledge. Is [it] nota
de[lightful] garden [and pleasant ]to[ gi] ve great knowledge? He set you in charge of it to till it and guard it.
An enUoyable] ga[rden(?) ... the earth,] thoms and thistles will it sprout forth for you, and its strengthit will
not yield to you, [ ". ] in your being unfaithful [ ." ] her child, and all the compassion of her that is
pregna[nt ]you [".]ed all your resources(?) [ ". ] in all your business(?), for everything it causes to sprout ·
forth[for you ] always not to [ ... ]and in a planting[ ]them [
rejecting(?) ]the evil and knowing the
good, [ ... , be]tween his way and the way of [
At times, the wisdom admonitions are interspersed with eschatological statements, referring to the end-time
appearance of God or the salvation of the righteous. In their contents these statements (indicated by italics in
the example below) belong together with the discourses, not with the admonitions.
Be not proud about yourself in your lowly estate, for what is more insignificant than a poor man? Do not
rejoice when you are in grief, lest you su ffer in your life. Gaze upon the mystery to come, under stand the
birth-times of sa/vation and know who will inherit glory and corruption. Will it not be[ garlandfor the poor
ones(?)] and eternal joy for their sorrows? Guard your business matters with zeal, and nobody[ can accuse
you(?)]for any crooked matters of yours(?). Speak your judgements like a righteous ruler. Do not recei[ve
any bribe(?), ] and do not overlook your [tra]nsgressions. In a legal quarrel be like a humble man,[ and the
judgement <in the matter> you shall] receive. Then God will appear, His anger will subside and He will
overlook your sin. For before His wrath nobody can stand, and who can be deemed righteous in His
judgement, and how can the poor one [stand] without forgiveness?
As for you, if you lack food, [He will gi] ve[ you(?)] what you need and even a surplus,[ and] you will
[als]o have surplus of produce to the harbour of His desire. Receive your portion from Rim, and do not add
ther[eto .] If you are in need, borrow what you require, but not in money, for [His] storehouse will not be
Jack.ing. [Upon] His word everything will happen, so eat what He gives you, but do not take more le[st you
sh]orten(?) your life.
(4Q417 lll 9-21)
We will also point to some minor literary fonns, which cannot qualify as separate genres. 4Qinstruction does
not include any sapiential hymns like Sir 51:13-22 or llQPs"Creat, but exhortations to praise are scattered
throughout the book, interwoven with parenetic material (see below, section 3.3, on the hymnic passage in
4Q416 [[[ 22-/V 3):34
walk blameles[sly ". b/ess His name [ ... in your joy ". gr eat are the mercies of G[od ... praise God, by
every afjliction bl[ess His name ". according to His will did it happen, and He conveys understanding of[35
(4Q417 X 7-12)
If He restores you to your honour, walk according to the mystery to come and inquire His birth-times. Tuen
you will gain knowledge of His inheritance and will walk in righteousness, for God is elevated. P[rai]se
Him(?) in all your ways, give glory to Him who has honoured you, praise His name always. For He lifted
your head from poverty, seated you among noblesand gave you authority over a glorious inheritance. Seek
His will always.
(4Q416 V 9-12)
for from Rim is the inheritance of every living being and in His hand lies the des[tiny of everyone
formed(?) ". )Do not be silent until the consumption of evil, for wrath is upon all the per[iods of etemity(?)

33Compare 4Q422 (4QParaGenExod), which can be characterized as a homiletic paraphrase on selected
passages of Genesis and Exodus. See T. Elgvin, ''The Genesis Section of 4Q422", 195-6.
34Both biblical and post-biblical sages exhort to praise and give thanks to God. Sapiential compositions
contain psalms and hymns: Ps 19; 32; 34; 73; 119; Sir 39:12-35; 51:1-12; Sap. Sal. 9; 10:20-21; 16:28-29; 18:9.
35This passage perhaps contains Noah's exhortations for the generations to come, see below and section
3.3.2.1.
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". ]anguish will not prevail(?),for great are the mercies of God and there is no end[ to His goodness ...
]Your [na]me be praised greatl[y
(4Q416 VI/I 10-13)
In 4Q417 Ill 15-17 we encounter the form Niedrigkeitsdoxologie, 36 common in the Hodayot. A
Niedrigkeitsdoxologie contrasts man's lowly state as creature and sinner with the might of God.
For before His wrath nobody can stand,
and who can be deemed righteous in His judgement?
And how can the poor one [stand] without forgiveness?

?)::> "nOJl' ~'" ~ ·~? ~·:i
Jl':l~

[co"lpn']

1~ pi~ •01
it:>~[~] m•?o •?:i1

We note the poetic form with three parallel members. The common markers of this form are clearly displayed:
members of aNiedrigkeitsdoxologie regularly begin with question words such as i'IO, •o, and it:>'~. and the root
pi~
~

'be righteous' is commonly employed. This doxology includes a free rendering ofNah 1:6 i'A!J' •o "Ollf •Jti?
))"1l:l C"lp' 'Ot

Some literary forms or genres known from other wisdom compositions are not found in 4Qlnstruction; lists of
virtues or vices, 37 the wisdom speech,38 the beatitude,39 the parable,40 the allegory, the fable, the riddle, the
numerical saying.41

36This term was coined by H-W. Kuhn, see Enderwartung und gegenwiirtiges Heil. Untersuchungen zu den
Gemeindeliedern von Qumran mit einemAnhang iiber Eschatologie und Gegenwart in der Verkiindigung Jesu,
Gottingen 1966, 27-29. See also S. Tanzer, The Sages at Qumran: Wisdom in the Hodayot (Ph.D. diss., Harvard
University, 1987) 20-24. Niedrigkeitsdoxology is related to the biblical genres confession of sins, doxology and
Gerichtsdoxologie. For related biblical texts, see Exod 9:27; Amos 7:2, 5; Ps 51:6; Ezra 9:14-15; Neh 9:33; Lam
1:18; Job 4:17-21; 15:14-16; 31:14; Dan 4:34-37; 9:7, 14. For parallels to this text in the Hodayot, see section
6.2.1.
37For such lists in the Qumran scrolls, see CD Il 14-21; lQS V 25 - VI 1; 4Q421 (4QWays of
Righteousnessh) 1ii10-17 "A ma]n who is knowledgeable and has understanding will lift them up(?)[". A man
of." will recei]ve the admonition of the knowledgeable. A man of [ ".]to walk on the ways of God, to do
righteousness as follows: he will not answer before he hears, and not speak before he understands. In great
patience will he give answer, and by studying righteousness will he understand their consequences. A m[an
]who is humble and meek in rnind will not turn away until[ ". ] A man who is trustworthy will not turn from
ways of righteousness. ]He will set [his heart to truth(?), and ]his [bo]nes and his hands [to righteousness(?)";
4Q424 (4Qsap. work) 3 7-10 "A man ofintelligence will accept in[struction. JA knowledgeable man will find
wisdom. A man of uprightness takes delight in justice ." A man of substance will be zealous for[ the law of
God, and h]e is an adversary to all who move the boundary. [A man of generosity will perform ]charity to the
poor[, and he Jwill take care for all who lack property. The sons of righteousness["; and further T. Rub. 5:5-7;
Sir 40:5, 8-9; Plnsinger 35.1 "Violence, want, insult and un.k.indness are never, never al rest".
38B. Lang defines the wisdom speech (Weisheitsrede) as a public address uttered by personified wisdom, cf.
Prov 1:20-33; 8:1-36; 9:1-6; Sir 24:1-22. The wisdom speech as well as the wisdom instruction reflect the
didactic style of the wisdom teacher: Die weisheitlic~e Lehrrede, Stuttgart 1972, 27-46, 100-102; idem" Frau
Weisheit. Deutung einer biblischen Gestalt, Dtisseldorf 1975; Wisdom and the Book of Proverbs. A Hebrew
Goddess Redefined, New York 1986, especially 17-50.
39For the beatitude in the Scrolls, see 4Q525 (4QBeatitudes) 2 ii 1-3 ; 4Q185 II 8, 13. Cf. also Sir 14: 1-2, 2027; 50:28.
4 °For the parable in the Scrolls, see 4Q185 19-13; 4Q302 (4QpapAdmonitory Parable) 2 ii 2-4 ro·~? i1'i1' ~
100 ~it> iirobi ." c•ow? ,.11 ;o.lii :J'lt!l r.11 "lf a man possesses a good treethat towers unto the sky ".and it produces
the best fruit". 4Q500 (4QpapBen) 1 uses vineyard imagery to describe the temple: "may Your [mulb)erry trees
blossom ." Your winepress [bu]ilt with stones ". to the gate of the holy height ". Your planting and the streams
of Your glory ".the brances of Your delights ." Your vineyard". See G.J. Brooke, "4Q500 1 and the Use of
Scripture in the Parable of the Vineyard", DSD 2 (1995) 268-94. Cf. also Sir 33: 16-19.
41 For the numerical saying, see Sir23:16-18; 25:1-2, 7-10; 26:28; 50:25-26.
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Finally we will discuss the affinities of 4Qlnstruction with the genres testament and apoca/ypse. 4Qlnstruction
does not present itself in the literary genre of testament (where a biblical sage at his deathbed is given heavenly
knowledge),42 although its mixture of apocalyptic and parenetic material has much in common with the
42For

the characteristics of the testament genre in early Judaism, see H.W. Hollander, M. de Jonge, The
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs: A Commentary, Leiden 1985, 29-41; A.B. Kolenkow, "The Genre
Testament and Forecasts of the Future in the Hellenistic Jewish Milieu", JSJ 6 (1975) 57-71 , idem., "The
Literary Genre Testament", Early Judaism and its Modem Interpreters (R.A. Kraft, G.W.E. Nickelsburg, eds.),
Philadelphia/Atlanta 1986, 257-67; J.J. Collins, "The Testamentary Literature in Recent Scholarship", ibid, 268 85.
Introductory and concluding formulas are used to characterize a literary work as the testament of a biblical
sage, who at his deathbed is granted prophetic knowledge and visions of the other world. The testaments contain
both apocalyptic and ethical material, as well as blessings and curses. Some testaments contain the request fora
specific burial place, quote and support controversial books like the Enoch literature, or foresay that
descendants will be disobedient to their father's command after his death. Kolenkow, "The Genre Testament",
distinguishes the ' ethical testament' from the 'blessing-revelation testament'. The blessing type includes
authority for revelation history (often a trip to or vision of heaven), the revelation itself, and an urging to
righteousness (blessing and curse). The life experience of the sage serves as illustration and authority for the
ethical teaching. Both types assume reward and punishmenL According to H.-J. Michel, Die Abschiedsrede des
Paulus an die Kirche Apg 2017-38. Motivgeschichte und theologische Bedeutung, Munich 1973, 47-57, a fixed
structure [presentation of the dying speaker, calling together of the hearers, and the ending (farewell and death))
conveys the framework for admonition and apocalyptic prophecy. The testament isa genre of difficult times,
and allows the present generation to relate both to the present hard times and to the relevance of God to that
present P.H. Aschermann, Die pariinetischen Formen der 'Testamente der zwolf Patriarchen' und ihr
Nachwirken in der friihchrist/ichen Mahnung (Ph.D. diss" Humboldt-Universitat), Berlin 1955, 7-10, finds a
fourfold scheme in the exhortatory sections of Test.12 Patr.: an introduction (mostly with the imperative,
followed by !ht/-y<ip), a description of particular virtues or vices, an example and a final exhortation. A.
Hultgård, L' eschatologie des Testaments des douze Patriarches. Vol 2, Composition de z;ouvrage; textes et
traductions, Stockholm 1982, 137-58, distinguishes three constitutive haggadic elements: legends connected
with the birth of the patriarch, biographical summaries and biographical exhortatory haggadah. Particularly the
last type of material is closely connected with homilies. On the relation between apocalyptic and parenesis in
the testaments, see note 43.
The Bible contains a number of ' testaments'. The blessings oflsaac and Jacob in Genesis 27:27-29 and 49
foretell future history. More parenetic are the testaments in the deuteronomistic corpus: Deuteronomy itself,
which is shaped as a farewell speech of Moses shortly before his death, and the 'testaments' of Joshua (Joshua
23), Samuel (1Samuel12), and David (1Kgs2:3-4). This form has antecedents in Egyptian wisdom
instructions. See M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy 1-11. A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB
5), New York 1991, 4-6, idem, From Joshuah to Josiah (Hebrew), Jerusalem 1993, 196ff.
At one stage of its redaction, 1 Enoch was probably shaped as a testament. See A.B. Kolenkow, "The Genre
Testament and Forecasts of the Future in the Hellenistic Jewish Milieu", 62. G.W .E. Nickelsburg suggests an
original Enoch testament consisting of chs. 1-36 and 92-105, with chs. 81-82 and 91 serving as a narrative
bridge: Jewish Literature between the Bibie and the Mishnah, Philadelphia 1981, 150-51. Recently he suggested
another possibility (personal communication): a shorter testament, with only ch. 91 and the end of ch. 104 added
to the Book ofWatchers (see section 5.1.2). R.A. Argall ("Reflections on 1 Enoch and Sirach: A Comparative
Literary and Conceptual Analysis of the Themes of Revelation, Creation and J udgment", SBLSP 34 (1995) 33751) outlines the structure of the Ethiopic version from the perspective of a testament as follows:
Opening passage
1-5
The bodyof the composition
Background to biographical elements
6-11
Aspects of Enoch's biography
As cent
12-16
Journey I
17-19
20-32+ [] 81:1-4
Journey Il
33-36; 72-80
Astronomical Torah as Testament
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testaments.43 The biblical sage Noah is mentioned (4Q416 Vll 3/4Q418 201 1) as recipient of revelation about
the eschaton and the annihilation of the ungodly; "He made known to Noah[ what was] to come, [period upon
period], set time upon set time". However, this passage neither refers to Noah's death nor to any foresayings he
should have passed on to his offspring. Another passage, 4Q417 X 5-17, could refer to Noah's righteous life and
contain his advice to future generations (see section 4.1.4). If this interpretation is correct, at least this column
has affinities with the testament genre.
Although the discourses abound with apocalyptic motifs, the book does not present itself in the form of an
apocalypse.44 The wisdom of this book is not revealed through angels ora sage from Israel' s early history
(although Noah is portrayed as recipient of divine revelation, see section 4.1.4). The revelations are not
transmitted within a narrative framework, and there is no reference to any heavenly journey in connection with
the revelation of secrets. Visions or auditions are probably nota central feature in the revelation of divine
wisdom (although 'charismatic' visions and prophecies probably belonged to the eireles behind 4Qinstruction,
Closing passage
Descent and fulfillrnent of Commission
81:5-82:3
91: 1-10, 18-19
Re-creation of the closing testament scene
A major expansion of the closing passage
92-105
The Hebrew and Aramaic fragments from Qumran which parallel Test. 12 Patr., are exarnples of a wide
Jewish tradition which also inspired the composition of Test. 12 Patr., cf. Collins, "The Testamentary Literature
in Recent Scholarship". 4QAramaic Levi, 4QVisions of Amram and 4QTestament of Qahat display
testamentary characteristics: 4Q213 (4QTLevi8 ar) 5 i 1-3 "[And in the year one hundred and eighteen of my
life, the year] in which [my brother Joseph] died, [I summoned my sans and their sons, and I began to explain to
them [all that there was in my heart"; 4Q543 (4QAmram8 ar) I 1-2 /4Q545 (4QAmramc·ar) I 1-2 "Copy of the
writing of the words of the visions of Amram, son of Qahat, son of Levi. All that he revealed to his sons and
what he advised them on the day of [his death]"; 4Q542 (4QTQahat ar) I 4-5, 10 "and now, my sons, make note
of the inheritance which has been transmitted to you and which your fathers have given you ". and you, my
sons, will give me a good name".
.
43Some scholars holdthat apocalyptic is the primary focus of the testament genre, while others see ethics as
the main scopus: The first view is held by E. Cortes, Los discursos de Adios de Gn 49 a Jn 13-17: Pistas para la
historia de un genero literario en la antigua literatwajudfa, Barcelona 1976; the latter by E. von Nordheim,
Die Lehre der Alten. Vol. 1, Das Testament als Literaturgattung im Judentum der Hellenistisch-Romischen Zeit,
Leiden 1980. Cf. A.B. Kolenkow, "The Literary Genre Testament". In his analysis of Test.12 Patr. J.H.
Ulrichsen concludes that the Urschrift from c.200 BCE was purely parenetic, while prophetic-apocalyptic
passages represent later strata, added between 160 and 63 BCE: Die Grwi.dschrift der Testamente der Zwolf
Patriarchen. Eine Untersuchung zu Umfang, lnhalt und Eigenart der urspriinglichen Schrift, Uppsala 1991,
255-345. His conclusion on different strata in Test.12 Patr. parallels ours on 4Qinstruction.
44Stegemann characterizes apocalypses as literary works which claim lo be divine revelations. He adds the
following criteria: (1) the main theological /ocus of the work is presented as divinely revealed; (2) the problem
of authority is solved by immediate access to the will of heavens; (3) the book is usually ascribed to a sage from
Israel's history; (4) the contact between man and heaven is attained by vision, audition, or an ascent to heaven;
(5) the right understanding of what is seen or heard is provided bya heavenly mediator; (6) the heavenly
knowledge is characterized as 'hidden' or 'secret'; (7) innovative teachings deal with doctrine (calendar,
dualism, determinism), the meaning of history, cosmology, angelology or future salvation; (8) revelations are
transmitted within a narrative framework; (9) the apocalypses reflect specific educational levels (priests,
teachers) and (10) a situation of religious crisis, (11) and have as their aim the bringing of divine order i..nto a
disordered world; (12) the authors viewed the writing of apocalypses as the best way of achieving their aim;
"Die Bedeutung der Qumranfunde flir die Erforschung der Apokalyptik", Apocalypticism in the Mediterranean
World and the Near East (D. Hellholm, ed.), Tilbingen 1983, 495-530. On the characteristics of apocalypses,
see also J.J. Collins, "Introduction: Towards the Morphology of a Genre", Semeia 14 (1979) 1-20; A.Y. Collins,
"Introduction: Early Christian Apocalypticism", Sem.eia 36 (1986} 1-11; Hellhalm, "The P.roblem of
Apocalyptic Genre and the Apocalypse of John".
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see section 5.2.1). In contrast to Daniel, dreams and their interpretation are not mentioned at all. There are no
signs of a situation of crisis as background for 4Qlnstruction.
Summary: form-critical categories employed in biblical research have been useful for the analysis of
4Qlnstruction. This composition uses a large number of genres and literary forms known from the Bible, which
now are integrated in a !arger parenetic context. The analysis has proved our initial classification of
4Qlnstruction as a composite didactic collection. The wisdom admonitions have fonnal parallels in sapiential
biblical books, primarily Proverbs. In contrast, the discourses of 4Qlnstruction draw inspiration from a variety
of biblical texts, especially prophetic books. As a didactic collection 4Qinstruction can be compared with Sirach
and 1 Enoch (see above, nates 5 and 7). We will see that the apocalyptic nature of the discourses locates
4Qlnstruction closer to 1 Enoch than to Sirach. To understand the distinctive theological features of this writing,
we need to analyze the apocalyptic theology of its discourses.

3.2. Style and literary devices
White 'style' is a concept frequently referred to, it is rarely defined.45 A genre is characterized by certain
stylistic and literary devices. One can further speak of 'collective style' connected to a specific group, or
'individual style' characteristic of a particular author. In section 3.1 we discussed stylistic forms typical of the
various genres represented in 4Qlnstruction. Here we continue the examination of the stylistic features and
literary devices used by the author and his sources.

·3.2.l Addressee(s)
Throughout the book the wise and understanding individual is addressed. The address is primarily kept in the
2nd person singular (some passages address not the wise but the ungodly, in the 2nd person singular46) . There
are some exceptions to this rule. The Ist person plural occurs once.47 One of the rhetorical dialogues, 4Q418 69
(see text above), addresses both the ungodly and the faithful in the 2nd person plural. This irregularity is
probably due to the dependence of this discourse upon a sirnilar dialogue in the Epistle of Enoch, 1 Enoch
103: 1-104:6 (see below, section 4.2.2). Some further passages use the 2nd person plural.48 At the end of the
eschatological discourse 4Q416 Vl-Vlll, words of praise are direcled to God in the 2nd person (4Q416 Vl!l 13):
45P. Guiraud suggests that style is the means of expression a speaker or wriler chooses in order to convey his
message in a manner which suits his purpose: La stylistique (2nd ed. 1957), Norwegian edition: Stilistikk, Oslo
1960, 71. On the concept of style, see also R. Wellek, A. Warren, Theory of Literature (3rd ed. 1970),
Norwegian ed.: Litteraturteori, Oslo 1970; T.A. Sebeok (ed.), Style in Language, Cambridge, MA 1960.
464Q418 162 4 n:i? il"il" ~.li NWI? "it will be for you et.erna! damnation"; 4Q418 127 1-5 (see text above).
474Q418 55 4 -o:o'?:i il"il" ipø1 "there will be awakening in our hearts [ ." ]He will trust in all our ways".
484Q418 162 2] ~~·~"for you said: ["; 4Q423 5 10 ~~1 nO:;~ li[; 4Q423 6 3 ?lb~~ no1 no:>:i?{ "your
heart. And what indeed is all["; 4Q423 7 7 iio:>:o? fi:J(n]? "to make your hearts [un]derstand" (or: "that your
hearts will [un]derstand"); 4Q416 V 8 ~m ~; 4Q418 55 8] c•oø:i '?[~ f,fn-p •:it\?o ~·::> n1:11.11oø ~'? ~ crW[i' ~,,..,
"Did you not kn]ow, or have you not heard that the angels of Go[d's] holiness in heaven[" (both CN'i' 1\1?.i and
crwæ ~'? are well-known biblical phrases, for the reconstructed Cl'Uli' t\1'm, cf. 2 Sam 11:20; Ezek 17:12). In
4Q417 IX 22 an admonition in lhe second person plural (no:ii1o:i1 ~r:b :l1i i':l "between great and minor, and in
your counsel") occurs in the middle of a section addressed in the second person singular. A few lines below,
4Q4 l 7 IX 29, the word iTCp:illl; is found in a biblical quo te.
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il)~ ,;il il.:xi(IO "Your name be praised greatly". Descriptive

sentences can use the 3rd person pluraJ49 or lhe

3rd person singular. 50
More noteworthy in a sapiential didactic work is an instruction addressed to the wife in the 2nd person fem.
singular (4Q415 2 ii). The context of this passage is not preserved. Either the addressee was admonished to
exhort his wife with these words, or !his parenesis on the marital covenant would have been addressed directly
to the wife:
like a father you shall honour (f~) [your husband/father in law(?) ." ] you shall not remove
('!ll'CM ~)from your heart sothat e[vil will overtake you ... ] all day long, and by the Iaws of the cov[enant
... ] lest you neglect (•lli!ll1 j~) the hol[y] covenant [ ". ],and what you will despise
<1iom? n:l'1Mi) and [ ". stay with] her hus[ba]nd forev[er ".] in the house of [your orig]ins. In your covenant
(ln"i:l::ii)[ ." you will be] a subject ofpraise in the mouth of all men [".]from the house of birth.
The address ilM

p·~

"you who are poor" is frequent; 4Q415 6 2; 4Q416 V 8, 12; 4Q418 9 6 (cf. 4Q418 177 5

f t:J':i•i)i IZ)"l ~: 4Q418 254 31i·::i~1 i'"k'1 un). This phrase introduces a new paragraph, in 4Q416 V 8, 12 it
follows a vacat. These words could point to the social conditions of the addressee, or only refer to his humble
state before God. The more precise designation il~ il0'1i' lrr[M I ilo~

ø~M i!Mi "you are

a man of the earth" is

found twice, 4Q423 5 7; Sa 2.

3.2.2. Poetic elements in the discourses
Poetic elements are found, especially in the eschatological discourse in 4Q416 Vl-Vlll. The central passage of
this cliscourse contains poetic devices which could reflect Iiturgical traditions.5 1 The objects of God' s judgement
are Iisted in a stereotypical manner:
He will shut up all the sons of ev[il] according to their hosts, hin upon hin,[ generation upon generationt city
upon city(?), kingdom] upon kingdom, provi[nce upon ]province, man upon man,[
(4Q416 Vil 5-6)
This text displays a number of parallelisms:
- He set stars(?) ]and luminaries as their signs
- The host of heaven He established from[ the beginning
and symbols of [their] set[ times (lines 8-9);
- sothat everyone should k[no]w the judg[ements of God, - and every creature will understand(?) th]at it is
a creature of flesh, - and [his] understandi[ng ".
(4Q416 Vil 16-17).
The statement "In heaven He will judge the work of iniquity" is followed by seven subordinate clauses, five
negative members are framed by two positive anes:
In heaven He will judge the work of iniquity,
* and all the sons of truth will be pleased by[ the appointed time(?)] of its period;
- and all those who have defiled themselves by it will fear and wail;
- for the heaven will shou[t,
494Q418

55 9 -12 "They will pursue all the roots of understanding, and will be awake ... Are they <not> like
men ". they will inherit an eternal portion".
s04Q418 254 31i•:i]i'1 i''li1 1111; 4Q423 1-2 7-8 "and in an etern[al p]lanting [He gave him inheritance, and he,
rejecting(?) ]the evil andknowing the good, [ ." under]standing his way and the way of[". The latter passage
contrasts an address to Adam in the second person with a description of the inheritance of the elect in the third
person (see section 6.2.1).
SIL.H. Schiffman characterizes lQ/4QMysteries, which has much in common with 4Qinstruction, as
reflective (i.e. nonliturgical) poetry: "4QMysteries&: A Preliminary Edition and Translation", Salving Riddles
and Untying Knots. Biblical, Epigraphic, and Semitic Studies in Honor of Jonas C. Greenfield (Z. Zevit, S.
Gitin, M. Sokoloff, eds.), Winona Lake 1995, 207-60, p. 208.
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- the kin]gdom[ of iniquity(?)] will tremble;
- the water and the depths will fear;
- all the spirit of flesh will be stripped naked;
* and the sons of heave[n will rejoice on ]the day of its [jud]gement.

(4Q416 VII 11-14).

The eschatological discourse in 4Q418 69 ii contains a number of parallelisms, both in the rhetodcal addresses
and in the judgement scene:
"- Will they not walk in truth [with all )their [sorrows(?),] - and in knowledge <with> all their joys?" (lines
3-4);

"- how can there be goodness if it was not [demonstrated(?), - how can there be] peacefulness if it never
existed, - how can there be righteousness if it was not established, - and how will the dead groan because of
their j[udgemen]t?" (lines 4-5);52
"- [For Sheo]l you were formed, - and your retum will be eternal damnation" (line 6);
"- We have toiled for understanding, - and we have been awake to pursue knowledge" (line 11); "- We have
toiled in the deeds of truth, - and have ti[red] during all the ages" (lines 13-14);
"- All the foolish of heart will be destroyed, - the sons of iniquity will not be found any more, - and all
those who support evil will be asham[ed] at your judgement" (lines 8-9);
"-The foundations of the firmament will shout. - all the h[osts of God ]will thunder, - [and al]l who love[
righteousness will rejoice" (line 9).

3.2.3. Literary devices used in the admonitions
We now turn specifically to the wisdom admonitions. The motive clause is commonly introduced by the
particle '!:>, Jllo? occurs twice.53 The motivation can also be a paratactic sentence introduced by the conjunctive
particle we.54 Conditional clauses are introduced by c~ or Cl\1.55 The negative motive clause is aften introduced
by JEls6 (Hoi, and~, also occurs),57 and the positive clause by r~t 58 4Q416 V 3-8 provides a good example: two
wisdom admonitions with three members including a warning, ." )El ". ?~ ."

c~.

and another one with a positive

result clause, ". ~, ". ~ ." Cl\:59
Ul:lt:l iipJn ~ .H!:>? ilnl:Y.Z11 'llT.l'lllil J:> 'llilnp? iØ~ il:>n'U ill::itl 'lUnå[i] rn:>n ~ 'O HYl" møn?~ il:>':> ,p'!D C'~ttl Cl\
::i:>øn ~, i::i ':>:Jnn ~ il::>nrii m•pE:I., nll? il:;~'"C ioø Cl\i .iT::;,øi, ':>» "')'O" ~ I'", npn ~ ilnih' ~i, ,ø1' W'l\ ~ Cli
iTnCll1 ':mn i'On...,~, il:>"ot Q?ill';i tl]iEl' H::>mo:J1 ~1 llll
If ]someone entrusts you [<money for> busi]ness, do not stretch out your hand toward it lest you be bumed
[and] your body be consumed in its fire. What you received return to him with joy.
If you declare yourself free from him or from any man you do not know, do not accept money lest it add to
your poverty.
If he put it upon your responsibilily even until death, then give it over, and do not act badly against him.
Then you will rest with the truth, and in your death your remembrance will blosso[m for eve]r, and in the
end you will inherit joy.

52This sentence demonstrates a 3+1 pattem which gives weight to the final and contrasting question.
534Q416 V 18-19 il!:>'O' 1'1"1~1 H:>''n1.110? H0.1'JEl 'ii;i( il:> J:n il:>~ lllO? C"T:O.
54E.g. 4Q416 IV 18-19 ?;:,~ r~i 1" røn ~ n10:> J'1'i ti!? .il;:JØ!i ~.Cf. Tångberg, Die prophetische Mahnrede,
141.
554Q417lil17 (2x), 19, 21 , 25; 4Q416/V2, 9, 10, 12; 4Q416 V 3 (reconstructed), 5, 6, 9, 19.
S64Q417 l/l l (2x), 10, 20; 4Q416 IV 3 (reconstructed), 11, 16, 18, 20; 4Q416 V 4, 6.
57ilo?, 4Q416 IV 14; ~,, 4Q416 /V 15.
584Q416 V7, 9.
59Result clauses are well-known from the biblical material. Such sentences imply the sapiential actconsequence theme (Tun-Ergehen). Cf. Hennisson, Studien, 162; Nei, The Structure and Ethos, 87.
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'furthermore', which introduces a sub-unit within a larger section; 4Q417 Tlf

3; 4Q416 lll 20/4Q417 l/l 28; 4Q4I6 IV 15, 21; 4Q418 127 4 (in some cases Cli has the plain meaning 'or ':
4Q416 2 V 5; 4Q417 Ill7, 23; 4Q418 103 ii 8; 126 ii 5).
Some admonitions demonstrate a distinctive poetic structure with parallelisms:
Bend your shoulder to all discipline, with all [knowled]ge purify your heart and with abundant
understanding your thoughts.
Investigate the mystery to be, meditate upon all the ways of truth, and upon all the roots of evil you shall
look.
Tuen you will understand what is bitter fora man and what is sweet fora fellow.
Honour your father in your poverty and your mother while you walk.
For as God is to man so is his father, and as masters are to a guy so is his mother, for they are the fumace
that conceived you.
(4Q416 V 13-17)

3.2.4. Other literary devices
We continue with an investigation of other stylistic elements used throughout the composition, elements that
cannot be ascribed exclusively to the discourses or to the admonitions. The form cal/ to attention

(Aufmerksamkeitsruf) is frequent: 60 4Q418 81 20 J~?.:Wii ':J? '~ "'", "every wise of heart, receive insight";
4Q418 177 4 l? ill'Mil il':J~ npi "Receive understanding, listen to[". Further, ~ and iln~i are used as ca1ls for
attention and minor divides, both in the discourses and the sections with wisdom admonitions: 4Q416 IV 14; VI
5, 20; 4Q417lll17; /X3, 15, 20, 26 (reconstructed); 4Q418 68 5; 69ii15; 4Q418 811, 2, 3,6, 7, 9, 15; 87 14;
123 ii 5; 126 ii 11, 12; 168 4. The use ofn~i as a minor divide is known from the Bible, see e.g. Ps 22:4; Jer
30:10; 46:27; Ezek 2:6 passim. nMi can also function as a relative clause "if you/while you are ...": 4Q416 IV
19 etl? iOM

~,

Ylltln t11mn ;" "do not request luxury if you lack bread"; 4Q416 IV 20 n~I n,:,"iono:i 1';).,:)nn

~

tol'1 "do not boast about your lowly state - you who are poor".

Trial speeches and rhetorical dialogues employ rhetorical questions as part of the argument, as well as
imaginary counter arguments: 6 I
6°Call

to attention is frequently used in prophetic and sapiential literature in the Bible. For call to attention in
the Qumran scrolls, see CD I 1; Il 2, 14; 4Q266 (4QDa) 1 5-6 [m'1i':Jli m)lh1n [~ m:w)iO CJ:)' ii.ll'1~1 •"; [un:ito ill1.lli
el~'? m~ il\?tl; 4Q270 (4QDe) 2 il 19-20 cr•n ,_,"" C!l'? [ii'?~i C!l::i.'?::i. ~ nli'ln [-o•øh p"~ •b"ii• '?,,:, •'? 'lJ.)r:lØ nn.sii
C!l'!'.ll]? nfni~ mro nu•rm; lQW I 34-35; 4Q185 I 13; Il 3; 1Q27 (lQMyst) 9-10 3 cr)!ll> '-''Cl 'l.llClØ; 4Q299
(4QMysta) 2 ii 9) '-'Cl'll1 'UIQID; 4Q298 (4QcrA Words of the Maskil to all Sans of Dawn) 1-2 i 1-3; 3-4 il 3-4;
4Q302 (4QpapAdmonitory Parable) 2 ii 2 MC ~ i5;::i.'i C~il "Discem this, 0 wise men: ..."; 4Q303
(4QMeditation on Creation N) 11 MUIQID C'J':ll:iil ?1,:,; 4Q525 8-9 3; 13 6; 14 ii 18; 4Q413 (4QComposition
Concerning Divine Providence) 1 ?'ltll'':Jn ~] n1?.1"~':J1 IOUI\ '-''1"'1:J 'WtlntTl ;m:,io?I\ i'TC!l'll11 [11.lli "I will teach you
[knowledge] and wisdom. Meditate on the ways of men, [reflect] upon the deeds [of man(?)" [restoration
different from E. Qimron, who combines two fragments which do not belong together: "A Work concerning
Divine Providence: 4Q413", Solving Riddles and Untying Knots., 191-202. Aufmerksamkeitsrufisa frequent
device in the Bible (e.g. Isa 1:2; Jer 2:4; 13:15; 22:29; Hos 5:1; Job 34:2; Prov 4:10) and post-biblical literature.
See Sirach 3: 1; 16:24 :i? 'lC'to ~" i,.ll, •?::>ø Y1pi '~ 'UIQIO; 23:7; 33:19; 34:22 npi 'J:J .llQID ... •? in:in ~, 'D .110111
''10'10; 1 Enoch 91:3; Test. Rub. 2:1 passim.
61 Biblical prophets use rhetorical questions (see e.g. Hos 6:4, Am 3:8; 5:25-26; 6: 12; 9:7), this device is
frequent in Job and Proverbs. Rhetorical questions are also a common feature in Sirach, the Epistle of Enoch
and 1Q/4QMysteries. For the latter, cf. 1Q27 1 i 8-11 "And from this you will know that it will not be reversed:
Do not all the peoples hate iniquity? But it nevertheless goes on at the hands of all of them. Does not the truthful
report issue from the mouth of all the nations? But is there a Ianguage ora tongue which really upholds it? What
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Will it nofi2[ be garland for the poor ones(?)] and etemal joy for their sorrows?
For before His wrath nobody can stand, and who can be deemed righteous in His judgement, and how can
the poor one [rise] without forgiveness?
(4Q417m11-12, 16-17)
Will they not walk in truth with all )their [sorrows(?)J and in knowledge <with> all their joys? And now,
you foolish of heart, how can there be goodness which was not [demonstrated(?), how can there be]
peacefulness which never existed, bow can there be righteousness if it was not established, and how will the
dead groan because of their j[udgemen]t?
How can you say 'We have toiled for understanding and we have been awake to pursue knowledge'?
R[ighteous(?) is H]e in all [His work]s(?), and He has not tired during all the years of etemity. Does He not
delight in truth forever? Knowledge[ and Understanding ]will minister to Rim. And even the s[ons of
heaven, whose inheritance is etemal life, will they <not> say 'We have toiled in the deeds of truth, and have
ti[red] during all the ages'? - will they not wal[k] in etemal light?
(4Q418 69 ii 3-5, 11-14)
Did not [the ]God of Knowledge [."]on truth, to establish every [deed with un]derstanding? ".Is not peace
and tranquility [ ... Did nou not kn]ow, or have you not heard that the angels of Go[d's] holiness in heaven
[are in your midst?(?) ... Are they <not> like men - for he is lazy, and <like> a son of man - for he is silent?
Are <they> not[ ". ]eternity? - they will inherit an eternal portion. Did you not see[ " . ?
(4Q418 55 5-9, 11-12)
Do not say 'I am poor and will not seek out knowledge'
(4Q416 V 12-13).
(4Q418 162 2)
J en~ "':if "for you said: [ .""
4Q417 X 4-13 contains narrative elements. We tentatively interpret these lines as an apocryphal story about
Noah (see section 4.1.4).
[and Noah had understanding of(?)] the mystery to[ come ."] consolations for the "[ ... and Noah(?)] walked
blame[lessly before God(?) ." ] he biessed His name [ ". ] in your joy [ ... ] great are the mercies of G[od ".
] praise God, by every affliction bl[ess His name ".] according to His will these matters happened, and He
is the One who understands[ the hidden matters(?) ". ] He will decide all your ways with[ ". ]
This passage is followed by six short-cut prohibitions in the vetitive (4Q417 X 14-17). Such a compressed

style is unusual within the framework of 4Qlnstruction (sirnilar accumulations of prohibitions are rare also in
the Bibie):

j'o:xon "" "i!D::i mn::ll ~

l'i?J [ " .

?I' ". ] 0~ il;)Æn ?I' 111mn ~? [ ". Wi ~ romo il.:>nlln 21!_

Jiol\n ~ ". b'lml !2i!. ."
Do not let the cunning of the evil inclination tempt you[ ". ] seek truth. Do not let the [ ] tempt you [ ". Do
not". ] what was not commanded by the knowledge of flesh. Do not let [ ] lead you to err[ ." Do not]
reckon [ ". ] Do not say[
Different from the more elaborate wisdom admonitions which deal with specific fields of social life, these
lines convey in condensed form general parenesis about the virtuous way of life. In section 4.1.4 we argue that
these lines may representNoah's advice to the generations to come.
Biblical verses are either alluded to or freely integrated in the running text, not introduced with quotation
formuJas.

nation is there which has not stolen property?"; 4Q299 2 il 2-7 "How shall we call the[ person with his ". and]
his deeds? And every deed of the righteous, is it impure? And how shall we call a ma[n
]wise and
righteous? For to a [stupid] man was not given hidden wisdom, [but] only the wisdom of evil cunning and the
de[vices of Belial ... But what is it that a m[an] shall do[".
62The rhetorical questions use the interrogative particles/pronouns !'i?i!, il;)'I', •c, no, !'? Cl' or "". Most
frequent is l'rn: 4Q417 fli 11; 12 5; 4Q418 55 5, 7, 11, 12; 69 ii 3, 12, 14; 81 6; 211 3; 4Q423 1-2 1. Similar to
biblical usage, ~i'?i"1 consistently introduces a rhetorical question where one expects an affirmative answer.
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3.3. Redaction history
The shorter wisdom sentence and the longer wisdom composition are quite distinct forms of expression which
existed simultaneously in ancient Israel and the Ancient Near East. 63 There are links between these two types, as
an author of longer wisdom compositions could find it useful to inCOI]Xlrate examples of sentences into his own
work. We therefore raise the question of the literary unity of 4Qinstruction: do the shorter wisdom admonitions
represent another literary stratum than the larger discourses? 4Qinstruction could be a random collection of
various kinds of material. If, however, the discourses reflect a consistent theological view, we may ask whether
their author also operated as an editor who incorporated existing wisdom admonitions into his work, and chose
such admonitions that were relevant for his audience. We start this discussion by taking a closer look at a
passage quoted in section 3 .1 (in the two texts quoted below eschatological statements are emphasized by italic
typeface).
Be not proud about yourself in your lowly estate, for what is more insignificant than a poor man? Do not
rejoice when you are in grief, lest you suffer in your life. Gaze upon the mystery to come, understand the
birth-times of salvation and know who wi/l inherit glory and <who>corruption. Will it not[ be garlandfor
the poor ones(?)] and eternal joy for their sorrows? Guard your business matters with zeal, and nobody[
can accuse you(?)]for any crooked matters of yours(?). Speak your judgements like a righteous ruler. Do
not recei[ve any bribe(?),] and do not overlook your [tra]nsgressions. In a legal quarrel be like a humble
man,[ and the judgement <in the matter> you shall] receive. Then God will appear, His anger will subside
and He will over/ook your sin. For before His wrath nobody can stand, and who can be deemed righteous
in His judgement, and how can the poor one [stand] withoutforgiveness? As for you, if you Jack food, both
your need and your surplus [are in His hand(?). I]f you leave over the produce to the harbour of his desire,
receive your portion from Him and do not add ther[eto .] If you are in need, borrow what you require,
(4Q417 III 9-19)
but not in money, for [His) storehouse will not be lacking.

In this passage admonitions and eschatological statements follow closely upon another, but it is clifficult to see
any clear logical line between them.64 We encounter a similar interweaving of different kinds of material in
4Q418 126 ii 1-16:

n]one of their hosts will rest[".] in truth from everybody's hand. The assets of men do n[ot ."For ]with
sea/es of truth and balance of righteousness God ordained every d[eed of man ".He designed them, in truth
He positioned them, and He will search their businesses[ ". He numbered everything, and nothing came
into being without His will, and [ He will execute(?)]judgement, to do vengeance on evi/doers, and the
visitation [of ". ,] and to close up the evil ones and lift up the head of the poor [ ". ] in eternal glory and
everlasting peace and the spirit of life, to separate[ ." ] all the sons of Eve. Upo11 the power of God and
abwidance of His glory with His goodness [shall they meditate ". ] and upon His faithfulness shall they
rejlect all day, always shal/ they praise His name, and [ ... ]
65 And you, walk in truth with all who seek [ ". ] and his assets will be in your hand. He will have to
implement his business deals from your basket. And you that u[nderstand ."] And if not, his hand will be
stretched out toward your meagre resources, and his small assets[ ... ], and he will not take from his own
property, but towards [your ".] will he stretch out his hand [ ." ]your hand to increase, and yo[ur] flock will
break through [ ." ] eternity as your heirs [
A likely explanation would be to postulate two literary layers: an editor has loosely bound together older
wisdom adrnonitions and texts which stresses eschatology and revelation. Other ways of investigation lead to
similar results.
63Thus

Whybray, Proverbs, 15; cf. McKane, Proverbs, 3, 19, 413-14.
64rfhere rnight be a play on words between ~" 'lowly estate' and øi 'poor man ' in the first line quoted, and
p·::i~ 'the poor one' who can stand befare God, in the second eschatological ex.hortation.
65The vacat indicates a a new paragraph at this point.
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A linguistic examination of the texts Ieads to the following conclusion: both in terminology and theology the
discourses are more closely related to the writings of the ya/jad than the wisdom admonitions. The admonitions
contain more unusual and difficult grammatical forms than the discourses.66 The consistent imperative/vetitive/
prohibitive style of the admonitions is more rare in the discourses.
We will see in sections 4.1.7.3 and 4.2.3.5 that the discourses not only demonstrate distinctive poetic features,
but also show links with the liturgical traditions of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. A similar connection
cannot be shown for the admonitions. We have above noted that the wisdom admonitions have formal parallels
only in sapiential biblical books, while the discoarses draw upon a variety of biblical texts.
One of the admonitions uses the word raz radically different from the discourses: while raz in the discourses
refers to the mysteries of God, 4Q416 IV 8-9 uses the word in a secular meaning: n:i[w~?] iOfDi1 11.:l'ti::li "and
keeping your secrets guard yo[urself' (i.e. do not reveal all your cards in business matters, but you take care of
your own interests, see section 6.2.1). It is not likelythat the author of the discourses suddenly should use the
word raz, which is essential in his apocalyptic vocabulary (see section 4.1.6), in a strikingly different manner.
This admonition should therefore be ascribed to another Iiterary stratum than the discourses.
Together these observations point to the presence of two literary layers: a writer (which we later will locate
among the precursors of the Essene community) has adapted older wisdom admonitions and compiled them
with material of his own. It is this second literary layer which deals with God's mysteries and revelation as well
as eschatology.
At times the two layers in 4Qlnstruction are closely integrated, even though the exact categories cannot be
defined well, as in a section about a humble attitude and the fifth Commandment, 4Q416 V 8-21:
Be humble, do not long for anything but your own inheritance, do not get confused by it, Jest you moveyour own boundary. If He restores you to your honour, walk according to the mystery to come and
investigate His birth-times. Then you will gain knowledge of His inheritance and will walk in
righteousness, for God is elevated. P[rai]se Him(?) in all your ways, give glory to Him who has honoured
you and praise His name always. For He lifted your head from poverty, seated you among nobles, and over
a glorious inheritance He gave you authority. Seek His goodwill always. Be humble, do not say 'I am poor
and will not seek out knowledge'. Bend your shoulder to all discipline, with all [knowled]ge purify your
heart, and with abundant understanding your thoughts. lnvestigate the mystery to come, meditate upon all
the ways of truth, and upon all the roots of evil you shall look. Then you will understand what is bitter fora
man and what is sweet for a fellow.
Honour your father in your poverty and your mother while you walk. For as God is to man so is his father,
and as masters are toa fellow so is his mother, for they are the furnace that conceived you. As He appointed
them over you and (appointed) the inclination (to rule) over the spirit, so you should serve them. And as He
opened your ear to the mystery to come, so you should honour them for the sake of your own honour, and
in[ ]revere them for the sake of your life and the Iength of your days. If you are in need, when [ ... J
unlawfully.
When you take a wife in your poor estate, investigate [her] birth-times( ... ] from the mystery to come. In
your company together walk with the helpmate of your flesh[ in , for a man should leave his father [and]
his mother and cleav[e to his wife, and they shall be~ flesh.]
On formal grounds, these lines cannot be easily categorized as either admonitions or discourse (and
admonitions can indeed be integrated into a larger wisdom instruction, see section 3.1). Same sentences display
the structure of the wisdom admonition:

66See section 6.2.1 for details. For difficult forms and constructions, see e.g. 4Q417 lil 1-2, 12-13, 14, 17-18,
19; 4Q416 /V 4, 14; V 6; VI 18 (= 4Q416 4 1).
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1) Be hum ble, do not long for anything but your own inheritance, do not get confused by it, lest you move
your own boundary.
(lines 8-9)
2) walk according to the mystery to come and investigate His birth-times. Then you will gain knowledge of
His inheritance and will walk in righteousness,
(lines 9-10)
3) Investigate the mystery to come, meditate upon all the ways of truth, and upon all the roots of evil you
shall look. Then you will understand what is bitter for a man and what is sweet for a fellow.
(lines 14-15)
4) Honour you father in your poverty and your mother while you walk. For as God is to man so is his father,
and as masters are to a fellow so is his mother, for they are the furnace that conceived you.
(lines 16-17)
5) When you take a wife in your poor estate, investigate [her] birth-times[ ". ) from the mystery to come.
(lines 20-21)
Examples l, 4 and 5 deal with themes typical of the wisdom admonitions of 4Qlnstruction; humbleness and
family matters. At the same time, this section displays terminology characteristic of the discourses of
4Qlnstruction: 'the mystery to come' (lines 14, 18, 21), "investigate His birth-times" (line 9), "investigate [her)
birth-times" (line 20), "the roots of evil" (line 14), "Then you will gain knowledge of His inheritance" (lines 910), "over a glorious inheritance He gave you authority" (lines 11-12). The fifth Commandment is here
intrinsically connected with the meditation on raz nihyeh, 'the mystery to come', the main revelatory concept in
the discourses of 4Qinstruction (see section 4.1.6). If the author of the second stage indeed reworked earlier
material dealing with humility and the fifth Commandment, he has recast it into an easy flowing unit without
obvious seams. 67
Further, these two layers appeal to different sources of authority. The wisdom admonition (both in the Bibie
and in 4Qlnstruction) mediates reasonable knowledge. Nel asserts that "the answer (to the question of authority)
is to be found in the admonition itself and especially in the motive clause connected to the admonition ." the
authority originates in the truth of the wisdom expressed in the admonition" .68The discourses of 4Qinstruction,
in contrast, appeal to the mystery to come, the divine mysteries revealed to the elect circle, as authority.
One can perceive theological tensions belween the two literary layers postulated in 4Qlnstruction.69 The
admonitions reflect traditional Near Eastem and biblical wisdom which moves on the horizontal leve!: the
exhortations will help the addressee relate to the challenges of his daily life, and thereby gain success and
prosperity in this life: "If you are in need, borrow what you require, but not in money, for [His] storehouse will
not be lacking" (4Q417 Ill 19); "Seek him who is in char]ge(?) of your assets, willingly seek his face, [spe]ak
accommodatingly <to him>, and then you can <again be able to> do your business" (4Q416 IV 7-8). These
sentences are not incited by any expectation of the eschaton; they deal with behaviour among men without
appealing to what is beyond.
The discourses, in contrast, move the perspective to the vertical dimension, to divine mysteries and the endtime restoration of the righteous. One could counter that other sapiential writings, among them Test. 12 Patr.,
67A similar pattem can be observed in Plnsinger and Sirach. These works often close a thematic section with
"a religious expression" or other "concluding thoughts" [W. Puss, Tradition und Komposition im Buche Jesus
Sirach (Ph.D. diss., University of Tilbingen, 1962), 278-9; cf. Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, 90].
68Nel, The Structure and Ethos, 90-91, cf. 83-88, 106.
69Cf. J.C. Rylaarsdam, Reve/ation in Jewish Wisdom Literature, Chicago 1952, especially the chapter "The
Transcendence ofWisdom", 74-98.
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contain a similar mixture of eschatological material and ethical parenesis.70 But we conclude that the total
evidence <loes suggest two separate literary layers.
Do other sapiential writings support this assertion? In section 3.1 we discussed parenetic material in the form
of sentences (descriptive wisdom sayings, admonitions, commands and prohibitions) in three works found in
Qumran: 4Q424 (4Qsapiential work), 4QWays of Righteousness and 4Qinstruction. The sentences in these
compositions do not reflect the structure or theology of the ya}Jad and seem to derive from presectarian
sapiential milieus. Two of these compositions reveal another literary stratum: 4QWays of Righteousness has
undergone sectarian editing. The first part of this work deals with the organisation of the ya}Jad and inclusion of
new members into the community. The second part (probably an older stratum) consists of wisdom sentences
about the righteous man,71 and towards the end of the scroll comes a section dealing with temple issues. If we
turn to 4Qinstruction, the discourses contrast the sentences of the same composition both in form and contents.
They consist of longer textual units which display a variety of literary forms and genres we do not encounter in
the shorter sentences. The apocalyptic and eschatological theology of the discourses has much more in common
with the thinking of the ya}Jad (see sections 4.1- 4.3 and 5.1.1). Both 4QWays of Righteousness and
4Qinstruction thus demonstrate that earlier parenetic material could be adopted and edited in the yahad or
eireles close to it.
In 4Q424 (4Qsapiential work) we find descriptive wisdom sayings as well as wisdom admonitions with
motive clauses, but no discourses. In contrast to the discourses of 4Qlnstruction (see section 5.1.1), 4Q424 does
not demonstrate any links with sectarian vocabulary. A link between the admonitions in these two compositions
is the peculiar word ~1~~ ('assets', 'resources' ?). t:>~ is frequently used in the admonitions of 4Qlnstruction,
occurs once in 4Q424, but not elsewhere in the Qumran corpus.72 The comparison with 4Q424 supports our
suggestion that we should seek different authors or milieus of origin for the admonitions and the discourses in
4Qinstruction.
A special case is a hymnic passage in 4Q416 Ill 22-!V 3:
For He opens His mercy[ towards every creature(?) ". to fil]l all those needing His resources, to provide
food for every living being, and nobody [ ". I]f He doses his hand will the spirit of all flesh be withdrawn.
The text is framed by wisdom admonitions (4Q4 l 7 llI 21-27, on paying back loans; 4Q4 I6 IV 3-6, on surety),
but cannot be classified as such. Similar to biblical psalms it describes the merciful God who gives life and
sustenance to every living being. Therefore it would be difficult to ascribe it to the author of the discourses,
whose main themes are revelation to the elect group and the end-time judgement. We note that this passage uses
7°lJlrichsen has argued convincingly for the presence of two literary layers in Test. 12 Patr. (see above, note
43): "Wir folgern, dass die Patriarchtestamente zwei ganz verschiedene Vergeltungsvorstellungen enthalten. Die
ethisch-didaktischen Teile kennen nur eine diesseitige Vergeltung. Der Gedankengang ist vom Talionprinzip
beherrscht. In der Parlinese wird niemals mit jenseitigen Strafen gedroht. In den prophetisch-apokalyptischen
Abschnitten ist die Vorstellung eines eschatologischen Gerichts vorherrschend" (Die Grundschrift, 245). In the
New Testament one and the same writing can combine apocalyptic and parenetic material, but these texts
combine the vertical and the horizontal dimension in one world-view. This is the case with the synoptic gospels,
the Pauline letters, 2 Peter and Revelation.
71For the wisdom sentences of 4Q420/421, see note 37. Cf. T. Elgvin, "Wisdom in the yal;tad: 4QWays of
Righteousness".
724Q424 1 6 spells the word defectively (~). while 4Qlnstruction uses the spelling 01~.
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the word ~~. which is found almost exclusively in the admonitions of 4Qinslruction. On this point we tend to
postulate an early stage of redaction history: an editor of wisdom admonitions was inspired by the description of
God's care for man's sustenance some lines earlier (4Q417 ll/ 17-21), and added this passage to provide a more
theocentric perspective lo the admonitions. The editor of 4Qinstruction included this large section as he found
it.
The context of the chain of admonitions in 4Q416 IV 14-21 (see section 3.1) provides some indications of an
editorial process. Surety is mentioned in one of these admonitions (line 18) as well as earlier in the same column
(lines 3-6), a fact that indicates that an editor included the chain as it was without worrying about the
duplication of the same topic. The chain itself isa carefully composed unit, but it is now thematically linked to
the preceding and following sections. The preceding passage (4Q416 IV 3-14) deals with surety and working for
a creditor or superior, themes recurring in the first three admonitions in the chain (lines 14-16). The
continuation (4Q416 V 2-3) reminds the addressee of his struggle for his daily bread. These lines function as a
conclusion to the last admonitions (lines 18-21) that address the need for humble living and decent table
manners. The editor probably added l'l~~ as a minor divide at the beginning of the chain, a stylistic means he
also uses elsewhere.
Summary: both formal criteria and matters of contents suggest that 4Qlnstruction represents a conflation of
two literary layers. An editor with a strong interest in divine revelation and eschatology combined a number of
longer discourses with older wisdom admonitions representing traditional sapiential viewpoints, and thus
created a !arger, composite didactic work. In some cases he reworked earlier admonitions, in other cases he
interspersed existing admonitions with exhortations dealing with eschatology.

4. Main Themes of 4Qlnstruction
4.1. Wisdom and Revelation
Chapter 3 demonstrated the presence in 4Qlnstruction of shorter admonitions representing traditional
sapiential viewpoints as well as a later literary layer consisting of more eschatologically-oriented discourses. In
sections 4.1 - 4.3 we investigate more closely the apocalyptic theology of these discourses. As in I Enoch and
Jubileesl there is in 4Qlnstruction a close relation between revelation and the eschatological community of the

chosen. Section 4.1 is therefore closely related to 4.2 that deals with the eschatology of this composition, and to
4.3 that analyzes the theology of the remnant community. Some themes recur throughout the discussion in these
sections. What we learn from lhe discourses on revelation, eschatology, and community will have implications
for the identification of the socio-religious rnilieu of the addressees of the final version of 4Qlnstruction.
In section 4.1 we investigate the concept of wisdom in 4Qlnstruction, and study the relation of raz nihyeh, ' the

mystery to come', to the idea of divine Wisdom, no::in. A short description of the biblical and post-biblical
tradition of (hypostatic) Wisdom and its reinterpretation in apocalyptic eireles will therefore provide a
background fora presentation of apocalyptic rnotifs in 4Qinstruction. Same questions may clarify the relation
between wisdom and apocalypticism in 4Qlnstruction: is there any tradition of hypostatic wisdom or wisdom 's
descent to find a home on earth? What is lhe relation between wisdorn and Torah, and between wisdom and
salvation? Is there a concept of esoteric wisdom revealed to a limited circle, and is salvation available only for
insiders? What is the concept of inspiration? Is the teaching of this book considered inspired, or does it refer to
authoritative books apart from the Bible? Are particular biblical sages portrayed as recipients or mediators of
divine revelation? Are typical apocalyptic motifs such as cosmological maps, calendrical matters, dreams and
angelology to be found? We will further compare the concepts of wisdom and revelation in 4Qlnstruction and
the writings of the yal;a<l! If parallel ideas can be demonstrated, we will have a first indication of the
provenance of 4Qlnstruction. We also discuss in detail a wisdom instruction that deals with meditation upon
God's mysteries and the revelation of a heavenly book, and give attention to motifs common to this text and the
liturgies ofRosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.

1See G.W.E. Nickelsburg, "The Nature and Function of Revelation in I Enoch, Jubilees, and some
Qumranic Documents", paper presented at the Orlon Center's conference on apocrypha and pseudepigrapha,
13.01.97.
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4.1.1. The transformation of 'Wisdom ' 2
'Lady Wisdom' is presented in the discourses in Proverbs 1-9, often in contrast to 'Lady Folly'. According to
Prov 3:19, God laid the foundations of the earth by (His) Wisdom, r~-ib•

~:i

m.1,, In Prov 8:23-31 l"mn is

described as the preexistent partner of God in the act of creation. The discourses admonish man to seek
Wisdom, God's voice and teacher on earth. He who seeks, shall find her.
Qohelet and the Book of Job (according to most interpreters) have a different view of wisdom: man cannot
obtain understanding of the order of creation and the wisdom of God [the same view is found in Deut 29:29
"The hidden things belong to the Lord our God, but the things revealed (i.e. the words of this law) belong to us
and to our children forever'1. God alone possesses divine wisdom. This theme is elaborated in the poem on
Wisdom in Job 28, an addition to the original composition: "Wisdom is hidden (nc?llJ) from the eyes of every
living thing, concealed vl1nol) even from the birds of the air ". God understands the way to it, He alone knows
where it dwells" (vv 21, 23). The only wisdom for man is to fear the Lord and shun evil (v 28). The speech of
God in Job 38-41 describes how God's wisdom penetrates creation. Job acknowledges that he cannot attain full
understanding of the ways of God (42:2-6).
Attention should, however, be paid to Job 4:12-20, some words of Job which probably have been misplaced in
the middle of a speech of Eliphaz.3 Against his friends, Job asserts that man cannot expect justice from God,
and this, he claims, is the contents of a nightly revelation (vision and audition) he has received, of (hidden)
wisdom from the divine council. Eliphaz refers to this claim of Job, which in his eyes distorts true fear of God,
in 15:2-16: "Did you listen in on God's council (in~ "'l'lO), did you (only) seize wisdom?" (v 8) - the counciHs
probably identical with God's 'holy ones' ('lf!p,, v 15). Job is convinced that God is the One who "reveals the
deep things of darkness" (121ri'JJ n'f'tlll

ti?lO,

12:22). Also Job 5: I and 6: 10 refer to supematural revelation Job

has received from 'holy beings' (angels).4 Thus, according to these traditions, Job did experience direct
revelation from the heavenly council, he had access to wisdom from above. Chs. 38-41 do not reproach Job for
these clairns.

2For the following, see especially H. Gese, "Die Weisheit, der Menschensohn und die Urspriinge der
Christologie als konsequente Entfaltung der biblischen Theologie", SEÅ (1979) 77-115; I. Gruen wald,
Apocalyptic and Merkavah Mysticism, Leiden 1980; M. Henge!, Judentum und Hellenismus. Studien zu ihrer
Begegnung unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung Paliistinas bis zur Mitte des 2.Jh.s v.Chr., 2nd ed" Tiibingen
1973, 275-92; M. Kiichler, Friihjiidische Weisheitstraditionen. Zum Fortgang weisheitlichen Denkens in
Bereich desfriihjiidischen Jahweglaubens, Freiburg 1979, 62-113; R.E. Murphy, "The Personification of
Wisdom", Wisdom in Ancient Israel, (Fs. J .A. Emerton; J. Day, R.P. Gordon, H.G.M. Williamson, eds.),
Cambridge 1995, 222-33; B. Otzen, "Lov og visdom i Baruks bok", Lov og visdom. Seks gammeltestamentlige
studier tilegnet Bent Rosendal (E.K. Holt, HJ. Lundager Jensen, K. Jeppesen, eds.), Frederiksberg 1995, 36-48;
J.C. Rylaarsdam, Revelation in Jewish Wisdom Literature, Chicago 1952; R.N. Whybray, The Book of
Proverbs. A Survey of Modem Study, Leiden 1995, 71-8.
3For this understanding of these passages from Job, see H. Torczyner, Das Buch Hiob. Eine kritische
Analyse des iiberlieferten Hiobtextes, Wien, Berlin 1920; H.L. Ginsberg, "Job the Patient and the Irnpatient",
VTSup 17 (1968) 98-102; M. Weinfeld, "'Read-wall! hear me' - Leak oflnfonnation from the Divine Council",
Beer-Sheva III, Linguistic Studies in Memory of Moshe Held (Hebrew), Beersheva and Jerusalem 1988, 63-8.
Even some recent discussions of Job can be unaware of this crux interpretum (see e.g. L.G. Perdue, Wisdom and
Creation. The Theology ofWisdom Literature, Nashville 1994, 137, 154-7).
4Prov 30:2-4 reflects the same tradition of the heavenly wisdom of the angels, cf. especially v 3 •nio?-~?~
ll"'I~

C!øip
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Job's appeal to divine revelation parallels those of biblical prophets who based their prophecies of doom upon
revelations from the heavenly council, Atnos 3:7; 1Kgs22: 19-23; Isaiah 6; cf. Gen 18: 17.5 Jer 23: 18, 22 is
difficult lo interpret, but could represent a polemic against prophetic dreams and those who claim access to the
council of God.6 7
Sirach 1:1-20 and 24 continues and elaborates the tradition of Wisdom from Proverbs 1-9. Prov 8:23-31 plays
particularly in the background. Wisdom was created first, she penetrates the universe and finally finds her abode
among Israel in Zion. Sir 24:23-28 equates Wisdom with the Torah, the Books of Moses: the Torah is the
preexistent order of creation which is given to Israel alone as inheritance.
The poem on Wisdom in Baruch 3:9-4:4 interprets the tradition from Proverbs, Job and Sirach. If we follow
Goldstein and Steck's <lating of the Book of Baruch, this poem could be contemporary with 4Qinstruction. 8
Similar to Proverbs, Baruch exhorts Israel to "learn where knowledge is!" (3: 14). Like Job 28 he states that men
did not "find the way to where she lives, or entered her treasure house" (3: 15). "No one knows the way to her,
no one can discover the path she treads" (3:31). Finally he concludes similarly to Sirach: God alone grasps the
whole way of knowledge. He has found Wisdom and conveyed her to Israel as the Book of the commandments
of the Torah, which can be seized and understood by the people of Israel alone (3:37-4:4). Neither the giants nor
the gentiles have grasped Wisdom, which only has been revealed to the elect people, God's beloved servanL
Through the Torah the people of Israel know Lady Wisdom. In contrast to Sirach, Baruch does not see Wisdom
as penetrating U1e world and ruling the peoples. Wisdom is, however, related to the omnipresent ways of the
Creator (3:29-35).9 The connection ofWisdom and Torah in Sirach and Baruch draws upon Deut4:6-8, which
5Mesopotamian traditions refer to similar revelations conveyed in dreams (see also section 4.1.4 on the 'leak
of information' from the divine council to Ule hero of the flood story).
6 So Weinfeld, '"Read-wall! hear rne"'.
7The Targum to these verses, that represents later tradition, uses apocalyptic terrninology and refers
positively to supernatural revelation of divine secrets: n' \IJOØ ~7' im ~71 "' C"1p 10 n J'lii? '?m'i 'IOp t\? 'i~
i?7.lp ~7' il'iO'o? 'In'~ ~? 'rnomD "For those to whom a secret from Ule Lord shall be revealed have not stood
up: neither have they seen nor heard His words. They have not auended to His Memra, and they have not
received it" (Tg. Ps.-J. to Jer 23:18). On the term''~ and revelation of mysteries in the Targurns, see M.N.A.
Bockmuehl, Revelation and Mystery in Ancient Judaism and Pauline Christianity, Tiibingen 1990, 93-103.
8 0.H. Steck has recently argued that Ule Book of Baruch is a literary unit deriving from 163-62 BCE: Das
apokryphe Baruchbuch. Studien zu Rezeption und Konzentration "kanonischer" Uberlieferung, GOttingen
1993, 253-303. A Maccabean dating is argued also by J .A. Goldstein, "The Apocryphal Book of I Baruch",
PAAJR 46-47 (1979-80) 179-99. If Uris controversial view holds true, the compilation ofBaruch would be very
close in time to fuat of 4Qinstruction (on the dating of 4Qinstruction, see section 5.2.1). Scholars of an earlier
genereation postulated a collection of various Baruch-traditions into one book only after the fall of the second
temple: W. Rothstein, "Das Buch Baruch", Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des Alten Testaments (E.
Kautzsch, ed.), Tiibingen 1900, vol. I, 214-15; E. Schiirer, Die Geschichte desjudischen Volkes im Zeitalter
Jesu Christi, 4th ed" Leipzig 1909, 461; O.C: Whitehouse, "1 Baruch", The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of
the Old Testament (R.H. Charles, ed.), Oxford 1913, vol. I, 570. This <lating is upheld by Otzen, "Lov og
visdom i Baruks bok". Most modem scholars place the redaction of Baruch and the origin of this poem in the
late second or early first century BCE (after Sirach, but befare the Wisdom of Solomon), without drawing so
precise conclusions as Steck: D.G. Burke, The Poetry of Baruch: A Reconstruction and Ana/ysis of the Original
Hebrew Text of Baruch 3.9-5.9, Chico, CA 1982, 26-32 (Burke concludes with 180-100 BCE); W. Harrelson,
"Wisdom Hidden and Revealed according to Baruch (Baruch 3.9-4.4)", Priests, Prophets and Scribes (Fs. J.
Blenkinsopp; E. Ulrich, J,W. Wright, R.P. Carroll, P.R. Davies, eds.), Sheffield 1992, 158-71; cf. Steck, Das
apokryphe Baruchbuch, 285-303.
9Harrelson overstates his case when he asserts that in this poem "Torah arises out of the mystery of Creation
itself': "Wisdom Hidden and Revealed", 159.
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equates wisdom and understand.ing with the commandments of the Law .10 The Law gives Israel a wisdom
higher than that of the gentiles.
We have seen two contrasting views of Wisdom and revelation in the sapiential tradition. According to
Proverbs 1-9, some passages in the Book of Job as well as Sirach and Baruch, God does reveal His Wisdom to
man, and man can attain the wisdom he needs. For Sirach and Baruch, God's Wisdom has been revealed to
Israel through the Torah. In contrast, Qohelet and other traditions included in Job assert that man cannot achieve
full understand.ing of creation, the conditions of life and the wisdom of God.

In Qumran the tradition of hypostatic Wisdom is found in a number of compositions. 11 4Q184 (4QWiles of

the Wicked Woman) and 4Q185 (4Qsap. work) portray Lady Folly and Lady Wisdom,12 and elaborate these
motifs from Proverbs 1-9 and Job 28. The addressees are exhorted to keep away from Lady Folly and hearken to
Lady Wisdom and follow her ways. According to 4Q185 1-2 10, Wisdom has been revealed and given to all the
people of Israel: "for God gave her) to Israel, and with a good measure He measures her out, and all His people
He will redeem". We encounter hypostatic Wisdom also in 4Q525 (4QBeat) 2 ii 2-9; 4 6-13; 11QPs 8 154:5-15;
llQPsa Creat; llQPsa Sirach; 4Q420/421 (4QWays ofRighteousness),13 as well as 1Enoch42. Apart from
4QWays of Righteousness, none of these compositions reveal signs of sectarian authorship. Similar to Sirach 24
and Baruch, 4Q525 and 11QPs• 154 explicitly connect Wisdom and Torah: 4Q525 2 3-4 illl'1l l'Øi1

~ 'i~

p>?.11 niro l'°'im'1 "Blessed is the man who attains Wisdom and walks in the Torah of the Most High"; llQPS'
154: 14 p•?J1 mm CNT'll.l "their meditation is on the Torah of the Most High". The presectarian 11QPs• 154
refers to the revelation of God's wisdom in a non-apocalyptic manner; ::i11
ei~? i1J1ill

~.,, ;-m,vi

mn:i rn.1' "TO:> J1'iln? '.:::>

i•ø.110 "For to make known the glory of the Lord is Wisdom given, and for recounting His many deeds

She is revealed to man" (llQPs• 154 5-6).
'Lady Wisdom' does not figure clearly in 4Qlnstruction or the writings of the yal)ad: God's wisdom and
power are intrinsically connected to God himself and not related to any derived hypostatic figure (see e.g. 1QH8
IX

16-17inl:l1'~ n~[i "'f'tll 1'~ il::>im'1tn:l:i1~ il::>[mi]:Jl::>i

"there is no power to compare with Your mig[ht).

There is no [bound] to Your glory, and lo Your wisdom, no measure"). It is argued below (section 4.1.6) that in
4Qlnstruction and sectarian writings 'Lady Wisdom' has been replaced by the apocalyptic concept raz or raz

nihyeh, the unfolding mystery of God. Thus, the ya}Jad knew the tradition of hypostatic Wisdom as a means of
revelation through books they had inherited and copied. In their own writings, however, they reinterpreted this
concept.
On this point the yal)ad belongs with the apocalyptic eireles that, from 1 Enoch onwards, interpret and
transform the tradition on divine wisdom. In contrast to the views of Sirach and Baruch, for the apocalyptists the
t0 See M.

Weinfeld, Deuteronomy 1-11 . A New Translation with lntroduction and Commentary (AB 5), New
York 1991, 202-3.
llSee Ktichler, Friihjadische Weisheitstraditio11e11, 95, 102-3.
12DJD V, 82-8.
1340421 1 ii 9-10 exhorts man to carry the yoke of Wisdom, il]Q:irr 7w MØ?. 4QWays of Righteousness is the
only clearly sectarian writing which refers to hypostatic Wisdom. The wisdom sentences of this composition
represent older sapiential traditions which were reworked by a sectarian editor (see Elgvin "Wisdom in the
yal)ad: 4QWays of Righteousness"). The yoke of Wisdom, il~rr ?w, probably represents the older, inherited
tradition.
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ultimate wisdom of God is not what is revealed to all Israel through the Torah.14 Seen in eschatological light,
the statements of Job 28:20-21 that wisdom is concealed (mnoJ) and "hidden (no?llJ) from the eyes of every
living thing'', and Deut 29:28 "the hidden things (m"no.:i.i) belong to the Lord our God, but the things revealed
(m?lli1) belong to us", are not sufficient any more (see below, section 4.1.2, on the reinterpretation of this verse

in the yal}ad). Late biblical traditions proclaim that God is the one who reveals hidden and deep matters (Job
12:221117ti'Jo n-ptlP n?:o "He reveals the deep things of darkness"; cf. Dan 2:22 1'mnooi 1'np•o.11 1'?l ~Yl "He
reveals deep and hidden things"). Thus, there are secrets which were made known to pre-Mosaic sages; to
Adam, Enoch, Noah, Abraham (but also Moses himself and post-Mosaic figures such as Daniel, Ezra and
Baruch can be connected to apocalyptic revelations), and are again revealed to the elect of the end-time
community. According to the Enochic Apocalypse ofWeeks, by the completion of the seventh week of history
"there shall be chosen the e[lect] anes as witnesses of righteousness from the eter[n]al p[lant] of righteousness,
[to whom] shall be give[nJ sevenf[ol]d wisdom and knowledge" (1 Enoch 93: 10, 4QEnochS). The socioreligious location of these pseudepigraphic authors should be sought precisely in such 'end-time eireles' as are
described in the foresayings of their literary heroes.
Toa large degree the early apocalyptic writings represent an 'Eschatologisierung der Weisheit' .15 The
expectance of the approaching end and lhe perception of Israel at large as disobedient, 16 caused apocalyptic
eireles to reinterpret biblical promises about God's end-time renewal of His people: the promised renewal will
be for the elect eireles only (identified with the 'remnant' expected by the prophets, cf. e.g. Mic 4:7; 5:6-7;
Jer 23:3; 31:7). The apocalyptists connected these promises with the tradition of divine wisdom: wisdom from
on high is now revealed to the elect remnant, and is a condition for eschatological salvation. Also nonapocalyptic writings can speak of revelation of wisdom to the knowledgeable, but the connection between
revelation of divine mysteries and salvation is an important novum by the apocalyptic circles.17 As we shall see,

14Nickelsburg

comments on 1 Enoch: "The relationship ofEnoch's wisdom to the Mosaic Torah is
ambiguous. His revelations preceded those of Moses by millennia. At least in the Animal Vision, the giving of
the Torah is deleted from the account of the Sinai experience (89:28-35) ... Especially striking is the use of the
wisdom myth in 81:1-82:4, where, in contrast to Sirach 24 and Baruch 4:1, it is Enoch's books rather than the
Mosaic Torah that are the earthly repository of heavenly wisdom": "Wisdom and Apocalypticism in Early
Judaism: Some points for Discussion", SBLSP 33 (1994) 715-32, p. 720.
isa. von Rad, Theologie des Alten Testaments, vol. Il, Sth ed., Munich 1968, 316-31.
16The perception of the people at large as disobedient and lacking understanding would be supported by
scriptures such as Mic 4: 12 mll m:i.i "71 m." m:Jøno 'I.Vi' ~"no.". Jer 23:20 probably functioned as a source of
inspiration for this end-time reinterpretation of Scripture; rn':l iC UJttln C'O'il n·~ "in days to come/in the last
days you shall clearly perceive it".
17See I Enoch 5:8; 90:6, 9; 93:10. "The claim to revelation ... is essential to its world-view ."The (Enochic)
authors' revelations are the salvific means by which the reader bridge and overcome the dualism that are the
very nature of reality as they understand and experience it": G.W.E. Nickelsburg, "The Apocalyptic
Construction ofReality of 1 Enoch", Mysteries and Revelations: Apocalyptic Studies since the Uppsala
Colloquium (J.J. Collins, J.H. Charlesworth, eds.), Sheffield 1991, 51-64, p. 62. Cf. idem, "Revealed Wisdom as
a Criterion for Inclusion and Exclusion: From Jewish Sectarianism to Early Christianity", To See Ourselves as
Others See Us: Christians, Jews, and 'Others' in Late Antiquity (J. Neusner, E.S. Frerichs, eds.), Chico 1985;
73-91; Gruenwald, Apocalyptic and Merkavah Mysticism, 3-28. According to Dan 11:33 and 12:3, the wise
make the common people righteous by instructing them and will themselves shine like the splendor of the
fumament. Teaching and receiving instruction are thus the means of salvation (see JJ. Collins, Daniel. A
commentary on the Book of Daniel, Minneapolis 1993, 393).
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4Qinstruction views the wisdom of Adam and Solomon as typoi of the eschatological gift of understanding
which is conveyed to the elecl
In its thinking of wisdom and revelation the Wisdom of Solomon, written in the first century BCE, occupies a
position between traditional wisdom and the apocalyptic writings: 18 Wisdom is equated with the Spirit of God
which "ftlls the earth" and "holds all things together" (1:5-7). It is Wisdom which conveys righteousness and
salvation to man. She dwells only with the friends of God and reveals to him divine mysteries and
understanding of secrets of the heavenly realms, unknown to the ungodly (2:22-3:4; 7:21, 27-28; 9: 16-11:4).
After this survey we turn to the concept of revelation in 4Qlnstruction, which we also compare with the views
of the yabad.

4.1.2. Revelation of God's wisdom in 4Qlnstruction and in the writings of the yal']ad
Revelation of divine mysteries is a main theme in the discourses of 4Qlnstruction. The Epistle of Enoch is a
main source for the compiler of 4Qlnstruction (see section 5.1.2). It is likelythat this author identifies raz
nihyeh, ' the mystery to come', with the 'sevenfold instruction' which in the end-time will be given the righteous

elect from the eternal plant of righteousness (1Enoch93: 10). The designation of the sevenfold instruction (=
divine wisdom) as 'raz' or 'raz nihyeh' seems to be an innovation either by our author or lQ/4QMysteries (see
section 5.1.3). 19 The first reference to the word raz ' mystery' in Jewish apocalyptic tradition is the Book of
Daniel (1 Q/4QMysteries and 4Qinstruction could be earlier than Daniel 7-12 (see seclions 5.1.3 and 5.2.1), but
hardly earlier than the Aramaic part of Daniel where raz occurs]. 4Qinstruction could be influenced directly by
the use of raz in Daniel, or both books derive from related eireles which characterized divine mysteries .with this
Aramaic loanword. In section 4.1.6 we will investigate more closely the concept of raz nihyeh.

18"The first part of the

Wisdom of Solomon is a Hellenizing and philosophizing version of Jewish
apocalyptic tradition": Nickelsburg, "Wisdom and Apocalypticism in Early Judaism: Some Points for
Discussion", 723. Cf. von Rad, Theologie des Alten Testaments, vol. li, 328-31; JJ. Collins, "Cosmos and
Salvation: J ewish Wisdom and Apocalyptic in the Hellenistic Age", HR 17 (1977) 121-42.
194Qlnstruction has much in common with 1Q/4QMysteries (1Q27, 4Q299-301). Toa large extent the
concepts of 'heavenly secrets' in these two compositions are found also in 1 Enoch.1Enoch41; 60: 11-22 and
71:4 refer to the workings of the cosmic elements as mysteries [cf. Sir 43:32; 16:21; 4Q299 (4QMysta) 5 2;
IQH" I 11-13; Sap. Sol. 7:21; 2 Apoc. Bar 48:3). In 60:10 details of the creation story are designated as 'hidden
things' [cf. 4Q417 /X 3-11, see text below, section 4.1.7.1). The story of the deluge isa 'mystery' (89:1), and so
is the final judgement and the afterlife: 68:5; 103:2 [cf. lQpHab VII 18; Sap. Sol. 2:22; 2 Apoc. Bar 85:8, 1 Cor
15:51; Apoc 10:7). The revelation of the future to Noah and Enoch is not explicitly designated as a 'mystery' in
1 Enoch, but it certainly qualifies as such, as hidden things being revealed to the elect among men (cf. 4Q416
VII 2=4Q418 2011). The deeds of men can also be designated 'secrets': 38:3 refers to the deeds of the righteous
as secrets, and 83:7 to the 'secrets of the sins of the whole world' [cf. Sir 1:30; 4Q299 (4QMysta) 2 ii 11, 15
"every mystery and every plan. He causes everything [which comes into being] ... every mystery and the
tribulations of every creature"). Further, the Lord's elect shall judge ' the hidden things' of men (49:4; 61:9).
The forbidden mysteries revealed by the watchers to the daughters of men in chs. 6-11 have no counterpart in
4Qlnstruction [but cf. 1Q27 (lQMyst) 1i2, 7 .llØEl •ri 'the mysteries of transgression' (we propose to read 'ti
.fxbEl and not l'?El •ri in 1Q27 1 i 7); 1QapGen I 2 IWØi ri; 1QW V 36, 1QW frg. 50 5 llØEl •ri; 1QM XIV 9 •ri
l10ØID (the mysteries of Belial's enmity); 2 Thess 2:7 TO µoon'ipLov Tfic; åvoµ(ac;]. 1Enoch9:6 refers to these
secrets as 'eternal mysteries' [cf. 4Q417 IX 6 ?,JJ mo'l?)bm c'nll [•Jfi; 4Q299 (4QMysr) 2 b 5, 4Q300 (4QMystb)
1ii2 ,JJ •ri). See R.E. Brown, "The Pre-Christian Concept of Mystery", CBQ 20 (1958) 417-43; idem, "The
Semitie Background of the New Testament Mysterion", Biblica 39 (1958) 426-48.
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4Qinstruction characterizes God's secrets as "the hidden things of His thought" which are revealed to the
elect who have proper understanding; 4Q417 IX 13-14 roøio 'iriOl l1]'1ro n'll':io '111C:Ji "and with proper
understanding [the hid]den things of His thought are known" (the preceding lines talle about "won]drous
mysteries", "the mystery to come", "etemal myster[ies" and "[everlasting] secrets").
Sectarian writings use similar terminology (possibly with 4Qlnstruction as one of the sources of inspiration). 20
21

According to the sectarian view, the Bible contained both 'revealed matters' (n'i?l)) and 'concealed matters'

(mirol).22 The terminology refers to Deut 29:29 il'l:JC,, ri? n;llm u·n~ mn-? ninoln, which is reinterpreted:
ninol!i is not only in heaven, but also on earth. The 'concealed matters' are divine secrets (including divine law)
which have been revealed to the Righteous Teacher and then to the Community.23 Also the statement "1W'C:Jl
roøno •in(OJ »]il:l

nil':10 (4Q417

IX 13-14) contrasts with Deut 29:29, and could be an early expression of of the

way of thinking that developed into the sectarian concept of m':ill and niil'lOJ (4Qinstruction' s nil':Jo and c•ir(Ol
are parallel to the sectarian expression nrinol ]':J.i).

cm

20CD ill 13-14 ~i!D' ;::>co 'U1n i~ Milrtll
n'l?'b "and He revealed IO them hidden matters in which all
Israel had gone astray"; lQS V 8-9, 11 nrino.n M l"U)'1? 'loi'pm 'lWii ~r,, ". m~ n?»i ?i:>; ." rwno ni'lf'I ?~ :Jw?
noi i'::J iro.u n'i?»TI n~'? co wn i~ "return to the Law of Moses ." according to all that has been revealed
concerning it ". they have not examined His decrees in order to learn the hidden matters in which they err by
their own fault, and even the clear matters they have openly transgressed"; IX 13 rw? n;lln ;i=>:> ?~ p::n n~ n~.u?
n11::i "to do the will of God according to all that has been revealed from age to age"; 5Ql3 (5QSectarian Rule) 1
11 nihrtil .u•'i!'lii?; 4Q438 (4QBarkiNafshie) 4 i 1-2 I i!IM mif(ol ."•mo'?; 4Q463 (4QNarrative D) 1 3-4 •n•i
mpo)b '\11Wi nn!l ilOoi'lMi minOJ [?uin ;'C; no::>n ?nll\?o "And the fullness [of wisdom(?)J was [to everyone who
seeks(?)] hidden things, and He opened their ears and they heard de[ep things" (M. Smith provides alternative
reconstructions of the lacuna in 4Q463 (DJD XIX, 212)).
21 Also the presectarian Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice shares the idea of God as the revealer of hidden and
deep matters. 4Q401 (4QShirShabbb) 14 ii 2, 7 m'1l"Ol w•om ". trm"?m [•Jf'i "Her wondrous secrets ". they make
known hidden things"; 4Q401 17 4 mit1]65 N':J::i •.ill,~· "those who have kn[owJledge in the understanding of
hidden [things]", 4Q405 3 il 9 l° •n '.1'il' ?'ei, ~?m ["His wonders to all who know the mysteries of[". Cf. C.
Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. A Critical Edition, Atlanta 1985, 139. The Songs of the Sabbath
Sacrifice is probably a presectarian composition adopted for liturgical use in the ya}Jad. Its editor, C. Newsom,
originally ascribed the book to the ya}Jad, but has later changed her opinion: "'Sectually Explicit' Literature
from Qumran", The Hebrew Bible and its lnterpreters (W.H. Propp, B. Halpem, D.N. Freedman, eds.), Winona
Lake 1990, 167-87.
220n the terms n?ll, n\?.U and niinol, see L.H. Schiffman, Law, Custom and Messianism in the Dead Sea Sect
(Hebrew), Jerusalem 1993, 45-53; E. Qimron, "Terminology for Intention used in the Legal Texts of the Dead
Sea Scrolls" (Hebrew), Proceedings of the Tenth World Congress of Jewish Studies, Jerusalem 1994, Div. A,
103-110; I. Knohl, ''mitloJi ni?ll-The Revealed and Hidden Torah", JQR 85 (1994) 103-108; G.A. Anderson,
"Intentional and Unintentional Sin in the Dead Sea Scrolls", Pomegranates and Galden Bells: Studies in
Bib/ica/, Jewish, and Near Eastem Ritual, Law, and Literature in Honor of Jacob Mi/grom (D.P. Wright, D.N.
Freedman, A. Hurwitz, eds.), Winona Lake 1995, 49-64.
23According to most scholars, in the thinking of the ya}Jad minol J':l.i means to understand God' s secrets
through study of Scripture alone: Qimron and Strugnell, DJD X, 132; Schiffman, Law, Custom and Messianism,
53. However, the eschatological consciousness of the yal)ad presupposes a transmitted community tradition, not
only insights gained through exegesis. In our opinion, the sectarian 'understanding of the concealed matters'
should not be confined to inspired biblical ex.egesis alone: this concept included the esoteric understanding of
the times, the knowledge that one lives in the days of the end-time, as well as access to esoteric books such as
the Hagi [on the subject matter, cf. M. Fishbane, "Use, Authority and Interpretation at Qumran", Mikra. Text,
Trans/ation, Reading and Interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity (M. J.
Mulder, ed.), Assen/Maastricht and Philadelphia 1988, 339-77, p. 362; J.M. Baumgarten, DJD XVIII, 15-16].
On the meanin g of n?l, see below, note 71.
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4Qinstruction describes the understanding given to the elect in various ways. The root r::i which implies
contemplating and revealing mysteries (cf. Dan 8:16, 27; 9:2, 23; 10:1)24 has a central role in 4Qinstruction: the
Hip'il participle r::io is the usual designation for the enlightened addressee; 25 he is admonished to contemplate
(JJ~n.i) on raz nihyeh; 26 his understanding

is designated ~o. n'O"::io and nin:u (4Q416 VII 17; 4Q417 IX 12, 13;

4Q417 29 7).
Words from the roots i,_,ø, øn, and Jr'I' are used to describe the wisdom and insight one can achieve: 'c.:>11 ,,_,,

Ji?Søil ·:b "every wise of heart He gave knowledge" (4Q418 81 20). The addressee is designated ?·~o (4Q418
21 2; 8117; 238 1) and ?•.::iøo J:l 'understanding son' (4Q417 IX 27).27 He "will know truth and evil, wisdom
[and simplici]ty" (li['lDi] il~ ?un rVJI'

J1"ln ~\ 4Q417 IX 8-9). He

has been given the eschatological gift to

discern (.Pi') between good and evil (4Q417 IX 8-10, 19-22; 4Q423 1-2 7-8; 5 6, see below, section 4.1.5). The
verb np? is used in the meaning 'investigate', 'ponder' (4Q417 Ill ll .111!1' .,i,,o np; 4Q416 V 20 ?n)'i?it:l np;
4Q418 77 2 tiil~I riii?m np; 4Q418 228 3 il-'1~ C>t>mc np l'':l).28 The yaJ;ad uses similar terminology: words
from the roots

r:i, ?.::iø, and .IM' about the God-given knowledge of the elect abound in sectarian writings.

We have noted related terminology on wisdom and revelation in 4Qlnstruction and the writings of the ya}Jad.
Together they share an apocalyptic understanding of revelation of wisdom and mysteries from on high: true
wisdom has no home in Israel at large, only in the elect eireles. We continue with a closer investigation of
apocalyptic motifs in 4Qlnstruction.

24See

M. Weinfeld, "You Will Find Favour ."In the Sight of God And Man (Proverbs 3:4) - The History of
an Idea" (Hebrew), EI 16 (1982) 93-99; N. Shupak, Where Can Wisdom Be Found? The Sage 's Language in the
Bibie and in Ancient Egyptian Literature, G()ttingen 1993, 67. Shupak comments: "byn signifies an act of
intellect, i.e. the achievement of comprehension by means of a mental effort", and further that the participle )':JO
in Proverbs "is close in meaning to ltll, but suggest a more active meaning. In later biblical literature ." the term
refers to proficiency in a certain area. The r::io here is a specialist in his profession ". and ane capable of
teaching it to his fellow men (1 Chr 15:22; 25:7-8; 2 Chr 34: 12) ." With respect to the writings, the J'::J.'J is not
only he who understands them hut he who can explain them to others".
25;i:r::i: 4Q416 V 13; 4Q417 27 2; 4Q418 9 14; 55 6, 9; 58 2; 69 ii 11; 88 6; 163 2, 5; 177 4. ]':JO: 4Q416 VI 20
(=4Q418 2 8); VII 17; 4Q417 IX 3, 16; 4Q418 8115; 102 3; 123 ii 4, 5, 158 4; 168 4; 176 3; 221 3; 227 l. J::i
)':JQ: 4Q417 IX 20. The mysteries have been revealed to 'the understanding ones' (C'J':JO, 4Q418 123 ii 4).
264Q417 IX 27; 4Q418 147 6; cf. 1Q27 (lQMyst) 1i3; 4Q300 (4QMysth) 8 5-7. The Hitpolel of J':l, with the
meaning 'examine closely in order to understand', is frequent in 4Qlnstruction (13 times). It occurs also in
1Q/4QMysteries (1Q27 1i3; 4Q299 8 5; 40 3) and4Q413 (4QComposition concerning Divine Providence) 1
IZl'\ll'
'lll'l::imi ilt:l-'iti?I' i1t:l-'Yl1 [run, cf. Jer 23:20 iC":J i"l::i iJJtlnn C'O'i"I M'i'il':l "in the last days you shall clearly
perceive it" [we have reconstructed 4Q413 1 differently from E. Qimron, who combines two fragments that do
not belong together: "A Work concerning Divine Providence: 4Q413", Solving Riddles and Untying Knots.
Biblical, Epigraphic, and Semitic Studies in Honor of Jonas C. Greenfield (Z. Zevit, S. Gitin, M. Sokoloff,
eds.), Winona Lake 1995, 191-202; DJD XX].
21Hip'il forms of ?-'W is further used in 4Q417 IX 4 (=4Q418 43 l); 4Q418 69 ii 2; 81 20; 165 2; 174 3; 184
3; 197 1; 4Q423 1-2 1, 2; 5 8.
2BSee A. Lange, "Kognitives lq}f in Sap A, im Tenak und Sir", Zeitschriftfiir Althebraistik 9 (1996) 190-95.
np? is further used as noun in 4Q418 8117 rip' "JO'loi. Proverbs uses npi, both as noun and verbal form. "lq}J, in
other words, first of all denotes the process of understanding the teacher's words, absorbing them and
assimilating them to the already existing stock of personal knowledge": Shupak, Where Can Wisdom Be
Found?, 59.
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4.1.3. Apocalyptic motifs
In section 3.1 we noted that although 4Qinstruction is no apocalypse, it does contain a number of apocalyptic
motifs, many of those shared with sectarian writings. We will shortly survey these motifs befare we continue
with a more detailed investigation of 1.hemes related to 1.he revelation of divine mysteries. P.D. Hanson
distinguishes between the literary genre 'apocalypse', 'apocalyptic eschatology' and 'apocalypticism' ("the
symbolic universe in which an apocalyptic movement codifies its identity and interpretation of reality") ,29
Nickelsburg comments that "the terms 'apocalyptic' and 'apocalypticism' should designate entities for which
revelation is a significant component". 30
Revelation of divine secrets is essential in 4Qinstruction, and to a large degreee 1.he composition represents an
'apocalyptic eschatology '. Similar to the main sectarian writings we find an eschatological understanding of
history and its periods (but not a detailed apocalyptic view of history). There is a temporal dualism between the
present time and the eschatological future; between 'the period of iniquity' and the coming 'period of truth'.
God's revelation to Noah isa model for understanding end-time secrets. One frequently refers to esoteric
wisdom, raz and raz nihyeh. The word pair raz and ga/ah, frequent in Daniel, indicates same kind of esoteric
knowledge which cannot be obtained by Israelites in general.31 Through its esoteric knowledge the pious group
is separated from the people at large, and established as the eschatological community of the elect (see section
4.3). Sirnilar to 1 Enoch the reception of wisdorn is constitutive of salvation and life eternal. 32 4Qlnstruction
shares what has been described as the core of the apocalyptic message: the unmasking of the otherwise
unknown secrets of God.33 Different from Sirach and Baruch, the heavenly wisdom is not identified with the
Torah. A heavenly book written in God's presence is essential for obtaining wisdorn and concretely for the rightunderstanding of history (see section 4.1.7.1). The composition has a hortatory charncter anda clear interest in
the afterlife: the elect will get their ultimate reward.
In its understanding of world and man 4Qinstruction is deterrnined more by apocalypticism than by traditional
wisdom. Nickelsburg has noted a number of apocalyptic terms in IQS XI 3-9 (apart of the hymn closing the
Community Rule): "revelation in the form of enlightening and seeing; the mystery to come; the fount of
righteousness, knowledge hidden from hurnans; the dwelling place of glory; standing in the presence of the holy
29''Apocalypticisrn", /DBSup, 28-34.
30''Wisdom and Apocalypticism in Early Judaism", 717.
31AJso Sirach asserts that wisdom isa gift bestowed by God only on those who love hirn: 1:10; 39:1-8, see
A.A. Di Lella, "The Meaning of Wisdom in Ben Sira", In Search ofWisdom. Essays in Memory of J.G. Gammie
(L. Perdue, B.B. Scott, W.J. Wiseman, eds.), Louisville 1993, 133-48. The apocalyptic motifs of 4Qlnstruction,
however, set it apart from Sirach.
32See e.g. 4Q416 69 ii 12-14 "And even the s[ons] of heaven, whose inheritance is eternal life ... will they
not wal[k] in eternal light? [ ] also you [will inherit g]lory and abundant honour"; 4Q417 IX 14-15 "These
things seek always, and meditate [on al]l that results from them. Then you will have knowledge of [etema]l
glory [wi]1.h His wondrous mysteries and mighty deeds".
33D.S. Russel, The Method and Message of Jewish Apocalypticism, Philadelphia 1964, 116-17; J.J. Collins,
The Apocalyptic lmagination. An lntroduction to the Jewish Matrix of Christianity, New York 1984, 3-4; P.
Bilde, "Gnosticism, Jewish Apocalypticism, and Early Christianity", In the last Days. On Jewish and Christian
Apocalyptic and its Period (K. Jeppesen, K. Nielsen, B. Rosendal, eds.), Aarhus 1994, 9-32. Cf. Collins, "Was
the Dead Sea Sect an Apocalyptic Movement?", Archaeology and History in the Dead Sea Scrolls, 25-51.
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ones; the sans of heaven". 34 All these concepts seem to be inherited from 4Qinstruction, which moulds
traditional wisdom within an apocalyptic framework. 35 Also other tenns from 4Qlnstruction recur in this
passage in lQS XI: 'inheriting an everlasting possession', 'etemalplanting'.
On the other hand, a number of apocalyptic motifs are lacking in 4Qinstruction. There are no cosmological
maps or any spatial dualism between heaven and earth. There is no developed angelology, nor any reference to
dreams and their interpretation. Visions are mentioned, but do not seem to be essential for the concept of
revelation. Neither can we trace any dispute on the calendar or other halakhic issues. Noah is recipient of divine
revelation on the last days, but is probably not portrayed as mediator of divine secrets. The role of Noah
deserves closer scrutiny.

4.1.4. Revelation given to Noah
Apocalyptic literature often appeals toa pre-Mosaic sage as authority for the ' truths' they convey (see above,
section 4.1.1). In the beginning of an eschatological discourse 4Qlnstruction portrays Noah36 as recipient of
divine revelation about the end-time, revelation which now is given to the elect (see section 4.2. l fora detailed
examination of this passage):
convict(?)] all the s_pirit [of flesh for the deeds of godlessness which they have done(?), and establish His
will [over all evil. He made known to Noah what was(?) to come, period upon period,] set time upon set
time. fHe will shut up all the sans of eyil, and visit all flesh(?)) according to their hosts,
(4Q416 V/12-5)
As in 1 Enoch 10, the flood is seen as typos of the judgement of the last days. Accordingly, Noah receives
information not only about the flood, but also about the final end. To understand the role of Noah here, we will
review some of the traditions about Noah against their Mesopotamian background.
Already Mesopotamian traditions refer to heavenly revelation to the hero of the flood story. According to the
flood epics, ane of the gods leaks information from the heavenly council about the upcoming deluge through a
wall to the elect hero on earth.37
Ziusudra hea[rd], standing by its side, He stood at the lefl of the side-wall[ ."] 'Side-wall, I want to talk to
you, [hold on] to my word, [Pay atten]tion to my instructions: On all dwellings(?), over the capitals the
storm will [sweep]. The destruction of the descent of mankind [ ".],is the decision, the word of the
(Sumerian flood story, lines 152-158)38
assembly [of the gods]
Atrahasis opened his mouth and addressed his lord, 'Teach me the meaning [of the drearn,] [ ".] that I may
seek its outcome.' [Enki] opened his mouth and addressed his slave, 'You say, "What am I to seek?"
Observe the message that I will speak to you: Wall, listen to me! Reed wall, observe all my words! Destroy
your house, build a boat, spum (wordly) property and save Iife!' (BabyionianAtrahasis, III 11-23)39
34"Wisdom and Apocalypticism in Early Judaism", 724.
35Cf. D. Michel, "Weisheit und Apokalyptik", The Book of Daniel in the Light of New Findings (A.S. van
der Woude, ed.), Leuven 1993, 413-34.
36Further, ~?in 4Q417 IX 18 can be interpreted both as 'to mankind' (our solution), 'to Adam', and ' to
Enosh' (see below, section 4.1.7.1).
37For the following, cf. especially Weinfeld, '"Read-wall! hear me'". Rabbinic tradition speaks in an
analogous way about "hearing from behind the curtain", '1U"'1Eli1 ,.,~rtw.l.
38W.G. Lambert, A.R. Millard, Atrahasis. The Babylonian Story of the Flood, Oxford 1969, 143; Pritchard,
ANET,44.
39Lambert, Millard, Atrahasis, 89; Pritchard,ANET, 105.
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I am Atrahasis, I lived in the temple of Ea, my lord, ." I knew the counsel of the great gods, I knew of their
oath, though they did not reveal it to me. He repeated their words to the wall: "Wall, hear [
(Ugaritic version of Atrahasis, 6-14)40
Utnapishtim said to him, to Gilgamesh: 'I will reveal to you, Gilgamesh, a hidden matter, a secret of the
gods will I tell you: ... when their hearts led the great gods to produce the flood ... Ninigiku-Ea was also
present with them; their words he repeats to the reed-hut: 'Reed-hut, reed-hut! Wall, wall! Reed-hut,
hearken! Wall, reflect! Man of Shuruppak, son of Ubar-Tutu, tear down the house, build a shipl Give up
possessions, seek life. Forswear (worldly) goods and keep the soul alive!
(Akkadian Epic of Gilgamesh, XI 8-31)41
In the Mesopotamian tradition the divine council gathers and decrees the flood as punishment upon mankind,
anda dissident god leaks information to the earthly hero to save mankind from annihilation. In Jewish tradition,
God himself takes the initiative vis-a-vis Noah, and the divine council is underslood as the angels in God's
presence. Thus, according to 1 Enoch 10, God asks an angel to convey the message to Noah: "Go to Noah and
tell him in my name, 'Hide yourself', and reveal to him the end which is corning, for the earth and everything
will be destroyed". According to 4Qinstruction, God speaks direcUy to Noah without any angelic mediator. In
the context of this eschatological discourse, the subject of the sentence ro ~ l1'1'li1 ;r;i~ ?"t!M1 "He made known
to Noah [what was(?)] to come" must be God himself. In con trast to Genesis and the Mesopotamian sources,
1 Enoch and 4Qlnstruction let Noah Iearn about the end-time, not only about the approaching deluge. 42

The preserved fragments of 4Qinstruction mention Noah, and notEnoch, as recipient of divine revelation
about the end-time. Due to the dependence of 4Qlnstruction on the Enoch tradition one might suggest that
Enoch was mentioned in one of the lacunae in the eschatological discourse in 4Q416 VI-VIII. If so, Enoch and
Noah were portrayed as sages to whom were shown the mysteries of the end-times (irm n , m"nol) which now
are revealed to the community of the eternal planting through the Book of Hagi.43
Noah isa popular figure in the second century BCE. Both biographical material about Noah 's birth and life as
well as 'Words of Noah' were circulating. Parts of these Noah traditions are preserved in the Genesis
Apochryphon, l Enoch, Jubi/ees, and 4Q534 (4QElect of God ar).44 Some sources specifically refer to Noah in
a conlext of divine mysteries and revelation.45 1 Enoch 10; 60:1-6, 25; 89:1 and 106-107 represent the same
tradition as 4Q416 VII: to Noah are revea.led secrets about the end-time.46
40Lambert, Millard, Atrahasis, 133.
41Pritchard, ANET, 93.
42Cf. Nickelsburg's characterization of 1 Enoch 10: "The biblical description of the postdiluvian restoration
of the earth (Genesis 9) is rewritten as a scenario of eschatological recreation": "Enoch, First Book of', ABD 2,
508-16, p. 510.
43According to 1 Enoch 82:1and92:1(4QEnsar1ii22), Enoch transmitted the books of knowledge to
Methuselah. Jub. 7:38 and lQapGen V record a chain of transmission from Enoch through Methuselah and
Lamech to Noah. According to lQapGen V 20-21, the transmitted is characterised as raz 'mystery': fri!' I' J.11:>1
~i !'fu~
[lo?? ... ] ro i!'Vi[o) "And now, Ishall make known to you the mystery [ ... to Lamech] your
son, reveal this mystery!".
44See recently Garcia-Martinez, Qumran and Apocalyptic, 1-44; R.C. Steiner, "The Heading of the Book of
the Words o/Noah on aFragment of the Genesis Apocryphon: New Light on a 'Lost' Work",DSD 2 (1995) 6671; MJ. Bernstein, ''Noah and the Flood at Qumran", paper read at the International Conference on the Dead
Sea Scrolls, Provo, Utah, 17. July 1996. Noah is mentioned at length in 1QapGen and 4Q252 (4QCommGen A),
and mentioned in a number of other Qumran compositions. 4Q213 (4QLevi• ar) 5 iii 6-7 mentions both Enoch
andNoah.
45According to 4Q534, Noah will "know the three books ... he will know the visions ... he will know men's
secrets. His wisdom will extend to all the peoples. He will know the secrets of all living beings" (4Q534 1 i 59). According to 4Q536 (4QAramaic C) 1 i 8-9, "he will reveal mysteries" and have "understanding of
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For the eireles behind 4Qlnstruction, Noah could be a typos not only in his role as recipient of divine
revelation. Hartman has demonstrated that 1 Enoch 10 sees the righteous Noah (Gen 6:9) as typos for the
eschatological community: the blessing ofNoah (Gen 9:1) and his tilling of the earth (Gen 9:20) prefigures the
bliss of the righteous people of the eschaton, the 'plant of righteousness' (1 Enoch 10: 16; cf. 10:3 according to
Syncellus, "from him will be planted a planting and it will stand for all the generations of etemity"). J udgement
will come upon the earth, but the elect ones will be saved like Noah (cf. 1 Pet 3:20-21).47 The mention of Noah
in an eschatological discourse which assures the sons of truth of their salvation48 is hardly incidental. We
therefore suggest that 4Qlnstruction also shared with 1 Enoch 10 this inteipretation of Noah and Genesis 6-9 as
prefiguring the end-time community.
According to our reconstruction of 4Qlnstruction, a series of discourses follow upon each other from the end
of 4Q416 VI and through col. XI. Col. VII introduces the judgement scene with the reference to Noah, to whom
the secrets about the end-time were revealed. Col. X (=4Q417 IX) deals with the revelation of God' s secrets to
the eschatological community. The poorly preserved col. XI (=4Q417 X) possibly contained more material about
Noah. The text runs as follows:
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mysteries". The sectarian work 5Q13 (5QSectarian Rule) mentions both Enoch (frg. 3), God's election ofNoah
~in·~ n'll:n, frg. 1 line 7) and the revelation of the hidden matters (m]irol .sr'i['loi?, frg. 1 line 11; ~ ·~m::i l":Ji"l?,
frg. 1line9). 40253 (4QCommGen B) frg. 1 refers first to the ark and then to Noah; n]t? .l>'"l'loi? pi[n "a l]aw He
made known to Noaih".
46Cf. also the later Se/er HawRazim, which presents itself as a book of mysteries revealed to Noah by an
angelic mediator and later disclosed to Solomon, and the mention of Noah in the Rosh Hashanah liturgy; "and
You remembered Noah in love and endowed him with the word of salvation and mercy" (see sections 4.1.7.2,
4.2.l and 4.2.3.4 on the affinities between 4Qlnstruction and the Rosh Hashanah liturgy).
47L. Hartman, "'Comfort of the Scriptures' - an Early Jewish Interpretation of Noah's Salvation, I En. 10:1611:2", SEÅ 41-42 (1976-77) 87-96; idem, "An early example of Jewish exegesis: 1Enoch10:16-11:2",
Neotestamentica 17 (1983) 16-26.
48Cf. 40416 VI 20 "Man of understanding, rejoice in the inheritance of truth"; VII 11-12 "In heaven He will
judge the work of iniquity, and all the sons of truth will be pleased by[ the appointed time(?)] of its period".
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4. [
and Noah bad understanding of(?)]
5. the mystery to[ come
6. consolations for the .. [
and Noah(?)]
7. walked blame[lessly befare God(?)
8. he blessed His name [
9. in your joy .. [
10. great are the mercies of G[od
11. praise God, by every affliction bl[ess His name
12. according to His will these matters happened, and He is the One who understands[ the hidden matters(?)
13. He will decide all your ways with[
14. Do not let the cunning of the evil inclination tempt you[
15. seek truth. Do not let the .. [ ] tempt you [
. Do not
)
16. what was not commanded by the knowledge of flesh. Let not [ ] lead you to err[ . Do not]
17. reckon [
. ]Do not say[
18. for[
The text is fragmentarily preserved, so it is difficult to draw unequivocal conclusions about its interpretation.
But the terminology suggests that the passage could preserve an apocryphal story about Noah, who already has
been mentioned in 4Qlnstruction as recipient of divine secrets. According to lines 4-5 he knew 'Lhe mystery to
come' - cf. 4Q534 (4QElect of God ar) 1 i 8, Noah "will know the secrets of all living things". He is the one
who "walked blamelessly" before God (C']Cn 1?nn.i, line 7) - cf. Gen 6:9 1'1111::1 ;m C'on P'i~ fD~ m. As such he
is an ideal for the addressee, who repeatedly is exhorted to walk blamelessly.49 According to line 8 he praised
the name of God - 1QapGen XII 17 tells that Noah blessed the Lord after he had gathered the first crop
following the flood. According to our tentative interpretation, lines 9-18 contain Noah's words of exhortation to
his sons and coming generations: they shall praise God in all circumstances, knowing that He is the source of
everything that happens, as He was the one who ordained the deluge.
The short-cut warnings in the vetitive of lines 14-18 (at !east six in number) are unusual within the framework::
of 4Q!nstruction (see section 3.2). In contrast to the more elaborate wisdom admonitions preserved elsewhere in
the book which deal with specific fields of social life, these lines convey in condensed forni general parenesis
about the virtuous way of life. Such admonition would fit well as Noah's advice for the generations to come.so
The reference to .l>i ~· roimo 'the cunning of the evil inclination' (line 14) alludes to Gen 6:5

om ';i;, lli pi and 8:21

1'"1.SOO

i:i':i

n::imo ~· ';l;,1

vi ci~i ':!.'? ~ ·~. Such counsels of Noah would provide a logical bridge to

wisdom admonitions in the continuation.
We have seen that 4Qlnstruction attributes importance to Noah, he is the only biblical sage menti.oned in the
extant fragments. The portrayal of Noah as recipient of revelation on the end-time, not only the upcoming flood,
is closely related to Enochic traditions, in particular to I Enoch 10. In 4Qlnstruction knowledge of the end-time
belongs to the mysteries now revealed to the community. On this point 4Qlnstruction belongs with a num ber of
apocalyptically influenced writings that ascribe knowledge of divine mysteries to Noah. As in I Enoch 10, the
righteous Noah was probably seen as typos for the eschatological community, that will be saved through the
494Q417 IX 14 ~'Øil[o '?'C::i c~Q[n ]'C'?imi c.Jl (this is from the preceding column); 4Q415 2 i 3 'C?iin.i::i i•)(ii

I c•on; 4Q418 172 4111 croro , cf. CD I 20-21 o•on ·~'?i.i; VII 4-5 c•oro n"'::i c•;,'?nnon C,;,; IQS IX 19cron1m.
5°1,.

Hartman proposes (personal communication) that lines 14-18 could preserve commandments given by
God after the flood, for which cf. Gen 9: 1-6. However, we see Noah as the speaker from line 9 onwards, and see
no reason for change of the speaking subject. The use of the 2nd person singular fomi (and nota plural one) in
an address to the descendants can be explained as an adaptation to the style of 4Qinstruction.
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coming judgement as Noah was. We have further interpreted the preserved text of 4Q417 X as a narrative about
Noah, who is portrayed as a mode] for the life of the elect. This passage includes Noah's ethical advice for the
generations to come.

4.1.5. Eschatological knowledge: Adam reinterpreted
In our investigation of the relation of the wisdom of the elect to the wisdom of primeval man in 4Qlnstruction,
we start by looking at 4Q423 1-2. This passage opens with an interpreting paraphrase of Genesis 2-3, placed in
a parenetic context (on this text, see fwther section 6.2.1): 51
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]and every fruit that is produced and every tree which is good, pleasing to give knowledge. Is [it] nota
de[lightful] garden [and pleasant ]to[ gi] ve great knowledge? He set you in charge of it to till it and guard it.
An en[joyable] ga[rden(?) ". the earth,] thoms and thistles will it cause to sprout forth for you, and its
strength it will not yield to you, [ ". ] in your being unfaithful [ ." ] her child, and all the compassion of her
that is pregna[nt ]you [."]ed all your resources(?) [ ". ] in all your business(?), for everything it causes to
sprout forth[for you ] always not to [ ... ]and in a planting[ ]them [
rejecling(?) ]the evil and
knowing the good, [ ". , be]tween his way and the way of [

In this text positive catchwords related to the garden image contrast others that refer to man 's burdensome
conditions on earth. Also words related to knowledge and discemment recur. While Gen 3:6 refers to a certain
tree that conveys knowledge, this text stresses the connection between all the trees, and the garden as such, and
Adam 's God-given knowledge. The 2nd person sing. fonn

i1~7'wc.i

(line 2) in a passage which rephrases

Genesis 2 points to some kind of relation between Adam and the addressee of 4Qlnstruction. The garden of
Adam is at the same time the garden of the elect. According to lines 1-2, the addressed 'you' is related toa
garden which conveys knowledge. This 'knowledge' could refer to the end-time restoration of the wisdom of
Adam to the 'sons of Adam'. 4Q418 81 3 uses the same form, il~?·1Z10.1, with reference to the God-given portion
of the elect, n;,?-øcn rl?ri(.:i:iil ei~ 'J:l

iin:i n;;,mrm n:ip?n i'im "He is your portion and your inheritance

among the sons of Adam. [Jnl His finhelritance He gave you authority". Therefore n::>7'mi could have a double
meaning in this text; referring both to Adam in the Garden of Eden 52 as well as to the elect 'son of Adam' in his
relation to the end-time community and inheritance (the 'planting' and the 'garden'). Lines 3-4 (possibly 3-6)
referto the situation after the curses of Gen 3:14-19. The text then recurs to the garden image and to
eschatological knowledge; to discerning "be]tween his way and the way of[" (others), "rejecting(?) ]the evil
Sl4Q265 uses the Eden narrative in a different way: as an explanation for the laws of poslpartem purification:
J. M. Baumgarten, "Purification after Childbirth and the Sacred Garden in 4Q265 and Jubilees", New Qumran
Texts and Studies. Proceedings of the First Meeting of the International Organisationfor Qumran Studies (G.J.
Brooke, ed.), Leiden 1994, 3-10.
52?•!l1Q.i is frequently used in writings from the second century BCE to express Adam' s God-given status and
purpose on earth, see section 4.4.
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and knowing the good". Lines 7-8 thus connect the 'planting' with the knowledge of good and evil and
discemment between the different ways a man can choose.
In section 4.3.2 we will demonstrate that 4Qinstruction uses the images of 'garden' and 'planting' to describe
the end-time community and the inheritance of the elect. This text suggests that the elect can attain what Adam
first possessed and then forfeited. While Adam's unfaithfulness toward God led to burdensome conditions for
man (cf. lines 3-4 "the earth,] thoms and thistles will it cause to sprout forth for you, and its strengthit will not
yield to you, [ ". ] in your being unfaithful"), the elect have now access lo the source of divine wisdom, to
revelation from on high (see further our exegesis of 4Q418 81' in section 4.3.2).
4Q423 1-2 7 refers to discernment and the elect's "rejecting(?) ]the evil and knowing the good". 'Knowledge
of good and evil' isa theme recurring in 4Qlnstruction. In Genesis 2-3, eating from the treethat conveys
knowledge of good and evil brings about man's fall. The same interpretation is found in 4Q422
(4QParaGenExod) I, an early paraphrase of Genesis 1-4.53 The script of 4Q422 is early Hasmonean, and the
composition should probably be dated to the second century BCE, - more or less contemporary with
4Qinstruction. According to 4Q422 I 9-12, eating from the tree which gives knowledge of good and evil
introduced man' s rebellion against God:
i•p1n ]V'r~tD'i i>?.ll cip'(1 " . .lli1 :mo rui)in ~.llO 71~ •n;f:i]ir,,f ." i"IO~i ']'lEJ 71~"' 1?•too.i ~'"11'1, ??.Il c~i cro
illltoi •)b.110?1 ,l)j ~1':i! ".
He set man on(?) the ear]th, He set him in charge to eat the fru[it of the soil ". that he shoul[d n]ot eat from
the tree that gives know[ledge of good and evil. ". ]he rose against Him and they forgot [His laws ." ]in evil
(4Q422 I 9-12)
inclination and for deed[s of injustice
In contrast to Genesis 3 and 4Q422, 4Qinstruction describes 'knowledge of good and evil' as a positive ability
related to the spiritual status of the elect Different from fleshly man who could not discem between good and
evil (cf. 4Q417 IX 19-20 "He had not befare given the Hagi to the spirit of flesh, for it could not discem
between [goo]d and evil with the judgement of its [sp]irit"), the addressee can attain this discernment: 4Q417 IX
8-10 "Then you will know truth and evil, wisdom and simplici]ty ". Then you will discem between [go]od and
[evil in their )deed[s"; 4Q417 IX 22 "discem(?)] between great and minor": 4Q423 5 6 "in your labour give
attentio[n to knowing the] good with the evil" .54 We suggest that this 'knowledge of good and evil' is connected
to an eschatological understanding: knowledge of good and evil is a gift to the community of the end-time.
According to its eschatological interpretation of Genesis 1-3, the member of the end-time community has a
share in the glory and wisdom of Adam.

3T. Elgvin, ''The Genesis Section of 4Q422 (4QParaGenExod)"; T. Elgvin, E. Tov, "Paraphrase of Genesis
and Exodus", DJD XIII, 417-41.
54For 'knowledge of good and evil' in the Scrolls, cf. lQS IV 26: lQSa I 10-11; 4Q300 (4QMysth) 3 2;
4Q303 (4QMeditation on Creation A") 1 8 ).ll11 :i-c ?~ 0 [; 4Q305 (4QMeditation on Creation B) Il 2c"™? lnJ
.Dii :l'C )run "He gave Adam the knowledge[ of good and evil". R. Gordis r'The Knowledge of Good and Evil in
the Old Testament and the Qumran Scrolls", JBL 76 (1957) 122-138] demonstrates that the phrase l'ii :l'C t'Uli?
in the Bible (Gen 2:9, 17: Deut 1:39; 2 Sam 19:36; Isa 7:15-16) and in lQSa I 20-11 means sexual maturity,
with the specific connotation ' natura! and unnatural' for .11;1 :l'C. Other verbs are used when the connotation is
wisdom: 2 Sam 14:17 l1ii :ll!l l10W?; 1Kgs3:9 lill ::iw J':l l'::lii?. 4Qinstruction (as well as lQS IV 26 and lQHa
XIV 11-12) does not share this understanding of the phrase .llil :i-c ruii?, and does not differentiate between the
verbs .111', l':l and 'n:i connected to .llil :l'O.
5
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4Qlnstruction presents a 'realized eschatology' (see further section 4.2.3.3) that perceives the enlightened, to
whom God's mysteries have been revealed, as partaker of God's knowledge. Like 1Enoch24-32,55
4Qlnstruction reflects an eschatological exegesis of Gen 3:6 ?':>1!1i1':> r.1m iaiJ1 "the tree was desirable to give
knowledge" (quoted in 4Q423 1-2 1-2 and 4Q423 9 1) and 3:22 .srn :l'IC!I rum uoo iroo il'il 011\1 )il "See, man
has become like one of us, knowing good and evil". The elect of the community of 4Qlnstruction have already
received a taste of the fruits of Eden, they have been given knowledge from above to discern between good and
evil. Eschatological biblical passages like Jer 31:31-34 might have served as hermeneutical bridges for such
exegesis: renewed Israel of the end-time will have intimate knowledge of the Lord and His Torah, they will
know to discern between good and evil. As in I Enoch, Jubilees and sectarian writings, "revelation functions to
constitute and shape what is considered to be the eschatological community of the chosen".56
The elect are the rightful heirs of Adam and Eve: while one text refers to the glorious portion bequeathed
already now to the addressee "among the sons of Adam" (4Q418 81 3, see section 4.3.2), another passage
relates the glory of the eschatological renewal to what has been promised lo "the sons of Eve":
He will execute(?)] judgement, to do vengeance on evildoers, and the [etemal(?)] visitation[ ... ,] to shut up
the evil ones and lift up the head of the poor [ ... ] in eternal glory and everlasting peace and the spirit of
life, to separate[ ... ] all the sons of Eve. Upon the power of God and abundance of His glory with His
goodness [shall they meditate ". Jand upon His faithfulness shall they reflect all day, always shall they
praise His name.
(4Q418 126 ii 5-10)
We will review some early Jewish texts which can shed light on the interpretation of Genesis 1-3 in
4Qlnstruction, and possibly bring support for our understanding of the passages discussed above.57 Although
some of these sources are substantively later than 4Qlnstruction, they mightreflect older traditions.58
The Genesis narrative describes Adam in royal categories, which serves as a point of departure for later
exegetes. The tradition of Adam' s glory, reflected in Ps 8:5-10 and Prov 30:2-4 •? C'™ tll':J~':>1 "the wisdom of
Adam is not mine", recurs in a number of early Jewish sources.59 The tradition of Adam's glory is further
55J Enoch 28-32 portrays the choice trees of paradise including "the tree of wisdom, which gives great
wisdom to those who eat from it" (32:3; cf. 4 Ezra 8:51-52 "conceming the glory of those who are like yourself,
because it is for you that Paradise is opened, the tree of life plant.ed, the age to come prepared, plenteousness
made ready, a city built, a rest appointed, goodness established and wisdom perfected beforehand").
56Nickelsburg, "The Nature and Function of Revelation".
57Qn Adam ttaditions in early Judaism, see especially J.R. Levison, Portraits of Adam in Early Judaism,
Sheffield 1988. Cf. also J. Jervell, Imago Dei: Gen 1,26/imSpii.tjudentum, in der Gnosis und in den
paulinischen Brie/en, G5ttingen 1960, 26-50; R. Scroggs, The Last Adam: A Study in Pauline Anthropology,
Oxford 1966, 20-31.
sswe would tentatively date the Words of the Luminaries to the early second century BCE, and the gnostic
Apocalypse of Adam to the second to fourth century CE. 2 Enoch and 4 Ezra are late first century CE, while the
Targums and Se/er Ha-Razim belong to the Talmudic period [M. Margulies dates Se/er Ha-Razim to the early
Talmudic period: Sepher Ha-Razim. A Newly Recovered Book of Magicfrom the Talmudic Period (Hebrew),
Jerusalem 1966). Pirqe Rabbi E/iezer and the Targum to Chronicles are medieval. It goes without saying that
one must be careful using texts from the early centuries CE as support for exegesis of a text from the second
century BCE.
S94Q504 (4QDibHama) 8 4-6 ." n~ i"li1''oJ rui11 ill':J1 ~:J ilmEl!l C"li rv:mJ ." n:::i)"n:J.:l n-o'T.l nn~· u·:i[~ cm
1111tt n]ria,øo,i MnllC!ll i!ZM ]1.1' nl:l "You fashioned [Adam] our [fat]her in the likeness of [Your] glory " . You ble[w
a breath of life] into his nostril, and [filled him with] intelligence and knowledge [ ." in the gard]en of Eden,
which You had planted, You made [him g]ovem"; Sir 17:1-11 "The Lord fashioned man from the earth ."He
gave thern authority over everything on earth. He clothed them with strength like his own, and made them in his
own image. ." He filled them with knowledge and understanding, and revealed to them good and evil. He put
his own light in their hearts ... He set knowledge before them, He endowed them with the law of life"; 49: 16
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reflected both in the Damascus Document, the Community Rule and the Hodayot. 60 These texts indicate that the
enlightened members of the Community already have a share in the glory of Adam, C"l1' il:!:>. The community of
the Endzeit enjoys the privileges of the Urzeit.61 In addition to these texts from the yal;ad, also Enochic and
targumic traditions describe Adam as the image of eschatological humanity. Adam is described as a white bull
by the Enochic Animal Apocalypse (which could be ane of the sources used by 4Qlnstruction), and so are his
descendants until Jacob (1Enoch85:3-89:11). Only at the end of days the white bull reappears as a messianic
figure, and the people of God are also changed into white hulls (1Enoch90:37-38). 62 According toa
widespread Targumic tradition, Adam will get an offspring which will know to distinguish between good and
evil (and Neofiti identifies this offspring with 'one nation', i.e. Israel).63 The affinity with the Enochic and
Qumran sources suggests that the Targums here could reflect early traditions on Adam.
We suggest that the author of 4Qlnstruction represents a similar exegetical tradition: he belonged to eireles
who saw themselves as Adam's offspring, the elect of the last days who have received the eschatological gift of
disceming between good and evil. According to 4Q417 IX 18-20, the heavenly Book ofHagi has been
bequeathed to a spiritual people that, different from fleshly man, is able to discem between good and evil with
the judgement of its spirit The statement "for He formed him in the likeness of the holy anes" (4Q417 IX 18"above every living creature is Adam"; Luke 3:38' AMµ ToO OEoiJ "Adam, <son> of God"; Apoc. Adam 1:3-6
"And we were like the great eternal angels, for we were loftier than the God who created us and the powers that
were with Him ."and the glory in aur hearts deserted us ... and the glory fled from us"; 2 Enoch 30: 11-12 "And
on the earth I assigned him to be a second angel, honoured and great and glorious. And I assigned hirn to be a
king, to reign on the earth, and to have My wisdom. And there was nothing comparable to him on the earth".
Philo describes how Adam was created as king and master over all things: the animals were "amazed and did
homage to him as toa bom ruler or master" (On the Creation of the World, 83-86). A similar tradition is found ·
in the later Pirqe Rabbi Eliezer 11: " ... as the creatures saw him, standing as a representation of God's glory,
then they believed that he had created them, and they came to worship him". See P. Borgen, "Man' s
Sovereignty over Animals and Nature According to Philo of Alexandria", Texts and Contexts. Biblica/ Texts in
Their Textual and Situational Contexts. Essays in Honor of Lars Hartman (T. Fornberg, D. Hellhalm, eds.),
Oslo 1995, 369-89. Also Jub. 2:14-15; Sap. Sal. 10:2; and 4 Ezra 6:54 describe Adam in royal categories.
6
°CD Ill 20 cm C°™ il:!:> ':>;i nia
i:i C'p'lt'lr:-"1 i1l1 "those who remained steadfast in it (the faithful house,
i.e. the community) will acquire eternal life, and all the glory of Adam will be theirs"; IQS IV 22-23 ...,,:i CJ "'::i
ei" il:!:> ':>"O c:n':>i c•c':>w n•"'O? ~ "For they were elected by God for an everlasting covenant, and all the glory of
Adam will be theirs"; lQHa xvn 15 C'C' :iii:iJ C"™ "l'Ø ':>i::>:i ~nmi c[;rnm)ll ?'O T?IOil':>i "eliminating all th[eir
depraviti]es, giving them as a legacy all the glory of Adam and plentiful days".
61Cf. H. Gunkel's classical study, SchOpfung und Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit, Gottingen 1895, especially
367-71; and Scroggs, The Last Adam, 24-5. P. Wemberg-Møller remarks on these Qumran references to
Adam 's glory; "the glory in store for the pious is identical with, or of similar grandeur to, the glory of Adam in
Paraclise befare the Fall": The Manual of Discip/ine. Translated and Annotated with an Introduction, Leiden
1957, 87, n. 80. For the rabbis, the glory of Adam will be reslored to mankind in the messianic age/the world to
come: Gen. R. 12.6; 21.7, see Scroggs, The Last Adam, 34-5, 54-6.
62See Scroggs, The Last Adam, 23.
63Targums Pseudo-Jonathan andNeofiti on Gen 3:21-23 "And the Lord God made garments of glory (J'IUl:l':>
ip") for Adam and for his wife ... From him there will arise those who will knowhow to distinguish between
good and evil" (111•::i':> ::ici }':l IWNle? )'lli'"l t'l'JO ClJ'C':> )'"l'l"U"), "And the Lord God made for Adam and for his
wife garments of glory ... And the Lord God said: 'Behold, the first Adam whom I have created is alone in the
world as I am alone in the heavens on high. Numerous nations are to arise from him, and from him shall arise
ane nation who will know to distinguish between good and evil" (rzr::i? ::ici l'::l i11!1iElr.l? i1.lr'l'i "in [i1P1" crpn ii')C).
The text of Onqelos, rzr:ii ::io ll"l'C':> i1'.l0 "c?JJ:i 'i'n' ;n," 0"11' ~""Behold, Adam is the only ane in the world, of
him to know good and evil", reflects the same interpretation. See G. Vermes, "Haggadah in the Onkelos
Targum", JJS 8 (1963) 159-69. These Targum traditions are completely ignored in the otherwise comprehensive
discussion in Levison, Portraits of Adam in Early Judaism.
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19) refers to Adam and mankind alike, and portrays both Adam and the eschatological community as having
angelic nature (see discussion of this text below, section 4.1.7 .1).
The enlightened community shares not only the glory of Adam, but also the wisdom of Solomon. In section
4.3.2 we argue that4Q418 81 presents a radical reinterpretation of the Solomon tradition. The parallels between
this wisdom instruction and Solomon's prayer and God's promise to him in l Kgs 3:5-15 indicate that the
wisdom God gave Solomon now is bequeathed to the elect in the community of the etemal planting.
The wisdom of Solomon must have been a popular theme in some sapiential eireles: one example is the
historie allegory in 1 Enoch 89:45-50, which describes Solomon as more glorious than David. Another is the
ascription of Sap. Sal. and the Psa/ms of Solomon to King Solomon. Sap. Sal. 7:15-21 isa description of the
wisdom of Solomon, to whom was given "knowledge of the hidden and the revealed" (lSaa TE €crrLv Kpvrna
Ka·L

€µ4>avTi l-yvwv, 7:21). Similarly, llQll (llQApPsa) I 3-6 and Ant. 8.44-45 reflects post-biblical traditions

about the wisdom of Solomon, including gifts of healing and exorcism,64 and Sefer Ha-Razim presents itself as a
book of mysteries revealed to Noah by an angelic medialor and later disclosed to Solomon.
The importance of the Solomon-tradition for 4Qlnstruction might indicate that the description of the elect as a
firstbom son of God (4Q418 81 5 -,-c:i i'? il:xl'ID'i; 4Q418 69 15 1-c:j{Jf:i i"!Mi; 1Q26 3 2 1-cj:j J:i'? i'?

il~'::>)

could

be related to Nathan's promise about the Davidic king as the adopted son of God, l Sam 7: 14; 1Chr17:13 (see
further section 4.3.4).65
Another biblical line which 4Qlnstruction 'occupies' and links to the elect community only, is the promise to
Aaron/Levi that God (and priestly dues) will be his portion and inheritance among the Israelites instead of any
part of the land. The same is true of the interpretation of the promise to Israel in Exod 20:5-6 found in 4Q418 81
7-8 (see section 4.3.2). The apocalyplic and eschatological hermeneutics of this author enabled such
reinterpretation of Scripture.

4.1.6. The 'mystery to come'
We now come to raz nihyeh, the central revelatory concept in 4Qlnstruction, occurring 23 times.66 The
enlightened reader of 4Qlnstruction, to whom the end-lime mysteries of God have been revealed, is repeatedly
64"He

also composed hooks of odes and songs, a thousand and five, of parables and similitudes, three
thousand ... There was no form of nature with which he was not acquainted or which he passed over without
examining, but he studied them all philosophically and revealed the most complete knowledge of their several
properties. And God granted him knowledge of the art used against demons for the benefit and healing of men.
He also composed incantations by which illnessses are relieved, and Ieft behind forms of exorcisms with which
those possessed by demons drive them out, never to retum." On the tradition of Solomon 's wisdom, see K.
Berger, "Die koniglichen Messiastraditionen des Neuen Testaments", NTS 20 (1974) 1-44.
65Cf. the Targum to 1 Chr 17: 14 which interprets Nathan 's promise both on the royal messiah and the
community: ~'?.Il 1.11 lPrn "il' il'i'l'O?o 'Ol'Oi ~?.11 1.11 •rro?o:Ji 'Ø"lpo n':J:l '0.ll:J JC'ilO il'.lO'p~i "And I will
maintain him faithful in My people, in My sanctuary and in My kingdom for ever; and the throne of his
kingdom shall be established for ever" [see A. Sperber, (ed.), The Bibie in Aramaic, vol. 4A, The Hagiographa,
Leiden 1968, 21). On the relation between the messiah and the community in this targumic passage, see S.
Aalen, '"Reign' and 'House' in the Kingdom of God in the Gospels", NTS 8 (1962) 215-40, pp. 234-40.
According to Aalen, 'Urpc n':J and 'no?o are here synonymous with '0.11 and thus designations for the
messianic community.
66The phrase il'ilJ n::i l~ il'?l occurs in 1Q26 14; 4Q416 V 18 (=4Q418 10 l); 4Q418 123 ii 3-4; 184 2-3,
190 2, 4Q423 5 1-2, possibly in 4Q423 7 6-7. il'ill li occurs further in 1Q26 I 1; 4Q415 6 4; 24 1; 4Q416 /ll 5
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admonished to continue to reflect on these mysteries and his eschatological hope (see below, note 74). The text
achieves its persuasiveness by referring to the spiritual inheritance of the elect (to the blessing he has
experienced through the community) and to raz nihyeh. The author does not present his own instruction as
inspired.67 Raz nihyeh and the Book of Hagi, however, have divine origin (on the Hagi, see section 4.1.7). The
addressee is exhorted to meditate on raz nihyeh, which must be a well-known concept for him.
Biblical and sectarian use of raz can set the concept of raz nihyeh into profile. In the Bibie h 'mystery' occurs
only in the Aramaic part of Daniel (9 times). In sectarian vocabulary ri is a central phrase for the mysteries or
secrets of God, see e.g. lQW I 11; VIII 5-6, 11; IX 23; XII 13, 20. ~?ti 'li 'wondrous mysteries' is used in lQS
IV 6; IX 18; XI 5; lQHa 121; II 13; VII 27; XI 10. It is often used about the knowledge of God and His ways,
which now is revealed to the members of the community.68 Raz is common in 1Q/4QMysteries,69 and is used in
4Qinstruction not only in combination with nihyeh: 417 lX 27 l'J!:)'h:J )l'l:J!"ll11 i,.::>øo
knowledgeable son, meditate on your secrets", 417 rx 4, 15, 4Q418 219 2 ~~

f:J [i1~1 "And you,)

(' )ri;

4Q417 rx 6 c?i.il [•Jn;

4Q418 177 7a 1'1i .in. Raz nihyeh occurs twice in 1Q/4QMysteries, in lQS XI 3-4, and possibly in 4Q413
(4QComposition Conceming Divine Providence).70 4Qinstruction relates raz nihyeh to revelation: six of the
occurrences in 4Qinstruction connect l'l'l"U n with il?l 'reveal' .71
Considerable scholarly attention has been given to the understanding of raz nihyeh in lQS XI 3-4 ill.CO•!:)
'J'O' Jl>ØO

c?'l.ll

~1\"11

l'l'm [r]i:i •:i::i? ni1~1 'J'.ll iW':J."T 1'n11'?li):J11i~

r;rni

'\nlli

"He let His light shine from the source

of His knowledge. My eye has beheld His wonders, and the light of my heart the mystery to come. He that is
everlasting is the support of my right hand". Wernberg-Møller and Licht discuss the meaning and temporal
aspect of raz nihyeh in this text in light of IQS Ill 15 l'l''ill1 il1\1 ';11!:) n1.lnil
"Ill

':i~.

and CD Il 9-10 c•o?ill

"loi ';!!:)?

n1"i'01. Wemberg-Møller translates lQS XI 3:.4 "my heart has beheld the secret of what happens and will

(=4Q417 lll 10-11); V 9, 14, 21; 17 3; 4Q417 lX 8 (=4Q418 43 4), 10, 20 (=4Q418 43 14), 23 (=4Q418 43 16);
X 5; 4Q418 77 2, 4; 172 1; 4Q423 3 2. JM il?l isa technical term forrevelation, see note 71).
67Cf. CD I and 1QS VIII, which attribute revelation to the community, but do not claim themselves to be
pieces of such revelation. See G.W.E. Nickelsburg, "l Enoch and Qumran Origins: The State of the Question
and some Prospects for Answers", SBLSP 25 (1986) 34-60, pp. 342-3.
68See R.E. Brown, ''The Pre-Christian Concept of Mystery"; H. Barstad, "Prophecy at Qumran?", In the last
Days. On Jewish and Christian Apocalyptic and its Period (K. Jeppesen, K. Nielsen, B. Rosendal, eds.), Aarhus
1994, 104-120.
6913 occurrences: raz nihyeh in IQ27 1i3, 4 (= 4Q300 3 4); raz further in 1Q27 2, 7; 13 3; 4Q299 2 i 17; 2
ii 11, 15; 5 2; 40 2; 4Q300 1ii2; 8 5, 7.
704Q413 4-5 (emended): l'l'm n::i C'J':JO JMI ':iM i!':il i~I'!:) "as God opened the ears [of those who understand to
the mystery to come". The small fragment 4Q413 demonstrates many similarities lo 4Qinstruction, see Elgvin,
"Admonition Texts", 183, 185. See also Qimron, "A Work concerning Divine Providence: 4Q413".
71Qne of the two basic meanings ofil?l in the Bibie is 'uncover'. In secular usage "110 il?l means to divulge
secrets by slandering (Prov 11:13; 20:19; 25:9). Ps 98:2 connects il?l with .In'. In the prophetic literature and in
the Iiterature intimately related to it, il?l is used as a technical term for revelation both in visions and auditions,
cf. Arnas 3:7 TiO i1?l. il'il recurs in the Aramaic portions of Daniel; 2:22 "he reveals deep and mysterious
things". In the other occurrences in Daniel l i is the object ofil':il (2:19; 28-30, 47). JI~ il?l in a secular context
means 'proclaim something to someone' (1 Sam 20:2, 12, 13; 22:8, 17Qere; Ruth 4:4). In religious usage it isa
technical term for revelation (1Sam9:15; 2 Sam 7:27; Job 33:16; 36:10, 15). See H-J. Zobel, "i!?l galah; n?u
golah; nfo galuth", TDOT 2, 476-88. Zobel comments that in the Qumran community, a principal element of
these revealed secrets is the interpretation of the Bible, disclosing the events to take place in the end-time. In
this connection, the Qumran sect regards as revelation not the Torah or the other parts of the Bible, but only
their own understanding, cf. lQS I 9; VIII 15; IX 13. G. Bomkamm comments that in Daniel we encounter for
the first time 'mystery' in the sense of an eschatological mystery: a veiled announcement of future events
predetennined by God: "µwn'jpwv, µv€w", TDNT4, 802-28, pp. 814-15.
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happen for ever". Both he and Licht interpret i'T'm

ti

and the following words c?w

~rli'T

as parallel terms. Raz

nihyeh is for Licht the mystery of the universe, the mystery that gives the rules of the universe (of what has
come into being, il'itl), and possibly the mystery of the future. The author of lQS knows the rules of the
universe, also those secrets of God's world which now are revealed to the community.72 For Lange, raz nihyeh
is the preexistent sapiential order of creation, which is embodied in the Torah. 73 Milik translates raz nihyeh in
1Q26 and 1Q27 'le mystere futur' (DJD I, 102-104).
The most frequent context of this phrase in 4Qinstruction is iT'itl ti:::l tn"'l/np /ørri/it:n "Meditate/ search/gaze
into the mystery to come" (8 times),74 and iT'ill ro (CJ'l~ Jnl') l"l~JM ~)ml 12M "as He opened your ear (the
ear of those who understand) to the mystery to come" (6 times, see note 66). The enlightened shall continue to
gaze into God's mysteries:

rii~i] ~ ?izn ~»in

Mi i•cn tun.,, iT'l"IJ n::i mn m•?i Cl' "Meditate day and night on

the mystery to come, and search always. Tuen you will know <to discern between> truth and evil, wisdom [and
simplici]ty", 4Q417 IX 8-9. 75 God's revelation gives knowledge: " . .ll1n Mi il'm ti:::l l!l:::l.1 "Gaze into the mystery
to come, and then you will know ..." The phrases J':ln M'l/.ll1n M1/n "and then you will know/understand" recur
in this context [4Q416 V 9, 15; VI 14 (= 17 3); 4Q417 IX 8, 10, 15, 20; 4Q418 77 3; 148 14].
4Qinstruction takes raz nihyeh as a starting point for instructing the enlightened how he shall 'walk' C1?nn.1)
in his everyday life: 4Q416V9-101?itm p"~, -in?nJ .ll1n ~i i.,i,t:l rzni" i'Pfri n::i 1'i1m "walk according to the
mystery to come and investigate His birth-times. Tuen you will gain knowledge of His inheritance and will walk
in righteousness"; 4Q423 3 2 ;?i1m pi n'ill[ ?n::i "by the mystery(?)]to come. Thus you shall walk"; 4Q417 rx
20-21

~l'

'fDllQ]mipm 'C?imm "" ~ n(tJ•ro] .ll'1i iT'm ti:::l ~:i.i )'JO 1::i ~, "And you, understanding son, gaze on

the mystery to come, learn (the path]s of every living thing and its walking according to what is appointed for
the creatur[es of G]od". 4Q417 IX 5-14 makes the meditation on raz nihyeh a basis for man's understanding of
the ways of creation anda blameless way of living (see discussion of this text below).76
4Q416 V 13-21 connects the implementation of the fifth commandment as well as the marital relation closely
with the meditation on the ' mystery to come':
Bend your shoulder to all discipline, with all [knowled]ge purify your heart, and with abundant
understanding your thoughts. Investigate the mystery to come, meditate upon all the ways of truth, and upon
all the roots of evil you shall look. Tuen you will understand what is bitter for a man and what is sweet for a
fellow. Honour your father in your poverty and your mother while you walk. For as God is to man so is his
father, and as masters are toa guy so is his mother, for they are the furnace that conceived you. As He
appointed them over you and (appointed) the inclination (to rule) over the spirit, so you should serve them.
And as He77 opened your ear to the mystery to come, so you should honour them for the sake of your own
72P. Wernberg-Møller, The Manual of Discipline, Leiden 1957, 38, 68, 151; J. Licht, The Rute Scroll. A
Scrollfrom the Wilderness of Judaea. JQS. JQSa. lQSb. Text, Introduction and Commentary (Hebrew),
Jerusalem 1965, 90, 228.
73Weisheit und Priidestination, 45-120; idem, "Wisdom and Predestination in the Dead Sea Scrolls".
744Q417 Ill 10-11(=4Q416 JJJ 5); 4Q416 V 9, 14; 4Q417 lX 5 (reconstructed), 8 (= 4Q418 43 4), 20 (=
4Q418 43 14); 4Q418 77 4; 4Q423 3 2 (reconstructed). Cf. Sir 39:7 "he will ponder the Lord's hidden
mysteries".
1son the exhortation to meditate day and night on God's mysteries, see below, note 142.
7 6The analogy to a central parenetic theme in New Testament epistles is not farfetched; 'you are called and
saved/raised up with Christ, walk therefore according to your calling'. Cf. e.g. Co!. 3:1-17.
77We see no reason for D. Harrington's assertion that the subject for the singular ml here is the parents: ''The
rtiz nihyeh in a Qumran Wisdom Text (JQ26, 4Q415-418, 423)", RevQ 17 (19%) 549-53; idem, Wisdom Texts
From Qumran, 44, 47.
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honour, and in[ ]revere them for the sake of your life and the length of your days ... When you take a wife
in your poor estate, investigate (her] birth-times( ... ]from the mystery to come.
A similar reinterpretation of biblical traditions in light of the 'mystery to come' can be seen in a passage
dealing with the gift of the land and redeeming the firstbom before God [4Q423 3 = 1Q26 2 (underlined)]:
;w1• '.l!li, ~'Oi, ." ai" :r;.; i"lmi .,,"!l S,m ri~ nrft[~ ". :-cn'llOJN S,J5i ;i,.im 1;,1 78n•ni ?ro ". io.ilb p...,i, Q:rn
?m.i"7 cm "C>D )';b •nøip1 "10~' ?:i{;,·~ ;,.,," "J!l' ~, ... rt::>l"lCol.l] i,;, ii;,:ii rr;,l!l:i '"'lEl n•!IM" C[.11 rr~·m~
your st)rength will be s[pent] in va[in ." by the mystery(?) ]to come. Thus you shall walk, and am yourl
~ ... as a po]rtion of land. On His word will bear every [womb ... ) to come before your God(?) wit]h
the firstbom of your womb and the firstbom of all [your cattle ... you shall come before you]r[ God(?)] and
say: 'And I sanctify [to God(?)] everyone[ who opens the womb(?)

The words io.iJt; p"i, i:trn are quoted from Lev 26:20 JJ:)fO p•.,., cm and changed from plural to singular. The
quote is from a warning about the hardships which will befal! Israel if the people disobey the Lord. While Lev
26:3 admonishes to walk according to God's laws (-o?n -npn:n:J\), this text makes the search for God's raz

nihyeh the central principle for the life of the elect: when he lives according to this principle, the crops will
multiply. Different from Sirach, Baruch, 4Q525 and llQPsa 154 (see section 4.1.1), true wisdom is found not in
the Torah, but in raz nihyeh! In contrast to Josh 1:8; Ps 1:2 and Ps 119 that urge meditation on (the book of) the
Torah, 4Qlnstruction instructs the addressee to meditate on raz nihyeh.
The use of raz both in 4Qinstruction and sectarian texts indicates that raz nihyeh refers to God's plan for
world history. A fragmentarily preserved passage connects raz nihyeh with the preordained periods of history:
i'TM[1 ••• ji•;o ri:i C'.l':IO 1n~ ~ rr'l "1!Z1I\ ~ [ •• • ] 0 :i rr'rr' il01 rr'il ilC' i1:l iri1JiT ?,;, [ ... ] C'~ æfl01 C'JID ~'CC,
fi'w o1!lØ' [ ... J•;, ,~ ""iCØil rr;,'7 ipb; [ ... J c."~ m rr;,-øm S,ip111 rr'i{•:i] [ ... ] ';fF 0 !Fi~ '7'0:i rr;,o•:i.i:i }':JO
2 at the coming of the years and the going of the periods [ ... ] 3 everything that comes into being in it, with
what happened and what will come to pass in[ ... ] 4 its period, as God opened the ear of the understanding
ones to the mystery to come[ ... 5 and] you that understand when you meditate upon all these things [ ... 6 in]
her [ha]nd are balanced your deeds with [their] times[ ... 7 ] He will visit you. So, take care, for[ ... 8 He will
(4Q418 123 ii 2-8)
jud]ge evil
The coming and going of the day isa well-known theme in the Qumran scrolls, cf. lQS X 1-3, 10-11; lQH"
XII 4-8; 4Q299 (4QMysta) 5 1-4. In this text the same terminology is used about the passing of the p eriods of
history. Lines 2-3 speak about what has happened and will happen within the periods of history. According to
lines 4-5. these secrets of God have been revealed to the elect who are admonished to continue to meditate upon
them.79 In lines 5-6 we encounter the preordained ways of the elect. The use of hayah in this passage suggests
that the word il'i'O in the phrase raz nihyeh is aNip'ill participle of hayah, as rr'rrl1 '7'0 (participle of hayah)
occurs in line 3 and i1'iO ri in line 4.80 However, rr'iO probably plays both on the Nip'ill perfect (nihyah) and the
participle (nihyeh) of il'il. The perfect points to God's mysterious deeds in the past, the participle to the

78The occurrence of rr'rt.i and "J?itm make the reconstruction il'ni ri:i highly probable.
79A similar exhortation is found in 4Q298 (4QcrA Words of the Maskil to All Sons of Dawn) 3-4 ii 9-10,
where 1o•:in is used for looking back into the past: ] n.rl? W":ln m·~i(cfrp:ii mCl'1.ll rP:l u-:in "'l:lb;j "so that you may
understand the end of the ages, and look upon former things in order to know[". As said above, 4Qinstruction
often uses this same verb, ~i . in connection with raz nihyeh. 4Q298 isa sectarian composition which probably
should be dated to the first century CE (seePfann, "4Q298: The Maskil's Address to All Sons of Dawn"), and it
is likelythat the sectarian author of 4Q298 knew 4Qlnstruction. Cf. also CD Il 7-13, which in away similar to
this text speaks about God's preknowledge of the periods of history and their contents, His preknowledge of the
deeds of the unrighteous and His establishing an elect remnant to whom He reveals His truth.
SO()bserved by Schiffman, "4QMysteries•: A Preliminary Edition and Translation", 210-11.
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(eschatological) mystery which is coming into being, the unfolding mystery. The expression c'?w

i'T'i1J i,'01

"everything that ever came into being" (418 69 ii 6) clearly points toa meaning of il'i'O in the past tense. Thus,
the use of raz nihyeh in 4Qlnstruction makes an exclusive futura! meaning of nihyeh difficult (cf. Milik's
proposal to understand raz nihyeh as ' the future mystery').
4Qinstruction shares the apocalyptic and sectarian view of the predestined periods (C"~p ) of history (see
4Q416 VI 14-15; 4Q417 /X 9; 4Q418 2 6; 69 ii 14; 123 ii 2, 4; 1619;177 2). The sequence of periods according
to the divine plan is enigmatic and mysterious, and therefore designated '~ •n in the sectarian writings.81 lQS
III 23 ; IV 18; l QM Ill 9; lQpHab VII 5; VIII 14 relate these 'mysteries' to the divine plan for history.82 Raz
nihyeh has the same connotations in 4Q418 123 ii 2-8 (see above) and4Q417 /X 5-16 (see below). 1Q27

(lQMyst) 1i3-4 connects the mystery to come with the understanding ofboth the past and the future;
i'T'i'O ne

io'1:l ~1' 110~1 rm.,.i,.v

~1:1' i~ ile 1.111' ~1'1 'l!ltin.i ~1' m·~icip:i.1 i'T'i'O n

1.111' ~1'1

"But they did not know the

mystery to come, and the former things they did not consider. They did not know what is to come upon them,
and they did not save their lives by the mystery to come". 4Qlnstruction exhorts the understanding of the former
things; il~J:Ji, C"fll m•ncipi, i'O':l [ " ] understanding, to the former things [you ]should pay attention" (4Q418 148 ii
6); )~ [ ... crn)b ''i'O:J }l"Cnti "medita]te on what e[ver] came into being [ ... ] etemal [" (4Q418 238 3-4).
4Q417 Ill 10-12 relates raz nihyeh to .vro• •'l'1c, the birth-times (origins) of salvation, and to inheriting eternal
glory:

c'1» mow i!o."1'7.l~'1 [?c·.l'l'~' ,~!) ~m ';:\i}ln ,m "1u 'C .ll'l1 83.vizr "'1c npi iT'ilJ n:i. o:i.i
Gaze upon the mystery to come, understand the birth-times of salvation and know who will inherit glory
and corruption. Will it not be[ garland for the poor ones(?)J and eternaljoy for their sorrow?
The message is: when you study God's mysterious plan ofredemption you will understand the pangs of
salvation - the secrets about the end-time - and thereby you will know who will inherit glory (namely, the elect)
and who corruption (namely, the sans of the pit).84 Similarpassages which urge the man of understanding to
meditate upon God's mysteries and thereby gain knowledge are found in 4Q416V13-15 (see above) and 4Q417
IX 4-10. 4Q417 /X 4-12 connects raz nihyeh with God's act of creation:

81 D.

Dimant, "Qumran Sectarian Literature", Jewish Writings of the Second Temp le Period. Apochrypha,
Pseudepigrapha, Qwnran Sectarian Writings, Philo , Josephus (M.E. Stone, ed.), Assen/Maastricht and
Minneapolis 1984, 483-550, p. 536.
82The same thought is later found in 2 Baruch and 4 Ezra: 2 Bar 81:4 "the Most High ... made known to me
the mysteries of the times, and showed me the coming of the periods"; 85:8 "the Most High ... has shown to us
that which comes, and has notconcealed from us what will happen at the end", 4 Ezra 7:43 "all shall see what
has been predetermined for them. For it will last for about a week of years. This is My judgement and its
prescribed order"; 14:5 "wondious things ". the secrets of the times." the end of the times".
8 3The sentence .vizr •'l'1o npi is parallel to i'T'il) n:i. ci:i.i. .11111' "i,ic can be interpreted as 'birth-times/birthpangs/origins of salvation', cf. 4Q416 V 9 M'1c 1111,, "inquire His (God's) birth-times"; and lQH• XII 7-8
where nu .,i,ic carries the meaning 'beginnings of the set times'. On the word ,i,ic, see comments by Milik
(DJD I, 104) and Schiffman ("4QMysteriesa: A Preliminary Edition and Translation", 213; DJD XX, 37).
84It is tempting to connect this passage (and the concept of iT'ilJ n) with the role of the Righteous Teacher
who revealed the hidden eschatological meaning of the Scriptures to the sect, cf. lQpHab VII 1-14 (especially
lines 4-5, 12-14 i~
~i:i.·"" ·~p
~·~ C'ælli i'i:l.11 'i:li
~ ~ ""'Ul'iloi i~ p~
i,,111illm
mi.Il 'fi:l
ppn "lts interpretation concems the Righteous Teacher, to whom God has disclosedall the
mysteries of the words of His servants, the prophets ... for all the periods of God will come in their order, as He
ordained for them in the mysteries of His wisdom''). If 4Qlnstruction is presectarian, it seems to reflect much of
the ' theology of the Teacher' present in the movement before his appearance.
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Loo[k] at [His won]drous mysteries,[ for He is the awesome God. Get knowledge about the beginnings of
] your ". Look[ at the mystery to come and the deeds of old. to what was and what comes into being and to
what will be, and at al]l eternal myster[ies] with the [everlasting] se[crets(?)
, then you will see(?)
what was and what comes into being with what will b]e, in all [the periods of etemity(?) ." look upon ]deed
and d[eed, day and night meditate on the mystery to clome. and search always. Tuen you will know truth
and evil, wisdom [and simplici)ty...[ ] understand(?) the creatures [of God(?)] in all their ways with their
destiny in all the periods of eternity as well as the eternal visitation. Tuen you will discern between [go]od
and [evil in their ]deed[s,) for the God ofknowledge is the foundation oftruth.
(lines 4-10)
Especially revealing are lines 10-12:
?;ii':I) ';[ip? il'ro.110 n?.Da:ii n~· m;i"\11
i'IO['" '115 C.il trro.ilc iW1' M rD'iti il'ilJ mi
By the mystery to come He designed its foundation, <and> its creatures with a[ll wis]dom. According to
all[ cun]ning He fashioned it, and the domain of its creatures according to a[l]I [under]standing(?).

l',.,,

A comparison with the Hymn to the Creator in 11QPsa reveals the following: 11QPS' Creat 4-8 is dependent
on Jer 10:12-13 (cf. especially Jer 10:12 cr.cro itQJ 'lrui:in:ii ~?:in )';:)O TI;:):J

fi~ iW.11)

and combines this verse

with Gen 1: 1; Prov 3:19 fi~IO' i"IO:ln::i mil'; Prov 8:22-31; and Ps 33:6 c~-?:> 1'!J mi:J1 'W.llJ

C'.crD

m.i'

i:Ji:l.

The

Hymn to the Creator states that God created the world "by the knowledge of His mind" ('l:l? n.l1i:J), "by His
power" (rn.:>::i), "by His wisdom" ('ltlQ:)l'T:l), and "by His understanding" (iroi:in:i):

crcø i!ClJ m:in:i 'l!'IQ:;)1n:J ?:in J':>o rn.:>::i ~ ilrD.11 T!"tl ." '1:1? n.l1i:l r:i." '1'TrD

By the knowledge of His mind He established the dawn ... Blessed be He who made the earth by His power,
establishing the world by His wisdom. By His understanding He stretched out the heavens,

The Hymn to the Creator does not reveal apocalyptic or sectarian characteristics. Various synonyms ('l:l? n.l1i ,
11-0, ~Tl, '1t'll'Q!"\)

are used to describe the wisdom of God, the agent by which He created the world. The
preposition -:i is used in an instrumental meaning. 85 However, according to 4Q417 IX 10~12, God's agent in
creation is not~, but raz nihyeh: ilrD1~ M !O'ii> il'ilJ n:i. While nq::m, ilq"\11 and iii'::l) are·portrayed as
accompanying attributes of God, raz nihyeh is the plan by which He designed the world and its foundations:
only raz nihyeh is preceded by the instrumental -:i.
From the passages discussed we can conclude that raz nihyeh isa comprehensive word for God's mysterious
plan for creation and history, His plan for man and for redemption of the elect It is 'salvation history' in a wider
meaning. 86

85The

87

The translation 'mystery to come' hetter catches the historical and eschatological connotations of

instrumental use of -:i in Jer 10: 12 and 11 QPSI Creat 4, 7-8 can depend upon an early interpretative
combination of Proverbs 8 and Gen 1:1-3, equalling n'UMi of Gen 1:1 with n"l!Mi of Prov 8:22, as is done in
Gen. R. 1.1. Cf. also the late text m. 'Avot 3.18 'm'll"I ". c?Wil ~i:JJ i:iro iiitYl -?:>"the instrument of delight
wherewith the world had been created ". My Torah".
86Contra Strugnell, who asserts that 4Qlnstruction has no interest in the concept of salvation history: "The
Sapiential Work4Q415ff.".
87This use of raz nihyeh is paralleled by later targumic use of raz. Targums Neofiti and Pseudo-Jonathan on
Gen 49:1 portray the sons of Jacob gathered around their father's deathbed "after the end had been revealed to
him (~'P il'? •?lMi JO), expecting him to tell them the eschatological secrets: "the concealed secrets (~"n
~''O'no), the hidden periods of the end-time (~"Ml il''ll'P) , the giving of the rewards of the just and the
punishment of the wicked and what the happiness of Eden is". But God prevented Jacob from doing so: "When
the end-time (rottp) was revealed to him, the mystery (lm) was hidden from him". See Bockmuehl,Revelation
and Mystery, 94-7. The Ietters of Paul provide another parallel. Paul' s favourite use of µoon'ipLov is for the
divine economy of redemption: I Cor 2:7; Rom 11:25; 16:25; Col 1:26; cf. Eph 1:9; 3:3; 6:19. See R.E. Brown,
"The Semitic Background of the New Testament Mysterion". Similarly, the eschatological section in T. Levi
2:7-4:1 designates the message Levi shall proclaim on salvation history as God's mysteries, µvcrrftpLa airrov
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raz nihyeh than 'mystery of being' .88 A close parallel to raz nihyeh, ~ n'l"i1l, is found in CD XIII 8: the
preceptor "shall make the Many knowledgeable in the deeds of God, and make them understand His mighty
marvels, and recount to them what ever came into being" (c?'W nw1J =c?'i)b "itl, 4Q418 238 3). These mysteries
of salvation history are revealed to the elect. 89
Lange is probably right when he sees raz nihyeh as the preexistent sapiential order of creation. But his
assertion that an apocalyptic author identifies this mystery with the Mosaic Torah, cannot be upheld. As argued
above, the apocalyptic eireles primarily refer to esoteric secrets not contained in the Torah. We conclude that

raz nihyeh represents an apocalyptic reinteipretation of the concept of divine Wisdom,90 that stresses the
esoteric nature of God's revelation.
The use of raz and raz nihyeh in 4Qinstruction can be contrasted by a comparison with the attitude to
'mysteries' in some later sources. The word n only occurs a few times in talmudic literature (see note 87). In
spite of its occurrence in Daniel, this phrase seems to have been censored by the rabbis because of its sectarian
and apocalyptic connotations.91 In contrast to the admonition of 4Qinstruction to meditate on the hidden
mysteries (see below on 4Q417 IX 13-14), rabbinic Iiterature warns against engaging in such speculations.92
(2:10). According to Ulrichsen, this section belongs to the apocalyptic passages added to the Grundschrift ofT.
12 Patr. in the firstdecades after 160 BCE: Die Grundschrift, 329-43.
88We used the latter translation in our paper "Admonition Writings" (so also Wacholder, A Preliminary
Edition, Ill, xii-xiii). Lange translates "Geheimnis des Werdens". He does not see any eschatological dimension
in raz nihyeh in 4Qinstruction, as he does in 1Q/4QMysteries. Neither can he in 4Qlnstruction see any explicit
reference to history in raz nihyeh, but comments that the connection with the heavenly tablets could admit for
such a component: Weisheit und Priidestination, 91-2, 120. Lange basically ·works with one passage only,
4Q417 IX. A study of all the references to raz nihyeh in 4Qlnstruction suggests that Lange's conclusions on this
point must be revised.
89Similarly, l Enoch 93:10 proclaims that God reveals such secrets to the elect at the completion of the age
of evil: "there shall be chosen the elect ones of righteousness from the eternal plant of righteousness, to whom
shall be given sevenfold instruction concerning all His creation". We render "concerning all his creation" with
Ethiopian MSS Band C. MS A has "concerning all his flock/possession". These words are omitted in 4QEns
which reads [J'i-P :ifmn lnOi iiå:ln i!•llP)il :i.11::iø "i.
90Harrington is vague on this issue: "Sapiential Work A laclcs any personification of Wisdom and any
extended meditation on wisdom (unless the 'mystery that is to be/come' plays an analogous role)": " Two Early
Jewish Approaches to Wisdom", 127. In our opinion, the wisdom instruction in 4Q417 IX can be characterized
as an extended meditation on wisdom (see below). As for the meaning of raz nihyeh, Harrington concludes that
"it seems to be a body of teaching ... It concems behaviour and eschatology ... an extrabiblical compendiummost likely something like the Maskil's instruction in 1QS3,13-4,26. Or it could be the 'Book of Meditation'
(1 QSa 1,6-8) by which the prospective member of the movement is to be instructed (at home?) between the ages
of ten and twenty. Or perhaps it may be the 'Book ofMysteries' (1Q27; 4Q299-301) with which it is already
associated by use of the term rz nhyh and its content to some extent": "The raz nihyeh in a Qumran Wisdom
Text", 552-3. We agree that raz nihyeh could be called a body of teaching, but doubt it should be identified with
a specific literary unit
91Raz does not occur in Sipra, Sipre or Meldlta. Further, these sources use i'JO only in biblical quotations. Raz
occurs in a late addition to ~bot: m. :>Abot 6:1 m'll"l •n 'i? 1-?:ic1 "the secrets ofTorah are revealed to him". For
the rabbis all mysteries in the end are mysteries of Torah. See Bockmuehl, Revelation and Mystery, 109-123.
92See especially m. Hagigah 2: 1 "The forbidden degrees may not be expounded befare three persons, nor the
story of creation befare two, nor the chariot befare one alone, unless he is a sage that understands by his own
knowledge. Whosoever gives his mind to four things, it were hetter for him if he had not come into the world what is above? what is beneath? what was beforetime? and what will be hereafter", b. Hagigah 1lb, y. Hagigah
2.1. See S.E. Loewenstam, "What is Above, what is Below, what was Beforetime and what will be Hereafter"
(Hebrew), Fs. J. Kaufmann (M. Haran, ed.), Jerusalem 1961, 112-21. Note that the mishnah uses the words
'111Jr10 r:ioi CJ:>n 1'l"i'T forthose who are allowed to discuss lofty matters in private (cf. above, nates 24-26 on
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The Rosh Hashanah liturgy reserves 'the hidden things' (mino)) for God:,"~ ';i:> ipiDi c?w i'WllO i:m ilM
1'}'ll ilJO inoJ

1'1', 1i"l:l=> ~c:> •m';i i1Tt=>ø 1'~ •,:, n'~i::JO!D mincJ 1io.ii moi';i»n ';i:> i';ixi 1')D';i .t:np "You remember what

was wrought from etemity and are mindful of all that has been formed from of old. Befare You all mysteries
were revealed and all the hidden things from the beginning, for nothing is forgotten befare Your glorious
throne, and notbing is hidden from Your eyes". But at the same time, the supplicant opens his mouth befare God
"based on the secrets of the wise and understanding on es, the knowledge of the disceming ones", c•o:m iioo
C'mroi

n'?Dn:J

'D ~. C')':JO

run

ic';ioi, C'J'l:l.n.

The Yom Kippur prayer also includes the motif of God's mystery: Jrw

ilM ni';in" minoli ';i:> ~?.i

"do You not

know all things, both hidden and revealed" {said befare the confession of sins). Similarly we find in the Qumran
Yom Kippur prayer: ni]';inii niinoJiT nlli' iTM1 "You have known things hidden and revealed" (4Q508 2 4).93
Next to the form ula of m?nii niinOli we find in the conventional Jewish Yom Kippur prayer: c?i»

'ti lli'l' iTn~

'Il?::> •inc moi?.llni "You know the etemal secrets and the hidden mysteries of all the living". The Iiturgy's
c?w94 seems

•n

to overlap with il'm n in 4Qlnstruction, but in the liturgy they belong to the realm of God and are

not revealed to the community.
What is revealed to the elect according to 4Qlnstruction, 3 Enoch ascribes (more gloriously) to
Enoch/Metatron:
•m? ri?l n·~i:J 'iic ?:>i c?'W 'li ';i;ii ...

no•on min 'PO.ll ?:ii ilQ,:)tl 'li ?.::> ~ il ":JPil •? iT?l

The Holy One, biessed be He, revealed to me from that time onward all the mysteries of wisdom, all the
depths of perfect Torah ... All the mysteries of the world and all the orders of creation stand revealed be fore
(3 Enoch 11:1-2)
me.
i!Z11':J Wl.llilfi iioi iio ';!:>i 95:Jio

,; •n-';iJ ni

n 7.:>i C'n llii'i ...

... 'Knower of Secrets'. Every secret I have revealed to him as a Father, every mystery I have made known
to him in uprightness.
(3 Enoch 48C:7)96
We note that in this text the revelation of mysteries is connected to divine fatherhood, as in 4Qinstruction
(4Q418 81 5, see section 4.3.4). 3 Enoch 48C:9 gives Metatron the task of conveying wisdom to the
understanding ones arnong mankind:

1.., IT11l cn';i niii.i? 'i:Ji 'li c,"'T';i m?J? iT}':J 'lli[i]-';i ~:ioi i0Rl2' llic 'J'QJ';i ~~il m•:Ji c?um •c:in ';i:>? ilO:>n in•?
·~

to give wisdom to all the wise of the world, and understanding and knowledge to those who understand, as
it is written 'He confers wisdom on the wise, and knowledge on !hose with wit to discern', to reveal to them
the secrets of My word and to instruct them in the decree of My righteous judgement.

]':J~':JO

in 4Qlnstruction). lQ/4QMysteries, which is related to 4Qlnstruction, encourages investigation of the
mysteries of creation; "what is beforetime and what will be hereaf[ter ... let us make known ... you who hold fast
to the mysteries" [4Q300 (4QMystb) 8 2-6 ].
93See M. Weinfeld, "Prayer and Liturgical Practice in the Qumran Sect", The Dead Sea Scrolls - Forty Years
ofResearch, 241-58, p. 246.
94 Also 3 Enoch uses the term c?w 'li (see next paragraph). According to our reading, this same phrase is
used in 4Q417 IX 6 ?ill n'l01?)bn? C'7W [•]fi '?['C:J1 (this text is discussed below). 1Q/4QMysteries twice uses 'li
ill (4Q299 2b 5; 4Q300 1 ii 2).
95Text as rendered by H. Odeberg, 3 Enoch or The Hebrew Book of Enoch, 2nd ed., New York 1973, with
five MSS. P.S. Alexander (in Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, vol. 1, 312) follows one MS
which have :J\~:> i';i •ml "revealed to him as in love".
96From an appendix to 3 Enoch, see P. Alexander, "3 Enoch", Charlesworth, The Old Testament
Pseudepigrapha, vol. 1, 223-315, pp. 310-12.
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This survey shows a clear con trast in the attitude to divine mysteries, ~ •n, between 4Qlnstruction,
1Q/4QMysteries and sectarian writings on the one hand, and later rabbinic literature on the other. While the first
group of writings encourage study of the secrets of creation, history and the end-time, and claiJn that these
mysteries may be revealed to the community, talmudic literature warns against devoting oneself to such
speculations. The liturgies of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kipp ur belong midway between these two opposing
views. According to the liturgy, the mysteries belong to the realm of God, hut at the same time secrets known to
the wise ones provide the basis for the confident supplications to the Almighty. 4Qlnstruction's use of raz for
secrets of history and end-time is paralleled by targumic use. The most daring attitude to heavenly mysteries is
represented by later Hekhalot literature such as 3 Enoch.

4.1.7.1. The heavenly Book of Hagi, 4Q417 IX

A wisdom instruction on the meditation on God's mysteries is located in the middle of the book (4Q417 IX,
we have interpreted the following column as an apocryphal story about Noah). It is crucial for grasping the
author's thinking about revelation, and has already been subject to contrasting interpretations. We quote the
complete column, although we mainly discuss lines 13-21.97

n1'Po n~i l°[
•ri:J ;i[~ t!l]:lfrl OO[

4

[n'm noi il'i!J i10? C"lp 'Ø.llOi il'i!J n:J ]o:i.i ii00 i1;:,(]0°æ:ii i0 [

5

O

[no?

3

~,

?~~

'7:xJn

0;~,il1 ~ ~ii1 ~'' ~j?.)
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11
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19
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97Reconstructed with 4Q418 43 (lines 4-19, underlined).
98Text correction. The scribe wrote ~:i (see below, note 100).
99'J'he original text read mi Cll "together with spirit". A corrector has added the word C.ll supralinearly, so
that the meaning is "with a spiritual people".
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3.
4.

And] you, underst[a]nding one,[
Loo[k] at [His won]drous mysteries,[ for He is the awesome God. Get knowledge about the
beginnings of
J
5. [ ] .. your " . Look[ at the mystery to come and the deeds of old. to what was and what comes into
~

6. [and to what will be, and at al]l etemal myster[ies] with the [everlastingJ se[crets(?)
, then you
will see(?) ~
7. [was and what comes into being with what will bJe, in all [the periods of etemity(?)
look upon] deed
and d[eed,]
8. [day and night meditate on the mystezy to clome, and search always. Then you will know truth and evil,
wisdom
9. [and simplici]ty . .. [ J understand(?) the creatures [of God{?)] in all their ways with their destiny in all the
periods of etemity as well as the etemal
10. visitation. Then you will discem between [go}od and [evil in their ]deed[s,] for the God of knowledge is
the foundation of truth. By the mystery to come
11. He designed its foundation, <and> its creatures with a[ll wis]dom. According to all[ cun)ning He
fashioned it, and the domain of its creatures
12. according to a[l]l [under]standing(?). To you He will assign a[l]l .. with ... According to their
understanding [He or]dained for every cr[eatu]re, to walk
13. in the finclinationl of his ll!lderstanding. And He interpreted for the p[oor on]es(?) all her [ ]",and with
proper understanding [the hid]den things
14. of His thought are known, when one walks [b]lameless[ly in all ]one's d[ee]ds. These things seek always,
and meditate [on al]l that
15. results from them. Then you will have knowledge of et[ernal] glory [wi]th His wondrous mysteries .i!rul
mighty deeds. And you
16. understand the origin of your own doing when you remember the st[ylus. For] with it100 was the decree
~raved, and ~ed is the entire visitation
17. For the engraved is decreed by God against all iniquity of the sons of perdition, and written in~
msence is a book of memory
18. of those who keep His word. It is the Vision of Hagi and a book of memory. He gave it as inheritance to
man with a spiritual people, f[o]r
text reads ~:i 4t ]ilil pi;:,o. Following a proposal by E.E. Knudsen (personal communication), we reconstruct t?>]bii pi:io "when you remember the st[ylus" (with which the decree was engraved).
Alternatively one could reconstruct n]bii pi:io "when you remember that ti[me. For] in it (i.e. in that time)"."
Further, we correct ~:i to i::i. It is almost impossible to make sense of the verbal form lC in the context. Lange
proposes IC(;i '.:> n].ir.i 11i:io ("im Gedachtnis der Ze[it, denn] eingehauen [hat er] das Gebot [geb]racht"),
understanding ~:J[i1 as Hip'il. First, this reconstruction is too long for the lacuna. Second, this scribe would
hardly have written the Hip<;/ oh:::i defectively. Strugnell/Harrington propose la I':> c#l'bii p,::>t:l "remembering
the re[quital (01"21)", which also would be too long for the lacuna. We propose to understand lC as a scribal error
for 'O (masculine, referring to C!l.11) ori1:::i (feminine, referring to mi). lC forl"O could reflect the weakening of the
gutturals in Qumran Hebrew, which can use 'alep as materlectionis for il instead of MT he (see Kutscher, lsaiah
Scroll, 163-4). But 1QJsa has no parallel to lC for l"O. la for 'O is not easily explained as a scribal error.
However, t!l]bil ' the stylus' makes best sense in the context.
100Tue preserved
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19. his inclination is after the likeness of the holy anes. He had not before 101 given Hagi to the spirit of flesh,
for it could not discem between
20. [goo]d and evil with the judgement of its [sp]irit. And you, understanding son, gaze on the mystery to
come, leam
21. [the path]s of every living thing and its walk:ing according to what is appointed for the creatur[es of
G]od[ ] ..[
22. [ ] .. between great and small, and in your counsel[
23. He co]mmanded you by the mvsterv to come[
24. [ ]" know every vision, .an.d..nery[
25. Be~ st[r]ong, dQ.nQ1 touch evil[
for everyone who touches]
26. it will not be unpunished, according to his inheritance in [God's] ..[
And you,]
27. knowledgeable son, meditate on your secrets and [reflect] on the [etemal] foundations,[
28. its [foun]dation in you, their ..[] with the doing of[
29. you shall not follow <the desireS> of [your] hearts and of your e[y]es[
Terms related to knowledge102 and meditation on heavenly mysteries103 recur in this text. Lines 3-13 deal with
the mysteries of creation and history as well as the preordained way of every creature (lines 10-12 are
interpreted above). The addressee is admonished to meditate upon these secrets. According to lines 13-14, the
hidden secrets of God, including the secrets of creation, are now revealed to the elect A passage on the
engraved decree and the Book of Hagi (lines 15-20) is followed by exhortations to the knowledgeable man
(lines 20-29): heshall study God's mysteries (probably including a study of the Hagi) and their relevance for all
living. He shall "know every vision" and keep away from evil. There area number of cruces interpretum in
lines 15-20: is 'the engraved decree' identical with the Book of Hagi, or are they two different books? Should
the first book be identified with the Mosaic Law, and possibly also the second one? Is øi~ in line 18 the sage
Enosh, Adam, or mankind? Should n'IZ> '.tl (line 17) be interpreted as 'sons of Seth' or 'sons of perdition'? Is
'spiritual people' in line 18 a designation for angels or for the end-time community? What is the,meaning of

CJ'IZ>11p m:m 'the likeness of the holy ones' (line 19)? And finally: what kind of book is the Hagi, which is
mentioned also in CD and lQSa (we deal with this question in section 4.1.7.3)?
According to Wacholder's understanding of this passage, the heavenly Book of Hagi (which is identical with
the engraved law, lines 16-17) was given Lo the sage Seth and by him to Enosh, who kept it secret because his
contemporaries did not have the right discemment (understand.ing in line 18 "he<= Seth> bequeathed it to
Enosh"). In the present time the Hagi can be studied by the members of the Qumran sect. 104 Lange understands
this passage somewhat differently: the sons of Seth are the evil generation contemporary with the righteous

1o1We translate ~," 1\!1 'not befare'. Wacholder translates ' not as yet' (A Preliminary Edition, fase . 2, xiii),
and Harrington ' no more' ("Wisdom at Qumran", 145) - which would be the natural translation if the sequence
of the words were 11.U !'1i,. Linguistically both ' not befare', 'not yet', and ' no more' are possible.
1021'::io (1::1) iml'1 (lines 3, 15-16, 20), "''IDO f:J [iTM1 (lines 26-27), t('l!'.li] i'lt:On "'W, ~ .uin ~,(lines 8-9), ?f:J.'1
?~ 'W.l10 [ (line 9), ,i,i]':i ::i{iC?>) J~:J .uin M1(line10), trcJ'::io b:r.J::i 1i,,,m, it[io,i,Jo 7c';i cnr[:i]o';i io'i[t1 (lines 12-13),
m::iøno 'lr'(OJ »Jiu nu•::io 'iØ1':J1(lines13-14), il~ ';i{i;,:i) Jron.111'0n ""IW ~1)b ii:i:>:J .uin ~,(lines 14-15),
lli? :J[w] r::i ll1' ~' ,, (lines 19-20),,,, 7c n!'O'nl] ll11 (lines 20-21), ~.110';1 ::ni i':l ii[ (line 22), JM rim '):)(line 24).
103
i~rn> •ri:J ii[M ~J:lii (line 4), iT'ilJ ro ]t!l::Jii (line 5), ?1.11 mo1';i)bn';i C?ib [•Jh (line 6), trt!b rn iT:Ml (line 8), •n
~?.:i (line 15), iT'ilJ ri::i ~::J.1 (line 20), f!"m rn n;,~[ il~i1 (line 23), ?nn c?'W •Wiabi n;,'rn pmn (line 27).
104A Preliminary Edition, Fascicle Two, xiii.
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Enosh. 105 'Spiritual people', 'the holy ones', and 'those who keep His word' are designations for angels. The
text discems the Book of Hagi from the engraved Law (=the Mosaic Torah). The Hagi, a heavenly book first
revealed to Enosh (and now transmitted to the teacher of 4Qlnstruction), embodies the sapiential order of
creation (raz nihyeh) and refers toa preexistent heavenly form of the Torah. Thus the passage merges the
Mosaic Torah ('the engraved law') with the preexistent divine order described in the heavenly Book of Hagi,
similar to Gen. R. 1.1.106
Our interpretation differs from those referred to above. Previously we saw in this passage a contrast between
the Mosaic Torah which was "engraved by God for all iniquity of the sans of perdition", and the heavenly Book
of Hagi which was written in God's presence and given as eschatological inheritance only to the spiritual
community of the last days. 10 7 But parallels with other sources (Qumranic and non-Qumranic) have led us to
interpret both 'the engraved decree' and the 'Book of Hagi' as designations for ane and the same heavenly
book. This book was inscribed on heavenly tablets at the time of creation, and is not identical with the Mosaic
Torah. It deals with God's preordination of cosmic history and the ways of men: the tablets area Book of
Memory where the righteous ('those who keep His word') are inscribed, and deal also with the iniquity of the
sons of perdition. The Hagi (or some form of it) is now given to the end-time community ('the spiritual
people'), who has received the eschatological gift of spiritual discemment.
According to this text, the Book of Hagi is a heavenly book inscribed in God' s presence. The irnagery of the
heavenly book or tablets where God has recorded the preordained history of the world (or the names of the
righteous) is an old Sumerian theme which is adopted in biblical and Jewish tradition. 108 This passage merges
l05Support for this interpretation can be found in early traditions about the wicked contemporaries of.Enosh:
Gen. R. 2.3; 5.1, 5; 23.6; Lev. R. 23.3; Num. R. 5.3; Tanhuma Bereshit 26; Mekilta Bahodesh 6.34; 3 Enoch 5:68. See L. Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews, Philadelphia 1968, vol. I, 122-4; vol. V, 150-57.
106"Inhalt dieses

Buehes ist die praexistente Ordnung von Sein und Welt, welche die Sch6pfungsordnung,
die Aufteilung der Wirklichkeit in Gut und BOse, Weisheit und Torheit, Wahrheit und Frevel, Geist des
F1eisches und Volle des Geistes und die sich in der Thora artikulierende ethlsche Ordnung der Welt <= raz
nihyeh> enthålt": Weisheit und Priidestination, 89.
107See our paper "The Mystery to Come".
108Marduk and Nebo inscribe world history on tablets: see the inscription by Adad-niraris III (812-783) on a
statue of Nebo, KB 1.1.192-3; and the cylinder inscription by Sargon Il (722-705), KB 2.48-9. Enuma Elish
refers to the tablets of destinies, see e.g. IV 121-2 "He (Marduk) took from hirn (Kingu, the chief demon of
Tiarnat) the tablets of destinies, not rightfully his, sealed <them> with a seal and fastened <them> on his breast"
(ANET, 67). Sirnilarly we hear in the Akkadian myth ofZu I 156-7; Il 7; "She (Tiamat) gave him (Kingu) the
tablet of destinies, fastened on his breast: ' As for you, your command shall be unchangeable, [your word] shall
endurel '";"His (Enlil's) divine tablet of destinies Zu views constantly". In this myth Zu robs the tablets, and is
finally subdued by Ninurta, who brings the tablets back to Anu (ANET 112-13; 514-17).
A 'tablet of life' [im-nam-ti-la, or 'tablet of (one's) curriculum'] is found in a prayer to the God Haia for
King Rirnsin, lines 51-2, "Setze flir den Flirsten Rimsin mit (deiner) Hand in rechter Weise eine freudige
Regierungseit fiir lange Tage. Auf die Tafel des Lebens, die flir ewig unveranderlich ist, setze(?) ihren (=der
Regierungszeit) Namen!". Lines 2, 5 of the same text portray the scribal God Haia holding the 'great tablets', he
is responsible for 'the tablet of destiny': H. Steible, Ein Lied an den Gott Haja mit Bitte fiir den Konig Rimsin
von Larsa, Freiburg 1967, 10, 15. The same words fora tablet oflife are found in a hymn about the goddess
Nungal: Å. SjOberg, "Nungal in the Ekur", AfO 24 (1973) 19-46.
The most important biblical references to the heavenly book are Exod 32:32-33; Isa 4:3; Mal 3:16; Ps 69:29;
139:16; Dan 7:10; 10:21; 12:1. From the post-biblical tradition can be mentionedlub. 30:19-23; 1Enoch47:3;
93:1-10; 103:2; T. Aser7:5; Apoc. Zeph. 3:15-4:13; 14:5; Luke 10:20; Phil 4:3; Hebr 12:23; Rev 3:5; 13:8; 3
Enoch 45:1. See L. Koep, Das himmlische Buch in Anrike und Christentum. Eine re/igionsgeschichtliche
Untersuchung zur altchristlichen Bildersprache, Bonn 1952; 3-27; W. Nauck, "Lex insculpta (m,n pY1) in der
Sektenskrift", ZNW 46 (1955) 138-40; F. NOtscher, "Himmlische Bticher und Schicksalsglaube in Qumran",
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this idea with the concept of the heavenly book of knowledge which is only revealed to a restricted circle, an
idea found in presectarian literature known in Qumran, such as I Enoch and Jubilees. 109 Different from I Enoch
and Jubilees, 4Qinstruction does not refer toa human mediator, such as Moses or Enoch, as recipient of the
book.
This text refers to the stylus (with which the decree was engraved) that determined the origins of one's deeds.
Also other Qumran sources refer to the engraving of human as well as universal history before God. 110 What is
engraved reveals the iniquity of men before the heavenly judge. n 1 The 'Book of Memory', which in this text is
equated with the heavenly Book of Hagi, is a well-known image in the Ancient Near East and in Jewish
tradition; it is a heavenly record of the names of the righteous. 112

RevQ 3 (1958-59) 405-11; S. Paul, "Heavenly Tablets and the Book of Life", JANES 5 (1973), 335-49; G.
Widengren, "The Ascension of the Apostle and the Heavenly Book", Acta Universitatis Upsa/iensis 7 (1950) 7115.
I09Jubilees refers to the engraved heavenly tablets in different functions: they determine the history of the
world and the destiny of individualsand groups (including the record of the righteous): 5:13-14; 16:3, 9; 19:9;
23:32; 24:33; 30:19-22; 31:32; 32:21-22. They decide the times of the festivals: 6:17, 28-35; 18:19; 32:22-29;
49:8. They refer to creation order and ethics: 3:10, 31; 4:5, 32; 15:25; 28:6; 30:9; 32:10-15. See F. Garcfa
Martinez, "Las tablas celestes en el Libro de los Jubileos", Palabra y vida (Fs. J.A. Diaz; A. Vargas-Machuca,
G. Ruiz, eds.), Madrid 1984, 333-49. Our classification of the references is slightly different from Garcfa
Martinez'.
110111e phrase m-in pn (cf. p"tli! mm in this text) appears three times in lQS X: lines 6 and 8 use it about
praising God at the preordained changes of times, according to line 11, the sins of the hymnist stand before him
as an inscribed law; m'ill pn:> T» 1'Ji? '»IZF.lt lQH& I 23-25 uses many of the same phrases as lines 16-17 in this
text: mo '!lp ':lt:>':l J1i:>t n'T!::i iT:l'lE>':l p-pn ':l'l:>.1 "all things are graven before You with a stylus of remernbrance for
everlasting ages": the deeds of men with their sins and guilt, as well as the appointed times of the years in
history are engraved before God with the engraving-tool of remembrance. The similarity of these phrases
indicates a common milieu of origin or same kind of dependency between these texts. 3 Enoch 44:9 refers to the
heavenly books which reveal the guilt of the ungodly in the judgement.
Also other Qumran texts deal with the 'engraving' of the periods of history, which will come as God has
decided; lQpHab VII 13-14 'll10'1ll •n::i [cii'? ppri "~; 4Q180 (4QAgesCreat) 1 3 mn'b ':lll m"YT ~"" 1!lp':l l'P:
4Q247 (4QApoc Weeks?) 1-2 '!D'PliT lJtwiT ~-o·i ." :P~!n l'P; 4Q369 (4QPrayer of Enosh) 1i4-7 c.'i('1.ll]io ':lt:>
111 n'iNln ':l'l:>::i ..• rr.nrn CE>ØO rP 1.ll 'l0Ell!16 ". 'l:l'? i'Trf'Pl"I MO •:i ". Cl1'!lp:J "all their appoin[ted ti]mes in their
periods ". for from of old You have engraved for them ". its judgement until the ordained time of judgement ".
in all the eternal testirnonies" (translation ours).
A noteworthy parallel is 3 Enoch 45:1 ,ll C'Ø1.llll1 }':Ji 'IØlltD }':J E:Yl'tD.lltl ':l:>i c7ui:JIZ1 m'1n ,"" ':l:itD ." C'lpO ':lø Ill~
-o C'p-pn m'1rn '?:l l:)'lO "the curtain of the Omnipresent One ... on which are printed all the generations of the
world and all their deeds, whether done or to be done, till the last generation". These parallels support our
interpretation of ' the engraved decree' as the tablets which record the future history of the world and the deeds
of men, and not the Mosaic Torah.
111 Cf. Jub. 30:22; I Enoch 104:7; and T. Jud 20:4, which refer toa book that records the deeds of the
wicked.
tl2Exod32:32-33; Isa4:3, Mal 3:16 il'N"l' ,~",, i•l!l':l Ji'1:>r '1El0 ::iro•i; Ps 69:29; Dan 12:1; Jub. 19:9; 30:22-23;
1Enoch104:1; CD XX 19; Rev 3:5; 13:8; 17:8; 20:12-15; 21:27. The 'Book ofMemory' is identical with the
'Book of Life' or 'Book of the Living'. See lQM XII 3 which refers to the book of names of the elect people,
and God who engraves the favours of His blessings toward them with the engraving-tool of life (n;,ci':ltD rr-oi
C''f1 oin::i
nmn); 4Q504 (4QDibHama) 1-2 vi 14 c~ 1E>O:J ::iin:m ':l'I:>. 3 Enoch 18:24 and 28:7 refers to "'lDO
C''f1, the book of the living; ch. 27 to M'll'li:lt ~o that records all the deeds of men and forms the basis of God's
judgement; and ch. 33 to scribes stand.ing at the heavenly throne of judgeII_lent. In the Yom Kippur liturgies the
penitents repeatedly ask God to inscribe their names in the Book of Life. E. Puech [La croyance des Esseniens
en la viefuture: lmmortalite, resurrection, vie eternelle? Historie d'une croyance dans le Judaisme Ancien,
vols. I-Il, Paris 1993, 566] combines the 'Book of Life' of 4Q504 with Dan 12:1-2, and sees it as a sign of the
bodily resurrection. This interpretation is far-fetched. The 'Book of Life' is plainly a record of the righteous,
only the Book of Revelation (late first century CE) connects this book with the resurrection. Further, Puech
recently proposed to restore 4Q521 (4QMessianic Apocalypse) 7+5 ii 9 C'l"li! '1El0 ~ 11n]El1 (paper presented at the
International Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolls in Provo, Utah, 16. July 1996).
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In our view 11'Ø

~

'the sons of perdition' are the evil generations of past and present 113 The heavenly tablets

are "decreed against all iniquity of the sons of perditions", and will judge the ungodly on the day of judgement.
The same thought is found in T. 12 Patr.; the heavenly tablets refer to the iniquity of the last generations
(T. Levi 5:4; 14:1; T. Judah 18:1; T. Naphta/i 4; T. Asher 7:5; T. Benjamin 9). Cf. also Rom 4:15; 5:20; and
Galatians 3: according to Paul, a main task of the Torah is to convict with regard to sin.
We further suggest that izru~ should be translated 'man/mankind', as regularly in the Scrolls,114 and that the
sentence ~' ;ii,wi refers to God's bequeathing the Hagi and eschatological salvation to the elect community
among mankind, 115 not to the sage Enosh (so Wacholder and Lange) or to Adam (so Collins).
Early Jewish sources that deal with the biblical sage Enosh do not view him as receiver of divine revelation:
"Enosh was viewed as an important antediluvian figure in Jewish eireles, at least as far back as the second
century B.C.E. In most of these sources, however, his name is only cited as part of a 'chain' of such righteous
antediluvians". 116 The sage Enosh must have been mentioned in a lacuna in 4Q369 (4QPrayer of Enosh), but
probably not as recipient of revelation.111
11 311'ø 'Xl should probably be interpreted as 'the sons of perdition', not as 'the sons of (the sage) Seth'. Cf.
Num 24:17 [quoted in 4Q175 (4QTest) I 13]; the starofJacob will crush the skulls ofn!Zn:r"/.:>, which in the
biblical text must mean a neigbouring tribe, and Lam 3:47 where nl'Ø carries the meaning 'perdition'. CD VII
18-20 interprets Num 24:17 on the Interpreter of the Law and the Prince of the Community: when the latter
arises he will crush all the sons of Seth. It is likely that both CD VII, 4QTestimonia and 4Qlnstruction
interpreted ntD of Num 24:17 in light of Lam 3:47, and saw 'the sons of Seth' as a synonym for 'the sons of
iniquity' .
Another option would be to see 'the sons of Seth' as a designation for the gentile peoples, both in this text,
CD and 4Ql 75. According to Genesis, Seth is the ancestor both oflsrael and the gentiles. But Tg. Ps.-J. to Num
24: 17 identifies 'the sons of Seth' with gentile nations: the Messiah will "make nothing of all the children of
Seth, the armies of Gog, who in the future will make war against Israel" (f'1'nl1i l'll'1 i1'11'i'rDO ntD"1 -u:i ?.:> JP1i'1
~ilO':J ~:iip 'll'O ~iioo?). LXX to Num 24:7, 17 possibly shares this identification of 'the sons of Seth' with
the gentiles: the man who wil1 arise from Israel and ravage the sons of Seth (v. 17) will govem many peoples,
and his kingdom will be more elevated than Gog's (v. 7). However, since 4Qinstruction is concemed also with
the ungodly in Israel, not only among the gentiles, we prefer to stay with our interpretation of 'the sons of Seth'
in this text as 'the sons of perdition' in general. We are not convinced by Lange's proposal that this text relates
the Law only to the sins of the primeval generation ofEnosh and not to the ungodly in general.
114ØiM always carries the meaning 'man/mankind' where it occurs in the Scrolls (see below on 40369). izru~
occurs three more times in 4Qinstruction, always with the meaning 'man' : 4Q418 55 11 J:ii ?~li' •::i C.'l IZIOO;i
i!C'l' '.:> c~ "Are they <not> like men - for he is lazy, and <like> a son of man - for he is silent?"; 4Q418 77 3
C"i~ fyøoi ØiM eæo:i t':in Mi "then you will understand the judgement upon mankind and the testing of[ man";
4Q416/V11-12izru~ ~ il:Ji "greatis the zeal of man".
llSQn this meaning of the root ?ro, see section 4.3.2, note 45.
116 S.D. Fraade, Enosh and His Generation. Pre-Israelite Hero and History in Postbiblica/ !nterpretation,
Chico, CA 1984, 27. An early Manichaean source, however, does present Enosh as author of an apocalypse.
The Cologne Mani Codex, from c.400 CE, preserves traditions in the name of Baraies, a third-century disciple
of Mani. One section of this book summarises five otherwise unknown apocalypses ascribed to Adam, Seth,
Enosh, Shem and Enoch. Bach of these sages "showed his own revelation to his chosen, whom he chose and
gathered together in the generation in which he appeared, and wrote it down to leave to posterity" (Mani Codex,
p. 47). These apocalypses display parallels to Jewish and Christian apocalypses as well as gnostic works. Thus
there is a possibility that Baraies preserves an early Jewish tradition about Enosh as receiver of divine
revelation. See L. Koenen, C. R6mer, Der KOlner Mani-Kodex: Uber das Werden seines Leibes, Opladen 1988;
R. Cameron, AJ. Dewey, The Cologne Mani Codex, Missoula 1979; M. Himmelfarb, "Revelation andRapture:
The Transfonnation of the Visionary in the Ascent Apocalypses", Mysteries and Revelations. Apocalyptic
Studies since the Uppsala Colloquium, 79-90.
Enosh is further mentioned in the Samaritan tradition: in a passage dealing with the revelation of the divine
name to Moses, Memar Marqah 2.12 (ed. Macdonald) nates that im izru~? n:in::i "for Enosh I have inscribed
good" (cf. the mention of izru~ and the Book of Memory, lines 17-18). See Fraade, Enosh and His Generation,
31-7. Memar Marqah is usually dated to the fourth century CE. Memar Marqah 4.9 refers to three righteous
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Collins suggests that 1!11ll' is 'Man' with the meaning Adam: 118 As 'the likeness of the holy ones' refers to Gen
1:27 (see below), so does 111'\ll'. According to Collins, the double creation of Adam in Genesis 1 and 2 is
interpreted by Philo, 119 the Two-Spirit Treatise (IQS Ill-IV) and 4Qlnstruction to express the duality of human
existence. 4Qinstruction understands the two Adams as two types of humanity, a spiritual people 'in the
likeness of the angels' anda 'spirit of flesh'. The addressee is exhorted to share in the angelic knowledge now
being offered to the elect.120
The immediate context speaks for the meaning 'man' and not 'Enosh': The revelation to~ is connected to a
'spiritual people', which must refer to a community in the present, not to the age of Enosh or Adam. There is no
community connected to Enosh in the biblical or post-biblical tradition (the only exception is the Mani Codex,
see note 116). According to both lQS XI 5-6 (see below) and this text, the heavenly wisdom is now given only
to the elect community among mankind.
Collins criticizes Lange for his assumption that Enosh and a spiritual people constitute a righteous remnant, an
interpretation for which there are no parallels. But in his own interpretation of the passage, Adam would have to
be connected to the 'spiritual people', who would be hard to find in Genesis 1-2! Collins further has to appeal to
rnuch later sources for the supposed idea that Adam received a revelatory writing from God.
We will contrast the use of 1!1UI' and "~

m" in the passage under discussion with two sectarian texts: one from

the Rule of Discipline, and the other consisting of some lines from the reconstructed col. V of lQHa (see section
5.1.l on the dependence of lQW Von 4Q417 fX):

noto' mn tzrUl'O mro' it!M il'IZM ')'.!) ill!l':l., cT,i1ll l'l'lr'r.l "my eye has gazed on that which is
etemal; on wisdom concealed from man, on knowledge and wise design <hidden> from the sons of men"
(IQS XI 5-6)
?'I:> ipn ~ J':i."l?' ." 1m'l:ll
CW'!El )':l."l?' "to make the simple understand Your mighty power ... and
make man understand the searching of all things"
( 1Qtta V 3-4)
~ 'DO ill:lill

""':i

ones who gathered from God' s treasures: "Noah gathered from the way of righteousness what brought
sustenance to the souls whom their Lord had chosen. Enoch too opened the storehouse of righteousness and his
soul fed on the provisions of eternal life. Enosh opened the storehouse of praise and called on the name of the
Lord. Thus all his descendants were perfect". We have suggested that (in addition to Noah) also Enoch could
have been mentioned in 4Qinstruction as receiver ofrevelation. This Samaritan triad Noah-Enoch-Enosh would
thus be an interesting parallel if lll'lll' in 4Qlnstruction is interpreted as the sage Enosh.
117 According to Strugnell and Attridge (DJD XIII, 355). 4Q369 supplies the prayer to the Lord mentioned in
Gen 4:26 and Jub. 4:12. Thus the prayer about the appointed times and periods of history in 4Q369 1 i 1-7
would have been uttered by Enosh. The (missing) context of 4Q369 would then have qualified the passage in
question as a prayer. not as a revelation, although line 2 mentions ' mysteries'.
118J.J. Collins, "In the Likeness of the Holy Ones. The Creation ofHumankind in a Wisdom Text from
Qumran", paper presented at the International Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolls in Provo, Utah, 16. July
1996. Collins notes that 1QS III 17-18 uses !V'lll' in a similar sense, ?:in rb!Vr:xb 111'\ll' l'-O i'M'lril "He created Man
to rule the world". Cf. idem, "Wisdom, Apocalypticism and the Dead Sea Scrolls", ledes Ding hat seine Zeit . .
." .Studien zur israelitischen und altorientalischen Weisheit (Fs. D. Michel; A.A. Diesel, R.G. Lehmann, E.
Otto, A. Wagner, eds.), Berlin and New York 1996, 19-32.
119For Philo, Gen 1:26-27 refers to the creation of a heavenly Adam in the image of God, and Gen 2:4-7 to
the creation of his earthly (fleshly) counterpart: On the Creation of the World, 129-34; Allegorical
Interpretations, I, 31 -2. See Scroggs, The Last Adam, 115-22; T.H. Tobin. The Creation of Man. Philo and the
History of Interpretation, Washington 1983, 102-112.
120Support for Collins' proposal could be found in the concluding Yom Kippur prayer v"l?'ll) moo), which
uses the word !VUI' 'man' in the double meaning 'Adam' and ' mankind': TJ~? Ti0.!1' 'll11':lm ~io iru~ n?u, ~
"You distinguished man from the outset and recognized hirn to stand before You" (see section 4.1.7 .3 on the
relations between 4Q417 IX and the Yom Kippur liturgy).
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1C:Ø 'TI)O:J .,.;,~ ni,,_ C,'O::i p:i."I? iø::i mi ~~ il01) ,,,::J.:l .M\"I? ni,,_ ~ [ilru]i,r, n:iC,:iø •ro1 "In the
mysteries ofYour insight [You have ap]portioned all these things, to make Your glory known. [However,
what] is the spirit of flesh to fathorn all these matters, and to understand the se[cret of Your] great [name)"
(1QH8 V20)

m~il

According to the first text, the secrets of God are revealed to the elect, hut withheld from ~. mankind in
general. According to the second, man (rlTI~) can be given understanding of God's might and what has come into
being, even though he is no more than flesh (illl:J mi). Since the Rule of Discipline and the Hodayot only are
some decades later than the discourses of 4Qlnstruction and dependent on the latter (see section 5.1.1), we
should expect that !hese three compositions use the words ~and i!D:l mi in the same way. These sectarian
parallels therefore indicate !hat~ in 4Q4 I 7 IX 18 should be translated 'man', and not 'Enosh' or 'Adam'.
However, the difference between our view and Collins' on this point is not necessarily so great: also Collins
maintains the text aims at the present addressees, who are Adam' s heirs in the positive sense.
The sentence ,,~ C'Ø'lip n•J:Jn:> t\[•p (lines 18-19) can be interpreted "for He fashioned it as a model121 for the
holy ones" (i.e. the elect), 122 "for his inclination is in the likeness of the holy ones",123 or "for He formed him in
the likeness of the holy ones". Collins understands C"Ø'l"lp m::in as a rephrasing and interpretation of C"il~

c?~

in

Gen 1:27: man's positive inclination and understanding derives from his likeness with the heavenly beings
(cm~ in Gen 1:27 is understood as ' angels' 124 ). The knowledge provided by the heavenly Book of Hagi is

angelic. Spiritual man's likeness with the angels enables him to perceive these heavenly secrets. Also I Enoch
93: 1-2 connects the understanding of the heavenly tablets with the angels: "Enoch began to speak from the
hooks ". according to that which appeared to me in the heavenly vision, and which I know from the words of

the holy angels and understand from the tablets of heaven". Collins thus translates "for He formed him in:the
likeness of the holy ones" or "for his inclination is in the likeness of the holy ones".
We now share Collins' interpretation of the phrase C'rlTlip n'.l:ln. 1~· should be interpreted as 'He fonned him '
rather than 'his inclination'. The text conflates Gen 1:27 and 2:7, the suffix refers to Adam and mankind alike.

I Enoch 69: 11 contains a close parallel to the statement "for He formed him in the likeness of the holy ones":
"For men were created exactly like the angels, to the intent that they should continue pure and righteous, and
death, which destroys everything, would have not touched them, had it not been through their knowledge by
which they shall perish".125
121m::in can have the meanings image/model' (cf. Exod 25:9, 40), the related 'blueprint/plan' (cf. 1 Chr 28:
11, 12, 18, 19), or 'pattem/likeness' (cf. 1 Chr 28: 18). On m::in in the Bibie and early Jewish literature, see M.
Wilcox, "According to the Pattem (tbnyt)." ': Exodus 25,40 in the New Testament and early Jewish Thought",
RevQ 49-52 (1988) 647-56.
122Thus our paper "The Mystery to Come", where we interpreted 'the holy ones' as a designation for the
members of the community, as in 4Q418 8112 (on the latter text, see section 4.3.2).
123 So Collins, "The Creation of Humankind".
124
0'~ is regularly used about angels in the Scrolls: lQM I 10-11; IQHa X 8; lQW frg. 2 3, 10.
125 The Book of Similitudes is certainly later than 4Qlnstruction, hut it does contain traditions which are older
than the compilation of the book, like the Noah traditions in ch. 60. The proximity of 4Qinstruction to the
Enoch traditions make it probable that 'ra' C'1111'1p m:in:i ~·b should be interpreted with the same meaning as the
Enochic "for men were created exactly like the angels". According to our interpretation, the sentences ft7MJ•1
mi Cll Cll !Uti~?. 1-i~ C'Ø'l"lp n·~:in:i a\[•p, and iW::i rmC, '1loi Jn:l ~,; 'TI.111 have the same subject (God), which gives
better sense than a change in subject from God in the first sentence, to man in the second one, and back to God
in the third.
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Both Adam and the eschatological community can be portrayed with angelic nature (on Adam as an image of
the end-time community, see section 4.1.5): 2 Enoch 30:11 calls Adam a 'second angel'. I Enoch 104:4, 6
expresses that the end-time saints shall be like the angels; "you shall have great joy as the angels of heaven",
"you shall become companions of the hosts of heaven", and similarly 2 Apoc. Bar. 51:10 "they shall be made
like the angels". 126
The elect community is now able to receive the Hagi and the gift of disceming between good and evil: first,
because man was created in the likeness of the angels. Second, because the community is the 'spiritual people'
of the end-time: the eschatological outpouring of the holy spirit in the community (cf. CD Il 13; 1Q34bis 3 ii 5-7,
and the texts quoted in note 128), promised by the biblical prophets, enables the members to comprehend the
teaching of the Hagi.
In contrast to Collins, we do not think that this passage shares the interpretation reflected in Philo's exegesis,
that Genesis 1 and 2 refers to the creation of two Adams. The conflation of Gen 1:27 and 2:7 in to one sentence
()~

C'IUnP

rr:cro ~':P) indicates that 4Qinstruction sees one Adam only in the biblical text. Before he sinned he

shared angelic glory and wisdom; after his fall he shared the conditions ohv.i mi. Adam of the Urzeit isa type
of the enlightened community of the Endzeit, cf. the address )':JO J:l itMi in the immediate continuation (line 20).
Lange's assertion that i"01 '"t:IØ "those who keep His word" and mi Cll "a spiritual people" (line 18) are
primeval angels, cannot be upheld. In 4Q418 81 8 this author uses i"01 '"t:IØ on the elect who keep God's word
(= 'mm "iOID of Exod. 20:6, cf. section 4.3.2).127 )1::11 '"lOlD must carry the same meaning in this text "those who
keep His word" are the elect, which again are identified as a "spiritual people". 128
The end-time scenario in 4Q215a (4QTime of Righteousness) supports our interpretation of lines 16-18:
?1' '-'i1:l lø~ ?'O] ?·~ p"tilnJ nil.llm ~ •pm cl?!zm yp ~:J l •Jo•:J ~ n?Mi n.sn r~n i"M?oi p~n nv i"M:J
:i'Ot1 ?.ooo ao ~,~ ... ;JJ '071.D if» iio•rr] )'ØllO mi~iJ
The period of justice has arrived, and the land has been filled with the knowledge and the praise of God in
the day[s of .) The age of peace has arrived, and the laws of truth, and the testimony of justice, to educate
[all mankind) in the ways of God, and [they will be instructed] in His marvellous deeds for etemal centuries
... for the dominion of goodness has arrived,
(4Q215a 14-6, 9)
'The Iaws of truth' and 'the testimony of justice' have arrived: these terms proba bly refer to heavenly tablets
which now have been disclosed. 'The laws of truth' and ' the testimony of justice• are probably identical with
the 'etemal testimonies' which have been engraved by God according to 4Q369 (4QPrayer ofEnosh) 1i4-7
(see note 110), and with the Hagi, the engraved decree, in 4Q417 IX 16-18.

126Cf. also lQS XI 7-8; lQHa m 21-22; XI 11-12; Mk 12:24-25.
127 Cf. also 4Q379 (4QapocrJoshb) 18 5 i~ 1'"01. The related phrase wrao 'iOØ always refers to humans
keeping God's commandments, see 4Q385 (4QapocrJer') 16 ii 8; 4Q254 (4QCommGen C) 4 3; 4Q368
(4QapocrPent) 2 9; 4Q393 (4Qliturgical work) 6 2; 4Q426 (4Qsap. work) 1i 2. 4Qinstruction calls the angels
C'Cl11 'J:l (and in the hymnic context of 4Q418 81; C'Ø'Tlp, see section 4.3.2), never something like ii:::i., •ioø.
128Lange understands mi Clll as 'Engelvolk', Weisheit und Priidestination, 86-9. 'Engelvolk' would have
been rendered n'Tl" Cl1 or C'?1' Clll, as angels regularly are designated mmi or C'~ in the Scrolls (4Q418 76 3
calls the angels lln'lp 'mi). mi Clll should rather be interpreted as 'a spiritual people/community'. Our
interpretation of mi Cll is supported by 4Q372 (4QapocrJoseph Ah) 13 2, which speaks about the end-time
outpOuring of the spirit upon the people; )Oo tn"O 'Clll Ml "I will ... ]My people with the spirit of[". Cf. also rrm
11h..,, "the ane anointed with the spir[it]" (l lQMelch 1 ii 25), that refers to an earthly servant of God, nota
heavenly one. The same is true of 4Q270 (4QDc) 2 ii 14 llnpit mi 'l'l'llle "those anointed with the spirit of
holiness"; and 4Q287 (4QBerb) 10 13 Y.O(iip mi '11'210 ?.Il "on those anointed with [His h)oly spirit".
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We can summarize our investigation of this text. This wisdom instruction deals with the mysteries of creation
and history. When the addressee meditates on these mysteries he will obtain understand.ing of his own ways as
well as the preordained ways of all creatures. The text refers to a heavenly book that records the righteous ones
and judges the men of iniquity. This heavenly book is identified with the Book of Hagi. The Hagi has now been
revealed to 'a spiritual people' - probably a designation for the eireles behind 4Qlnstruction. The elect are able
to receive and understand this heavenly book because they are created in the likeness of the angels.

4.1.7.2. The identity of the Book of Hagi

Based on 4Q417 IX 15-20 we concluded in section 4.1.7.1 that the Book of Hagi129 isa heavenly book that
deals with the preordained ways of men and world history. Since •m 1El0 is mentioned also in two early
sectarian writings we must ask whether these texts support our interpretation, and interact with the scholarly
discussion on how they should be interpreted. CD X 6 and XIII 2 decree that both the tenjudges of the
Community and the priest of the minyan shall know this book well, •m 1ElO:J Jl'CC. Further, 1QSa I 6-8 states
that the members of the Community shall be taught the Book ofHagi from their youth, as well as learn the laws
of the covenant, befare they can join the community as full members. Since •:nn "l!lO plainly means the ' Book of
Meditation', the possibility exists that the terms 'l"Vl pm and..,,,., in 4Qlnstruction (4Q417 IX 18, 19) could have
a different meaning than •:nn "1!lO in CD and 1QSa. The exact designation 'l"Vl
but line 18 equates ~.l.Ttl

iElO

does not occur in 4Q417 IX,

prn with }1"1:>r i~. We therefore find it likelythat these three designations refer to one

and the same book.
The identity of the Book of Hagi has been frequently debated among scholars. It has been proposed that the
name Book of Hagi stands for the Pentateuch130 (or Bibie), an option which should be discarded in light of
4Q417 IX. The Pentateuch could fit the description as being 'engraved' (although according to the biblical text,
only the ten commandments were engraved), its first chapters do deal with the origins of the deeds of men (lines
4-5, 16), and it could refer to the 'iniquity of the sons of perdition' (lines 16-17). But the Mosaic Torah cannot
qualify as a heavenly 'book of memory' of the righteous (lines 17-18), or as a book which decrees human

J29Qr 'Hege'. The medieval scribe of CD (or an earlier scribe in the chain of transmission) misread the yod
in 'l"'I as a waw. 4Q266 (4QD8) 8 iii 5 (=CD X 6) reads 'Hagi', not 'Hagu' (noted by Schiffman, Law, Custom,
and Messianism, 136, see now DJD XVIII, plate X), while 4Q267 (4QDh) 9 v 12 (=CD XIV 8) reads 'lMfr.
There is no uniformity in the spelling of ' Hagi' in the Qumran scrolls. The Qumran copy of 4Qlnstruction (the
earlier text?) preserves ':nn and 'U.'1, while sectarian documents have •m (lQSa, 4Q266), 'llifr (4Q267), ·~:n
(11Q14) and ~·:n (4Q491) [on the two latter texts, see below]. 'l"'I could be a Qumranic pattem of i1ftl
'meditation', ora derivative from this root.
130So recently Schiffman and Stegemann following Wieder, Rabinowitz and Licht: L.H. Schiffman, The
Halakhah at Qumran , Leiden 1975, 44, note 144; idem, Law, Custom and Messianism in the Dead S ea Sect
(Hebrew), Jerusalem 1993, 63, 70 (on p. 158, however, he equates the Book of Hagi with the whole Bibie);
Stegemann, Die Essener, 162; N. Wieder, The Judean Scrolls and Karaism, 215-51; J. Licht, The Ru/e Scrol/,
255-6; I. Rabinowitz, ''The Qumran Author's spr hhgwly'', JNES XX (1961) 1@-14. Rabinowitz sees the Book
of Hagu as "a generic designation for all the books which were regarded by the Qumran writers as Holy Writ,"
including the Pentateuch, the prophets and an unknown number of other writings (pp. 113-4). Wieder points to
the use of the noun hegeh to signify the act of reading the Law and theShema' , and sees hege synonymous with
miqra, ' reading', an appellation for the Bible. For him the Book of Hagi is the whole Bible.
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history and its 'visitations'. The generation which received the Torah of Moses can hard.ly be designated as a
'spiritual people' (line 18) that could 'discem between good and evil' (lines 19-20). Other scholars have voiced
the opinion that the Book of Hagi was the code of sectarian halakhah, 131 with the Temple Scroll as one
option. 132 Lange sees the Hagi as a heavenly book which was revealed to Enosh (see above).
We tentatively suggest that the contents of this book are less halakhic and more concemed with 'salvation
history', that it provides the basic keys to understand the times. The present age is the eschatological one
promised in the Scriptures, and these (pre-Essene?) eireles constitut.e the end-time community. According to
4Q417 IX, the Hagi is a book with instruction that ordinary man ('flesh ') could not comprehend, but only 'a
spiritual people' . The frequent admonition in 4Qlnstruction to 'meditate (i1li) on the mystery to come' fits well
with this understanding of the book of Hagi. The name 'l'1iT

i!lO

means the book of rneditation or interpretation,

the book provided the right (eschatological) interpretation of Scripture (cf. lQpHab VIT; God has revealed to the
Righteous Teacher the keys to such an understanding of Scripture and history). 133 This book was among "the
books of the sect'' which, according to J osephus, every novice swore to preserve carefully (Wars 2.142). The
designation 'l'1iT i!lO is probably influenced by some scriptural verses: Josh 1:8, where Joshua is admonished to
meditate (rrli") on "this book of law"; Ps 1:2 ;i,,i,, CO'' iOiT' 'lnim'; Ps 77:131..i,m-?:>:i •n•:m, cf. also the use of
the verb in lQH• XI 21, ,,., mmt The mention of the Book of Hagi isa strong indication of some kind of
sectarian provenance for 4Qlnstruction: the work could be related to the presectarian community reflected in the
earlier strata of CD. 134
131 So

Ginzberg, Rabin, Goshen-Gottstein, Honeyman, Yadin and Baumgarten. L. Ginzberg (An Unknown
Jewish Sect, New York 1976, 49-50) based his conclusion on the use of m."'I for "explaining words of Torah~' in
rabbinic literature: " Ur"'lil ~ is nothing other than ' the book of interpretations,, that is, the authoritative
interpretation of Scripture as given by our sect, accordingly a kind of 'sectarian Mishnah'". C. Rabin (The
Zadoldte Documents, Oxford 1954, 50) sees Hagi as an etymological substitute for rnishnah, and refers to Gen.
R. 49.2, where IU"'I is "working out new halakhah" . According to A.M. Honeyman ["Note on a Teacher anda
Book",JJS IV (1953), 131-2], "it is justifiable to regard hagu as the type of study and exegesis characteristic of
the Zadokite sectaries and to translate the title of their autoritative work as 'book of exposisiton, study and
int.erpretation'," M. Goshen-Gottstein ["'Sefer-Hagu' - The End of a Puzzle", VT VIII (1958) 286-8) suggests
that "the Sefer Hahege contained basic commandments and customs of the sect". J.M. Baumgarten (Studies in
Qurnran Law, Leiden 1977, 16, note 13) sees this bookasa sectarian-written Mishna. If Stegemann is right in
his suggestion that the Qumran version of CD was the final Mishna of the Essenes (Die Essener, 164-7), CD
would be a natura! candidate for the Book of Hagi for those who see the Hagi as the code of sectarian halakha.
!32y . Yadin discusses the possibility that the Temple Scroll might be the Book of Hagi [The Temple Scroll,
Jerusalem 1983, vol. I, 393-7], without drawing clear conclusions.
133 Honeyman ("Note on a Teacher anda Book", 132) notes that the term ill"'I is used only thrice in the
Mishnah, and never on formal study of the law; it "would almost appear as if the literature of normative J udaism
avoided the term". The frequent sectarian use of the word ill"'I both in the designation 'the Book of Hagi' and in
the admonitions to meditate on God's mysteries, could explain this caution of the rabbis.
A wisdom text from the Geniza preserves sayings on the meditation (:irt, J''lo"'I) on the Torah that allude to Ps
1:2:"' nim i1.li~ ~ ~o ~ '"'lllm ,?•:JtZM ''ID.llO:J "''~ M ,?=>ei i1ml mm l'l"li"'I "Above all things is the
meditation on the Torah, then one will prosper in one's work and gain knowledge. Blessed is the man who finds
wisdom and meditates on the Torah of the Lord" (IX 1-2). K. Berger dales this text to around 100 CE: Die
Weisheitsschrift aus der Kairoer Geniza: Erstedition, Kommentar und Ubersetzung, Tiibingen 1989, 76.
However, Riiger and Nebe argue more convincingly fora medieval date: H.P. Ruger, Die Weisheitsschrift aus
der Kairoer Geniza. Text, Ubersetzung und philogischer Kommentar, Tiibingen 1991, 1-19; G-W. Nebe, Text
und Sprache der hebriiische Weisheitsschrift aus der Kairoer Geniza, Frankfurt 1993.
I34Cf. Davies, The Damascus Covenant. An Interpretation of the "Damascus Document". P.R. Callaway
(The History of the Qurnran Community.An lnvestigation, Sheffield 1988, 98) notes that some expressions in
the Laws of CD ('lo'1iT i!lb, ::w-io, ?•.:wc) never occur in the Adrnonition. The Laws belong to an older stratum of
CD than the Admonition, see M.A. Knibb, "The Place of the Damascus Document", Methods of Investigation of
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None of the Qumran writings published so far has been proven a convincing candidate to be identified with
the Book of Hagi. Since 4Qlnstruction draws upon the Enoch tradition, the description of the heavenly tablets in

1 Enoch might illuminate the understanding of the contents of the Hagi. On the heavenly tablets are inscribed
divine mysteries (103:2 µUOT'fiptov, 106: 19 "'iO) •n) which are revealed to Enoch; they contain prediclions. 135
Apart from one occurrence in the later Book of Similitudes (47:3), the heavenly tablets are mentioned once in
the Animal Apocalypse (81: 1-2) and thrice in the Apocalypse of Weeks/Epistle of Enoch (93:2-3; 103:2-3;
106:19-107:1). In 81:1-2, the tablets contain the deeds of men until the last days; in 103:2-3, the ultimate lot of
the righteous and the unjust; in 93:2-3 and 106:19-107:1, the secrets ofhistory until the righteous remnant will
arise. On this Enochic background it seems probable that the Hagi is an apocalyptic, visionary book which
reveals salvation history from creation to the last days. The Hagi could in fact be apart of the Enoch literature;
the Apocalypse of Weeks (1Enoch93:1-10; 91: 11-17) and/or the Animal Apocalypse (1Enoch85-90) - bothare
designated as visions - possibly combined with the Epistle ofEnoch, which is a main source for the discourses
of 4Qinstruction.
11Q14 (llQSerekh hamill}amah) 5 1 refers to the Book of Hagi; ?c•J]:lJil "ll.1 ·~[ooo "the command]ments of
Haguy, the discer[ning ones(?)". So does 4Q491 (4QMa) 11 i 21 }'Tri tt•n::i 1.l)'~il "M]ake heard in the Hagi
delight(?)". 136 S. Ballaban has drawn attention to a reference to the Hagi in a Geniza manuscript 137 This text,
which shows signs of rabbinic reworking, has apparent links to Qumran literature. The superscription

1.,.,,, mi'lO

"u.i iOOO 'f>nll), "These secrets have been copied from the Book of Hagu", introduces a messianic chronology

based on Daniel 12 and other scriptures. The use of Hagi in this medieval text supports the understanding of the
Hagi proposed here. The double reference to "the Book of Hagi" and "the laws of the covenant/the foundations
of the covenant" in lQSa I 7 and CD X 6 could refer to two kinds of sectarian instruction: the Hagi conveys the
knowledge of one's whereabouts in salvation history, while "the laws of the covenant" refer to the halakhic
rules of the Community (including, but not confined to the Mosaic law).

4.1.7.3. Links with Jewish liturgy

The discourse on the universal judgement (4Q416 Vll), which was located a few columns earlier in the book
than the one in 4Q417 IX, reveals striking connections with motifs from the Rosh Hashanah liturgy (see section
4.2.1). Also the text we deal with here has motifs in common with the festivals of Tishrei: Rosh Hashanah and

the Dead Sea Scro/ls, 149-62. Knibb proposes a pre-Teacher date for the Laws, around the middle of the second
century BCE. If Stegemann is correct in his understanding of lQSa as the oldest community rule of the Essenes
(Die Essener, 159-62), we have references to the Book of Hagi only (or primarily) from the earliest strata of the
literature of the ya}Jad. This has implications for the discussion of the origins of 4Qinstruction.
13ssee H. Kvanvig, Roots ofApocalyptic. The Mesopotamian Background of the Enoch Figure and the Son
of Man, Neukirchen 1988, 76-9.
136See M.G. Abegg,"4Q471: A Case of Mistaken Identity?", Pursuing the Text (Fs. Wacholder, J .C. Reeves,
J. Kampen, eds.), Sheffield 1994, 136-47.
137S.A. Ballaban, The Enigma of the Lost Second Temple Literature. Routes of Recovery (Ph.D. diss.,
Hebrew Union College), Cincinnati 1995, 134-41.
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Yom Kippur, and the intervening Days of Penitence.138 While 4Qinstruction probably can be dated to the
second century BCE, synagogal liturgy found its established forms during talmudic and medieval times, 139
although same prayers certainly have roots in the second temple period. The parallels we will show between
4Qlnstruction and the liturgy of the synagogue add further material to the discussion on the origins of the
Jewish prayer tradition. But because of the time gap between (the literary formation of) these texts caution must
be shown when we discuss possible traditio-historical links between them. We will here survey the parallels
between the liturgy and the discourse in 4Q417 IX. In section 4.2.l we present parallels between the liturgy and
4Q416 Vll, and in section 4.2.3.5 we draw some tentative conclusions on the relation between apocalyptic
material in 4Qinstruction, 1Q/4QMysteries and 1 Enoch on the one hand, and later synagogal liturgy on the
other.
According to Jewish tradition the world was created on Rosh Hashanah. The festival ("the sacred occasion of
remembrance and blowing the shofar", Lev 23:24-25) is a memorial of the day of creation: TIZl.IJC n?nn ci'i1 rn
1~i

t:n"? 1ii::>r ''This day, on which was the beginning of Your work, isa memorial of the first day" (Lev. R.

29.1, used in the liturgy). The Rosh Hashanah liturgy declares n'1m''10
1~i

t:n"? pi::>r i'C'IZ!.IJC n"nn cw1 ill .rv'?l ilt1'1~ C"lEl?ci

rarni MO

". wmi m"-i,, "lf'El.,i, pi;,, pn

"':in ''

"You will bring on the appointed time of

memorial when every spirit and soul shall be visited ... From the beginning You made this Your purpose known,
and from aforetime You revealed it. This day, on which was the beginning of Your works, is a memorial of the
first day". The liturgy connects creation, judgement and revelation, as does 4Qinstruction. Lines 9-10 in the text
under discussion deal with !he creatures and their destinies as well as !he etemal visitiation (CD ... '?~ •w.110
i.11 ni-pDi ... crrnpD). The same words recur in the Rosh Hashanah liturgy inipti 1!1'" iW.IJC ia T;æ)'

,,~ ',;, i::>r •;,

"For the remembrance of every creature comes before You, each man's deeds and destiny". The liturgy uses
iTl'lp!l both

for God's visitation of men each year and the ultimate visitation at the judgement day. The Book of

Memory which records the names of the righteous (lines 17-18), recurs in the liturgy ofRosh Hashanah and
Yom Kippur in the petitions to be inscribed and sealed in the Book of Life.
Further, both 4Qlnstruction, 1Q/4QMysteries and the liturgies of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur use the
biblical designation ~iu 'awesome' for God: 4Q417 IX 4 ~iuil "M ~,~·;,"for He is the awesome God";
4Q300 (4QMysth) 3 5 ~ ncro:i i'Miil Mi"IJl i•cm pc.-o i'M\1[ iTtlP ''Ex[alted ]is He in His great mercy, and
terrifying is He in the plan of His wrath". The Rosh Hashanah liturgy (repeated on Yom Kippur) proclaims
~'"l:ltzrill:l-'?.:>

'?.11 "iu 1orzn

... crromn;, ,,~,," .~1::1~n10-?.:> ?.11 1::>t10'~ ". 1n "Impose Your dread upon all You

have created. that all creatures 140 may fear You ... and Your name is to be feared above all You have created".

138We

are indebted to M. Weinfeld for the initial observation of the parallels between these two discourses
and later Jewish liturgy.
139 m. Rosh Hash. 4.5 shows that a certain order of the various Rosh Hashanah prayers was established
already in tannaitic times, hut we do not know the lengthand exact form of the prayers in question.
140 The liturgies of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur often uses the word iW.PC with the rneaning 'creature'.
('?M) 'Ill.Ile occurs in lines 11 (2x) and 21 of the text under discussion here, and the translation 'creatures' makes
good sense in this passage. Similarly, 4Q300 (4QMysth) 2 il 15 i'W.lla '11.::> •m carries the meaning "the
tribulations of every creature".
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The text under discussion deals with the mysteries of creation and God's preordination of history and the ways
of men (lines 5-7).141 Similarly the Yom Kippur liturgy proclaims 'n

'" ''TlO moii,.11m c '1ll •n .lli1' ill'1'

"You

know the etemal secrets and the hidden mysteries of all the living". The exhortation 17Jin1 n•fo n:J miT m•?[1 ei•]
i'cn "day and ]night meditate on the mystery to come, and search always" has a parallel in the Ma'ariv prayer:

m•'1 co1• il.ilJ CiT.11 ,u•o• ~, U''n en ':> •iJn 'd?'IIh 1-n~1 imm ":JT.l rtCllm "we will rejoice in the words of
Your Torah and in Your commandments for ever. For lhey are our life and give us lenglh of days, and on them
will we meditate day and night". 142 While ' the mystery to come' is the object for meditation and basis for
salvation in 4Qinstruction, the liturgy attributes this role to the words of God's Torah.
Lines 4-15 exhorts meditation on the mysteries of creation. According to our interpretation of line 16, man
shall reflect on the origins of his ways when he remembers !he stylus which engraved the ways of man, i.e. the
time of creation when the heavenly tablets were inscribed. For the liturgy, Rosh Hashanah is the day of
remembrance of the act of creation: M'IZM'"tl i117Jllci, i:>t; 1~i en• pi:>n i0'17JllC ni,'Tln c'lii m "This is the day of the
beginning of Your works, a remembrance of the first day, a memory of the first things" [compare C!l]bfr J1i:>t::l
(line 16) with the liturgy's n~i:l i117JJIC" i:>t; J1!!Mi en• pi:>n). 143 144 Further, the liturgy repeatedly designates
God n~i:l

~·

"He who fashioned the first things". For the phrase C!l].ir.i )1i:>l:l (line 16), cf. also the statement of

the liturgy illJ:l rm-i,:> ipEloii, J1i:>f pn ~·:ln ':> "You will bring the appointed time of memorial when all flesh
shall be visited."
4Qlnstruction addresses the man of understanding to whom has been revealed the heavenly secrets. But also
the enlightened has to remember that "before His wrath nobody can stand, and who can .be deemed righteous in
His judgement? And how can the poor one [stand] without forgiveness?" (4Q417 Ill 14:11). The concluding
service for Yom Kippur expresses the state of man in a similar way: "Are not all the mighty men as nought
before You, the men of renown as though they had not been, the wise as if without knowledge, and the men of
understanding as if without discemment? ". But You have distinguished man from the beginning, and have
recognized his privilege that he might stand befare You" (~ n'n:l.i

il~ ". i,:>Øit

ry:J:>

C'J'l::l)1 Jlic

":i:> cwm

Tm' "Tillll' "",,rn !ZM'"'JQ).
141 Both this text and 4Q418 123 (see above) refers to what God has preordained in history as "what
happened, what comes into being, and what will come to pass" (.trir }'Tc::i iT'ilJ [il]oi,1 ~"il ne?). These phrases
remind us of the designation of God as "He that was, and is, and will be" in early Jewish and Christian liturgical
traditions (see e.g. Rev 1:8; 4:8).
142For the admonition to meditate day and night on God's mysteries. cf. Josh 1:8 on the meditation on the
book of law: m"1 co1• '1:J M':rn; Ps 1:2 ni,.i,, cci' ill"l' 111-nroi; the meditation on God's precepts in Ps 119 (which
mentions the nightly meditation in vv 55, 62, 147-148); 1QW XI 5-6 C'l'il 17'0 ilnrTKZM n:>nitJn1 i0'1Cl"l:i iT10M1;
Sir 14:20 ill"l' i'm:ll'r.J n '""fZM "Blessed is the man who meditates on Wisdom". A close parallel is found in the
prayer for the catechumens in the fourth century Aposto/ic Constitutions, VIII ii 6: "and reveal to them the
Gospel of His Messiah, give them illumination and understanding, instruct them in the knowledge of God, teach
them His commands and His ordinances, implant in them His pure and saving fear, open the ears of their hearts
that they may exercise themselves in His law day and night". We are indebted to M. Weinfeld for the last
reference.
143 Also Pseudo-Philo connects the l st of Tishri with creation. See section 4.2.3.5.
144Similarly, the qiddush for Erev Sabbath celebrates the Sabbath as ~i:l ill7JllC" J1i:>t.

4.2. Eschatology
We start this section with an analysis of two eschatological discourses which are relatively well preserved.
Special attention is paid to sirnilarities with 1 Enoch, the writings of the yal)ad and the Rosh Hashanah liturgy.
The eschatology of 4Qlnstruction is analyzed and compared with the theology of the ya}Jad, and with Hippolyt's
and J osephus' descriptions of Essene eschatology. If we can show that the eschatology of 4Qinstruction is
sirnilar to that of the yal)ad, we may have some further evidence of the provenance of this composition.
Attention is also paid to the hope for the hereafter, and to the presence of both a futuric and a realized
eschatology within 4Qlnstruction.

4.2.1. The universal judgement, 4Q416 VIJI
The text preserved in 4Q416 VII (with parallels in 4Q418) reveals main elements in the eschatological
expectations of the author of 4Qlnstruction. We therefore start our discussion on eschatology with an analysis of
this text. 4Q416 VII is part of an eschatological discourse which stretched over three columns of text (4Q416 frg
4 =last three lines of 4Q416 col. VI, 4Q416 frg. 1 = col. VII, 4Q416 frg. 3 = col. VIII 9-15). According to the
last lines of col. VI, God will blow the furnace to punish the ungodly for their transgressions, but He will show
mercy upon His beloved ones, who will rejoice in the inheritance of truth (see section 6.2.1). The lines
preserved of col. VIII (see below) reaffirm the elect of their inheritance and exhort them to be patient. God is in
control and will lead the periods of history until all evil is consumed. The addressee is therefore exhorted to
praise the name of the merciful God.
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frg. 1 is here reconstructed with fragments from 4Q418a [4Q418 frgs. 73 (=lines 2-3), 201 (=lines
3-4), 213 (=lines 12-14), 212 (=lines 12-15), underlined], and4Q418b [4Q418 frgs. 286 (=lines 2-4), 1 (=
lines 5-9), 2 (= lines 9-18), boldface type]. The placement of the text of 4Q418 201 (/ )'"IJ ?~ ll'i\1 iT'ill [? K
i1?1).u 'J:J ~ i»:i ilO'i!) exactly in lines 3-4 cannot be proven. Content and appearance of the skin indicate that
frg. 201 should be located dose to frgs. 212 and 213 (Strugnell on purpose placed these fragments on the same
plate), and the text of the two other fragments can with certainty be located to lines 12-15. Further, 4Q418 286
locates I ,lf.l[ somewhere in line 4, so the placement of n?'l).ll 'J:J ,.,, 1.lr.l "Utl'i in line 4 is attractive. The
location of the text of the other minor fragments is close to certain. Far more text is presented in this
reconstruction than in Wacholder and Abegg's A Preliminary Edition.
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1. [He comes to execute judgement on all, to destroy all the wicked and convict(?)]3
2. all the spirit [offlesh for their works of wickedness which they have committed(?),]
3.
4.
5.
6.

and establish His will rover all evil. He made known to Noah what was(?) to come, period upon period,]
set time upon set time. [He will shut up all the sons of evil, and visit all flesh(?)]
according to their hosts, h[in uwn hin. generation upon generation, city upon city(?), kingdom]
upon kingdom, provi[nce upon proyince. man upon man

]

7. according to the needs of their host [and the judgement upon all. to "
]

8. The host of heaven He established from[ the begi1U1ing
, He set stars (?) and luminariesl
as. their signs and as symbols of [their] set[ times
each one in .i1.s order(?),]
10. each one in relation to the other, and all their order and[ set times ]were counted[ before Him,
11. In ~ He will jud~ the work of iniquity. and all the sons of truth will be pleased by[ the appointed
time(?)]
12. of its period, and all those who have defiled themselves in it will fear and wfill, for the heaven will
fil!ou[t, the kingQ,Qm of iniquity(?) will tremble,]
13. the water and the depths will fear, all the spirit of ,fksh will be stripped naked, and the sons of heave[n
will rejoice on the dayl
14. of its [judlgement. And all iniguity shall be consumed when the period of tru[th] is completed[
and He will reign(?)]
15. in all the ages of eternity. for a God of truth is He and [His] years from the days of old [
, and Goq will appear(?)]
16. to establish justice between good and evirl.1 that everyone should k[no]w the judg[ements of God, and
every creature will understand(?) thfil]
17. it is a [erJeature of flesh. and [itsJunderstandi[ng
18. when He sees that m[an is but(?)
19. [and] He knows[ their nature(?)
9.

This text describes God' s end-time judgement at the culmination of the periods of history. Recurring
catchwords and themes are 'flesh', 'iniquity/evil', ' truth', 'heaven', and the fear and trembling of God's
opponents. The passage contains a number of poetic elements (see section 3.2), which could indicate some kind
of liturgical background. A comparison with liturgical materialthat deals with God's judgement could therefore
be helpful in the interpretation of the text.
4Qlnstruction describes here the day of judgement, which is an interpretation of the Day of the Lord in
prophetic literature.4 Mowinckel proposed that the Day of the Lord equals the New Year' s day, the day of the
2The reconstruction of line 16 and the interpretation of ~~M iro ild' ~·.:::> in lines 16-17 as "that] it is a
[crleature of flesh," and not "for) it is the [inlclination of flesh" are suggested by parallels in the Rosh Hashanah
liturgy (see below).
3Translation according to a tentative reconstruction of lines 1-2, based on 1 Enoch 1:9 (rendered according to
4QEnc) "when He comes with the myriads of His holy ones, to execute judgement on all, and He will destroy
all the wicked and convict all flesh for all their works ofwickedness which they have committed". We base the
reconstruction on similarity in contents between these two texts as well as the occurrence of iro mi '/.:::> in line
2, which can be compared with 4QEnc 1 i 16 l"lr"l>tzri •]"ci.ll '/.ll ~iø[:J '/'O'/ n::>i"l). Cf. also from the Rosh
Hashanah Iiturgy, il!T.l mi-'/:> "Tp!:lri? l1i::>t pn !'':in'.:::> "You will bring the appointed time of memorial when all
flesh shall be visited".
4See M. Weinfeld, "The Day of the Lord: Aspirations for the Kingdom of God in the Bible and Jewish
Liturgy'', Studies in Bibie (ScrHier 31; S. Japhet, ed.), Jerusalem 1986, 341-72.
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enthronement of YHWH.5 At least since tannaitic times (cf. m. RoshHash. 4.5) the New Year prayers centre
around the themes of Malkuyot (God's universal reign), Zichronot (the remembrance of the deeds of the fathers),
and Shopharot (Shophar blasts, that express the coronation). An additional feature that characterizes Rosh
Hashanah is the determination of the fate of the coming year for the individual as well as of the whole society.6
As we shall see, themes connected to Rosh Hashanah can illurninate this discourse on God's final intervention
(but cf. our caveat in section 4.1.7.3: caution is needed due to the time gap between these texts). We will list
parallels in the Rosh Hashanah liturgy as well as Enochic and sectarian literature as we expound the discourse.
The discourse portrays Noah (line 3) as receiver of divine revelation, not only about the deluge, but also about
the periods of world history including the end-time judgement (see section 4.1.4). The Rosh Hashanah liturgy
mentions both the periods of history and Noah in a similar way:
unto the end of all generations"; c•crni

il.ll'll!r "tl-0

M1"1i1iT?" ~110 1.ll Cl'Xl1 rtDi)l

nif'Ell"l'l ,n-,;,t ;r.:i,~:i m M

Cl'l

"You look and see

"and You remembered Noah in

love and endowed him with the word of salvation and mercy".
Lines 8-10 describe in hymnic style how God established the heavenly hosts and the luminaries, before the
text returns to the theme of the heavenly judgement.7 According to our tentative reconstruction of line 10, the
text refers to the set times on earth which are decided by the heavenly bodies.8 The same theme is found in
llQPs•Creat 7-9,9 Jub. 2:2-3, 1Enoch2 and 72-82 (theAstronomical Book). These chapters of I Enoch as
well as 1Q34bis Il 1-5 compare the order of the heavenly realms with the sin and disorder which characterizes the
world of men. In 1 Enoch 100:10-13 the angels and the luminaries testify against the ungodly. Although this
text is fragmentarily preserved, it probably carried similar thoughts. Also the Yom Kippur liturgy, which deals
with God's yearly judgement, describes the creation of the luminaries: C':l:l'o.'1 M

il?•?i

ei• ~"'Q ,iJ'1)l-,;, .ll'p"1:i c.1•nr101DC:i

iiOl.:li ,IJ'JOtil M

ri•?noi

"He changes the times and appoints the stars in their heavenly courses

according to His will, He who is the Creator of day and night".
According to lines 5-6, God will judge everything created; "h[in upon hin, generation upon generation, city
upon city(?), kingdom] upon kingdom, provi[nce upon province. man upon man".10 Similarly, the Musaph
5S.

Mowinckel, Zur lsraelitischen Neujahr und zur Deutung der Thronbesteigungspsalmen. Zwei Aufsii.tze,
Oslo 1952, 26-38; idem, The Psalms in Israel' s Worship, Oxford: 1962, vol. I, 106-192. Mowinckel made use
of Jewish tradition (e.g. m. Rosh Hashanah) to understand the nature of the New-Year festival in biblical times,
though he saw the New Year not on the Ist of Tishrei, the conventional Jewish date for Rosh Hashanah, buton
the Feast of Sukkot. According to Mowinckel, in pre-exilic times the celebration of the new year was part of the
great autumn festival. When the Israelites took over the Babylonian calendar, this festival was divided into three
separate ones; New Year on the Ist ofTishrei, Yom Kippur on the lOth, and Sukkot from the 15th to the 21st.
6m. Rosh Hash. 1.2 "On Rosh Hashanah all that came into the world pass before Rim like legions of
soldiers"; t. Rosh Hash. 1.13; Lev. R. 29; b. Ber. 18b; b. B. Bat. lOa; Gen. R. 25.1 "R. Aibo said, He judged
him [Enoch] on Rosh Hashanah when He judges the whole world".
7For similar hymnic descriptions of the act of creation, see Job 38:4-7; Isa 40:12 pn nit:i C'oøi "Who ...
with the breadth of His hand marked off the heavens"; 42:5 "He who created the heavens and stretched them out";
45:18; 48:13.
8For the idea that the set times and festivals are decided by the signs of the luminaries, cf. Gen 1: 14; 1QS X
1-3; 1QH8 XII 4-6; 4Q299 (4QMyst•) 5 1-4; 4Q381 (4QNon-Canonical Psalms B) 1 8, Sir 33:7-9 (Hebrew
33:6-8); 43:6-7.
9See M. Weinfeld, "The Angelic Song over the Luminaries in the Qumran Texts", Time to Prepare the Way
in the Wilderness, 131-57.
10The 'double form' i1:>"7:lo' i1:>"7:lo, ilMO' ro•io, Ø'l'J ID'~ (line 6) belongs to late Biblical Hebrew, and isa
distinctive linguistic characteristic of the Book of Esther (see A. Hurwitz, The Transition Period in Biblical
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liturgy of Rosh Hashanah states that God will detennine the fate of the provinces for the coming year: ?ln

.11:w? irl'i :iv.,r,

it'!\ 1=ii?tlh irl'i ::im it"1' .~· i::i MU"ic.i

"and on the provinces <sentences> will be

pronounced, which one to the sword and which to peace, which one to famine and which to abundance" {this part
of the prayer is quoted in Lev. R. 29.1). According to Jewish tradition, the divine judgement on men and nations
on Rosh Hashanah foreshadows the end-time judgement. The designations J'iil C'I' or c:iEl!Dt:l.i

C1'

refer to Rosh

Hashanah and the last judgement as well. 11 And the term c:iEl!Dt:l.i ei• indeed occurs in the text under discussion,
ilØDØo ci•::i

"the day of her judgement" (lines 13-14). 12 As the suffix of noooo (line 14) refers to il.lllZli (lines 11-

12) or n.uroi

l't)j';~

(line 12), there isa clear parallel with 1 Enoch 10:6 "the great day of judgement" (of

Azazel), where Azazel is the head of the forces of evil. Both texts deal with the end-time judgement on the evil
powers. The phrase c?i;,

~IZiO

(line 7) echoes 1 Enoch 1:7 "there will be judgement on all".

Lines 11-15 describe the end-time judgement in heaven and on earth. The passage draws on biblical theophany
descriptions (Isa 24: 18-19; Ps 77:17; 97:3-7; cf. also Hab 3:8-10; Job 9:5-6; Zech 14:3-5), and shows
similarities with 1 Enoch I and 100:10-102:3. 13 The elements of nature will tremble before the divine judge.
The God of heaven, who established the order in heaven and earth, will execute judgement: "In heaven He will

Hebrew. A Study in Post-Exilic Hebrew, Jerusalem 1972, 70-73). It carries the meaning 'every kingdom',
'every province', 'every man' {the above translation renders the Hebrew word-to-word, "kingdom upon kingdom,
province upon province, man upon man", to demonstrate the poetica! structure). The repetition of a word in a
conjuctive structure with the definite article denotes inclusiveness. For n i IZl'i\ , cf. Esth 1:8; lQS IX 12;
4Q177 (4QMidrEschatb) X 11.
m•ioi m•io occurs nine times in Esther, 1:22; 3:12 (2x), 14; 4:3; 8:9, 13, 17; 9:28; cf. especially 9:28
i'ln i•.ui i'O"ioi i"IMO iTMDIZloi nnElØO ii" ,"-?:>::i. We have reconstructed also ,,,, ,".,,, for which cf. Esth 9:28.
,,,, i" has escaped Talmon in his listing of expressions from Esther which recur in sectarian writings ["Was
the Book of Esther Known at Qumran?", DSD 2 (1995) 249-67]. ,,,, ", occurs in IQH1 I 18-19; 4Q270
ii}"'T •m::i u•::ii; 4QMMT C 10-11
(4QDe) 9 ii 21; 4Q413 (4QComposition Concerning Divine Providence) 4
iiii i" ['IZl.DO:J 1•::ini i]4"::n C'i\~l'i 'h!lO:i[i] frØio iElO::I r:::inu; 4Q436 (4QBarki NafshiC) 1 3 i1" .,,, ''1D r:np 'lØ::I.
4Q387 (4QpsEzeJ.cc) 17(?) reveals the same means;] Ql)1 w '1.l'I '1f') Q.
The closeness of lines 5-6 to the Esther tradition indicates some kind of relation between the discourse and the
Book of Esther: this author knows either Esther or a related tradition. 4Q550 (4QPrEsther ar) has demonstrated
that storles related to the biblical Esther were known in Qumran: J.T. Milik, "Les modeles arameens du livre
d'Esther dans la grotte 4 de Qumran", RevQ 15 (1992) 321-406. According to Talmon ("Was the Book of Esther
.Known at Qumran?"), Esther was known at Qumran, but was not recognized as holy writ. Daniel, Esther and
4QProto-Esther are not the only representatives of the genre 'tales from the Persian court' known at Qumran. In
addition should be mentioned 4Q242 (4QPrNab ar); 4Q243!244 (4QpsDan ar).
11 Some of the rabbis expected the eschatological redemption to happen on Rosh Hashanah: Mekilta to
Exod 12:42; Lev. R. 29.10; b. Rosh Hash. llb.
12For this term, cf. i Enoch 104:4 "the day of the greatjudgement"; Jub. 5:10; 23:11 "the great day of
judgement"; 1QpHab XII 14 ~o.i ei•; 1QH• VI 29 ~ooo rP; 1QS IV 20 mnm ~ooo i.11'\0.
13Another passage of 4Qinstruction uses similar terms, n)ic.in ""i C'i.i i?.11 (4Q418 115 2). Similar
theophany descriptions are found in other postbiblical texts, see Sir 16:18-19 "Behold, the heavens, the heaven
of heavens, the earth and the abyss tremble at His visitation; the very roots of the mountains, the earth's
foundations, at His mere glance, quiver and quake"; T. Levi 3:9 "Even the heavens and the earth and the abysses
tremble before the presence of His majesty"; 4 Ezra 8:20-23 "O Lord, ... before Whom the hosts of angels stand
trembling, ... Whose look dries up the depths and Whose indignation makes the mountains melt away, and
Whose truth is established forever"; T. Mos. 10:3-4 "for the Heavenly One will arise from His kingly throne.
Yea, He will go forth from His holy habitation with indignation and wrath on behalf of His sons. And the earth
will tremble, even to its ends it shall be shaken. And the high mountains will be made low".
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judge the work of iniquity, and all the sons of truth will be pleased ..."(line 11). 14 This line could refer to God
judging wickedness on earthfrom His seat in the heavens, or more probably to a heavenly judgement on cosmic
evil forces and fallen angels. The latter is a prominent theme in 1 Enoch 10-16. 15 S uch an interpretation of line
11 is supported by lines 12-14, "the kingfilml ofiniquity(?) will tremble,] the water and the depths will fear, all

the spirit of flesh will be stripped naked, and the sons of heave[n will rejoice on the day] of its [judlgement. And
all iniquity shall be consumed when the period of tru[th] is completed". The hope that "all iniquity shall be
consumed" (enn il'?ul
Cl~ 'Tlll C"llØ1i) ,

''' ,

line 14) has biblical roots (cf. e.g. Isa 24: 17-23; Ps 104:35

and belongs to the conceptual world of the

ya1Jad. 16 But

ri~ir)O C"~n 'IOfl'

we find the same theme in a num ber of

apocalyptic texts whose origin should be sought outside the yal)ad. 17 And it is prominent also in
lQ/4QMysteries and the Rosh Hashanah liturgy: 1Q27 (lQMyst) 1i6 i.in llØi.i CM' p "so shall wickedness
cease for ever"; 18 4Q301 (4QMyst0?) 3 8 il.!IØ"l

fP[ nna,,;:i "when the period of evil will come to an e[nd]"; and

14 The idea

of God's heavenly seat is connected with His judgement also in the Rosh Hashanah liturgy ~i11D
C"OØ neu "He who stretched forth the heavens
and laid the foundations of the earth, the seat of Whose glory is in the heavens above ... the Lord He is God in
heaven above"; and 4Q302 (4QpapAdmonitory Parable) 3 ii 6, 9-10 c;61DJ cm~ ... ~a,.11o:i ~i'O c·m~ cip•
C'O'J mri~ [1m21)0011JØO "God will take vengeance on you for your betrayal ... God's seat is in the heavens,
and [His] he[gemony] is over lands and seas". 4Q302 should be dated to the third or second century BCE, the
script is early Hasmonean (c.125-100 BCE): B. Nitzan, "4Q302/302a (Sap. A): Pap. Praise of God and Parable
of the Tree-A Preliminary Edition", RevQ 17 (1996) 151-73; DJD XX, 126-8.
15Cf. Isa 24:21-23 "In that day the Lord will punish the powers in the heavens above" (v 21). The idea of
j udgement on the angels is prominent in an early apocalyptic piyyut, i:pn il:irm, which is proclaimed in the
synagogue on Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur (on this piyyut, see further below): "We shall account the power
of the holy day because He is awesome and terrible. It will be blown with a great hom ("D,ID) ... and the angels
will rush, and trembling will seize them and they will say: "Behold, the day of judgement <comes> to visit the
heavenly hosts in judgement ... and all the inhabitants of the world will pass befare him".
16
1QH8 VI 30 i1.11 1'i1' ~a, li~ 'D ?'C1 "and all the sons of iniquity shall be no more"; XI 22 n?\11 m?' 1.11
"until iniquity is consumed"; XIV 15-16 i.in i'OIDn .111D["~ it'?'l.l1 '1:ii "You will blot out all wickedness [and s]in
for ever"; lQS IV 18 n?\11 ni•m rP 1ru ... '~' "God ... ordained an end for evil"; lQM XI 10-11 il~ ma,, 1.11
"until iniquity is consumed"; 4Q285 (4QSerekh ha-Mill)amah) 6 1 ii.ii2ri ~n ri[.11 "the tim]e evil will be
stricken"; 4Q21Sa (4QTime of Righteousness) 1 ii 3 i1J.11)n m1.11 ?oi illlØi.1 rP c'?!zl ~'' "for the age of
wickedness has been completed and all injustice shall p[ass awa]y".
171Enoch1:9; 10:13-22 [esp. 10:16, 22; ~~·~) jo mi.11 m,~, (4QEnc 1v3) "destroy injustice from
[the face of the earth ... and the earth shall be cleansed from all pollution and from all sin"]; 91:8-9; 107: 1
~,_ 10 ~",, ~oom ")10' illlllr11 ~Ji "and evil and wickedness should come to an end, and violence should
cease from off the earth" (4QEnc 5 ii 28); 4Q245 (4QpsDanc ar) 2 2 iUxbi rioo;( "to exterminate evil";
Jub. 23:29 "there shall be no Satan nor any evil destroyer"; 4Q246 (4Qapoc ar) Il 5-6 i:l.11' ~?'1 l!l!llPJ ~.lr11' [J}'"l'
"JO' ~~ 10 :J""ln c'?!zl "He shall jud[ge] the land with truth, and everyone shall make peace. The sword will cease
from the land"; 4Q475 (4QRenewed Earth) 4-6 "a]ll the earth, and there will no longer be any guilt in the land
(fi~ niotZM -rui il'i1' ~Y,1) •• . destruc]tion and great envy, all the earth will be like moth, and all who li[ve there
will ... , ]the land will be quiet for ever, and those who live[ there] will[" [on this text, see T. Elgvin, "Renewed
Earth and Renewed People: 4Q475", forthcoming in The Provo International Conference on the Dead Sea
Scrolls: Technological lnnovations, New Texts, and Reformu/ated Issues (D.W. Parry, E. Ulrich, eds.), Leiden
1998); T. Sim. 6:4-6 "Then the whole earth shall be at rest from trouble, and everything under heaven shall be
free from war ... Tuen all the spirits of error shall be given over to being trampled underfoot. And men will have
mastery over the evil spirits"; T. Judah 25:3 'There shall no more be Beliar's spirit of error, because he will be
thrown into etemal fire"; T. Zeb. 10:3 "the Lordshall bring down fire on the impious and will destroy them to
all generations"; T. Dan 6:4 "the enemys's kingdom will be brought to an end"; As. Mos. 10:1 "then the devil
will have an end; Yea, sorrow will be led away with him".
18This passage from 1Q27 1 i 5-7 runs as follows: i~ 'JOO iøi[rT] nia,D Pi::lil 'JOO .l)Ø1i1 mn m1.11 •1'10 "'ll0i1:l
J'~i a,::in ~'?on i1Jr11 i1ll i'R:J'~ brim '?1 •.:xm a,01 ?:in JOn IDOØ' ITTr p-r.r.Tl ill? lllDui en• p "!Ul 1[J!'~1 J'°ll CJ1ro1
["'T}b?
cfO "when the origins of unrighteousness are delivered up, and wickedness is removed from befare
a,.llOO C"OrDJ C'il~il ~1i1 ,.. ' ' .•. a,JIOO C'02i.I 1ip• JID101, l'i~ 101•i

ml'
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from the liturgy ni,:m JØll;:) n'?t> ii.lllZ7i."TI "and all evil will disappear like smoke, for You will remove the
usurpant kingdom from the earth".
This passage seems to have the same view of history as the yal;ad: world history is divided into successive
periods, c~p. 19 The text describes the time of judgement (OEiøc.1 ei•, lines 13-14, cf. 1QH8 VI 29 OEl!DO rp)
which comes after i1llll1"1 fP, the present age of wickedness. The term l'P occurs in lines 12, 14 and 15. The suffix
of ~p in line 12 refers to i1Jlll1"1 in the preceding line, and the phrase (iT ).llUl rp is characteristic of sectarian
writings,20 as is the expression 1ll ·~ i,'O (line 15).21 A periodical understanding of history underlies the
expression ci,'lll

·~p "'O"

"throughout all the periods of eternity" (4Q417 rx 9). The 'sectarian' use of rp ,

different from the use in Daniel,22 could point toa post-Daniel date for 4Qinstruction. Within the Enochic
corpus the closest parallel to this periodization of history can be found in the Apocalypse of Weeks (I Enoch
93:1-10; 91:11-17).
righteousness, as darkness is removed from before light. Tuen, just as smoke wholly ceases and is no more, so
shall wickedness cease forever, and righteousness shall be revealed as the sun establishes itself to the world. And
all the adherents of the mysteries of transgression are to be no more. But knowledge shall fill the world, nor
shall folly evermore be there" (we read bØEl •n 'mysteries of transgression' and not ~"El •n in 1Q27 1 i 7). D.
Flusser has proposed a direct influence from this passage in lQ/4QMysteries upon the Musaph prayers for Rosh
Hashanah, especially on the lines: ~1'El f!lPM i!n7un ,T?'l' nro cri-om ,ir'7ll' c•iø•i ,incø•i ,~,, c•p·~ p:n/Mi
fil'.1 10 im n'7øcQ i•::uin ' ' ,"i,,n JØll;:) ;;i,'O il.wim "Then the righteous will see and be glad, the upright will
rejoice, the pious will shout in happiness. Perversion will shut its mouth, and all evil will disappear like
smoke, for You will remove the usurpant kingdom from the earth": "'The Book of Mysteries' and a Synagogal
Prayer" (Hebrew), Knesset Ezra. Literature and Life in the Synagogue. Studies Presented to Ezra Fleischer (S.
Elizur, M.D. Herr, G. Shaked, A. Shinan, eds.), Jerusalem 1994, 3-20. The passage in the liturgy noted by
Flusser has parallels also in lines 11-14 of the text discussed here.
I9See S. Talrnon, "Waiting for the Messiah - the Conceptual Universe of the Qumran Covenanters", The
World of Qumranfrom Within. Collected Studies, Jerusalem, Leiden 1989, 273-300, esp. 294-7. Cf. e.g.
4Q180 (4QAgesCreat) 11 "~ .iøll ~ C'~il "ll 11Zl!:l "Pesher on the periods which God ørdained". The idea that
world history is divided into aset number of periods is found both in Jewish and non-Jewish sources in the
Hellenistic period and is probably influenced by Persian millennial speculation. See D. Flusser "The Four
Empires in the Fourth Sibyl and in the Book of Daniel", Israel Oriental Studies 2 (1972) 148-75. On this point
we disagree with Harrington, who asserts that in 4Qlnstruction "there are no periodizations of history": "Two
Early Jewish Approaches to Wisdom", 128.
20CD VI 10, 14; XII 23; XV 7, 10; lQpHab V 7-8; 4Q301 (4QMystc) 3 8; 4Q266 (4QDh) 3 iii 7; 4Q269
(4Qot) 10 7; 4Q271 (4QIY) 1 il 12; 4Q215a (4QTime of Righteousness) 1 i 3.
21In the Qumran scrolls the phrase 'all etemal periods/generations' can have two meanings, either 'for all
eternity/forever' or 'the periods throughout history until eternity'. In this text ill ·~ i,,, plainly means 'for all
eternity' [cf. lQM I 8-9 [C'O"Ul] ·~p ':it>"
C11 1'~'; lQSb V 18 ill ·~ 71;, CJl{i ci,1].u rw c[.11; 4QEng 1 ii 17
1J•o?.ll •11 71;, (1Enoch91:17)]. By contrast, in 4Q417 IX 9 c71.11 '!lp ?-o? means ' throughout all the periods of
history': "understand(?) the creatures [of God.(?)] in all their ways with their destiny throughout all the periods of
etemity as well as the eternal visitation" (cf. 1lQMelchIl20 c71Jm ·~p '?t>:i oo"•;:)Ø{,i]i, "to teach them about
all the periods of eternal history"; 1QM X 15-16 1ll ·~i c•m n1D1pm IUTlp 'ill'IO "the sacred seasons, the cycles
of the years and the periods throughout eternity"; 1QH8 I 24 mo ·~ 71;,i, "for all the periods throughout
etemity"; 4Q213a (4QLevib ar) 34 7 w;ii,ll 'i1 ':i'O" "for all the generations of eternity"; 4Q542 (4QTQahat ar) 1
ii 4 )'oi,.11 ,,1 i,-oi, ~P "enduring throughout all the generations of eternity"; 4Q547 (4QAmrame ar) 1 7 'i'TU:li
•11 ':i'O" mrc "and his sons after him for all the generations of eternity"; 4Q548 (4QAmramf ar) I 6 ",
]'O"ll] ' ' ' ~12'' •11 "all the generations of Israel for[ever").
22While 4Qinstruction, similar to sectarian writings, can use rp both for 'period' and 'end', the Hebrew
sections of Daniel frequently use rp in a stereotype way, with the meaning 'end' as elsewhere in the Bible
(Amos 8:2; Ezek 7:2-3; Dan 8: 17; 9:26; 11:27, 35, 40; 12:4, 9, 13). See J.J. Collins, "The Meaning of 'the
End' in the Book of Daniel", Of Scribes and Scrolls. Studies on the Hebrew Bibie, Intertestamental Judaism, and
Christian Origins. Presented to John Strugnell (H.W. Attridge, J.J. Collins, T.H. Tobin, eds.), Lanham, New
York and London 1990, 91-8. The Hebrew text of Sirach uses yp both as 'end' (43:27; 46:20) and ' time' [36:10
(Hebrew: 33:10); 43:6].
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According to line 14, "all iniquity shall be consumed when the period of truth (n~i rp) will be
completed" .23 An Aramaic equivalent to ~l'l rp, owp 'J'Dn .ll~2' "the eighth week, that of righteousness/truth",
is found in the Apocalypse of Weeks, I Enoch 91: 12 (4QEn8 ar 1 iv 15): in this eighth week of history the
righteous shall execute judgement upon the wicked, in the ninth week the wicked will be thrown into the etemal
pit, while the tenth week will bring the greatjudgement in heaven and the new creation. Line 14 seems to
presuppose the same sequence in the eschatological scenario as 1Enoch91:12-14: the 'period of truth' is
followed by the consumption of iniquity, and then follows the etemal reign of God. However, while 1 Enoch
91 :11-17 places the heavenly judgement on the evil forces at the very end (in the lOth week), this discourse
describes a simultaneous judgement in heaven and on earth.24 Another fragment of 4Qlnstruction which deals
with the last days, mentions the coming ci?.u rp ' the period of peace' 25 in the land:
". ?cm l'll?'W i,[i~ iil ... ?m'W 'J:l 1.ll~ iilo(•i ". in?•':>l ?':>[o:J ". ?o'l)Elø- •oi ?c::(•oø ". nioiin n(
26:J]m ':>ci'l'l IO[~i:J i!p1ln ". c•cø if;• ci?.u rp ". ?nem IJ]ic 1~ ,, l'l'l'll [~ ." )'?i ,,,,[øm ?\TI
the depths [ ... heav]en(?), and who will jud[ge(?) ". in all(?) His territory ". and He will close u[p the sons
of iniquity(?) ". until a[l)l iniquit[y is consumed(?) ". meditate(?) and get un]derstanding ". on the mystery]
to come, for there is no en[d to His mercy(?) ... the period ofpeace, [the heavens] will shou[t ". and
righteousness will dw]ell [even on the to]p of the Carmel.
(4Q418 1611-10)
According to lines 16-19, everyone will know God's judgements and understand that man is only flesh befare
the divine judge. In the Rosh Hashanah liturgy we meet the same themes: 'Tl ?:i •J•.11? 'll'?.11 i:w:rn JJ!:l'lm "appear
and be exalted over us before the eyes of all living"; ri~

'Pl01

?:i 1~

mJEl.1'

.102':1 '11'1P' iø:J 'J:J ?;,i "and all

the sons of flesh will call upon Your name, when You will turn unto You all the wicked of the earth"; ?;:, J11''l
'111~ l'l~ •:i ,,~

?;:, r:i•i ,in?ll!:l

l'lM ,,

?'\Jm "every creature will know that You made him, and every being

understand that You fonned him"; 1rn• C"Mil ?;,i "every living being shall acknowledge You".27
The early piyyut 'J'n l'llnl'l which is proclaimed in the synagogue on Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur
describes the day of judgement in apocalyptic style. This piyyut probably draws upon early traditions connected
with Rosh Hashanah, and displaysa number of parallels with the text discussed here as well as 4Q417 IX (the

23For a similar terminology, cf. the Two-Spirit Treatise, lQS IV 19 ?:in ~ ~y, ~~ M1 "and then truth
shall arise in the world for ever" (about the final period of peace and harmony).
24Judgement of the evil forces: "In heaven He will judge the work of iniquity", "[the kingillml of iniquity(?)
will tremble,] the water and the depths will fear ".on the day of its judgement" (lines 11-14). Judgement of
mankind: "all those who have defiled themselves by it will f ear and wail", "all the spirit of flesh will be stripped
naked", "all iniquity shall be consumed" (lines 12-14).
25The term C'l?tl1il ~p 'the period of peace' occurs also in 4Q215a (4QTime of Righteousness), in a passage
about the periods of history (1i3-5): "For the period of wickedness is complete and all unrighteousness shalll
[pass awa]y. [For] the time of righteousness is coming ".The age of peace is coming, and of true laws and
righteous testimony". The parallel with 4Q215a indicates that C'l?.u rP in 4Q418 161 9 should be interpreted as
'the period of peace' rather than crnr.t rp 'the time of requital '. The peace motif is a dominant feature of the
salvation described in 1 Enoch 1-5 (see Hartman, Askingfor a Meaning , 132-3). In exilic and postexilic times
the biblical consept ofc1?ø received more and more eschatological overtones (see H.H. Schmid, 'Salom,
"Frieden" imAlten Orient und imA/ten Testament, Stuttgart 1971, 79-90).
26For the reconstruction, cf. Isa 32:16 :ilDn ?a1':J i!p-r.lt ?ei;, 'orchard' is one of the garden images which
are used eschatologically in the Bible (Isa 29:17; 32:15-16). Thus, also this passage could play on the Eden
theme, cf. our discussion of the image of Eden in section 4.3.2. The more precise term
ID[i'i means the
Mountain of Carmel, cf. 1 Kgs 18:42; Am 1:2; 9:3.
270ur reconstruction of line 16 and the interpretation of i'li'\1 ""ttD:i ~r· ~,,(lines 16-17) are based on these
parallels (see note 2).
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discourse discussed in section 4.1.7): a truthful judgement in heaven of all men, a judgement of angelic powers
who tremble befare God, a day of awe, the Book of Remembrance, He who fashioned men knows their nature they are only flesh.
Let us proclaim how majestic is this holy day, for it is a day of terror and of awe.
On this day, Your kingdom is lift.ed high, Your throne established in mercy,
as You sit upon it in truth.
Truly it is You who are judge and plaintiff, knower and witness;
You record and set the sea!, You count and number, You recall all forgotten things;
You open the Book of Remembrance, from which it will be read;
the signature of every man is in it.
A great trumpet is sounded; a still, small voice is heard;
angels scurry, seized with pain and trembling,
as they declare: ' Behold the Day of Judgement, to visit upon the host of heaven in judgement' ,
for they are not innocent in Your sight in the judgement.
And all who came into the world will pass befare You like troops on parade,
". so You parade, count, number and remember the life of every living thing,
as You sentence all creatures and record their verdicL
". Truly it is You who fashioned them and You know their nature;
they are but flesh and blood; man comes from dust and to dust returns.28
We do not suggest any literary relation between these texts. But the parallels are so striking that one may ask:
is there a relation between the apocalyptic elements in 4Qinstruction and early Rosh Hashanah traditions, which
again influenced the composition of this piyyut?
We encounter the 'wicked kingdom', well-known from the later Birkat Haminim, in the Rosh Hashanah
prayers <ri"n JO )ilt n?.occ i•::uin ':> "for You will remove the usurpant kingdom from the earth ") as well as the
text under discussion: mEi mcnrn C'o 29!?illll!T1 ro?6c øllin Jibl•Ji• C'oø ':> "for the heaven will shou[t, the
king,QQm of iniquity(?) will tremble,] the water and the depths will fear'' (lines 12-13). The 'kingdom of iniquity'
is here (as in the Musaph prayer) clearly connected to cataclysmic cosmic events at the end of days. Flusser is
therefore correct when he now asserts that the origin of the phrase Jiit n?rooo should be sought in dualistic
apocalyptic thinking about the evil powers opposed to God. not in scepticism against the Roman empire based
on the fourth kingdom in Daniel 7 (for the latter option, cf. Jer 50:31-32, which designates Babel as Jiit). 30
T. Dan 6 testifies to the same apocalyptic tradition: "the kingdom of the enemy" belongs to Satan and his

spirits, and is the cause of "Israel's period of lawlessness", but finally "the enemy' s kingdom will be brought to
an end".31 32
28T. Canni, The Penguin Book of Hebrew Verse, London 1981, 207-9. This piyyut has its origins in the
Land of Israel, and should be dated befare Kailir, i.e. around the sixth century: D. Goldsmidt, Mahzor for the
High Holy Days, Rosh Hashanah (Hebrew), Jerusalem 1970, 42.
29nllØ" ro]?6c is reconstructed. In this text the kingdom of iniquity trembles, in the Book of Watchers the
watchers tremble in fear of God's judgement (1 Enoch 1:5; 12:6; 13:3-5).
30"'The Book of Mysteries' anda Synagogal Prayer", 16-17. Only in the tannaitic period was )'lit n?øm
identified with iir?llil m::i?o, i.e. Rome. D.R. Schwarz has proposed that some rabbinic references to the wicked
kingdom have their roots in Pharisaic opposition to the priestly Hasmoneans' usurpation of the kingship:
Studies in the Jewish Background of Christianity, Tiibingen 1992, 44-56.
31 A similar dualistic view of the evil powers opposed to God is reflected in the Geniza vers ion of Sirach
32:22-23 (MS B) which mentions l11!T1 :woi rnr ~ø "the scepter of arrogance and the staff of wickedness":
lli)' llm l11Z1, il!!loi rnr C>:llD ID'",, ill Ci"J :J'Ø' c•u?i ,,r:>" 'Jrtl ftlO' ill p~n" !'?
ile.ion' "" ?" Cll "Yea, the
Lord will not tarry, and the Mighty One not refrain Himself, till He smite the loins of the merciless, and require
vengeance to the nations, till He disposes the scepter of arrogance. and the staff of wickedness is utterly cut
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The earliest references to the 'kingdom of evil' and the ' King of Evil' in the Qumran scrolls are 4Qlnstruction
and 4QVisions of Amram, which both should be dated to the early or mid-second century BCE. 33 34 Both
compositions were found in several copies in Qumran, and were probably influential on the development of
sectarian thinking on i,ll"?:i n'?øcc ' the rule/kingdom of Belial' (see lQS I 18, 23-24; Il 19; Ill 20-21; lQM
XIV 9; XVII 5-6).
4Q416 3 preserves lines 9-15 of the next column (4Q416 VIII). Also this text shows links with themes of
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur:
i,!);:i pin '!l illløi cin ill ~ 1pøn i,a\[ ." ?i'Ul' i,:i nii,PEl ,";:i, '" i,:i ni,n) '!Mo '!l i\[ .•• J il:ini,nJ:ii :-r:ioii,ø[
(il~ i,i,,, il:io[ø ". lit:ni, Jj'p 1~1 "- 'r:lli c"?lil '!l ~ 'i 0 in ~;i ". ?ill ·~);>
]your peace, and in your inheritance[ ". ] for from Him is the inheritance of every living being, and in His
hand lies the des[tiny of everyone formed(?) ... ]don' t be silent until the consumption of evil, for wrath is
upon all the per[iods of etemity(?) ". ]anguish will not prevail(?), for great are the mercies of God and there
is no end[ to His goodness.... ]Your [na]me be praised greatl[y
(4Q416 VIII 9-13)
The mention of peace in line 9 recalls the recurring requests of the Yom Kippur liturgy that God bequeath His
people with peace, and 4Qlnstruction's hope for the 'period ofpeace' (4Q418 161 9, see above). The mention of
i'Ul' i,:i mip!l , the 'destiny' or 'visitation' of every creature (line 10) recurs in the Rosh Hashanah liturgy:
impEl1

Ø'~

ilØllO, æi 1'JD' i'Ul'il i,:i i:ir •:i "For the remem brance of every creature comes before You, each man' s

deeds and destiny". Lines 12-13 possibly contain the concluding lines of the discourse which started in the end of
col. VI. These lines proclaim the great mercy of God, i,~ 'r:lli c•i,m. Also the Rosh Hashanah Iiturgy appeals
to God's mercy: C':l"ii i •orn:i 1tzliPO i,ll, 'U"i,ll c:rnm "have mercy upon us and upon Your sanctuary in Your
abundant compassion".

down"(= Greek text 35:22-23). BZ. Wacholder has proposed that the Geniza versions of Sirach contain
Qumranic interpolations (lecture given in Copenhagen, June 1995). The underlined words, which are not extant
in Greek, could well be such sectarian interpolations.
32The Geniza version of Birkat ha-Minim, which must be close to some early versions of this benediction,
uses the phrase pil n'C'?o instead of the earlier 11i1 n':iøoo of the Musaph prayer: "For the apostates let there be
no hope; and may the insolent kingdom be quickly uprooted (ip»n m.io pir n'C,o). And may the Nazarenes and
the heretics perish as in a moment, be erased from the Book of Life and not be inscribed witb the righteous.
Blessed are You, Lord, who humble the insolvent". For the different early versions of this benediction, see L.
Finkelstein ''The Development of the Amidah", JQR 16 (1925-26) 1-43 ,127-170 (reprinted in Phariseism in the
Making. Selected Essays, New York 1972, 245-332), pp. 156-7. According to an earlier article by Flusser,
Shmuel ha-Katan united two existing prayers into Birkat ha-Minim, one containing the wish for the speedy
destruction of the arrogant kingdom of Rome, )lir m:ii,o, the other was a prayer against the separatists: Flusser,
"The Jewish-Christian Schism," Judaism and the Origins of Christianity, Jerusalem 1988, 617-44, pp. 641-2.
The article originally appeared in Immanuel 16 and 17 (1983, 1984).
334Q544 (4QAmramh ar) 2 3 refers to the prince of darkness as llU1 '::>'° 'King of Evil'. This phrase is
closely related to 4Qinstruction's il.llØ"i n:i)"6c. M. Philonenko has suggested that the name llf!T1 •;:,i,o [4Q544 2
3; 4Q280 (4QBerakotf) 1 2] represents an interpretation of the names .lli:l and ll!1n:l of the kings of Sodom and
Gomorrah in Gen 14:2 [cf. the interpretations ø•:i:i '1i:J1lli lli:i, !Ul'Vl:l 'li:l'Uli llØi:l "Bera whose deeds were
evil, Birsha whose deeds were wicked" (Tg. Ps.-J.); lli ):l, llØi p (Gen. R. 42.2)] : "Melkire~a' et Melkira'. Note
sur les 'Visions de <Amram'", Semitica 41-42 (1993) 159-62. E. Puech dates the composition of 4QAmram to
c.200 BCE: E. Puech, "Messianism, Resurrection, and Eschatology at Qumran and in the New Testament", The
Community of the Renewed Covenant, 235-56, p. 247.
344QPseudo-Moses possibly uses similar terminology on a gentile kingdom (eilher that of Alexander the
Great or Antiochus Epiphanes), 4Q387 (4QpsMosh) 3 ii 9 ~·ilil( il.lløi.i n~i,oo "that[ evil k]ingdom". PseudoMoses' reference to three ungodly priests who rule the land and defile the sanctuary (4Q387 2 4; 4Q388 1 ii 7-10
= Jason, Menelaus and Alcimus) dates this composition to the mid-second century.
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Further parallels with sectarian literature can also be noted: the tenns 'sons of truth', 'sons of evil', ' to defile
oneself by iniquity', 'the God of truth', 'sons of heaven' for the angels, the use ofi.snc for the preordained times
within the periods of history. The discourse does not use 'sons of light' for the elect (as 1QM and 1QS I), but
rather ~

'l:::J

'sons of truth' (line 11), as lQS IV 5, 6 (the Two-Spirit Treatise) and 4Q266 (4QDa) 18 v 7.35

The sentence i!'?~]JI 'lJ ?'!;, 1ll::l ilO'i "He will shut up all the sons of evil" has a close parallel in lQH• III 18
'?'W

n"in

i.11::i

mø 'n'?i

iilO"'I

"the gates of the pit will be closed behind her who is pregnant with wickedness",

cf. further Isa 24:22 on the judgement on the heavenly forces, iloo-l;iv

,,)0,

(that occurs also in the next eschatological discourse, 4Q418 69 ii 8 itil

ii:::J_,,ll i'~.

The phrase i!'?'l.ll

~c' ~,, i!'?Ul 'l:::Ji)

'l:::J

belongs to sectarian

vocabulary. 36 According to line 12, !hose who have defiled themselves by iniquity, (illl!Di::l) n:::i

i'?'?ln.i,

will

tremble at the judgement. The phrase 'defile oneself by iniquity' belongs to sectarian parlance.37 In line 13 we
encounterc)'oø 'l::l 'the sans ofheaven'. In I Enoch 6:2; 14:3 and lQapGen Il 5, 16 'the sans of heaven' are the
fallen angels (cf. Gen 6:2 c~T'l:::J, I Enoch 71:1 'sons of the holy angels'). In this text as well as 4Q418 69
ii 12-13 ' the sons ofheaven' are the angels, as in lQS IV 22; XI 8; 1QH8 Ill 22; frg. 2 10. Sectarian literature

can use the word i.sne for the preordained times within the periods of his tory, as is done in line 4 of this text 38
The statement """ ~ """fora God of truth is He" (line 15) has close parallels in lQW XV 25 il~ ~
"You area God of truth", and lQS XI 4 'ell.El
God". 39

ll'?o ~'il"" ~"''"for

""

the rock of my steps is the truth of

Such an affirmation of God being true and his word true appears prominently also in the Rosh

Hashanah liturgy.40
also lQH• VI 29, VII 30, IX 35, X 27, XI 11 iro~fil;,ro" 'l::l "sons of Your/His truth"; lQpHab VII
10, 4Q298 (4QcrA Words of the Maskil to All Sons of Dawn) III 6-7 ~,'ID~; 4Q548,(4QAmrarnf ar) 1 8
35 Cf.

c:nø_p

'l:J.
36 1QH" V

8; 4Q429 (4QHodc) 2 i 5 (= lQH• VI 18) il]?UJ ;S:::i i," iill:::J' iilm ':J'::lrD:J "in its bright flames all
the sons of iniqui[ty] shall be consumed"; 4Qunid D 1 5 p)'iii: 'lJi 7\b[ 'l::l; lQS X 20 i!'?w '~ "the men of
evil"; 4Q426 (4Qsap. work) 8 2 n? iv ro('~.
37 1QS IV 19 ll!Di \;,iu il'?'?un.i "it has been defiled on the ways of wickedness"; 1QH8 VI 22 nDøi n:::iønr:i:i
n~:i i?'?ll1• "in accordance with] their wicked plans they defile thernselves in sin"; CD III 17 ø~ .llrDEl:i i'??'lll1.'11
nil
"they defiled themselves in the sin of man, on ways of uncleanness".
38 1QH8 I 24 Ci"l'imo ?'!;,:i c?'lll '.i!D iElOo m.Elipm rtli:l 'li:f' '?'O'? "for everlasting ages, and for the numbered
cycles of the eternal years in all their seasons"; 4Q369 (4QPrayer of Enosh) 1 i 4-7 '' ... CiTii:p ::i ei'i['ill]ic '?1;,
i.ll nn\lln '?i;,::i ••. illi:"Vll ~El!DQ fl' ill 'IClElØO ... io'? nnpprt MO "all their appoin[ted ti]mes in their periods ... for
from of old You have engraved for them ." its judgernent until the ordained time of judgement ... in all the
eternal testimonies" (Strugnell and Attridge translate the first words differently; "all their festi[vals] in their
periods": DJD XIII, 355).
39Cf. also Apoc. Adam 1:9 "After those days the etemal knowledge of the God of truth withdrew fromme
and your mother Eve". The early gnostic Apocalypse of Adam is influenced by Jewish apocalyptic traditions.
See e.g. G.W.E. Nickelsburg, "Same Related Traditions in the Apocalypse of Adam, the Books of Adam and
Eve, and 1 Enoch", The Rediscovery of Gnosticism (B. Layton, ed.), Leiden 1981, 514-39.
40It precedes the proclarnation of God as king over the whole universe which characterizes the liturgy of this
day. The sanctification of the day by the blessing on wine which inaugurates the festival concludes "and Your
word is true (ro~ ,-c.,,) and endures forever". The central Amidah Benediction of Rosh Hashanah concludes with
the phrase i.11'? C"P1 ~ 1i:i.,, no" C'~ ~ ' ' "for You are a God of truth and Your word is true and endures
forever", which also concludes the blessing after the Haphtarah on Rosh Hashanah: ill'? C"pi ~ 1,:i.,, "Your
word is true and endures forever". The ' true word' here is the word of the prophets who predicted the spreading
out of monotheism and the end of idolatrous worship in the world. The recital of the Haphtarah was
accompanied all the year around by the blessing about the 'true word of God', that referred to the messages of the
prophets about the future redemption of the whole world, cf. Isa 2:1-4; 45:22-23; 66:18-21; Zech 8:20-23;
14:9. See M. Weinfeld, "Publications" (Hebrew), Shnaton 11 (1997) 349-60.
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We have found a number of parallels to the discourse in 4Q416 Vl-Vlll in Enochic and sectarian writings, and
also in the Rosh Hashanah liturgy. We will return to the question of links between these traditions in section
4.2.3.5, and turn now to the second eschatological discourse we have identified.

4.2.2. The ultimate fate of the ungodly and the righteous, 4Q418 69 ii 4-15
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And now. you foolish of heart, how can there be goociness if it was not
5. [demonstrated(?), and how can there be] peacefulness if it never existed, and how can there be
righteousness if it were not established, and how will the dead groan because of their j(udgemen]t?
6. [For Sheo]l you were formed, and yourreturn will be eternal damnation, for .. [ ]your sins[ ]
7. the dark places will shine on your multitude and all that ever came into being. The seekers of truth will
wake up to the judgements[ of God(?).]
8. All the foolish of heart will be destroyed, the sons of iniquity will not be found any more, and all those
who support evil will be asham[ed]
9. at your judgement. The foundations of the firmament will shout, all the h[osts of God ]will thunder, [and
al)l who love[ righteousness will rejoice.]
10.
But you are the elect of truth, those who pursue[ righteousness according to the ]judgement of
God(?) ]watchfu[l]
11. according to all knowledge. How can you say "We have toiled for understand.ing and we have been awake
to pursue knowledge". R[ighteous(?) is H]e in all [His deed]s(?)
12. and He has not tired during all the years of eternity. Does He not delight in truth forever? Knowledge[ and
Understanding ]will minister to Him. And even the s[ons
13. of heaven, whose inheritance is eternal life, will they <not> say "We have toiled in the deeds of truth, and
have ti[red]
14. during all the ages"? - will they not wal[k) in eternal light? [ ] also you [will inherit g]lory and
abundant honour,[ and tremble(?) will]
And you area
15. in the [holy ]firmaments[ the foun]dation of beginnings, all [
firstborn son
4.

This text, which we have characterized as a trial speech, rhetorically addresses " the foolish of heart", "the sons
of iniquity", "those who support evil" - a group that hardly is present as real addressees. They are contrasted with
another group, "al]l who love[ righteousness", "the elect of truth, those who pursue[ righteousness", (those
who) "pursue knowledge". Other catchwords are ' toll' and 'tire', tenns that give an indication of the situation of
the true addressees of this text. As is common in post-biblical texts, the trial speech serves as a means for

41 We omit here

the fragmentarily preserved lines 1-4a (see section 6.2.1). The preceding section closed with a
rhetorical question in the 3rd person plural: "Will they not walk in truth [with all ]their [sorrows(?)] and in
knowledge <with> all their joys?"
42We have identified a small fragment with the letters 11.:> 9:, which should be located at the bottom left
corner of this fragment. See section 6.2.1.
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exhortation. The elaboration of the fate of the ungodly shall strengthen the identity of the group of the author.43
Those addressed suffer hardship now, but should not lose courage - they will inherit glory and honour as do the
angels. The contrast between the present burdensome situation of the elect and the expected afterlife is a
common apocalyptic theme, which is found also in the New Testament and rabbinic literature.44 The contrasting
of the elect and the ungodly in a parenetic setting has parallels in 1 Enoch I-545 and the Epistle of Enoch.
We have suggested that this trial speech should be located between the discourse on the cosmic judgement
(4Q416 VI-VIII) and that on creation and revelation (4Q417 IX), see section 2.2.3. This text has another
emphasis than the preceding discourse, which concentrates on the acts of God and the universal aspects of the
judgement The trial speech reflects an elaborate eschatological doctrine on the fate of men: Sheol is the place of
the damned between death and the day of judgement, and is a place of toil and affliction. The affliction the
foolish of heart experience in Sheol is related to the unrighteousness they have shown in their lives. God has
ordained 'eternal damnation' as their end: the unrighteous will be ultimately destroyed at the day of judgement
In contrast, the righteous will inherit everlasting glory and honour.
Lines 4-9 and 10-14 contain two rhetorical dialogues in the 2nd person plural, the first to the ungodly, the
second to the righteous (for the literary analysis, see section 3.1). These dialogues are closely related to (and
probably inspired by) 1Enoch91and103:1-104:8. The 2nd person plural form, which is rare in 4Qinstruction,
is probably inherited from 1 Enoch 103-104. The address to the ungodly (lines 4-9, for which cf. i Enoch 2-5;
94:8-96:8; 98:4-99:2; 99:11-16; 100:7-102:3; 104:7-8) opens with four rhetorical questions which relate the
pain of the unrighteous after death to their ungodly lives. Lines 6-7 contain an announcement of judgement to
the ungodly, like 1Enoch103:5-8. Line 6 elaborates their fate; Sheol and etemal damnation. Lines 7-9 and 1415 describe the final judgement the righteous will wake up and witness God's judgement, the evil ones will be
destroyed forever, the universe and the righteous will shout and rejoice. The dialogue of lines 10-15 functions as
an announcement of salvation, which exhorts the elect to see their life in the right perspective vis-a-vis God and
the angels.
Lines 4-5 contain four rhetorical questions stylized in a 3+1 pattem. They ask the foolish of heart about the
affliction they will meet after death: the first three ask the ungodly how they can expect goodness, peacefulness
and righteousness in the afterlife when they did not demonstrate these virtues during their lives. These questions
lead up to the fourth which emphasizes the painful affliction of the dead until the day of judgement (referring
only to the ungodly, the righteous will experience glory and honour, see line 14). Line 6 describes the fate of
the damned; Sheol and etemal damnation.46 Their way to perdition is preordained by God: "For Sheo]l you were

43Cf. Hartman's observation on the denouncement speech of I Enoch 2-5. Fonnally this speech "is directed
against the wicked, but it concems the righteous and therefore tells about their coming happiness": "An early
example of Jewish exegesis", 25.
44See 2 Maccabees 7; 2 Apoc. Bar. 15:7-8, and Strack-Billerbeck to Luke 13:2; 24:26; Rom 8: 18.
45See Hartman, Asking for a M eaning, 135-7.
46The phrase c7lll nnw is found in the section on the judgement on the ungodly in 1QS IV 12, while
1 Enoch 5:5, 6 contained an Aramaic equivalent. ci,ill nw probably occurs also in another fragment of
4Qlnstruction; 4Q418 162 4 ill 11]::i::l il;,i, il'm c7lll 11t!Ø[ "]etemal destruction, hut you will receive gl[ory for
ever", cf. also 4Q418 177 2 iii~:::i i~ pi~i n[nø "damnat]ion and perdition will be his end".
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fonned, and your retum47 will be eternal damnation".48 As in 1Enoch103:7 Sheol is the place of the damned
after death, not of the righteous.49 Three parallel sentences in line 8 express that the unrighteous will be
ultimately destroyed. They are called "foolish of heart", "sons of iniquity", "those who support evil ". Their end
is described with the phrases "will be destroyed", "will not be found any more", and "will be ashamed". We
interpret these terms as referring to the etemal fate of the ungodly, not to their physical death. In spite of the
phrase "etemal damnation" in line 6, the phrases "will be destroyed, will not be found any more" indicate an
eschatology where the unrighteous will perish at the day of judgement and not experience etemal pain.50
Line 7 brings in a new group, mentioned in the 3rd person, ''The seekers of truth will wake up to the
judgements[ of God(?)."5 1 We will retwn to the interpretation of this sentence in section 4.2.3.2, but note here
two close parallels in the Epistle ofEnoch (91:10 "and the righteous shall arise from their sleep" and 92:3 "And
the righteous one shall arise from sleep"). Further, the text of lines 7-9 ("The seekers of truth will wake up to
the judgements[ of God(?).] All the foolish of heart will be destroyed, the sons of iniquity will not be found any
more, and all those who support evil will be asham[ed] at your judgement") is closely paralleled by lQH• VI 2930 "And then at the time of judgement the sword of Godshall hasten, and all the sons of His tr[u]th shall awake
to[ destroy] wickedness, and all the sons of iniquity shall be no more". The Hodayah probably ascribes to the
righteous a more active role in the destruction of the wicked than the text discussed here.

47The

word CDn:riøn is related to death: IQH• XI 20 and XII 26 uses i1JWn about man's retum to dust in his
death.
48This text presents another example of a 'sectarian' view ofpredestination in the discourses of
4Qinstruction. On this subject, see section 4.1.6 on 4Q418 123 ii 5-6, and further section 4.4.
49For the subject matter, cf. the description in CD Il 5-6 of the fate of those departing from the way: "power,
might and great flaming wrath by the hand of all the angels of destruction towards those who depart from the
way and abbor the precept"; 4Q184 (4QWiles of the Wicked Woman) 110-11 "Her gates are gates of death; at
the entrance of her house Sheol stands. All [who go in unto her] shall [not] return, and all who inherit her will
go down to the pit''. Fora contrasting use of the terms mlD and ?i~ID, see lQW Ill 19 ?~1Dci m1Dc ·ø~ i1n"i~ •;:,
d;i'IJ) cri? •m-?.11i1 rn~ "for You have redeemed my soul from the pit, and from the hell of Abaddon You have
raised me up to everlasting heights".
SOJ Enoch teaches that the unrighteous will perish. A close parallell to this text is 1 Enoch 91:8-9
"injustice shall be cut off from its fountain and from its roots, and oppression together with deceit, they shall be
destroyed from undemeath heaven. All that which is common with the heathen shall be surrendered, the towers
shall be inflamed with fire, and be removed from the whole earth. They shall be thrown into the judgement of
fire, and perish in wrath and in the force of the etemal judgement", cf. further 1: 1 "the day of tribulation at the
removal of all the ungodly ones"; 97: 1 "the sinners are due fora shame, they shall perish on the day of
oppression". The same teaching is found in the Two-Spirit Treatise, lQS IV 12-14, where the punishing angels
pester the unrighteous until they perish in the fire of the dark places. 4QS48 (4QAmramf ar) 1-2 ii 11-14, a
presectarian (?) text on the day of judgement, likewise foresees destruction and annihilation for the sons of
darkness, "but the sons of darkness will be destroyed ". and all the sons of dark[ness will go the shades, to
death] and to annihilation", as does T. Seb. 10:3 "But the Lordshall bring down fire on the impious and will
destroy them to all generations". Dan 12:2, in contrast, probably foresees etemal pain for the sinners, ~'
c?'IJ) J'll'ii? mDim.
s1we reconstruct I??~ r~o? in line 7 and ?~ l!>]iløi:(:i in line 10. A different reconstruction could shift the
focus from the end-time divine judgement to an earthly setting where the righteous ones judge the ungodly.
However, in the discourses of 4Qlnstruction God's judgement has a central role, cf. especially 4Q416 VII. And
lines 8-9 and 14-15 of the text under discussion do point to a scene of theophany and divine judgement, similar
to 4Q416 VII 11-14.
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Lines 10-14 contain the exhortation to the elect.52 Their God-given election is affirmed in the first sentence,
"But you are the elect of truth, those who pursue[ righteousness". In line 11 the speaker quotes the complaint of
his supposed audience who have toiled and tired in their struggle for the åght knowledge. The discourse then
changes from addressing the elect in the 2nd person plural, to a reference to God and His characteristics and then
to 'the sons of heaven' in the 3rd person plural. The tiresome situation of the elect is compared with God who
never tires and with the portion of the angels. The elect should not lose courage if they tire, even the angels
have struggled and tired in their pursuit of truth. As the angels will "wal[k] in etemal light'', so also the elect
can look forward toa bright future. The statements m~ UJJl' rmM il::i'~ "How can you say 'We have toiled for
understanding" (line 11) and C'~ i,'l::i:i [UJElll'i ~ mi,v~ 'l:lllJ' '~' i·~.-1 "will they <not> say: 'We have toiled
in the deeds of truth, and have ti[red] during all the ages'" (the latter is put in the mouth of the angels), are
probably inspired by 1 Enoch 103:9, 11 "Those who were righteous and kind during their lifetirne, will they
not say: 53 'In the days of our toil, we have surely suffered hardships and have experienced every trouble ... we
toiled and Iaboured ...".
The future fate of the elect is described with the tenns "[g)lory and abundant honour", and compared with the
portion of the angels, "whose inheritance is etemal life"54 and who will "wal[k] in eternal light". While the
terms 'glory and abundant honour' in themselves may point to a restoration of honour in this life - not to the
hereafter, the comparison with the lot of the angels, 'etemal life' and 'etemal light' , suggests that lines 13-14
assure the elect of their etemal portion. Parallels to lines 13-14 in sectarian literature point in the same
direction, cf. IQS IV 7-8 l:l'ci,w ,~ iiil mc Cll

im

i,.i,:;i, M~ "M:l c-oi,1ll MQtoi ill n,:;ii:i i,,:;i ell "with every

everlasting blessing and etemal joy in life without end, a crown of glory and a garment of majesty in unending
light". The phrases iin :i1i ... ":j[:;i ... ci,w i1~ (line 14) recur also in lQHa XII 15 about the lot of the elect,
c7i]ll ,,~i, il::iiiD iin "the splendour of Your glory to eternal light".55 The sentence ,:;ij;fin• ci,1ll i1~:i is
probably quoted from 1 Enoch 92:4 " they shall walk in etemal light".56
The reference to the destruction of the ungodly (lines 8-9) is followed by theophany terminology. The
universe and the heavenly hosts will tremble and shout (similar reactions were described in the preceding
discourse, 4Q416 VII 12-14): "The foundations of the firmament will shout, all the h[osts of God ]will thunder,
521Enoch103:9-104:6

contains a similar address to the elect who are alive.
they not say" instead of the usual translation from the Ethiopic " do not say". The Greek text has µ1)
yap ELlTTlTE ot 8l1<atoL, from which an oåginal i~· ~~ may be reconstructed.
54For the phrase c?w C''n , cf. Dan 12:2 c'1ll ''11; Ps 133:3 c?'lll ill C''n (on the lasting blessing of Zion);
IQS IV 7 rn{J ''11::! C'c?'l.ll l"1l1CØ "eternal joy with life everlasting"; CD Ill 20 c~ 11:i::i ?::l1 n~ "ni, "for eternal
life and all the glory of Adam". 'Eternal life' occurs in 2 Macc 7:9; Pss. Sol. 3:12; 1Enoch 40:9. The term
becomes central in the New Testament, especially in the Johannine literature, and occurs also in rabbinic
literature as a term for the inheritance in the world to come. Cf. Mark 10:17-22 (par. Matt 19:16-17) which
connects 'etemal life' with k eeping the commandments. According to t. Suta 7: 11 , words of Torah bring life to
the world (l"M
ci,w:i) and convey life eternally (c'?uli, J''n). Cf. further the blessing after the reading of the Torah, which
perhaps originally contained the phrase u::im iil1~ c'?ul ''11 ~ m1li u? Jnl iø~ (see F1usser, " He has planted
it"). Rabbinic literature employs bo th the Danielic form c?w "M and c?'Ul ]''11/c"n which is used in this text.
sscf. also 4Q286 (4QBe:r") 1 ii 4 ~ ciii "m ij,;;J.
53"Will

56A probable parallel can be found in the closing eschatological passage of 4Q228 (4QText with a Citation
of Jubilees) 1 i 10 ;~i,; o;(.w i"llC ... M~ ~'Tl " li[fe eternal ... in light ete]rnal they shall walk" (reconstruction
ours - on this fragment, see section 2.3, note 57).
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[and al]l who love[ righteousness will rejoice" (line 9). This theme recurs in the end of the discourse: "in the
[holy ]firmaments[ the foun]dation of beginnings [will tremble(?}, all ["(lines 14-15). Similar expressions are
found in lQH" Ill 29-3657 and biblical theophany descriptions, cf. Ps 96:10-13; 98:9; 99:1.
A new paragraph starts after the vacat in line 15. After the elaboration of the hope of the righteous and the
judgement on the ungodly, the text continues with a reference to the sonship of the elect under God,
] i'l:)~f:i

m~i

(on this subject, see section 4.3.4).

Our analysis of this trial speech has demonstrated close parallels with the Epist/e of Enoch. A literary
relation between these two texts seems probable.

4.2.3.1.

Summary

We will summarize some main points from the analysis of the two eschatological discourses discussed above.
The discourses of 4Qlnstruction look forward to a day of divine intervention in heaven and on earth (but there are
no unambiguous signs of a tense Naherwartung). 58 God will judge all flesh, annihilate the powers of evil and
establish the age of peace in the land. The elect community will 'inherit the land' (on this term, see section
4.3.2) and experience blessing and salvation. Similarly to 1 Enoch 1-5, the Epistle of Enoch and sectarian
writings, the discourses describe the end-time judgement of the cosmos with separation between the righteous
and the evil ones. The fate of the elect is compared to that of the angels - they will inherit glory and honour.
The ungodly among the dead will be requilted for their deeds - from their toilsome stay in Sheol they will on the
day of judgement experience destruction and annihilation.
In its apocalyptic eschatology 4Qlnstruction isa close relative of 1 Enoch and the main sectarian writings,
and differs from a more biblically-oriented restoration eschatology as represented by works such as the Words of
the Lurninaries. There is a correlation between a restoration eschatology and a national understand.ing of the
'remnant' on the one hand, and an apocalyptic eschatology anda more narrow 'ecclesiology' on the other (see
section 4.3.1). 4Qlnstruction shares with the Apocalypse ofWeeks and sectarian writings an eschatological
understanding of history and its periods. In the present period God has chosen to reveal the mysteries of history
and the eschaton to the elect (see section 4.1.6). God's judgement will put an end to iillrDi rp ' the period of evil'.
While the term ii.ll2il rP (presupposed in 4Q416 VII 11-12) is frequent in sectarian teaching of the periods, rP
n]~ii

'the period oftruth' (4Q416 VII 14) does not occur in the main sectarian writings. It is not explicitly

stated that the present time of the community is rtlløi rp or that the author's time is marked by violence and
deceit, as is presupposed by the Epistle of Enoch (1 Enoch 93:9).

57For c•':i~

i'lO(• np ]'.ll'p~ ?illi', cf. lQH" Ill 30-31 rmiro':i c...,,, "1'!0' ilt!r.::I' .11ip,:ii ':i::>~n ion '!Ul~ "It
shall consume the foundations of the earth and the expanse of dry land, the bases of the mountains shall blaze";
Ill 35 c?w 'IZM ~illi"I 'W'lon' "the foundations of the world shall stagger and sway".
58The earliest Enoch literature, the Book of Watchers and the Book of the Luminaries, as well as Jubilees are
more concemed with the inevitability of the judgement than its proximity, while the Epistle of Enoch expects
an imminentjudgement. See Collins, "Was the Dead Sea Sect an Apocalyptic Movement?", 33; G.W.E.
Nickelsburg, ''The Apocalyptic Construction of Reality of 1 Enoch", Mysteries and Revelations: Apocalyptic
Studies since the Uppsala Colloquium, 51-64, p. 54.
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Argall has noted a number of traditions common to Sirach and 1 Enoch, among them the theme of the endtime judgement (for Sirach, see 35:22-26; 36:1-22). The two books differ, however, on the recipients of
salvation and destruction: "In 1 Enoch, the (Divine) Warrior saves an oppressed group within Israel and destroys
this group's Jewish adversaries along with the wicked among the nations. In Sirach, the nation as a whole is
saved and the Gentile oppressors are destroyed".59 On this point 4Qinstruction clearly sides with 1 Enoch.
In its discourses on and allusions to the coming judgement and salvation 4Qinstruction is inspired by biblical
prophets and psalms. We encounter both direct allusions to biblical verses and free use of scriptural material. 60
None of the eschatological passages of 4Qlnstruction mentions any restoralion of Zion or the people of the 12
tribes, a Davidic king or any other eschatological figure.61 There is no eschatological war between the sons of
light and the sons of darkness, as in the War Scroll, 4QPseudo-Daniel and 4QNew Jerusalem.62 As in the main
sectarian writings the eschatology of 4Qlnstruction is not centred around a messianic figure, but around an
eschatological community; it displaysa ' collective messianism' (see section 4.3.3). If the author of
4Qlnstruction shared the expectation of a messianic ruler, this figure did not occupy a crucial role in his
eschatological scenario. On this point there is a contrast between 4Qinstruction and the writings of the ya}Jad,
and we suggest that Essene eschatology developed and became more detailed as the eireles behind 4Qinstruction
merged into the ya/J.ad (see further section 5.2). The detailed eschatology of the midrashim and pesharim is not
found in this composition. The phrase C'O'il n·~ 'the end of days' does not occur.63 Similarly, the phrase
j)i~

,,, 'the last generation' which is used by the pesharim about the generation of their own time, does not

59Afgall, "Reflections on 1 Enoch andSirach", 347.
60"fhe sentences iirm mo.irn C'O [?mxzn m'6c R1llin (4Q416 VII 13) and c•71~ i)O[• "lp r»'pi:l [?ilM'1
(4Q418 69 ii 14-15) show dependence upon Isa 24:18-19 iTll.lMl1'i i1.lli :ri~ '"lt>)O 'Ølli') YmEll C)iOO m:J"~-,_,
~, "the floodgates of the heavens are opened, the foundations of the earth shake. The earth is broken up";
Ps 77:17 mo.in )fli' ~ i?-rr C'O ~i C'il"" C'O 1l'i "The waters saw you, 0 God, the waters saw you and
writhed; the very depths were convulsed", and Hab 3:10 i?'P cm )nl i:ll1 c•o c-ir C' ioi 1''11' lil'i. 4Q417 lll 1516 ",_, 110.ll' ~," [~ 'JEl? ~·:il "fFolr befare !His wralth nobody can stand" renders Nah 1:6 ™' •o mr •l!J?
~ piM:l cip• •oi "Who can withstand his indignation? Who can endure his fierce anger?", while 4Q417 I/l 15-16
c?ill MOID nc.i,.,:i~?i [?C•)i•:i~i, itui ~,.,,, "Will it not be[ garland for the poor ones(?)) and eternal joy for their
sorrow?" combines Isa 61:3 ?~ nnn pøø JOID i!lM mn itui c:m m? P'~ ,.,~" c'llD? "and provide forthose who
grieve in Zion, to bestow on them a crown of beauty instead of ashes ", wi th c?i.ll moø from Isa 61: 7. The
theophany descriptions in 4Q416 VII and 4Q418 69 ii 9, 14-15 are thematically related to Ps 96:10-13; 98:9;
99:1; Job 9:6; Hab 3:3-12.
61 A similar eschatology is found in 1 Enoch, Sap. Sol. and As. Mos. 10. The related 1Q/4QMysteries is
more national and less sectarian than 4Qinstruction, as it refers both to aking and to the people of Israel, 4Q299
10 1-3; 50 12; 62 3; 64 1-2.
62Cf. Puech, "Messianism, Resurrection, and Eschatology'', 247.
63In sectarian writings C'C.1 rn~ isa central sectarian phrase for 'the last period of time', which primarily
belongs to the pesharim and midrashim. 4QMMT C 14, 16, 21, and lQSa I 1 are supposed to represent the
earliest sectarian occurrences of this term (but see our remarks on the term in 4QMMT in section 1.1). See A.
Steudel, "c•o•n rnn~ in the Texts from Qumran'', RevQ 16 (1993) 225-46. The only occurrence in a nonsectarian Qumran text is 4QDibHam8 1-2 iii 13. We concur with Steudel and Chazon in their classification of
Words of the Luminaries as a presectarian composition, contra Puech [Steudel, ibid. 227; E.G. Chazon, "Is
Divrei ha-me'orot a Sectarian Prayer?", E. Puech, "Messianism, Resurrection, and Eschatology'', 248].
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occur. Together these observations indicate that the discourses of 4Qinstruction reflect an earlier period of the
movement which later produced works such as 4QMidrEschat and l lQMelchizedeq.64

4.2.3.2.

Afterlife

We retum to the question of the nature of the afterlife of the elect. The eschatological discourses in 4Q416 VIVlll and 4Q418 69 have close parallels in lQS IV 6-14; CD Il 5-10 (= 4Q266 2 ii 5-10); lQW Ill 29-36, and

4QAmramf ar 1-2 ii 4-10,65 and fit Hippolyt's description of the eschatological teachings of the Essenes:
They acknowledge both that the flesh will rise again, and that it will be immortal, in the same manner as
the soul is already imperishable. And they maintain that the soul, when separated in the present life,
(departs) into one place, which is well ventilated and lightsome, where, they say, it rests untiljudgement ".
Now they affinn that there will be both ajudgement anda conflagration of the universe, and that the wicked
(Refutatio XXII)
will be eternally punished.
M. Smith noted that on this point Hippolyt's description is more 'Jewish' and probably more reliable than
the parallel account in War 2.8.154-8.66 The version of Josephus is different:
For this teaching is strong among them that bodies are corruptible and their matter is not lasting, but that
souls are immortal and continue forever; and that they come out of the most subtile air, and are united to
their bodies as in prisons ". but that when they are set free from the bonds of the flesh, they then, as
released from a long bondage, rejoice and mount upward. Sharing the opinion of the Greeks, they declare
that for the good (souls) there is in store a dwelling beyond the ocean ". whereas they assign the evil (souls)
toa gloomy and 'tempestuous recess filled with incessant punishments.
(War 2.8.154)
Josephus' description sounds unmistakably Hellenistic: the etemal ethereal souls are connected with the bodies
as in a prison, and at the death of the body they are released. The souls of the righteous go to a paradise, while
punishment awaits the ungodly. There is no such preexistence of souls in 4Qlnstruction, which, however,
expresses a clear hope for an afterlife:
If <God> commits <you> to die in your poverty, entrust yourself to Him and do not rebel against Him in
your spirit.67 Tuen you will rest with the truth, and in your death your remembrance will blosso[m for
(4Q416 V 6-8)
ev]er, and in the end you will inheritjoy.
know who will inherit glory and who corruption. Will it not be[ garland for the poor ones(?)] and eternal
joy for their sorrow?
(4Q417llI11-12)

64According to Steudel, the detailed scheme for the last days was developed by the sectarians towards the end
of the life of the Teacher (end of first century BCE), with 4QMidrEschat and 11QMelch as primary examples:
"c'O'i1 n·in~ in the Texts from Qumran'', 233-42.
65This eschatological passage from 4QAmramf ar (4Q548 frg. 1) displays 'sectarian terminology• ['sons of
truth', 'sons of light', 'sons of darkness' , which also occurs in 4Q544 (4QAmramb ar) 3 ]. E. Puech. who dates
the composition of Visions of Amram to c.200 BCE, remarks that "the attribution of this manuscript to
Visions of Amram is not certain, only probable" ("Messianism, Resurrection, and Eschatology at Qumran and
in the New Testament". 247, note 33). If it does belong to Visions of Amram, this manuscript could have been
reworked bya sectarian writer. Judged from its sectarian vocabulary, a date around 200 BCE does not seem
probable. The only option would be to ascribe to this work the invention of the terms 'sons of light' and 'sons
of darkness', and postulate a later adoption of these terms from 4QAmramf ar by the sectarians.
66The Description of the Essenes in Josephus and the Philosophumena", HUCA 29 (1958) 273-313, p. 285.
The question whether Refutatio XXII is authored by Hippolyt or only ascribed to him, has no consequences for
our discussion.
67Lines 6-7 are open to different translations (see section 6.2.1). For lines 7-8, cf. Sir 15:6 ~~· ilnotzn p!O!O
unm c?w CID1 "Joy and gladness he will find, she (Wisdom) will endow him with an everlasting name".
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The seekers of truth will wake up to the judgements[ of God(?)] ... And even the s[ons] of heaven, whose
inheritance is etemal life ... will they not wal[k) in etemal light? ... also you [will inherit g)lory and
(4Q418 69 ii 7, 12-14)
abundant honotrr,
'1.11 "Tl~ il:>? il'ii'I c?'W m~ ]etemal destruction, but you will receive gl[ory for ever.
(4Q418 162 4)
'?ro' c?ui nm Cili i.il[ ]etemity? - they will inherit an etemal portion.
(4Q418 55 12)
He will execute(?)] judgement, to do vengeance on evildoers, and the [eternal(?)] visitation[ ". ,] to shut up
the evil anes and lift up the head of the poor [ ... ] in etemal glory and everlasting peace and the spirit of
life, to separate[ ... ] all the sans of Eve. Upon the power of God and abundance of His glory with His
goodness [shall they meditate ... ) and upon His faithfulness shall they reflect all day, always shall they
praise His name.68
(4Q418 126 ii 5-10)
It is not immediately clear whether these texts refer to an afterlife of the spirits, same kind of angelic

existence, or a resurrection of the body. In the second century BCE the hope for a bodily resurrection of the
righteous is evidenced by Dan 12: 1-3 and LXX to Isa 26: 19,69 4QPseudo-EzekieI,70 4Q521 (4QMess. Apoc.)
and texts from 1 Enoch.11 Ulrichsen asserts that also early apocalyptic strata in T. 12 Patr. foresee the
68Harrington comments

on this text: "The righteous will enjoy an angelic existence": "Two Early Jewish
Approaches to Wisdom", 129.
69The wording of Dan 12:2 echoes Isa 26: 19, which proclaims that corpses shall rise and wake up. In Isa
26:19 the resurrection might be a symbolic expression of the renewal of the people, hut Daniel 12 obviously
interpreted it concretely on the righteous individuals, as does the LXX, å.vaaTiiaoVTm ol veKpot, Km
E'Yep&fiaovTm ol €v Tok µVllµe(m<;, Kal dlcf>paveficroVTm ol E:v TI.i yf.i. This means that Nickelsburg
is probably right when he argues that Daniel 12 envisages bodily resurrection: Resurrection , lmmortality, and
Eternal Life in lntertestamental Judaism, Cambridge and London 1972, 23 (so also H.C.C. Cavallin, Life After
Death. Paul's Argumentfor the Resurrection of the Dead in I Cor 15. Part I: An Enquiry into the Jewish
Background, Lund 1974, 27). Collins counters that the resurrection of Daniel 12 points to some kind of angelic
afterlife: "Daniel, however, does not address the fonn of the resurrection ... Contrary to what is sometimes
asserted, Daniel provides no indication that the restrrrected life is located on earth": Daniel, 392-4. The plain
wording of Daniel 12 allows for Collins' caveat. However, the themes common to Daniel 12, the Epistle of
Enoch, 4QPseudo-Ezekiel and LXX to Isa 26: 19, are more easily explained if also Daniel 12 shared the hope of

a bodily afterlife.
70D. Dimant now dates 4QPseudo-Ezekiel to the mid-second century BCE, and sees a clear hope for the
resurrection of the righteous in 4Q385 2 5-9. This text combines Ezekiel 37 with Isa 26: 19. m;r M '01:J'' (line
8) is an expansion of the text from Ezekiel and interpretes 1El.P 'l::>Ø 'lll11 'l!l'pi1 (Isa 26: 19) on the resurrected anes
who praise YHWH: "On Resurrection: Prophets and Pseudo-prophets at Qumran", paper presented at the Orlon
Center's conference on apocrypha and pseudepigrapha, 14.01.97. 4Q385 12 2-6 also refers to the resurrection in
its interpretation ofEzekiel 37, which is coloured by Isa 26: 19-20: "and then a great multitude will arise and
st[an]d on their feet." they will rest [in ]their [graves) until [the wrath of YHWH has passed by, ... I will open]
your [graves and [wake you up] from the earth". b. Sanh. 92b preserves a similar interpretation, ;rn;w c•rn
m' il1'1Z1 ,,~1 !li'r,ri ?.11 '"TOV ~prrr ''The dead whom Ezekiel resurrected stoocl up, gave praise, and <lied".
71Collins, in his discussion of the resurrection concept, refers to 1 Enoch 22:13; 90:33; 91:10; 92:3; and
104:1-6, and concludes: "It is apparent, then, that the belief in resurrection andjudgment after death was well
established in the apocalyptic eireles that produced the Enoch literature in the early second century B .C.E. ":
Daniel, 394-98. Also 1 Enoch 100:5 probably presuppose a resurrection. At first glance, one part of the Epistle
(chs. 102-104) seems to speak about an afterlife of the spirits and not bodily resurrection (Nickelsburg asserts
that 1 Enoch 102-104 does not presume resurrection of the body, hut only afterlife for the spirits: R esurrection,
lmmortality, Eternal Life, 112-129. His argument seems to presuppose that this is the view all through the
Epistle of Enoch, which is at odd with chs. 91-92). Chs. 103-104 mention explicitly the spirits of the righteous
(tJ;vxaC, lTVEiiµarn , nafsat, manfasat, 103:3-8), who shall shine as the light of heaven, pass through the gates
of heaven, rejoice greatly and be partners of the people of heaven (104:2-6). The 'shining as the light of heaven'
is probably dependent upon Dan 12:3 (or both depend on a common tradition), which make it likely that also
these chapters of the Epistle envisage a resurrection, as does Daniel 12 (with Collins, Daniel, 396; and Puech,
La croyance des Esseniens, 83-4, 319; idem, "Messianism, Resurrection, and Eschatology'', 249, cf. also
Cavallin, Life After Death, 42-4).
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resurrection of the righteous Israelites.72 According to Hippolyt. the Essenes looked forward to the resurrection,
but it is a matter of dispute whether the ya}Jad did believe in the resurrection of the body. 73 Ben Sira is closer to
the sceptical voice of Qohelet (cf. Qoh 3:3 "all are from the dust and all turn to dust again") when he asserts that
"from the dead, as from ane who does not exist, thanksgiving has ceased" ( 17 :28, cf. 46: 19). The Book of
Baruch, which probably can be dated to the second century, envisages an afterlife which does not include
resurrection.74 Jubilees 23 has been interpreted in different ways.75
Against this background, bow should ?~ fræoi, ii'lll'

~ •21111

"The seekers of truth will wake up to the

judgements[ of God(?)" (4Q418 69 ii 7) be interpreted? The statement is kept in the 3rd person, in contrast to
the addresses in the 2nd person to the ungodly (lines 4-9) and to the elect who are alive (lines 10-14). We
suggest that this sentence refers to another group, the righteous among the dead (for which cf. 1 Enoch 22:9;
102:4-103:4), and that it rephrases 1 Enoch 91:10 "and the righteous shall arise from their sleep" and 92:3 "And
the righteous ane shall arise from sleep". 76 According to the Epistle of Enoch, the righteous among the dead

72According to Ulrichsen (Die GrUJ1dschrift, 246-50), the Grundschrift of Test. 12 Patr. talks about death as a
sleep and neither refers toa resurrection nor an end-time judgement (T. Iss. 7:9; T. Dan 7: 1; T. Zeb. 10:6; T.
Aser 8:1; T. Jos. 20:4); while apocalyptic strata from the early post-Danielic period foresee the resurrection of
the righteous, among them the patriarchs and their 'sans', i.e. the righteous Israelites (T. Sim. 6:7; T . Zeb .
10:2-3; T. Judah 25:1, 4) [exceptional are the later T. Benj. 10:6-8, that foresees a general resurrection, "same
destined for glory, others for dishonor"; and T. Aser 6:4-6, that teaches the immortality of the soul]. The
resurrection is related to the idea of the end-time judgement in the same passages: God will judge Israel and the
peoples, the ungodly will be annihilated and the righteous recompensed.
73E. Puech answers the question in the affirmative, and refers i.a. to 4Q521 Il and IV; 4Q504 (4QDibHarna)
1-2 vi; 4Q548 (4QAmramf ar) 1; and4Q385 (4QPsEze}ca) 2: La croyance des Esseniens (for the present
discussion, see especially 105-118, 605-702; as well as his article "Messianism, Resurrection, and
Eschatology''). On this question, see also the surveys of Nickelsburg, Resurrection, Immortality, Eternal Life,
144-69; H. Lichtenberger, Studien zum Menschenbild in den Qumrantexten, Tiibingen 1980, 219-24; Collins,
Daniel, 397-8. H. Kvalbein has recently argued that the references to resurrection in 4Q521 Il should be
interpreted metaphorically: "Die Wunder der Endzeit. Beobachtungen zu 4Q521 und Matth 11,Sp", ZNW 88
(1997) 11-25. However, col. V talks clearly about a resurrection: JmEl1 ilnicn •lb ... ~0.11 •no ~ il'TloiT t:l[•p• iø~::>
?c•nn -iElO n~ nn]El1 ••• rn-op (4Q521 7+5 ii 6-9). For our part it is an open question whether the ya}Jad believed
in resurrection of the body. 4Q521 and 4QPseudo-Ezekiel do testify to such a belief, but cannot be categorized as
works of the ya}Jad.
74Bar 2: 17 "the dead down in Sheol, whose breath has been taken from their bodies, are not the ones to gi ve
glory and due observance to the Lord"; 3: 19 ''They have vanished, gane down to Sheol. Others have risen to
their places". Burke, who <lates Baruch to 180-100 BCE (this daling would make it a contemporary of
4Qinstruction), observes that the resurrection concept has not yet replaced the concept of Sheol, and refers to
Charles who attributed the resurrection concept to the beginnings of the second century BCE: Burke, The Poetry
ofBaruch, 29; R.H. Charles, "Baruch", Encyclopaedia Britannica, llth ed. (London 1910), vol. III,453-4. On
the <lating of Baruch, see section 4.1.1, note 8.
75 See Jub. 23:30-31 "And then the Lord will heal His servants, and they will rise up and see great peace. And
they will drive out their enemies ... And their bones will rest in the earth, and their spirits will increase joy".
These lines are usually considered advocating an afterlife of the spirit only. G. Molin disagrees, and remarks
"Jub. sagt deutlich, dass der Leib Ruhe und der Geist Freude haben werde. Das llisst sich freilich auch im sinne
Hippolyts auslegen. Kame es auf den Leib gar nicht mehr an, so brauchte er nicht zu ruhen, sondem konnte
ganzlich vergehen": "Qumran-Apokalyptik-Essenismus", Saeculum 6 (1955) 244-81, p. 269. J.H. Ulrichsen
agrees with Molin, but adds that Jub. 23:31a might be a later interpolation. In his view, neither version
necessarily precludes a resurrection: ''Troen på et liv etter døden i Qumrantekstene", Norsk Teologisk Tidskrift 3
(1977) 151-63.
76It should be noted that the Ethiopian version of 1 Enoch 91:10 and 92:3 (the Aramaic is not preserved on
this point) uses the term nas' a 'be lifted up/arise' and nota word for ' waking up' (from sleep). The words "the
seekers of truth will wake up to the judgements[ of God(?)" recur in 1QHa VI 29-30 "and all the sans of His
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will be resurrected to an existence characterized by righteousness, wisdom and etemal light.77 4Q4 l 8 69 ii 14
describes the future of the elect who are alive with the words "g]lory and abundant honour", probably a promise
valid for the departed as well.
Dan 12:2 speaks of 'waking up from sleep' in a reswrection context "Multitudes who sleep in the dust of the
earth will awake: some to everlasting life". This similarity might indicate that not only 1 Enoch 91:10 and
92:3-5, but also Daniel 12 and 4Q418 69 ii 7 refer toa resurrection of the body. The use of 'sleep' for death
belongs to the old biblical world view,78 which did not contain the hope for resurrection. 'Wake up from sleep'
(Daniel 12, cf. 4Q418 69 ii 7 'wake up') or 'arise from sleep' (1 Enoch 91-92) would therefore be natura!
metaphors for the resurrection of the dead, and would hardly be used if one wanted to describe an afterlife of the
spirits.
While the comparison with the angels ("And even the s[ons] of heaven, whose inheritance is etemal life ...
will they not wal[k] in etemal light? ... also you [will inherit g]lory and abundant honour," 4Q418 69 ii 12-14)
easily can be interpreted about an afterlife of the spirits, the statement "The seekers of truth will wake up to the
judgements[ of God(?)" (line 7) thus points more toward a bodily resurrection for the righteous. However, the
full textual evidence do not allow for unequivocal conclusions on this point. The statement that in the afterlife
'lOID 1'nil" Ton "they shall always praise His name" (4Q418 126 ii 10) could represent an interpretation of Isa

26:19 itll 'DID

'l:lni ~·pn, and

thus refer to the resurrected ones praising the Lord.79

The hope for afterlife in 4Qlnstruction and 1 Enoch might be linked to the expectation of the ultimate
'inheriting the land', and the images of 'garden' and ' planting' for the end-time community (4Q418 8113-14).80
The devout individual's hope of 'blossoming forever' and 'inheritingjoy' (4Q416 V 6-8) could refer to the
expectation of the community, ' the etemal planting', that it will 'inherit the land' .81 In that case, not only those
alive at the time of the eschatological renewal, but also the departed saints would have their share in 'inheriting
the land' . Altematively, if Harrington is right in his assertion that 4Qlnstruction only foresees an angelic
existence for the righteous (see above, note 68), the author would have to discem sharply between those here

tr[u]th shall awake to[ destroyJ wickedness". For the subject matter, cf. further 1 Thess 4: 15-16 "those who
have fallen asleep ... the dead in Christ will rise first".
771Enoch91:10 "And the righteous shall arise from their sleep, and wisdom shall arise and be given to
them"; 92:3-4 "And the righteous one shall arise from sleep, he shall arise and walk in the paths of
righteousness, and all his path and conversation shall be in etemal goodness and grace. He (God) will be
gracious to the righteous and give him etemal uprightness ... and heshall walk in eternal light". According to
I Enoch 91:10 and 92:3, the righteous rise to experience their bliss, not to witness God's judgement, as
expressed in 4Q418 69 ii 7.
78 Cf. Jer 51:39, 57; Ps 13:4; 76:6; Job 3:13; 14:12; Sir 46:19, 20 KoLµftuew< alwvoc ... TO uirvoom
aiJTov. See T.H. McAlpine, Sleep. Divine and Human in the Old Testament, Sheffield 1987, 135-49.
79As in 4Q385 (4QpsEzeka) frgs. 2 and 12. See above, note 70.
sosee section 4.3.2 on the community as a typos of the end-time garden of the righteous. In section 4.3.2 we
argue that a ' planting' terminology isa clear sign of an earthly eschatology: these terms point toa hope for
biessed conditions in the land or a renewed earth.
81Cf. section 4.3.2, note 40, on 'inheriting the land' as a tenn for the period of ultimate salvation in 1
Enoch 5. This chapter <loes not refer to an afterlife of the spirits, but to blessings experienced physically by the
elect. The period of salvation described in 5:7-9 equals the period of peace, prosperity and blessing described in
1:8, that follows the day of judgement (1:7).
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below who will inherit the land (in some kind of millennia! period before the day of judgement, similar to

4 Ezra and Revelation 20 ?) and the departed saints.

4.2.3.3. Realized eschatology
We have argued that, according to 4Qlnstruction, the elect community shares the glory of Adam and the
wisdom of Solomon, and that this enlightenment is constitutive of salvation and life eternal (see section 4.1.5
and further 4.3.2). We encounter not only a hope for the afterlife, but a realized eschatology. What traditionally
was preserved for the future was being experienced in the present: The last days are ready at hand. The eireles of
the writ.er and his addressees are the end-time community of verus Israel. The elect have already now a share in
the world to come and have tast.ed the fruits of Eden. The hope for the eschaton is combined with the knowledge
that salvation isa present reality. Salvation is experienced as a lasting fellowship with God and the angels,
knowledge of and participation in His mysteries, and partaking of the blessings of the end-time community (see
further sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). Some passages clearly show the presentic aspect of this eschatology:
h:>?ill'lii tJ.ll iromo 'ili[O) .ll]iu M'IJ":le 1izn:>:Ji fi!itii] ilc:>n ?'Wi ~ Jl1J1 ~i i•on ø-l1i1 il'i]) n::i illil m-?i C1']
1•tom rni1:Jl1 ~?ti •n c:i» c?i].ii 1m:i Jl1J1 ~1 ilon~~n ?{i:>::i) pmm i'cn irw il?~ 1'to.iJ[o ?i:>::i cf O[n

[day and night meditate on the mysteiy to clome. and search always. Tuen you will know truth and evil,
wisdom and simplici]ty ... and with proper understanding [the hid]den things of His thought are made
known, when one walks [b]lameless[ly in all ]one's d[ee]ds. These things seek always, and meditate [on al]l
that results from them. Then you will have knowledge of [et.erna]l glory [wi]th His wondrous mysteries and
mighty deeds.
(4Q417 IX 8-9, 13-15)
il::i:> n?ro:n iD:J'Ø1il C':J'i) tJ.ll1 rota ,~1 C'i.i ~io ':> ... 1?nm pi~:n li'?rtJ .!lin fl\~ i•i?io Ø11i n~iij n::i
1?nnn
il:>?•toc.i

walk according to the mystery to come and investigate His birth-times. Tuen you will gain knowledge of
His inheritance and will walk in righteousness ... For He lifted your head from poverty, seated you among
nobles, and gave you authority over a glorious inheritance"
(4Q416 V 9-12)
~ n?m::i nnoto )':JO il~i Man of understanding, rejoice in the inheritance of truth!
(4Q416 VI20)
n:>1Znpn.i::i \iT.l:> ilt:J.~1 il:>?•rzio.i m?liI:l1 ~ '):J 11ro il~?m1 n:>p"1 ~\,, m?ro ID'~ 00•11•1 ?1:> nto.ll ~in
[rwiJ:i i'l:>:J 1? il:>t:l'fO"l ~'IQ il::ii.i roimi n:>?1i) 7Eiii [ :r;oi;;~::ii ?::i0 [ ?i:>? C'IZn"P mp? il:>r.:ito 1~:> ,.,

Fo]r He made everyone and bequeathed them, each man his inheritance, and He is your portion and your
inheritance among the sons of men. [In] His inheritance He gave you authority. And you, thus praise Rim
when you sanctify yourself to Rim. As He set you to sanctify the holy ones[ for all] .., and among all[ ]
He east your lot and greatly increased your glory, and set you as His firstbom in[ His council(?)82
(4Q418 81 2-5)
The statement "He is your portion and your inheritance among the sons of men" (4Q418 81 3) represents a
reinterpretation of the promise to Aaron/Levi that their inheritance will be priestly dues instead of a piece of land
(Num 18:20; Deut 10:9). These scriptural passages as well as Jer 51:19; Ps 16:5-11; 73:23-28 were read as
promises about a lasting inheritance and eternal life for the righteous. Also the promise of God's presence to
lhose who 'keep His word' (Exod 20:6; 4Q418 81 8; 4Q417 IX 18) is now the prerogative of the elect
community only (see section 3.2.2).

82Harrington

comments on this text: "Indeed, the right.eous already participate in the glorious existence of the
angels: 'among all the godly ones He has east your lot, and has magnified your glory greatly"': "Two Early
Jewish Approaches to Wisdom", 129.
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In the disc0tn-ses we encounter a dualistic distinction between the 'period of evil' and the 'period of truth',
between the 'elect of truth' and the 'foolish of heart'. The world of the author (and of the addressee ?) is
dualistically shaped, and encourages an apocalyptic understanding of the eschaton and the conditions of life. As
member of the end-time community the elect has already been set into a glorious inheritance. The addressee of
4Qlnstruction has access to the hidden mysteries of God: when he meditates on the deeds of God and their
consequences, when he understands the times, he will have knowledge of eternal glory and God's wondrous
mysteries. Salvation is present, already now he experiences a taste of etemal glory, cl?'Ul

"Ttt>. 83 At

the same

time the enlightened looks forward to the final consummation of God's promises. The same consciousness of
partaking of the eschatological salvation is alluded to in 1 Enoch,84 and clearly expressed in the writings of the

ya})ad. 85

4.2.3 .4. Josephus' statement about the Essenes' predicting the future
Josephus states about the Essenes "there are some among them who profess to foreknow the future, being
educated in sacred booksand various purifications and sayings of prophets; and seldom, if ever, do they err in
their predictions" (War 2.159). This passage belongs to the lengthy account of the practices and beliefs of the
Essenes (War 2.119-61), which by and large has been taken over by Josephus from other sources. 86 A number
of scholars connect Josephus' various accounts of Essene preoccupation with prophecy with the biblical
exegesis at Qumran, and specifically with the composition of pesher commentaries.87
We propose for consideration a somewhat different solution: the enigmatic statement in War 2.159 might
simply reflect the apocalyptic expectations of the Essenes: 'Sayings of prophets' can refer to biblical prophetical
hooks, pseudo-prophetical books of the kind found in Qumran (New Jerusalem, Pseudo-Ezekiel, PseudoJeremiah), Books ofEnoch and Noah; and eschatological works known by the Essenes like 4Q521; 4Q228
(4QText with a Citation of Jubilees), 4Q215a (4QTime of Righteousness) and 4Q475Renewed Earth. 88The

83Cf. 1QH• XIII 5-6: God has bestowed cl?'Ul "ltt> and "l.ll mc[ø upon the elect.
84 See e.g. 1 Enoch 5:8; 90:6, 9; 93:10; and section 4.1, note 17.
85Cf. H-W. Kuhn's characterization of the Hodayot with the words "Enderwartung und Gegenwartiges Heil"
(see Enderwartung und gegenwiirtiges Heil); C. Newsom' s comment on 1QS, "the separation and purification
characteristic of the eschatological age are already embodied in the language of the community's discourse. To
speak such a language is an implicit claim to participale already in eschatological reality" ["Apocalyptic and the
Discourse of the Qumran Community", JNES 49 (1990) 135-44, p. 141); and JJ. Collins' remark, "Insights
in to the pattern of present experience can then be used to illuminate the fu ture, and eschatological doctrines can
disclose meaning in the present ." the anticipation of eschatological salvation by fellowship with the angels is
stranger in the Hodayot than in any apocalypse" (The Apocalyptic Imagination, 140).
86R. Gray, Prophetic Figures in Late Second Temple Jewish Palestine. The Evidence from Josephus, New
York and Oxford 1993, 82; R. Bergmeier, Die Essenerberichte des Flavius Josephus, Kampen 1993.
87T.M. Crone, Early Christian Prophecy: A Study of lts Origin and Function, Baltimore 1973, 120; J.
Blenkinsopp, "Prophecy and Priesthood in Josephus", JJS 25 (1974) 239-62, p. 247; D. Aune, Prophecy in
Early Chrisfianity and the Ancient Mediterranean World, Grand Rapids 1983, 133-4; T.S. Beall, Josephus'
Description of the Essenes Illustrated by the Dead Sea Scrolls, Cambridge 1988, 109-11; R. A. Horsley, "'Like
One of the Prophets of Old': Two Types of Popular Prophets at the Time of Jesus", CBQ 47 (1985) 435-63, p.
447-8.
88See Elgvin, "Renewed Earth and Renewed People: 4Q475".
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Essenes' preoccupation with the imminent end could by outsiders be perceived as "professing to foreknow the
future".
Josephus' three reports about individual Essene prophets who could foresee events of the public-political
realm (War 1.78-80, 2.112-13,Ant. 13.311-13, 15.373-79, 17.345-48) seem to fall in another category.89
However, Josephus connects the ability of the Essene prophet Menahem with his "knowledge of divine things"
and his "understanding everything" (Ant. 15.379, 375).90 Such esoteric knowledge fits well the preoccupation
with God' s mysteries in 4Qinstruction. In 4Qlnstruction the knowledge about the periods of history and the
imminent end is an essential part of raz nihyeh which is revealed to the community.

4.2.3.5. 4Qlnstruction and early Jewish liturgy

We have indicated a number ofparallels with Enochic material, especially 1 Enoch l-5 and the Epistle of

Enoch. It thus seems likely that eschatological passages from I Enoch were important sources of inspiration for
the eschatological discourses in 4Qlnstruction and the related lQ/4QMysteries. At the same time, in sections
4.1.2.4.1and4.2.1 we showed nurnerous parallels between these discourses on the one hand, and the conceptual
world of the ya/;lad and synagogal Iiturgy for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur on the other.9 1 We therefore
propose that the eschatological discourses of 4Qlnstruction are related to early Iiturgical traditions connected to
the Ist of Tishrei (the biblical 'day of blowing the shophar', Lev 23:24-25; Num 29:1-6, the later 'Rosh
Hashanah '). We thus suppose that apocalyptic motifs belonged to the traditions of Rosh Hashanah from early
post-biblical times.92

89Gray, Prophetic Fig ures, 92-105.
9°Cf. Gray, Prophetic Figures, 100-101, W.C. van Unnik, "A Greek Characteristic of Prophecy in the
Fourth Gospel", Text and lnterpretation: Studies in the New Testament Presented to Matthew Black (E. Best, R.
McL. Wilson, eds.), Cambridge 1979, 211-29, pp. 222-3.
9l Also other sections of 4Qlnstruction demonstrate parallels with the Rosh Hashanah liturgy. 0?111 moø
occurs in both texts: t:bw mæ::i 111npo n•::i c•?11Jii'?i ... 'l:l1'':J.ii "bring us ". to Jerusalem, your temple, with
everlasting joy", 4Q417 li! 12 c?'Ul moø 001'?~?1 "and eternal joy for their sorrow". Both texts deal with the
turning away of God' s wrath: 1mmr:n 1~"oi 1i'llOi 10llO 1~ Jiirt :J"ll1J' "let Your wrath turn from Your people,
Your city, Your land and Your inheritance"; 4Q417 li! 15-17 [~Jt\ ·~i, !!•:il ii~t:ll"l ?li i:lJl1 'lEl" :uzn "" il1'i' 1'1'1
p•::i1' [coipn•J n::i~"l m.i,o -":11 i~ p~· •01 ?'C "ljCj)'I 1'12. "Then God will appear, His anger will subside and
He will overlook your sin. !Folr befare !Ris wratlh nobody can stand, and who can be deemed righteous in His
judgement, and bow can the poor ane [rise] without forgiveness?"; 4Q418 8110 11~ '11JJW:l ')1' ::i•l1Jil? il::i"l':n "It
is in your hands to turn aside wrath from the men of <His> favour". Both the liturgy and 4Qlnstruction deal
with the spiritual inheritance God has bequeathed the community. The liturgy states 'U?i'lli c:n::i -ap~ C1D M?ø
CJ'lOoi i,'C::i "He has not assigned unto us a portion as unto them, nor a lot as unto all their multitude"; up?n Jn1
1f1i'ro "give us our inheritance in Your Torah". 4Qlnstruction uses both il'?nJ, p?n, ilØ'li' and '?i'U on the
spiritual inheritance of the elect (see section 4.3.2, note 45). While the liturgy quotes Jer 31:20 •? i'P' J:Jil
C'i~ "is Ephraim a precious son to Me?" (the Haphtarah of Rosh Hashanah is Jer 31:2-20) and affirms God's
promise that He will show mercy on His people, 4Qlnstruction designates the elect individual as a firstborn son
of God, i'l::i:J (J::i); 4Q418 81 5 ii::i::i i? n::io'l1J"i; 4Q418 69 15 i'C~]j::i i'lnMi; 1Q26 3 2 i'CP 1::i? i? n~ •:i (see
section 4.3.4).
92Mowinckel commented that eschatological hopes were connected to the New Year Festival already in
biblical times: "From the experiences and the certainty of the festival the psalmists sametimes, too, Iook
beyond the coming year to the reestablishrnent of Israel and the eschatological fulfilment, making the latter an
object of prayer": The Psalms in Israel' s Worship, vol. I, 191.
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References to the celebration of the lst of Tishrei in second temple times are scarce, but do provide some
support for our argument.93 Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antiquities 13:6 (probably written in the Land of Israel
about the turn of the era) connects the 'Feast of Trompets' on the lst of Tishrei with creation and the fate of
men.
Now the Feast of Trompets will be an offering for your watchers. In as much as I watched over creation,
may you also be mindful of all the earth. At the beginning of those days, when you present yourselves, I
will declare the number of those who are to die and who are to be bom. A fast of mercy you will fast for Me
for your own souls, so that the promises made to yqur fathers may be fulfilled.
According to Pseudo-Philo, God will muster all men and decide their fates, themes dealt with in the discourse
on the cosmicjudgement, 4Q416 VI-VIII. Further, the 'fast of mercy' reminds us of the reminder that 'great are
the mercies of God' (4Q416 V/ll 12).
Some themes connected to Rosh Hashanah can be traced already in Jubilees (mid-second century BCE).
According to Jub. 12: 16-20, in the night of the Ist of Tishrei, Abraham "observed the stars from evening until
daybreak so that he might see what the nature of the year would be with respect to rain", and he continued
praying to the Creator. Creation and the order of the heavenly bodies are themes dealt with also in 4Qinstruction
(4Q417 IX 4-13; 4Q416 VII 8-10), while the Rosh Hashanah Iiturgy connects the festival with God's ordaining
the fate of the coming year. Further, in his analysis of 1 Enoch I-5, Hartman tried to identify links with the
themes of the Feast of Weeks, the lst of Tishrei and Yom Kippur.9 4 The discourses of 4Qlnstruction have many
motifs in common with 1 Enoch I-5, and thus supports the proposed connection between these texts and the
feasts of Tishrei (but not with the Feast of Weeks).1Enoch1-5 should be dated to the first half of the second
century BCE (see section 5.1.2, note 29), which gives an indication of the antiquity of the traditions contained
in these discourses.

The Temple Scroll and a calendrical scroll from Qumran confirm that the Day of Remembrance [J1i:)t proø
itJ.rrin (4Q32 1 cols. V-VII); )1"0tit c1• ( 11 QT8 XXV 1-10)] was an important one in the festival calendar of the

ya!Jad, but do not reveal much about its contents.9 5 The prayer preceding the Yom Kippur prayer in 1Q34 12/4Q509 3 possibly belongs to the Qumran liturgy for the Day of Remernbrance. The fragmentary text deals
with the seasons of the annual cycle and the gathering of the dispersed ones. However, another fragment of IQ34
makes more sense on the Ist of Tishri:
You will reward the righteous ones] with the lot of the right[eo]us, and [give] to the evil ones the l[o]t [of
the evil ". ] in their bones a disgrace to all flesh. But the righteous ones [ ". to fl]ourish, thanks to the
yields of the heavens and the produce of the earth, to d[iscer]n [ ... between the righte]ous and the wicked.
You will give wicked ones for our [ra]nsom and tr[ai]tors [in our stead, and bring about the de]struction of

93for the following, cf. Hartman, Asking fora Meaning, 101-124.
94Asking fora Meaning, 101-124. Hartrnan sees the l st of Tishri, Yom Kippur and the Feast of Weeks as
important sources of inspiration for the composition of 1 Enoch 1-5. He concludes, "the celebrations of the first
half of the month of Tishri could at !east form one cultic frarne of reference for the author of 1 En 1-5 with its
theophany on Sinai as judgment on sinners, its reference to the creation and to nature's obedient order and
abundance, its denouncement of the ones who have fallen away from the covenant, and its description of the
bliss of the faithful, all more or less inspired by the covenant chapters Dt 27-33" (p. 109).
95See S. Talmon, I. Knohl, "A Calendrical Scroll from Qumran Cave: Mi"Smarot Ba, 4Q321", Pomegranates
and Golden Bells: Studies in Biblical, Jewish, and Near Eastern Ritual. Law, and Literature in Honor of Jacob
Mi/grom (D.P. Wright, D.N. Freedman, A. Hurwitz, eds.) Winona Lake 1995, 267-301. Also 4Q409
(4QLiturgy) refers to this day: 1 i 5 mmn p-01 ci•:i[; 1 ii 9 J.inpro.
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all our enemies. And we will praise Your name for ever [and ever ... , ]for this is why You created us. Thus
[we will praise JYou: Biessed [
1Q34hi• 3 i (4Q508 1) (translation and emendations ours)
The requital of the righteous and the ungodly according to their portions, the judgement of the evil ones,
creation: all these are themes known from Rosh Hashanah and the discourses of 4Qlnstruction.
Thus, there are striking parallels between the discourses of 4Qlnstruction and liturgies and traditions connected
with the Ist of Tishrei back to the second century BCE. We know that 4Qlnstruction was an influential book in
Qumran. It therefore seems probable that the eschatological passages in 4Qlnstruction and 1Q/4QMysteries were
connected to the Day of Remembrance also for the men of the ya]Jad and their precursors. The evidence suggests
that the Rosh Hashanah prayers, the discourses of 4Qlnstruction as well as lQ/4QMysteries, 1 Enoch 1-5 and
the Epistle of Enoch have common roots in eschatological traditions in the land of Israel96 in the second century
BCE, before the yal;ad separated from Israel at large. Schlffman characterizes 1Q/4QMysteries as reflective (i.e.
nonliturgical) poetry.97 Also the eschatological discourses in 4Q416 VIT and 4Q417 IX demonstrate poetica!
features (see section 3.2), and could well reflect liturgical traditions. There is thus reason to believe that the
nucleus of the Rosh Hashanah prayers was formulated as communal festival prayers already in the second
century BCE. These prayers should therefore be counted among those Jewish prayers which have their roots in
the second temple period.98 99
J. Bloch has argued that the apocalyptic stream in early Judaism was less 'sectarian' than usually
acknowledged, and that apocalyptic thoughts belonged to mainstream Judaism from the second century BCE
onwards. When apocalyptic writings were censored from mainstream Judaism after the fall of the temple, the
Rabbis could not ignore the popularity of apocalyptic teaching. Thus these motifs found their way into rabbinic
literature and synagogue liturgy.100 Enochic traditions, as one example, exercized considerable influence both on

96Cf. E. Fleischer, Eretz-lsrael Prayer and Prayer Rituals as portrayed in the Geniza Documents (Hebrew),
Jerusalem 1988, 132, who places the composition of the Ten Pal;deka prayer ofRosh Hashanah in Babylon,
although he adds that the prayer can have roots in earlier Palestinian liturgical elements. See also Flusser, "lb.e
Book of Mysteries, and a Synagogal Prayer", 14-15.
97"4QMysteriesa: A Preliminary Edition and Translation", 208.
98Cf. J.H. Charlesworth, "Jewish Hymns, Odes, and Prayers", Early Judaism and lts Modern Interpreters,
411-36; L.H. Schiffman, "The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Early History of Jewish Liturgy", The Synagogue in
Late Antiquity (L.I. Levine, ed.), Philadelphia 1987, 33-48. Also the Qaddish with its eschatological hopes has
roots befare 70 CE.
99The texts discussed in sections 4.1.7 and 4.2.1 provide further examples of the close relation between
liturgical traditions reflected in Qumran literature and the all-Israelite prayer tradition, later codified in the Siddur
and Machzor. See i.a. B. Nitzan, Qumran Prayer and Religious Poetry, Leiden 1994; S. Talmon, "The
Emergence of Institutionalized Prayer in Israel in the Light of the Qumran Literature", Qumriin. Sa piete, sa
theologie et son milieu (M. Delcor, ed.), Leuven 1978, 265-84; D. Flusser, "Psalms, Hymns and Prayers",
Jewish Writings of the Second Temple Period, 551-77; M. Weinfeld, "The Morning Prayer in Qumran and in
the Conventional J ewish Liturgy", RevQ 13 (1988) 481-94; idem, "Prayer and Liturgical Practice in the
Qumran Sect'', The Dead Sea Scrolls. Forty Years of Research, 241-58; "The Angelic Song over the
Luminaries".
100 on the Apocalyptic in Judaism, Philadelphia 1952. Bloch noted the pronounced apocalyptic character of
the Rosh Hashanah prayers (pp. 62-5). See further AJ. Saldarini, "Apocalyptic and Rabbinic Literature", CBQ
37 (1975) 348-58; idem, "Apocalypses and ,Apocalyptic' in Rabbinic Literature and Mysticism'', Semeia 14
(1979) 187-205; I. Gruenwald, Apocalyptic and Merkavah Mysticism. Cf. J.C. Greenfield's statement "There is
no reason to doubt that Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakkai and his disciples, to whom the earliest Merkabah traditions
are attributed in Talmudic sources, were familiar with the Essene and apocalyptic traditions that circulated in
their day": "Prolegomenon", H. Odeberg, 3 Enoch or The Hebrew Book of Enoch, XI-XLlll (p. XXXVII).
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talmudic and medieval literature. 101 The material we have presented from 4Qlnstruction supports the assertions
of Bloch and Hartman, that the liturgy of the synagogue also have roots in early apocalyptic traditions.

lOlThis is especially evident in 3 Enoch and Hekalot Rabbati. Cf. Bloch, On the Apocalyptic in Judaism,
79-85; Odeberg, 3 Enoch or The Hebrew Book of Enoch, 39-51.

4.3. The Remnant Community
4.3.1. The concept of a remnant
This chapter investigates bow 4Qlnstruction views the end-time community. We compare the remnant idea
and the community concept in 4Qlnstruction with sectarian writings and some presectarian ones found in
Qumran. Special attention is given to the idea of the 'etemal planting'. The discourse preserved in 4Q418 81114 is discussed in detail, and the idea of divine sonship of the elect reviewed in an excursus.
4Qlnstruction reflects the thinking of early Essene or presectarian eireles on the community as the end-time
remnant of Israel, and the individual elect as partaker of the eschatological blessings bequeathed to the
community. To understand the views of 4Qinstruction on this point, we need to consider as background a wider
post-biblical tradition on Israel' s remnant, and we will survey a number of texts that refer to the remnant
Postexilic biblical writings often distinguish between the pious and the ungodly within the people of Israel,
without defining a clear-cut community of the pious. Post-biblical writings relate to this inner rift in the people
in their interpretation of the 'remnant' which God, according to the prophetic books, would preserve through
judgement and tribulations. The remnant which will 'inherit the land' is understood either in a nationalrestorative way, or in a more narrow, sectarian manner. As an example of the national understanding we cite
4Q393 (4Qliturgical work), which preserves a presectarian communal prayer: 1
Do not abandon Your people [and] Y our inheritance ... On whom will You make Your face shine without
their being purified and sanctified and exalted above everything? You are the YHWH Who chose our
fathers from ancient times. May You confirm us as a remnant for them
(~? n·i~? 'lh'cwn) to give us what you established with Abraham and Israel ... to give us houses full [of all
good things ... ]the inheritance of [a great(?)] people a?::i"1] ell n?ri3)
(4Q393 3+7 3-9)
Although these words might have been interpreted more narrowly by the yalµul, the composition of this text
reflects a national understanding of the 'remnant' and ' inheriting the land'. One prays to Godthat He mercifully
will exalt the people of Israel and confirm it as the remnant that inherits the promises to the fathers.
In contrast to this national understanding, a more sectarian one developed in the third or second centuries
BCE; some eireles adopted the idea of a narrow remnant community, different from national Israel. This idea
became a central element in the thinking of the yalµul, 2 but the concept is certainly older, as it appears in 1

Enoch: the Epistle of Enoch and Apocalypse of Weeks foresee the emergence of an elect group at the end of the
seventh week of history. This group will be given sevenfold wisdom (91: 10; 93: 10), and receive hooks
conveying knowledge (104:12-13). The Enochic tradition reflects a group of scribes and wise men (5:8, cf. the
14Q393 isa nonsectarian composition which in some way is related to Jubilees. See D. Falk. "4Q393: A
Communal Confession", JJS 45 (1994) 184-207. The presence of this manuscript in the Qumran library
suggests that 4Q393 is another presectarian composition which was adopted and used liturgically by the yal}ad.
For readings and reconstructions of 4Q393, we usually follow D. Falk, "Use of Scripture in 4Q392-3", a paper
presented at the International Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Provo, Utah, 16. July 1996.
2 According to P.R. Da vies, the remnant concept in CD belongs to the ideology of the pre-Teacher Essene
movement: The Damascus Covenant. An Interpretation of the "Damascus Document", Sheffield 1983, 52-104,
202-4; idem, "Eschatology at Qumran", JBL 104 (1985) 39-55.
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description of Enoch as scribe, 12:4; 15: 1; 92: 1). They see themselves as the end-time group that has received
sevenfold wisdom, the Enochic books are the books that convey knowledge and salvation.3 According to the

Epistle, only those who listen to the words of these wise ones will be saved (99: 10; 105: 1), while the others will
be destroyed (98:9). 1 Enoch reflects some kind of community with a distinctive self-understanding.4 According

to the introduction to the Book ofWatchers, only the remnant will 'inherit the land' (5:7-9).1 Enoch's use of
'planting' terminology related to the remnant community seems to influence both 4Qlnstruction and sectarian
literature (see section 4.3.2).
We now turn to the presectarian Pseudo-Moses apocryphon. 5 4QPseudo-Moses refers to the remnant in one of
its historical reviews:
010 ['E] inot\i 't10n:J [i]'?[:>i'] ~? ~

f.il6'? C't?l"?El C.10 'n1WZJin

But I will cause to remain from among them a remnant, so that they will not be an[nihila]ted by My wrath
[4Q390 (4QpsMose) 1 10 -11]
and by [My face] being hidden from them.
The text continues with a description of the persisting disobedience of the people at large, while the remnant
probably remains. In another passage (preserved in 4Q387 3, 4Q389 1and4Q388 1) the author foresees the end
of the time of judgement: "I will hide My face from [them until] their iniquity is completed. And this will be for
them the sign that their iniquity is completed: "." (4Q389 1 ii 4-6). The 'sign' isa description of the periods of
history, and the text refers to ' aking of the gentiles, a blasphemer' (Alexander the Great) who will be removed
by God. God will then give the land (oflsrael) over to the 'angels of destruction' (demonic angels symbolizing
the rule of the Diadochian kings, cf. 1 Enoch 89:59-90:5), and finally to three ungodly priests who will rule the
land and defile the sanctuary (Jason, Menelaus and Alcimus, high priests 174-161 BCE). According to Dimant,
Pseudo-Moses reflects priestly eireles with a distinct halakah. These eireles held to an apocalyptic eschatology
and recorded history according to a chronology of jubilees. Pseudo-Moses probably expected a renewal of the
3"The Enochic

corpus, then, is the sacred scripture that constitutes the eschatological community of the
chosen": Nickelsburg, "The Nature and Function ofRevelation". On 1 Enoch as revealed, saving wisdom, see
Nickelsburg, "Revealed Wisdom as a Criterion for Inclusion and Exclusion: From Jewish Sectarianism to Early
Christianity", To See Ourselves as Others See Us: Christians, Jews, and 'Others' in Late Antiquity (J. Neusner,
E.S. Frerichs, eds.), Chico 1985, 73-91.
4 "To what extent it is appropriate to refer to an identifiable Enochic community, with structure and
organization, is difficult to say. 1 Enoch is nota Rule of the Community. Nonetheless, the distinctive Torah
explicit in the Book of Luminaries and implicit in the Epistle's criticism of false teachers who pervert the eternal
covenant, seems to posit a distinctive community ethos that encourages and facilitates progress along the paths
of righteousness": Nickelsburg, "The Nature and Function of Revelation".
5 See D. Dimant, "The Seventy Weeks Chronology (Dan 9,24-27) in the Light of New Qumran Findings'',
The Book of Daniel in the Light ofNew Findings (A.S. van der Woude, ed.), Leuven 1993, 57-76; idem, "New
Light From Qumran on the Jewish Pseudepigrapha - 4Q390", Proceedings of the International Congress on the
Dead Sea Scrolls, Madrid, 18-21. March 1991 , 405-448. Dimant proposes that this composition comes from a
priestly group which provided the background for the Qumran community, but the composition itself is not
necessarily presectarian: "PsMos contains terminology and ideas unmistakably close to the distinctive thought
and style of works originating in the Qumran community, and in particular to the first paraenetic part of the
Damascus Covenant"; "However, none of the terminology or ideas peculiar to the Qumran community occur in
4Q390: no terms related to the specific organization of the Yahad or tenns related to the unique religious beliefs
of the community, such as the dualism, occur in 4Q390" ("New Light From Qumran on the Jewish
Pseudepigrapha", 410, 445). She suggestsa date of origin for Pseudo-Moses no later than the time of Hyrcanus
(134-104 BCE): "If this were the case, it would mean that PsMos could be dependent upon most of the
Qumranic and Pseudepigraphic works discussed above, rather than (being) their source" (ibid, 447). For our part
we tend to ascribe 4QPseudo-Moses to presectarian eireles in the mid-second century (more likely priestly ones
than the lay eireles we see behind 4Qinstruction).
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people with its own eireles being the 'remnant', the group that would be the nucleus in the coming restoration.
Since Pseudo-Moses repeatedly refers to Godabandoning the land and to ungodly rulers who defile the land, it
stands to reason that the non-extant fragments described the restoration as 'inheriting the land'.
The Book ofJubilees reflects some kind of remnant group, which had a clear view of Heilsgeschichte and
espoused a lunisolar calendar that was a matter of controversy.6 Jubilees pmports to be special revelation,
received in ancient times and now presented for Israel which stands on the threshold of the end-time. Jub.
23:26-31 envisages a group that searches the scriptures differently from their fathers and discovers the right
halakah. Jubilees refers to the Enochic revelations, but different from I Enoch this group of exegetes still hoped
that national Israel would return to 'the way' (i.e. live according to the right halakah) and experience the
blessings of the eschaton (1:15-26; 23:20, 27-29). The restored people is designated 'a planting of
righteousness' (1:16; 36:6).
On this background we turn to our analysis of 4Qlnstruction. To which degree does this book reflect a narrow,
sectarian view of the remnant? Does it presuppose a community with a distinct selv-understanding? Does one
expect that national Israel will repent and join the eireles of the righteous, or will only a narrowly defined
remnant inherit the land? We begin with a study of one important text (section 4.3.2) before we summarize our
findings and compare with other relevant passages (section 4.3.3).

4.3.2. The glorious portion of the elect, 4Q418 81
The wisdom instruction in 4Q418 81 elaborates on the end-time community as the true remnant of Israel. We
will discuss this passage, which was located somewhat after the middle of the 4Q418a scroll, more in detail.
Parallels with Enochic and sectarian literature will be noted.
4Q418 81 preserves almost a full column of text. Its 20 lines preserve the full height of the column, below are
discussed lines 1-14. This wisdom instruction stands out among the preserved parts of 4Qinstruction with its
lofty, poetic language. The main themes, the remnant community and the spiritual inheritance of the elect, are
described in different ways. Phrases and sub-themes are frequently repeated.7 The passage represents a radical
reinterpretation of the Solomon tradition. Close parallels to Solomon's prayer and God's promise to him in 1
Kgs 3:6-14 can be observed. 8 According to this column, the wisdom God gave Solomon (1 Kgs 3:28; 4:29;

6P.R. Davies, Behind the Essenes. History and Ideology in the Dead Sea Scro/ls, Atlanta 1987, 107-34;
Nickelsburg, "The Nature and Function of Revelation". Jubilees should probably be ascribed toa proto-Essene
group. See J. Vanderkarn, Textual and Historical Studies in the Book ofJubilees, Missoula 1975; E. Schiirer, G.
Vennes, F. Millar, M. Goodman, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ, vol. 3, Edinburgh
1986, 303-14.
7 The root uip is represented in lines 1, 4 (3x), 11, 12 (2x); ;o'?'ØC.'1 "He gave you authority" in lines 3, 9;
separation ('?-o, "l'J) from flesh (~ m", ~ n~n) in lines 1, 2 (2x); inheritance (n':rn, ~') in lines 3 (4x), 11,
14; the elect community (1~" 'Ø~, iml'~ '11il, c'?w l"ll)txl) in lines 10, 13; the fountain image ("-pc) in lines 1
(2x), 12; God's creation and preordination in lines 1-3. The inheritance of the elect is described with the words
.,,~(line 5); "1'0::1 (line 5); n:nl!l/:lil!l (line 6).
8Cf. the following phrases which recur in 4Q418 811-14 (also the following lines 15-20 allude to 1Kings3,
see section 6.2.1): 1 Kgs 3:6 ml "lOl1 (2x) - line 8 c•cni:ii 1orr.n; 1Kgs3:9 .lh? :i1crr:i ]'J.1'? - a theme recurring
in 4Qlnstruction, 4Q417 IX 10, 4Q418 2 7, 4Q423 1-2 7; 1Kgs3:9, 11 ~" llCØ :i'?, ~o llcø'? )'Jo"l - line 7
'l'l!l!XZ1o 1zr111; 1 Kgs 3: 13 1o:nn '110ll-c~ 1? 'ml - line 5 i'T"Tl''\O it:i'"\1 n:;,-rw;, line 6 i:i'o n:;,? l'P.1 i'!M'l 1n~ n'? 'n:i'll!li;
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14: 17; cf. the wisdom of David, 2 Sam 14: 17, 20) now is bequeathed to the elect in the community of the
'eternal planting'.
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For He]
1. opened10 your lips as a fountain to bless the holy ones .. And you, as an everflowing fountain, praise [
.] He separated you from all
2. the spirit of flesh. <Hence> you shall separate from everyone He hates and keep apart from all
abominations of the spirit. [Fo]r He made everyone
3. and bequeathed them, each man his inheritance, and He is your portion and your inheritance among Ull<
sons of Adam. [In) His finhelritance He gave you authority. And you,
4. honour Rim in this: in sanctifying yourself to Rim. As He set you to sanctify the holy ones[ for all ]",
and among all[ ]
5. He east your lot and greatly increased your glory, and set you as His firstbom am[ong the sons of
Israe]l(?),[ and said 'My riches(?)]
6. "and my favour I will give you". Is not His goodness yours? <So> walk always in His faithfulness[
7. your deeds. And you, seek His judgements from the hands of every adversary of yours, all·[ ... He acts in
... toward all who]
8. love Rim, and in mercy and kindness toward all who keep His word, but His zeal [is upon all who hate
Rim(?).]
9. And for you He opened insig[ht], gave you authority over His storehouse and entrusted[ you] with an
accurate ephah[
10. are with you. It is in your hands to turnaside wrath from the men of <His> favour and punish[ the men of
Belial(?)
11. are with you. Befare you take your portion from His hand, honour His holy anes, and be[fore you
12. He opened[ a foun]tain <for> all the ho[ly] ones, all who by His name are called holy o[nes,
they
will be]
13. for all the eras the splendours of His sprout, an [ete]rnal planting[
14. [ ] .. earth(?), in it will walk all those who inherit the land, for by [His] name[ are they called(?)
While lines 1-11 are addressed to the individual in the 2nd person, lines 12-14 describe a community in the
3rd person. This wisdom instruction is a meaningful entity only if the addressed individual is seen as a member
of the community. We therefore suggest that the entire instruction deals with the idea of the end-time
community, of which the addressee isa partaker. The elect are 'the men of God's favour' , the community is the
1 Kgs 3: 14 •rnø' -pn ,r:Jth •;:,,-r.:i 1?n CM' - line 8 ri:i"T '"1.C'ID i,-o, line 6 1'0!11?."T 'ltml:l!C\ line 14 "'?rro '?)::> "t>?itli'
r~ .

9We have identified an early photo (PAM 40.618) which shows some additional letters on the left edge of
lines 7, 8 and 10, which are not registered in the PC.
! On~ can be an imperative ora perfect. An imperative would imply the translation "Open your tips, as a
fountain, to bless the holy ones!" A perfect form (where God is the one who apens the lips of the believer) fits
hetter in the context, cf. Ps 51:171n?m 1'l' 'El1 nrain •ræ '111' and the parallels in the Hodayot, see note 14. We
suggest that the previous column ended with ~·;:, or M\"T M'::>.
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'etemal plant' promised by Trito-Isaiah, the members of the community are the group which will 'inherit the
land'. These concepts need closer scrutiny.
A community's relation to and perception of outsiders will usually reflect its own self-definition. This is true
also for the discourses of 4Qinstruction which reflect a social dualism: 11 the just are distinguished from the
unrighteous, both in the present and the hereafter. While only the addressees are enlightened and have received
knowledge of God's mysteries, the text does not state explicitly that all outsiders are unrighteous who have no
hope of eschatological salvation. Lines 1-2 exhort the elect to separate from the ungodly and the abominations
which eling to them. This isa well-known theme in Qumran literature,12 and it recurs in one of the
admonitions. 13
The God-given portion of the elect is described with different images. The first is the fountain image: God has
opened a fountain of insight for the elect (lines 9, 12), and has opened his lips as a fountain praising the angels
(line 1). This praise is described as d71.l) iipc "an everflowing fountain". iipC nnE> (lines 1, 12) is not used
verbally in the Bible, but a similar construction occurs once: according to Zech 13: 1, God will open a fountain
for repentant Israel of the end-time: c71Dli' •:::itzr'?i ,..~, n•:i? nt"!l:l i'lf'C il'il'. The use of iipc n~ in 4Qlnstruction
and the Hodayot therefore has eschatological connotations. The use of the fountain image in this wisdom
instruction could have been a source of inspiration for later sectarian authors, this theme is frequent in the
HodayoL 14 Also later apocalyptic literature uses the fountain image to describe the wisdom revealed to the elect
few (1Enoch48:1; 49:1; 4 Ezra 14:47; Odes Sol. 6:8-13).

Jiri ·ø~, 'the men of <His:> favour' (line 10), is a designation for the elect community which is under God' s
favour. Different from faithless Israel these eireles enjoy God's acceptance. The Wirkungsgeschichte of
4Qlnstruction's use ofp~ ·ø~ is apparent: sectarian writings use similar expressions as technical terms for the

11 This is common in apocalyptic Iiterature. Cf. W. Schmithals, "Die Apokalyptikkonnte, ihrem
geschichtlichen Denken entsprechend, nicht so leicht wie die Gnosis die Menschen in zwei Klassen scheiden.
Aber sie ringt sich zu diesem Klassendenken durch ... Dem kosmischen Dualismus bzw. dem Aonendualismus
entspricht auf der anthropologischen Ebene ein Klassendualismus. Die Klasse der apokalyptischen Gerechten
und die der gnostischen Geistmenschen teilen das Schicksal dieses vergehenden Aons nicht, sondem gehOren
der anderen, der oberen oder der kommenden Welt an. Diese Klassen sind schon jetzt grundlegend geschieden
von den Klassen der Ungerechten bzw. der Sarkiker": Die Apokalyptik, Gottingen 1973, 78-9.
12See lQS I 3-4; V I, 10, 18; lQW XIV 10-11; CD VI 14-15. Line 2 uses the verbs aoo and it) in this
context, wru n'l:ll1n ?i:lC ·mm aoo ~ "1~ mi. Fora similar use of the root l')Ø, cf. IQS I 4, 10; IX 16. The root
itJ is frequently used in sectarian writings with reference to separation from outsiders; see CD VI 15; VII 1;
VIII 8; 1QH8 IV 19. For the phrase tbill m:im, cf. lQH• XI 10-11 rrn n~ "1~ il:>? 11r1pm? "that he may be
holy for You with no abominable uncleanness"; lQS IV 21 ipØ n'l:ll1'1n 7oc "from all abomination and
falsehood"; CD VII 1, 3 ~ n~i ?"c ?i::i.i?i ... ~ nuim 1c i'til? "keep from fornication according to
the statute ... and keep apart from every uncleanness according to the statutes relating to each one".
134Q417 Ill 7-8 10.ll 1?.'itin iltl:l .l)~ mpEi Cll1 i•ø.110 .l)IZT1 [
JIU'iø 1~ cm it.l) ::i'llZ1nn ~ ?UJ ø~i "Do not
consider an ungodly man a helper, and there will be nobody who hates[
] the iniquity of his deeds together
with its visitation. And know how to relate to him".
L4God is likened toa fountain, e.g. lQHa I 4 rui[i ~po '~ ilM ~·:> (Stegemann's reconstruction, quoted from
S. Tanzer, The Sages at Qumran, 28; for the subject matter, cf. Jer 2:13; 17:13; Ps 36:10). i 'lf'C n~ is used to
express God opening a fountain in the believer in lQH& Il 18; X 31; XVIII 10 G1:>i:J.11 'El:J i111mEl i ipo "You have
opened a [foun]tain in the mouth of Your servant"), 12, 13. The phrase t:l?ui i'lf'C recurs in lQHa VI 17-18; VIII
8; X 31; lQSb I 3, 6. 4Q286 (4QBer'1) 1 ii 6 speaks of the heavenly realms as i'IJ':J iipC and itil'ill i ipo.
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community: lQHa IV 32-33;15 XI 9 ~/il:lJ'l~ 'J:l; lQS VIII 6 J'lrl '1"fl:J; 4Q298 (4QcrA Words of the Maskil
to All Sons of Dawn) I 3-4 ip11 [J'~ cro?ill[ C'li,IZl)i i~~i "m~ "O m[en of ]His fa[vour and] eternal [peace
without] end". 16

l 7 Priestly

cultic language of the Bible can use mn/J'lrl as a technical term to describe God' s

accepting a sacrifice. The context in 1QS VIII 5-6 could point to a similar frame of reference for J'Cn '1'Ttl in
lQS and thus for the 'men/sons of God's favour' in sectarian literature as a whole: "the Community council
shall be ... the foundation of the holy of holies for Aaron, true witnesses for the judgement, those chosen by
<His> favour to atone for the land". However, the reference to l~ ~in 4Qlnstruction could indicate that the
first Essene (or pre-Essene) use of !hese terms was connected to lay eireles and did not convey cultic
connotations (on lay eireles as milieu of origin for 4Qlnstruction, see section 5.2.1).
According to line 13, the elect community is God's glorious sprout (im~ 'i"li'T), that will be an '[ete)mal
planting' (ci,)\!1

n.ll~). l"T~El

'sprout', 'branch', is used in the Bible on branches of a mighty tree ora fruitful virre

(Isa 10:33; Ezek 17:6), and five times for the branches of the tree of Eden in Ezekiel 31. Other words for
'sprout' have messianic connotations (Isa 11:11011, ~~;Isa 4:2, Zech 3:8 ~).The plural form imMi ,"ilpoints
to some kind of a messianic community, the suffix which refers to God points to the God-given quality of the
community. This interpretation is supported by the mention of the 'eternal planting', an important concept in the
second temple period. To understand the significance of the 'sprout' and the 'planting' in this text as well as
4Q423 1-2 7 (see below), we will survey the biblical and early post-biblical tradition of the '(eternal) planting'.
In biblical18 and post-biblical literature the 'planting' isa metaphor for the righteous community, the true
descendants of the patriarchs - either national Israel of the end-time, ora more narrowly defined ecclesia. 19 The
national understanding underlies Jub. 1: 16; 21:24; 36:6 'a planting of righteousness'. In Jubilees the planting is

15Cf.

G.W.E. Nickelsburg, "The Qumranic Transforrnation of a Cosmological and Eschatological Tradition
(1QH4:29-40)", Proceedings of the International Congress on the DeadSea Scrolls, Madrid, 18-21. March
1991, 649-59. Nickelsburg nates that both 1 Enoch 1:8 and lQHa IV 32-33 use the terms 'mercy' and
'pleasure', and sees them dependent on a common tradition.
164Q298 was probably composed in the first century BCE: SJ. Pfann dates the script of 4Q298 to 50-1 BCE:
"4Q298: The Maskil's Address to All Sons ofDawn", 215-16. M. Kistercomments that the term 'Sons of
Dawn' reflects a relatively advanced stage of the sect's terminology: "Commentary to 4Q298", JQR 85 (1994)
237-49, p. 238.
17Cf. also 4Q291 (4QWork Containing Prayers) l 4 J1~i 'iin:i~; the foresaying about Aaron in 4Q545
(4QAmramc ar) 2 5 mp[·~ i'T]rmri IZ11JlO 'll":W "he will be seventh among men of [His) favour [and h]onour"; and
Allegro's proposal to restore ip-cn ['ID~ i""IØl:l in 4Q171 (4QpPs8 ) 1 ii 24-25 (DJD V, 44). The term )~i '111J"
recurs in Luke 2:14 ev åv6pwnoLc; Ei>BOK(ac;. Also Luke uses the term for those on earth who enjoys God's
gracious acceptance. The pointed Qumran usage of this term might indicate that also the Lukan ' men of <His>
favour' should be interpreted as a designation for the end-time ' messianic' community. On the use of this phrase
in Luke, see C-H. Hunzinger, "Neues Licht auf Le 2:14 anthrOpoi eudokias", ZNW 44 (1952-53) 85-90; E.
Vogt, "'Peace Among Men of God's GoodPleasure' Lk2:14", The Scrolls and The New Testament (K.
Stendahl, ed.), New York 1957, 114-17; J.A. Fitzmyer, '"Peace Upon Earth Among Men of His Good Will' (Lk
2:14)", TS 19 (1958) 225-7 [reprinted in Essays on the Semitic Background of the New Testament, London
1971, 101-104]; A. Wolters, "AnthrOpoi Eudokias (Luke 2:14) and~ansyRswn (4Q4l6)",JBL 113 (1994) 2912.
18The primary biblical sources for the planting concept are Isa 60:21 ~l fi" 'l!Zli" ci,i.in c·p~ c?:> l tll/1
,~ni,...,., i1fD,l)O 'UX:lc; 61:3 i~Mi? m;• ~ pilMT ·?~ c;T.> ~ip'l: Ezek 34:29 cro? .1100 c;i? 'l"q'l"Ti (or c~ .Il~, cf.
LXX); and the tree ofEden inEzekiel 31.
19Qn the planting image in post-biblical literature, see S. Fujita, "The Metaphor of Plant in Jewish Literature
in the Intertestamental Period", JSJ 7 (1976) 30-45; P. Tiller, "The 'Etemal Planting' in the Dead Sea Scrolls"
(forthcoming in DSD). Tiller kindly made available to us a draft version of his paper.
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the re~ntant Israel of the last days, planted together with the new temple. In Pss. Sol. 14:3-5 the planting
designates the pious ones of Israel, hut not a specific community:
The Lord's devout shall live by it (i.e. the Torah) forever; the garden of the Lord, the trees of life, are His
devout ones. Their planting is firrnly rooted forever; they shall not be uprooted as long as the heavens shall
last, for Israel is the portion and inheritance of God.
The planting recurs in the Genesis Apocryphon. A historical allegory on Israel's history (cols XIII-XV)
foretells that most of Israel will behave wickedly (XV 9),20 hut Noah is promised that there will always be a
righteous planting among his progeny: C"Oi,lli, c:ia\P

Cip ... ~ n:w? p~' "shall come forth a righteous planting

... shall remain forever" (XIV 13-14). The text is fragmentary, but it is clear that the planting is only apart of
national Israel.
Enochic writings repeatedly refer to the planting (il::W). The earliest references (probably from the beginning
of the second century) are found in the Book of Watchers. In 1 Enoch 10: 16 the 'planting of rightousness and
truth'

(~tzrp ~J , 4QEn°

1 v 4) is the righteous remnant of Israel who will be planted on an earthly paradise.

This rernnant will be the nucleus of the renewed mankind. In 10:3 the Greek text of Syncellus reads "Teach the
righteous one, the son of Lamech, what he should do, and he will preserve his soul for life and will escape for
ever, and from him will be planted a planting and it will stand for all the generations of etemity". According to
Milik, the Aramaic fragments correspond to Syncellus, while the Gizeh Greek and Ethiopic texts are shorter and
do not mention the planting.21 In this case the planting is the righteous seed ofNoah, either among Israel or all
mankind. The Enochic writers behind this chapter surely saw themselves as belonging to the righteous seed of
Noah. Perhaps they identified the planting with their own eireles, but the planting could also belong to their
hope for the future.
The Book of Dreams refers to 'a planting of etemal seed' in Enoch's appeal to God: "My Lord, destroy the
flesh that has angered you from upon the earth, but sustain the flesh of righteousness and uprightness as a
planting of eternal seed" (84:6). The planting is Noah and his descendants who survive the flood, but also the
righteous anes of the end-time who will survive at 'the great day of judgement' (84:4). Finally, the planting is
mentioned thrice in the Apocalypse of Weeks. According to 93 :2, the following text is "conceming the children
of righteousness, conceming the elect anes of the world, and concerning the planting of truth". The fragmentary
Ararnaic text22 could indicate that the children of righteousness, the elect anes, will come from the planting of
truth without being identified with it. According to 93:5, the planting is Abraham and his offspring: Abraham is
chosen as "the planting of righteous judgement", and "after hirn <lhey?> shall come forth as a righteous
planting for ever". 93: 10 foresees that at the end of the seventh week of history, "there shall be elected the elect
ones of righteousness from the etemal planting of righteousness". Thus, Enochic writers could designate the the
2°The

team that recently published these columns suggests that col. XV speaks against the nations of the
world: M. Morgenstern, E. Qimron, D. Sivan, "The Hitherto Unpublished Columns of the Genesis
Apocryphon", Abr-Nahrain 33 (1995) 30-54. However, the man coming from the south and ravaging the land
(XV 9-13) is probably Antiochus IV. Thus, this historical allegory culrninates in the Maccabean period, as the
historical reviews in Daniel 11and4QPseudo-Moses (4Q387 3 ii 1-12, 4Q389 1 ii 4-10, 4Q388 1 ii 4-10). On
the date of 4QPseudo-Moses, see section 4.2.1, note 34).
21 The Books of Enoch, 162.
224QEn& 1 iii 19-20 ~1] ~· ~) 10 1{p':io ,, "who have grown] up from a plant of truth [and
righteousness". See Milik, The Books of Enoch, 263-4.
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elect of the last days (which surely included lheir own eireles) as 'the planting of righteousness', 'the planting of
eternal seed', but they could also describe the elect ones as emerging "from the etemal planting of
righteousness" (viz., the righteous Israel through the ages).
We suggest that 4Qinstruction on Ibis point is indebted to the Enochic tradition. The text under discussion
suggests that the eireles behind 4Qlnstruction coined the precise Hebrew term c?ui NJOO (cf. 1 Enoch 84:6 'a
planting of etemal seed'; 93:5 ' a righteous planting forever'; 93:10 'the etemal planting of righteousness'), a
term which was to be essential for the self-understanding of the yafJad.23 Also in this text the 'planting' isa
metaphor for the righteous community. The tenn c'?]'UI

NJOO indicates

that the author of 4Qinstruction viewed

his eireles as the nucleus of the community of the end-time, that will exist forever. As in later sectarian parlance
the 'planting', a tiny plant which will grow into a large tree which will cover the earth, refers to the group of the
elect, who are now few but are destined to rule the world in the future, cf. lQW VI 15 "they shall cause a shoot
to grow into the boughs of an everlasting planting, and it shall cover the whole [earth] with its shadow". A
'planting' terminology isa sign of an earthly eschatology: an afterlife of the spirit will not satisfy those who
employ these tenns, they foresee some kind of biessed conditions on earth.24
The 'planting' (JJOO) is mentioned also in 4Q423 (4Qlnstructione) 1-2 7. We suggest that 4Q423 1-2 uses a
paraphrase of Genesis 2-3 as background fora description of the community and the inheritance of the elect,25
and proceed with a discussion of this text.
[C'l1P p ~'f?il 7;:,m? ,om C'.I)) f» ?;,i ii:mn ...,~ ?;,i[
]
?ii1~ 1JS vac 1'T.l~1 '1T.ll1? il;:)'="øtn i:n iTi[~i]c '=''~ill'?[ ,omi ~",]
[ 1° il:i? 1nn l6 ilrT01 n;,? "'~ ,,-;;, rip [ile,~,
[ )O
vacat
n:i?.tn~ [
il:x?l1~ ?::> mi ]1b i![f;\
n]"i", 'cm ?:>i il"fii vac ;i:
~? "en t:i
il:>? rrc~ ?::> '::> il:>'~~ ?:>:i [
::i10t, ~' .snli[ ?~io
Fil til[ Jl1~i[
p~~

]and every fruit that is produced and every tree which is good, pleasing to give knowledge. Is [it] not a
de[lightful] garden [and pleasant ]to[ gi]ve great knowledge? He set you in charge of it to till it and guard it.
23c?ui ruioo as designation for the remnant community recurs in sectarian literature. See lQS VIII 5-6; XI 8;
lQHa VI 15; VIII 4-26. JlOo/il.llOO is used as an image of the community in lQW VIII 5, 9, 20, 21; CD I 7 uiø
ruiøc. On the irnagery of the etemal planting in Qumran literature and rabbinic tradition, see J. Licht, 'The Plant
Etemal and the People of Divine Deliverance" (Hebrew), Essays on the Dead Sea Scrolls in Menwry ofE.L.
Sukenik (C. Rabin, Y. Yadin, eds.) Jerusalem 1961, 1-27; D. Flusser, "He has planted it [i.e. the Law] as etemal
life in our midst" (Hebrew), Tarbiz 58 (1988-89), 147-53; D. Dimant, ' Qumran Sectarian Literature' , Jewish
Writings of the Second Temple Period. Apochrypha, Pseudepigrapha , Qumran Sectarian Writin gs, Philo ,
Josephus (M.E. Stone, ed.), Assen/Maastricht and Minneapolis 1984, 483-550, p. 539; Tiller, "The 'Etemal
Planting' in the Dead Sea Scrolls".
24Cf. M.J. Davidson's comment on 1Enoch1-36, 72-90: "".the hope of future blessing which is described
in a variety of ways, hut in general appears to anticipate a hetter life on a renewed earth": Angels at Qumran. A
Comparative Study of 1Enoch1-36, 72-108 and Sectarian Writingsfrom Qumran, Sheffield 1992, 317.
Hartman comments on the Book ofWatchers: "The promised, radically new conditions of life (described in 1
Enoch 10-11) are certainly meant to prevail on earth. That is valid also for the two other descriptions of the
eschatological bliss contained in the book" (i.e. chs. 1-5 and 24-32). Headds, however, that the use ofhaggadic
and mythological language in chs. 10-11 and 24-32 should wam us against a literal understanding of these
passages: "An early example of Jewish exegesis", 23.
254Q265 uses the Eden narrative in a different way: as an explanation for the laws of postpartem purification:
J. M. Baumgarten, "Purification after Childbirth and the Sacred Garden in 4Q265 and Jubilees", New Qumran
Texts and Studies. Proceedings of the First Meeting of the International Organisationfor Qumran Studies (G.J.
Brooke, ed.), Leiden 1994, 3-10.
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An en[joyable] ga[rden(?) ... the earth,] thoms and thistles will it sprout forth for you, and its strength it will
not yield to you, [ .•. J in your being unfaithful [ ... ] her child, and all the compassion of her that is
pregna[nt ]you [...]ed all your resources(?) [ ... ] in all your business(?), for everything it causes to sprout
forth[for you ] always not to [ ... ]and in a planting[ ]them [
rejecting(?) ]the evil and knowing the
good, [ ... , be]tween his way and the way of [

While Gen 3:6 refers toa certain treethat conveys knowledge, this text stresses the connection between all the
trees (and the garden as such) and Adam's God-given knowledge. The 2nd person sing. fonn il::i"111Jo., (line 2) in
a passage which rephrases Genesis 2 points to some kind of relation between Adam and the addressee of
4Qlnstruction. The garden of Adam is at the same time the garden of the elect According to lines 1-2, the
addressed 'you' is related toa garden which conveys knowledge. This 'knowledge' could refer to the end-time
restoration of the wisdom of Adam to the 'sons of Adam'. We note that 4Q418 81 3 uses the same form,
il::i?'ØC.'1,

with reference to the God-given portion of the elect, il::i"1m'1 m!if.t:nl

~ 'D

11r0 ;onl;irin il"P?n " 'lo"n

"He is your portion and ymrr inheritance among the sons of Adam. finl His finhe]ritance He gave you
authority." Therefore il::i"1m, could have a double meaning in this text; referring both to Adam and the Garden
of Eden as well as to the elect 'son of Adam' in his relation to the end-time community and inheritance (the
'planting' and the 'garden'). Lines 3-4 (possibly 3-6) refer to the situation after the curses of Gen 3: 14-19. The
text then recurs to the garden image and to eschatological knowledge: lines 7-8 connect the 'planting' with the
knowledge of good and evil and discemment between the different ways a man can choose.
We have encountered in 4Qlnstruction the related images of 'garden', ' planting', and (everflowing) 'fountain'
[(Cl?'Ul) iipc] - images that in exilic and post-exilic texts are connected with Eden and the mountain of God, the

temple. Also the Garden of God in Genesis 2-3 is related to the image of God's temple, a common connection in
Ancient Near Eastem symbolism.26 For the fountain associated with the temple, see Gen 2:6, 10-14; Isa 32:2;
33:20-21 (cf. Isa 35:6-11; 41:17-20); Ezekiel 47; Joe! 4:18; Zech 13:1; 14:8; Ps 46:5;27 65:10;1Enoch13:7;28
26:1-2; John 7:37-38; Rev 21:6; 22:1-2; 4 Ezra 5:25. For the garden and related terms (ci::i, )El), m , l>OO. .llOJ)
associated with the temple, see Genesis 2-3; Exod 15:17; 2 Sam 7:10; Isa 27:2-6; 51:3; 60:21; 61:3, 11; Jer
11:15-17; Ezek 28:12-19; 31:2-9; Ps 80:9-18; 84:7; 1Enoch24-25; Biblical Antiquities (Pseudo-Philo) 12:8-9;
1Cor3:9; 4 Ezra 5:23-26; t. Suk. 3.15; Tg. Ps-Jon. on Isa 5:2 (for the two latter references, see note 38).29 30
26See 0 .

Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblica/ World. Ancient N ear Eastern Iconography and the Book of
Psalms, London 1978, 116-18; 140-43, 186-8 (cf. especially illustrations 153a, 185-191and 256). Both garden
and sanctuary are connected to waters oflife and are guarded by cherubs. Cf. also M. Gorg, '"Wo lag das
Paradies?' Einige Beobachtungen zu einer alten Frage'', Biblische Notizen 2 (1977) 23-32. We are indebted to
cand. theol. Terje Stordalen for stimulating discussions on Eden and temple.
27Rashi identifies i•l?El itO 'the river of His streams' of the temple mount with the river of Eden. See J .M.
Baumgarten, "4Q500 and the Ancient Conception of the Lord's Vineyard", JJS 40 (1989) 1-6. Baumgarten
no tes that also the medieval treatise tl"i,::i n::ioc connects the rivers of Eden with the eschatological renewal of the
temple.
28See G.W.E. Nickelsburg, "Enoch, Levi, and Peter: Recipients of Revelation in Upper Galilee", JBL 100
(1981) 575-600: "If Mount Hennon is the ladder from the heavenly sanctuary (12:4; 15:3) to earth, the waters of
Dan stand in polar relationshiop to the gates of heaven and, through them, to the sanctuary and the throne of
God" (p. 584).
29Also the land oflsrael total, or the people in the land, can be designated as garden or planting: Isa 5:1-7;
Jer 2:21; 31:28; 32:41; 42:10; Ezek 17:22-24; Am 9:13-15; Ps44:3.
30Qn the garden as image for salvation in the Bible, see W. Berg, "Israels Land, der Garten Gottes. Der
Garten als Bild des Heiles im Alten Testament", BZ NF 32 (1988) 35-51; G.M. Muller, Gottes Pflanzung -
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When these images 'overflow' anew in the second century BCE, in selected eireles, it is a tempting suggestion
to see here an eschatological interpretation both of Eden31 and the temple: such terms might indicate that not
only the ya}Jad,32 but also the eireles behind 1 Enoch 33 and 4Qinstruction regarded themselves as a spiritual
temple with access to the the eschatological garden of God, 34 the garden which conveys knowledge. 35 In our
opinion the temple symbolism is clear in 4Qlnstruction, in 1 Enoch the evidence is too slim to draw unequivocal
conclusions. We note that the pro-Hasmonean I Maccabees ascribes similar eschatological-messianic
connotations to the reign of Simon (142-135 BCE):
He established peace in the land, and Israel knew great joy. Bach man sat under his own vine and his own
fig tree, and there was no one to make them afraid. No enemy was left in the land to fight them, and the
kings in those days were crushed. He gave strength to all the humble folk among his people and cleared
away every renegade and wicked man. He strove to observe the Torah, and gave new splendour to the
(1Macc14:11-15)
temple, replenishing it with sacred vessels.
To our knowledge, previous scholars have not acknowledged the intrinsic connection between the images of
garden, planting and fountain, and the yal;aas self-understanding as a spiritual temple.36 Our view is supported
by later sectarian usage of the planting image, not the !east by the Teacher hymn which centres on the motives
Gottes Bau - Gottes Tempel. Die metaphorische Dimension paulinischer Gemeindetheologie in I Kor 3 ,5-17,
Frank-furt 1995, 67-80; cf. N.M. Sama, Understanding Genesis, New York 1966, 23-28.
31 An eschatological interpretation of the Garden of Eden is found already in the Bibie (Isa 11:6-9; 58: 11 n"m
mi 1:0 ), and is frequent in post-biblical literature: 1 Enoch 32:3 "the garden of righteousness"; 60:23 "the garden
of the righteous"; 61:12 "the garden oflife"; 77:3 "the garden of righteousness"; lQH" VIII 4-26 (see below);
4Q385 (4QpsEzek") 9 ii 1 t:l"'ttil )xJ •o; ?~ [4Q385 9 should be ascribed to Pseudo-Ezekiel, it probably preserves
a reworking of the mocking songs over (the king of) Tyre in Ezekiel 26-28). In 1 Enoch and probably also
4Q385 the garden symbolizes the ultimate portion of the righteous. Cf. further Targums Neofiti and PseudoJonathan on Gen 49: 1 (see section 4.1.6, note 87). The texts on the end-time 'planting' (see above) represent
the same concept.
32See lQS V 5-7; VIII 1-10; IX 3-6; CD Ill 19-IV 1; lQpHab XII 1-6; 4Q164 (4QpJsad) frg. 1; 4Q174
(4QMidrEschat8 ) Ill 6-7 [In our references to 4Q174 and 4Ql77 we follow A. Steudel's reconstruction (see Der
Midrasch zur Eschatologie). On the spiritual temple in the thinking of the yal;ad, see 0. Betz, "Pelsenmann und
Felsengemeinde", ZJVW 48 (1957) 49-77; B. Gartner, The Temple and the Community in Qumran and the New
Testament. A Comparative Study in the Temple Symbolism of the Qumran Texts and the New Testament,
Cambridge 1965, 1-46; RJ. McKelvey, The New Temp/e, Oxford 1969, 36-8, 46-57; G. Klinzing, Die
Umdeutung des Kultus in der Qumrangemeinde und im Neuen Testament, Gottingen 1971, 11-166; D. Dimant,
"4QFlorilegium and the ldea of the Community as Temple",Hellenica et Judaica. Hornmage aValentin
Nikiprowetzky (A. Caquot, M. Hadas-Lebel, J. Riaud, eds.), Leuven and Paris 1986, 165-89.
33According to D. Dimant, the Animal Apocalypse sees the futuric community of the righteous as a spiritual
temple (cf. 1 Enoch 90:28-32, the community is futuric from the viewpoint of Enoch, not necessarily for the
Enochic writers themselves): "The Apocalyptic Interpretation ofEzekiel at Qumran", Messiah and Christos.
Studies in the Jewisf! Origins of Christianity (Fs. D. Flusser; I. Gruenwald, S. Shaked, G.G. Stroumsa. eds.),
Tiibingen 1992, 31-51. The text refers both to the rebuilt physical temple of the last days and to the community:
"a new house, greater and loftier than the first one ... All the sheep were within it" (v 29).
34
For the phrases iThi'll and t:l"il~T)l, see Gen 13:10; Isa 51:3; Ezek 28:13; 31:8-9.
35Fujita concludes "The plant of righteousness is an existence not only of the eschatological time but also of
the primeval period. It is, therefore, identical with the primeval tree of life in God's garden. The eschatological
plantation of righteousness is a return to the primeval paradise": ''The Metaphor of Plant", 45.
36Fujita hints at it: "Of great significance in the Qumran metaphor of the plant is that the righteous plants
(the sectarians) themselves are in a symbolic way considered a temple": ibid., 40. Gartner sees no logical line
between the combination of plant and temple images in some post-biblical texts (lQHa VI 15-18; lQS XI 6-9;
1 Enoch 24-26), and attributes it to "Jewish speculations on the subject of the rock of the temple and Paradise":
The Temple and the Community, 27-9. Klinzing comments "Es ist anzunehmen, dass Pflanzung und Tempel als
eschatologische Vorstellungen mitenander verbunden wurden": Die Umdeutung des Kultus, 55.
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of garden, fountain and planting, 1QH8 Vill 4-26. 37 This hymn demonstrates that 'planting' can designate both
the physical temple and the community as temple: 38 instead of those priests who illegitimately have triumphed
in 'their planting' (the physical temple, lines 9-10), God has established the new community of the Teacher as
'etemal planting' (line 6), i.e. as a templethat will last forever. This planting will have access to 'everflowing
water' and become an 'everlasting fountain' (lines 7-8, 16), the community represents the 'source of life' (}'.SIC
C'TT, C'"n

ilpc, lines 12, 14).

We conclude that the use of the planting image in 4Qlnstruction points to a theology of the community as a
spiritual temple. The fellowship the elect enjoy with the angels is related to the same idea, already now they
participate in the cult of the angels in the heavenly temple (lines 1, 4, 11, see below).39 The idea of this
community being a spiritual temple could reflect a certain scepticism towards the temple establisment in
Jerusalem (see below, and section 5.2.1).
The 'planting' concept is connected to the end-time inheriting the land, a theme which becomes explicit in
line 14. The members are fi~ .i,,,u (a similar phrase, ~-?nu, is found in 4Q418 55 6). For the background of
this term, see Ps 37:9, 11 fi~IØ1" i!Cii ilN'i' ''f'1, ~IØi" C"Ul1'l (where the meaning of fi~llZ71" 'will inherit the
land' is life on this side, not in the hereafter), and Isa 60:21 ri~

'!Ø'i''

c':i.ll' C'P'i~ (an eschatological promise).

Second century exegetes could easily interpret also Ps 37:11 eschatologically in light oflsa 60:21. In
presectarian40 as well as sectarian literature,41 Matthew and Mishnah42 'inherit the land' has an eschatological
37J .H.

Charlesworth presents a fine analysis of the frrst part of this hymn ["Jesus as 'Son' and the Righteous
Teacher as 'Gardener"', Jesus and the Dead Sea Scrolls (J.H. Charlesworth, ed.), New York 1992, 140-175]:
the Teacher is the 'etemal fountain', his disciples are ' trees of life', the community is the 'garden' and the
'planting'. Charlesworth acknowledges that the polemic against the "tre[es] of water who shall exalt themselves
in their planting, but their roots do not reach the stream" (lines 9-10), refers to the present priests in the temple,
opponents of the yalJ.ad. But he does not recognize the temple symbolism inherent all through the hodayah; the
repeated use of the images of garden, fountain and planting.
38The same is reflected in 1Cor3:5-17 6eou yewpyLOv, eeou olKoBoµft ECJTE "you are God's planting,
God's building" (v 9). Also 4Q500 (4QpapBen) connects the planting with the temple, as it uses the phrases
ri:>~ ·~1 rt:llX!>Q "your planting and the streams of your glory" about the temple (4Q500 1 5). This text
connects Isa 5:1-7 with the temple, as does Tg. Ps.-Jon. on Isa 5:2 ?.11 ~"ED, rl':J.'i' 'nJiQ ri~1 J'lo'i'J'J ·~o n•Di
J'loi~ "And I built My sanctuary among them and also My altar I gave as atonement for their sins"; and t. Suk.
3.15 n•ø;, m 'C ~n ::ip• Cli ,rote m ro ::um ::ip• ,i,:i'l1 m i:>m 71:.:i 1::i•, "And He built a towerin the midst of it this is the sanctuary; And hewed out a vat therein - this is the altar; And also hewed out a vat therein - this is the
pits". See Brooke, "4Q500 1 and the Use of Scripture in the Parable of the Vineyard"; Baumgarten, "4Q500 and
the Ancient Conception of the Lord's Vineyard".
39Also 1QS XI 6-9 combines the images of fountain, planting, spiritual temple and fellowship with the
angels: "a fountain of righteousness, a well of power, a spring of glory hidden from the assembly of flesh. God
has given them to His chosen ones as an everlasting possession, and has caused them to inherit the lot of the
holy anes. He has joined their assembly to the sons of heaven, to be a council of the Community, a foundation
of the building of holiness, and eternal planting throughout all ages to come". Similarly 1QHa VI 13-18 deals
with "the men of Your council, who share a common lot with the angels of the presence", who "shall cause a
shoot to grow into the boughs of an everlasting planting" and are related to "an eternal ever-flowing fountain".
As is well-known, the presectarian Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice presuppose the fellowship of the community
here below with the angelic host serving in the heavenly temple.
40This is the case in 1 Enoch, Jubilees and 4QPseudo-Ezekiel.1 Enoch 5:7-9 uses "inherit the land" on the
period of ultimate salvation, when the elect will no more be subject to the limitations of sin, sorrow and death:
"for the chosen there will be light and joy and peace and they will inherit the land" (5:7) - see Hartman, Asking
fora Meaning, 134. In Jubilees Jacob is promised that his seed will inherit all the earth, an interpretation shared
by 4Ql71 (see below): Jub. 22:14 "and may you inherit all the earth"; 32:19 (a rendering of Gen 28:13-14) "I
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meaning,43 and the same is the case in this text We note that m. Sanh. 10:1 connects the promise of inheriting
the land with the 'planting' oflsaiah 60-61, as do lines 13-14 in the text under discussion here.
In lines 3-5 the portion of the elect is described with the words 1111', n?rn (3x), p?n and 'nu. These terms can
denote the spiritual-eschatological inheritance of the elect community, both in the writings of the ya}Jad.44 and
synagogue liturgy.45 God, who gives to each one his portion in life, has allotted the elect a glorious portion, and
given him a position of authority in His own inheritance (probably the community). Further, God will be his
portion: the sentence c~

'!:l 1m

il:>n'?nJi n.::ip';ir; ~'li" "He <=God> is your portion and your inheritance among

will give to your seed all the earth under heaven ". and they shall get possession of the whole earth and inherit it
forever". 4QPseudo-Ezekiel is a nonsectarian composition from the mid-second century BCE. The author
knows a large number of pious Israelites. He asks how the pious ones will be recompensed, and looks forward
to an end-time 'inheriting the land' by national Israel, not only a narrowly defined remnant: 4Q385 2 2-3 "I
have seen many men from Israel who have loved Your name and have walked in the ways of [righteousness;
And th]ese (things), when will they be, and how will they be recompensed for their loyalty?"; 3 3 C'1i'IOO ~?it
;~iro· '!:l ll!n" piol;i c'll'iT "will not the days be shortened sothat Israel will get its inheritance"; 5 1 M inrLl'"l[:>l
Jti~ "when ]it inherits the land of[". Also 4QPseudo-Moses expected the 'remnant' to inherit the land (see
section 4.3.1).
41 CD I 7-8 ~ M rzni.., "to inherit His land"; VIII 14-15 (=Deut 9:5} ;i;~, C"ll"l M nl!n; "to possess these
nations"; 4Q171(4QpPs8)1iii9-11l;i~hlD'0110-,., M 'l!Di' [ ] ?[::inF't '?i:> n?nl c:( )il C'.l'l'::JM.1 n1Jl ;li ,,IZJE) "Its
interpretation concems the congregation of the poor, who [shall possess] the whole world as an inheritance. [
shall possess the high mountain of lsra[el".
42Matt 5:4 µaiccipLoL ol lTpCXE'Ls, Iht atiTol KA'flpovoµ'ficrouow Tiiv yfiv "Blessed are the meek, for they
will inherit the land/earth"; m. S anh. 1O: 1 '11D1" c'?w'? C'p~ c'?l:> 10111 10~ ~:i.i c'?w'? p'?n tn? ID' ~i!D'-'?:>
11WW1' ..,, ill!WO 'JJOC '1.';0 ri~ "All Israelites have a share in the world to come, for it is written, Your people also
shall be all righteous, they shall inherit the land for ever, the branch of My planting, the work of My hands that I
may be glorified"; m. Kidd. l: 10 ri~'T'M ?nm 1-0• 1'? ]':>'1l'Ol 1';i 1~·00 ~ il~ nw;;-';i:i " If a man performs but
a single commandment, it shall be well with him and heshall have length of days and shall inherit the land".
43While rabbinic literature often interprets promises of the land eschatologically: 'inheriting the land' means
being granted a place in the world to come, Philo interprets 'inheriting the land' as inheriting wisdom: ''The new
good gift is inheritance of the wisdom which cannot be received by sense", the wisdom which unites the soul
with the Creator (on Gen 15:7, On Who is the Heir, 96-99); "But as for the meaning it indicates felicity, which
is the fulfilment of three perfections, of spiritual goods, of corporeal goods and of those which are etemal" (on
Gen 15:18-19, Questions andAnswers on Genesis, 3.16). See M. Weinfeld, The Promise of the Land. The
lnheritance of the Land by the lsraelites, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1993, 213-18.
441QS Il 2 ~'nu ·ro~ "the men of God's lot"; XI 7-8 c:rznip '?iiD o;.rn•i "He gave them inheritance in the
lot of the holy ones"; 1QH8 XI 11-12 il:>'!UliP Cl1l ?iu:n "have portion wilh Your holy ones". For i1:>7-lu ;.~,
~io i0'1i iT:>":J:l1(line5), cf. lQHa X 28-29 il~~ ruro l~lib nn•::iiil "You increased his sh[a]re in the
knowledge ofYour truth"; 4Q413 (4Qsap. work) 2-3 ~ nJii:J il':inl 1'? il.li.in~ "He increased a man's
share in the knowledge of His truth". For il'ilil andp?n, cf. IQM XII 12 11~1 rr:n::i iT:>mrm "TI:l:> il:>~~ 160
il:>'ril~:>'iO rttl '!:2~1 ::i.in "JO:> il:>•nip?n:i mpo "Fill Your land with glory and Your inheritance with blessing:
herds of flocks in your fields, gold, silver and precious stones in Your palaces! ". For~,.., cf. below on
'inheriting the land' ; 4Q525 (4QBeat) 14 ii 13-14 i1:l:> ?run ... !::l'l'?!u ::i11:J[1) il:>'O' ::l'IOJ ~'?o• 11Z7'li'l "and your
inheritance, He will fill your days with goodness and abundant peace ... you will inherit glory"; 4Q393
(4Qliturgical work) 3+7 7-9 C'Q i{'ipOl n-o'!lm m"i'O :J'IC!I l;ii:i] c~i,6 C'n::i -u'? M'? ". [c•'?1il C''U b'1"~El)? 111','l.1'1
[?:n] Cl1l m~C'n'n C'0--6 "dispossessing b[e]fore them [great nations". to give us houses full [of all good things,
hewn citems and reservoir]s of water, vineyards and olive trees, the inheritance of [a great(?) people" (4Q393
3+7 3-9, see above on this scroll which preserves a presectarian communal prayer).
45See M. Weinfeld, ''The Heavenly Praise in Unison", D"l7 1po. Festschriftfiir Georg Molin an seinem 75.
Geburtstag (I. Seybold, ed.), Graz 1983, 427-37. Cf. Zech 3:7; Mal 2:7; Dan 7:18. For further references in
4Qlnstruction, see 4Q418 69 12-14 en~ iirr ::iiii -ro(::> i?nln ". cn';in) c'?w C"M i~ r::i•oro [•)]:j' "the sons of heaven,
whose inheritance is etemal life ... also you [will inherit g]lory and abundant honour"; 4Q416 VI 20 (=4Q416 4
3) ~ n?ro:J iTliOID l':lO ilMl "Man of understanding, rejoice in the inheritance of truth"; 4Q418 234 1 n'irn[
C'Ø)ilp "the inheritance of the holy[ ones".
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the sans of men" (line 3) represents a reinterpretation of the promise to Aaron/Levi (Num 18:20 1p"'1
~'111' •J:l

')~

1m ,mnn; Deut 10:9 imnl ~•i mi') that God (and the priestly dues) will be his inheritance instead of

a piece of land. In 4Qinstruction these words are reinterpreted as a promise to the elect individual: God will be
his inheritance.46 The eireles behind 4Qinstruction connected Num 18:20/Deut 10:9 with Ps 16:5-11 (cf. v 5
'O'l:ll

•pi,n-nxl mrr "the Lord is my portion and my cup")47 and 73:23-28 (cf. v 26 t:l'?'\.ll? C'il~ •p?m "God is my

portion for ever"), and interpreted these scriptures as promises about a lasting inheritance and eternal life for the
righteous.48 49 Could 4Q418 81 3 indicate that the origin of 4Qlnstruction should be sought among Levitic
eireles? We rather prefer to see in this statement a spiritualizing interpretation held by apocalyptic eireles where
Levitic or Aaronic descent played no significant role. Sir 45:20-22 renders the Pentateuchal promise in a
traditional way, related to Aaron alone. Stadelmann suggested that Ben Sira in this and other passages defends
the prerogative of the priests to the office of the scribe against non-priestly rival groups.50 4Qinstruction could
reflect such groups who opposed the priviliges of the Aaronic establishment in Jerusalem.
Lines 3, 9 and 15 (il-''?"Ø0.1 0'1' rmro
inheritance.

C,ØO

°' J'::lC nMi) use Hip' il of 7.o1:1 for God' s setting the elect into a glorious

in the Hip 'il is frequently used in 4Qlnstruction on being in a position of authority. 51 Both in

4Q416 V 11-12 i'T-'.,.rtic.i ~ mto::li "He gave you authority over a glorious inheritance", and lines 3, 9 and 15 of
this text ii-'"'m1 refer to God giving a glorious portion to the individual.
Lines 5-6 refer to a divine promise about blessings which will be given to the elect: il-'? 'n:J'!Oi [?•11D'\.ll

,~

i:JW il-'? ~'l'?it i!Mi l~ "and He said 'My riches(?)] and my favour I will give you'. Is not His goodness yours?"
These words do not appear verbatim in any particular biblical verse. They could refcr to a lost source, but more
probably 4Qinstruction rephrases a number of biblical verses 52 in its description of the lot of the elect. The word

also 1Q26 (lQlnstruction) 1 7(=4Q4234 3a-4) ?ei~ 'l::l "l'm il~ i!"P1'n 'l~ ," io~i "He said to
him: I will be [your po]rtion [and your inheritance among the sons of men(?)", cf. Jer 51:19-m'-'-' ::l"f'.11' p"'1
1'1i1 ,", "He who is the portion of Jakob is the Maker of all things".
47Also lines 5-6 allude to Psalm 16: Compare l~ ii-'? 'n:lil!)i [?il-'? ~ ~1];(il with 'n:J'IO iiM •.ni' (Ps 16:2).
48Cf. G. von Rad's observation that the late post-exilic psalms 16 and 73 spiritualize the prerogative of the
Levites: "'Gerechtigkeit' und 'Leben' in der Kultsprache der Psalmen", Festschriftfii.r A . Bertholet, Tiibingen
1950, 225-48.
4 9In acontrasting interpretation Qoh 5: 17 and 9:9 use the same phrases to justify earthly pleasures as man' s
inheritance, "f''?n ~•i ';), l:l'"M:J 1p';in ~'lo1 '-' "for such is your portion in life". The presence of two Qohelet scrolls
in Cave 4 (and 4QQoha indeed preserves Qoh 5: 13-17) shows that the ya}Jad was well aware of these
contrasting interpretations of man's essential 'portion in life' .
soH. Stadelmann, Ben Sira als Schriftgelehrter. Eine Untersuchung zum Berufsbild des vor-makkabiiischen
SOfer unter Berii.cksichtigung seines Verhiiltninsses zu Priester-, Propheten- und Weisheitslehrertum, Tiibingen
1980, 275-93. Cf. Sir45:17, 25-26; 38:24-39:9.
5 1AJtogether 13 times. On the use of l<;m in the Hip'il in the second century BCE to describe the position of
Adam and mankind on the earth, see section 4.4 and Elgvin, "Admonition Texts", 187.
52See the promise to Solomon, 1 Kgs 3:12-14 TO'~ ·ro~m ... ~"Cl 1t/J.liCl ... Ji::ln t:l:ln ::i? 1? 'rTll illi1;
Exod 33:19 TJ~-'?ll '::l'IO-';i:> i'::lll~; Moses' words to Hobab, Num 10:32 ::l'O.,., i~ ~'li1il ::roi n-m UOll 1'?n-•" n•m
1? 1l::lom "ilOV mi•; the eschatological promises of Jer 31: 12, 14 il'lo1' ::iil!)-'?I\
'lll:JtlJ' •::i'IO-~ 'Olli; Jer 32:42
c.1•'?» i::ii ·:>~ 11ZM n::i'lt!l.1-'?:n~ c.iryll l'':io '-'~ p; 33:9 ~ illllll ·:>~ 1t/JI' ro'lO.i-'?YM; 2 Chr 7:10 ""W~ il:i:10.1-?l1
m ';il'illl'71ii1:1'?ø7l1'11' m.1• iW.ll; Ps 25:7, 27:13, 31:20, 145:7 ii\1' C1)::i'X!li; Ps 16:2 'r'O'IO iTM •m. Cf. further
1QH8 frg. 15 7 C'tzmp :l'lC!l :m cw i; lQS X 11-12 '::l'IO J'-'l:l Jiry.11'? ." 10~ "I will say ".to the Most High 'You
are the foundation of my wellbeing'".
4 6See

,.,,,n,
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ir.:l'lt!l means

'favour', 'goodwilr, while :iit!) in the following sentence means 'goodness'. The 'favour'

('rtl'lt!l)

and

'goodness' (i:iCo) which God conveys upon the elect probably include both spiritual and material gifts.
The statement of lines 7-8, ?i."'MmO r,'D ?.11 Jirwpi ii:ii '"10WJ

~ ?.11 c'irli:ii itlli:J1

m-m [i,,::i r,.11 ... 1m1 "He acts

in ... toward all who] love Rim and in mercy and kindness toward all who keep His word, but His zeal [is
against all who hate Rim(?)", is a free reworking of Exod 20:5-6 nø.111 'IOOr, ... p.11 ipEl ~p
·n~

'~ 1'~

;n" '::lJ~ •:i

'10Ø,, •.:i,-m' C'El'~' "I0!1 • Although the literal meaning of the words from Exod 20:6 is that God shows

mercy to all who keep His word, this text has only the elect of the remnant community in mind.53
'Holiness phraseology' recurs in this text, which refers to 'holy ones' both in heaven and on earth. As in the

Epistle ofEnoch and later sectarian writings there is a fellowship of the saints which includes both the angels
and the community on earth. This fellowship is related to the image of the community as a spiritual temple, the
elect participates in the worship of the heavenly sanctuary (see above). Lines 1, 4 and 11 exhort the elect to
praise the'holy ones ', i.e. the angels: we interpret Cl'!Zrrp 1i::ir, (line 1), C'0"1'f' ønpi, (line 4),54 and probably also
1Vl'f'

i::i::i

(line 11)55 as blessing the angels,56 not the brethren of the community.

In contrast, when Cl'Ø'Tlp appears twice in line 12 it is a designation for the members of the community:
c]~0"1'f'

hnEl

Y:IJJr, ~ip)l"I ~, c•rzrip ~ i-p[o "He opened[ a foun]tain <for> all the ho[ly] ones, all who by His name

are called holy o[nes" - God 'opens a fountain' for the believer, not for angels, cf. 1QW Il 18; X 31; XVIII 10,
12, 13. The calling by God's name qualifies the elect as 'holy anes'. The statements cfØ'Tlp ioør, ~ipli r,'l:>l (line
12) and ?~1') i]oto::i

'::l

(line 14) have parallels in a presectarian as well as a sectarian text. 57 Some Qumran texts

530ur author could be inspired bya similar reinterpretation of the Aaronic blessing (Num 6:24-26) in
1 Enoch 1:8: peace, protection, and mercy will be for the righteous, God will bless them, His light will shine
upon them, and He will make peace with them. See Hartman, Askingfor a Meaning, 25; Nickelsburg, "The
Qumranic Transfonnation of a Cosmological and Eschatological Tradition", 651.
54Eisenman/Wise translate "when He made you a Holy of Holies", and Garcfa Martinez, DSST, "When he
placed you like the holy of holies" (cf. Newsom's translation of the frequent C'!Zrrp rzrrp in The Songs of the
Sabbath Sacrifices as 'holiest holiness'). This interpretation of C'0"1'f' tznip? must be discarded. It would be
strange if the holy of holies were compared with the individual, and not, as elsewhere in the Qumran scrolls,
with God (1 lQPs8 Creat 1) or the community [lQS VII 5, 8; IX 6; 4QunidD 1 5-6 (this text probably refers to
the community, as Cl'JUrf' øi!ip appears close to the pair "sons of evil and sans of righteousness")]. Further,
'holy of holies' would have been spelled C"0"1'f' Ø'Tlp by this scribe, as is the rule in the Qumran scrolls ( 1QS
VIII 5-6, 8; IX 6; X 5; 4Q256 (4QSb) 3 ii 2; 4Q258 (4QSd) 3 i 2; 3 iv 1; 4Q259 (4QSe) 1ii17; anda number of
times in 4QShirShabb and 4Q503 (4QPrQuot) [the defective spelling C'UTP tuip is found in 4Q259 (4QSe) 1 ii
14). One should therefore understand runp' as an infinitive and translate 'sanctify the holy anes ' (the parallel
text in 4Q423 8 4, C"Øllp !Znf?', reflects a Picel form).
55
Cf. lQSb IV 28 i'Ø'Tlpi '\OØ i:i::ini ,i, !ln!pn i!M) ~·:i "for [you shall san]ctify Rim and honour His name and
His holy anes".
56As in other ancient Near Eastem contexts, ' holy ones' in the Bible has the regular meaning 'angels',
' heavenly beings': Exod 15:11LXX; Deut 33:3; Hos 12:1; Zech 14:5; Ps 89:6; Job 5:1; 6:10; 15: 15; Prov 9:10;
30:3. The word C'Øi1f'/C'~11p is regularly used about the angels in sectarian writings: lQS XI 8; lQHa Ill 22;
XI 12; lQMI 16; X 12; XIl 1, 7; XV 14; 4Q181(4QAgesCreat)1 3-6; llQMelch 1ii9; anda number of cases
in 4QShirShabb. The meaning 'angels' is also clear in Sir 42: 17 (Collins, Daniel. A Commentary on the Book of
Daniel, Minneapolis 1993, 316, adds Sir 45:2, but 86~ <iylwv here renders c•nr,t\ [i'O::l, cf. Ps 8:6); Tob 8: 15;
Jub 17:11; 31:14; 33:12; 1 Enoch1:9; 9:1-2; 12:2; 14:23, 25; 93:6; 103:2; 106:19; and4Q417 IX 19 (see section
3.3). In contrast, in 1 Enoch 97:5; 100:5; 108:3, 'the holy ones' are the elect
574Q387 (4QpsMosb) 2 5 'll'ip' ~i!IJ; m~ C!l1 i,» Cl'SØ'i[l"I "the ]first ones, by the name of the God of Israel
were they called"; 4Q385 (4QpsMosa) 45 2)C!l1il ~;.;ip "those c]alled by the name"; 11Q14 (llQBlessings) 1-2
14 (=4Q285 1 9-10) C::l'?.11~"PJ1Ø'Tlp Ctzn "His holy name is called ov[er you".
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use 'the holy ones' or similar expressions about the eschatological community: 58 see lQM X 10 n•i:J 'tD11p Clll;
XIV 12 i1~ Cl1l ~i; 4Q243 (4QpsDana ar) 7 2 J'Vl:P

"1''1' J'IØ.l.:m' iVT [~»:J59 "in ]that[ period) will gather

those called h[oly ones"; 4Q245 (4QpsDanc ar) 2 5 J'O'ln'i ~·]!lM[p "the h)oly anes, and they will return". 4Ql 74
(4QMidrEschar') III 4 designates those who can enter the eschatological temple cto 'l!n1p .60 4Q 177
(4QMidrEschatb) X 2 quotes the difficult text Ps 16:3 }'"1!0 il!M C'l!n1p; 'the holy ones on earth', and interpretes
this biblical phrase as the eschatological people.
Thus, the biblical and early Jewish context is consistent with the primary use of 'holy ones' for the angels in
4Qlnstruction, but neither is the reference to the members of the end-time community as 'holy ones' without
parallels. It should be noted that the Epistle of Enoch, which was known by this author (see section 5.1.2), twice
uses ' holy ones' for the elect (97:5; 100:5; so also 108:3).
The individual has power to protect the community against (God's) wrath "and punish[ the men of Belial(?)"
?;.11~ ~

f?j) iipE>;i 1~ 'rrlJM ?' ::l'!ViT' i1YT'::li (line 10). The same thought is found in 4QShir where the songs

of the sage have apotropaic power: heshall make known God's splendor, "in order to frighten and ter[rify] all
the spirits of the angels of destruction and bastard spirits, demons ..." (4Q510 14-5). 61
The state of the elect is described in the category of divine sonship: ?inll.11]5 i~::l i? ;i;;o•fD'1 "He set you as His
firstborn in[ His council(?)" (line 5). This sentence has a close parallel in the blessing of the priest in 1QSb IV
27 'IO.lr.J [ø]"np i'CO'IU'i "May He make you a sanctua[ry] among His people". Using different images (sanctuary

58 Since

the sectarians saw themselves as partners of the angels in God's revelation and in the heavenly praise
(cf. lQS XI 7-8; 1QH0 ill 20-23 ; XI 11-14; frg. 16-7; lQM VII 6; XII 8-9), the designation C"IUTip could easily
be extended from the angels to 'the holy ones here below': cf. lQM IX 8 which designates the priests as C'lll1'lp;
lQM VI 6 ;>n i1tD.l)' Y:l1l •izmp::li; lQM XVI 2 i1i0l iW.l)' ll.11 'l!n1p::l'I; lQHa frg. 15 7 C'l!n1p ::l'c :Jii c.11; 4Q428
(4QHb) 14 2 C"ø]'iip rc'lm. According to lQSb IV 23, 27, the priest should be "raised first among the holy
ones" and made "holy among His people"; "IO.ll::l [ro]-np n:io•IU'i ... C'Ø'11p IZT!iJ I'llWt71. In 1QH8 IV 25 c•np -no
"the council of the holy" either designates the heavenly or the earthly community. Cf. also 1QS V 18 which
uses the term !D-npi1 ID'~ on the elecL
Apart from references toa priestly context or specific servants of God, the Bible uses c•roi1p about men only
in Ps 34: 10 and probably also 16:3 (with the meaning 'the pious ones'). 'The holy ones of the Most High' in
Daniel 7 should probably be interpreted as the angels, while 'the people of the holy ones' (7:27) is 'the people
belonging to the holy ones' (i.e. Israel which is in fellowship with the angels), see Collins, Daniel, 317-20. In
New Testament epistles the believers are repeatedly designated as ' holy ones'.
On C"UT!p in the Bible and sectarian writings, see M. Noth, "Die Heiligen des Hochsten", Norsk Teologisk
Tidsskrift 56 (1955) [Fs. Mowinckel] 146-61 [reprinted in Gesammelte Studien, 274-90, and in English in The
Laws in the Pentateuch and Other Essays, London 1966, 215-28); H-W. Kuhn, Enderwartung und
gegenwiirtiges Heil, 90-93; C.H.W. Brekelmans, "The Sain ts of the Most High and Their Kingdom", OTS 14
(1965) 305-29; L. Dequeker, "The 'Saints of the Most High' in Qumran and Daniel", OTS 18 (1973) 108-87 ;
Collins, Daniel, 312-19. Dequeker and Collins holdthat the meaning 'angels' is possible in all the occurrences
of c•roiipfrt~ in Qumran literature.
59Frobable reconstruction, cf. 1'~'1' in line 4 of the same fragment.
6o0ne can read ~ 'IZ71'1p !'','; and translate "but only those holy of (the) name/ !hose who arenamed holy"
(Dupont-Sommer, Lohse, Steudel, this text adds weight to this option), or altematively
c~ 'IVJ1,P I'','; "for His holy ones (i.e. the angels) shall be there" (Maier, Brooke, Dimant). On the interpretation
of this phrase, see A. Steudel, Der Midrasch zur Eschatologie, 43; GJ. Brooke, Exegesis at Qumran.
4QFlorilegium in its Jewish Context, Sheffield 1985, 103-107.
61 Cf. Newsom, ''The Sage in the Literature of Qumran", The Sage in Israel and the Ancient Near East, 37382; "The maskil is able to draw upon his special knowledge of the heavenly realm and by reciting its wonders
offers protection to the community" (p. 381). For the phrase l'jl' :J•ton? ' turnaside wrath', cf. lQM Ill 9 ::l'IU' !'i?
cn1?;; ill i~ "His fury shall notenduntil they are uuerly consumed"; lQS X 19-20 n?i.11 'tol'o ::l'l1J~ ~,; ·~i "I
will not turn my wrath from the men of falsehood".
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and sonship), both texts ascribe a unique God-given status to the addressee. The theme of divine sonship is
discussed in a separate excursus below.

4.3.3. The concept of remnant in 4Qlnstruction
We can summarize our investigation of 4Q418 81 as following: lines 12-14 describe the grandeur of the endtime community, the nucleus of restored Israel. According to the preceding lines 1-11, the elect addressee has
already now been allotted a glorious portion. We therefore conelude that the author represented eireles who saw
themselves as Israel's remnant on the threshold of the last days. 4Qinstruction <loes not refer in general terms to
the pious of Israel in contrast to the ungodly, neither does it reflect a single wisdom teacher speaking to his
disciple. Rather, teacher and addressee belong to eireles with a distinct identity, some kind of 'remnant
community'.
The remnant represents a fulfilment of the prophesies in Isaiah 59-61 (as it <loes in later sectarian think.ing62):
these eireles probably viewed themselves as c?i.11 nlll!lc ' the etemal plant' oflsa 60:21 and 61:3 (4Q418 81 13;
4Q423 2 7; cf. lQS XI 8; lQHa VI 15); they are the righteous who will walk in 'etemal light' (4Q418 69 ii 14

'C.f;tm' c7UI

,~:l ~,i,;,;

cf. Isa 60:20; 1 Enoch 92:4; 1QS IV 8; 1QIP XII 15). 4Q4 l 7 /Il 10-11 rephrases Isa 61 :3

and borrows cP1Jl nnoø from Isa 61:7: "Gaze upon the mystery to come, understand the birth-times of salvation
and know who will inherit glory and corruption. Will it not be[ garland for the poor ones(?)] and etemal joy for
their sorrows?"63 The designation p·~ for the addressee (4Q415 6 2; 4Q416 V 8, 12; 4Q418 254 3) could reflect
the C"WI ' the poor ones' of Isa 61: 1 who mourn for Zion and have a glorious future ('Wl and p·~ are common
self-designations of the sectarians, 4Qlnstruction prefers 1'~). Like the later 4QpPs8 , 4Qlnstruction draws upon
Psalrn 37; Prov 2:21-22, and passages from Trito-Isaiah for its teaching on the end-time: the ungodly will be
annihilated, the pious will inherit the land.64
A num ber of terms characterize the elect ones: m~ 'J:l 'sons of truth' (4Q416 V// 11), ~

•?ml

'heirs of truth'

(4Q418 55 6), p~ N:rni'I ~"ro ' the elect of truth, those who pursue[ righteousness' (4Q418 69 ii 10), 'IDiTI
m~

'seekers of truth' (4Q418 69 ii 7), p~ )':i.il' 'those who love[ righteousness' (4Q4 18 69 ii 9), c•to-np (4Q4 18

8112).
The elect enjoy fellowship with the angels (cf. above, note 58): they shall praise ' the holy ones' (4Q418 81 1,
4, 11). 4Q418 76 2-3 probably refers to this comunity of the saints, as it mentions both p,~

'IZI~

and w-np 'mi.

As he experiences fellowship with the angels, the individual elect is already now partaker of the eschatological
gifts of God (4Q418 81 5-6, 9, see further section 4.2.3.3), and heavenly mysteries have been revealed to him.
The elect will inherit glory and etemal life (as do the angels), their ultimate praise of God is described in angelic
tenns:

62See N. Wieder, The Judean Scrolls and Karaism, London 1962, 125-6.
63A similar use of this biblical verse is found in 1QW XVIII 15 mi ~:>'ii?

". il:>'CYn :ni? C"'Wl i!D:1'
c'?'W rmø? c·?~' "glad tidings of Your great mercy ". to the cont[rite of spirit, and everlasting joy to those who
mourn".
64See D. Michel, "Weisheit und Apokalyptik", The Book of Daniel in the Light ofNew Findings, 413-34.
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And even the s[ons of heaven, whose inheritance is eternal life, will they <not> say 'We have toiled in the
deeds of truth, and have ti[red] during all the ages'? - will they not wal[k] in etemal light? [
] also you [will inherit g]lory and abundant honour
(4Q418 69 il 12-14).
] in etemal glory and everlasting peace and the spirit of life, to separate[ ... ] all the sans of Eve. Upon the
power of God and abundance of His glory with His goodness [shall they meditate ... ] and upon His
faithfulness shall they reflect all day, always shall they praise His name.
(4Q418 126 ii 8-10)
At the time of judgement the righteous ones will rejoice on earth as do the angels in heaven:
In heaven He will judge the work of iniquity, and all the sons of truth will be pleased by[ the appointed
time(?)] of its period, and all those who have defiled themselves by it will fear and wail, for the heaven will
shou[t, the kin,gåQm of iniquity(?) will tremble,] the water and the depths will fear, all the spirit of flesh will
be stripped naked, and the sons of heavefn will rejoice on the dayl of its Ciudlgement.
(4Q416 VII 11-14)
The foundations of the firmament will shout, all the h[osts of God ]will thunder, [and al]l who love[
(4Q418 69 il 9)65
righteousness will rejoice.]
4Q417 IX 18 characterizes the community that has received the Book of Hagi as 11"1'1 r:w "a spiritual people"
(on this text, see section 4.1.7.1). The community thus understands itself as the fulfilment of biblical prophecies
about restored Israel of the end-time. 66
Similar to the Enochic books, 4Qlnstruction does not ascribe to the remnant community a clearly defined role
in history, as do later sectarian writings. We have, however, suggested that the use of terms such as 'garden',

planting', and 'fountain' indicate that the temple image was important for the self-understanding of these
eireles. Later we meet similar concepts in the ya}Jad, which viewed the present physical temple as polluted and
regarded itself as a spiritual temple, at least for an interim period.
The idea of the remnant is not clearly connected with Zion ora messianic leader, as it is in a num ber of
biblical and post-biblical texts. 67 The glorious future ofZion, which is described in many Qumran texts,68 is not
mentioned. The lay eireles behind 4Qlnstruction look forward to God's glorious presence in the land,69 but we
65See section 4.2 on these two eschatological discourses.
66Isa 44:3 promises the spirit as a gift to redeemed Israel; 1'1\~-?ll 'l'0'1:l11l1'1~l1 •mi p~ "I will pour out
my spirit on your offspring, and my blessing on your descendants". According to Isa 59:21, the spirit is a lasting
gift to the end-time community; "My spirit, who is on you, and My words that I have put in your mouth will not
depart from your mouth, or from the mouths of your children, or from the mouths of their descendants from this
time on and forever, says the Lord". Ezek 36:24-27 carries the same thoughL
67Isa 1:8-9; 4:2-6; 11:1-5; 28:16-17; 37:32; Jer 31:6-7; Joel 3:5; Ob 17; Mic 4:6-7; 5: 1-5; Zeph 3: 11-15;
Zech 8:1-8; 14:2; 2 Apoc. Bar. 40:2. See V. Hemtrich, G. Schrenk, "M:'Lµµa, inr6M:Lµµa, KClTctM:tm.u", TDNT
IV (1967) 194-214; J. Jeremias, "Der Gedanke des 'Heiligen Restes' im Spatjudentum und in der Verktindung
Jesu'", ZNTW 42 (1949) 184-94. According to D. Dimant ("The Apocalyptic Interpretation of Ezekiel at
Qumran"), prophecies of Ezekiel, and especially chs. 40-48, served as a main source of inspiration for the
yal)ad's self-image as a spiritual temple.
68Among sectarian writings, the War Scroll, 4QMidrEschat and 4QBarkiNafshi testify to the expectation of
the end-time bliss in Zion; cf. lQM XII 13; XIX 5; 4Q177 (4QMidrEschatb) XI 15 ~=n "JOØ 'IØ'ip' i,~ '1\'il'1
mi:i ):i"?ø1i•1 i"IMCØ:l 11'~; 4Q434 (4QBarkiNafshi 8 ) 1 i 6 cr]?211'1':l CJ!j"]~' p 'in1X1 ~ '1Ø1' Ø'lt:). The same theme
recurs within the wider Qumran literature: 2QJ4Q/5QNew Jerusalem, 4QWords of the Luminaries, 1 lQPsa
154:20, 4Q462 (4QNarrative C), and not the least 11QPs8 Zion express the hope for the glorious restoration of
Zion. The election of Zion isa main theme in the psalm 4Q380 (4QNon-Can. Psalms A) 1 i-ii, see 1 i 2-3
m[;r '1ttJ '1'l1i1] 1''i1 c?ø[11', 1 i 6-7 J1'~[1] cb21ii' ':ill i11'"U [11.1:)1]; and 4Q504 (4QDibHam8 ) 1-2 iv, cf. especially lines
3 and 12 rc Mni[n:i 1!01' '1'.lliT c•?Jøh;:i, M:>m~n rr:i1 il~ '1'.11 p·~. Zion is further mentioned in 4Ql 79
(4QapocrLam A) 1ii13; 4Q371(4QapocrJoseph8 ) 14; 4Q372 (4QapocrJoseph Ah) 112; 4Q522 (4QWork with
Place Names) 8 ii 4. Within the wider Jewish context, the eschatological hymns in Sir 36:1-19; Tobit 13;
Baruch 4:30-5, 9; Pss. Sol. 11 and T. Dan 5 Iook forward to Jerusalem of the end-time.
694Q418 161 9-10: ?ilp~ :::i]øn ':ic-o;i t\~i:::ii " .] C"\?ø rP "the period of peace ". [and righteousness(?) will
dw]ell [even on the to]p of the Carmel". Cf. 4 Ezra 9:7-8; "everyone who will be saved and will be able to
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do not know whether their expectations included a restored temple.70 The 'messianic community' seems to be
all-encompassing in the discourses of 4Qinstruction. Similar to the sectarian writings we encounter a 'collective
messianism'. 71

4.3.4. Excursus: Divine sonship in early Jewish tradition
The sta.tement ?-ro.ll]S

"~::i

,, i'OO'Ø"i "He set you as His firstbom in[ His council(?)" (4Q418 81 5) does not

stand alone in 4Qlnstruction, which thrice designates the addressee a firstbom son of God: 4Q418 69 ii 15 ilh~1
] i'C:j{ff:i,72 and 1Q26 3 2 which should be read i'C):l

J::l' i1? :i~·~ instead of"T'rt~ p?,., ilM ·~ (Milik, DJD I,

102). The full context is not preserved in 1Q26 3 and 4Q418 69, but it is clear that also these two passages
describe the relation to God, not to one's master. In contrast, the infinitive clause ~::i 1::ii, i1? Nwn (4Q416 IV 13)
describes a lasting privileged position vis-a-vis a superior (see section 6.2.1). The statements "He set you as His
firstbom" and "for you will be to Hima f[irstbom] son" represent adoption terminology. 73They also betong toa
long tradition of statements on divine sonship in the Bibie and early Jewish sources. The references to (adoption
into) divine sonship can basically be divided in to three categories: 74 sayings in which the people of Israel are
referred to as God's son(s); those where the anointed king is designated as God's son; and those dealing with
the sonship of the elect, as in the text discussed here. These categories should not be viewed as independent
traditions, they certainly influence each other. In the following we review some of these texts to see the sayings
of 4Qlnstruction in perspective, and concentrate upon references to restored Israel/the remnant community or
the elect individual as 'son(s) of God' .75
escape ". will see My salvation in My land and within My borders"; 13:48 "But those who are left of your
people, who are found within My holy borders, shall be saved"; 12:31-34 "this is the Messiah ". who will arise
from the posterity of David ... he will deliver in mercy the remnant of My people, those who have been saved
throughout My borders". See also above on 'inheriting the land'.
70An eschatology with no references to Zion or the temple is represented also by the Epistle of Enoch (which
is a main source of inspiration for 4Qlnstruction), T. Moses and Sap. Sol. The Animal Apocalypse, however,
foresees an eschatological temple anda messianic remnant on Zion (l Enoch 90:28-32). The Animal Apocalypse
also refers to a messianic figure (I Enoch 90:37), but does not ascribe much importance to him.
71 A phrase coined by A. Caquot, Le Messianisme Qumranien", Qumran. Sa piete, sa theologie et son milieu
(M. Delcor, ed.), Leuven 1978, 231-47, p. 231, cf. Dimant, "Qumran Sectarian Literature"; 538. Gætner
comments "The community itself is the ' remnant' ." it is characteristic of Qumran that it is the community itself
that is the focus of fellowship with God, a temple well pleasing in the sight of God": The Temple and the
Community, 48.
72We have identified a small fragment with the letters 1'0°[, which should be located at the bottom left
corner of the !arger fragment4Q418 69. See sections 4.2.2 and 6.2.1.
73The form ula 'You are my son' establishes adoption, while 'You are not my son' dissolves the bonds of
sonship. See M. Weinfeld, "Ancient Near Eastern Pattems in Prophetic Literature", VT27 (1977) 178-95, pp.
188-9. Exod 2:10 preserves an adoption fonnula, J::l' :i? 'l'l'i.
14()n divine sonship in early Judaism, see See H. Ringgren,"~ 'ab", TDOT 1, 1-19; B. Byrne, 'Sons of God'
- 'Seed of Abraham' . A Study of the ldea of the Sonship of God of All Christians in Paul against the Jewish
Background, Rome 1979, 9-78; J.A. Fitzmyer, "Abba and Jesus' Relation to God", A cause de/' Evangile:
etudes sur les Synoptiques et les Actes (Fs. J. Dupont), Paris and Cerf 1985, 15-38; J.M. Scott, Adoption as Sons
of God. An Exegetical lnvestigation in to the Background ofll 00E}.;l A in the Pauline Corpus, Tilbingen 1992;
A. Strotmann, Mein Vater bist du. Zur Bedeutung der Vaterschaft Gottes in kanonischen und nicht-kanonischen
friihjiidischen Schriften, Frankfurt 1991 [cf. review by J. Sievers, Biblica 74 (1993) 420-23].
75Writings that can be (or might be) dated to the second or early first century BCE, such as Sirach, Jubileees
and Qumranic sources, carry more weight in illuminating the conceptual world of 4Qlnstruction than later
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Second temple authors continue the biblical tradition76 of designating Israel as Gods (firstbom) son.77
Specifically is the renewed people of the end-time called God's adopted son(s): Jub. 1:24-25, 28 (alluding to
2 Sam 7:14 and Hos 2:1) "I will be their Father, and they will all be called My sons, they will all be called sons
of the living God ". and everyone will know that I am the God of Israel and the Father of all the children of
Jacob"; 4Q475 (4QRenewed Earth) 7 ?npi~ n?'o

~

i!l:l"ii'i :J\i*

1:i~ ?f;

n•;r

~itZM "Israel

will be for Him(?) Ja

beloved son, and they will seek it all, and ri[ghteousness(?)";78 Pss. Sol. 17:27 "Heshall know them, that they

are all children of (their)79 God"; Sib. Or. 3.703 "But the sons of the great God will all live peacefully around
the temple". T. Judah 24:1-3 80 describes the blessing upon the messiah as the "blessing of the Holy Father", and
then designates the end-time sons of Juda, the people of the messiah, as "His (i.e. God's) true sons". Thus, tllere
isa widespread tradition that sees Israel of the last days as God's son(s). However, these texts deal with the
people and do not designate the individual as 'son'.
The individual comes into the horizon in the Davidic/messianic tradition. The Israelite understanding of tile
anointed king as God' s son is related to ancient Near Eastern traditions of divine kingship. It can also be
regarded as a particularization of the idea of Israel as God's son: since the Israelite king (and later: the anointed
eschatological king or priest) is a corporate representative of the people befare God, he is God' s 'son' as the
people are. 81 The king's relationship to God is understood in terms of divine adoption, which guarantees his
power and authority.82 In the second temple period, biblical traditions on the anointed king as God' s son and
works. However, we include in the review sources until the end of the first century CE (some sources, such as
Pseudo-Philo, Test.12 Patr" Joseph and Aseneth, and the Sibylline Oracles, are hard to date precisely within
this period).
76Israelis designated as God's 'son' or 'sons', God is designated as 'Father': Exod 4:22; Deut 14:1; 32:6; Isa
1:2; 43:6-7; 63:16; 64:7; Jer 3:19; 31:9, 20; Hos 11:1; Mal 1:6; 2:10; Ps 103:13.
77Tob 13:4 "He is our Lord and God, He is our Father for ever and ever" [the verse is only partially
preserved by 4Q196 (4QpapTobit3 ar) 17 i 14 and 4Q200 (4QTobite) 6 9 (both texts uses the 2nd person plur.):
l ~",, j~~"'lO ~·n] ; il~'~~",; [nop•J~ ~",~·::>;Sir 36:14 iln'J'::> -w:i ~"ll!l' 11:l!D:J ~'ipJ c.l1 ?.!) tm "Show mercy
on the people You called by Your name, Israel which You called first-bom"; Jub. 2:20 "~ ?::>]:! :J"f'lT' .!Mt:l '11T.li
m •nzripi ,'O::i 1::i? ..., n ,.!), dil.11? [..., •roroi "n~, "And I chose the descendants of Jacob among [all of those
whom I have seen. I have recorded them as My firstbom son and have consecrated them for Myself] for all the
age[s) of eternity" (4QJuba VII 11-12); 4Q504 (4QDibHama) 1-2 iii 4-7 71.::> "J•b? n.:>? i.incrb C'J:Ji ~i::i n.:>"i'l::i.:>71
"IJ;j n~ Ø"~ "iO'.:> "IJ"io•ni "'O:J 'J:J ?~,fD["?J i'IM"'1p ~·.::> C'Uil "for Your glory You created us, You made us sons unto
You in the sight of all the peoples, for You called [I]srael ' My firstbom son', and admonished us as a man
admonis~es his son"; 4Q369 (4QPrayerofEnosh) 1ii6-7 ?:in ?'O:J ?lzro~ 'iv:h i.im J1~i ". ilb::i i::i ii.:>? nc•øni
?'\l1CID ~~~ "You made him a firstbo[m] son to You ... there are none] like him, fora prince and ruler in all
Your earthly land[ You made him(?)" (this text refers to Israel, not to any eschatological figure, see J. Ku gel
"The Prayer of Enosh and Ancient Biblical Interpretation", forthcoming in the proceedings of the Orion
Center's conference on apocrypha and pseudepigrapha, January 1997); 4Q392 (4Qliturgical work) 6-9 4-5
"[And ]in a l[and of desert] and parched ground[ He sustained us. As a fat]her to his son and as a bird to the
you[ng o]f its nest, [He gath]ered [our] dis[persed ones]". In 4 Ezra 6:58 the troubled people of Israel call
themselves God's 'firstbom' in their plea to God.
78In this text the renewal of Israel's relation to God is preceded bya universal judgement of the earth, similar
to the scene in Sib. Or. 3.663-731. See Elgvin, "RenewedEarth andRenewed People. 4Q475".
7
9The Syriac manuscripts omit "their".
8
°This passage is usually seen as a Christian interpolation. However, Scott argues that 24:1-3 preserves an
autllentic Jewish tradition: Adoption as Sons of God, 109-17.
Slfbid" 100-105.
82See 2 Sam 7:14 (cf. 1 Chr17:13; 28:6) [quoted in 4Q174 (4QMidrEschat•) Ill 11]; Ps 2:7; 89:27-28
~-.::i?o? p•?v \iJM i'O:J 'J~~ '!'1ln!Z1' 'iui ·?~ ~ ':il' ·~'1'' ~", (LXX translates trpwT6To1rnv}; Isa 9:5-6.
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promises connected to the Davidic dynasty paved the way for the expectation of anointed sons and servants of
God in the end-time restoration of Israel. 83 Further, second temple interpreters could characterize specific
biblical sages as a 'son of God'.84 For our purpose we note the reference to Levi as God' s anointed in T. Levi
4:2 "The Most High has given heed to your prayer ... that you should become a son to Him, as minister and
priest in His presence". This passage connects the sonship with 'counsel and understanding' similar to
4Qlnstruction: "The light of knowledge you shall kindle in Jacob ... Therefore counsel and understanding have
been given to you sothat you might give understanding to your sons conceming this" (4:3, 5). The Davidic
promise of 2 Sam 7: 14 was by later tradition applied escatologically not only to the anointed king, but to the
people as well (Jub. 1:24; T. Jud. 24:3, see above). So we may ask if a 'democratization' of the
Davidic/messianic tradition could lead to an understanding also of the pious individual as a son of God?
In the second century BCE the tradition of God as father of the nation Israel paves the way for the individual
lsraelite to understand himself as a son of God: as a member of the community he is also a 'son'. We will see
that Qumranic and extra-Qumranic sources referring to the pious individual may set the sayings of
4Qinstruction on the elect's sonship into profile.
Both Sirach and Qumranic sources contain non-liturgical prayers 85 that address God as ' my Father': Sir 23: I
"Lord, Father and Master of my life"; 86 51: 10 '.llt!7' "1'Ql MM •:i MM ·~ "' Cl:li~i "I exalted the Lord, 'You are my
Father, for You are my mighty savior". 87 Two apocrypha from Qumran, which probably are of non-sectarian
origin,88 put the address to God as father in the mouth of a biblical sage: 4Q372 (4QapocrJoseph Ah) 1 16 (in a
prayer of Joseph) c:rwi i':J ~um ~ 'il~i -::i~ "'10~1 Ci'O 'lr'roi.i? .,,~ ~ ~ ~", "I called upon the mighty God to
rescue me from their hands. I said 'My Father and my God, do not abandon me into the hands of the nations"';
4Q460 (4Qpseudep. work) 5 6 (possibly in a prayer of Judah or Levi) vacat' •)mi·~ [ ...] n.::ii:J.11? nn:irll MM ~i?
for You have not abandoned your servant ... my Father and my Lord!" Both Sir 51:10, 4Q372 and4Q460 allude
83

See e.g. K.E. Pomykala, The Davidic Dynasty Tradition in Early Judaism. Its History and Significance for
Messianism, Atlanta 1995; J.J. Collins, "Messianism in the Maccabean Period", Judaisms and their Messiahs at
the Turn of the Christian Era (J. Neusner, W.S. Green, E.S. Frerichs, eds.), Cambridge 1987, 97-109; idem, The
Scepter and the Star. Messianismin Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls, New York 1995.
84According to Jub. 19:29, Abraham blesses Jacob with the words "may the Lord God be for you and for the
people a Father always and may you be a firstbom son". Based on Exod 4:22, Prayer of Joseph 3-8 describes
Jacob-Israel as a preexistent archangel, "commander among the sons of God", " the fustborn of all living". Cf.
further 4Q372 and 4Q460 (see below), in which biblical sages address God as 'my Father'.
85Cf. B. Nitzan, Qumran Prayer and Religious Poetry, Leiden 1994, 8, who discems Qumran liturgical
material intended for worship within the sect from poems with no specific indication concerning liturgical
purpose.
8
6This verse is not extant in the Hebrew, and has been paraphrased differently in a later Hebrew liturgical
text (MS Adler 3053) "Say to the One who fashioned you, 'God of my father and Lord of my life'". See J .
Marcus, "A Fifth MS of Ben Sira", JQR 21 (1930-31) 223-40; Fitzmyer, "Abba", 25.
87
In Sir 51: 1 -::i~ ·~ 1-i[i]l' •w ·~ 1??~. the words ·~ ·~ should be interpreted as 'O God of my
father' , not 'my God, my Father'. See M.Z. Segal, The Complete Book of Ben Sira (Hebrew), Jerusalem 1972,
352.
884Q460 is written in the Qumran system of ortography and morphology, this is not the case for 40372. In
their contents neither of these writings display clear sectarian characteristics, they probably belong to the
presectarian texts preserved by the yah>ad. On 4Q472, see E. Schuller, "4Q372 1: A Text About Joseph", RevQ
14 (1990) 349-76; idem, "The Psalm of 4Q372 1 Within the Context of Second Temple Prayer", CBQ 54 (1992)
67-79. On 4Q460, see E. Larson, "4Q460 and the Concept of the Fatherhood of God in Second Temple
Judaism" (paper presented at SBL Annua! Meeting 1994).
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therefore stands to reason that to a certain degree these texts represent a 'democratization' of the Davidic
tradition. Further, three fragmentary liturgical texts from Qumran preserves the word u-::i~; 4Q502
(4QpapRitMar) 39 3 u~~ ill'lit; 4Q504 (4QDibHanf) 1-3 iii 1 ib~ [; 4Q511(4QShirb)127 1 }'ij•~. Thus, both
liturgical texts and non-liturgical prayers of the second or first centuries BCE use 'Father' in their address to
God. However, it might be more difficult to designate oneself or one's neighbour as God's son in a prose
context.
Since end-time Israel was commonly seen as the 'sons of God', milieus which regarded themselves as verus
Israel of the last days would naturally apply the epithet 'sons of God' to their community and its members.

Hence, the ya}Jad saw themselves as the rightful heirs oflsrael's 'sonship' in the end-time. They were the
righteous remnant of the last days, the true 'sons of God' in contrast to the disobedient Israelites. The sectarians
would have Iearned that the unfaithful were disqualified from being counted among God's children, from
scriptures like Jer 3: 19 "How I would have treated you like sons ... I thought you would call me 'Father' and not
turn away from following Me". 1QH8 IX 34-35 calls Goda Father of all sons of truth: ~, 'Jlli'
il~~ [·~] .,.,,, ~ ilM ' ' 'J"Otll iT'-?ll "My father knew

me not and my mother abandoned me to You, for You

area Father to all [the sans] of Your truth". The author of this Hodayah recasts Ps 27:10
·~Cl''

~? ·~ ~''

m", 'J'l:ltll ·~i •:JM-·~

"though my father and mother forsake me, the Lord will receive me", and also alludes to Isa 49:15-16

"Though even she (a mother) may farget, I will not forget you". The sectarian community's self-understanding
as the 'sons of (His) truth', 'sons of His goodwill',90 is in this case applied to the praying individual: despised
and 'forsaken' by Israel at large, he trusts in the fatherly mercy of God.91 This text shows that a member of the
yal)ad could apply to himself the community's corporate self-understanding as 'the sans of His truth'.

Some texts specifically link God's fatherhood to righteous behavior.92 Further, a number of Jewish sources
from Egypt deal with divine sonship.93 In the gospels Jesus is portrayed as having a unique relation with his
9Compare 'nll'lØ' i~ ·~ iTM ·~ ~1'' ~n (Ps 89: 27) with '.PØ' i'l:IJ iTM ' ' i!M ':J~ (Sir 51: 10), and ... ~ip1
(4Q372 116). All three texts ask God not to abandon His servant, or trust that He will not do so - a
main theme in Psalm 89.
90JQS IV 5, 6; 1QH8 IV 32-33; VII 29-30; XI 9, 11.
91See Larson, "4Q460 and the Concept of the Fatherhood".
92Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antiquities (probably written in the Land of Israel about the turn of the era), has
the righteous sons of Korah express that God is their true father: "Our father has not begotten us, hut the Most
Powerful has formed us. And now ifwe walk in His ways, we will be His sons" (16:5). See further Sir4:10 "Be
like a father to orphans, and as a husband to widows, then God will call you a son ():J 1~'1'' '/~1). show mercy
and rescue you from the pit''; Pss. Sol. 13:9 "For He will adrnonish the righteous as a beloved son, and His
discipline is as fora frrstbom"; and the designation of the virtuous as God's son in Sap. Sol. 2:16-18 and 5:5; "If
the righteous is God's son (el ycip E:mw b BLKruOt; ufo: 0eou), He will help him and rescue him from the
hand of his enemies", "how has he (the righteous) come to be counted as one of the sons of God?".
93Joseph and Aseneth describes Aseneth calling Joseph 'God's son' (6:2-6), and the proselyte Aseneth
becoming a 'daughter' of God (ch. 12), see P. Dschulnigg, "Gleichnis vom Kind, das zum Vater flieht [JosAs
12,8]", 'ZNW 80 (1989) 269-271. T. Abraham 12 portrays Abel "like a son of God" (8µot0<; uti;) SrniJ) in
heaven. According to Philo, God begets Isaac who consequently isa divine son of God (On the Cherubim, 45;
On the Change ofNames, 131; On Flight and Finding, 167). Abraham is biessed by God and adopted as His
only son; God is inscribed as his Father (On Sobriety 56-7, see Scott, Adoption as Sons of God, 93-6). Those
who live in the knowledge of the One are rightly called 'sons of God', the logos is an archangel and God's
firstbom (On the Confusion of Tongues, 145-6).
8
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heavenly father, and he calls his disciples "sons of your heavenly Father''. New Testament epistles elaborate
both aspects, see e.g. Col 1:15; Hebr 1:2-3; Rom 8:14-17; Gal 4:6; cf. John 1:14, 18.
It is noteworthy that only a few sources use the word 'firstbom' (1t:l:J/irpwT6ToKoi;/rrpwT6yovoc;) in their

reference to divine sonship: Exod 4:22, Jer 31:9, Sir 36: 14, Jub. 2:20, Prayer of Joseph, 4QDibHam, 4QPrayer
ofEnosh, 4 Ezra 6:58 (all on the people of Israel); Ps 89:28 on the Davidic king; Jub. 19:29 on Jacob; Philo on

logos; Pss. Sol. 13:9 on the righteous; and the New Testament [on Jesus (Luke 2:7, Rom 8:29, Col 1:15, 18, Heb
1:6); on the congregation (Heb 12:23)].
In this context 4Qlnstruction stands out with its designation 'firstbom' on the individual elect. 4Qinstruction
seems to be the first source to call the elect individual a 'firstbom son' of God. The only parallel we have come
over is the later Pss. Sol. 13:9 "For He will admonish the righteous as a beloved son, and His discipline is as for
a firstbom" (Wc; TTpwToT6Kov).94 95 The word ii;,::i is tak.en from Exod 4:22 and Jer 31:9 which speak about the
people of Israel, and Ps 89:27-28 which refer to the Davidic king. Since 4Qinstruction can describe the wisdom
of the elect in 'Solomonic' terms, the Davidic tradition can play in the background of this understanding of the
end-time community as 'adopted, firstbom sons of God'. A corporate understanding of the Davidic promises in
line with Isa 55:3 ("I will make an everlasting covenant with you, my faithful love promised to David") would
have facilitated such an interpretation. Furthermore, we cannot exclude the possibility that the author of
4Qinstruction knew Sirach andJubi/ees, which repeatedly refer to divine sonship (cf. Sir 4:10; 23:1 and 51:10
on the righteous; Jub. 2:20 on Israel; 19:29 on Jacob). Our author adapts biblical and contemporary traditions on
divine sonship and develops his own characteristic version for his purpose; the exhortation to the members of
the 'eternal planting'.
We suggest that 4Qlnstruction' s use of ii;,::i in the-address to the individual elect reflects its view of the
community as renewed Israel of the end-time, similar to the application to the individual in lQtta IX. As a
partaker of the eschatological fellowship of salvation,96 the community of the righteous ones, the addresseee has
been adopted into divine sonship. This is suggested both by the wisdom instruction in 4Q418 81 (see section
4.3.2) and the trial speech in 4Q418 69 (see section 4.2.2). According to the wisdom instruction, God has has
separated the addressee from the ungodly, and opened the everflowing fountain of the end-time in his mouth. As
partaker of the end-time community, the etemal planting, he has been allotted a glorious portion and made a
'firstbom son'. The trial speech elaborates on the end-time portion of the wicked and the elect, assures the elect
of etemal glory, and then addresses the elect one as a firstborn son (of God), I 1t:lJ[)j:i ;m~1 (4Q418 69 ii 15). For
94The Psalms of Solomon can be dated to the mid-first century BCE, and are therefore roughly a century later
than 4Qlnstruction.
95Late rabbinical sources preserve a ' mystical' tradition wherein individual pious miracle workers [Honi the
Circledrawer (early first century BCE), Chanina ben Dosa (late first century CE)] have a son-father relation to
God or are called by Him ' my son': b. Ta'an. 23a, 24b, 25a; b. Hag. 15b; b. Ber. 7a. See M. Hengel, Der Sohn
Gottes. Die Entstehung der Christologie und die jiidisch-hellenistische Religionsgeschichte, Tiibingen 1975, 689, note 85; G. Vermes, Jesus the Jew. A Historian 's Reading of the Gospels, Philadelphia 1973/1981, 69-77,
206-210; D. Busser, Jesus. Mit Selbstzeugnissen und Bilddokumenten dargestellt, Hamburg 1968, 89-91,
notes 138, 139.
96Qn the community as the eschatological fellowship of salvation in early Jewish texts, see S. Aalen,
"'Reign' and 'House' in the Kingdom of God in the Gospels", NIT 8 (1962) 215-40; Nickelsburg, "The Nature
and Function of Revelation".
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the author of 4Qlnstruction, those to whom God has revealed heavenly secrets can rightly be designated His
'sons'. They are the genuine recipients of Israel' s wisdom of old, and as such His true, firstbom sons. 97 The
texts do not hint at any rite of initiation98 into these eireles which would symbolize divine adoption; belonging
to this fellowship seems to be enough.

97Jesus' prayer of praise preserved in Luke 10:21-22 (Matt 11:25-27) contains similar thoughts: "I praise
you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because You have hidden these things from the wise and intelligent, yet
have revealed them to children. Indeed, Father, this has been Your good pleasure. All things have been
entrusted to me by my Father ...". Cf. Fitzmyer, "Abba", 35-6.
9 8Cf. the acceptance of new members of the yafj.ad, IQS I 16-1118.

4.4. Creation, Man, and Providence
In this section we survey texts that deal with creation, the order of the universe and the place of men on earth,
and compare them with sectarian writings and other literary sources from the second century BCE. We discuss
which view of man underlies the discourses and the wisdom admonitions, and the concept of divine providence:
to what extent are the ways of men preordained by God? While we discussed topics connected to apocalypticism
and eschatology at Iength in sections 4.1 -4.3, this section and the next ane survey more briefly text passages
relating to the outlined themes. Some of the texts have been dealt with under other aspects in the previous
sections. A detailed commentary on most of these texts follows in section 6.2.1.
It is not easy to define the views of 4Qlnstruction on creation and man. We should not necessarily expect the

same concepts in the wisdom admonitions as in the discourses.
From the biblical wisdom tradition the discourses adopt the theme of God's ordering the universe. Among its
biblical precursors can be mentioned Genesis 1-2; Psalms 19; 104; 119 (see esp. vv 89-91); Job 28; Isa 45:7,
12; Jer 51:15, cf. also Sir 16:26-27; 11QPs•Creat4-9. The eschatological discourse in 4Q416 VII describes and
praises God's creation of the universe with the heavenly objects: 1

m? m [?'l,,c~ in!\ ?~ ... nc.i'iJJ]lc mM1 neii•ra>1c? m111\C1 [?c'~'' Jn', ... cipJc j;:ifl c•cøn ~:::i~1
~ [?i.D'\C.f, ~,, ~ 'J~ ' " :w~ mtlb '?.D l!l1EY.Z1' crorb:l I ... 1' Jii!JC{ i!0.'1'1.incn ncn"pEl ",,
The host of heaven He established from[ the beginning ." , He set stars(?) and luminaries las their signs and

as symbols of [their] set[ times ... each one in fil.order(?),] each one in relation to the other, and all their
order and[ set times ]were counted[ before Him.
] In heaven He willjudge the work of iniquity, and
all the sons oftruth will be pleased by[ the appointed time(?)] ofits period. (4Q416 VII8-12)
As in I Enoch 2 and 72-82, this lordship of God over the universe functions as a basis for His approaching
judgement of evil. The same idea is reflected in 4Q418 69, where the elements applaud God's judgement on the
ungodly:
The foundations of the finnament will shout, all the h[osts of God ]will thunder, [and al)l who love(
righteousness will rejoice.] ... Knowledge[ and Understanding ]will minister to Rim ... also you [will
inherit g]lory and abundant honour,[ and] in the [holy ]firmaments[ the foun]dation of beginnings [will
tremble(?).
(4Q418 69 ii 9, 12, 14-15)
God has not only set the universe in its order, He has ordained the portions of men on earth (both material and
spiritual ones), and willjudge them accordingly (in addition to the following texts, see 4Q417 IX 9-14, quoted
below):
'Q)l1 ;~,

cø,,,,,

[•n J?I~ Jli?m l?D ?I\ •;:, ... c~ 'l::i 1m n~?rm iOp?n ~"" TI':rn 117'~
~ nøll ~\i ~·::>)
Ji?Søn :i?
[.Fo]r He made everyone and bequeathed them, each man his inheritance, and He is your portion and your
inheritance among the sons of Adam ... for God portioned out the inheritance [of al]l[ living.] and every
(4Q418 81 2-3, 20)
wise of heart He gave knowledge[
c•:oi m~I\? llP.El' ~ c71~ ~[iEllZ7'1 .11'1' i'TOt'1'rD.11c) n?1.11El ~1ill ,;.::i n!øJJc !'.: :> ~, c.;øic ?::> n?ri(l] l?El ~[",
c•mm ?.:::> C.ll C['1J? I
H]e divided the [p]ortion of all rulers and fashioned every [dee]d by His hand, and the wages of [their deeds
He knew. He will judg]e all of them in truth and visit upon fathers and sons, [ upon proselyte]s together
(4Q423 5 3-4)
with every native bom.

1For

the same theme in 1Q/4QMysteries, see 4Q299 5 1-5; 6 i 4-14; 8 9-10.
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[For Jwith scales of truth and balances of righteousness God established all the s[ons of men ... ] He
separated them by truth, He positioned them and will search their business[ ... ] He numbers everything,
and notbing crune into being without His will, and through His wis[dom (4Q418 126 ii 3-5)
For God made all who desire assets, and meted them out by <His> truth[ ... Fo]r with scales of
righteousness He weighed out all their understanding, and by truth[ He determined their knowledge(?)
(4Q418 127 5-6)
Also other passages acknowledge God as the source of the portion of every living being: 4Q41 8 55 5-6 ~'"'
] nOM

"?rru':i

~~ l''l"l l"lr[~ l"!Øllc] ':i&:l J':lil'i ~ ':ill[ .• . )n'lri[l"l] ':il'

"Did not [the )God of Knowledge [ ... ]on truth,

to establish every [creature by <His> un]derstand.ing? He portioned out to the heirs oftruth ["; 4Q417 lII 19-21
"[His] storehouse will not be lacking.[ Upon] His word everything will happen, so eat what He gives you, but
do not take more le[st you sh.Qilllli.(?)] your life".2
In its ethics based on the order of creation, 4Qinstruction shares a common background with Sirach, Jubilees,
4Q422 (4QParaGenExod), the psalm of 4Q381 1and4QWords of the Luminaries. Similarly to these other texts
of the early second century BCE, 4Qinstruction uses ':i"mi to express God's placing man in his station. 3 This
use of ';!wc in Hip' il is based on early exegesis of Genesis 1-3 and Psalm 8.4 Man is put above creation, and is
20ther presectarian scrolls contain similar passages, cf. 4Q299 (4QMysta) 8 1-2 b:l i\[vi ... n-n:i]ll p;:,,i ~",
c?:iø "He determined the w[ork of ... H]e portioned out their knowledge"; 4Q215a (4QTime of Righteousness) 1

i 7-9 ''For He [prepared] their actions befare they were created, and [measured out] the service of righteousness as
their outlined portion for their generations". Also Sirach attributes the portions of men to God' s providence:
"Yet in the fullness of His understanding the Lord makes people dissimilar: in different paths He has them walk.
Some He blesses and makes great, some He sanctifies and draws to Himself. Others He curses and brings low,
and expels them from their place. Like clay in the hands of a potter, to be molded according to His pleasure, So
are people in the hands of their Maker, to be requited according as He judges them" (33: 11-13).
3'-øc.i is used in 4Q415 9 9; 4Q416 V 12 (=4Q418 9 12), 17 (=4Q418 9 18); VI 2 (=4Q418 10 5), 3, 6, 7
(=4Q418 10 8); 4Q418 81 3, 9, 15; 228 2; 246 2; 4Q423 1-2 2. 4Q418 81 3 and 4Q416 V 11-12 use ':i•øc.i on
God giving the elect his spiritual inheritance, l"!.:::>':i-øc.i mro:ii "In His inheritance He gave you authority";
l"!:i':i•mi ,m n':irmi "over an inheritance of glory He gave you authority". Cf. further 4Q299 (4QMysta) 11 2
~' ':il'iØI" ~ ':i•øc.i[; 4Q301 (4QMystc?) 3 6 ii,.~:r ~:i il!1101 "and His rule is on the earth"; 4Q419
(4QSap. Work B) 4 1 ):l ?ilbC[l"!. The sapiential composition 4Q424 uses ':i'ØC.i on authority over money (110
Jttii.l ';!roen ~ J'.11 .l1i ~ ), and over subordinates (3 2 'El"i:l iil'i•øcn ';i~ [Jrt:i'] Ci!!>:J J'~C1 Ø'l1i • C-O:J t!lEl1Ø ID~
n»i). '?•mi is further used in Sir 30:11, 28; 45:17; 47: 19, and (reconstructed) in IQW XIII 17, :11[1:i \i '?>øpm
c?'UI c:n?ø c.11 C'Jill . '?'Wc.i seems to be typical of Hebrew usage in the 2nd century BCE, it does not appear in
later rabbinic literature. See G. Brin, "Studies in 4Q424 1-2", RevQ 18 (1997) 21-42, p. 39.
4Ps 8:7 is one of three cases in the Bibie where "øc is used in Hip'il; 1l"l':i•ør..n "You set him to rule". Early
exegetes rightly saw Ps 8:6-9 as an interpretation of Genesis 1-2, and made the phrase ':i•øc.i central in their
retelling of the creation story. This term was probably used in the Hebrew original of Sir 17:2, 4 "He gave them
authority over everything on earth ... making him master over beasts and birds"; and Jub 2: 14 "He made man ...
and He gave him authority over everything which maves upon the earth" (this verse in Jubilees is either
literarily dependent on Sirach 17, or both use the same source). The srune thought is found in two Qumran
compositions which probably should be dated early in the second century BCE: 4Q504 (4QDibHam3 ) 8 6 nl:J
Yl'I~ l"!]!i?øc.i i'lnlll!ll i2M Jill "In the Gar]den of Eden which You planted You gave [him] dominion"; 4Q422
(4QParaGenExod) I 9-10 .l1i1 :::iw n.ll]il"! ~c ~ •m{:i]?[ ... l"!ci~i 'hEl ':i&:l~':i i'i'roc.i ~11\ti ?'?ll c"™'i cø "He set
mankind on(?) the ear]th, He set him in charge to eat the fru [it of the soil ... and decreed(?) )that he shoul[d n)ot
eat from the treethat gives know[ledge of good and evil." [see DJD XIII, 421-3; Elgvin, ''The Genesis Section
of 4Q422 (4QParaGenExod)'1. Cf. also lQS Ill 17-18 ':i:in n?øcc" lD'lll' l'i:l ~'1il1 "He created man to rule the
world"; 4Q381 (4QNon-Canonical Psalms A) 1 7 J';i:i:ii l"IC~ l"!':il' ':i:i:i ':iøc':i t:n'Clll"l Ym:::i' "and by His spirit
He set them to rule all these, the earth and all[".
Philo interprets Genesis 1-3 in a similar way in On the Creation of the World, 77-88: man was created after
all things, to be their king and master (see Borgen, "Man's Sovereignty over Animals and Nature According to
Philo of Alexandria"). The srune exegetical tradition is later reflected in Gen. R. 19.4 "Yet you were created after
everything else, so you should rule over everything that came before"; 4 Ezra 6:53: "On the sixth day you
commanded the earth to bring forth befare you cattle, beasts and creeping things; and over these you placed
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God's custodian on earth as Adam was in Eden (cf. 4Q423 1-2 2, an address to Adam and fleshly man; il:>C,.øo.i
liCØi,, n:llli,

"He set you in charge of it to till it and guard it").

The family structures express God's creation order: parents are set over their children, and the husband over his
wife:

Honour your father in your poverty and your mother while you walk. For as God is to man so is his father,
and as masters are to a guy so is his mother, for they are the fumace that conceived you. As He appointed
them over you (il:>:i iloi,•roc.i '1~1 ) and (appointed) the inclination (to rule) over the spirit, so you should
serve them. And as He opened your ear to the mystery to come, so you should honour them for the sake of
]revere them for the sake of your life and the length of your days.
your own honour, and in(
(4Q416 V 15-19)
The husband has authority over his wife (the rule that the husband can cancel the vows of his wife is laken
from Numeri 30):
He gave you authority over her (il::l C,.øc,i il::>n~ ), and she will hee(d your voice and(?)
. Her father]
He did not give authority over her. He separated her from her mother, and to you [shall be her desire, and
she will be] one flesh with you. He will set your daughter aside for another, and your sons( for their
wives(?).] And you, be together with the wife of your bosom, for she is the kin of [your bos]om. If your
neighbour gets authority over her he has moved the border of his life. Over [her spirit] He gave you
authority, that she should walk according to your will and not make many vows or votive offeri[ngs.J Your
spirit revoke <them> according to your will. Every binding oath of hers to vow a vo[w,J cancel it bya
word of your rnouth, and by your will forbid[ her. O]n[ an uttering] of your lips He pardons her for your
sake.
(4Q416 VI 2-10)
it.lp )J M '"Of ~ ilT' ( •.• ]Jl::>rl ~'il ~'.::> i'O'.:>il il::l

by it (i.e. by truth) has He laid her foundation, for she will stand( ". J together the dominon of the male
(4Q415 9 6-7)
over the fe(male
Compared with Sirach, the discourses and admonitions of 4Qinstruction give more weight to God's activity in
choosing the righteous and the responsibility of the righteous to act according to his calling.5 God is more
active and involved in creation and human affairs. In this aspect 4Qlnstruction is possibly closer to the biblical
tradition than the more Greek-influenced Sirach. The wisdom admonitions appeal to man's reason and ability to
choose his own ways. But also the discourses reflect an optimistic anthropology: they do not stress the
sinfulness of man - including the elect ones - as do the Hodayot and the hymn in lQS X-XI; they seem to
express a more optimistic anthropology.6 In the discourses we meet the consequences of being elected by God
and illuminated by his mysteries. The addressee is repeatedly admonished to meditate upon God' s mysteries and
not lose his inheritance. These exhortations seem to presuppose the possibility that one can lose the status of
being elect, or at !east some of the blessings connected to the elect community. The appeal to man' s will and

Adam as ruler over all the works which you had made"; Pesiq. R" Suppl 21: "And God had in mind to appoint
hirn ruler over His world, and king over all of His creatures, as He said: I am the King of the upper world and
man is the king of the lower world".
This topic is not covered in Vermes' illuminating paper on the use of Genesis 1-3 in early post-biblical
Judaism, "Genesis 1-3 in Post-Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic Literature befare the Mishnah", JJS 43 (1992) 221225.
5Harrington, "Wisdom at Qumran", 149-51.
6Cf" however, the Niedrigkeitsdoxologie in 4Q417 lil 15-17, which similarly to the Hodayot expresses
man' s lowly state vis-a-vis the heavenly Lord and judge: "For before His wrath nobody can stand, and who can
be deemed righteous in His judgement? And how can the poor one [stand] without forgiveness?" On sirnilar
passages in the related 1Q/4QMysteries, see section 5.1.3, note 50.
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his calling cannot reflect an absolute determinism, as often is supposed to be later sectarian doctrine. We thus
find a via media between Sirach's doctrine of the pairs7 and the dualism of the Two-Spirit Treatise.s
On the other hand, the discourse on revelation and history in 4Q417 IX seems to presuppose that the ways of
history and of men are predetermined by God and ordained in the heavenly tablets (fora doser discussion of this
text, see section 4.1.7.1):
[ ] understand(?) the creatures [of God(?)] in all their ways with their destiny in all the periods of eternity
as well as the etemal visitation. Then you will discem between [go]od and [evil in their ]deed[s,] for the God
of knowledge is the foundation of truth.
By the mystery to come He designed its foundation, <and> its creatures with a[ll wis]dom. According to
all[ cun]ning He fashioned it, and the domain of its creatures according to a[l]l [under]standing(?). To you
He will assign a[l]l .. with ... According to their understanding [He or]dained for every cr[eatu]re to walk in
the inclination of his understanding.
And He interpreted for the p[oor on]es(?) all her [ ] .. , and with proper understanding [the hid]den things of
His thought are known, when one walks [b]lameless[ly in all ]one's d[ee]ds.
... And you understand the origin of your own <loing when you remember the st[ylus. For] with it was the
decree engraved, and decreed is the entire visitation. For the engraved is decreed by God against all iniquity
of the sons of perdition, and written in His presence is a book of memory of those who keep His word. It is
the Vision of Hagi anda book of memory.
(4Q417 rx 9-13, 15-18)
Since God is the source of all things, one should praise Him under all circumstances:
praise God, by every affliction bl[ess His name ... ] according to His will these matters happened, and He is
the One who understands[ the hidden matters(?) ... JHe will decide all your ways with[
(4Q417 X 11-13)
4Q418 126 ii 3-5 (see text above) expresses the predetermined ways of men in a similar manner. And
according to 4Q418 55 3, the ways of some feminine subject are preordained; ir'::rn

iT"l::lJ

?o.ll:i[ "her ways are

hewn in toil". The subject could be i1~ 'woman', or no~ 'truth' (as in the text quoted above, 4Q417 IX 9-10).
In contrast to Sirach,9 but similar to Qumran sectarian writings, a deterministic view of the ultimate fate of
men (a double predestination) is clearly reflected:
And now, you foolish of heart, how can there be goodness if it was not [demonstrated(?), bow can there be]
peacefulness if it never existed, how can there be righteousness if it was not established, and how will the
dead groan because of their j[udgemen]t(?)? [For Sheo]I you were formed, and your return will be etemal
damnation, for .. [ ]your sins[ ] the dark places will shine on your multitude and all that ever came into
being. The seekers of truth will wake up to the judgements[ of God(?).] All the foolish of heart will be
destroyed, the sons of iniquity will not be found any more, and all those who support evil will be asham[ed]
at your judgement. The foundations of the firmament will shout, all the h[osts of God ]will thunder, [and
al]l who love[ righteousness will rejoice.] But you are the elect of truth, those who pursue[ righteousness
according to the ]judgement of God(?) )watchfu[l] according to all knowledge.... also You [will inherit
g]lory and abundant honour,[
(4Q418 69 ii 4-11, 14)
The discourses display an ethical dualism. God has separated the elect from 'the spirit of all flesh' and given
him his spiritual inheritance. Hence heshall separate himself from everyone God hates; 4Q418 811-2 "He
separated you from all the spirit of flesh. <Hence> you shall separate from everyone He hates and keep apart
7

Ben Sira advocates a modified dualism without any personified evil power. He attributes the duality in
human experience to the order of creation and to God himself: "See now all the works of the Most High: they
come in pairs, the one the opposite of the other" (33:15); "All of them come in twos, one corresponding to the
other; yet none of them has He made in vain" (42:24).
8According to Lange, the Two-Spirit Treatise represents pre-Essene theology, related to (and possibly
inspired by) 4Qinstruction and lQ/4QMysteries: Weisheit und Priidestination, 121-70.
9Cf. Sir 15: 14-15, 17; "It was He, from the first, when He created humankind, who made them subject to
their own free choice. If you choose, you can keep His commandment; fidelity is the doing of His will ... Before
each person are life and death; whichever he chooses shall be given him".
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from all abominations of the spirit". This ethical dualism is reflected in the pairs truth and evil, wisdom and

simplicity: when he meditates on the mystery to come, the elect "will know (i.e. be able to discem between)
truth and evil, wisdom [and simplici]ty", ri[iDi)

no:m ?'UTI ~ .trm ~, (4Q417 IX 8-9). The eschatological

discourse in 4Q416 VII discems 'the sons of evil' from 'the sons of truth', both now and etemally (lines 4, 11),
as the trial speech in 4Q418 69 separates ' the foolish of heart' from 'the elect of truth' (4Q418 69 ii 4-6, 1014).
4Qinstruction does not reflect the developed philosophical dualism of the Two-Spirit Treatise in IQS Ill-IV,
the War Scroll and T. Judah 20. A cosmic dualism can, however, be discerned: there comes a day of judgement
on all iniquity, and the period of truth shall be completed. God will overcome the evil powers opposing Him,
both in heaven and on earth (4Q416 Vll 11-16). The extant fragments do not mention any demonic prince !hat
rules the spirits of men, an idea we encounter for the first time in Jubilees ('Belial', 1:20; 'Mastema', chs. 4849), and which recurs in T. Ruben 2-4 and sectarian writings (lQS I 18, 23-24; Il 19; the Two-Spirit Treatise;
CD V 18; XIX 14; lQHa Ill 28-29; lQM Xill 4, 11-12; XVIII 1).10 However, if our reconstruction is correct,
4Q416 VII 12/4Q418 212 1 refers to the judgemenl upon the kingdom of iniquity: [ ?i1.11øi rc]?Oo 1!1.lNl " the
kingd[om of iniquity(?)] will tremble" (on the 'kingdom of iniquity', see section 4.2.1). The same discourse
proclaims "In heaven He will judge the work of iniquity" (4Q416 VII 11), which points to ajudgement upon
heavenly beings such as fallen angels. This means that we encounter a cosmic dualism with supematural evil
powers opposed to God. Also 1Q/4QMysteries, which is closely related to 4Qlnstruction, refers to such powers:
"and all the adherents of the mysteries of evil are to be no more" (1Q27 1 i 7). The preserved fragments of
4Qlnstruction do not refer to the sin of the watchers as source of human sins and the experience of evil, as do 1

Enoch 6-16 andlubilees (5:1-11, cf. 1:20).
The similarities between 4Qlnstruction and sectarian writings with regard to determinism and dualism suggest
!hat 4Qinstruction (and perhaps also lQ/4QMysteries) exercized considerable influence on the development of
sectarian theology on these subjects.11

!OSee Collins, "Was the Dead Sea Sect an Apocalyptic Movement?", 42-3; Dimant, "Qumran Sectarian
Literature", 493.
11P.R. Davies asserts that cosmic dualism was a secondary development of the sect well after the time of the
Teacher: "Eschatology at Qumran", JBL 104 (1985) 39-55. The eschatology of 4Qinstruction <loes not support
such a conclusion. On the dualism of 4Qlnstruction, see Lange, Weisheit und Priidestination, 45-92.

4.5. Admonition for Various Areas of Human Life
In section 3.1.1 we described the literary genre 'wisdom admonition' as a short sentence in the imperative
mood followed bya motive clause. We noted that in 4Qlnstruction the admonitions cover themes other than the
longer discourses. While the discomses primarily deal with eschatology, revelation, and the addressee's relation
to God, the admonitions give concrete instruction about man's behaviour in specific fields of life. In section 3.3
we suggested that the admonitions represent a separate literary stratum, which was adapted (and sametimes
reworked) by the author of the discourses. In this section we survey the various fields of life covered by the
admonitions and mention same important parallels. The scope and extent of the admonitions might give some
indications as to the milieu(s) of origin of 4Qinstruction (we will return to this question in section 5.2.1). Most
of the texts surveyed here are discussed in detail in section 6.2.
The wisdom admonitions are rooted in early Jewish wisdom as is the Book of Sirach.1 Some passages have
parallels in the Proverbs of Ahiqar and Papyrus Insinger. 2 The admonitions are not characterized by any strong
Jewish flavour - but the same can be said about most wisdom sentences in the Bibie. The admonitions reveal
few parallels with the parenetic material in Test.12 Patr., which is characterized by admonition speeches on the
<langers of drunkenness, unchastity, avarice, mendacity, hate and envy; and the positive attitudes of mercy,
industriousness, purity, chastity, and love for the Torah.
Work and business
A majorshare of the admonitions deals with a man's relation to his neigbour, to superiors and subordinates.
4Q417 III 1-5 deals with a dispute with another, possibly a superior. 3
[al]ways, lest he tires of you. According to his spirit speak to him, lest "[ ... ] without reproaching the
appropriate one. Forgive hirn, and what is bound [ ... ] Also, do not confuse his spirit, for silently did you
spea[k ... ] and quickly take account of his rebuke. Do not overlook your transgressions, [for He can give
your neighbour(?)] right as much as you.
4Q416 /V 3-18 contains a lengthy passage about the ethics of work: one's relation toa superior,4 whether a
creditor or somebody who has entrusted the addressee with a work to do (on lines 3-8 about surety, see below),
and toa subordinate. One shall be honest and not compromize one's principles:5

1Fora general

comparison with Sirach, see Harrington, "Wisdom at Qumran".
2Tue Proverbs of Ahiqar probably have their origins in north Syria in the 7th and 6th century BCE: J.M.
Lindenberger, The Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar, Baltimore and London 1983, 19-20. On the date of Plnsinger,
see section 3.1, note 14.
3For the subject matter, cf. Ahiqar saying 54 "With one who is more exalted than yourself do not pick a
quarrel"; and Plnsinger 4.2-3 "Do not hasten to seek a quarrel with a powerful ruler.
4 Pinsinger 10.11-11.18 gives similar advice on a careful attitude vis-a-vis a superior.
5 The preceding lines refer to God who gives sustenance to all living things in hymnic style, and provides the
perspective for the following advice on surety and working relations: "]to ask for your food. For J;Ie opens [His
.!M]rcy[ towards every creature(?) ." to fil]l all those ne[eding His resources. to provide food]~ery living
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Do not receiv[e surety for your inheritance lest another rul~(?) over it. and Jyour face be covered by the
.ffi&ne he <puts upon you>, and <you will>be captured in folly. As much[ as a man' s creditor will lend him
in money , gyickly lrepay so you will be on equal footing with him, for the purse of your treasures you
have entrfusted to your creditor for the sak:e of your friends. you have givlen away all your life for him.
Quickly give back what belongs to him and get back fyour] money. fin ymrr affairs do not compromize
]your spirit for any riches. Do not barter your holy spirit, for no price is worth[ your soul. Seek him who is
in char]ge(?) of your assets, willingly seek his face, [spe]ak accommodatingly <to him>, and then you can
<again be able to> do your business.[ Do not sell(?) ]him fyoyr inheritance], do not forsake your laws, and
keeping your secrets guard yo[urself.J If he entrusts you with a task of his, [do not rest in your soul and do
n]ot let your eyes slumber until you have completed [what he reguested. but n]ot anything more. If you can
act with ins[ight ... ,] and do not give him any tax money [ his "" lest his face be made ang:ry and your "~
will fall down
and he will] comm[a.rull you. See that great is the zea] [of man. and deceiving is the heart
more than everything, who can know ]it? If you according to his will devote yourself to his service and to
his powerful resources[ his.....u ,] you will advise fhim and ble for him a firstbom son, and he will have
pity on you as a man has pity on his only son. [Remember that yoy are poor ].. Do not prostrate yourself,
lest you carry hateful feelings toward the other. Do not watch over your creditor, [then you would be his
servant in all thi]ngs(?). Also, do not humble your soul before someone who is not your equal, otherwise
you will b[e his servant(?) .] Do not strike someone who does not have your strenglh, lest you stum ble
and be put greatly to shame. [Do not se]ll yourself for money. It is hetter for you to be a servant in the spirit,
sothat you serve your oppressors without payment. Fora price [do not seJll your glory, and do not pledge
your inheritance for money, lest your body lose its heritage.

The next column brings similar advice on being in charge of a deposit or the moneys of another. This
repetition is a clear indication that we encounter an editor who collects various admonitions and puts them
together as best he can. An author who phrased his own sentences would hardly repeat himself in this way.
If ]someone entrusts you <money for> [busi]ness, do not stretch out your hand toward it, lest you be bumed
[and] your body be consumed in its fire. What you received retum to him with joy. If you declare yourself
free from him or from any man you do not know, do not accept money lest it add to your poverty. If he put
it upon your responsibility even until death, then give it over, and do not act badly against him. 6
(4Q416 V 3-7)
The composition includes a num ber of wamings about the risks involved in going surety or getting into debt
(in addition to the text quoted below, see 4Q416 N 3-6, 17-18, quoted above). After a reminder that God is the
ultimate provider,7 the addressee is advised to pay back his loans as soon as possible: 8
If men lend you riches when you are in need, do not [slee]p day or night, and do not let your soul rest
[until] you have paid back to y[our l]ender. Do not lie to him, lest you bear guilt, and you would also no[t
escape ]from shame. [And do notentrust any]thing more to his neighbour, so that he might close his hand
when you are in need. Your strength[
and lend out like he did. and know your lender.] If affliction
befalls you, [your] store[house lacking(?), and you be in debt. do not bide from your lender.] lest he reveal
and the rich man(?) will have power over him, and thenl he will not smite him with a
your shame [
!00..(
(4Q417 lII21-27)

being, and nobody [

If] He closes His hand, will the spirit of all flesh_b~Jwithdra] wn" (4Q416 Ill 22-N

3).
6The

last line is open to different translations. See section 6.2.1.
"If you are in need, borrow what you require, hut not in money, for [His] storehouse will not be lacking. [
Upon] His word everything will happen, so eat what He gives you, but do not take more le[st you sh~(?)]
your life" (4Q417 III 19-21).
8
Similar sentences are found in Ahiqar saying 43 "Do not take a heavy loan from an evil man. And if you
take a loan, give your soul no peace until [you have re]pa[id it. A loan is pleasant as [ ], but paying it back is a
housefol"; and Sir 29:2-3 "pay back your neighbour when a loan falls due. Keep your promise, be honest with
him, and you will always come by what you need".
7
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This passage leans heavily upon Prov 6: 1-5:
My son, if you have gone surety for your neighbour, if you have struck hands in pledge for another, you
have been trapped by what you said, ensnared by the words of your mouth. Tuen do this, my son, to free
yourself, since you have fallen into your neighbour's hands: Go and humble yourself; press your plea with
your neighbour! Allow no sleep to your eyes, no slumber to your eyelids! Free yourself, like a gazelle from
the hand of the hunter, like a bird from the snare of the fowler.
The danger of going surety is an old theme in the Ancient Near East.9 See Prov 6: 1-5; 11:15; 17:18; 20:16;
22:26-27; 27: 13. Fora parallel in the Qumran scrolls, cf. the sapiential composition 4Q424 2 311ro 1i0illn
'lll

?~

"do not give it as surety in the midst of the poor". 4Q271 (4QDf) 2 6 mentions a field given as surety, :nø

:Ji'WO.i (this term could also refer toa field with mixed crops).
The wamings against going surety contrast with the advice of Ben Sira, who praises the one who goes surety
fora friend: "A good person goes surety for his neighbour ... Forget not the kindness of your backer, for he
offers his very life for you" (29: 14-15). 10 But he too knows about the risk involved: "Going surety has ruined
many prosperous people and tossed them about like the surging sea, has exiled the prominent and sent them
wandering through foreign lands ... Go surety for your neighbour according to your means, but take care lest
you fall thereby" (29: 18, 20); "Go not surety beyond your means; think any pledge a debt you must pay" (8: 13).
A num ber of passages deal with business and investments. Carefulness and honesty in business will give their
reward and bring prosperity to the addressee. Different from a num ber ofpassages in Proverbs, 11 4Qinstruction
does not reflect a critical auitude towards commercial transactions as such. In contrast to sectarian writings,
money and riches have no negative connotations in 4Qinstruction. We frequently encounter l\i ' money',
'riches', 12 but never the pair .!1!011\i 'riches and loot', well-known from the writings of the ya}Jad. Other

9Cf. the old Mesopotamian proverb collection The Instructions of Suruppak from the mid-third millennium
BCE, lines 19-20, "Do not guarantee <for someone>, that man will have a hold on you". And you - do not cause
someone to guarantee, a man <who does this> is silly(?)". See B. Alster, The lnstructions of Suruppak. A
Sumerian Proverb Collection (Mesopotamia, Copenhagen Studies in Assyriology, vol. 2), Copenhagen 1974;
M. Weinfeld, "Theology and Wisdom in the Mesopotamian Tradition of the third Millennium B.C.E. and its
Relation to the Bibie" (Hebrew), Shnaton 4 (1978), 285-7.
10Compare Sirach 's €8cuKEV yap Tfiv irvxrw ain-ou irrr€p aou "for he offers his very life for you" with
4Q416 IV 51:l il~""n ?~ ilfifu "you have givlen away all your life for him".
11 G. Bostrom [Proverbiastudien, Acta Universitatis Lundensis 30 (1934) 1-183, pp. 53-102) sees the
warnings of the sapiential traditon about surety as a reaction against the capitalistic system foreign merchants of
the Hellenistic period brought to Israel, cf. the occurrence ofir and ~l. Prov 6:1; 11:15; 20:16; 27:13.
According to Bostrom, the warnings against :lill do not relate to surety as an act of mercy (as in Sir 29: 14) but
to financial transactions connected to commerce, which included credits and interest. As the comrnerce to a
large extent was in the hand of foreigners, the sapiential criticism is also a relgious reactionn against the
Kanaanismus.
124Q417Ill19, 21; 4Q416 IV 6, 10, 17; V 5; 4Q418 8 3; 10124;103 ii 9; 123 i 2; 134 3; 180 3; 4Q423 6 4;
222.
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frequently used words are O":> '(investment) money', 13 }'!ll"I with the meaning 'business', 'money used for
business', 14 ,'ll"IOO 'commerce',1 5 1:1~ 'assets', 'resources':16

n=>nrwJ

?~?{

n~i

nSm'I? ::i'1 ?.s.c m;;

Be a tough adversary in your business matters, and there will be nobody who hates[ ... ] for any crooked
matters ofyours(?)
(4Q417 I!I 12)
[Tim h~ ::irim ~ ;;:ii~::i in ]your commerce do not mix what is <to be> [separated]

(4Q418 103 ii 6)
~oo:i il~'Ulll1 n:>i'nOO cioi~

resources for your commerce, and your busine[ss] deals
(4Q418 107 4)

h:>'.læl'I ?:>i n:io~ your assets, and all your business

(4Q418 138 3)

i'O~Ell'T

(4Q418 158 3)

'1:i 1U1i1] study all (your] business

]1" :i:i,notl .•. ;;:i~:i iTlØ'

~,; ••• ~, n:i1Y10o:l 1:i.1 show understand.ing in your commerce, do not [ ... it
will no]t equal your efforts ... ]your commerce, and thus [
(4Q418 122 i 5, 7)

,,ono, n:iiiono':i ,,, Jiøn 1'1' ~, [ ... Jo nMi w.n 1U11" ;o~i io~ ;o":i, .•• ?i"Clln ':i]R C'llr.l~ o~
~::i n~·~po J'"1!:li '1il'IO? n:>i'[ ." ?i" n?!a• n:i ]0 ' ;~ ':> ~ C"ll1' ~, )16[ •..

Jicm~
17

The assets of men do n[ot covet(?) ... and his assets will be in your hand. He will have to implement his
business deals from your basket, and you will[ ... ] And if not, his hand will be stretched out towards your
meagre resources, and his small assets[ ... ] and he will not take from his own business money, but towards
[your ". he will stretch out his hand(?) ... ]your hand as a surplus, and yo[ur] flocks will spread[ throughout
(4Q418 126 ii 2, 12-14)
the land

;;:i

n:>"n ?:> tniftd :-rS•.in ill:!
:-rø'li? ;;ni~il li~ '.næ O'::l ':> 1::1 iT'IØn 1'1Mi ~ "1t'ie
"O iWtlii l'lir.l ~ liTO::l
}iw i"M l'~ •:::i i1:w-T1p mi iOl"l ?~
?:::i::i n:::imi[ !!ll10M ~ n:::i'i:JT.l1 ;i:::i]o•:::i npi ,, ,~ 1n ii10 i:i

tr:::i~::in ~n ~, i:ii u'Ø'?:::ii 1')El

rn

irw 1~:i i1;::)!!l~ ?tz:(io ?Ø1ii i1::lØElD

As much[ a'> a man's creditor will lend him in money , guickly lrepay so you will be on equal footing
with him, for the purse of your treasures you have entr[usted to your creditor for the sake of your friends.
you have givlen away all your life for him. Quickly give back what belongs to him and get back [your]
money.In your affairs do not compromize ]your spirit for any riches. Do not barter your holy spirit, for no
price is worth(your soul. Seek him who is in char]ge(?) of your assets, willingly seek his face, [spe)ak
accommodating <to him>, and then you can <again be able to> do your business.
(4Q416 IV 4-8)

Alluding to Isa 58:13, 4Q416 IV 6 uses n:i•,:;ii:ii for 'in your business affairs'. 4Q418 137 2-5 refers toa
man' s skill and his wages: "the sk]ill of your hands will provide you with a surplus[ ". ]right wages for all your
work[ ... ] your work of the day".
The addressee is repeatedly reminded that he should not do business at any price. His integrity is more
important: "Take care lest you intenningle with dece[it" (4Q418 88 3); "[In your affairs do not compromize
)your spirit for any riches. Do not barter your holy spirit, for no price is worth( your soul" (4Q416 IV 6-7). Cf.
134Q416 IV 4, 6. The word 0';::) has the double sense 'purse', 'capita! money'. In Isa46:6 and Prov 1:14 o•;:,
has the meaning 'purse'. The word o•;:, is used by the rabbis with the meaning 'capita! money/money which is
invested', b. Pesah. 53b, b. B. Batra 60b. See M. Weinfeld, "The Work of Moshe Shor in the Research of
Babylonian Law" (Hebrew), Mada'e Hayahadut 32 (1992) 25-9.
144Q416 IV 8; 4Q417 Ill 12; 4Q418 107 4; 126 ii 12, 14; 138 3; 158 3; 4Q423 1-2 6 (on the work of the
farmer). flll1 has the meaning 'business (needs)', 'commerce' in Isa 58:13; 1 Kgs 5:22-24; 10: 13; CD X 18-21.
See commentary on 4Q417 llI 12 (section 6.2.1).
154Q418 103 2 6; 107 4; 122 i 5, 7. Wacholder/Abegg, 114, erroneously record the two occurrences of
:;::i,noo in 4Q418 122 as l'i::l1'lOMO.
164Q415 18 1; 4Q416 IV 7, 12 (=4Q418 8 13); 4Q418 79 2; 81 16; 101i3; 107 4; 126 ii 2, 12, 13; 127 5;
138 3; 177 8; 4Q423 1i5. This enigmatic word which occurs 14 times in 4Qlnstruction (and probably in 4Q424
1 6 as well, there spelled ~), usually makes sense in the context if interpreted as 'resources', 'assets ' . On the
interpretation of this word, wee section 6.2.1, note 46.
l 7For the reconstruction,

cf. Job 1: 10 r~:i ""~t:l fi!:lt
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the admonition of Jesus "What good is it fora man to gain the whole world, yet forfeit his soul? Or what can a
man give in exchange for his soul?" (Mk 8:36-37); and Sir 5:8 "Rely not upon deceitful wealth; it will be no
help on the day of wrath". It is noteworthy that (different from Ben Sira and Jesus) these wisdom admonitions
do not refer to the comingjudgement in their motivation for integrity- another indication that the admonitions
represent another literary layer than the discourses, for which the finaljudgement isa main theme.
Likewise, ane should be careful and not risk one's 'inheritance' (probably one's inherited plot of land) for
surety: 18
Do not receiv[e surety for your inheritance lest another rul~(?) over it. and lyour face be covere<l by the
fillllme he <puts upon yon>, and <you will>be captured in folly.
(4Q416 /V 3-4)

?n:m?nJp '11 ::ii"lll{n i,1' Do not give your inheritance(?)] to a stranger for surety,
(4Q418 87 7)
[Do not se]ll yourself for money. It is better for you to be a servant in the spirit, so that you serve your hard
oppressors without payment. Fora price [do not se]ll your glory, and do not pledge your inheritance for
money, lest your body lose its heritage.
(4Q416 IV 17-18)
Same passages specifically deal with the life of the farmer. The addressee is designaled il011' IZ7'1' ' tiller of the
earth' (4Q423 5 5; 4Q423 Sa 2), words used about Noah in Gen 9:20 (i1011' 21'1' is the farmer, not man in general

'laken from the earth', as Adam, as the context deals with the crops). God will bless the business of the
addressee by multiplying his flocks: f"1la il]:;'JPC f"1t)1 "and yo[ur] flocks will spread( throughout the land"
(4Q418 126 ii 14, words used about God's blessing Job, Job 1:10). The addressee should tend his flock
carefully:
] to you with i[ts] kids [ ... to keep it separa]te from the beasts of the fields and from the birds of [ ... If] it
grazes in another's field, he will have to recompen[se the other ... your ..[ ] with your pasturage, and in the
past[urage ... ]in all your pasturage, lest year [by year ... ]return it, lest it be like[ ".] the judging of the flock
(4Q418 172 6, 8-13)
will be in ]your pow[er], and in [your] .. [
Adapting Lev 19:19 and Deut 22:9-11, 4Q418 103 ii 6-9 requires that in his commerce the farmer should not
mix yields of different kinds:l9
]farmers, until every [ ". will be sanc]tified what comes in your baskets and <will be> in your storerooms
all[ the days of your life(?) ". for He will not ] requite period for period what they request. Do not be quiet [
... ]in His hand. Do not [ ... ]for everybody will request in their times, and each man [will receive]
according to [his] desire,[ and] your [ ].. will be found. His step(?)[ ." ] like a source of flowing water
which keeps [its resou]rces.[
in ] your commerce do not mix what is <to be> [separated,] lest it be
two kinds together and like a mule, and you will be like one who dres[ses in mixed textile,] in wool and in
linen <woven together>, and your work <will be> like ane who is plowi[ng] with ox and don[k]ey
[to]gether, and your produce will be.[ .. like] one who sows two kinds, the seeds and the full produce, and
the produce of of the vineyard will be bann[ed, and ]your money [ be polluted ]with your flesh,[ and] your
life come to an end with it And in your life you will not find [
(4Q418 103 ii 2-9)
One section deals with harvesting at the appointed times, another to redeeming the firstbom before the Lord.
Further, the Creator can withdraw the crops in case of disobedience.
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These bits of advice have parallels in Sir 8: 12 "Lend not to one more powerful than yourself; or when you
lend, count it as lost"; and Afdqar saying 55 "With one who is nobler and stranger than yourself, [do not ... , for
he will take] from your portion and [add] to his own".
194Q271(4QDt)3 9-10 (par. 4Q269 9) adapts these pentateuchal laws in a different way: a man should seek
a son-in-law that is fit for his daughter: "Moreover, he should not give her to one unfit for her, for [that is
kil' czyjm: <like plowing with> .Q]x and ass and wearing wool and linen together."
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You are a ti]ller of the earth, observe the appointed times of the summer, gather your crops in their time,
and the season [of harvest in its appointed time(?). L]ook upon all your crops, in your labour give attentio[n
to knowing the] good with the evil [
(4Q423 5 5-6)
your st]rength will be s[pent] in va[in ... by the mystery(?) ]to come. Thus you shall walk, and al[l yourJ
c[rops ... as a po)rtion of land. On His word will bear every [womb ... you shall come befare your God(?)
wit]h the first fruit of your womb and the firstbom of all [your cattle ... you shall come before you]r[
God(?)] and say: 'I sanctify [to God(?)]everyone[ who opens the womb(?)' (4Q423 3 1-5)20

]by the mystery to co[me ... your crops ... when He opened your ear to the mystery to come ... to you. Take
care, lest she honour you more than Him and ... and you will be cursed in all your crops [and putJ to shame
in all your deeds, in [
(1Q26 11, 3-6=4Q423 4)
The latter two passages reinterpret the Pentateuch in light of raz nihyeh, a phrase which betrays the hand of
the author of the discourses. 4Q423 3 1 cites Lev 26:20 c:m.::i p•i? cm. While Leviticus 26 admonishes to walk
according to God's laws (v 31.::i?n •rpn:rn~). this text makes the search for raz nihyeh the central principle for
the life of the elect when he lives according to this principle, the crops will multiply. 1Q26 1 probably
preserves a warning in deuteronomic style not to forget the Creator. Both texts relate the yields of the earth to

raz nihyeh.
4Q417 Ill 17-18 deals with God' s providing for the needs of the addressee. According to our interpretation,
the text promises that God will provide yields of the fields, and one should return a 'surplus ' to Him, probably a
reference to tithing (see section 6.2.1):
As for you, if you lack food, [He will gi)ve[ you(?)] what you need and even a surplus,[ and] you will [als)o
have surplus of produce to the harbour of His desire.21 Receive your portion from Him and do not add
ther[eto.
4Q418 148 i 7 mentions o!

~

'sailors' (cf. Ezek 27:29 for the same term), the precise context is not

preserved. The following column exhorts to gain 'knowledge of one's work', il::imi:1l1 run [ (4Q418 148 ii 5).

Family is an important subject for the editor of 4Qinstruction. A lengthy section, approximately one column
of text, deals with family matters:
lnvestigate the mystery to come, meditate upon all the ways of truth, and upon all the roots of evil you shall
look. Tuen you will understand what is bitter fora man and what is sweet fora fellow.
Honour your father in your poverty and your mother while you walk. For as God is to man so is his father,
and as masters are toa guy so is his mother, for they are the furnace that conceived you. As He appointed
them over you and (appointed) the inclination (to rule) over the spirit, so you should serve them. And as He
opened your ear to the mystery to come, so you should honour them for the sake of your own honour, and
in[ ]revere them for the sake of your life and the length of your days. If you are in need, when ..[ ... ]
unlawfully.
]from the mystery to come.
When you take a wife in your poor estate, investigate [her] birth-times[
In your company together walk with the helpmate of your flesh[ in , fora man should leave] his father
[and] his mother and cleav[e to his wife, and they shall be~ flesh.) He gave you authority over her, and
she will hee[d your voice and(?)
. Her father] He did not give authority over her. He separated her
from her mother, and to you [shall be her desire, and she will be] one flesh wilh you. He will set your
daughter aside for another, and your sons[ for their wives(?).] And you, be together with the wife of your
bosom, for she is the kin of [your bos]om.
20Qn the redeeming of the firstbom in this passage, see section 5.2.1.
21 The sentence i~ nno' ~'i1 ·rnm C:in "and] you will [als)o have surplus of produce to the harbour of His
desire" echoes Ps 107:30 C!i:Ell'T mo-',~ l:rn'1 "He will bring them to the harbour of their desire". The biblical text
describes how God can bring sailors through a storm to safety. The suffix has been consciously changed from
the plural form of the Bible (e!i:Ell'T) to a singular one (~) which refers to God.
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If your neighbour gets authority over her he has moved the border of his Jife. Over [her SJ)iritl He gave
you aulhority, lhat she should walk according to your will and not make many vows or votive offeri[ngs.]
Your spirit revoke <them> according to your will. Every binding oath of hers to vow a vo[w,] cancel it by a
word of your mouth, and by your will forbid [her. O]n[ an uttering] of your lips He pardans her for your
sake. Neither should you multip[ly vows, lest disgrace come upon(?)] your honour. In your inher[i]tance [
." ] in your inheritance lest [ ." ] the wife of your bosom, and one will deride [you
(4Q416 V 15 - VI 13)

In section 3.3 we noted that this section interpretes the fifth commandment and the marital relation in light of
the revelation of raz nihyeh. God' s revelation of the mystery to come to the addressee and a man's continuing
study of it will help him understand the nature of family relations, and provide a perspective for honouring
one's parents and takinga wife.22 The passage reveals the hand of the author of the discourses, perhaps as a
reworker of earlier parenetic material. This interpretation of lhe fifth commandment shares a common tradition
with Sir 3: 1-16.23 Both texts adrnonish to 'serve' those 'who bore you', and relates the glory of a man to the
glory of his father.
Part of the text quoted above (4Q416 V/7-10) paraphrases Num 30:7-9, 11-16 on the husband's authority
regarding vows or votive offerings given by his wife. In the Qumran scrolls Iaws on vows and votive offerings
are found in CD IX 8-12; XVI 6-18; llQT" LIII 11-LIV;24 4Q258 (4QSd) 1i12 01~ C'i1J'l

C'Oil1H1Ul:l2l1

"oaths, dedications and vows in their mouths"; and 5Ql3 (5QSectarian Rule) 2 11 ] ?li mli:i[w. CD XVI 10-12
and 11QT8 LIV 2-3 deals with vows given by one's wife. In contrast to these other texts, 4Qlnstruction
combines instruction with theological reflection on creation order, and explicitly relate the pentateuchal law on
the wife's pledges to the theological concept of the husband's authority over his wife, related to the family order
derived from Genesis 2-3. Also these deliberations could reflect the author of the discourses reworking existing
admonitions.
4Q415 9 7 refers to "the dominion of the male over the f[emale", and 4Q415 2 ii exhorts the wife to be
faithful to the marital covenant:
like a father you shall honour [your husband(?) ." ] you shall not remove from your heart sothat e[vil will
overtake you ."]all day long, and to his bosom you shall cle[ave ". ,)lest you neglect the hol[y) covenant [
".],and what you will despise and [ ." stay with] her hus[ba)nd forev[er ." ] in the house of [your ori]gins.
In your covenant ." you will be] a subject of praise [on ]the mouth of all men [ ."]from the house of
<your> birth.25

22Eph

5:21-33, in a similar way, connects the mutual relation between husband and wife with the 'mystery'
of Christ and lhe church.
2 3Compare "Honour your father in your poverty and your mother while you walk. For as God is to man so is
his father, and as masters (C'J'liæl) are toa fellow so is his mother, for they are the fumace that conceived you"
with Sir 3:7 "He who obeys the Lord, honors his mother, and serves those who bore him like masters (<k
8Ecrn6TaL<:)", and 7:27-28 "With your whole heart honour your father; your mother's birth pangs farget not.
Remember, of these parents you were bom; what can you give them for all lhey gave you?". Compare further
il;)'C' ,,-,~1 il;)'"l'l lllO? ". il;)1W pio? C"r.:l:) "you should honour them for the sake of your own honour ." for the
sake of your life and the length of your days" with Sir 3: 11 1'~ il~ til~ 1:1;),"a man 's honour gives honour to
his father", and 3:6 "whoever honours his father will live a lang life". We note that Sirach uses 8ccnr6TaL in the
same context where 4Qlnstruction has C')"m (cf. LXX to Prov 30: 10, that translates p~ with &arr6TT)<: in the
meaning master of a slave).
24See section 5.1.1 on the (literary ?) relation between lhe sections on vows in 4Qlnstruction, CD and llQT".
25c•-i7lo n•::iti should perhaps be translated "from the Zodiac sign of your birth". On this phrase, see section
5.1.3, note 51.
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Addressing a woman in this fashion is unusual in the sapiential tradition. Since the context is not preserved,
we do not know whether this passage was addressed directly to a married woman, or whether the husband was
instructed to exhort his wife with these words (col. i of this fragment uses the 2nd person mase. sing.).
4Qlnstruction clearly thinks within a patriarchal framework, but we do not find derogatory statements about
women, as frequently in Sirach. The above address to the woman has no parallel in Sirach.
4Q415 11 preserves a fragmentary passage26 on examination of a future bride (probably by the prospective
father-in-law), that also refers to the wedding night and possibly to the prohibition of intercourse during
pregnancy, an Essene rule known from other sources. 27
as to her measure in all
in them. for by scales of righteousness she should be tested(?)
-~~be

b~~~~m~~~~~

1 [down, ]for[ together ltheir[ weight
which are notl
2 [by epha and ep]ha, by omer and omer, I
]
3 [ ] which are not together
and those ones according to her f:lllpearance
]
4 [ ]understanding ones, for according to <the> spirits [they will be] te[sted(?)
you meted
out their spirit in public
]
5 [a)ll her blemishes you shall tell hirn,28 so that he knows her body[ lest, when he strikesl
6 in the da[rknelss, she will be a stumbling block to hirn there befare hirn [
7 [and] he will send[ into her(?) ]his punch, and his anger .. [
8 With a weight their spirit will be meted out on the da[y of betrothal(?)
9 he will n[o]t stumble on her. And if hestrikes in[ the darkness(?)
10 Jf she has intercourse(?) while she is pregnant for you, take [her] ch[ildren
11 Reflect carefully on her walking, whether [she has] inter[course(?) or not
12 her foundations you shall not find. Thus you shall test her [

26In

our paper "Admonition Texts", 180, note 4, we noted that4Q415 11 can be supplemented with
overlapping text from 4Q418 167 (4Q418a) and 4Q418 296 (4Q418b, an unrecorded fragment we identified on
the early photo PAM 41.909). See section 2.1.2.1, note 26).
27The phrase m'1m °'(lines 11, 12) is hard to interpret. Among the possible options are "if she is divorced"
or "if she is divided in her mind". However, this root can have the meaning 'spread out one's limbs', cf. Ezek
1: 11 nmll C.i'Ell:l, the wings of the cherubs were spread out; lQHa VII 4 ~llr:J i'T'~ •?Jl •o;:,m rnE>ri' ·~lll "my
bones were spread out and my limbs were forme like a boat in the storm". We therefore suggest that initU is an
euphemism for the woman spreading out her limbs when she faces her partner in intercourse. A fragmentary
line of 4Q419 (4Qsap. work) preserves the same phrase, ~mim i5] (4Q419 5 1), and frgs. 1 and 7 of this work
deal with priesthood and purity.
For the subject matter, cf. 4Q270 (4QDe) 2 ii 15-16 Ci f'PO ini il~ [c.u :i::ilZ7' i~ "or one who lies with] a
pregnant woman, causing blood to stir(?)"; 7 i 12-13 illl :l'l'll' ~?~ æ.M ~~?i~ 'lrW*? nu!? l::iJ;p• i~i "One
who comes near to fomicate with his wife contrary to the law shall depart andreturn no more"; Josephus, War,
2.160-61 ' There is another order of the Essenes ... they have no intercourse with them (the wives) during
pregnancy, thus showing that their motif in marrying is not self-indulgence but the procreation of children";
Dionysios bar Salibi, Against the Jews, 1, "The Essenes, or 'pure' ... And for three years they would leave their
wives without intercourse; and (then) once they had become pregnant they did not come near them again, (thus)
demonstrating that not out of lust did they do this, but so as to establish children". On these passages, see J .M.
Baumgarten, "The Qumran-Essene Restraints on Marriage", Archaeology and History in the Dead Sea Scrolls,
13-24; idem, DJD XVIII, 146, 164-5; S.P. Brock, "Some Syriac Accounts of the Jewish Sects", A Tribute to
Arthur V66bus. Studies in Ear/y Christian Literature and Its Environment. Primari/y in the Syrian East (R.H.
Fischer, ed.), Chicago 1977, 265-76.
284Q415 11 5 ~? "1ElO i1'610 ?i::l M 4Q271 (4QD~ 3 7-9 (par. 4Q270 5 14-15) perhaps cites this text when it
prescribes that a man shall inform a prospective son-in-law of his daughter's blemishes: lb!16 Ø"" JrT' m::i ~] ~,
.:rn~ill øo n~ ~ll ~;:l;
iE>O• i'T'O'IO ?i:>~. See comments by Qimron and Baumgarten, DJD XVIII, 177.
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Sentiments and temper. modesty
Same admonitions are more general in nature and deal with one's mind and temper. One passage exhorts the
addressee to keep apart from the ungodly, but not fall for the temptation to be proud and self-righteous:
Do not consider an ungodly mana helper, and there will be nobody who hates[ ... ] the iniquity of his deeds
together with its punishment. And knowhow to relate to him[ .... The teaching of God(?)] do not remove
from your heart. [Your soul] be not proud about yourself[ in your lowly estate,] for what is more
(4Q417 Ill 7-10)
insignificant than a poor man?
The advice to keep apart from the ungodly is paralleled in the discourses; cf. 4Q418 81 1-2 "He separated you
from all the spirit of flesh. <Hence> you shall separate from everyone He hates and keep apart from all
abominations of the spirit".
Also the theme of humility recurs in the admonitions. In col. llI of 4Q4 l 7 the addressee is twice reminded "do
not overlook your transgressions" (lines 4, 14). Lines 14-15 continue "In a legal quarrel be like a humble man,[
and the judgement you shall(?)] receive". Also 4Q416 V 12-14 deals with humility: "Be humble, do not say 'I
am poor and will not seek out knowledge'. Bend your shoulder to all discipline, with all [knowled]ge purify you
heart, and with abundant understanding your thoughts". The admonitions about humility have numerous
parallels in biblical and extra-biblical material (cf. e.g. Mic 6:8; Prov 3:34; Sir 3: 17-20; 7: 17).
A small paragraph (4Q416 /V 18-21), contained in a chain of admonitions, deals with modesty and decent
table manners, a common sapiential motif:29
Do not fill yourself with bread when you lack clothing. Do not drink wine when there is no food. Do not
request luxury when you lack bread. Do not boast about your lowly estate - you who are poor - lest you
bring your life into contempt Furthermore, do not dishonour the vessel of your [b]osom, [3°
Conclusions
The admonitions cover wide areas of human Iife. Family relations, business affairs, and the life of the farmer
are given much attention. Most admonitions represent traditional sapiential instruction. They appeal to reason in
their advice for the daily life, the exhortations shall help the addressee to success and prosperity. The horizon is
this life, not the hereafter. However, same sections show signs of reworking by the author of the discourses: the
apocalyptic revelation of God's mysteries, raz nihyeh, provides a perspective for instruction on the relation to
one's parents and spouse. The search for raz nihyeh (not living according to the commandments of the Torah)
should be the central principle for the elect. Living according to raz nihyeh will bring God's blessing and
abundant crops on the fields.

29Cf. Prov 23:20-21; Sir 18:32; 23:6; 29:21-24; Plnsinger 4.6 "Do not squander the little you have if there is
no storehouse behind you"; 5.12 "Do not be a glutton, lest you associate with poverty"; 6.12-13 "He who sates
himself with too much bread becomes ill and suffers. He who sates himself with too much wine lies down in a
stupor"; 6.23 "He who eats when there is no reserve is one who sleeps while death is before him"; 28.1
"Humble work and hum ble food are hetter than being sated far away".
300 n the 'vessel of your bosom' (i.e. one's sexual organ rather than one's wife), see section 6.2.1.

5. Provenance
5.1. Relation to Other Writings
In the thernatical sections 4.1-4.5 we often observed tenninological and conceptual links between
4Qlnstruction and other early Jewish writings. In this section we collect and summarize these observations, and
draw some preliminary conclusions on the relation of 4Qlnstruction to three groups of literature: the writings of
the yal;tad, Enochic literature, and other writings from the second century BCE, concentrating upon Sirach,
Jubile es and 1Q/4QMysteries. This discussion has implications for the question of time and milieu of origin of

4Qlnstruction, to which we turn in section 5.2.1.

5.1.1. Relation to the Qumran sectarian literature
The following discussion deals primarily with three writings of the ya})ad, the Hodayot, the Community Rule
and the Darnascus Document. We deal first with the terminological parallels between 4Qinstruction and each of
these compositions. Some concepts or phrases, which have parallels in more than one sectarian writing, will be
discussed together.
TheHodayot
There are numerous parallels between 4Qinstruction and the Hodayot, and we will here survey the most
important cases. (a) There is one case of a clear literary dependence. 4Q418 55 10 refers toa mutual recognition
of the maturity and understanding of one's neighbour: iTm n::i• i?:>ø 'El?i TI.trio Ø'~ rtt)' Cl1lli '[El'? "accordi]ng
to their knowledge every man shall receive honour from his fellow, and according to his understanding his glory
shall be magnified". The first sentence (underlined here) recurs in lQW X 27-29, l=>i imiio ~ hb::i:>• crun 'El'?
il~

ruro m?[n]J nrr::i"lil ø[ ..• Ci~ J::i.? " ••• and so fora ma[n ... ] You increased his share in the knowledge of

Your truth". While 4Qlnstruction refers to the mutual recognition between men, the hodayah combines this
theme with a description of how God has increased a man's portion (a theme covered a few lines earlier in
4Q418 55, ] no~ "?n'lti P::i

~\"I

"He portioned out to the heirs of truth ["). Both texts use the root ?ro on the

spiritual inheritance of the elect. Further, the verb i'C"I Hip'il 'increase/magnify', used in 4Q418 55 1O with man
as subject, is applied to God by the hodayah. These parallels are perhaps most easily explained if themes from
the didactic text 4Q418 55 (the earlier text ?) were re used for hymnic purposes in IQHa X.
(b) The reconstructed col. V of lQHa (Sukenik's cal. XIII combined with frgs. 15 and 17)1 displaysa number

ofparallels with the discourse in 4Q417 IX. Both texts reflect a realized eschatology and deal with the mysteries
of creation and history, and the revelation of God's mysteries to the elect. The right understanding is to perceive
isee E. Puech, "Quelques aspects de la restauration du Rouleau des Hymnes (lQH)", JJS 39 (1988) 38-55;
Garcfa Martfnez, DSST, 319-20.
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the preordained ways of the creatures of God (iW.l10 is used altemately in the meanings 'creature' and 'deed' in
both texts). The elect will have the understanding that gives knowledge of eternal glory. In both texts we find
the phrases ~ 'n and i.11 'TCJ':J/d?uJ ~.2 'Eternity' isa frequent tenn: i.D rrnpE> ' the etemal visitation' is found
in both texts [1QH8 V 17 (=XIII 10); 4Q417 IX 9-10]; as is cP\ll

'Ø'l1'

27; cf. 4Q4 l 7 IX 10-11 twM NÅ rzriE> i'T'rn n:::ii ~ 'i-o m»iit ~). c?\ll
in both (1 QH8 V 16; 4Q417 IX 9; cf. ?-t.11

'~]

'eternal foundations' (1QH8 V 1; 4Q417 IX

'~P

?'O "all the periods of eternity" occurs

?'O:::i, reconstructed in 4Q417 IX 7). With other sectarian texts,

1QHa V 19 ascribes to God Cl?\ll m'i'O "what ever came into being" ,3 and thus displays a deterministic theology.
According to both texts, 'man' (ID'Ol') and 'spirit offlesh' (""Ø::J mi)4 are given understanding of divine mysteries
and what ever came into being. The numerous parallels suggest some kind of dependence between these two
texts. Since we tentatively date 4Qlnstruction earlier than the main sectarian documents, we propose that the
author of 1QH8 V had the discourse of 4Q417 IX before him as a main source of inspiration. The deterministic
themes of 4Qlnstruction and lQHa V recur in other works of the ya})ad. God has preordained 'all that was and is
and will be' .5 He has determined each man's portion.6 Similarly to CD XIIl 8, 4Qlnstruction exhorts the
meditation on 'the things that ever carne into being', how God has ordained the periods of history.7

2 JQHa V 6-13 "Every[one who has been chosen by] the knowledge of all intelligence will understand [
and the mysteries of Your plan ... And in Your wonderful mysteries (l"?!:l 'n:::l) You have instructed me for
Your glory ... everlasting glory (c'iui im), delight and unending enjoyment", cf. 4Q417 IX 4, 15 'ri:J ;i[nl' o):l.ii
~)?El "and [yo]u, loo[k] at [His won]drous mysteries"; i•øJIO niii:ui 'M~ 'n t:i» i]b ~:J .l1it1 Mi "Then you will
have knowledge of e[terna]l glory [wi]th His wondrous mysteries and mighty deeds".
3 The same phrase recurs in CD XIII 8: the preceptor "shall make the Many knowledgeable in the deeds of
God, and make them understand His mighty marvels, and recount to them what ever came in to being". Cf.
4Q417 IX 4-7 "Look[ at." what was and what comes into being and to what will b]e ... [then you will see(?)
what was and what comes into being with what will b]e, in all [the periods of eternity(?)".
4 1QHaV3-4 ?'O ip" ~ J':::li"l?i ••• 1m'l:ll n"O::J C'M!J r:i.i?i "to make the simple understand Your mighty
power ... and make man understand the searching of all things"; V 19-20 (=XIII 13-14) )':i.i? i!D:::l mi ~1~ iloi
?ii~il il~~ ii]o:i ?·~1 ~ 'm:::i "Ho[wever, what] is the spirit of flesh to fathorn all these mattersand to
appreciate [your ]great [and wondrous secr]et?"; IX 18-19 irb:i rm? "Il.i Jnl 1'1' il.l1'l ••• ~? fbt'lrl (and compare
specifically IQH8 V 3 C'M!:l J':J.i? with 4Q417 IX 8-9 ri!'lEl1) nc:m ... .uin Mi]. Compare further lQW V 10-11 (=
XIII 3-4) n~"( ~ ?'l.ll1 ~ Cil'Ø.l10 ... n]?11'1 no:m .Di -ø.11z:ii :l'c 'ØJIO] il;:)'1' iln'?J ilM "You have revealed Your
hand, [the good deed with] the evil, wisdom and folly ... their deeds, truth[ and evil, wisdom ]and folly" with
4Q417 IX 8-9 liiE>1) i!C:l" ?'l.ll1 ~ .l1it1 Mi "Tuen you will know truth and evil, wisdom [and simplici]ty".
5 lQM XVII 4-5 C'O?UI "ill ?'O:i ... il'i!J1 il1'lii ?1;:, ?l'i!D' [?l'o ';:)"from the God of Israel comes all that was and
is ... with all that will be for ever"; 4Q369 (4QPrayer of Enosh) 3 2 il'fåi fm,, ?i;:, il.:jQO ';:) "for from You comes
all that was and i[s". Cf. 4Q418 123 ii 3 i'T'il' iloi iT'il ne? il:l il'ill"t ?t> "everything that comes into being in it,
with what happened and what will come to pass"; 4Q418 69 ii 7 ri1UJ it'irl ?'ei "all that ever came into being"
(for the latter phrase, cf. 1QH4 V 19, CD XIII 8 c7u1m'i'O;4Q418 238 3 c?i)b ''i'O:J J~'Om.
The tenn m.srm ?1' recurs in this context. The designation n\lliil ~ for God (cf. 1 Sam 2:3 il\'1' mlil ~)is
found twice in 4Qlnstruction (4Q417 IX 10; 4Q418 55 5), in the related lQ/4QMysteries (4Q299 35 l; 73 3),
and also in sectarian writings (lQS m 15; lQHa I 26; lQHa frg. 4 15). 4Q417 IX 10 connects the 'God of
knowledge' with the ' mystery to come': il!Dil' Mn il'i'O n:::ii rol' iio nurm ?1' 1'4;; "for the God of knowledge is
the foundation oftruth. By the mystery to come He designed its foundation" . For similar statements, cf. lQS Ill
15 i'T'i!J1 il'l1il ?'O m.lT1il C,W,l "From the God of knowledge is everything that was and what comes into being";
4Q402 (4QShirShabbc) 4 12-13 (MasShirShabb i 2-3) n"\lln ?'O i'il 1'rnctci 'l!"lliTC1 i.D "I.i) ?'Orm n.in 'iTI?l'o !'':>
cjc7w "for from the God of knowledge came into being everything rwhich ever existed. And from His
knowledge and Bis. plans came into being everything which was appointed eter]nally". A combination of the
phrases n\Uiil ?~and ro!' i'IO occurs lx>th in 4Q417 IX 10 and lQHa I 26-27 ilp~ 'ID.DO ?'O m.srm ?I' ilM il;:)?
~il i'I01 "With You, 0 God of knowledge, are every righteous deed and the foundation of truth".
64Q417 Il/ 19-21 "Upon ]His word everything will happen, so eat what He gives you, but do not take more
le[st you sh]orten(?) your life". The expression ?'O iT'iT' \i'!:l P,.u "upon] His word everything will happen" has
close parallels in the Hodayot lQH• X 1-2 "By] Your plan every[thing shall be, [and] by the plan ofYour heart
it shall be established; [And without You] notbing [will be made,] and without Your good pleasure it will not
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(g) In 4Q416 JII 17 parents are described with the phrase i0''1\i "~ ;m.; "they are the furnace (or: crucible)
that conceived you". The description of the eschatological birth-pangs in lQW IIJ uses the same phrase
(defectively written) l'M.i "'l:>J/ii::io 'the furnace of her pregnancy' on the womb giving birth, 1QH3 Ill 8, 10, 12.
(h) In section 3.1 we noted theNiedrigkeitsdoxologie of 4Q417 Ill 14-17, which resembles doxologies in the
'hymns of the Community' ,9 which often incoipOrate questions starting with il;:),,_, iTC or 'O, cf. e.g. lQH• I 2327; VII 27-33; XII 24-36; XV 22-25; XVIII 21-31.
(i) Two of the ' hymns of the Community' (lQH• VII 26-33 and XI 3-14) combine wisdom themes, a
description of the elect community, and salvation through purification wrought by God in His mercy. The first
two themes recur in 4Qinstruction. These two hymns use the designation ~ ')J 'sons of Your truth ' about
the elect (1QH8 VII 30; XI 11), and~ 'JJ 'sons of truth' is used in 4Qinstruction (4Q416 Vil 11) as well as the
Two-Spirit Treatise (lQS IV 5, 6).
G) In section 4.3.2 we analyzed the wisdom instruction in 4Q418 81, and found a numberofparallels with the

Hodayot and other sectarian writings with regard to the terms 'the men of <His> favour', 10 'planting', 11
'fountain',12 and inheriting the land' .13 We suggested that on these points sectarian terminology is influenced by
4Qlnstruction. Further, 4Q418 81 3-5 describes the portion of the elect with the words ø-r, il?rn (3x), p'in and
'iiu, terms which recur in the writings of the ya/;lad.14
The Community Rule
The closing hymn of the Community Rule employs a number of apocalyptic tenns (see especially 1QS XI 3-9,
"revelation in the form of enlightening and seeing; the mystery to come; the fount of righteousness, knowledge
hidden from humans; the dwelling place of glory; standing in the presence of the holy ones; the sons of
heaven" 15), which seem to be inherited from 4Qinstruction. Also other terms from 4Qinstruction recur in this

9 Kuhn

defines the ' hymns of the community' as a specific category in the Hodayot. These hodayot have
communal deliverance as a main theme, combining the notions of present and future salvation. They include the
sub-genres soteriological confession, Niedrigkeitsdoxologie and Elendsbetrachtung: Enderwartung, 16-33; cf.
Tanzer, The Sages, 37-42.
10
4Q41881101~ 'ØJ~; lQH•IV 32-33; XI 9 'U'l):nf,i;:)J~ 'JJ; lQS VIII 6 J~'1"1'n:i; 4Q298 (4QcrA Words of
the Maskil to All Sons ofDawn) I 3-4 -pn [J,,_'i cfo'i'W[ m'iø~ ~1!n 'ØJ]" "O m[en of]His fa[vour and] etemal
[peace without) end".
IIWe have suggested that the author of the discourses coined the precise term c'i'Ul nl)C)C (4Q418 81 13),
which became central for the self-definition of the yalJ,ad, lQS VIII 5-6; XI 8; 1QH2 VI 15; VIII 6 . .llOc/,'t.llOc is
used as an image of the community in 4Q423 1-2 7; lQH• VIII 5, 9, 20, 21; CD I 7.
12'1-pc nl'l!l: 4Q418 811, 12; lQHa Il 18; X 30; XVill 10, 12, 13. c'i'Ul "-po: 4Q418 811; lQHa VI 17-18;
VIII 8; X 31; lQSb I 3, 6.
134Q418 8114 ri~ "in'U ?'!:>;CD I 7-8 i!n~ M
"to inherit His land"; VIII 14-15 (=Deut 9:5) M n1U1?
~il C'U" "to possess these nations"; 4Q171 (4QpPs•) 1 iii 9-11 ~ 'ltlM' [i'llli] 'i[::intt 'i~ n'im c[ h C')1'J~i m.11
~]'"lØ' C'l'10 ,il "the congregation of the poor, who [shall possess] the whole [wor]ld as an inheritance, [and they]
shall possess the high mountain of Isra[el".
14For 'iiu, cf. lQS Il 2""
'Ø~ "the men of God's lot"; XI 7-8 C'IUlip 'ii~ c'im'1 "He gave them
inheritance in the lot of the holy ones"; lQW XI 11-12 i1;:)'1Ulip Cl1 'ii!Xl1 "have portion with Your holy ones".
For iT'irn and p'in, cf. 1QM XII 12 il;:)'ri1]'i;:)'iTJ rrri '):::1~1 :im1 ')O;:) il;:)'M'f' 'irr.i ilJF>C )'le.i il;:)1:1 il;:)n'irn1 ,'IJ:) il;:)!n~ ~?o
"Fill Your land with glory and Your inheritance with blessing: herds of flocks in your fields, gold, silver and
precious stones in Your palaces!''. For Ø"l', cf. note 12 on 'inheriting the land', and further 4Q525 (4QBeat) 14 ii
13-14 il:J:) 'inm ". r:n'iø :i1"J[1] i1;:)'0' :im ~'°' 1tD1'1'1 ["]and your inheritance, He will fill your days with
goodness and abundant peace ." you will inherit glory".
15Noted by Nickelsburg, "Wisdom and Apocalypticism", 724.
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passage in lQS XI: 'inheriting an everlasting possession', 'eternal planting'. This hymn could have been
inspired by 4Qlnstruction.
The Darnascus Document
The Book of Hagi, known from CD X 6 (4Q266 8 iii 5; 4Q270 6 iv 17); XIII 2 (4Q267 9 v 12) and lQSa I 68, has a crucial role in the discourse on God's revelation in 4Q417 IX. The common knowledge of the Book of
Hagi strongly suggestsa sectarian or presectarian provenance for 4Qlnstruction (see section 4.1.7). A number of
themes and phrases link this passage in 4Q417 IX also with lQS X and lQHa I 23-25,16 which point toa
common milieu of origin or some kind of dependence between these texts.
Both the Damascus Document and 4Qlnstruction can describe characteristics of God in a personified way,
almost as angelic beings ministering befare God: 4Q418 69 12

U/1i1Zlli iO":J'I filli1

"Knowledge[ and

Understanding )will minister to Rim"; CD Il 4 (= 4Q266 2 ii 3-4) immlZl" Cii nirn ilOi.11 'l'JEl?

:J•:~m

iT"IZl'ln'I no:;,n

''Wisdom and Understanding He ha<; set before Him. Prudence and Knowledge serve Him".
In its section on vows and oaths, the Damascus Document seems to refer to a non-biblical text (in the
following we italicize the term ii.ln:JØ, not used in the source text, Num 30:4-16,17 but recurring in three Qumran
texts):l 8
1''71? ~, 1''ii C'piiC, C'l

mrl ~' i~ n.vi:J~ ID~ i''J" ~ 1inm~ ~ 1''JITT riøw? ib1' ~ ~n n.voø ?[.li
Con]cerning the oath of a woman: As to that which He saird 'It is for] the husband to annul her oath'. the
husband should not annul an oath about which he does not know whether it ought to be carried out or
annuUed.
[CD XVI 10-11(=4Q2714 ii 10-12))

According to Rabin, this quote of CD deri ved from a sectarian source, possibly the Book of Ragu. I9 We
would tentatively suggest that the Damascus Document refers to 4Q416 VI 7-10:

"'°

~o ?.ll iElti ["Ji3 "i"O? 1"i10H 171Jl:J~ ?;,i ii.::>Mi? ii:>n'li :JIZlii [ii)::m1iiJ ")'tl'lii? 1'?'1 ii.::>mi::l 1?iltT1? 1?•1Z10.i nmi::l
ii.::>wo? ii?
n.::>•ntxo [l't!l:JO J;(JJ n)1'•Jii l"DJ~'I il.::>'Ei

Over [her Sl)iritl He gave you authority, that she should walk according to your will and not make many
vows or votive offeri[ngs.] Your spirit revoke <them> according to your will. Every binding oath of hers to
vow a vo[w,) cancel it bya word of your mouth, and by your will forbid [her. O)n[ an uttering] of your lips
He pardans her for your sake.
In that case, the Damascus Document considered (at least this passage of) 4Qlnstruction as authoritative.
4Qlnstruction could have been a source also for a similar ruling in 11 Q'P LIV 1-4 (cf. especially the phrase ?i.::>
itl1' 11.11i::iø

which occurs in l lQ'P LIV 2 and 4Q416 VI 8, but not in Numbers 30):

164Q417 IX

16-17 refers to the book of Hagi as the 'decree that was engraved', pYli'I milt The phrase pYl

m"n appears three times in 1QS X: lines 6 and 8 use it about praising God at the preordained changes of times,
and according to line 11, the sins of the hymnist stand befare him as an inscribed law: min pin:> 'J'Jl i)j, 'l1tæ1.
lQH2 I 23-25 uses many of the same phrases as 4Q417 IX 16-17, although in a different context: p'lpn '1:>.i
;co ·~ C,i.::>'? J'li.::>t mn:J ii.::>'JEl' "all things are graven before You with a stylus of remembrance for everlasting
ages": the deeds of men with their sins and guilt, as well as the appointed times of the years in history are
recorded in God's presence with the engraving tool ofremembrance. On the close relation between 4Q417 IX
and 1QH2 V, see above.
17 However, Num 30:3 refers to il.ln::llZl with regard to an oath of the husband.
18
Schiffman notes that while the biblical text (Num 30:7-9) deals with iiJ and "'10~, CD refers to mn:i"
'oath' : "Our text must have taken this biblical passage as referring to oaths, rather than to vows": "The Law of
Vows and Oaths (Num. 30:13-16) in the Zadokite Fragments and the Temple Scroll", RevQ XV (1991) 199-214,
p. 204. 4Q416 VI 8 indeed refers to ,i.rn:JØ, as does CD and 11QT8 LIV 2.
I'JThe Zadoldte Documents, 76-7.
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[m]'P• ~ [IZlElJ mlll? iO~ nsn:w ~ 1' [i-n 7o i!OiElii iW')" iO'W [M ~n 'WO}itb [c~; [~ ;w~ l'lO"'IEl' "'IElti ca.i

;f?J·n~ ,_,~, 1.ucY.U C'l':i 'll'i~·J iilir"i

And if her husband annuls them after ]the da[y he heard of it, heshall bear] her guilt: [her ]h[usband has
annulled them. Every vow] or every bi[nding] oath [to do penance,] her husband may sanctio[n it] or her
husband [may r]evoke it the day he hears it; and Ishall pardon [h]er.20
4QD1' perhaps cites the advice of 4Qinstruction on a careful examination of a prospective daughter-in-law:
mia..i]

~

M i•?ll a.;:i; l'lO? i? ioo• il'c'IO i,,;,

~

O[ra6 (4Q271 1 i 8); i? '1t)0 n;i:nc ?i-' n~ (4Q4 l 5 11 5, see

section 4.5 on this passage).
Other sectarian texts and conceiits
The exhortation in the beginning of the first eschatological discourse, ~ n?m:i ilT1CØ

r:ic iTMi "Man of

understanding, rejoice in the inheritance of truth" (4Q416 VI 20) has a close parallel in thepesher on Ps 37:34,
4Ql 71 (4QpPs•) 1 iv 11-12 ~ nL:rn:i 1nc!D' ii'li.l c.sn il.Ol!il !!>!lØo::l 1'i' i~ [C'},~ nill " the community of the
poor] who will see the judgement of evil, and rejoice with His chosen ones in the true inheritance". The first
part of this pesher is paralleled by 4Q416 Vll 11-12 ~ [?illic]? ~,,~'Il?;,, "all the sons of truth will be
pleased by[ the appointed time(?)] of its period". 4Q171 l iii 9-11 promises the community that it will inherit
the land (see above, note 12), an important theme in 4Q418 8113-14. Either4Q171 actively used 4Qinstruction
as one of its sources, or terms from 4Qinstruction belonged to the conceptual universe of this sectarian Bibie
interpreter.
According to the discourse in 4Q418 81 , the individual has power to protect the men of God's favour against
(God's) wrath "and punish[ the men of Belial(?)" ??n:i ~

.,,i; "Tf'Ebi iin •qn~ ~ :i•øn? il;,i•::n (line 10). The

same thought is found in 4QShir, where the songs of the sage have apotropaic power: heshall make k:nown
God's splendour, "in order to frigbten and ter[rify] all the spirits of the angels of destruction and bastard spirits,
demons "." (4Q510 14-5).
4Qlnstruction reflects an ethical dualism: the just are distinguished from the unrighteous, both in the present
and the bereafter. Only the addressees are enlightened and have received knowledge of God' s mysteries. The
elect are exhorted to separate from the ungodly and the abominations wbich eling to them:

1't1nn l'lO::i .l1'T1 'lnip!:l C.l/ i'rzl.UC .l1Ø1 [?n-'.owii )im[ro WY.U f~~ en ir.o ::iiqmn ?~ ~ ø-a.1 Do not consider an
ungodly mana helper, and there will be nobody who hates[". ]the iniquity of bis deeds together with its
(4Q417 Ill 7-8)
visitation. And knowhow to relate to him[
~5 m:llin ""c itJrn iw ~ ?'De ?i:i.i i'!Mi '1tD:l mi ?i:le n;,?'T.lii He separated you from all the spirit of
flesh. <Hence> you sball separate from everyone He bates and keep apart from all abominations of the
spirit
(4Q418 81 1-2 )
m

This theme is well-known in sectarian literature.21 The theological separation from outsiders which is
reflected in 4Qinstruction could represent the first stage in the process of separation and self-definition which
lead to the forrnation of the ya}Jad.

2°Text

and reconstruction according to E. Qimron, The Temple Scroll. A Critical Edition with Extensive

Reconstructions, Beer Sheva and Jerusalem 1996, 78.
21 See lQS I 3-4; V 1, 10, 18; IQH8 XIV 10-11; CD VI 14-15. The use of the verbs ~and itJ in 4Q418 81 2
has close parallels in lQS I 4, 10; IX 16; CD VI 15; VII 1; VIII 8; lQW IV 19. So is also Lhe case for Ø!li m:llln,
cf. lQHa XI 10-11; lQS IV 21; CD VII 1, 3.
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The 'mysteries of God' is an important concept both in 4Qlnstruction and sectarian writings. 'Mysteries',
'wondrous mysteries'

(~?.l

·ri) and raz nihyeh ' the mystery to come' (lQS XI 3-4) are concepts the sectarians

inherited from lQ/4QMysteries and 4Qlnstruction (see further below, section 5.1.3). The addressee of
4Qinstruction shall meditate on God's wondrous mysteries; ~]?D •ro iil~

~J:Jf11(4Q417IX4),

cf. IQHa X 3-5

"what then is man ... that You should give hirn to understand such marvels and make known to him the counsel
of [Your truth]?". ~?.l •ri, with or without a suffix referring to God, is frequent both in 4Qinstruction and
sectarian writings.22
The eschatological discourses in 4Q416 VII and 4Q418 69 displaya number of terminological parallels with
sectarian writings. The fust discourse eenters on the universal judgement in heaven and on earth. 23 The second
discourse describes the portions of the righteous and ungodly similarly to work of the yal)ad,24 and ends with
the reaction of the foundations of heaven to the judgement; c...,~ ilO[• Ø'1)' ]'.11•pi:l ?,lli' "the foun]dation of
beginnings [will tremble(?)] in the [holy )firmaments". The same thought is found in lQH' Ill 29-36.25 Both
discourses presuppose a fellowship of the elect ones below and the angels above, as does the wisdom instruction
in 4Q418 81.:u;

Sectarian elements not found in 40Instruction
How valid are argumenta e silentio fora discussion of the provenance of 4Qlnstruction? In section 2.1.1.3 we
calculated the approximate length of 4Qlnstruction to be between 26,000 and 31,000 Is. When one takes the
material from all seven copies together, it would be a fair estimate that the text of 80-90% of the original lines in
a given copy of the work are represented among the extant fragments. Important passages which could shed
22 1QS IV 6; IX 18; XI 5; lQHa I 21; Il 13; VII 27; XI 10; Xill 2; 4Q417 IX 4, 15; 4Q418 219 2.
23See section 4.2.1 on the following 'sectarian' terms in this discourse: 'sons of truth', 'sans of evil', 'the
kingdom of iniquity', 'defile oneself by iniquity', 'the God of Truth', and the division of history into successive
periods (C"~p).
24For the use of the terms C?Ul nrw and ?i~ to describe the fate of the ungodly (4Q418 69 ii 6), cf. lQHa Ill
19 c?'l.ll Oli? 'Jn'?.llil l~ ?'!M701 nrwo 'IDEll iln'"TEl '.:::>"for You have redeemed my soul from the pit, and from the
hell of Abaddon You have raised me to everlasting heights". The phrase c?i.ll nrw recurs in the section on the
judgement on the ungodly in lQS IV 12 and 4Q286 (4QBer8) 7 ii 5 C"o?i.11 mllJ? ilQl"l.,.,,D, 11Z71rt ~ii)l i!Oil ~·.:::>.The
word ii.J'lWn is used about man's retum to dust in his death both in 4Q418 69 ii 6 and lQHa XI 20; XII 26. Both
4Q418 69 ii 7 and Two-Spirit Treatise (lQS IV 13) use the word C'.:>ørn:I for the dark places of Sheol. Both texts
foresee tribulations for the ungodly and then annihilation at the day of judgement (4Q418 69 ii 6-9; lQS IV 1214). The description of the coming bliss of the righteous, ~ 11i1 :iri1 -n:j[.:> tinxi
'O)?.'in' c?'UI i'llO ~,i,.,
(4Q418 69 ii 14) has a close parallel in IQS IV 7-8 i'Tti mo Cl.Il im "'"' reo "TC C"O?'l.ll nnoø1 i.Il n'Oi:J ?'O Cl.Il
c•o?'Ul i1to "with every everlasting blessing and etemal joy in life without end, a crown of glory and a garment
of majesty in unending light", cf. lQHa XII 15 c?1]1l i~? il-'1m 11i1 "Your glorious majesty for [etem)nal
light". The triad i'Tti - im - c?'l.ll i~ occurs in all three texts.
25Cf. especially 1QHa Ill 30-31 i1Di~ C"ii, "TJO' ~· JJ'f'i:l1 ?.:>~n iOl1 'ID'llO "it shall consume the
foundations of the earth and the expanse of the dry land, the bases of the mountains shall blaze"; ID 35 'lll'lOll'
c?ill 'ID~ i1.lli'1 "the world's foundations shall stagger and sway".
264Q418 811, 4, 12 "For He] opened your lips as a fountain to bless the holy ones", "As He set you to
sanctify the holy ones"; "He opened[ a foun]tain <for> all the ho[lyl anes, all who by His name are called holy
o[nes"; 4Q416 VII 11-14 "all the sons of truth will be pleased by[ the appointed time(?)] of its period ". and the
sons of heave[n will rojoice on the day) of its [judgement"; 4Q416 69 ii 9, 12-14 "and all the h[osts of God )wilJ
thunder, [and al]l who love[ righteousness will rejoice]"; "And even the s[ons of heaven, whose inheritance is
etemal life, will they <not> say "We have toiled in the deeds of truth, and have ti[red] during all the ages"? will they not wal[k] in etemal light? [ ] also you [will inherit g]lory and abundant honour". On the same
subject in sectarian writings, see IQS XI 7-8; lQH° Ill 20-23; XI 11-14; frg. 1 6-7; IQM VII 6; XII 8-9.
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light on the thinking of 4Qlnstruction might still be missing. But with such a large part of the work preserved, it
seems reasonable to draw conclusions also based on topics not mentioned in the extant material of
4Qlnstruction.
In 4Qlnstruction there is no reference to eschatological figures, the anointed of Israel and Aaron or the
eschatological prophet. Neither are the Righteous Teacher, the Evil Priest or the Interpreter of the Law
mentioned. The fact that the Teacher is not mentioned in 4Qlnstruction does not exclude the option that the
book could have been composed while he was active in the community (also 1QS/4QS is silent on these figures
from the formative days of the Essene movement). Most of the explicit references to the Teacher in sectarian
literature were written after his death.
In contrast to 1Enoch 91:13; Jub. 1:17, 29; 11QT3 XXIX 8-10; and4QMidrEschata III 2-5, but similar to lQS
there is no mention of a rebuilt temple of the last days. The 'planting' terminology and temple symbolism
reflect some kind of a community. However, it is not hierarchically structured as was the yal;ad, and the
remnant community is not connected to ' the renewed covenant', as in CD.
Some 'sectarian' phrases are used in a non-sectarian way in 4Qinstruction: i'Olll'

1''Øl

'leader of your people'

(4Q423 5 2) does not carry any messianic connotations as does 1''ØJ in later sectarian writings. In 4Q423 5 4 C'iJ
'proselytes' are included with the native bom of the people. A similar view of proselytes is found in the
Damascus Document and the Temple Scroll, but not in 4QMidrEschat. The addressee is designated .,..;,øo
(4Q418 21 2; 8117; 238 1) and ?•;,øo 1:i ('understanding son', 4Q417 IX 27). In contrast, sectarian writings
often use ?·~c in the more precise meaning 'instructor' (lQS Ill 13; lQSb Ill 22; V 28; possibly CD XIII 22).
We will draw some prelirninary conclusions. The Jack of references to the Righteous Teacher and the structure
of the ya}Jad could point to a presectarian provenance for 4Qinstruction. This assumption would parallel
4QMMT, which lades apocalyptic ideas, metaphysical dualistic thought and organizational language frequently
found in sectarian texts. 27 In contrast to the priestly coloured MMT, 4Qinstruction is not concemed with
calendar or purity halakhah and displays few signs of a priestly theology. Neither do we encounter a polemical
situation or anti-pharisaic front, as in MMT. But 4Qlnstruction does demonstrate such 'sectarian' apocalyptic
and dualistic ideas that are missing in MMT. According to the majority view, MMT has its origins in a protoEssene priestly group in 159-152 BCE, befare the Righteous Teacher entered the stage. If both MMT and
4Qlnstruction were composed by precursors to the ya}Jad, they must reflect radically different presectarian
eireles.
The differences between 4Qlnstruction and the main writings of the ya}Jad could be explained through origin
in different contemporary streams within the sect Alternatively one could ask if the didactic and sapiential

nature of 4Qlnstruction would involve a different vocabulary, even if the author belonged to the yal;ad or an
Essene branch contemporary with it However, both the Community Rule and the Damascus Document are
didactic of nature, and wisdom elements are prominent in the Hodayot. It thus seems preferable to propose a
non-sectarian origin for 4Qinstruction.

27Thus E. Qimron, DJD X, 120-1. The lack of apocalyptic ideas in 4QMMT could to same extent be related
to its literary genre. One would hardly expect a halakhic treatise to be concerned with apocalyptic scenarios.
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At the same time, there are numerous tenninological similarities between the discourses of 4Qinstruction and
several sectarian writings (in particular the Hodayot). The parallels point not only to literary dependence, but
also to closeness in milieu anda common heritage forthese writings. In principle the direction of dependence
could have beenfrom the writings of the ya}Jad to 4Qinstruction just as well as the opposite direction. We
suggested, however, that the thematic parallels and word-to-word overlapping between 4Q418 55 and lQHa X
27-28 are most easily explained ifthe didactic text (4Q418 55) is the earlier one that was reused for hymnic
purposes in 1QW X. The Qumran caves contained a number of copies of 4Qinstruction. Thus, the men of the
yal)ad knew this book, and toa large extent they shared its theology, even though 4Qintruction does not in
any way refer to the structure of this community. A presectarian origin of 4Qinstruction would explain this
relation more easily than a postulated origin in Essene streams contemporary with the yal)ad. We tentatively
date 4Qlnstruction earlier than the main writings of the yal)ad (see further section 5.2.1), and suggest that
sectarian authors used 4Qlnstruction as an important source and were influenced by it.

5.1.2. Relation to the Books of Enoch
Wilh the exception of the Similitudes, the various books ofEnoch developed in the period 250-150 BCE.28
The main part of the Book of Watchers possibly dates back to the third century BCE.29 Chs. 1-5 was composed
in the first half of the second century BCE as an introduclion to chs. 6-36.30 Mili.k supposes that by the
beginning of the first century BCE five separate Enochic books were united into a pentateuch.31 A large number
of copies of these books have been found in Qumran. Consequently, there must have been a considerable
interest in the Enoch traditions within the community, at least in the earlier stages of its existence. From the date
and condition of the Qumran manuscripts of Enoch, Mili.k concludes, possibly without much support, that the
community gradually lost interest in these traditions.
The Books of Enoch hardly show any parallels with the wisdom admonitions of 4Qlnstruction, but a
comparison with the discourses demonstrates many similarities. Most parallels are found with the Epistle of
Enoch, and thereafter with 1Enoch1-5, 10, 22 and 25-32. The discourses share with 1 Enoch the themes of the
final judgement of the wicked and the glorious hope of the righteous. In both books divine wisdom is given the
elect of the remnant community only through revelation. Reception of this revelation is constitutive for
salvation and life eternal.
28J.T.

Milik, The Books of Enoch, Oxford 1976; J. VanderKam, Enoch and the Growth of an Apocalyptical
Tradition, Washington 1984. See also the works of Nickelsburg referred to below.
29Milik dates the script of 4QEna (that contained both chs. 1-5 and 6-36) to the first half of the second
century BCE, and proposes that this ms was copied from a third century original: The Books of Enoch, 140-41.
Following D. Suter ["Fallen Angels, Fallen Priests. The Problem of Family Purity in 1 Enoch 6-16", HUCA 50
(1979) 115-34), K. Pomykala sees the conflict over hellenistic influence within the Jerusalem priesthood in the
late third to early second centuries BCE as the social setting of the Book of Watchers: "The Social Setting of the
Book of the Watchers", paper read at SBL Annua! Meeting, 19.11.95. Similar conflicts are not reflected in
4Qinstruction.
3
°Nickelsburg dates chs. 1-5 to the mid-second century: ''The Qumranic Transformation of a Cosmological
and Eschatological Tradition", 650. Hartman follows Mili.k's lead and suggestsa date earlier in the second
century: Askingfor a Meaning, 138-45; idem, "An early example ofJewish exegesis: 1 Enoch 10: 16-11:2".
3 1The Books of Enoch, 4-7.
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Tenninological similarities indicate some kind of dependence between !hese writings. Bolh works foresee that
the elect shall 'inherit the land' (1Enoch 5:7; 4Q418 81 14), and use 'planting ' terminology on the elect
community.32 We have suggested !hat 4Qinstruction inherited this terminology from the Enochic tradition and
in its turn influenced the ya}Jad on this point (see section 4.3.2).
Striking parallels with 1 Enoch can be observed in the eschatological discourses in 4Q416 Vl/33 and 4Q418
69. 34 In section 4.2.3.5 we therefore proposed that Enochic traditions are the primary sources of inspiration for
the eschatological discourses in 1Q/4QMysteries and 4Qinstruction. 4Q416 VII 8-15 describes how God
established the heavenly hosts and the luminaries, and continues with the end-time judgement in heaven and on

earth. These lines recall 1Enoch 1-2, 72-82 (the Book of the Luminaries) and 100:10-102:3, which compare the
order of the heavenly realms with the sin and disorder which characterizes the world of men, call the luminaries
to testify against the ungodly, and portray heaven and earth trembling when God appears at the judgement.
We have suggested in section 4.2.2 that the addresses to the ungodly and the righteous in the second
eschatological discourse, 4Q418 69 ii 4-10, are inspired by 1Enoch91and103:1-104:6. The 2nd person plural
fonn, which is exceptional within the framework of 4Qlnstruction, is probably inherited from 1 Enoch 103-104.

32J

Enoch 10:16; 84:6; 93:5, 10; 4Q418 81 13; 4Q423 1-2 7; cf. CD I 7-8; VIII 14-15; lQS VIII 5-6; XI 8;
lQHa VI 15; VIII 6, 10, 20; 4QpPsa Il 2-11. In section 4.3.2 we suggested that the 'planting' terminology is
related to an eschatological reinterpretation of the tradition of the Garden of Eden.
33For the first discourse, note the following: the statement "He made known to Noah [what(?)] is to come"
(4Q418 2011/4Q416 VII 3) rephrases 1Enoch10:1-2 "Go to Noah and tell him in my name, 'Hide yourself',
and reveal to him the end which is coming, for the earth and everything will be destroyed". J Enoch 10; 60: 1-6,
25; 89:1; and 106-107 represent the same tradition as 4Qinstruction VII: to Noah are revealed the secrets about
the end-time.
The phrase nr~n rp "the period of truth" (4Q416 VII 14) is paralleled byø'!Øp ". ll':W in the Apocalypse of
Weeks, 1 Enoch 91: 12 (4QEns ar 1 iv 15). The eschatological understanding of history and its periods (see
especially 4Q417Ill10-12; 4Q416 VII; 4Q417 IX 12-14; 4Q418 69; 4Q418 123 ii 2-5) which are among the
mysteries of God revealed to the elect, is similar to the portrayal of history in the Apocalypse of Weeks.
The phrase n~c c:n'(: " the day of her judgement" (4Q416Vil13-14) is paralleled by 1 Enoch 104:4 " the day
of the greatjudgement"; 10:6 "the great day of judgement" (of Azazel). As the suffix of n~c refers to il.lltzn or
illltzn n:if,>å:l, the parallel with the judgement on Azazel, the head of the forces of evil, in 1 Enoch 10 is striking.
0?1:> ~ (line 7) echoes 1 Enoch 1:7 "there will be judgement on all". The statement that "all evil shall be
consumed" (om i!?'l.11 ?:>1,4Q416 VII 14) has parallels in I Enoch 1:9; 10:13-22 [especially 10:16, 22; il?ui ni:l~1
IW"1~ 'El~] jo (4QEnc 1 v 3) "destroy injustice from the face of the earth ".and the earth shall be cleansed from
all pollution and from all sin"]; 91:8-9; 107: 1 ~ll'1~ JC ~?:::>' ~oom l:')'lO' ;wuii nnø•ioi "and evil and wickedness
should come to an end, and violence should cease from off the earth" (4QEnc 5 ii 28).
34The sentence "the seekers of truth will wake up to the judgements[ of God(?)" (4Q418 69 ii 7) probably
rephrases 1Enoch91:10 "and the righteous shall arise from their sleep, and wisdom shall arise and be given
unto them" and 92:3 "and the righteous one shall arise from his sleep". For "All the foolish of heart will be
destroyed, the sons of iniquity will not be found any more, all those who support evil will be asham[ed] at your
judgement" (4Q418 69 ii 8), cf. 1 Enoch l : 1 "the day of tribulation at the removal of all the ungodly ones";
91:8-9 "injustice shall be cut off from its fountain and from its roots, and oppression together with deceit, they
shall be destroyed from undemeath heaven. All that which is common with the heathen shall be surrendered, the
towers shall be inflamed with fire, and be removed from the whole earth. They shall be thrown into the
judgement of fire, and perish in wrath and in the force of the etemal judgement". Also 1 Enoch contains the
teaching that the unrighteous will perish, 1:1 "the day oftribulation at the removal of all the ungodly ones",
97:1 " the sinners are due fora shame, they shall perish on the day of oppression".
4Q418 69 contains a denouncement speech addressed to the ungodly, a frequent means in the Epistle and 1
Enoch I-5. The sayings "How can you say: 'We have toiled for understanding "." (4Q418 69 ii 11) and "will
they <not> say 'We have toiled in the deeds of truth, and have ti[red] during all the ages"' (4Q418 69 ii 13-14),
which are put in the mouth ofrespectively the elect and the angels, are probably inspired by 1 Enoch 103:9, 11
"Those who were righteous and kind during their lifetime, will they not say: 'In the days of our toil, we have
surely suffered hardships and have experienced every trouble ". we toiled and laboured ."".
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For both texts Sheol is the place of punishment for the sinners.35 The sentence 'CJ?;in' c'?w ,1io (4Q418 69 ii 14)
seems to be quoted from 1 Enoch 92:4 "they shall walk in eternal light".
The reference to the heavenly tablets in a passage which deals with the revelation of God's mysteries (4Q417
IX 4-19, see section 4.1.7.1) has parallels in 1 Enoch 81:1-2; 93:2-3; 103:2-3; 106: 19-107:1. The sentence ~['P
1~ C'ø11p tT'~rc

(4Q417 IX 18-19) should probably be interpreted "for He formed him after the li.keness of the

holy ones (i.e. the angels)", cf. 1 Enoch 69: 11 "for men were created exactly like the angels". The knowledge
provided by the heavenly book in this passage is angelic. Spiritual man's li.keness to the angels enables him to
perceive these heavenly secrets. Also 1 Enoch 93:2 connects the understanding of the heavenly tablets with the
angels: "I, Enoch, have been shown [everything in a heavenly vision, and from) the word of the watchers and
holy ones I have known everything; [and in the heavenly tablets I) have read everything [and understoo)d"
(4QEns 1 iii 20-22).1 Enoch 104:4, 7 expresses that the end-time saints shall be like the angels; "you shall have
greatjoy as the angels of heaven", "you shall become companions of the hosts of heaven". In the realized
eschatology of 4Qlnstruction, the elect can already now be designated ' holy anes' (4Q418 8112), and the
Epistle twice uses the designation 'holy ones' for the elect (97:5; 100:5).

We proposed in section 4.1.6 that 4Qinstruction identifies raz nihyeh, 'the mystery to come', with the
'sevenfold instruction' which, according to the Apocalypse ofWeeks, will be given the elect at the completion of
the seventh week of history: "there shall be chosen the e[lect) anes as witnesses of righteousness from the
eter[n)al p[lant) of righteousness, [to whom) shall be give[n) sevenf[ol)d wisdom and knowledge" (1 Enoch
93:10, 4QEnoch&). The illuminating Book of Hagi (4Q417 IX 16-19) and the revelation of God's mysteries in
4Qlnstruction remind us of the books which shall be given to the elect according to 1 Enoch 104: 12 "Again
know another mystery: to the righteous and wise shall be given books of joy, fortruthand great wisdom. So to
them shall be given books; and they shall believe them and be glad in them; and all the righteous ones who learn
from them the ways of truth shall rejoice".36 In section 4.1.7 we argued that the Hagi was an apocalyptic,
visionary book which revealed salvation history from creation to the last days. We further suggested that Hagi
could be identical with same of the Enochic books, possibly the Apocalypse of Weeks and/or the Animal
Apocalypse.

From all these assumptions it seems to follow that the discourses of 4Qinstruction depend upon the Epistle of
Enoch. Furthermore, they show knowledge of a number of other Enochic texts or traditions,37 especially such
that are found in the Book ofWatchers. However, some of the main themes in the Book ofWatchers are nonexistent in 4Qinstruction: the fall of the angels38 and the deeds of the watchers, the interest in cosmology, the
35J Enoch 103:7 "Know that your souls will be made to descend into Sheol, and they shall be wretched in
their great tribulation"; 4Q418 69 ii 6 "[For Sheo)l you were formed, and your return will be etemal damnation"
(for 1 Enoch 99:11; 100:9, Gehenna is the place for the ungodly after dealh). Forc':i\ll mø 'etemal damnation'
(4Q418 69 ii 6), cf. 1 Enoch 5:5, 6, 'etemal execration'.
36With Charles (The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament, vol. 2, 277) we prefer to
translate "books", not "the Scriptures" (as does E. Isaac in Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha,
vol. I, 85-6).
37Harrington disagrees: "The parallels with 1 Enoch do not impress me so much. They seem too general to
allow the kinship thal at one point sees Sapiential Work Aas the bridge between 1 Enoch and the clearly defined
sectarian community": response to our paper "Wisdom, Revelation, and Eschatology in an Early Essene
Writing", at SBL Annua! Meeting 20.11.95.
38 However, 4Q416 VII 11-14 does describe the final judgement on heavenly evil forces.
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spatial dualism between heaven and earth, and the ontological dua1ism between humans and the world of the
spirits. Angels are mentioned, but the developed angelology of 1 Enoch and many Qurnran writings is not
reflected. These observations point to a highly selective use of Enochic material by this author. Either he related
freely to the material in the Books of Enoch and used only what seemed useful to him - in that case he could not
see in the Books of Enoch the absolute (biblical) authority which this collection ascribes to itself.39 Or, he only
knew parts of the Books ofEnoch in literary form.
We tend toward the latter option: the author of the discourses in 4Qlnstruction used some early form of the
Epistle of Enoch as a literary source. Other Enochic material was available to him either as oral tradition or in a
less developed form than the later collection of Enochic books. Since all the books of Enoch apart from the
Similitudes are represented in the Qumran caves (and some of the Enoch scrolls found there were older than the
commune itself), the establishment of the Essene commune at Qumran in the late second century BCE
represents a terminus ante quem for the composition of 4Qlnstruction: if 4Qlnstruction were composed after the
establishment of the Qurnran commune, one would expect its author to demonstrate k:nowledge of other Enochic
books preserved in Qumran, not only the Epistle. In light of the thematical links between the discourses of
4Qlnstruction and the Book ofWatchers it is noteworthy that no literal dependence exists between these two
writings.
Is it feasible that the Epistle circulated separately from the rest of the books ofEnoch, as our suggestion would
presuppose? The Epistle in its present Ethiopic fonn does not introduce itself as a separate unit: a literary work
does not start "And now my son Methuselah ...". According to Milik, 4QEng contained only the Epistle, chs. 91105. 40 This Aramaic version testilles to a longer opening of the Epistle: according to Milik' s calculations, the
five preserved columns of 4QEng had 25-28 lines per column. The equivalent to 91: 10 only appears in co!. Il
line 13. Accordingly, the Ararnaic equivalent of 91:1-10 would have been c.three times the length of the
Ethiopic text. Therefore the beginning of the Epistle in the Ethiopic version cannot preclude that the Epistle in
another version could have circulated separately.
Further, Chester Beatty Biblical Papyrus XII, dated by Kenyan to the fourth century CE, contains two thirds
of the Epistle (material parallel to 91:3-4; and then 97:6-104: 12; 106-107, and in addition Melito's Homily on
Pascha, and some fragments with remnants of an Ezekiel apochryphon).41 The codex would not have provided
enough space for the Animal Apocalypse (1Enoch85-90) befare theEpistle. It therefore testifies to the
circulation of the Epistle as a separate composition in Christian eireles in Egypt. The use of Enochic material by
Luke points in the same direction for the first century CE. Aalen and Nickelsburg have suggested some kind of
relation between Luke (or the tradition Luke had received) and the Epistle: 42 both literary parallels and the

39See

G.W.E. Nickelsburg, "Scripture in 1 Enoch and 1 Enoch as Scripture", Texts and Contexts. Bib/ica/
Texts in Their Textual and Situational Contexts, 333-54.
40The Books of Enoch, 245-72.
41 F.C. Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri: Descriptions and Texts of Twelve Manuscripts on
Papyrus of the Greek Bib/e: Fasciculus Vlll, Enoch and Melito, London 1941; G.W.E. Nickelsburg, "Two
Enochic Manuscripts: Unstudied Evidence for Egyptian Christianity", Of Scribes and Scrolls, 25 1-60.
4 2S. Aalen, "StLuke's Gospel and the LastChapters of 1 Enoch", NTS 13 (1966) 1-13; G.W.E. Nickelsburg,
"Riches, the Rich, and God's Judgment in 1 Enoch 92-105 and the Gospel according to Luke", NTS 25 (1979)
324-44.
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treatment of riches and poverty in these writings indicate that the Lucan tradition knew only the Epistle among
the Enochic material.
At same stage of its redaction, 1 Enoch was probably shaped as a testament which included the Epistle.
Nickelsburg now suggests that there could have been an Enoch testament that had ch. 91 and the end of 104
added to the Book of Watchers, and that the body of the Epistle was added later.43 This proposal could explain
the apparently eclectic use of Enochic material by aur author: he uses an early literruy form of the Epistle
(which circulated separately befare it was added to the growing Enoch corpus). In addition, he draws upon other
parts of the Enochic traditions, possibly available to him only in oral form.
If 4Qlnstruction can be dated to the middle of the second century BCE, this would point to a date of

composition for the Epistle in the first half of the second century BCE rather than in the second half.44 It would
also follow from the argument above that the books which later were included in the Enochic Pentateuch or
Hexateuch circulated separately befare they were edited and added to the core growing from the Book of
Watchers.

5.1.3. Relation to other early Jewish writings
This section investigates themes common to 4Qinstruction and other Jewish writings from the second century
BCE (apart from 1 Enoch and the main sectarian writings). We concentrate upon 1Q/4QMysteries, and also
discuss the provenance of that book.
Some thematical links can be observed with the Book of Sirach (see section 4.4): both writings reflect a
common tradition in the interpretation of the fifth commandment. The deuteronomic phrase il::>'pn

rø~

is used by

both (Sir 9:1; 4Q416 VI 5, 13). Further, both books have an interest in family mattersand surety. They can use
similar terminology on the risk involved in surety: Sir 29: 15 e&itcev

yap

niv tnJXT)V aVTOU VTTEP

crov"for

he offers his very life for you"; 4Q416 IV 5 'O il::>"n ';l;, iltJr"u "you have givlen away all your life for him".
On one important point there isa striling disagreement between Ben Sira on one side and 4Qinstruction and
the apocalyptic literature on the other: the role of esoteric revelation. Sir 3:21-23 wams against seeking hidden
knowledge, possibly in a polemical front against the early Enoch tradition, and 34: 1-8 against putting one's trust
in dreams and divination. According to 4Qlnstruction, God's secret knowledge about creation and salvation, raz
nihyeh, is accessible to the elect and is the object of meditation and study. Together with early apocalypses

4Qlnstruction claims access to a higher, superior wisdom and a heavenly book now revealed to the elect. On
this point 4Qlnstruction demonstrates more affinity with the apocalyptic tradition of 1 Enoch and Daniel. But in
43Personal communication.

However, the evidence from 4Qlnstruction does not support a separation of
91: 1-10 and the end of ch. 104 from the rest of the Epistle: 4Qlnstruction displays clear parallels with 91:6-10
and 104:12-13, as it does with other parts of the Epistle.
44The Epistle was probably composed in pre-Essene eireles slightly before the middle of the century. Thus
Nickelsburg, "Enoch, First Book of', 512; idem, "J Enoch and Qumran Origins"; "The Epistle of Enoch and the
Qumran Literature",JJS 33 (1982) 333-48; VanderKam, Enoch and the Growth of an Apocalyptical Tradition,
142-9; Collins, The Apocalyptic Imagination, 52-3; idem, "Wisdom, Apocalypticism, and Generic
Compatibility", In Search ofWisdom (L. Perdue, B.B. Scott, W.J. Wiseman, eds.), Louisville 1993, 165-85. A
later daling of the Epistle of Enoch {the time ofHyrcanus) is still held by K. Koch: "Sabbatstruktur der
Geschichte: Die sogenannte Zehn-Wochen-Apokalypse (I Hen 93:1-10 91:11-17) und das Ringen um die
alttestamentlichen Chronologien im spliten Israelitentum", Z4W 95 (1983) 403-30, p. 420.
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contrast to the apocalypses, 4Qlnstruction does not deny earthly wisdom:45 wisdom admonitions about life in
family and society are included in the book, as they are in Sirach. In section 5.2.1 we will contrast the social
setting of 4Qlnstruction with that of Sirach.
As to the order of creation and man's role as God's steward on earth, we have noted themes and terminology
which 4Qinstruction shares with Sirach, Jubilees, 4Q422 (4QParaGenExod), the psalm of 4Q381 1 and
4QWords of the Luminaries (see section 4.4). The fact thatfubilees, the Non-canonical Psalms and Words of
the Luminaries can be categorized as presectarian writings used by the ya})ad could point to a similar
provenance of 4Qinstruction.
Are there further links with the Book of Jubilees, which probably is more or less contemporary with
4Qlnstruction?46 Dimant has suggested that a priestly parent community of the ya})ad produced Jubilees, T.
Levi, the Enochic Animal Apocalypse , 4QPseudo-Moses, and perhaps also T. Moses and the Temple Scroll.47

These writings contain halakic and ethical polemic regarding defilement of the temple, misconduct by the
priesthood, an erroneous calendar, breaking of the covenant, trespassing against the Law, misinterpretation of
the Torah, and injustice committed by the priesthood or rulers. Similar (priestly) polemic is not found in
4Qinstruction. The above mentioned writings share same important concepts: the idea that Israel at large lives
in sin, the existence of evil angelic powers whose rule marks the increase of sin, and a calculation of Israelite
history in tenns of a chronology of jubilees. Here common issues with 4Qlnstruction are easier to perceive.
4Qlnstruction discerns the enlightened from the ungodly, there are cosmic evil powers opposed to God,·and
history is divided into periods (but notjubilees), including a 'period of wickedness' .
Also eschatological ideas link Jubilees and 4Qlnstruction. Both writings refer to the end-time community as
'the planting' (Jub. 1:1;, 4Q418 81 13; 4Q423 1-2 7), its members enjoy divine sonship (Jub. 1:24-25, 28; 1Q26
3 2; 4Q418 81 5; 69 il 15). Both look forward toa renewal of the universe ('the day of judgement', 4Q416 V//
13-14; Jub. 5:10) as well as of the elect community. However, the more priestly and nationally-oriented
Jubilees expects a new temple anda renewed people oflsrael (1:22-29). The extant fragments of 4Qinstruction
do not refer to Zion, the temple or the people of Israel in general, either in the present or the end-time.4&

We conclude that Jubilees and 4Qinstruction share dualistic and eschatological ideas that were held by
various Jewish eireles in the early second century BCE. But there are significant differences between the
priestly-oriented Jubilees and the lay-oriented 4Qlnstruction. However, if priestly and lay groups merged in the
early Essene movement, both books could derive from different proto-Essene eireles.
The closest relative of 4Qlnstruction, apart from 1 Enoch and the sectarian writings, is lQ/4QMysteries.4 9
There are stylistic and terminological similarities between these two compositions. Both writings frequently
45"0ne finds, then, in the sages of the apocalypses a denial of earthly wisdom, but also a claim toa higher,
superior wisdom": Collins, "The Sage in Apocalyptic and Pseudepigraphic Literature'', 353-4. In section 3.3 we
pointed to Test. 12 Pair. as a parallel for such a conflation of apocalyptic and parenetic material.
46J. VanderKam dates Jubilees to the period between 164 and 142 BCE, probably before 152: Textual and
Historical Studies in the Book of Jubilees, Missoula 1977, 255-83. Nickelsburg and Goldstein propose a daling
between 170 and 167: Nickelsburg, Jewish Literature between the Bible and the Mishnah, 78-9; J. Goldstein,
"The Date of the Book of Jubilees", P AAJR 50 (1983) 63-86.
47"New Light From Qumran on the Jewish Pseudepigrapha - 4Q390".
48The reconstruction ?~"lW' ~obl (4Q417 24 1) by the PC is guesswork.
49See now L.H. Schiffman' s edition of 4Q299-4Q301, DJD XX, 31-123. Based on its affinities with the
hekhalot literature Schiffman tends to consider 4Q301(olim4QMystc) to be a separate composition. In contrast,
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employ rhetorical questions, and use them also in Niedrigkeitsdoxologien. 50 The phrase c'"i?io rr:i occurs in the
Qumran scrolls only in lQ/4QMysteries and 4Qinstruction.51 Bothuse the designation 1''1Ui1
God' [4Q417 IX 4 C'l''1Ul"I '?!' ~'li'"I; 4Q300 (4QMystb) 3 5 ~ n:ml:l

i1~i'l

~

'the terrifying

1''1U). Further, among the Qumran

writings only these two refer to the 'roots' of understanding and evil.52
Both writings deal with the mysteries of God. Similar to 4Qlnstruction, 1Q/4QMysteries discems sharply
between those who have insight into the mysteries and the ungodly who lack understanding [1Q27 1 i 2-7;
4Q299 (4QMyst•) 2 2-5; 6 ii 4; 8 2-7; 4Q300 (4QMystb) 1il2-5; 9 1]. But in contrast to 4Qlnstruction it does
not refer toa defined community within national Israel. Raz nihyeh, the central revelatory concept in
4Qinstruction, occurs twice in 1Q/4QMysteries, and raz another 11 times. 53
Both compositions have a dualistic world-view and refer to cosmic antagonists of God.54 Four passages from
lQ/4QMysteries deal with the day of judgement and the consumption of evil, an important theme in the
discourses of 4Qinstruction: in section 4.2.1 we discussed 1Q27 1 i/4Q299 1 i, which displays similarities both
with the Rosh Hashanah liturgy and 4Qlnstruction. Further, according to 4Q299 53, God's anger is kindled by
the abominations on earth, and at the appointed time He will exact vengeance upon the ungodly. 4Q300 9 2
refers to :J'k'"I C'l' "the day of dispute" forthose who did not understand the heavenly secrets. 4Q301 (4QMysf ?)
3 8 expects the end of the period of wickedness; ?p-r:t Jmø.111 il.PØ'1 yp! n]i&:i":i. The theme of God who has
established the universe and determined the ways of men, is also found in Mysteries.55
It is hardly justified to see Mysteries as a sectarian book as Flusser does.56 4Qinstruction displays more

parallels with the writings of the yal)ad than 1Q/4QMysteries.57 1Q/4QMysteries seems to be more national and
less sectarian in its hope for restoration than 4Qlnstruction. It refers both to a king and to the people of Israel
A. Lange accepts Milik's ascription of 4Q301 to this same book: Weisheit und Priidestination, 93, n. 2; idem,
"Wisdom and Predestination in the Dead Sea Scrolls'', 343-4, note 9. The script of 4QMyst• is early Herodian,
those of lQMyst, 4QMystb and 4Q301 late Herodian.
504Q417 /ll 15-17 "For before [His wra)th nobo<ly can stand, and who can be deemed righteous in His
judgement? And how can the poor one [stand] without forgiveness?"; 4Q301 (4QMyst"?): 4 3-4 "in all His
glory. And what is dust [and ashes ... splendor? Exalted is He in["; 5 2-4 "His royal temple ... what is flesh that
... a great light? And honou[red is He".
514Q299 14; 3a ii-b13; 5 5; 4Q415 2 ii 9. This phrase could mean 'the house ofbirth' or 'time ofbirth'
(Schiffman goes for the latter: DJD XX, 37). We suggest for consideration 'Zodiac sign' (the sign under which
one was bom), cf. 4Q186 (4Qhoroscope) 1 ii 8 "b.ll .,." Ml'u'"I -.vi' '"l'?-o'"I; 2 il 3
iil'\'"I .,..,, i'"l'?io.
524Q300 1 ii 3 l"IQ,jY'I IZM'l!O:i C!"X:l::in !''?; 4Q301 1 2 m':J 'IZMYD '1'"m; 4Q301 2 1 i1J':J 'lll'1'l!O:i ''1f'Yl; 4Q416 V 14
O':ln il7lJ1'IZM'Ø1roi; 4Q418 55 9 i'O':J 'IZM'Ø "1::1""1Tll'"!lTI"l;4Q418 278 3 bi IZMZ1 n'?øn.
53Raz nihyeh in 1Q27 1 i 3, 4 (=4Q300 3 4), raz further in 1Q27 2, 7; 13 3; 4Q299 2 i 17; 2 il 11, 15; 5 2; 43
2; 4Q300 1il2; 8 5, 7.
541Q27 1i2, 7 .lltDEl •n; 4Q299 2 ii 5 ??.ll'":J ræxi)ci .1111 noi1.11 ntl:lTI; 4Q416 VII 11-12 "In heaven He will
judge the work of iniquity ."[the kingdQm of iniquity(?) (?i!.llltl'1 !Lj]';Oo) will qemble.l the water and the depths
will fear ... And all iniquity shall be consumed"; cf. further lQapGen I 21'.ll!ZM n l]I\~ 'and the wrath of the
mysteries of evil'.
554Q299 2 il 10-16; 5 1-5; cf. 4Q416 VII 8-10;4Q417 IX 9-14; 4Q418 126 ii 3-5; 127 5-6; 4Q423 5 3-5 (on
this subject, see section 4.4).
56'"The Book of Mysteries' anda Synagogal Prayer". Schiffman, in his edition of 4Q301 (which he doubts
is another copy of lQ/4QMysteries), comments that the phrase 11.11øi yp[ n)i'?,j:J (4Q301 3 8) "certainly places the
document as a 'sectarian' work, as it refers to the notion that the present age is evil, to be followed by the
victory of the sectarians in the War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness. The context in which the
root il?-' is used in this passage is also typical of the sectarian compositions": DJD XX, 119. This conclusion is
premature; il.ll!ZM rP can be used also in presectarian writings.
57The expression mm m~ "1::1 "all the leaders of the congregation" (4Q299 76 3), however, is well-known
from sectarian compositions.
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(4Q299 10 1-6; 13a 2; 39 1; 66 3; 68 1-2). The gentile peoples are portrayed as ungodly and addressed
rhetorically (1Q27 1i8-12, ii10; 9-10 3; 4Q299 3c; 4Q30114), while 4Qinstruction is not concerned with the
gentiles. Some fragments of lQ/4QMysteries demonstrate priesUy concerns which cannot be discerned in
4Qinstruction (see section 5.2.1). Lange correctly characterizes lQ/4QMysteries as presectarian: the book could
have derived from the same eireles as 4Qlnstruction, or as an earlier writing could have influenced
4Qlnstruction and thereby also the ya})ad.58 The latter conclusion seems preferable to us. 1Q/4QMysteries (the
first source to coin the phrase raz nihyeh ?) would then represent sapiential-apocalyptic eireles close to those
who produced the Enochic writings early in the second century BCE. These (possibly pre-Maccabean) eireles
hoped for a national restoration of Israel. 59 Together with Enochic traditions I Q/4QMysteries provided
inspiration for the more narrow community behind 4Qinstruction. This triple tradition (1 Enoch,
lQ/4QMysteries, 4Qinstruction) not only influenced the ya}Jad, but was formative also for developing liturgical
traditions connected to the Day ofRemembrance (Rosh Hashanah) and Yom Kippur.
Finally, a parallel with literature of another kind. The sentence "Tuen you will understand what is bitter for a
man and what is sweet fora fellow" (4Q416 V 15) has close parallels in stoic maxims from the late first and
early second century CE. 60 This similarity is probably incidental, due to common reflections on the conditions
oflife.

58Weisheit und Priidestination, 120.
59Qn the dating of IQ/4QMysteries, cf. Schiffman's assertion that4Q300 lb 2 is dependent upon Dan 9:2224: DJD XX, 102.
60Musonius Rufus (on the relation of aking to his people) "a benefactor must know what is good fora man
and what is bad", T( µEv åya60v åv6pC:m4l (frg. 8.60.6-10); further three times on the Stoic position that one
must marry; "it is fitting fora man" åv6pC:mcµ irpoCJTlK6VTwv (frg. 14.92.6-9, 14.94.32); Dio Chrysostom "on
what is fitting for men" 1T€pl TWV irpoCJTlK6VTwv To'l<; civ6pWiroL<; (Or. 13.12-13); 1 Cor 7: 1 (probably a
Pauline quote from a letter from the Corinthian church) Ka>..bv åv6pclmC\> ywmKb<; µTi dm€a6m. Cf.
Flusser' s observation of parallels between a passage in 1Q/4QMysteries and early stoic concepts: "'The Book of
Mysteries' anda Synagogal Prayer", 6-9.

5.2. Time of Composition and Milieu. Sitz im Leben
5.2.1. The eireles behind 4Qlnstruction
In this section we try to find clues in 4Qlnstruction that can give indications about its milieu: what kind of
eireles have set their stamp on this book and its author? Are there sociological markers which would allow a
closer definition of the community (or communities) reflected in this book, as well as the background of its
author or editor?
We first discuss the polarity in 4Qlnstruction between belonging toa community and life in a regular social
context We then consider what kind of community is presupposed - its socio-spiritual and social markers. Are
specific groups and occupations in focus? We further investigate whetherthe composition reflects conflicts
between different social groups, and its attitude to the goveming authorities. We compare the community
reflected in 4Qlnstruction with the more priestly dominated community of the ya}Jad, and with the eireles
behind the Enochic writings, Jubilees and the Hebrew portions of Daniel. Finally we draw some preliminary
conclusions about the time of origin of 4Qlnstruction.
The discourses of 4Qlnstruction do not refer only to righteous Israelites in general. A community with a
specific theology of revelation and history is clearly presupposed (see sections 4.1 and 4.2). But at the same
time the addressee is living an active social life in a regular social context. The wisdom admonitions contained
in 4Qlnstruction do not reflect the situation of a narrow sectarian community ora communal lifestyle, but rather
life in a regular society. Family life is presupposed, and the addressee relates to others as superiors or
subordinates in working relations. He conducts business affairs and is responsible for loans or surety.
On the other hand, the discourses indicate that author and addressee belong to some kind of community. The
'planting' tenninology and temple symblism are clear markers of a community with a distinct identity (see
section 4.3.2). We have showed that these eireles represent an apocalyptically-oriented theology on issues
related to wisdom, revelation and eschatology. The 2nd person singular form, which is the rule in 4Qlnstruction,
isa standard sapiential form. But also the 2nd person plural occurs a few times in the admonitions and
discourses (see section 3.2, note 48), which points toa community, not only a teacher and an individual student
The addressee has knowledge of the community's interpretation of the Scriptures and God's mysteries, and is
exhorted to continue his meditation and study. He is further admonished to separate from the ungodly and from
all abominations (4Q418 81 1-2).

This combination of belonging to a community and at the same time living in an open society and dealing
with outsiders has parallels in the Epistle of Enoch (1Enoch91-105), 1 and reminds us of Philo's and Josephus'

1The

Epistle of Enoch reflects a specific group, but is also marked by an openness to outsiders: G.W .E.
Nickelsburg, "The Epistle ofEnoch and the Qumran Literature", 346. We have noted a number ofparallels
between 4Qlnstruction and the Epistle.
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descriptions of the Essenes living in all towns and villages in Judea while practising various occupations
(however, different from the Essenes of Philo, a common purse is not mentioned in 4Qlnstruction):2
They live in villages and avoid the eities because of the iniquities which have become inveterate arnong city
dwellers ... some of them labour on the land and others pursue such crafts as cooperate with peace and so
benefit themselves and their neighbours ... For all the wages which they earn in the day's work they do not
(Every Good Man is Free, 16,
keep as their private property, but throw them into the common stock.
86)
They live in many cities of Judea and in many villages and grouped in great societies of many members ...
Same of them labour on the land skilled in sowing and planting, some as herdsmen taking charge of every
kind of cattle and some superintend the swanns ofbees. Others work at the hanclicrafts ... Each branch
when it has received the wages of these so different occupations gives it to ane person who has been
(On the Jews, 11.2, 8-10)
appointed as treasurer.
(War 2.124)
They have no city of their own, but many of them dwell in every city.
It is difficult to perceive clear sociological markers of this fellowship. Different from CD, there are no
references to the history of the community; neither is the community explicitly connected to the concept of the
renewed covenant, as in CD VI 19; VIII 21; XX 12; lQpHab Il 3; and IQ34bi• 3 ii. Jf CD does testify toa pre-

ya}Jad 'Community of the Renewed Covenant' ,3 this group is not mentioned in 4Qlnstruction. There are no
allusions to any exilic origin of the community, as Murphy O'Connor and Davies postulate as background for
the earlier strata of the Damascus Document.4
What about socio-spiritual markers? There are no inclications that the community or the individual are
connected to a specific charismatic leader like the Righteous Teacher. The addressees are referred to raz nihyeh,
not exhorted to be loyal toa leader, as is done in lQpHab VIII 2-3 p~:i

mm~'

c?rlv

i~

"because of

their struggle and their loyalty to the Righteous Teacher".
The statement hi1i1 i'Ci' ,r,;:xo 'El"1

5\1lli0

n

\~'

cn.sn iEl? "accorcli]ng to their knowledge every man shall

receive honour from his fellow, and according to his understanding his glory shall be magnified" (4Q418 55 10)
could indicate a close-knit community with some kind of ranking among its members, as in the ya})ad. 6 At least

2 Based on the description of the 'camps' in CD, scholars have postulated Essene communes outside the
commune at Qumran, which usually has been identified as the center of the ya})ad. See e.g. F.D. Weinert,
"4Q159: Legislation for an Essene Community Outside of Qumran", ISJ 5 (1974) 179-207. We have previously
tentatively proposed that the book could be a catechism for members of the wider Essene movement in Judea:
"Admonition Texts", 193-4. S.J. Pfann has proposed (personal communication) that the book could be
instruction for the enlightened members of the sect who do not need to hear about the basics.
3 Thus e.g. Stegemann, "The Qumran Essenes - Local Members of the Main Jewish Union in Late Second
Temple Times".
4 P.R. Davies, The Damascus Covenanr, J. Murphy-O'Connor, "A Critique of the Princes of Judah (CD Vill,
3-19)", RB 79 (1972) 200-216; idem, "A Literary Analysis of Damascus Document XIX, 33-XX, 34",RB 79
(1972) 544-64; "An Essene MissionaryDocument? CD Il, 14-VI, 1", RB 77 (1970) 201-229; "The Essenes and
their History", RB 81 (1974) 215-44.
5The first sentence, 11.PiC n [i~' crw1 'El?, is quoted in lQH• X 27-28 (see section 5.1.1).
6Cf. lQS V 23-24 "And they shall be recorded in the Rule, each one befare his fellow, according to his
insight and his deeds, in such a way that each one obeys his fellow, junior under senior. And their spirit and
their deeds must be tested, year after year, in order to upgrade each one to the extent of his insight and the
perfection of his path, or to demote him accorcling to his failings"; 4Q421 (4QWays ofRighteousnessb) 1i3
\1].tri •'F.h n ~1
"to muster everyone, each man befare [his Jneighbour" (from the sectarian section of
this composition).
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there is recognition of scriptural and spiritual knowledge which has been exercised: one is valued according to
knowledge, not because of social status, wealth or descent.
Is this community characterized by 'charismatic' visions and prophecies? The exhortation lM 11m ?'O "know
every vision" (4Q417 IX 24) may refer to prophetic activity in the community. This exhortation could in
principle refer to visions contained in the Bible, but contemporary visions seem more likely. The reference to
raz nihyeh in the preceding line and the designation of the Book of Hagi as "the Vision of Hagi" in the same

passage (line 18), point in the direction of contemporary prophecy.
A comparison with the wider Qumran literature supports this assertion. Sectarian literature contains references
to visions and prophetic activity, both within the sect and among its antagonists, cf. 1Q34his 3 ii 61n~-o 11r1nn1
ii~ ~io::l

m? "You renewed Your covenant with them through a glorious vision". Within a Teacher hymn,

1QH3 IV 6-22 refers to contemporary :n.:i

~·~

"false prophets" who do not accept the true (sectarian) nJM

pm

"vision of knowledge" (lines 16-18);7 num •m "seers of error" (line 20); ;roi •nm ::io '~'"° "teachers of lies and
seers of falsehood" (lines 9-10). I lQPsazion 17 refers to visions and dreams which foresee the restoration of
Zion: 1.IOnn c~·~ n'll.'.l?m 1".ll i:ii"l ptn 'Tlp "Accept a vision speaking about you, and dreams of prophets sought
for you". 8 This passage points to prophetic activity in the milieu of origin or transmission of this hymn: the
person praying refers to contemporary visions and prophetical dreams. The pseudo-Moses writings 4Q375 and
4Q376 expect prophecy to occur, and deal with the question of disceming the true prophet from the false.9 A
passage in 1Q/4QMysteries thrice refers toa vision. 10 Further, Josephus states that the Essenes were engaged in
prophetic activity .11 Nickelsburg suggests that I Enoch attests to the ongoing life of the visionary tradition
known from biblical prophetic literature.12
Against this background it seems likely that the admonition to "know every vision" and the reference to "the
Vision of Hagi" do indicate that prophetic and visionary activity belonged to the eireles behind 4Qlnstruction. It
is not incidental that 'mysteries' isa key word in this book.
lQHa IV 18 nJM pm "vision ofknowledge" with 4Qlnstruction's exhortation lM J1lil "1::l "know
every vision".
8The earlier dated copy 4QPsf reads 'i.ll:Jm c~~l':O no?n •:r?.ll ii»\[J] jifli ;np: J. Starcky, "Psaumes apocryphes
de la grotte 4 de Qumran (4QPsf VII-X)", RB 73 (1966) 353-71. Starcky characterizes the script of 4QPsf as an
Hasmonean semicursive from the first century BCE. llQPsazion is probably a presectarian hymn adopted for
Iiturgical use in the Qumran community.
9J. Strugnell, DJD XIX, 119, 129. 4Q375 and 4Q376 do not demonstrate sectarian characteristics. Strugnell
tends to ascribe these writings to priestly forerunners of the Hasidaean and Qumranic movements, ibid., 130-36.
4Q339 (4QList of False Prophets ar), which lists false prophets in the Bibie, could also have its relevance due to
prophetic activity at the time of its composition. As with other Aramaic writings from Qumran, 4Q339 is not
viewed as "a sectarian composition. Nevertheless, its viewpoint was acceptable to the Qumran community": M.
Broshi, A. Jardeni, DJD XIX, 77. The Genesis Apocryphon refers to visions given to Noah, lQapGen VI 4-15;
xn 15-19.
104Q300 1ii 2, 3, 6. According to Schiffman, this passage is dependent upon Dan 9:22-24: "4QMysteriesh, A
Preliminary Edition", RevQ 16 (1993) 203-23, p. 210; DJD XX, 102.
11 War 1.78-80; 2.112-13; 2.159; Ant. 13.311-13; 15.373-9; 17.345-48. Cf. R. Gray, Prophetic Figures in
Late Second Temp le J ewish Palesline. The Evidence from Josephus, Oxford 1993, 80-111. Gray' s monograph
shows that, according to Josephus, prophetic activity was not uncommon in Jewish milieus of the late second
temple period.
12"Tue Nature and Function of Revelation".
7Compare
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We then turn to the question of the social status of the members of this community. Does the frequent use of
words for 'poverty' point to low-status groups as eireles of origin? The address i"Tt1"

J1'::!M

'you are poor' is often

found, as are the words 1mn'ør1/2ri 'poor/poverty' and iionc 'need'. Like the biblical psalms and Isa 61:1 , the
writings of the ya}Jad frequently use the words J'l'::i.M, 'lll, \lll and 1171'i about spiritual poverty, humbleness, not
real poverty . 13 Is it likelythat these terms are used in the same way in 4Qinstruction? While J1'::!M could have the
spiritual meaning 'hum ble' as in biblical psalms and sectarian writings, the frequency of izMiAzni and i'lOMo
could be an indication of the social status of the members of the community. On the other hand, D. Harrington
has questioned our suggestion that these terms in fact could point to the social status of the members of this
community. 14 The saying 1!11i i"Tt1"1 il:>i'!Ono:J T.J:>rt'I ~ "Do not boast about your lowly estate, you are anyway
poor" (4Q416 IV 20) seems to point to real poverty, not only spiritual humility.
In section 4.5 we showed that some occupations are specifically in focus in the wisdom admonitions. A
number of passages deal with the life of the farmer and his obligations. Further, loans and surety are frequently
mentioned, and we find a number of terms related to business: )\'1 'money, riches', fbrl 'business', 'money used
for business', O'!l ' (investment) money', iYlOO 'commerce', ~~ 'assets', 'resources' . These terms and themes
reflect a society with active financial relations. The references to business and financial relations do not support
the suggestion above that the repeated use of words for ' poverty' could point to low-status groups as eireles of
origin.
What have we learned about the sociological profile of these eireles? Could the wisdom admonitions of
4Qlnstruction be a random collection of sentences referring to various aspects of human life, including sayings
earmarked for husbands, wives, farmers, merchants and people in need? It seems more likely to postulate a
selective process by the hand of an editor, who included in his book such sentences which seemed relevant for
hirn and his audience. We therefore suggest that a certain part of these eireles were rural farmers. Some of these,
and possibly other members too, were engaged in business and commerce. There were probably craftsmen as
well.15 This fits well with Wischmeyer' s description of Judea at the time of Ben Sira: "J udåa-Jerusalem war ein
Agrarland im Sog. hellenistischer Differenzierung mit einer Tempelstadt als Mittelpunkt. Das Gros der
Bevolkerung war bliuerlich. Handwerker und Kaufleute bildeten eigene wichtige Berufsgruppen, ebenso die
Årzte. Eher an den Rån.dem der Gesellschaft standen die Lohnarbeiter und Soldaten".16 We do not know the

13 1QW

Il 21-36; III 25; V 12-19; XIV 3; lQM XI 9; XIII 12-14; XIV 7; lQpHab XII 1-10; 4Q171 (4QpPsa)

Il 7-9; ill 10. On this subject, see especially H. Kvalbein, Jesus og de fattige. Jesu syn pd de fattige og hans

bruk av ord for ''fattig", Oslo 1981, 103-112. Contra I. Hahn ["Die Eigentumsverhiiltnisse der Qumransekte",
Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift 12 (1963) 263-72]: "der Dichter der Hymnensammlung ... der Lehrer der
Gerechtigkeit ... als AngehOriger der sozial gedruckten Masse, der ebyonim, seine Lage (Armut und sozial
gedriickte Lage) als etwas gegebenes, nicht aber freiwillig Gewllhltes auffasst" (p. 264).
14"Wisdom, Revelation, and Eschatology in an early Essene Writing", 444. In his response to this paper at
SBL Annua! Meeting, Philadelphia, 20.11.1995, Harrington commented "I am not sure that the frequent uses of
words for ' poverty' and 'poor' really indicate the social status of the members of the community addressed by
this work. The terminology is too slippery, and may simply be part of the 'low' view of the human situation
noted in other sections of the paper".
15Cf. 4Q418 8115, 19 Wii ;i;,"'2ic:.'1 c,.,, t"Y.l:m Cl' )':JO i"!M) "And you understand if He gave you a position of
authority due to the skill of your <own> hands?"; Yl;)'" rmnci "By the skill of your hands[".
160. Wischmeyer, Die Kultur des Buehes Jesus Sirach, Berlin 1995, 297.
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level of literacy among rural farmers in the land of Israel at this time. Some of the addressees of 4Qinstruction
possibly preferred to be listeners rather than readers.
Furt.her, what can we learn about conflicts between contrasting groups? In contrast to the Epistle of Enoch17
there is no indication of oppression of the poor by wealthy co-Israelites, nor any controversy over the proper
observance of Torah. There is no clear reference to a situation of suffering18 or any persecution of righteous
Jews, neither by gentiles 19 nor fellow Jews. This fact probably indicates a time of origin later than the
Maccabean uprising (or alternatively: substantively earlier). In its eschatology 4Qinstruction is apocalyptic, not
restorative, which indicates a distance to the Maccabean/Hasmonean establishment
On the other hand, 4Qlnstruction recognizes all earthly authorities as ordained by God:
iDJM iJ?;i ~i
il::ioll ~·rzm

i! )0

li{:>•Jn~~ Ø'1[1', "'!::> rt?P00 jl(

1°1P.iil

il'i'O n:i)
J
t:lll C["1J? ):J'!li rn~ "l)'El' neia ~ C!iiEll11'1 li"!' i!Oi"l'll1.ll0)

n'71.ll!l 1'im m il[øw f;.:> ~, c•'?rzno i,:;, mn[1J l?!l Wi.,
~" C"mM ?.:>

And He opened your ear [to the mystery to come ".every he]ad of [you]r fathers [ ] and leader of your
people ". H]e divided the [p]ortion of all rulers and fashioned every [dee]d by His hand, and the wages of
[their deeds He knew. He willjudg]e all ofthem in truth and visit upon fathers and sons,[ upon proselyte]s
together with every native bom, He will speak [
(4Q423 5 1-4)
According to this text, God has preordained the ways of men, including those of the governing rulers, and
distributed to each one his portion. The statement "H]e divided the [p]ortion of all rulers and fashioned every
[dee]d by His hand, and the wages of [their deeds He knew" corresponds remarkably with Josephus' statement
about Essene theology regarding earthly authorities, "that he will keep for ever faith with all men, especially
with the powers that be, since no ruler attains his office save by the will of God" (War 2.8.7).20 And it contrasts
sharply with the attitude of the yaf)ad to the 'evil priest' and his followers. This observation points toa nonsectarian or presectarian provenance for 4Qlnstruction. The same is true for the use of the word ~·Øl in a nonsectarian sense; il::ioll ~·øl [different from the later sectarian expression ililli'! ('11::>)
i'DOJJ

~·~].The phrase ~'Øl ... [?'!::>

"every] ". leader of your people" could refer to contemporary Hasmonean leaders (see section 6.2.2 fora

further discussion of this text). Jf 4Qinstruction was pre-Maccabean, we would have expected scepticism vis-avis gentile rulers, as in the Animal Apocalypse, the Apocalypse o[ Weeks and 4QPseudo-Moses, hut no such
scepticism can be discerned. Apost-Maccabean date therefore seems more likely.
What about priestly influence on 4Qlnstruction? The relation between wisdom literature and the cult and its
functionaries has been discussed at length in scholarly literature. Later sapiential strata in the Bible show a
growing convergence between wisdom and cult, a development which culminates in Sirach. 21 A nurnber of
17Nickelsburg,

Resurrection. lmmortality. and Eternal Life, 112.
trial speech in 4Q418 69 refers to the toil of the righteous: "We toiled for understanding and have been
awake to pursue knowledge" (4Q418 69 ii 11). But 'toil' does not necessarily mean real suffering.
19Different from Daniel 7-12 and the eschatological passages in Sir 35:22-26; 36:1-22, which foresee the
salvation of the nation from the hand of gentile oppressors. There is one possible reference to oppression:
"and th]ose who seek pleasure (or:
4Q418 127 4 addresses the ungodly with the words nc:>•':ro i1ri'liil J'Eln
want to do business) you have oppressed in their lives".
20Daniel 2:37 (cf. 2:21) shows the same attitude, "It is the God of heaven who has given you dominion and
power"; as does Paul, see Rom 13:1-7.
21L.G. Perdue concludes his analysis of the relation between wisdom and cult in the Bible: "the traditional
wise regarded the realm of cult to be an important compartrnent within the orders of reality, and, therefore,
merited sapiential scrutiny and demanded sagacious participation": Wisdom and Gult. A Critical Analysis of the
18 The

°'"rn
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scholars have argued that the Enochic hooks, Jubilees and possibly 4QPseudo-Moses deri ve from priestly
forerunners of the yahad.22 How does 4Qlnstruction fit into this picture of priestly influenced sages?
4Qlnstruction clearly differs from the writings of the yabad. which similar to the above mentioned writings
demonstrate a strong priestly influence. The eireles reflected in 4Qlnstruction are not hierarchically structured:
one does not find the organization and structure of the yal;iad,23 nor its requirements about ritual purity. Purity
matters are not mentioned (the exception is 4Q418 103 ii which advises the farmer not to mix yields of different
kinds in his commerce). Temple matters or priestly traditions are hardly to be found in the book. An exception
is 4Q423 3 3-5, which in a section addressing the farmer seems to provide a liturgical fonnula for redeeming the
firstbom befare God (cf. Exod 13:2, 12- 15; 34:19; Num 3:12-13, 40-51; 8:16; 18:15-16; Deut 15:19-20):24

i'O:n il~JO:J '1E> mMi Ci.11 ?n~·m~ 'l!l? ~::ii ... cm f?S
cm inE> f?b •nøipi ~? ii[~·m~ ')~? illll\:Jl

..• ilXlO!T.l) ?~
?cm~?

ilm1 \1'E>

?.111 ri~

nrfr[~?

as a po]rtion of land. On His word every [womb] will bear ... you shall come befare your God(?) wit]h the
first fruit of your womb and the firstbom of all [your cattle ... you shall come befare you)r[ God(?)] and say:
'I sanctify [to God(?)] everyone[ who apens the womb(?)' 25
The Bible does not prescribe specific words to use for this ritual act of sanctification. The references to crops.
conceiving, firstbom and sanctification indicate that this text provided such a fonnula, beginning with

•rwnpi

)?b. Jf we have correctly understood the nature of this text, the fragment preserves a legal insertion in a
sapiential-didactic composition, which would be somewhat unexpected (cf., however, Prov 3:9-10, where the
sage exhorts the offering of first fruits to the Lord). Since the ya})ad established itself as a spiritual temple of its
own, such formulas would be needed for its liturgical practice.26 This text could reflect a last stage of editing of

Views of Cult in the Wisdom Literatures of Israel and the Ancient Near East, Missaula 1977, 362. According to
Hermisson, a growing convergence between temple and wisdom traditions can be observed from the last period
of the J udean Kingdom. This development reached a climax in Sirach, which displays cultic and sapiential
genres side by side: Studien, 129-33, cf. Stadelmann, Ben Sira als Schriftge/ehrter; A. Lemaire, "The Sage in
School and Temple", The Sage in Israel and the Ancient Near East, 165-81; Perdue, Wisdom and Creation, 72-

3.
22Nickelsburg, " J

Enoch and Qumran Origins"; idem, "The Epistle of Enoch and the Qumran Literature";
Davies, Behind the Essenes, 107-34; Dimant, "Qumran Sectarian Literature"; idem, "New Light From Qumran
on the Jewish Pseudepigrapha- 4Q390".
23Cf. Stegemann's comment "Die Qumrangemeinde unterscheidet sich von diesen Chasidim im wesentlichen
dadurch, dass sie die Dominanz des 'Laien-Elementes' gebrochen und eine priesterlich-hierarchische
Gemeindestruktur eingefuhrt hat": "Die Bedeutung der Qumranfunde flir die Erforschung der Apokalyptik",
521. We have pointed to same kind of ranking reflected in 4Q418 55 10 (see above), but this single line can
hardly be used as evidence for an hierarchical structure.
(4QPrFetesc) 131-132 ii preserves a similar liturgical formula, cf. especially lines 5, 7 , 10, 11 ~
n~rro.110 li'ID"1 n~·~!:l? vr~;i? ... 'ibio 'Xii~ fnor c1'ii:>:i[n c~·? "A prayer for the day of the]
firstborn: 'Remember, 0 L[or]d the time ... to b]ring befare You the first [You) have made ... You sanctified ...
the one who apens the womb". Cf. further 4Q270 (4QDe) 2 ii 6-9 " to give] to the sans of Aaron ... [ the firs]t of
whatever they possess and the tithe [of their animals from the cattle) and the sheep and the redempti[on of the
firstlings of] unclean animals and the redemption of the first[born of man and the first shearings of] the
sheep ..." .
244Q509

-,l!l lil\ ..• nøipn ...

25The words C'il~? cm 1t!1-l ]?b 'nQTlp1 indicate either that firstlings of pure animals are brought to the holy

place as a bumt-offering, or that meat is presented as a priestly gift following the burning of the inner organs.
Cf. G. Brin, Studies in Biblical Law: From the Hebrew Bibie to the Dead Sea Scrolls, Sheffield 1994, 184-7.
26Cf. e.g. Ant. 18.19; lQS VIII 1-10; CD XII 17-23. See A. Steudel, 'The Houses of Prostration CD XI. 21XII, 1-Duplicates of the Temple', RevQ 16 (1993-95) 49-68.
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4Qlnstruction after the merger between the lay eireles behind 4Qinstruction and the priestly eireles of the
Teacher. However, this formula could also be rooted in legal lraditions connected to the pre-Maccabean temple.
Another passage which might reflect priestly traditions is 4Q418 188 7 nfl

f'"'O~

'll1111'

fil "lest they err

regarding the holy matters". When one compares 4Q418 188 7 with the parallel text in 4Q423 9 3, however, it is
clear that the 4Q418 fragment had nfl h:ii:i where 4Q423 has IZ1"l'lp

';)ii[:i

Both readings give meaning, but

llrTip •yrt(:i seems preferable in a non-priestly setting.

At this point of discussion it should be mentioned that priestly material is also found in three other sapiential
writings from Qumran: First, this is true of five fragments from 1Q/4QMysteries. 27 Second, 4Q419 (4QSap.
Work B): frg. 1 deals with the priestly duties (cf. e.g. line 6 mm a:r~?1), and frg. 7 perhaps with purity matters
(line 3 IZ7i~? W1i J':l). Third, 4Q420/421 (4QWays ofRighteousness), isa composite work in which the first
preserved section deals with sectarian organisation. The second part, wisdom sentences about the righteous
man, is introduced by an admonition to carry the yoke of Wisdom. Third comes a section dealing with matters
connected to the temple service (4Q421 frgs. 12 and 13), which probably belonged to the latter part of the
composition.28 These Qumran compositions demonstrate the same phenomenon as 4Qlnstruction: in a sapiential
composition priestly matters are mentioned, hut only in a tiny minority of the preserved fragments. Cultic
matters are not given much attention, hut wisdom and cult are not disconnected.
In contrast to the writings of the ya}J.ad, Jubilees and parts of the Enoch corpus, calendrical matters are
scarcely mentioned. 4Q416 VII 7-9 deals with the heavenly luminaries and their appointed times in the context
of an eschatological discourse. Further, 4Q423 5 5-6 deal with rpil

""T.ll'IO,

the appointed times (festivals?) of the

summer. This text does not necessarily reflect a priestly tradition, it might be just a reminder for the work of the
farmer.
"]:jl!7il il~fil:11 il,jM'QM ?;,:i in::it(il ?n.ll'IO? ~pil) ra>-pm i'mlO n;,M'QM ~'lOMi rPil ""T.sno "pæl ilO"m 111'1M il~,
lliit Cll :nib[il ;,;,nn::i

You are a m]an of the earth, observe the appointed times of the summer, gather your crops in their time, and
the season [of harvest in its appointed time(?). L]ook upon all your crops, in your labour give attentio[n to
knowing the] good with the evil.
We have seen that same sapiential compositions from Qumran contain priestly and liturgical material. This is
true both fora composition edited in the yal)ad (4QWays of Righteousness), and for compositions which do not
demonstrate clear markers of this community (lQ/4QMysteries, 4Q419, 4Qlnstruction). One passage in
4Qlnstruction, 4Q423 3, does refer to liturgical proceedings; the farmer's redeeming the firstborn before the
Lord. We suggest that this passage rather reflects the interest of 4Qlnstruction in the life of the farmer than any
priestly influence upon this composition and its author.
We conclude that 4Qlnstruction (different from the Book ofWatchers, Jubilees, 4QPseudo-Moses and the
yaJ;ad) reflects non-priestly sapiential eireles. The lack of interest in temple maUers and priestly traclitions

27See 4Q299

(4QMyst•) 55 (cf. e.g. line 51°° ?b 'ill;,?; 'IØTip n;('l:l.ll); 69 2 :C'O'll'i1 ch1~; 79 6-7 J1'1o,M1 t:i.i·?.~::i
pi;,r? tt'li(J tt'i ... ; lQMyst 3 2 c"S.i'c? 1' m~,.,; 6 2-3 ~ -æ;,? 1'J~? c?'l.ll i.il{ ". limro i,.u ;~[·. Schiffman remarks
on frg. 69, "It is possible that this fragment is out ofplace here, since it deals with the Day of Atonement or
some similar ritual. The same is the case with frg. 79. IQ27 3 and 6, however, deal with priestly and sacrificial
matters, as do 4Q419 11-8 and 4Q42113 1-6": DJD XX, 82.
2ssee Elgvin, "Wisdom in the yal)ad: 4QWays of Righteousness".
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provides a clear conlraSt to Ben Sira, who supports the prerogative of the priests to the scribal office.29
4Qinstruction probably reflects alternative scribal groups, different from the temple establishment in
Jerusalem. 30 We possibly encounter a conscious opposition to the prerogative of this establishment to be the
interpreters of "the Torah of life and understanding", those who "teach the precepts to Jacob", who " understand
Iaw and justice" and "expound the instruction of wisdom" (Sir 45:5; 38:33).31
We have asserted that 4Qinstruction does not reflect the structure of the yal;ad. Nevertheless, the terminology
of its discourses has much in common with the Community Rule, the Damascus Document and in particular the
Hodayot. 32 There are at least two cases of literary dependence between 4Qlnstruction and the Hodayot. 33 The
evidence suggests that 4Qlnstruction has been influential in the framing of sectarian thinking and parlance, not
the other way around.
Toget a closer idea of 4Qlnstructions's time of origin and milieu we proceed by comparing the traditions of
4Qinstruction with other works from the second century BCE, starting with Daniel. A num ber of phrases and
motifs from the Hebrew sections of Daniel recur in 4Qlnstruction, especially tenns related to wisdom,
revelation and the elect. 34 As there is no clear literary dependence between Daniel and 4Qinstruction, it seems
more probable that both depend on a common tradition. The eireles behind 4Qinstruction might be related to the
ma5kflfm of Daniel,35 although we tend to date 4Qinstruction well after the persecution incited by Antiochus, as

there are no references to any persecution of righteous Jews. Both hooks reflect scribal activity anda quest for
divine communication. Further, both seem to reflect a lay milieu; neither is concerned with priestly rnatters or

29Cf. Stadelmann, Ben Sira als Schriftge/ehrter, 275-93. See Sir 38:24-39:9; 45:17-26, and section 4.3.2,
note 50. Also Aramaic Levi, which should be ascribed to the late third or early second century, portrays the
Levitic priests as bearers of wisdom. See M.E. Stone, J.C. Greenfield, "The Prayer of Levi", JBL 112 (1993)
247-66, p. 253; R.A. Kugler, From Patriarch to Priest. The Levi-Priestly TraditionfromAramaic Levi to
Testament of Levi , Atlanta 1996, 127-130. On the date of Aramaic Levi, see Kugler, 131-38.
3°Cf. Suter's assertion that 1Enoch6-16 reflects criticism by third century scribes of Hellenizing tendencies
among the Jerusalem priestly establishment: ''Fallen Angels, Fallen Priests'', 131-5. On the conflict between the
priestly elite and the rising scribal class in pre-Maccabean times, see V. Tcherikover, He/lenistic Civilization
and the Jews, 1959, reprinted New York 1970, 118-25.
31 Cf. 4Q418 81 3, which spiritualizes the Pentateuchal promise to Aaron that God will be his portion, and
makes it valid for the elect individual. See section 4.3.2.
320n sectarian terminology in 4Qlnstruction, see section 5.1.1.
331QH• X 27-28 repeats a full sentence from 4Q418 55 ("accordi]ng to their knowledge every man shall
receive honour from his fellow") and alludes to other themes and phrases from this passage. Further, 4Q416 69
ii 6-7 ("The seekers of truth will wake up to the judgements[ of God(?).] All the foolish of heart will be
destroyed, the sons of iniquity will not be found any more, and all those who support evil will be asham[ed] at
your judgement") is closely paralleled by lQH• VI 29-30 "And then at the time of judgement the sword of God
shall hasten, and all the sons of His tr[u]th shall awake to[ destroy] wickedness, and all the sons of iniquity shall
be no more". See section 5.1.1.
34The most important are ?:>øh•:>øoh':>øil, J':::lO~'::J.i'?, run/.1r,,,, li, it?l, tlnfl/ønp/C'Øilp, rniin, c?1.ll ''n, rp. It
should be noted, however, that 4Qlnstruction frequently understands rP as 'period' like the sectarians, not as
'end' like Daniel 8-12. Cf. JJ. Collins, "The Meaning of ' the End' in the Book of Daniel".
35Cf. Collins, "Was the Dead Sea Sect an Apocalyptic Movement?". On the relation between the ma5k1Dm
and the /Jasidim described in 1 and 2 Maccabees, see Collins, Daniel. See also J. Kampen (The Hasideans and
the Origin of Phariseism. A Study in 1 and 2 Maccabees, Atlanta 1988, 115-22), who argues that there isa close
relation between the /Jasidim and the scribes (see 1Macc2:42; 7:12-13). Our view differs from Stegemann's,
who dates 4Qinstruction to the third century BCE, and sees it as one of the sources for Daniel (see note 41).
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the sacrificial cult of the temple.36 Collins' description of the maskfltm could also fit the teacher of
4Qlnstruction and his listeners: "There is no indication that they had in any way withdrawn from Jewish society.
On the contrary, their mission was to instruct the rabbim, or common people"; "Their mission was to the Jewish
public, to make many understand (11:33). They were apparently teachers, hut we are unfortunately uninfonned
about their social organization".37 In the attitude to the mysteries which bad been revealed to them, the ma.§kf/lm
of Daniel were more outward oriented than the eireles of 4Qlnstruction. The concept of mystery in
4Qlnstruction is closer to the views of the yal)ad than to Daniel - an indication that 4Qlnstruction rather should
be dated to the middle of the second century than to its beginning. Typical of the apocalypse, the primary
medium of revelation in Daniel is the vision or the symbolic dream which must be interpreted by an angel.
Dreams are not mentioned in 4Qlnstruction, and media of revelation are the mystery to come and the Book of
Hagi (see sections 4.1.6, 4.1.7.1).
In section 5.1.2 we showed a number ofparallels between the discourses of 4Qlnstruction and the hooks of
Enoch, especially the Book of Watchers and the Epistle of Enoch (the evidence suggests that 4Qlnstruction is
literally dependent on the Epistle). If the Epist/e was composed slightly before the middle of the second century
BCE (see section 5.1.2, note 44), this would point to a time of origin for 4Qinstruction around the mid-second
century or slightly thereafter. Since 4Qlnstruction did not know all the Enochic corpus in literary form, the
composition probably predates the establishment of the commune at Qumran in the late second century BCE,38
considering that early copies of all the hooks ofEnoch were found at Qumran.
In its terminology the discourses of 4Qlnstruction are closer to the writings of the yal)ad than to the Enoch

literature. 4Qlnstruction could reflect an early stage in the development of the Essene/yabad-movement, befare
sectarian theology had crystallized.39 In this case, 4Qinstruction should be seen as a representative of the wider
Essene movement, not of the yal)ad.40 The lack of polemic against the Jerusalem establishment makes another
36See P.R.

Davies, ''Reading Daniel Sociologically", The Book of Daniel in the Light ofNew Findings, 345-

61.
31Daniel, 70;

idem, "The Sage in Apocalyptic and Pseudepigraphic Literature", The Sage in Israel and the
Ancient near East, 343-54, p. 350.
38The compilation of 1QS and CD in the last decades of the second century BCE testilles to an established
community with a defined terminology. 4QD8 is dated by Milik and Cross to c.75-50 BCE: J.T. Milik, Ten
Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judaea, London 1959, 58; F.M. Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran,
3rd. ed" Minneapolis 1995, 72, n. 5: "cannot be dated later than the Hasmonaean period". Cross dates the script
of IQS to c.100 - 75 BCE: ''The Development of the Jewish Scripts", The Bibie and the Ancient Near East
(G.E. Wright, ed.), New York 1961, 133-202, p. 198, n. 116. According to J. Murphy-O'Connor, the covenant
liturgy in lQS I 16 - Il 25 existed separately before it was incorporated in the Rule in the last stage of its
redaction, presumably about 100 BCE: "La genese litteraire de la Regle de la Communaute", RB 76 (1969) 52849.
39Cf. Newsom's caveat: " ... texts that Iack such clear marks of origin (explicit references to the
organizational features of the group or its history) but do employ a diction, style, and theological slant that has
significant overlap with what one finds in the core group of texts that are of sectarian authorship ... In such cases
perhaps it would be better for heuristic reasons ... to regard such texts as of non-Qumran origin", '" Sectually
Explicir Literature", 176-7.
40 According to Garcia Martfnez ("Qumran Origins and Early History"), the yal)ad, the group which followed
the Teacher, represents a small splinter group within the !arger Essene movemenl In such a scenario
4Qinstruction could derive from the wider Essene movement contemporary with the Teacher (or from a later
period, if it derives from an Essene branch different from the yal}ad) , and one would have to postulate a later
adoption of 4Qlnstruction into the library of the yal)ad.
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option more likely: to ascribe 4Qlnstruction to the pre-Teacher community mentioned in CD I. 4Qinstruction
would then have its origins in one of the groups which provided the background for the Essene movement, and
which used the Enoch literature and possibly authored parts of it.4 1
A num ber of factors thus point towards a date in the middle of the second century: no reference to gentile
rulers or the Maccabean crisis, issues common with the maskflfm of Daniel, a literary dependence on theEpistle
ofEnoch, knowledge of other Enochic traditions, a closeness to the world view of the ya/:lad, but at the same
time a lack of references to its history and structure. Tentatively we would date the discourses of 4Qlnstruction
(and thus the composition as a whole) to somewhere between 160 and 130 BCE.42
The wisdom admonitions that represent earlier, traditional wisdom, do not provide clear indications of a
specific time of origin. The admonitions are not very Jewish in their flavour (an exception is 4Q418 103 ii 6-9,
that refers to the Pentateuchal law on mixed textiles when it requires that the farmer in his commerce should not
mix yields of different kinds). Circumcision, sabbath and dietary laws are not mentioned. Therefore a time of
origin around the Maccabean uprising (when lhese issues were burning) can be excluded. The themes the
admonitions share with Sirach could point to his time (around 200 BCE) as a natura! option. However, the
admonitions could be substantively older than Sirach and reflect sapiential schools throughout the third century.
Our assertion that traditional wisdom admonitions were supplemented with more apocalyptic material in the
post-Maccabean period parallels Ulrichsen's conclusions on Test. 12 Patr.: according to Ulrichsen, apocalyptic
passages were added toa traditional sapiential Grundschrift in the first decades after 160 BCE.43
In section 5.1.3 we compared 4Qinstruction with Jubilees, T. Levi, the Enochic Animal Apocalypse and
4QPseudo-Moses, which according to Dimant derive from a priestly parent community of the ya!J,ad.44 This
group did not yet have the peculiar community-ideology, or the specific ideas about dualism characteristic of
the ya/J,ad. We found that 4Qlnstruction lacks the priestly concerns of these writings, but shares the idea of evil
angelic powers whose rule marks the increase of sin, as well as a periodization of history. Further, 4Qlnstruction
<loes display a contrasted community theology (see sections 4.3.2-3) and dualistic ideas. The eireles behind
4Qinstruction would therefore be a good candidate for a merger with these priestly eireles, which would
produce an offspring with the characteristics of the ya!J,ad. The seven copies of 4Qinstruction found in Qumran

41 Nickelsburg

has proposed that the Epistle of Enoch derives from eireles ancestral to the Essenes, "The
Epistle of Enoch and the Qumran Literature", 347-8. 4Qinstruction is closer to the sectarian thinking than is the
Epistle.
42
Harrington tends towards a "pre-Qumranic phase of the movement in the early second century BCE":
"Wisdom at Qumran", 151-2. Strugnell recently concluded that 4Qinstruction should be dated between
Proverbs and Sirach, in the late fourth or the third century: "The Sapiential Work 4Q415ff." Stegemann
classifies 4Qlnstruction as wisdom from the third century BCE: "this is wisdom of the third century B.C.E. and
therefore background for the Book of Daniel": response to our paper "Admonition Texts", 194; cf. idem, Die
Essener, 142-3. Stegemann adds that if we cannot perceive Hellenistic influence in 4Qinstruction, it should be
dated to the fourth century (personal communication). On linguistic grounds Lange dates 4Qinstruction to the
period between the end of the third and the middle of the second century BCE: Weisheit und Priidestination, 467. Neither of these scholars discuss the possibility of two strata within the book which could be dated to
different periods.
43Die Grundschrift, 255-345.
44"New Light on the Jewish Pseudepigrapha'', 443-7. See further the bibliographical references in note 22
above.
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testify to the importance ascribed to this book by the yal)ad, a fact easily explained if 4Qinstrucion does derive
from one of the parent groups of the Community.
Nickelsburg has noted that CD I and lQS VIII reflect a tradition common to the Enochic Apocalypse of Weeks
and Animal Apocalypse. All these texts describe the founding of a community which saw itself as a righteous
end-time remnant and based itself on divine revelation that pertained to biblical interpretation and an
understanding of God's times.45 4Qlnstruetion testifies to the same tradition, and might represent a link between
these Enoch traditions and the sectarian writings.
The wide use of literary traditions in 4Qlnstruetion, biblical and post-biblical, points to seribal eireles as
milieu of origin, and the evidenee suggests that the eireles behind 4Qlnstruetion eondueted regular teaehing
aetivities.46 What can we further know about the author or compiler of 4Qlnstruction? The evidenee suggests
that he does not belong to the scribes associated with the temple and its leaders, henee he is probably a lay
teacher. He and his audience appeal to other sources of authority than those advocated by the Jerusalem
establishment of his time. The teacher addresses 'the knowledgeable ane' (designated )'JO and 7.:iøo, see section
4.1.2). His audience are the 'understanding ones' to whom have been revealed the end-time mysteries (iT:>l ,IZl~

frm

n:i C'J':JO

lM i,~, 4Q418 123 ii 4). They have received knowledge of raz nihyeh and the Book of Hagi.

Knowledge of esoterie books anda defined body of teaching point to limited eireles, not only scribes and wise
ones in general, as milieu of origin. The members of these eireles are united bya eommon apocalyptie theology.
They look upon their community as a spiritual temple which is in fellowship with the angels. The members do
not live in communes. While they continue to be immersed in ordinary life and society, they are exhorted to
conduct an ethical Iifestyle which separates them from outsiders.
The advice of the teacher (which to a large extent represents the older, inherited tradition of the admonitions)
is related to the everyday life situations of his readers, to challenges posed by family life, business matters,
finances and job relations. At the same time the teacher is occupied by eschatological issues: the hope of the
righteous addressee and his knowledge of the secrets of God shall provide perspective for his everyday
situation, and he needs to be reminded of this. Although 4Qlnstruction isa literary product, the book reflects the
experience of a teacher (or: teaehers) relating toa specific audience.
The way this teacher addresses his audience reminds us of the wisdom schools of biblieal Israel.47 The
systematic cornbination of sentenees into 'wisdom teachings' (Lehrreden) in the Bibie is supposed to originale
in such schools (see section 3.1, note 12), and large section of the admonitions in 4Qlnstruetion are collected in

45"J
46

Enoch and Qumran Origins'', 342-5, 356-8.

Harrington comments: "The form and content of the instructions suggest a 'school' setting (as in Sirach),
though precisely how the school is to be irnagined (a tutorial?) is not clear. The instructor uses the address 'son'
and appears to be superior in wisdom and in age. The one being addressed may simply be anyone in search of
wisdom. But more likely he is in the process of being integrated into the life and teachings of a specific Jewish
movement (which at some point was related to the Qurman people) ... Perhaps Sapiential Work A was intended
as a handbook for training leaders within a particular Jewish movement": "Two Early Jewish Approaches to
Wisdom'', 130-131 (note that Harrington uses the term 'instruetions' different from us, as a general designation
for the material contained in 4Qlnstruction).
470n wisdom sehools in biblical times, see Hermisson, Studien, 113-36; Whybray, The Book of Proverbs. A
Survey of Modern Study, 18-33; Perdue, Wisdom and Creation, 72-3; G.I. Davies, "Were there schools in
ancient Israel", Wisdom in Ancient Israel, 199-211.
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such 'wisdom teachings'. Further, biblical scholars assert tllat the literary genre wisdom instruction has its
origins in the sapiential school,48 and this genre is prominent in the second stratum of 4Qinstruction, the
discourses. The 'ear' as an instrument of learning is characteristic of the educational sphere both in Egypt and
biblical Israel, and the 'ear' is described as a medium for revelation and understanding in 4Qinstruction.49
It is natural to compare this setting with the wisdom teacher Ben Sira, who was teaching in the first two
decades of the second century .50 The differences vis-a-vis Sirach are illuminating: Ben Sira had his school in
Jerusalem (Sirach 50:27; 51:23-28; 24:32-34). He knows other cultures (39:1-4) and is more influenced by
Hellenistic traditions. His Jerusalem basis leads him to assign more importance to cult and temple (7:29-31;
24:10-11; 35:6-13; 45:6-25; 47: 13; 49: 12; 50: 1-21).51 Authoritative teaching is the prerogative of the priests
(38:24-39:9; 45: 17-26). Ben Sira is sceptical to the nascent apocalyptic streams (those who would give birtll to
the Enochic hooks, Daniel 7-12 and the discourses of 4Qinstruction), and wams against putting one's trust in
dreams and hidden mysteries (3:21-28; 34:1-8). Some of God's secrets can be investigated (39:7; 43:32-33),
they are related both to the Torah and the life experience of sages, and enables man to live wisely on eartll.
While the wisdom admonitions of 4Qlnstruction are close to the horizon and world-view of Ben Sira, the
discourses reveal a different, more apocalyptic world-view. 4Qinstruction testifies to an intensive contact
between eireles involved in transmission of sapiential material and those engaged in apocalyptic speculations in
the second century BCE.s2
Scholars usually locate important Israelite wisdom schools to Jerusalem.53 In contrast, 4Qlnstruction does not
reflect any interest in Zion. Temple and priestly traditions are hardly mentioned. Neither Zion nor the temple
figure in what is preserved of its end-time scenarios. The interest in the life of the farmer could point to rural

48 McKane,

Proverbs, 3-10, 19, 22-3; Murphy, Wisdom Literature, 50-53.
Shupak, Where Can Wisdom Be Found?, 277-80, 350. The sentence (C'J":ltl ]M) il:>)na. (';la.) ml i!ZM
;rm n:i "as He opened your ear (the ear of those who understand) to the mystery to come" occurs 6 times in
4Qinstruction. See section 4.1.6, note 66.
sosee P.W. Skehan, A.A. Di Lella, The Wisdom of Ben Sira. A New Translation with Notes (AB 39), New
York 1987, 8-16; J.G. Gammie, "The Sage in Sirach", The Sage in Israel and the Ancient Near East, 355-72;
Wischmeyer, Die Kultur des Buehes Jesus Sirach; B.G. Wright III, ''Putting the Puzzle Together: Some
Suggestions Coneeming the Social Location of the Wisdom of Ben Sira", SBLSP 35 (1996) 133-49.
5 1"Whether Ben Sira's school had an affiliation with the Temple is unclear, though his positive view of and
teachings about Temple worship, Torah, and the high priesthood suggest a close relationship between education
and the priestly system": Perdue, Wisdom and Creation, 73.
52Cf. Nickelsburg's conclusion on wisdom eireles and the origin of apocalypticism: "In the Greco-Roman
period, the study of the Torah and the collection and study of prophetic oracles became a major occupation
among 'scribes' and 'the wise'. Although these persons worked with the vocabulary and conceptions of the
proverbial wisdom tradition, they were interpreters of the Mosaic Torah and understood themselves to be heirs
of the prophets ... they were scholars and teachers ". they also played the role of preachers ... There was clearly
a dose relationship between these interpreters of the tradition and the 'apocalypticists', those who claimed that
the new teaching they presented was revelation apart from the Torah and the prophets": "Wisdom and
Apocalypticism in Early Judaism", 727-8. See further H.-P. Milller, "Magisch-mantische Weisheit und die
Gestalt Daniels", UF 1(1969)79-94; idem, "Mantisehe Weisheit und Apokalyptik", Congress Volume :
Uppsala 1971, Leiden 1972, 268-93. R. Argall ("Reflections on 1 Enoch and Sirach") has demonstrated that
Sirach and the eireles behind 1 Enoch shared themes, forms, motifs, and vocabulary. There must have been
contaet between these milieus, even though they often arrived at conclusions different from each other.
5 3E.g. A. Lemaire, "The Sage in School and Temple", The Sage in Israel and the Ancient Near East, 165-81,
cf. G.I. Davies, "Were there schools in ancient Israel".
49See N.
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areas, not the Judean capita!, for lhese lay circles.54 Alternatively we could think of non-priestly scribes from
Jerusalem who interact with inhabitants both of Jerusalem and the surrounding regions. In contrast to Daniel 16, but similar to Daniel 7-12, a Judean,55 nota diaspora setting seems likely.56
An alternative time of origin
We have argued that the discourses of 4Qlnstruction should be dated between the Epistle ofEnoch and the
main sectarian writings, and have tentatively suggested 160-130 BCE as time of origin forthese discourses, and
thus for4Qlnstruction as a whole. This remains our primary view. We will, however, also venture another time
period as possible time of origin for 4Qlnstruction: the first two decades of the second century BCE.
4Qlnstruction presupposes a community which saw itself as the remnant of Israel and nucleus of the restored
people, the 'etemal planting'. The Enochic Animal Apocalypse, written c.164 BCE,57 ascribes the period of the
Greeks to 360/59 - 199/98 BCE, from the accession of Philip Il of Macedonia to the conquest of Coele-Syria by
Antiochus III. The latter date marks the appearance of a new, elect and righteous group (I Enoch 90:5-8), a fold
of lambs, which probably should be identified with a parent group of the yal;ad.58 The horn that appears after a
lapse of time, by which the eyes of the sheep are opened (90:9-16) should probably be identified with the
Righteous Teacher. If we follow the version of the Animal Apocalypse, the appearance of this pre-Essene group
should be set to the first decade of the second century BCE.
Could 4Qlnstruction derive from such a pre-Essene group already in pre-Maccabean times? If such is the case,
we would have to reverse our argument as to the dependence of 4Qinstruction upon the Epistle of Enoch: it
would be the lauer that quotes 4Qinslruction.59 With such an early dating of 4Qlnstruction, it becomes feasible
that 4Qinstruction knows other Enochic traditions only orally. Of the Enochic corpus only the Book of the
Luminaries was finalized at this time, and the Book of Watchers was in its formation stage.
The lack of references to the persecution by Antiochus IV and the Maccabean crisis in 4Qlnstruction is easily
explained by such a pre-Maccabean date. The affinities between the discourses of 4Qinstruction and sectarian
literature could be explained either through a literary dependence (the early sectarians would have used
4Qinstruction as ane of their inherited literary sources), or by an earlier dating of the Essene/yaJ;ad movement
S4 Also on this point 4Qlnstruction contrasts Ben Sira and his upper class urban background. See
Wischmeyer, Die Kultur des Buehes Jesus Sirach, 298.
55A Galilean setting cannot be completely excluded, but Jewish population in Galilee was scarce until the
time of John Hyrcanus. Some Enochic traditions have a Galilean background, see Nickelsburg, "Enoch, Levi,
and Peter: Recipients of Revelation in Upper Galilee".
56For the diaspora origin of Daniel 1-6, see J.A. Montgomery, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Book of Daniel, Edinburgh 1927/1979, 90; W. Lee Humpreys, "A Life-Style for Diaspora: A Study of the Tales
of Esther and Daniel", JBL 92 (1973) 211-23; R.W. Wilson, "From Prophecy to Apocalyptic: Reflections on the
Shape of lsraelite Religion", Semeia 21 (1981) 79-95; Collins, "The Court Tales in Daniel"; idem, "The Sage in
Apocalyptic and Pseudepigraphic Literature"; Daniel, 38-52.
57See R.H. Charles, The Book of Enoch, Oxford 1912, 180-81; J.T. Milik, The Books of Enoch, Oxford 1976,
44.
S8 With D. Dimant., "Qumran Sectarian Literature", 544-5; idem, ''The Seventy Weeks Chronology (Dan
9,24-27) in the Light of New Qumranic Texts", The Book of Daniel in the Light of New Findings, 57-76, p. 65.
59We have argued that the 2nd person plural form in the addresses of 4Q418 69, which is unusual within the
framework of 4Qlnstruction, is inherited from similar addresses in the Epistle. If 4Qlnstruction was the earlier
composition (to be quoted by the Epistle), this fonnal irregularity would be more difficult to explain.
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than what is commonplace among most scholars. Such an early dating of the origins of the ya})ad has been
advocated by Wacholder, Dimant and Kister.60
The themes common to Daniel and 4Qinstruction together with the lack of any literary dependence between
these two writings could also be accounted for: the m.aSkflim of the Hebrew portions of Daniel would be the
same eireles (or related ones) that produced 4Qlnstruction some time before they composed Daniel 7-12 in the
midst of the Maccabean crisis. Such a dating would make 4Qlnstruction a contemporary of Ben Sira. and some
parallels with Sirach (particularly in the wisdom admonitions) have indeed been demonstrated.
Finally, the reference to 'the period of wickedness' (4Q416 Vl/ 11-12) would fit the picture drawn by the

Animal Apocalypse, theApocalypse of Weeks and 4QPseudo-Moses of a generation of apostasy just before the
appearance of the group of righteous (1 Enoch 90:2-8; 93:9-10; 4Q390 1 11; 2 i 6-7). 61
Although these arguments could point to such an early daling of 4Qinstruction, we still see the middle of the
second century as a more likely option. The following factors speak against a pre-Maccabean date: there is no
criticism against gentile rulers (as in the Animal Apocalypse, the Apocalypse of Weeks and 4QPseudo-Moses).
The concept of mystery in 4Qinstruction is closer to the views of the yal)ad than to Daniel, which points to a
date after 164 BCE. The many parallels in terminology and world-view between the discourses in 4Qinstruction
and sectarian writings point to the period between the Maccabean uprising and the crystallization of the yaf)ad,
which more probably should be set to the second half of the second century BCE.
s .2.2. Use by the yalJ,ad
It is clear that 4Qinstruction was considered important by the yal)ad.62 Seven copies of 4Qlnstruction were

found in Caves 1 and 4. Among presectarian works found in the Qumran caves this number is paralleled only by

Jubilees (14 copies),63 4QShirShabb (8 copies), and copies of the Enochic books (altogether 7 copies). One
copy was stored in Cave 1, and only books considered important were hidden in this cave. 64 The occurrences of
scribal marks in two copies and the use of the Qumran system of orthography and morphology suggest that all
seven copies of 4Qlnstruction were copied by ' the Qurnran scribal school'. On palaeographical grounds the
copies can be dated to c.30 BCE - 30 CE (see section 6.1). The scrolls 4Q416 and probably also 4Q415 were
rolled the less usual way, which indicates that they were in active reading use in Qumran by 68 CE. Thus,
4Qinstruction was copied and used throughout the last century of the existence of the centre at Qumran.65
60 Dimant, "Qumran Sectarian Literature", 544-7; idem, "The Seventy Weeks Chronology"; "History
according to the Animal Apocalypse" (Hebrew), Jerusalem Studies in Jewish Thought 2 (1982) 18-37; B.Z.
Wacholder, The Dawn of Qumran. The Sectarian Torah and the Teacher ofRighteousness, Cincinnati 1983; M.
Kister, "Concerning the History of the Essenes. A Study of the Animal Apocalypse, the Book of Jubilees and the
Damascus Covenant" (Hebrew), Tarbiz 56 (1986-7) 1-18.
61 See Dimant, "New Light from Qumran on the Jewish Pseudepigrapha'', 442-3.
62 Strugnell remarks that4Qinstruction "rnight have obtained almost canonical status at Qumran": "The
Sapiential Work 4Q415ff.".
63J .C. VanderKam, "The Jubilees Fragments from Qumran Cave 4", Proceedings of the l nternational
Congress on the Dead Sea Scro/ls, Madrid, 18-21. March 1991 , 635-48.
64Stegemann, Die Essener, 89-90.
65We are not convinced by de Vaux's postulated 'occupation gap' of 25-30 years after the earthquake that
hit Qurnran 31 BCE (Archaeology and the Dead Sea Scrolls, 20-24). The center was probably rebuilt after a few
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As to concepts and ideas, we have demonstrated striking similarities between the world-view of 4Qinstruction

and that of the yal)ad. Whether its origins are placed in the beginning or midd.le of the second century BCE,
4Qinstruction seems to have exercised considerable influence on the framing of sectarian thought and
terminology, especially with regard to Essene theology relating to eschatology, the remnant community, and
revelation of God's wisdom to the elect.
According

to

our analysis, 4Qlnstruction represents a bridge between the apocalyptic Enoch literature and the

clearly defined sectarian community. This means that Stegemann's assertion that in the early Essene community
eschatology was of secondary importance compared with Torah observance, can hard.ly be sustained. 66 The
evidence of 4Qinstruction rather supports the posilion held by Licht, Cross and Henge!, that the Dead Sea
Community developed from apocalyplic eireles in second century Judaism.67
The Iack of connections between 4Qlnstruction on the one hand, and MMT and priestly sectarian traditions on
the other, indicates that the sectarian movement represents a merger between two different groups: a lay
community which fostered the apocalyptic and dualistic traditions of 1 Enoch and 4Qlnstruction, and a priestly
group which brought with it Zadokite temple traditions and the wish to structure hierarchically the new
community.
We have demonstrated that 4Qinstruction was read in the yal;ad throughout its existence and influenced the
framing of sectarian concepts. But did the yal)ad and the Essene movement at large primarily read it as a
document of the past - a book that was dear to their 'fathers', or did the book have a Sitz im Leben outside the
library shelves in these stages of its transmission history? We do not know the answers to these questions, but
the large num ber of copies from the Herodian period point to an active use of 4Qinstruction in the yal)ad. The
wisdom admonitions could have been used for didactic purposes in Essene 'camps' throughout Judea: Essenes
in various occupations would receive guidelines for behaviour in society and farnily. At the same time, the
discourses perhaps provided assurance that the end was approaching: the elect, to whom God's mysteries have
been revealed, can look forward to their recompensation and to the end-time inheriting of the land. There are
close affinities between the discourses and the later synagogal liturgies for Rosh Hashanah (the Day of
Remembrance) and Yom Kippur. This common tradition suggests that the discourses preserve liturgical and
didactic material connected to these festivals in wider Jewish eireles from the second century BCE onwards,
including Essene groups and the men of the yaf)ad.
We conclude that 4Qlnstruction provides information about wisdom instruction in Judea during the third and
second centuries BCE. It preserves material from early Jewish liturgical practice, and reflects the development
of a parent group of the Essene/ya}Jad movement around the middle of the second century. The presence of this

years. See M. Brosbi, ''The Archeology ofQumran - A Reconsideration", The Dead Sea Scro/ls. Forty Years of
Research, 103-15.
66"Die Bedeutung der Qumranfunde", 523. Similarly, the evidence from 4Qlnstruction does not support
Davies' assertion that cosmic dualism became sectarian theology only after the death of the Teacher. See
section 4 .4, note 11.
67J. Licht, "The Plant Etemal"; F.M. Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran and Modem Biblical Studies,
3rd ed" 90-93, 143-70; M. Henge!, Judentum und Hellenismus, 394-407. More recently a similar position has
been upheld by Garcfa Martinez: "Qumran Origins and Early History"; F. Garcia Martfnez, J. Trebolle Barrera,
The People of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Their Literature, Social Organisation and Religious Beliejs, Leiden 1995,
67-98.
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composite book in the Qumran 'library' demonstrates that there was a close connection between the ya}Jad and
wider Essene eireles in Judea.

6. Edition of Major Fragments from 4Qlnstruction
6.1. Palaeography, orthography, and scribal marks
Pa1aeography
Five of the copies represent early Herodian scripts (30-1 BCE), while two, 1Q26 and 4Q423, are middle
Herodian (1-30 CE).
4Q416 is the earliest preserved copy of 4Qlnstruction. Strugnell remarks that the script of 4Q416 isa book
hand to be placed between 4QSam• (a transitional late Hasmonean/early Herodian hand, 50-25 BCE) and 1QM
(early Herodian, 30-1 BCE).1
The script of 4Q417 is an early Herodian formal hand, similar to the script of IQM, from the last part of the
first century BCE.
The early Herodian formal hands of 4Q415, 4Q418a and 4Q418b are elose to each other and should be dated
around the turn of the era. A. Yardeni remarks (personal communication) that the script of 4Q415 is very similar
to that of 4QDc, which on paleographical grounds is dated to the early first century CE, and that the open samek
of 4Q415 could place this scripta little before 4QDc. Also 4Q414, the verso of 4Q415, is an early Herodian
script. 2
Strugnell remarks that the formal hand of 4Q423 is difficult to date. He places it somewhere in the period 30
BCE - 50 CE. The forms of yod (with a large triangular head), cayin and /et pull the script towards the end of
this period, while bet (with the lower stroke written from right to left) is closer to early Herodian scripts. A date
around the turn of the era or in the early first century CE seems preferable.
1Q26 isa middle Herodian rustic semiformal. The lower stroke of bet is written from left to right, a
characteristic of later hands.
Orthography
The so-called Qumran practice of orthography and morphology3 is represented in all the copies of
4Qlnstruction. Some differences can be discemed. The earliest copy, 4Q416, and one of the two latest, 4Q423,
have a preference for shorter, more Masoretic forms.
1Draft for the DJD edition, 1995. Cross <lates 4QSama to c.50-25 BCE and lQM to c.30-1 BCE: "Jewish
Scripts", 138, lines 3, 4.
2Pfann's observation that 4Q414 employs cryptic cayin as a scribal mark probably indicates that 4Q415 is
the second stage of ose of this scroll, and moves the copying of 4Q415 to the end of the first century BCE. See
ch. 2, note 50.
3See E. Tov, "A Modem Textual Outlook Based on the Qumran Scrolls", HUCA 53 (1982) 11-27; idem,
"The Orthography and Language of the Hebrew Scrolls found at Qumran"; "Hebrew Biblical Manuscripts from
the Judaean Desert: Their Contribution to Textual Criticism'',JJS 39 (1988) 6-37; "The Qumran Scribal
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The evidenee of 1Q27 is searee. The 2nd person sing. mase. suffix is~-. ?i:i oeeurs in the longer form.
4Q415 regularly uses the Qurnranie form of the 3rd person pronouns, Ml'\1 and ilM'il. The form mM10 (11 11)
is Qumranic. Mi? and 7c are written in the long form (2 ii 8 eorreets the form ?.:> to ?o with a supralinear
waw), as is M'El? (11 4). M':l is the norm (the shorter fonn'' oceurs in 114). The pronominal suffix of the 2nd

person sing. mase. is il:l-, of the 3rd person plur. c- andii'J-.
4Q416 has a tendency towards shorter forms. We regularly fmd the Masoretic form of the 3rd person pronoun,
M\1 (Ml'n

occurs onee, VI 17). ?:l is usually written defectively (?i:l oceurs twice). The shorter form '' is used

without exeeption. M? is the rule (twice eorrected to M-,,; a!ld further M1?::l, V 20). For Masoretic '1MO we find the
fonn

mMO. IZIM'1

' head' is twice corrected to ø Wi (V 6, 11) The pronominal suffix of the 2nd person sing. mase.

suffix is il:>- <1- occurs twice), of the 3rd person plur. c- and ii'J-. In 4Q416 VI 13 medial pe occurs in fmal
position. Prima/media letters in final positions are one of the charaeteristics of the Qumran scribal school,4 but
we have not been able to note more instances of such usage.
In 4Q417 we find the form iliM"iC (lx) for Masoretic 1M, as in 4Q415. The form ø1i for 'origin' (IX 16) is
Qumranic. We find the longer forms ilM'il (lx) and Ml'TI (M\'1 occurs twice, Ill 22; 12 4). The scribe alternates
between M'.:> (12x) and ':l (6x). The pronominal suffix of the 2nd person sing. mase. suffix is~-. of the 3rd
person plur. c- anditl-.
In 4Q418a we fmd the forms iliM"iC (lx), il"T'lO (2x), iMO (2x) and further mhMO. The shorter forms M'il (lx)
and M\1 (2x) are used. For 'head', 'origin' we find m, ~" andtDM'i (each form is found once). 4Q418a altemates
between M'::> and'::>, often in the same fragment. The longer fonn M1' is the usual one (41x), but M? does occur
(6x). ?o is the norm, but ?::> occurs thrice. The pronominal suffix of the 2nd person sing. mase. suffix is il::> (an exception is 33 3 TT'), of the 3rd person plur. c- anditl-.

The evidence of 4Q418b is scarce, but points to a consistent use of the longer fonns "''· M1', ?o and Ml'\1 .
4Q423 has a preference for the shorter forms. ?::> is usually written defectively (written piene in 5 8 and
probably 3 5; 24 3). 16 is usually written defectively (M1? in7 6, cf. M1?.'1, 1 1). We find M'lt'1 and not Ml'\1. The
pronominal suffix of the 2nd person sing. suffix

is~-.

and of the 2nd person plural i"IO::> - . ' ' is written in the

short form. The form Ø1[1''1 (5 2) is Qumranic, as is the verbal form \1'1Ø'111' (9 2).
Scribal marks and features
Two copies of 4Qlnstruction, 4Q417 and 4Q418a, reveal a few cases of scribal marlcs. According to Tov and
Pfann, the use of scribal marks is a feature of the 'Qumran Seribal School' .5 Scribal marks in a particular scroll
therefore point either to a sectarian origin of the composition, or to copying of the manuscript in the commune
at Qumran or milieus related to it.
School"; "Letters of the Cryptic A Script and Paleo-Hebrew Letters Used as Seribal Maries in Same Qumran
Scrolls".
4''The Qumran Scribal School", 143.
50n scribal marks in the Scrolls, see S. Pfann, "4Q298: The Maskil's Address to All Sons of Dawn", 233-5;
E. Tov, "Letters of the Cryptic A Script and Paleo-Hebrew Letters Used as Scribal Marks in Some Qumran
Serolls", DSD 2 (1995) 330-39; idem, "Scribal Markings in the Texts from the Judean Desert", Current
Research and Technological Developments on the Dead Sea Scrolls, 41-77.
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In a few cases one can discern same scribal marks in a column margin: a small fragment from 4Q418a on top
of PAM 43.480 (inv. no 489) showsa scribal sign in the left margin. The sign is similar toa sin. It probably
represents a paleo-Hebrew 3a/ep, waw or kap. 6 A horizontal line in the margin - a paragraphos - [either relating
to the column on the right or to the {lost) text on the left] is seen on 4Q418 206 (PAM 43.474, inv. no 498).7
An X (paleo-Hebrew taw ?) is found in the margin (probably in the right margin) of 4Q417 4 (PAM 42.581).

A similar mark occurs a number of times in lQpHab, where it is Iocated on the vertical ruling line on the left
side of a column. E. Tov explains a circle in the right margin of 4Q417 Ill 23 as Cryptic A kap. 8
The correction procedures in a given manuscript can be an indication of the provenance of the scroll. Tov has
noted that the use of cancellation dots is typical of the Qumran scribal school, but not exclusive to it: he has
registered such practice in 41 scrolls written in Qumranic orthography, but also in 8 other scrolls.9
Additional letters or words are added supralinearly in all copies of 4Qlnstruction. 4Q418a uses a supralinear
dot above the letter to be cancelled, usually combined with erasure of the letter with a sharp instrument. We
suggest that this double procedure was done in two stages: 4Q418 9 20 (cr?>øc.1 corrected to c?•mi, PAM
43.487). 4Q418 69 ii 9 (.P"pii'i corrected to »•pi, PAM 43.480), 4Q418 76 2 (IOTf'
PAM 43.480), 4Q418 81 8 (C'Cil"'Ol c'1.ll

iOri.ll

·111~

corrected to p~

'111~ ,

corrected to c'Ol"l"'Oi iOfO\ PAM 43.479), 4Q418 88 5 ()'Elipi

corrected to f'1!lP', PAM 43.479), 4Q418 102 3 (c,,., corrected to il:>,,.,, PAM 43.479), 4Q418 126 12, 13

(ilcm~

corrected to 'll!M, and l'on to l'IZm, PAM 43.481), 4Q418 158 5 (il:>'J':l corrected to il:>'J:l, PAM 43.486), 4Q418
174 1 (il:i':iip corrected to~, PAM 43.472). A complete line is erased in 4Q418 9 12 due to dittography of this
line (PAM 43.487). Correction by erasure without a cancellation dot occurs in 4Q418 69 ii 12 ("Wl corrected to
'lZ1,

PAM 43.480), 4Q418 81 6

(~,.,,.,."

corrected to ~m).

4Q4152ii2corrects1:i:ii,:i to i:i:ii,:i with a supralinear dot without erasure. 4Q417 uses erasure without
cancellation dots. Same examples: in 4Q417 Ill 5 the words il~i'i

~·:>

are erased due to dittography. 4Q417 IX 16

corrects C'PTT to pnil, and 4Q417 IX 18 C'l'iil to 'li'iil. In 4Q423 8 4 (= 4Q418 81 5) the first scribe by error
wrote "To:> for ii:>:i , later thls was corrected to ,,:i:i:i (without any cancellation dot above the first kap).
Ona few of the 4Q418 fragments guide dots were placed near the edge of the sheet as a basis for the ruling
lines: 4Q418 204 (PAM 43.472); 4Q418 9 (PAM 43.487); 4Q418 190 (PAM 43.472).
The occurrences of scribal marks in two of these scrolls and the use of the Qumran system of orthography and
morphology in all seven copies indicate that these scrolls were copied within the 'Qumran Scribal School' ,
most likely by scribes of the commune at Qumran.

6 A somewhat similar

mark occurs in 4Q163 (4Qplsac) 4-7 ii 18, where it, according to Tov, introduces a
scriptural quotation; another one occurs in the top margin of MasSir V.
7This form of paragraphos is common in lQisa.
8"Scribal Markings in the Texts from the J udean Desert", 59.
9"Correction Procedures in the Texts from the Judean Desert", paper presented at the International Conference
on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Provo, Utah, 16. July 1996.
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6.2.1. An edition of the major fragments in
accordance with their reconstructed sequence
6.2 contains an edition of a representative selection of 4Qlnstruction. In this section, 6.2.1, we present four
consecutive columns of wisdom admonitions as well as four discourses, each one approximately one column in
length (some aspects of !hese discourses have been discussed in sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). Some minor
fragments are presented both in 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. Same fragments of medium size and most of the minor
fragments of 4Qlnstruction are not presented here, such as most of the 300 fragments of 4Q418a
In accord with the sequence of most of the larger and same smalter fragments suggested in ch. 2, the

fragments are edited here, so that the progression of thoughl in the composition can be followed. As in the
survey of contents in 2.2.3, the texts are presented according to their supposed location in 4Q416. Some
fragments of 4Q423 whose location in the composition is unknown will be presented in section 6.2.2.
4Q417 Ill-IV, 4Q416 Ill-VI (4Q417 1 i - ii/ 4Q416 2 i - iv) 10

The combination of these two overlapping fragments provides us wilh the longest extant text unit of
4Qlnstruction, arnounting to c.four columns. The same text is partly preserved in remnants of four columns
from 4Q418; 4Q418 frgs. 7, 8, 9 and 10. The text consists of wisdom admonitions, interspersed with some
exhortations which deal with the hope of the elect
Short survey of the contents of these four columns:

Mil Ill 1-6. An argument with a neighbour, contrasled wilh a reference to God' s sovereignty.
II/7-8. Separate from the ungodly.
III 8-12. Study God's mysteries, reflect on your eschatological hope.

Ill 12-14. An argument about business matters.
Ill 15-17. Niedrigkeitsdoxologie.
J// 17-21. God provides for your daily

needs.

Il/ 21-27. Repay your loans as soon as possible.
~ ll/ 21 - IV 3. God provides sustenance for man and every other living being.
IV 3-18. Business ethics; surety, relation to superiors and subordinates.
IV 18 - V 3. Live a decent and humble life without luxury.
V

3-6. Restore a deposit in full.

V 6-8. The hope of the righteous through death.
V 8-15. Study God's mysteries and praise His name.

V 15 - VI 13. Farnily ethics; relation to parents, wife and children.

!Oin the text edition overlapping of the main text with other fragments is indicated by underlining or boldface
type in the transcription, and by underlining in the translation. Clear allusions to biblical verses are indicated by
italic typeface in the translation.
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4Q417 Ill (4Q417 1i).4Q417 Ill= 4Q416 Il 17-21,11 lll1-20.

Mus. Inv. 331
PAM 42.602, 43.222, 43.516*, 43.517
Ll. 6-14 =4Q416 2 i 1-8; Il. 23-28 = 4Q416 2 i 16-20 (underlined).
LL 11-12 =4Q418 202? (bold typeface).
Ll. 12-16 =inv. no. 511 18 1-4 (4Q418b, bold typeface).
LI. 15-16 = 4Q418 7 3-4,12 11. 20-28 = 4Q418 7 7-20 (bold typeface).
Our reconstructions in lines 9, 11, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21 and 25 are not found in the PC.
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is not preserved. The text of the first five lines of 4Q417 Ill would have been located in
the last five lines of 4Q416 Il.
12
The lines of 4Q418 frgs. 7-10 are numbered according to their location on the original scroll, which is
reconstructed with 20 lines per column, see section 2.1.2.2 and plate 5. Wacholder/Abegg's enumeration (pp.
79-82) differs from ours: Frg. 7, lines 3-4, 7-20 ""' Wacholder/Abegg, frg. 7, lines 1-2, 5-16 and frg. 8, lines 1-2;
frg. 8 , lines 1-12 = Wacholder/Abegg frg. 8, lines 3-14;/rg. 9, lines 3-20 = Wacholder/Abegg, lines 1-18;/rg.
10, lines 1-2, 5-11 =Wacholder/Abegg lines 1-2, 4-10.
13Emendation. The scribe wrote "'YZ1 p.m.
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Narns ON READINGS

L. 2. iØ pJm. Scribal error for iøpni .
L. 4. i'O.bn. Eisenman/Wise read "wn and translate "be not proud because of your transgressions" .14
L. 7. ~ø i;~. Or: i'T~'Ø i~.
L . 9. iT::llD!ll ):l,-nn. Eisenman/Wise read the third letter as /)et and translate "don't go very far along by
yourself'. The he is clear in the microscope. For the reconstruction, cf. Ps 138:3 tll 'ØDi.l •niin "make me
proud".
L. 9. There isa hole in the leather just below the vacat. If the hole was there at the time of copying, this
might be the reason for the vacat. Alternatively the leather may have been left uninscribed because of uneven

surface.
L. 10. iiS•n:i. Note the defective spelling which is unusual in 4Q417, cf. ;t;,"n in line 21. Contrast the
spelling iT;)"rO of 4Q416 I/15.
L. 11. ~i?.'i ;(i]m. Or: ~i? i'i?.in. For the reconstruction of the lacuna, see comments below.
L. 11-12. 4Q418 202 possibly preserves parts of lines 11-12 with a small variation. It reads

•i]?'lc np ;i[•ro

woø ~

The reading mctD in 4Q417 l/l 12 is to be preferred. lnterchange between the letters cayin and /)et is kriown
from many sources such as lQisa•. 15
L. 12. ij~t Or: il~;~,_
L. 13. n'mi»J. Or: n'm.11t Eisenman/Wise read n'mi~ ' young girls', a reading which cannot be sustained,
since the third letter of this word is waw or yod.
L. 13. ii[. Or: C[.
L. 14. ]ciEltZ)Q j•::i•i::i '}.Il ~lb . The PC reads ]Clmic j 00:J •ll1° i!Ø . Inv. no. 51118 (4Q418b) has a variant reading
in this line: )ø( ] 0 )C i ':m:i •w[.
L. 16. wæwc:i p,~, 'CL 4Q418 7 4 reads a nominal sentence i~æc:J p"i[~ 'Ci. The reading of 4Q417 with
three parallel verbal sentences which express man' s unworthiness in the judgement of God, seems more
logical. Both wooc:i and i•C!J!3Øc:J give sense, the singular 'lClElOO:J is preferable.
L. 17. c[Ji ?it;,?] l\j[•]. The left leg of a taw, bet, kap, cayin or sade is preserved before the 'alep.
L. 19. i]'i~i~, "[His] storehouse". Or: iT;,]'i~'!*, "[your] storehouse".
LI. 20-21. n;:,"n vac[~n JJil. Or: n;,"n vac[i~· Jlii "lest your life be distressed". Less probable:
il'''" vac [~ ~·p "f[or <He is> the rock of] your life" (there is not enough space fora il1\i1 before the word
i~. which would have given sense to this reading). 4Q418 7 8 preserves il~"'Tl i·~[ , without any vacat
between i'~ and iD''Tl . The PC reads (i~
]:'.! . The last letter before the lacuna looks more like ape than a
bet or kap. The vacat in the beginning of line 21 must be due to the uneven surface of the leather at this
point.
14Eisenman/Wise,
151Qisaa

244-54, provide transcriptions and translations of the larger fragments of 4Q416/4 l 7/418.
37:30 has O'JIØ for TM o•nø : Kutscher, lsaiah Scroll, 507; cf. Qimron, DJD X, 69.
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L. 23. JUJ. 4Q418 7 10 has J11ll.
L. 24. r!lP'. 4Q418 7 19 reads l"l!lP'• which must be a scribal error.
L. 27. O!lM1. 4Q418 7 15 reads ,UJ0fEiM~ . The reading of 4Q417 is preferable.
L. 28. il-dit The PC reads m::lb. 4Q418 7 16 preserves m:i 9', of the first letter on ly a trace of the left leg is
preserved, which can be from an 'ayin or taw. 4Q416 l/l 20 also preserves m:i9', but the partly preserved first
letter cannot be an 'ayin, but it can well be a taw.

For the text of 4Q417 W (4Q417 1 ii), see the more complete version below, in the parallel text 4Q416 Ill
20-21and4Q416 W 1-21.
TRANSLATION

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

[al]ways, lest he tires of you. According to his spirit speak to him, lest ..[
without reproaching the appropriate one. Forgive him, and what is bound [
Also, do not confuse his spirit, for silently did you spea[k
and quickly take account of his rebuke. Do not overlook your transgressions, [for He can gi ve your
neighbour(?)]
right as much as you. For He {for He I isa prince among pr[inces in everything(?)]
He does. For how is He unique in every deed, so that He .!lQ1 [
Do not consider an ungodly man a helper, and there will be nobody who hates[
the iniquity of his deeds together with its visitation. And know how to relate to him L.:. . The teaching of
God(?)]

9. do not
remove from your heart. [Your soul] be not proud about yourself[ in your lowly estate,J
10. for what is more insignificant than a poor man? Do not rejoice when you are in grief, lest you suffer in
your life.[ Gaze upon the mysteryl
11. to come, study the birth-times of salvation and know who will inherit glory and <who> corruption. Will
it not be[ gar/and for the poor ones(?)]
12. and eternal joy for their sorrow? Be a tough adversary in your business matters, and lhere is nobody who[
]

13. for any crooked matters of yours. Spe,ak your judgements like a righteous ru ler. Do not recei[ve
14. and do not overlook your [tra]nsgressions. In a legal guarrel be like a hu.!!!l2k man,[ and the judgernent
you shall(?)]
15. receive. Tuen QQQ will appear, His anger will subside and He will overlook your sin. [Folr be.fore [His
~

16. !1Qbody can stand, and who can be deemed righteous in His judgernent,Jfild how can the poor one [rise]
without forgiveness?
17. As for you, if you Jack food, [He will gi]ve[ you(?)] what you need and even a surplus,[ and)
18. you will [als]o have surplus of produce to the harbour of His desire. Receive your portion from Him, and
do not add ther[eto
19. If you are in need, borrow what you require, hut not in money, for [His] storehouse will not be lacking.
[ Upon]
20. His word everything will happen, so eat what He gives you, but not any more, le[st you shorten(?))
21.
your life.
If men lend you riches when you are in need, do not [slee]p
22. day or night. and do not let your soul~ [until] you have paid back to y[our !]ender. Do not lie
23. to him, lest you bear guilt. and also from shame you would no[t escape. And do notentrust anylthing
~ to his neighbour,
and lend out like he did. and
24. sothat he might close his hand when you are in need. Your strength[
know [yourl lend[er.]
25. If affliction befalls you. [your] store[house lacking(?), and you be in debt. do not hide from your lender.]
26. lest he reveal your shame [
and the rich man(?) will have power over him. and thenl
27. he will not smite him with a rod [
nine. hut no more.]
28. Furthermore, <when> you [
and you will eat bread]
CoMMENTS
4Q417 Ill contains wisdorn admonitions about man's relation to his neighbour, to property and loans. The
text of this colurnn also recornmends a hum ble attitude towards God. The references to God in lines 5-6 and 15-
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17, mainly in the fonn of rhetorical questions, cannot be categorized as admonitions. The admonitions are
phrased in the imperative [lines 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 11 (2x), 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 24 (2x)], vetitive [lines 4, 7,
9 (2x), 10, 13, 14, 18, 20, 21, 22 (2x), 25], and prohibitive (lines 3, 23). Conditional sentences are introduced
by CM

or~~

(lines 17, 19, 21, 25), and negative clauses ofresult by )El [lines 1 (2x), 10, 2, 26]. C)' is used as a

minor divide in lines 3, 7, 17, and 23. Lines 6, 10-12, and 16-17 contain rhetorical questions, a stylistic means
often used in 4Qlnstruction.
The structure of the text can be outlined as following:
Lines 1-6 deal with a controversy with a neighbour or superior. God's mercy and sovereignty gives perspective
to the relation to one's neighbour.
Lines 7-8 urge separation from the ungodly.
Lines 8-10 recommend a humble and sober attitude.
Lines 10-12 urge the addressee to study God's mysteries and be comforted by the eschatological hope of the
righteous.
Lines 12-14 mention an argument about business matters. Line 13 admonishes to give one's opinion with
authority.
Lines 15-17 contain a Niedrigkeitsdo.xologie, which contrasts God's might with the humble state of man. The
doxology is introduced by a reference to God's end-time appearance.
Lines 17-21 deal with one's daily needs and God's providing for them.
Lines 21-27 deal with loans and the need to repay them as soon as possible.
There is no obvious Iogical connection between the different paragraphs of this column. Lines 5-6, 10-12 and
15-17 focus on the vertical dimension - God's might and His relation to men; the admonitions deal with the
horizontal leve! - man's relation to his neigbour. The exhortation to study the end-time mysteries (lines 10-12)
gives advice of a different kind than the admonitions, and do not include the motive clause characteristic of the
admonition. The transition to the following admonition is strikingly abrupt: "Will it not be ... etemal joy for
their sorrow? Be a tough adversary in business matters"." Similarly theNiedrigkeitsdo.xologie stands formally
apart from the admonitions and shows no links in its contents with the preceding or the subsequent admonition.
A possible catchword connection is the word ~o, which occurs in the doxology as well as the preceding
admonition. We conclude that the exhortation oflines 10-12 as well as the Niedrigkeitsdo.xologie of lines 15-17
must have been editorially inserted into the admonitions.
Same tensions can also be observed within the admonitions. Lines 1-6 and 12-14 presuppose active business
relations with others which might cause disagreements. In contrast, the admonition to separate from the ungodly
(lines 7-8) seems to presuppose a more restrictive attitude to outsiders. Lines 1-8, 12-13, and 19-27 deal with
relations to others in financial, legal and business matters. Interspersed with these passages are admonitions on a
humble and sober attitude (lines 9-10) and God's providing for one's needs (lines 17-21), the latter passage is
conflated with the admonition on loans and repayment (lines 19-27). A humble and right attitude towards God
and fellow man might be a unifying theme for the text of this column. It seems that previously independent
material was combined into the present text.
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40417 m l-6. An argument with a neighbour. God is the Sovereign over each one.
(1-6) Lines 1-6 preserve the continuation of a passage dealing with the relation to one's neighbour (or superior)
which started in the missing col. Il. In an argument or conflict one should demonstrate humility, show the other
respect, listen to hiln, and take notice of his rebuke. To remember the sovereign and merciful God gives
perspective to one's relation toa neighbour (lines 5-6). For the subject matter, cf. Ahiqar saying 54 "With one
who is more exalted than yourself do not pick a quarrel"; Plnsinger 3.11 "Do not be free in speaking when a
superior listens to your word"; 4.2-3 "Do not hasten to seek a quarrel with a powerful ruler. He who thrusts his
[chest] at the spear will be struck by it".
(I) We Jack the beginning of lhe sentence, which would have started at the end of the preceding column.
Preserved is the middle of an admonition always to keep a correct relationship to the other (lhe person must have
been identified in the preceding line). One should speak to him in the same spirit as he shows.
l~]

(1) n::i»:lØ"

Probably a Qal of ll:JØ 'lest he tires of you', 'lest he be filled up with you', cf. Prov 25:17 ipn

11'ltzn 1:ill::w'l~ 1.iri n•:io 1"l,

"Seldom set foot in your neighbour's house, lest he gets filled up with you and

despise you". Less probable isa defectively spelled Hip'il impf. with the meaning 'let another swear' or 'adjure',
as in 1 Kgs 22: 16 (which also has the accusative suffix, n:ill:it00).
(1)

tl i::ii ini~i] i:i "'1:1'1

in the sense 'speak to/with'. For this use of the preposition -:i, cf. Num 12:2; Zech

1:9; 4Q390 (4QpsMosesc) 1 6 i!O."l:J

i'li::l""Mi; Koehler-Baumgartner

occur in the continuation; 4Q416 N 7-8 'i[:ii]

'l:l'l(Zf,:ii, and

(Engl.), vol. 1, 104. Similar constructions

in 4Q426 (4QSapiential-Hymnic Work A) 11 3

)'bi "," ini';\.

(2) Line 2 is hard to interpret. It is not clear how this line should be divided into sub-units. We prefer to take
i21:>.'1 n:iin ~,i,::i

as the end of a sentence and translate "] without reproaching the appropriate one". The words

,i, itlll should be interpreted as a separate sentence, "Forgive hiln", and ""l!Z)j'lrn starts another one.

(2) i21:in n:ii.i

~ii,:i]

In the Bible ~ii,:i 'without' is usually followed bya noun (only in Jer 2:11 and Lam 4:14

is ~,i,::i followed bya verb). In the Qumran texts ~fu is often followed bya verb, cf. e.g. lQH" I 23 "'1:l"'M

no

"W'IO "i,::i i!ll'O~, lli'\:l "i,::i .

The form n:iin must be a Hip 'il infinitive of n;,• , probably with the meaning 'reproaching', cf. a similar
saying in Sir 19:7 "Do not repeat gossip, !hen no one will reproach you".16. The Aramaic noun i21'C 'fitness',
'propriety', occurs twice in 4Qinstruction, 4Q417 IX 13 irolZlnc •ir(ol »Jiu rn:r:io ""Ø'l:i:ii "and with proper
understanding [the hid]den things of His thought are made known"; 4Q418 77 2 i )Øi::>:i ~,, cil' ]ni'i71n np
"Understand the origins of[ m]an and perceive the fitnes[s". However, in this text iø:i is used as an adjective, cf.
Est 8:5, where the Aramaic i21;, has the meaning 'be proper'. The word is used with the same meaning in Tob
3:10 mi,n}ii, i21:i
(2) ,"

ii::ill]

8:2 ," iw

16With

l~

ry» "forme it would not be proper to h[ang myself' (4QTobc 1ii3).

This word should be understood as an ilnperative, 'overlook it for him', 'forgive hirn', cf. Am 7:8;
'1W 'J'Oil'"l'':i;

below lines 4, 14 il:i'll!Z1D "ll

i'Olln

'"';line 15 iiS!il'on i,.v

the Syriac text. See J.T. Sanders, Ben Sira and Demotic Wisdom, 66.

"till,.
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(2) itopni] Under READlNGS we argue that iØ pni is a scribal error for itDpni , as it is difficult to propose any
logical meaning for p)ifl and itD as separate words. 'ltDp) is Nip ca/ participle of itDp with the meaning 'be bound
up', 'be connected'.
(3) The message of this line is to speak decently and respect the other.
(3) ll?:in

~?

~

mi

en] If this verb is taken as »?:i I, it can be Qal ('swallow up') or Pi' el ('engulf, 'destroy').

Better meaning gives the Pi' el of ll?:i II 'confuse': "do not confuse his spirit".
(3) il]ni:ri iTIY.lT.l

~·::>]The

word ~·:i indicates that this sentence contains the motive clause connected to the

preceding admonition; "for silently did you spea[k".
(4-6) You shall receive your neigbour's reproach and be aware ofyour own shortcomings: also you area sinner
in need of God's forgiveness. God is sovereign, He can forgive your neighbour as He forgives you.
(4)

iii'O

iElO im::iirnJ ~o 'count' probably appears in the secondary meaning 'carefully observe', 'take accoW1t

of', cf. the phrase i 'iTC
(4) iD'lltD!l ?li ":i.im

~'lO

~1J

'professional scribe' of Ps 45:2.

The sentence "Do not overlook your transgressions" is parallel to "and quickly take

account of his rebuke": when rebuked the addressee should acknowledge his own faults. The expression ~,
iT::l'lltD!l ?li ;i::llln recurs in line 14, perhaps in a context of a legal quarrel.
(4-5) i'M\, il::>ic::>

p~·

[?il::>lli

CJ ~·:i]

The word il~i.i which occurs thrice in lines 5-6 must refer to God. The

emphasised il~", al the end of the sentence points to God as the subject, not the neigbour. 17 Further, the
statement iltDllC ?i::i:i ,'n- i'Mn

ilO ~·:i

contained a phrase like il::llli CJ

~·:i,

of line 6 can hardly fit the neighbour. We propose that the end of line 4

and translate "[for He can give your neighbour(?)J right as much as you".

Materially p,~ can be Qal or Pi' el. Since the subject must be God, we understand it as a Pi'el with the meaning
'give right', 'see righteous' (fora similar use ofp~ Pi'el, cf. Hi 32:2; 33:32), although we would have
expected the Hiph 'il p~. If our reconstruction and understanding of lines 4-5 are correct, ane might perceive
some tension between the assertion of the admonition that God can give the neighbour right as much as the
addressee, and the discourses of 4Qlnstruction that discern sharply between the elect addressee and the ungodly
[see 4Q418 81 1-2 (with comments in section 4.3.2); 4Q418 69 ii 6-14; 4Q423 5 8]. This contradiction could
be absolved by asserting that the neighbour of lines 1-5 would be another member of the community: if you
have a disagreement with another who also belongs to the community, he is no less righteous in God's eyes
than you are.
(5-6) iltDll' [?~?,;,:i O'iW:J iØ i'Mi.i

~·::iJ

"For He isa prince among pr[inces in everything] He does". This isa

stat:ement about God in the midst of the heavenly council. For C'iW::l '1tD
c:i!ltD' C'il~ ::11':1 ?~-mll:J.

il~in ~·:i ,

cf. Ps 82: 1 :i::o

C'iT?~

A similar statement is preserved in 4Q418 140 4 c•Jito:l itD llin !1.1n "and then you

shall know Rim who isa prince among princ[es".18 The preposition -:i in the word C'iW:J is probably used with

the occasional use of ~iil/li~i.i in sectarian literature as a substitution for the Tetragrammaton: CD IX 5
(=4Q270 6 iii 19) renders ~ il\1' cpJ (Nah 1:2) with i·~? 1m Cl'U, and IQS VIII 13 renders iTW li, (Isa
40:3) with ~i'M\1 li, . See H-J. Fabry,''~\, hu'", TDOT 3, 345.
184Q525 (4QBeat) 14 ii 25, in contrast, uses C'itD about a forum where men discuss their disagreements;
c•iø 1in:i )1::>J ilwi c~·~n C'~ [1ile "with great] patience bring them out, among princes give a right answer".
17Cf.
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the same meaning as l':l 'among'. This statement emphasises God's sovereignty: only He decides whom He will
forgive, He is supreme in all He does.
(6) ]00 'n~? ilØ.llO 7c:i i'M' i'Mii! i!o M'~] This is another assertion of God's sovereignty. iW.llo is used in the

meaning 'deed', not 'creature', cf. the use of iWll' in the preceding sentence. Also the sentence starting with
'n~?

probably referred to the uniqueness of God (the lacuna after m:i? has a width of c.12 ls).

40417 Ill 7-8. Separation from the ungodly.
(7-8) Lines 7-8 exhort to separate from the ungodly man and not be influenced by his wickedness. The wise
man should know how to relate to the wicked. This is a common theme in early sapiential traditions, see e.g.
Prov 4:14. The discourses of 4Qlnstruction contain similar admonitions; 4Q418 812 "separate from everyone
He hates and keep apart from all abominations of the spirit". For the subject matter, cf. e.g. lQS I 4, 10-11.
(7) ir.n ::monn ""

?'Ill !Zl~i]

Cf. Prov 29:27 ?ill

!Il~ C'f'.,.,~

n:unn "The unjust man is an abomination to the

righteous". it.Il should be understood as the noun 1J.!/. The participle lrli would have been spelled defectively by
this scribe, cf. the spelling ':fru (line 11).

m

Jl'5i!Z1 f4M Cli]

The reading MIZI

f;M

is tentative. For the missing part of this

line 4Q416 Ill 2 preserves the letters •n?[ onn?{, which could belong toa word such as •m:i? onmm.

i;~ cJ1

introduces a subordinate sentence describing accompanying conditions, as in line 12. The lacuna (c.13 ls)
probably contained one more word. This admonition probably warned the addressee against being influenced or
harmed by the other' s iniquity.
The suffix of mpEl either relates to l1W1 or to the ungodly person described in the previous line. inpEl
probably has the meaning 'visitation' (i.e. punishment) as in 4Q4 l 7 IX 9.
40417 lll 8-12. Study God's mysteries. reflect on your eschatological hmiet
(8-12) Lines 8-12 deal with one's relation to God. One should heed His instruction and be aware of one's lowly
estate. In a period of grief one should behave decently and not allow unfitting outbursts of joy. One should study
God's mysteries and remember the eschatological perspective. ln contrast to that of the ungodly, the hope of the
elect is eternal glory.
(8-9)

il~:i?o

vron ?M [ ?~ min] According to this tentative reconstruction, a reminder of the teaching of God

introduced this section.
(9-10) Do not elevate yourself; remember that you are poor and insignificant. Joy does not go together with
grief.
(10)

i'.ll:::t:]

Here in the meaning 'insignificant', as in Ps 119:141. Line 10 starts with a rhetorical question like

lines 16-17.
(10-12) Exhortations on 'the mystery to come' and the eschatological destinies of men are here interspersed
with the surrounding wisdom admonitions. The elect sball meditate on the mysteries of salvation and history.
They are assured of the glorious portion which awaits them.
(10-11) n•m n:i ø:i.i] For il'm n 'the mystery to come', see section 4.1.6. Sentences like il'm n:i

il'm, t1m1 n•m n, are found in 4Q416 V 14; 4Q417 IX 5, 8, 20; X 4-5.

tll::i.i,

n:i

i!li
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(Il)

li~ ..,i,'IO

npi] Eisenman/Wise propose to read .Il~ """''l:l, "from the children of salvation". With Strugnell

and Hanington we read w "1?'lO and understand this phrase as 'birth-times/pangs of salvation •. 19 Cf. the
occurrence of C'i?io in the continuation, 4Q416 V 9-10 ,..,.,'IQ !D'l" "investigate His (i.e. God's) birth-times";
4Q416 V 20 il]~'IO np "ponder her birth-times"; 4Q418 77 2 Ci[1' ]nn?in npi il'ill n::i O:J.i "study ]the mystery
to come, and ponder the genesis[ of m]an"; lQHa XII 8 n1l 'i?io ?i:i::i "the beginning of every period". In lines
10-11, i"l'ill ri::l o::in and .llll'J' 'i?10 np1 are parallel phrases. The imperative of np? probably has the meaning
'investigate', 'study', in this text as well as in 4Q416 V 20; 4Q418 77 2.20 The message is thus: when you
study God's mysterious plan ofredemption you will understand the pangs of salvation - the secrets about the
endtime - and thereby you will know who will inherit glory (namely, the elect) and who will inherit corruption
(namely, the sons of the pit). Similar passages that urge the man of understanding to meditate upon God's
mysteries and thereby gain knowledge are found in 4Q416V12-15 and 4Q417 /X 4-10.
( 11-12) c?w nnoø

i!o.i'?::l~?i [?c'J'I'~? 1~El

]1'i'Ai] Of the possible readings ]1'i'Ai ?{i]Jli gives beUer meaning in

the context than ~,., ii?.tn. In the past we proposed to reconstruct c?w mcø
"Will not[ garland be given for their ashes) and eternal joy for

i"lc.i•~?i

their sorrows?"21

[i"lc.i'iEl1'?

1~El

l"'

J~i?il

However, it is now realized that

the lacuna is too short for this reconstruction. A shorter reconstruction is called for: "Will it not be[ garland for
the poor ones] and eternal joy for their sorrows?" This is a rhetorical question, a common stylistic means in
4Qinstruction.22 The reconstructed text elaborates on Isa 61:31111J11J 1cø "~ nnn 1"El cm nn? p·~ •?:i1'? c111J?
?:i~

nnn, combined with c?-w nncll'J from Isa 61:7 (also occuring in Isa 35:10, 51:11, lQH• XVIII 15). Isa 61:1

refers to C''Ull, but P':l~ is more typical of 4Qinstruction. 23 A similar use of this biblical verse is found in 1QH•
XVIII 14-15 c?ill rncø?

C'?::l~i

mi

·~:i1J?

11111pJ iipoo ll[ll'J' ll'i'lti?] il:>'r:m ::i11':i C'1Jll 110:J? "that to the humble

he might bring glad tidings of Your great mercy, [proclaiming salvati]on from the fountain [of holiness to the
cont]rite of spirit, and everlasting joy to those who mourn". It is pointed out in sections 4.3.3 and 5.1.l that
Isaiah 59-61 played an important part both in the writings of the ya}Jad and 4Qinstruction.
40417 Ill 12-13. An argument about business malters.
(12-13) Lines 12 -13 deal with disagreements in business matters, i.a" with giving one's opinion with an air of
authority (line 13).
(12) il:i~ilri?

:J'i

':ill::i

i"l1il]

The scribe of 4Q417 did not distinguish clearly between waw and yod. B ut in the

main clause of an admonition the imperative ilii fits better than the perfect il'il (in line 14 the same construction
appears with the imperative mil). Only with a preceding C1' would the perfect il'il yield a good meaning "if there
be an adversary in your business matters". This text used the imperative form il\i of Mishnaic Hebrew, and not
l9''Qumran Cave 4 Texts: A New Publication", 492-3. On the understanding of C'i?io , cf. Schiffman, DJD
XX, 37. The early medieval piyut Jiin 'JOT contains the similar construction C'o-rm7 'the birth-place of waters'
in a prayer for rain: C'o-rwb C'O 1'1tl "You who create water in the birlh-place of waters" (Carmi, The Penguin
Book of Hebrew Verse, 203).
20Cf. the idiom ioio np? 'receive instruction' (Prov 1:3; 8: 10; 24:32), and the noun "P-~, a typical wisdom
term. See section 4.1.2, note 28.
2 1"Wisdom, Revelation, and Eschatology", 446-7.
220n the use of the interrogative particle ~i?i"I in 4Qinstruction, see section 3.2, note 61.
234Q415 6 2; 4Q417 Ill 17; 4Q416 V 8, 12; 4Q418 254 3. The sectarian writings use both 'Ull and 1i·~ as
self-designations.
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no~;:r

of Biblical Hebrew or i'i1 of lQM XV 7 ("n

:J'i

'J:l" wn ,~, ipm).

?.u:i means adversary, originally in a court case. For the same phrase, see lQHa VII 22-23, where the

phrase •:i..-, ''.ll:i carries the meaning ' my opponents'; and 4Q424 (4Qsap. work) 3 9 (on the righteous man) ~~il

'1:u •roo '1:>? :J"i

".l1:i " h)e will be an adversary to everyone who moves the boundary". Depending on the sense

offtti ('property', 'business', or 'desire'),24 the meaning of !his sentence could be "Be an adversary with regard
to your business/property" or "Be an adversary with regard to your desire". The first option yields the more
probable meaning "Be tough in business matters", while the latter could mean "Keep your desire under control!"
(12-13) ;i=>n"UIJ ?'l:>? [

ff~i)

This is the subordinate clause which followed the preceding admonition.

;i=>t'l'i.llJ isa Nipcat participle of il'l.11, 'be crooked/distorted/twisted' . We tend to read the plural ;i=>niillJ (with an

irregular short spelling of the suffix) and not the singular ;i=>ti'UlJ.25 The lacuna could have contained a word
meaning ' accuse' or 'reprove', yielding something like "and there is nobody who[ reproves you] for any crooked
matters of yours". One option could have been the verb n;,• (used in line 2), but it requires the preposition ?11
[see lQHa I 25; 4Q460 (4Qpseudepigraphic work) 5 i 6), while this text uses _". Garci'.a Martfnez translates "]for
all your perversities" (DSST, 385).
40417 lfI 14-17. Man's humble state contrasted with God's might.
(14-17) These lines describe man's humble state in relation to God. The addressee is reminded of his sins and
God's might andjudgement. A reference to God's end-time appearance and his willingness to forgi ve sins (line
15) is followed by three parallel verbal sentences which express man' s unworthiness in the judgement of God
(the two last ones are rhetorical questions): ".For before His wrath nobody can stand - and who can be deemed
righteous in His judgement - and how can the poor one [rise] without forgiveness?" These lines represent a
Niedrigkeitsdoxologie, a development of the biblical Gerichtsdoxologie (see section 3.1).26 A Niedrigkeits-

l'tt'1 and its equivalents in the ancient Near East with the meaning 'desire' and 'material needs', see M.
Weinfeld, " Initiation of Political Friendship in Ebla and its Later Developments", Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft
von Ebla (Heidelberger Studien zum Alten Orient, Band 2), Heidelberg 1988, 345-8; idem, "The Counsel of the
Elders to Rehoboam and its Implications", Maarav 3 (1982) 27-54; p. 44; M. Eilat, Economi.c Relations in the
Lands of the Bibie (Hebrew), Jerusalem 1977, 191. fEll1 has the meaning 'business (needs)', 'commerce' in Isa
58:13; 1Kgs5:22-24; 10:13. CD X 18-21 correctly understood 1~Eln æro, T~ niøll of Isa 58:13 as relating to
business matters: ~EY'I m'0.11 M mø.ui,, cf. L. Ginzberg, An Unknown Jewish Seer, New York 1976, 59. In the
Talmud c·~ can have the meaning 'business matters'. Cf. b. Shab. 113a (150a) )'i1~ T~tl -1~t1 ~,~
)'in'IO CJ'OØ ·~oo "As to 'doing your business' (Isa 58:13); your own affairs are forbidden, the affairs of Heaven
are permitted (on the Sabbath)"; 150b .,...,:i•ø c-rp i·~EY"t iW.ll'Ø c~" ," "~ "orre is forbidden to do one's affairs
before reciting havdalah". 4Q416 W 8 interprets the biblical "P'EY'I ~~ (Isa 58:13, see below).
25The root ilW occurs in the phrase mm mi 'crooked in spirit' (lQHa I 22; Ill 21; XI 12; XIII 15; frg. 12 6).
Cf. further lQS I 24 U"l.llJ 'we have behaved distorted'; 4Q425 (4Qsap. work) 6 4 )'biø?:ii ilUl~. In lQS V 24; X
11 and XI 9 one can read either the plural nii.ll.) or the singular ;,:'Ill.) with suffix; 4Q491 (4QM•) 7 ii 2 and 4Q51 l
(4QShirb) 18 ii 9 have the plural niwJ. Baillet translates the form •m'm (4Q511 18 ii 9) 'my perversities': DJD
VII, 231. MT of 1 Sam 20:30 might reflect a sirnilar form of rtill; MT reads miiQoi nw1:i "son of one who
turned from discipline", while LXX presupposes niTIC.i rrWJl:l "son of rebellious girls" =4QSamh.
26Kuhn, Ende1wartung, 27-29; Tanzer, The Sages, 20-23. Tanzer has noted that rhetorical questions, like
those in lines 10 and 16-17, area typical feature of Niedrigkeitsdoxologien: The Sages, 24. Niedrigkeitsdoxologien appear in Hodayot which Kuhn defined as 'hymns of the Community'. These hymns use sapiential
terminology and deal with communal deliverance, combining the nations of present and future salvation.
240n
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doxologie usually incorporates rhetorical questions starting with i0'1', no or "O, and often employs the root p,!t
'be righteous'. 27

(14) •.:wJ The meaning of'Jll here is 'humble' (rather than 'poor'), a meaning often found in the biblical psalms.
(14) i4::i4'i::i] j4::i4i::i or j1::i•i::i. This word must be related to :J'1, quarrel.
(15) np] np might have been preceded by a word like m.:im. 'his reproof.
(15, 16)

f6~tlln

?ll 1iu1

i~

::iøi, i!n'"° -?::i1] God's forgiving the sins of man is mentioned in both lines. This

topic is treated elaborately in many of the Hodayot. iln''?O 'forgiveness' is also mentioned in two sapiential
hymns (lQHa VII 26-33; XI 3-14) which provide many parallels with 4Qinstruction; they refer toa community
of the elect and to salvation through purification: 28 1QW VII 17-18 ~'(C,::i l:!·~i· n]!io C,!tl'"Ti, n'f',!l r~ [i1:>1.lllC,
m•'?O "Your servant] has no righteous deeds to deliver him from the [snaring] p[it of no] forgiveness"; XI 9
nm''?O ::111 i1:>::11tll::l1 "in Your goodness is much forgiveness". The central terms for cleansing and forgiving in the
Hodayot are -.b and rr,o. For 1::1.11 in this context, cf. Mic 7:18 ll!DEi-?ll 1::1ll1 J1ll
(15-16) "1:> ,'lOJl' 1'1? [~ CJl)f

·~? 1'[•.:i)] This

cf. also Am 7:2, 5 l''lri Jt:ip •.:i :lp.Il'

isa free rendering of Nah 1:6 ~

CIP' •c; Ps 130:4 ,Oll' •c 'Jil' i1,.."1C!Dn

~J ;

J11n:l

n'Olll~.

Am 7:8; 8:2.
C'f'' '01 , io.sr

ltlllf 'JEl?,

A similar rendering of

Nah 1:6 is found in the presectarian29 sapiential work 4Q185 1-2 i 7-81')1' )jin? n-f>o
r.:i~?c

'O

j~i i1'JEi?

,ioll? n.:i

1'~1

'JEi? i1tlll? ?::> ?::>• •oi [u•n?I'. The verse from Nahum deals with the Lord's anger toward his enemies,

while 4Qinstruction refers to man's sinfulness in general: also the elect is guilty before God, and his only hope
is !hat God will forgive his sin. The same thought is expressed in lQH" XII 28 i::i n'::>io 'JEi? ~'n' noi "How
shall he stand before Him who reproves him?"
(16) 'OEitoo::i

pi~

•ei] Cf. lQHa VII 28 'OEl!Dil:I i1::>'JEi?

judged?"; llQPsa 155 8 'TT ?o n::>'J!l'i

p~·

p[i~'

•ei "Who shall be righteous before You when he is

1'1? •.:i ~t:in:> '.lClEl!Dn ~ i1'1r" "Turn away from me my recompense

for evil, for befare you no creature is in the right".
(16-17)

11·~

[cmipn•] n::>~I') i1n-':io -?::ii] For the reconstruction co-prr) il:>il'), cf. lQH2 XII 35 I cmip~

i1::>'~1.

Alternatively one could reconstruct cip•] n.:i~I'], for which cf. Nah 1:6 ~ 1rn::i C'fl' •ei. For the subject matter,
cf. 1Sam2:8 J1'::11' C'i' ~" iElJJC o•pc; lQHa VII 17-18 (see above); XII 34-35 Cl' l''.:l ,,, '"W'I' i1:>'1'1

] CC'f'nl' i1:>'1'1 ". [ ,,ll!lt:l i1nU)':>.i "How shall I straighten the way unless [You gu]ide [my steps ... ] and bow
shall I rise[".

27Cf. e.g. lQHa I 23-27; VII 27-33; XII 24-36; XV 22-25; XVIII 21- 31; 4Q185 (4Qsap. work) 1-2 i 7-8
i·.:i~?o ·~Ei? ,ioll? ?::>?::>• •ei ". i1'f'C j;l\1 i1'JEi':i ,w? n::> J'1'1 "and no strength to stand before her, and no hope ...
and who can endure to stand befare His angels?"; 1 lQPs• 155 8 •n ':i1:> n:>•xiC, p~· 1'1" •.:,,. Similar rhetorical
questions are well-known from the Bible, see e.g. Mal 1:2, 6, 7; 2:17; 3:7, 8, 13. The Yom Kippur liturgy
speaks about man 'standing before God' in a similar context: TJ~? ,10ll? 1iii'::>n1 tol'ic to'O~ n?,::in nn~ "You
distinguished man from the outset and recognised him to stand before You". Also according to the liturgy, man
does not deserve to stand befare God, but is given this status by God's kindness. Two lines in the eschatological
discourse 4Q416 VI-Vlll deal with a similar theme: "Tuen God will appear] to establish righteousness between
good and evi[l], !hat everyone should k[no]w the judg[ements of God, and every creature will understand(?) that]
it isa creature of flesh" (4Q416 VII 15-17).
28Cf. Tanzer, The Sages, 37-42.
29H. Lichtenberger classifies 4Ql85 as presectarian: "Eine weisheitliche Mahnrede in den Qumranfunden
(4Ql85)", Qumra11. Sa piete, sa theologie et son mi/ieu, 151-62.
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(17)

p·:::i~] 1i·~

isa usual self-designation for the elect individual who humbles himself before God both in the

biblical psalms and the Hodayot. In the Hodayot C'J'l'~ (mll) can be a designation for the elect community, cf.
lQHa Il 32; Ill 25; V 16, 18; see also lQpHab XII 3, 6, 10; lQM XI 13; XIII 14; 4Q171(4QpPs•)III10. 30 In
the continuation the admonished is addressed i n

p~ . 4Q416 V

8 (and 4Q415 6 2). While the first two

members of the parallelism express the unworthiness of man in general before God, the third one deals with
p·:::i~.

the elect. Only the elect can hope for God' s forgiveness.

40417 lll 17-21. God provides for your daily neeeds.
(17-21) Lines 17-21 deal with one's basic needs and God's providing for them (for the subject matter, cf. Matt
6:25-32). Parts of the text are difficult to understand. Line 18 deals with the produce of the fields and its relation
to God.
(17) l')iO] 'Human food', as in late biblical Hebrew: Ps 11:5; Prov 31:15; Mal 3:10. The word also appears in
4Q418 81 16. In line 20 9i0 appears as a verb in Hip<il with the meaning 'to feed' .
(17) n:;,'iiono] ,,ono 'need', 'poverty', as in Prov 6:11; 11:24; 21:17. The word is common in 4Qlnstruction.31
(17) ?n:;,?) ~:ii·J il:;)•,nioi :i:;,'iiono] In the tentative reconstruction of the last part of this line "[He will gi] ve[
you(?) what you need and even surplus" , ,'IOtlO is interpreted as ' what you need', and !':j[' as a defectively written
Hip<il. In this reconstruction, the theme is God's care for the addressee in a situation of need.

(17-18) ~Dn mo? ?:::i•n ,•nm c[l'l] This line talks about the surplus of the fields, more probably related to God
than to one's neighbour. We choose the former option. According to this interpretation, lines 17-21 deal
consistently with man' s sustenance related to God. It is less conceivable that an unintroduced neighbour
suddenly should appear in line 18. The word ?:i• (=?tl• )32 refers to the yields of the fields. The phrase i~ mo?
is taken from Ps 107:30 ~11 mo-~ Cl"l)'i "He will bring them to the harbour of their desire".33 The biblical
psalm describes how God can bring sailors through a storm to safety. The suffix has been consciously changed
from the plural fonn of the Bibie (tmin) to a singular one (i~) which refers to God. We rranslate "you will
[alsJo have surplus of produce to the harbour of His (i.e. God's) desire'', and propose that this sentence refers to
tithing: one retums to the Creator the portion He desires of the yields.
(18) i]ill l'join ~, '\:Jr.il rip n:;,n?m] The meaning of n:;,n?m is 'your portion of the produce' : when one has given
to God what belongs to Him, one will receive from Him, the giver of the crops, one's own portion. The
meaning of the sentence starting with i]ill l')O'ln ~' (a phrase recurring in line 20) is not immediately clear.
(19-20) When you are in need, you may borrow, but not in money. Remember that God has plenty in His
storehouse. He has created everything and will take care of your needs. so be content with your portion.

30Qn the 'poor' in the literary tradition of the Bible and Qumran, see Kvalbein, Jesus og de fattige , especially
43-61, 103-12.
31In the Qumran scrolls this word only occurs in 4Qinstruction (26 times) and 4Q424 (4Qsap. work) 1 8.
Cf. Sir 40:26 ,,tll'lo " hl'"'[:l] )'!' " With the fear of the Lord a man lacks nothing".
32Koehler-Baumgartner (Engl.), vol 2, 382.
33mo can be translated 'harbour' or 'city', cf. S.E. Loewenstamm, 'mo' (Hebrew), Encyclopaedia Biblica,
vol. 4, Jerusalem 1962, 785-7.
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(19, 21) pn] The biblical i~ ' power' (Deut 6:5) is in the Qumran scrolls represented as Jii and in the targums
J1!Y.l or C'O:>J, cf. lQS I 13-14; Ill 2; CD XIII 11.34 In sectarian writings )ii has the comprehensive meaning 'the
total assets of a man ' (moneys, property, working power).35 In 4Qlnstruction Jii has the plain meaning
'money', 'riches'.
(19) n::>i1ono liil •?:Jo

~1?]

"borrow, bul not in money, for your need". ~'!? is probably a Qal imperative ofm?

'borrow', and the preposition? 'for' is implied (for the full phrase, see line 21 below and 4Q424 (4Qsap. work)
1 81i1ono? ]\i mp? [).An exhortation to borrow in produce, but not in money, would fit well the warning
against being in debt in lines 21-27.
(19)

1)~~]

The reconstruction 1~~ '[His] storehouse' is more probable than il:>~, '[your] storehouse'. For

God's heavenly storehouse, cf. Dtn 28:12/Jer 50:25 n~~
11Q14 (llQBer) 1-2 6-7

~'10.i 1'"11~ ~

~ (°P)

mil' nnEl('); 4Q418

819il:>?•øo.i1'"111~1;

e:>? noo•1; I Enoch 11: 1 "Ishall open the storerooms of blessing which

are in the heavens, so that I shall send them down on the earth, over the work and toil of the children of man";
and 5Ql3 (5QSectarian Rule) 1 2-4, which mentions the storehouses of God: )n1'"111~ /)"101'1) /)'mil •m?I\[ "the
Lord of everything ... was founded ... storehouses".
(19-20) i,;;~ il:>D~' "~ ~1 ?1:> il'il' 1il'El [?.ll] God is the source of everything that happens. Therefore receive
what He provides for you. The phrase ii'El ':i.Il is found elsewhere in the composition, 4Q423 3 3 (= 1Q26 2 3)
Cll'li

)?:; ilnin 1il'El ?ll1 "on His word will bear every [womb". ?1:> .i'.i' means either 'everything came to be' (for

which cf. e.g. 1QH8 I 20), or more probably 'everything will happen' (in this context possibly with the more
narrow meaning 'everything you need will be given you'). For the latter option, cf. IQHa X 1-2 "By] Your plan
every[thing shall be, [and] by the plan of Your heart it shall be established; [And without You] nothing [will be
made,] and without Your good pleasure it will not be; And no one will understand all [Your wi]sdom, and on
[all] Your mysteries no one will gaze"; I 7-8 "You knew all their deeds forever and ever. And [without You

no]thing is made"; I 20 "And according to [Your good pleasure] everything [has come to pass], and without You
nothing is made"; and from 4Qlnstruction 4Q418 123 3 il'il'

il01

il'i1 ilO? iT.l il'im ?1:> "everything that comes

into being in it, with what happened and what will come to pass", where il'il' clearly indicates the future. The
statement 7c iT'i1' 1il'El [?ll provides another example of the same deterministic sectarian theology that is found
in the Two-Spirit Treatise and in some of the Hodayot
(20-21) il:>"n

[~n J~]

4Q418 7 9 has il:>''n

i'~.

We propose to reconstruct [~n . Hipcil oh~ 'make

narrow', 'shorten'. Altematively one could reconstruct "~ , a Qal imperfect (Nip<al

of"~

Bible, but could fit the context). Another possibility would be to read plainly il:>"n

i1~,

but this would nonnally require the reconstruction il::>''n [i~

~1il ~·)::l , for

note on READINGS above). A parallel to the possible reading il:>"n
the Amidah, i1i1i1i? 1'1iT

iTM UllØ'

i1~

is not found in the

"the rock of your life",

which there is not enough space (see

is found in the eighteenth benediction of

po 'lr'rt i1~ "You are the Rock of our lives, the Shield of our salvation

through every generation" (repeated in the Yom Kippur liturgy).
34Cf. M. Weinfeld, "All who Freely Devote Themselves to His Truth Shall Bring all their Knowledge,
Powers and Possessions into the Community of God (lQS I 12)" (Hebrew), Bible Studies. Y.M. Grintz in
Memoriam (B. Uffenheimer, ed.), Tel Aviv 1982, 37-41.
35Stegemann, Die Essener, 245-6.
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40417 lil 21-28. Re,Pay your loans as soon as possible. lest you suffer punishment by the hand of your creditor.
Be honest toward your creditor.
(21-28) A new section starts after the second vacat in line 21. This section on borrowing and paying back to the
creditor as soon as possible, lest one suffer under his authority, has a close parallel in Prov 6: 1-5 which talks
about surety. Cf. also Prov 22:7 m?o

IZ7'~?

C'~ i'tzl.l)

m? i:un ?'lØO'

is a slave to the lender"; and Sir 29:2 )Of:J 1.lli? ::i-øn

:JIZ7il1 'Ci::l

"The rich rule the poor, and the borrower

n»::i llli? rri?;; "Lend to your friend in his time

of need, and in your turn repay your friend in time". The Proverbs of Ahiqar, saying 43, provide a striking
parallel to this passage "Do not take a heavy loan from an evil man. And if you take a loan, give your soul no
peace until [you have re]pa[id it. A loan is pleasant as [ ], but paying it back isa houseful".
The message of the text under discussion is: you shall behave honestly vis-a-vis your lender. As lang as you
have not paid him back, he has authority over you and can use it to your disadvantage and east shame over you.
Lines 25-26 repeat the theme of lines 22-23 with same variation.
(21) rmn] Formally this can be either Hip'il ('lend') or Qa/ ('borrow', so Eisenman/Wise) of m':i. In the context
the former option is preferable.
(21-22) n?-71 001• C[un ]?,_]Cf. Prov 6:4 l'El~.ll? iio'lJm Tl'.l1? mø
9. For the phrase 'day and night', cf. 4Q417 IX 8 i'T'rn

n::i

1m-~;

and in the continuation, 4Q416 IV

n:i.i il':i•?{1 01' "day and] night meditate on the mystery

to c]ome".
(23) ]1.ll nøn] nøn should be understood as~ . a typical Qumran spelling due to the weakening of the
gutturals.36 )1.ll
(23) ??lJn
(24)

means 'bear iniquity' or 'forgive iniquity'. The first option fits belter in the context

~]i? ilElinO 0)1]

11' r~']

iTI'l!lp). The

IWJ)

For the proposed reconstruction, cf. lQHa VII 17 [c•111p1• n]oo ?::lm.

"he will close his hand (and not give)", cf. Deut 15:7; Sir 4:31 il::l~

1'

(MS A, MS C has 1'

same phrase is found in the context with relation to God, 4Q416 /V 2; and in 4Q419 (4QSap. Work

B)8ii7.
(24)

n:>i]l~

llll] We propose that i~o should be interpreted as 'lender', cf. BH rn~ 'payment', 'rent'.

(25) .l1l)] 'Affliction', see 4Q418 69 ii 5; cf. Qimron, HDSS, 102, 111.
(25) :::il'T

~1 ?ion' il:>i~~1]

For the proposed reconstruction, cf. line 19 1]1::l1" iCl'l'

~1? .

The reconstruction

presupposes a defective spelling of 'l::l~ - in line 19 the same word is, however, spelled plene. The end of the
line speaks about the creditor, the first part of the line must therefore deal with getting into debt. The
reconstruction yields a line of 53 Is, which fit well with the 49-54 Is of other lines of this column. :J'll"I can In
Aramaic have the meaning 'be indebted' ,37
(26)

i:::i ?ø10 ?i'lll.l11]

The meaning of this phrase is probably that a creditor will have power over a debtor. Our

tentative reconstruction alludes to Prov 22:7 m?o

IZ7'~?

m?

1:JJ1l

?'!Øo'

C'llli:l i'lll.ll.

36Cf. Qimron, HDSS, 117; idem, DJD X, 69-70; Kutscher, lsaiah Scroll, 505-11. IQisaa 33:10 has ~tll)il for

TM ~to)~.
3?Jastrow, 428. This meaning is found already in North west Semitic: see Koehler-Baumgartner (Engl.), vol.
1, 295.
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(26-28) [,1].1' [®1'1 ;wøn ".] lb:iø:i

'IJ:)'

~?

loo.J U:>' is probably a Hip'il imperfect of n:>J 'strike', 'smite' with a

3rd person singular suffix. Harrington reconstructs i1»(1Um C'øi?ø and suggests that this phrase refers to the
thirty-nine strokes in punishment by flagging, for which cf. Deut 25:3 "]'O'

~? U:>' C'.1':11~.

m. Mak. 3.1-10; 2

Cor 11:24.38 This option is possible. The text could contain a warning that a money-Iender might treat faulty
debtors like slaves or inflict punishment upon them. However, the Mishnah does not mention default on
repayment as cause for flogging, and the mishnaic phrase is

C'l1:J1~ n)'?o

'forty strokes' (interpreted as 'forty

less one', Paul mentions 'thirtynine'). Further, the noun rTfl?o would require the masculine form JllOm c•øi'?ø of
the numeral, not the reconstructed ;w{ørn C'Ø'l?ø. A similar saying, which also uses the word o:iø , is Plnsinger
I 0.17 "Do not slight him (your master) in the street, lest his stick39 repay you".

4Q416 Ill 21-22 (4Q416 2 i 21-22)

The left margin of 4Q416 IIl lines 1-8 and 16-22 has been preserved. The text of lines 1-8, 16-20 parallels
4Q417 Ill 6-28, and is indicated in the transcription of that column. For the sake of convenience, only lines 21
and 22 are presented here, which provide the immediate continuation of 4Q417 lll. The text of 4Q4 l 6 lll 22 is
immediately continued in 4Q416 IV 1.
Mus. Inv. 181
PAM 40.613, 40.621, 41.306, 41.422, 41.783, 41.903, 42.556, 43.511*

LI. 21-22 = 4Q417 lll 28 -IV 2 (underlined), and 4Q418 7 16-17 (bold typeface).

i1::>1' r~n CM

~1i1 ' '

ni:Jflh

rrn~

21

n:>mim r,.-(~r,

m?ø 'n?:i?J

22

bottom margin [

NOTE.S ON READINGS
L. 21. n1:int See above on 4Q417 III 28.
L. 22. m;ø •n?:i? ]. 4Q417 IV 1 preserves f;ø •n;:i?.
L. 22. ?~iu? . 4Q418 7 17 preserves i1:>El10~IU '?[, without space between the words ?~ and i1:>EliO.
'TRANSIATION

21. (Y.OY.
22. [not to reach out

] and you will eat bread. If you urge your hand
to alsk for your food. For He

CoMMENrS

40416 TlT 21 - IV 3. God gives sustenance to every living being.
(III 21 - IV 3) This section continues the theme of 4Q417 lll 17-21, God's providing for the needs of man, and

describes God's giving sustenance to every living being.

38"Wisdom Texts From Qumran", 50-52.
with PCarlsberg II.1.17. See Volten, Das demotische Weisheitsbuch, 14; idem, Kopenhagener
Texte zum demotischen Weisheitsbuch, Copenhagen 1940, 12-13; M. Lichtheim, Late Egyptian Wisdom
Literature, 207. Volten translated "Sei nicht geringschatsig zu ihm auf der Strasse, damit nicht sein Stock dich
strafe".
39Reading ~bt
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4Q416 IV (4Q416 2 ii)

Mus. Inv. 181
PAM 40.613, 41.306, 41.422, 41.783, 41.903, 42.556, 42.597, 43.511*, 43.512

Ll. 1-21 =4Q417 /V2-26 (underlined).
Ll. 1-3 = 4Q418 7 18-20; Il. 4-13 = 4Q418 8 1-12 (bold typeface).
Ourreconstructions in lines 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16 and 17 are not found in the PC.
] top [

[910 m?1 101~ 40 'ioJrt ;,:, ~[?o?
?;, n1i il[ElO~~J 11" fi!lp°' [C ~

]margin

mø.vo ' ' ?.v ,,o]rii nnc:i

l r~, 'n "''
0

iø~ 1n

ino i::i n;,"n ' ' mifrd n)'.Pi 1.v:i rr1:i nøu? nniJpil r'!;;'~,El~
n;,ø i i p nii icn ;~ 11i1 ;,:i n;,m;[ o.von ?~ ii)'i:i1:i i n:>ld'.:> npi ,;
1.:ntv'?::>i ,"~El inø li~i:i 4 2n;:,01~ ?ø[10 ?ø111 il-'ØElD Jft;ø i'no l'._ '.:>
;oøn n::>'ti::Ji 91n ?~ ii~'pini i;[ t~1::>on '?~ n::>n?m Jn;,~c:in ~~on r~1 i[::i1J
ii)mø.v 1.v i1''~'.P? no1Jn ?[~i it;:,øc:iJ:i nuc ;.-1 ii ' ' i1pc:i' m11.:i.P o~ n5[ø~J'?]
i;:i pn i:i~ i? -in1n ?~i[
tbc i »'~Jin? la' c._, l:J01n '?[~ i'ni~
n.-~p n::li '" n~,, n::>[~~' ~1m
.- n?!lli i'l!l ici' l!l i~S J
imiM nc~ni inii:i~mn 1.n~-n oA ul.Pi' 'o ?ne :i;n :iip.ui øi~~J
0
11'n' ?.t> Ø'~:> it:>'?» S,om ,,,:i t::i? ,, n[1'il1 ,]j~.v1n 1°[
iø
l
i1:>:in100 11pøn ?~1 1jtbn i1o'? nt!l::in [?J~ ilnt\i 11[ 'J.P nn~ '' ii;:;r]
[nl;nn r~i n.:::?:i mø' ~" ;ø~? i1)ØElJ ':ic:iøn ?~ mi ??[,,:i i5.v':i i? noirn]
frii~o n:rin n:mc:iim ',ø;:,n 1El .PJM ,~ n;:,m;:, r~ iØ~, 0 [
?1::ib? i':il
i;no:ii n,:,,tbSiJ i1:i.vn DJni nii:l 1.:lD n:>ni'il :iio l1i1:l il.'.)ØEl5 'ii:S[on '?~]
oli? j,;:iøn ?~ n;:;li'1l tv'i'I' lEl n::m?m:i 4311i1 ::i;.vn ?~1 n,:,11::i:::i 11,:,[on ',~]
i1M~1 lU.Pn Ø1iin 1?~ ';6~_J'~1 l" nøn '?~ mo,:, J'~1
vacat
fÆl øii nn~i il,:,iiono:J i::i,:,nn i,~ en'? ion
il'P'[n] ''S ?pn ?~ oli n;:;"n? ri::in
bottom margin

40With 4Q418 and the original version of 4Q417. 4Q4 16 has 'i10)ic ''·
4 1With

4Q417. 4Q4 16 has cii?ø .

42The word division follows 4Q417. 4Q416 has :i;,o1 I\~.
43With 4Q417. 4Q 416 has 1:-r::i-uin '?l\t
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NOTES ON READINGS 44

L. 1. 'iiorr ?:>. 4Q 417 IV 3 has 'i,onc'?'l:l, which reflects a correction bya later hand from 'iOn 71:>,
according to the text of 4Q416. The original text of 4Q417 =4Q418 7 19 'ion ?::l is preferable.
L. 3. [ i]liElirO[t 4Q417 IV 5 preserves irt ]00t ThePCreads[ u)rnl-n::ifi.
L. 4. iiO~. Or: i'Ol'C.
L. 4. c'?rb[ iliil
'C nøuli 1in:i el ]iic:>. The PC reads J'iT.J ~ i }'io:>. 4Q418 8 1 preserves J"lli:J ei 0 [. The
last letter in the word preceding ei can be waw (as the PC reads it) or the left part of a he. We suggest that
this is the he of no:> preserved by 4Q416. Since 4Q418 preserves J'n:l ei, and 4Q417 'C i!ØUii, we cannot
ascertain whether these words followed immediately upon each other, or whether there was another (missing)
word in between. In 4Q4 l 7 there is a lacuna between 'C and ;.'16, equalling a word of two-three letters or a
short vacat.
L. 4. cil?ø. Scribal error. 4Q417 IV 6 has cm, which is preferable.
L. 6. i?. 4Q418 8 3 has iti? . The reading of 4Q416 is to be preferred.
L. 6. ion. 4Q418 8 4 has iCM. The reading of 4Q416, from the verb i'\O 'exchange', is to be preferred.
L. 6. ;i;:,rzii ip mi. 4Q418 8 4 has nønp mi, 4Q417 IV 9 has il::lti1[11p mi. Both readings are possible, but the
reading of 4Q416/4 l 7 seems to be the most appropriate.
L. 7. rDt!li !'?ø]. The scribe of 4Q416 divided the words wrongly. 4Q417TV10 has iT::>o'll' [,the text should
accordingly be divided 1'0C!l1' "'1l{. The first word can possibly be reconstructed i,ø{'IC (with Eisenman/Wise).
The proposed reconstruction il::x!)~ '?!lll'.ic ltl'lii yields a synthetic parallelism "Seek him who is in char]ge of
your secret, and willingly ask for his face".
L. 7. ,,~ inlU J~. 4Q418 8 5 has,,~ iMID m~::i. which isa smoother text, cf. the following word iYitzn::li.
L. 8. The last letter in the lacuna is probably are!, 4Q418 8 6 has i? 'i[. 4Q417IV11 preserves some earlier
letters from the lacuna, Ti ~ ;on[. The taw is probably the first letter of the word ending with a res. We
tentatively reconstruct ~ i'\:>On ~ n.:tn?m.
L. 8. i1:>'p'm. 4Q418 8 6 has n)5•pm (where he must be a scribal error for }jet).
L. 10. tie 'i ~. The letter here read as res can also be dalet. A possible reconstruction is ~ .P"~JSn?

æw.

L. 11. uj[ ]. 4Q418 8 9 reads 'd r~. The first preserved letter after the lacuna, which we read as nun,
could a1so be taw.
L. 11. i'JEl. The PC reads 'JO, a reading which cannot be sustained.
L. 11. n.::>[1~[·. 4Q417IV15 preserves '"in( ]<T [. We reconstructitl'ii il:>~·.
L. 12. Cl\ 15[.!M' •01 ?'\:>c :i?n :ll'llt For the reconstruction, cf. Jer 17:9 'Wli' "C itin ID~1 ?'l:>o ::i?iT ::ipv. The
Cl :i?n :i-p.11• ØUI']. Materially
lacuna is too short to contain also the words l''lii lUJiti . The PC reads cj 4~
et\ and es are equally possible, ~ is preferable in the context.
L. 15. "Oll? i? iTCi. 4Q417 IV 19 has ]ili? ,; nei (the last preserved letter can be a beth, kap or mem). We
locate this phrase in the beginning of this line, while the PC and Eisenman/Wise have a few spaces befare
it, or reconstruct a full word (il7'71 ). Eisenman/Wise combine the last letters with the first preserved letter in
this line in 4Q416, which yields l;{io].ll? i? noi [il?-?i] and translate "(and during the night) continue
su[ffer)ing because of it".
L. 16. i:ib? i?. 4Q417 IV 21 has lb? i? iT'lm titt The PC reads ]:i?.., il"ilrl titi, but the last letter which
cannot be a bet, is an cayin or sin.
L. 17. 'i~5[on 7~]. The PC reads il5[itl ~]. We question the reading 1"0[, as the leg of the second letter is
placed upon the foot of the first, which is characteristic of a waw or yod following a bet or kap. Our
reconstruction yields two parallel expressions starting with i'l:lcn ?~, which fits this chain of admonitions
well.
L. 18. 1i1::lilln ?~. Scribal error. 4Q417 IV23 has )'li :i"Uln 71', which is preferable.
Ll. 19-21. These lines are shorter because of the shape of the skin at this point, as there is a large
indentation at the bottom edge. The shape of the indentation and the curvature of the skin show that this
point reflects the hip bone of the animal.
L. 20. tT::>iionc:i. 4Q417 IV 25 has il-''iiono:i.

44For 4Q416 IV-VI we consulted in June 1995 a preliminary version of Strugnell and Harrington 's text
edition for DJD.
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T'RANsLATION

1. apens [His me]rcy( towards every creature(?)

to fil]l all those ne[eding His resources. to provide

f.QQd1
2. fuuyery living being, and nobody [
If] He closes his hand. will the spirit
of all flesh be [withd.ralwn.
3. Do not receiv[e surety for your inheritance lest another rul~(?) over it. and ]your face be covered by the
ihame ~ <puts upon you>, and in folly
4. <you will>be captured. As much[ as a man's creditor will lend him in money "guickly Jwav so you
will be on equal footing with him, for the purse
5. of YQJ.!Ltre~ you have entr[usted to your creditor for the sake of your friencts. you have givlen away
all your life for him. Quickly give back what
6. belongs to him and get back U'.Q.ur] !D.Q!!i<Y.J[Do not compromize ]your spirit for any riches fwhen you
are engaged in business]. Do not barter your holy s;pirit,
7. for no price is wocth[ your soul. Seek hlm who is in char]ge(?) of your assets. willingly seek his face,

[spe]ak accommodaJingly
8. <to him>, and then you can <again be able to> do your business.[ Do not seil(?) ]b.im [m inheritance],
do not forsake your laws, and keeping your secrets guard
9. yo[urself.] If he entrusts yoy with a task of his, [do not rest in your soul and do n]ot let your eyes
slumber until you have completed
10. [what he requested. but n]ot anything more. If you can act with insfight ,,, ,] and do not give him any
taxmoney
11. [ ms "., lest his face be made anm and your ." will fall down
and he will] comm[arul] you. s~
that great is the zeal
12. [of man. and deceivine is the heart more than everything, who can know ]it? !f.yQy according to his will
deyote yowself to his service and to his powerful resources
13. [ filL.u ,] you will advise [him and ble for him a firstborn son, and he wi/l have pity on you as a man
has pity on his only son.
14. [Remember that you are poor ]"Do not prostrate yourself, lest you carry hateful feelings toward the
other. Do not watch over your creditor,
15. [then you would be his servant in all thi]ngs(?). Also, do not humble yourself before someone who is not
your equal, otherwise you will bfe]
16. [hiuervant(?)
.] Do not strike someone who does not have your strength, lest you stumble ~
l2ll.Lmatly to shame.
17. [Do not se]ll yourself for money. It is hetter for you to be a servant in the s;pirit. so that you serve your
oppressors without payment. For a price
18. [do not se]ll your glory, and do notpledge your inheritance for money, lest your body lose its heritage.
Do not fill yourself with bread
19. when you lack clothing. Do not drink wine when there is no food. Do notrequest luxury when you
20. lack bread. Do not boast about your lowly estate - you who are poor - lest
21. you bring your life into contempt. Furthermore, do not dishonour the organ of your [b]osom,

CoMMENIS
As in 4Q417 Ill the wisdom admonitions are held in the imperative [4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (2x), 11, 14 (reconstructed)]
or vetitive [lines 3, 6 (2x), 8 (2x), 9 (2x), 10 (2x), 14 (2x), 15, 16, 17, 18 (3x), 19 (2x), 20, 21] . Conditional
sentences are introduced by~ or ~1 (lines 2, 9, 10, 12); the negative clause ofresult by )El [lines 3
(reconstructed), 11, 16, 18, 20], ile? (line 14) or M1 (line 15).
Lines 14-21 contain a carefully composed chain of admonitions in the vetitive with subordinate clauses. The
first is introduced by ~i which functions as a minor divide (see section 3.1). Line 18 refers to surety, a theme
dealt with earlier in the same column (lines 3-6). This duplication of subject matter shows that the chain was
inserted into the collection of admonitions without being changed.
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4Q416 Ill 21 -IV 3 praises God for giving life and sustenance both to man and to all his creatures. This
section isa bridging passage between the preceding section on loans (417 Ill 21-27) and the following section
(lines 3-18) which mentions different aspects of business ethics: surety, labour for another, relation to superiors
and subordinates. Surety is mentioned both in lines 3-8 and 18, probably deriving from the fact that these
sections reflect different sources which were faithfully k.ept separate.
Lines 3-14 deal with surety, owing money to sornebody, and working for others.45
Lines 14-21: A chain of admonitions.
Lines 14-16 deal with relations to superiors and subordinates.
Lines 17-18 admonish not to seil oneself for wealth or give away one's inheritance for surety.
Lines 18-21 encourage a decent and hurnble life style (including table rnanners). This topic probably continues
in the first lines of the following column.
(1-3) These lines belong together with Il/ 21-22, and describe the merciful God who gives life and sustenance to
every living being. No creature would survive if He closed His merciful hands. Psalm 104 provides a good
parallel to 4Q416 Ill 21 - IV 3. This passage of 4Qlnstruction, which is reminiscent of biblical hymnic
material, does not represent a wisdom admonition (although it uses the word Ill~, which is found alm ost
exclusively in the adrnonitions of 4Qlnstruction). Neither does it fit thematically with the discourses that stress
revelation to the elect group and the end-time judgement. Rather, it describes God's mercy toward everyone. In
section 3.3 we suggested an early process of redaction history: an editor of wisdom adrnonitions was inspired by
the description of God's care for man's sustenance in 4Q417 //l 17-21, and added these further lines to provide a
more theosentric perspective to the adrnonitions on financial mattersand working relations (4Q417 /// 21-27;
4Q416 IV 3-18). For the subject matter, cf. llQPsa Creat 6 'l'l

"'°'

:l'c

"~"!\

rn:l'un

C'U11t!)J)Q

"Crowning the

hills with fruit. good food for every living being".
(1) ?iW.DIJ i,~

i,.D 1'0fo

Ps 145:9 1'1Zlllt1"?Y?.D

nrn:i

"n •:il "'\il ·~ are the last words of the preceding column. For the reconstruction, cf.

1'0Mi1. nnE>

can be used figuratively in the Bible, but the expression C'l:Y11 nnEl is not

found in the Bible. nnE> is either perfect or participle (the topically similar passage Ps 104: 1-13 uses participles),
but in the latter case we would expect the participle to preserve the full spelling (cf. e.g. the participle iW'U in
line 4).
(1)

(!)~]

This enigmatic word, which within the Qumran scrolls occurs almost exclusively in 4Qlnstruction (14

times), has so far evaded any etymological explanation. We propose 'assets', 'resources' as a tentative
translation. Such a meaning would fit in most (perhaps all) cases. m~ also appears in lines 7 and 12. Harrington
suggests 'gentleness' ;46 which might suit line 1, but not lines 7 and 12. See below on line 7 and 12.
450n

the latter subject. cf. Philo's description of Essenes who earn their wages by labour and immediately
hand the earnings over toa common purse (see section 5.2.1).
46"Wisdom at Qumran", 145. G. Brin understands ~ (probably the same word) in 4Q424 (4Qsap. work) 1 6
as 'secret matter', 'something which is covered': "Studies in 4Q424 1-2'',RevQ 18 (1997) 21-42. We have
proposed to interpret this word as belonging to the realrn of business and fincances (Elgvin, "Admonition Texts,
191; section 4.5, note 16), and translate the adrnonition in 4Q424 (~'1:l .D'lr "' ·~ ~ 'ipui ~ ?~ll i•::i) "Do
notentrust assets toa slothful man, for he will not be careful with your business". On other sugggestions on
the meaning of this word (including 'storehouse', 'affair', 'important task', 'kindness', and an eccentric scribal
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(2-3)

"'1li:i

?1:1 mi

rn:i~ 'ri'

r'!ll''

~].,. f!lp

means to shut one's hand, cf. Deut 15:7; Sir 4:31. The same

phrases are found in 4Q419 (4QSap. Work B) 8 ii 7 -m] ?'O

nri ri~ 'ri'

r1!l!'' c".

40416 rv 3-18. Business ethics: suret)'. relation to superiors and subordinates.
(3-6) This section gives ad.vice on surety: do not risk your inheritance by pledging it as surety for money. Be
careful pledging for friends. When you have pledged for your friends (il:l'lil, line 5), you have risked your
'purse', your money. You have given away your life for another, and need to pay back to be free from the
creditor's requirements upon you. For the subject matter, cf. Prov 6:1-5; 11:15; 17:18; 20:16; 22:26-27; 27:13;
Sir 8: 13; 29: 18, 20; and the previous section on paying back loans, 4Q417 lll 21-27. For a parallel in the
Qumran scrolls, cf. the sapiential composition 4Q424 2 3 'lI1 11ro mim1

~

"do not give it as surety in the

midst of the poor" .47
(3-4)

i'lO~

1l!J:n~~wo· ?~ ]El ii:>n?~ J'C"Ul

li'1ltu1 ii:>')El i10;?H

n]pn

~]

In this tentative

reconstruction npn is fairly sure. For the phrase il:i:i.ll/J1:1'1ll np?, see Gen 38:20; 1 Sam 17: 18. The
reconstruction M)mnJ:i J'CiD nlpn "' yields a meaning dose to il)n?l'O:l )'\o'i :iilln '"1 in line 18 G'i'?n:i would
designate one 's inherited plot of land). Such similarity may be explained by parallel traditions in the diverse
admonition material the redactor included in his work. 4Q417 preserves il:l '?'( (qr ir.:l ?i), and we accordingly
propose to reconstruct il:J

2..'ØO'

?~ ]El

"lest another rul]e(?) over it". -::i '?'Øl::l.i is frequently used in

4Qlnstruction, meaning 'have authority over' (see section 4.4). We propose to interpret the difficult expression
i1CM li'?iiu1 as 'be captured in folly'; we also suggest that the strange form i10M could be a scribal error for the
Pu'al participle iO'll'!l. ii:>'Xl i10~n iÆin:l1 'and your face be covered by his shame' must in the context be

interpreted as 'and your face be covered by the shame he <puts upon you>'. i!O:>n isa Pu<af imperfect A similar
warning is found in 4Q542 (4QTQahat ar) 1i5-7 (n )P!w'? pi!m 1"'":>?
r~i

11)•?.11 J'\o17l )1)'? j•:mn J'lii'?

'i

J'l:>n'll~i

l'"i))';i J'Oi1n1i'

~

?"1

11"?.11 1no:i•1 )'\o1'J'.ll:J 1':1)'?1 "Do not give your inheritance to foreigners or

your riches to pretenders, lest you be regarded as humiliated and foolish in their eyes, and they trample upon
you, for they will come to dwell among you and become your masters".
'C ill!l'ltt

creditor will lend him in money [

pn::i Cl.i )nll:>] We provide a tentative translation; " As much as a man's

], quickly repay so you will be on equal footing with him" (the note in the

READINGS suggests that a word could have appeared between )'liT.l and iWlfl). The change from the 3rd person in
the first part of the sentence to the 2nd person in the second part is not easily explained.
(4, 6)

0 ' )}

This word has the double sense of ' purse' and 'capita! money' .48

(5) 1::1 ilMS] "you have given up for him (i.e. your friend)". For -:i 1ru with the meaning ' give for', cf. Joel 4:3;
Ezek 27: 16; and see Koehler-Baurngartner (Engl.), vol. 2, 733.
(5-6) 17 ilt.)~] "what belongs to hirn" (i.e. the creditor).
variation of the object-rnarker ~ ), see JF. Elwolde, Review of Wacholder, Abegg, Bowley, A Preliminary
Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls. The Hebrew and Aramaic Textsfrom Gave Fow. Fascicle Four:
Concordance of Fascicles 1-3, DSD 4 (1997) 229-41.
47
See section 4.5 on warnings against surety in the Bibie and post-biblical tradition.
48 For the meaning 'purse', cf. Isa 46:6; Prov 1: 14. For the meaning 'capita! money', ' money which is
invested', cf. b. Pesa}J. 53b, b. B. Bat. 60b. See Weinfeld, "The Work of Moshe Shor in the Research of
Babylonian Law".
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(6-15) Be straight in business and do not compromize your spiritual integrity. Your holy spirit and your laws
are more important than any amount of money (6-7). If you are indebted to someone, implore him and try to
meet his requirements without compromising yourself, sothat you can be free from his clairns (7-9). If he
assigns you a task to pay for his claim, do not rest befare you have done as he required and settled the matter.
Behave decently and do not make him angry, lest he hold the debt over you to your disadvantage (9-12). Jf you
are an ernployee, show devotion to your work and you will be treated as a 'firstborn son' by your master (1213).49 Negative attitudes toward a superior or creditor will only cause you trouble (14-15).
(6-7) iT.::xtJElD ti12l i'nO J~ '.:l iOIDiip mi ion~ Jil'l ?:>:i i'OtTl"l( t?ll10M

i,1' iO":Ji:Ji] An

admonition with three

members, two parallel ones anda motivating third one: "-[Do not compromize ]your spirit for any riches [when
you are engaged in business]; - do not barter your holy spirit; - for no price is worth your soul". We interpret
n::i•i::ii::ii as "in your business (affairs)": lines 6-8 repeatedly refer to Isa 58:13 "i:li "i:lii

1~00 1'~0 •..

"doing your business and speaking <your> words". For similar admonitions, cf. lQHa XIV 20 }ii:J
T~

?-c imroi

1~

1::coo møJJ

1·~ [~l;ii

"I will [not] barter Your truth for riches, nor one of Your precepts for bribes"; and

Jesus' words in Mk 8:36-37 "What good is it fora man to gain the whole world, yet forfeit his soul? Or what
can a man give in exchange for his soul?"
(6)n::i!Dip m'"l '"ll:ln ~ ] '"ll:ln
il.::xtJiiP

?1'

(from the verb iio) means 'do notbarter'. We prefer thereading of 4Q416/417

nn for 4Q418's il1Zmp mi, although in the Hodayot the phrase il.::xtJllP m'"l always designates God's holy

spirit,50 not the spirit dwelling in man as in our text. A man's spiritual integrity is here called his 'holy spirit',
like CD V 11; VII 4. The use of 'holy spirit' in this admonition differs from the terminology of the Hodayot.
(7·8)

n::i~tll'l ~ ~,

i[:ii] mlDl;i::ii i"Jeii

inø )1::c"i:l n:x:n~ ?ø[10

?11rm] This admonition can refer to the relation to

God, or altematively toa business partner as elsewhere in lines 3-12. It is not likely that the relation to God
would be abruptly inserted in the middle of a paragraph of business ethics. We therefore choose the second
option: the addressee should seek the man who has a financal claim upon hiin. In favour of the first option it
could be argued that 1'.:!l it1lD 1~i::i has a close parallel in the next column, where the subject clearly is seeking
God, 4Q416 V 12 i'Cl'1 inlD imn. The phrase ... 'lEl
~~, 1'.:!l; 4Q472

(4Qsap. work) 6 'rlEl iirW

~Pt

'TllD

means 'eagerly seek somebody', cf. Prov 7:15 inø?

For i[:ii] m!D?::ii, cf. above, 4Q417 Jll l i::i i:Ji TI1i.:>i.

Depending upon the meaning of l1Jl1 (see above, note 24), the phrase n::i~Elli 1'::con nti could mean "you will
find what you desire", "you will (again) be in charge of your property", or "you will (again be able to) do
business". Two factors indicate that the latter option should be preferred: first, the most frequent meaning of fEll1
in 4Qlnstruction is 'business (matters)'. Second, ;omi

~~on

mi i[:n]

~::ii

refers to Isa 58: 13 i:m 1~11

~~

i:ii "doing business and speaking <your> words".51 Our translation therefore runs; "Seek him who is in char]ge

49According to Hanington ("Wisdom at Qumran", 141), lines 7-13 deal with the rewards for serving God or
one's master. However, we do not recognise any reference to God in these lines.
so1QHa VII 6-7; IX 32; XII 12; XIV 13; XVI 7, 12; XVII 26. lQS Ill 7 uses the phrase i11!11iJ' m1 with
regard to man 's spirit, more precisely the spirit of the community; in'? nrzmp ni"i:li (contra A.E. Sekki, who
interprets it about God' spirit: The Meaning ofRuah at Qumran, Atlanta 1989, 92-3). 4QSa has 'llD"l'lp mi in
stead of ill!nip Mi'"l.
51 Cf. the similar use of this verse in CD X 18-21; and b. Shab. 113a c•oo ·~ J"'IO~ T~ -1~00 ~~oo
?11 '?ø 1ii::i'l.l n::iø '?ø 11i::i'i ~il' 1''?ø • '"l::iii, J'imO "As to 'doing your business'; your own affairs are
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of your assets, willingly ask for his face, [spe)ak accommodatingly <to hiin>, and titen you can <again be able
to> do your business". While Isa 58: 13 prohibits doing business on the sabbath day, this text refers to business
in general. PInsinger 11.11 provides a parallel to the admonition to do the utmost to accommodate a creditor or
superior: "If he finds fault with you, go and plead with hiin until he is reconciled to you". See also the quotes
from Plnsinger in tite comments on 4Q417 Ill 1-5, and Anksheshonqy 7.13 "Do not take liberties with your
superior".
If lines 7-8 deal with the relation to a business partner or somebody who has a clairn upon the addressee, C)~

must in this case probably have a meaning like ' money', 'assets'.
The version of 4Q418, i•Ø "TW 'O~"tl (with the 3rd person suffix added to J~) makes this sentence fully
parallel to the following i{::n] m:>i. Since both 4Q416 and 4Q417 read J~"tl , we consider titis the original
reading, and we suppose that the scribe of 4Q418 made a smoother text.
(8) ælon 11\1] M1 followed by an imperfect form is typical for 4Qinstruction (24 occurrences), always referring to
the future (cf. above 4Q417 IIl 15 '"

ill\i' M1;

26-27 ib::iw:i 'U:>' "' M1). When followed bya verb in the 2nd

person singular, this combination expresses the future effect of the iinplementation of the deed admonished in
the preceding sentence.
(8) "']il"l) Probably Hip'il imperfect of i1Eli 'quit', ' Ieave', ' forsake'.
(8-9) n;j[~C,]

iCtDii

ii:>•r":ii] While raz in the discourses of 4Qlnstruction refers to the mysteries of God, in this

adrnonition it has a secular meaning.52 This difference in usage points to different eireles of origin for the
discourses and the admonitions in 4Qinstruction. The sentence probably means: be careful in business matters,
guard your professional secrets, do not reveal all your cards, and take care of yourself.
(9-14) Relation toa superior: working fora superior, behaving with insight, giving the right advice.
(9-10) Jf somebody in a superior position assigns you a task, you shall carry it out faithfully. For the subject
matter, cf. Ahiqar saying 94 "If your master entrusts you ("Jl'"'10 1' "lp!l' Jtl) with water to keep [ ... ) to leave
gold in your hand".
(8) ip!l'] "lp~' corrected to either il'~ (Qa{) or "l'P!l' (Hip'il). Both forms can have the meaning 'en trust'.
(9) "Do not rest in[ your soul and do n)ot let your eyes slumber", cf. Prov. 6:4. See also our comments on
4Q417 lII 21-22; and theAhiqar saying quoted there.
(10)

.ll'J~? ø~

cmil JJ'~i1 has the meaning 'act carefully', ' act with insight', cf. Sir 16:25 and 35:3. The same

verb occurs in the sapiential composition 4Q424 1 61n:>!'?o »'~ l\i, ·~ ~

ip!ln "' C,~.11 "l'::i

"Do notentrust

assets toa slothful man, for he will not be careful with your business". This parallel shows that also 4Q424
uses JJ'J~ in a context of stewarding resources (~ in 4Q424 probably reflects the same word as !!)~ in
4Qinstruction), or working for another.

forbidden, the affairs of Heaven are permitted. As to 'speaking', that your conversation on the sabbath should
not be like you speech on weekdays". See above, note 24.
S2Like Sir 8: 18 ti li?JJn C,l\ it 'J!lC, "Do nothing that should be kept secret in the presence of a stranger"; 12: 11
ri tl?)Q:) 1C, i1'i1 "Behave toward him as one who reveals a secret". A siinilar saying is Plnsinger 22.18 "Do not
reveal what is in your heart to your master when (he is) reckoning".
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(10) b::i Ju1] One can read either "?:I J'lil 'money without ...' or '!?:i }'li! 'tax money', but the latter explanation
based on ftl ('tribute', ' tax') should be preferred. However, the meaning of the context is not immediately clear.
Is it a reminder not to pay oneself out of the imposed obligation by using money earmarked for taxes? Cf. the

reference to JilO 'creditor', 'tax collector' in line 14.
(11)

ic'l'] Hop'al

imperfect of mo, 'be made angry'. Our reading 'l"JD iC'I" J!) (different from the PC) gives good

sense: behave properly so that you do not anger the other! Strugnell and Harrington hardly read the photograph
correctly when they render (with the PC) 'JO~· Jtl and translate "lest he say 'He has despised (or: despoiled)
me'".
(12) )j[.ITT' •c) ?i:>c ::ii,n :ll?ln] This isa quote from Jer 17:9, see above under READINGS . These sapiential words
from Jeremiah about the crookedness of man are integrated into the running text, and serve to underline the
admonition to behave accommodatingly toward a superior. For the subject matter, cf. also Sir 36:22 (36:25)
~.11

Jn' :J)p.11 ::i71 "a perverse heart causes sorrow".

(12-13)

u~-i::i

Cl\] These words introduce a new sub-unit in which the suffixes refer to God or an employer.

Since the lacuna in line 12 is small and can hardly have contained a reference to God, the second option is
preferred.

(12)

"O~ ~]The meaning of this

construct phrase is not clear. The meaning suggested above for ø~,

'assets', 'resources', is difficult in this case. Could "O~

~n

be understood as a parallel expression to en•

~n

' the skill of your hands' (4Q418 8115), and have the meaning 'his strong assets' , 'his powerful resources'? In
that case the text would imply that the addressee obliges himself to work for the other and steward his financial
and physical means.
(13) l!J!Cll'll1] Probably a Nip<al impf. of r.11•, to be understood 'you advise him '.The PC reconstructs ·~.inn.
( 13) 11::i::i J::iS, iS, lih'm] 4Qlnstruction thrice calls the addressee a firstbom son of God: 4Q418 81 5 (=4Q423 8
4) 1)::>:J 'I?
1i::i]:J.);

il:>o•~;

1Q26 3 2 (where the reading should be corrected from "n~

1~? >?~•:i

to pi, i?

~

•:i

4Q418 69 15 1)::>:J Jj::i il111\L 4Q418 815and1Q26 3 2 use adoption terminology; the elect has been

adopted to divine sonship (see section 4.3.4). In contrast, the infinitive construction 1)::>:J 1::ii, '' l'\wn in this
text describes a lasting privileged position vis-a-vis one's superior: a right attitude toward the employer will
bring its reward. Fortheimages of son and servant in lines 13 and 15, cf. John 8:35 "a slave has no permanent
place in the family, but a son belongs to it forever".
(13) ,.,.,,.. ?ll ID'I'::> :i::i•;Jl "°"1] The text continues its description of the relation to the superior with the sonship
image, and provides a free rendering of Mal 3:17 m

i::im u::i S,.11ID'I\~1rzM:>

en>?» 'n?IYn. This verse uses a

human father to portray God's compassion. The biblical text refers toa son 'serving his father'. This verse could
therefore easily be reused in a context relating lo working fora superior. Cf. also CD XIII 9 (=4QDd 11 i 6) on
the overseer' s relation to the members of the community, 1'):1? ~:i Clil"?.ø

011'1

"He shall have pity on them

like a father on his sons".
(14) 'J.11 il111\ '::> 1 i::it] 'J.l:I isa usual word for 'poor' in sectarian usage, aften appearing together with li'~: CD VI
21; XIV 13; or with 1111, lQH2 Il 34; V 14 (the last three references use these words for ' poor' in a figurative
sense). Cf. an almost identical phrase in the next column, line 2 n 1111\1 •:i i)::>t.
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40416 rv 14-21. A chain of admonitions.
A chain of eleven admonitions has been editorially inserted here (see section 3.1 and 3.3). All are formulated in
the vetitive with a subordinate clause. In three admonitions (lines 18-20) this clause is a paratactic sentence
introduced by the conjunctive particle we.
(14)

ulbn i!Q? nt!!:in [?)~ i'll1Mi] nn\i

functions as a minor divide, introducing this section. Strugnell and

Harrington read the last word in this admonition ~Øn or tnøn, but the photograph does not allow for these
readings. These two scholars prefer the former in the context and suggest the translation "Do not let people trust
in thee lest thou become hated" or "But thou do not win others' confidence, lest thou become hated". n~ could
be Qal of rw::i I, 'be confident' ("Do not be too confident in yourself!"), or Hip<ii ' inspire confidence'. We
suggest no::i Il 'prostrate': "Do not prostrate yourself, lest you carry hateful feelings toward the other".
(14) iT:J:i.iico -rpt1.1n

~,] iT:1iTic

in Isa 14:4 (a hapax legomenon in the Bibie) was previously often corrected to

iT:Li'1c 'fury' (with lQisaa and the versions). However, the word occurs twice in 1QH8 (ill 25; XII 18) where it

usually is translated 'misery',53 and twice more in 4Qlnstruction: 4Q418 176 3 In?~ n:i.11e m'i'T::i

r::io n)M; and

inv. no. 511 (4Q418b) 14 3 ~b':l.!10 'ii[:J ). In CD xm 9 (=4 QDd lli 6) c:i'me is usually corrected to C.'1'TT"'M
'strays';

,",.!li!) c:i'f'MO ?:J? [::i•]ø'i 1'J::i'i

:i~ C.i'?.U

cm•i "Heshall have pity on them like a father on his sons,

and shall lead b[ack] all the strays like a shepherd his flock".54 Wacholder/Abegg, Concordance, 225, proposed
the meaning ' despondency(?)' for ::imc in CD XIII; 'gold(?)' in this line; and 'gold', 'defamation(?)' in 4Q418
176 (derived from Aramaic ::i.i'1 'gold' ). Both 'misery', 'despondency' and 'gold' would indeed fit the text under
discussion here. If n:i.!10 is interpreted as 'misery', it would run parallel in the subject matter to Sir 31:2 "The
worries of the daytirne interfere with slumber, as a serious illness drives away sleep". Strugnell and Harrington
note that i'O<TIC in Isa 14:4 is parallel to ttJ)l 'tax collector', and propose that ::i.11e isa participle 'oppressive taxman'. In this context 'tax-man' or 'creditor' gives a betler meaning than 'misery', i? in the next line must refer
toa person.
(15-16) These lines give advice on the relation to subordinates: do not humble yourselfbefore someone who is
not your equal, and do not rnistreat those weaker than you, such behaviour would put you to shame.
(16) iT)iil\c iT:rili

il~ral'1m ?ø:Jn JEl

lim ?~ il:Jni:J l~ i!D~? J?!D:Jn could be a 3rd person feminine 'she will

stumble', but more probably a 2nd person masculine as the other verbs in this adrnonition, .um and ;o'in. ?1!1.:Jn
could be Qal or Hipcil. The Hipcil 'cause to stumble' would normally require a suffix indicating the object.
Thus, ?!D:Jn should be understood as a Qal 'you will stumble'.
(17-18) The theme of lines 17-18 is dose to that of lines 6-7: do not seil yourself (il.:>øm) or your 'glory' for
rnoney, and do not give away your inheritance for surety. The formula "It is betler for you ..." occurs frequently
in the sapiential literature (see section 3.1, note 19).
(17)

pi!:i il~~ 'ii~Ch 'il']

The admonition not to sell one's soul for money can refer to going into debt or

seiling oneself into slavery.

Licht interprets it as 'disaster' (p~ ): The Thanksgiving Scroll. A Se roll from the Wilderness of Judaea.
Text, lntroduction, Commentary and G/ossary (Hebrew), Jerusalem 1957, 85.
54Rabin, The 7.adokite Documents, 65, emends to c.-rm•J, and as an alternative he proposes ?:J? [n•::i]ø•i
o:iimc "he shall restrain their oppressive creditors".
53J.
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(17) fo>tl'll i'Olln CJm] Biblical usage of the root !llll suggests that ll1l'll means here 'hard employer' or ' tax
collector' , used here in the plural. In BH mi

~

with suffi.x/object means to serve someone without payment

(Gen 29:15; Jer 22:13), and the same meaning is implied in this text.
(18) i01ttl i i:i[cn

~]] il;,im

probably refers to one •s portion of earth. In this case the statement is a close

parallel to the following iOn'?ro::i )li ::i"'llln

~.

Alternatively n:m::o could mean 'yourself, as a parallel to n;,mj

in the previous line.
(18) i1::m?ro::i ,,, :i"Uln

?~J

The verb should be taken as ::J'1ll I (Qal), 'pledge'. 'make surety',5 5 not :lill Il (Pi'el)

' mingle'.56 The meaning of il~?rrJ here (as well as in the reconstruction in line 3) is probably ' your inherited
portion of earth', cf. Lev 25:23-28; 2 Kgs 21:3-4 •m:i~

n?rrn~

1?

111n~?;

andAhiqar sayings 47 and 55: "[Do

not despise ]that which is your lot", "With one who is nobler and stranger than yourself, [do not." for he will
take] from your portion and [add] to his own".
(18)

i1,n'~

!M1' JD] tzrii• isa Hip'il fonn oføi• with the meaning 'dispossess somebody of an inherited

property' (cf. Deut 7:17; Josh 13:12-13; Judg 1:21). The subject of this sentence is probably rn: "lest it (the
money) dispossess your body". The message of this admonition is: if you pledge your portion of earth for
money, this financial deal can cause you ('your body') to lose its heritage.
40416 rv 18 - V 3. Live a decent and humble life without luxmy!
(18-21) Lines 18-21 introduce a new theme within this chain of admonitions; to live a decent and humble life
(including table manners) and not require extravagances. This isa common sapiential theme. 57 The concluding
admonition is not to dishonour the 'organ of one's bosom' .
(18)

~ 1~1

cri? .il;:iøn

~] ~:iøn

isa Hip'il form used with the same meaning as the Qal in BH;58 "Do not

fill yourself".
(19)

'?~ l~,

)" røri ~] A waming against excessive drinking. The text presupposes that sober consumption of

wine is allowed. According to Josephus' , the Essenes abstained from wine (War 2.8.133), while the law for the
wine festival in 11QT• XIX 11 - XXI 10 allows for wine consumption.
(20-21) iO"M? r::in jil] r::in is Hip'il of n:i or ne 'despise' (BH has n::i only in Qal). -'? ro means to show
contempt for someone. In Est 1:17 and CD IX 4 the Hip'il infinitive of ilr.J, ni~i? has the meaning 'make
despicable'. In the context the verb must have a causative sense "lest you make others despise your life
<style>".

55 Cf. from 4Qlnstruction: 4Q418 103 6 J ~ ::iiim ~ i01ii::nci:::i; 4Q418 87 7 ?iT~?rrJ]:i it ::ih u[ri '?!' "Do
not give your inheritance(?) toa stranger for surety";
56Cf. IQS VI 17, 22; IX 8; VII 25; VIII 23: 4Q418 88 3 il'f:li ::iim m:b jl;,'/ "mtrT.
57 Cf. Prov 23:20 'V:l'? 11l1::J •??o 1''"~o::i 11n-?~; Sir 18:32; 23:6; 29:21-24; Ahiqar saying 91 "Let the angry
man be filled with bread, and [the watchful] get drunk [on wine]"; Plnsinger 4.6 "Do not squander the little you
have if there is no storehouse behind you"; 5.12 "Do not be a glutton, lest you associate with poverty": 6.12-13
"He who sates himself with too much bread becomes ill and suffers. He who sates himself with too much wine
lies down in a stupor"; 6.23 "He who eats when there is no reserve is one who sleeps while death is before
him"; 28.1 "Humble work and humble food are better than being sated far away".
58Cf. Qimron, HDSS, 49.
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?~]

?pn is probably Hip'il irnperfect of??p 'dishonour', and less likely ofil?p II 'disdain'.

The preserved sentence ''Do not dishonour the organ of your [b]osom" could be a complete unit. However, since
all the other admonitions in this chain include a subordinate clause, also this admonition probably continued
with a motive clause, located in the first line of the next column. The few preserved letters in the parallel text of
4Q417 IV 26 do not allow any reconstruction of this clause.
The 'vessel/organ of your bosom '59 can be interpreted in two directions, either as the wife of the person
addressed60 or his sexual organ. Paul uses the same word, cnm'.iC>t;="~. in his admonition on sexual relations in
1 Thess 4:4, d8€vru €tca.OTov vµWv To foVToO atceOos KTda6ru E-v ciyLa.aµc\l Kal TLµfl , "that each one
of you know to control/acquire his own vessel in holiness and honour". This Pauline text, where OKeilot; is
understood either as 'wife', 'body', or 'sexual organ', presents the same dilemma. The parallel phrase il::>p'rT nø~
"the wife of your bosom" two columns further ahead (4Q416 VI 5, 13) could add weight to the view that ' wife'
is meant in this text, but tt seems strange to have only one sentence about the wife when there is a lengthy
section on the husband's relation to his wife in V 20 - VI 13.
We therefore suggest that this text uses •?::> as an euphemism for the male organ, like 1 Sam 21:6; "We have
indeed been separated from women for three days since I set out, and the mens' vessels were holy even though
the mission is secular, and also today their vessels are holy". The phrasing of the term n::>p'Tl -?::> for the male
organ was probably influenced by the expression "fl'rTf'Jp'rT
(28:56 has the parallel rip•n

~

~

'the wife of your/his bosom', Deut 13:7; 28:54

'the man of her bosom ' ), and the use of-?::> 'vessel' in 1 Sam 21 :6.

Various languages have extended the meaning of 'vessel' from 'tool' to 'sexual organ' for obvious reasons. In
modem Hebrew 'member', 'body organ' is one of the regular meanings of-?:>, the word can also be used for the
male organ.61 We have further demonstrated that rabbinic literature uses "?::>as an eupbemism for the female
organ.62
Lines 15-21 give admonition about a decent and humble way of life, and lines 18-21 deal with decent table
manners, and warn against extravagances. The logical interpretation of "do not dishonour the vessel of your
bosom" in this context is therefore to remember to be clothed decently. In the framework of a meal one should
be careful not to uncover one's bosom with its organ. Our interpretation of this text adels weight to the view
that 1 Thess 4:4 should be translated "that each of you learn to control his own (sexual) organ in holiness and
honour".

59Instead

of n;,p•[n] •?::> one can read n::ipinl >?;, ' your lawful vessel', which would be an enigmatic phrase
without any biblical precedent. n::>p'lnl •?:> is clearly the best reading in the context.
60Tuus Harrington, "Wisdom at Qumran", 141, 146.
61 D. Ben Amots, N. Ben Yehuda, The World Dictionary of Hebrew Slang (Hebrew), 8th ed., Tel Aviv 1973,
118.
62b. Meg 12b/Esther R. 1.11; b. Baba Mezia 84b/Pesiqta 94b/y. Shab. 10.6/Qoh. R. 11.2. See our article
" 'To master his own vesser. 1Thess4.4 in Light of New Qumran Evidence", NTS 43 (1997) 604-19, fora full
discussion both of this text and the Pauline one. For J. Strugnell's view, see "More on Wives and Marriage in
the Dead Sea Scrolls (4Q416 2 ii 21 [cf. J Thess 4:4] and 4QMMT § B)",RevQ 17 (1996) 537-47.
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We know that the Essenes adhered to stiict rules about decency. The Community Rule prescribes penance for
six months if a member of the yaf)ad walks naked in view of another member, and for ten days if he uncovers
his penis so that his nakedness can be seen.
Whoever walks about naked in front of his fellow, without having been forced to do so, heshall do penance
for six months. Whoever spits in the course of a meeting of the Many shall be punished thirty days.
Whoever takes out his 'hand' 63 from under his clothes, or if these are rags which allow his nakedness to be
seen, he will be punished for thirty days.
(IQS VII 12-14, par. 4QD• 10 ii 9-12)
Although these rules about nakedness are generally formulated, they would be particularly enforced in the
meetings or meals of the Many. If 4Qinstruction were a book composed within the yaf)ad, the admonition 'not
to dishonour the organ of one' s bosom' would be superfluous - the Community Rulewould give the necessary
precept. In a presectarian work the matter is different, since the Community Rule was not yet composed. If
4Qinstruction isa presectarian work, this adrnonition could have influenced the later rules of the yahad for
decency and defecating.64
4Q416 V (4Q416 2 iii).
Mus. Inv. 181
PAM 42.597, 43.511, 43.512*
L. 1=4Q417 /V26 (underlined).
LI. 3-17 =4Q418 9 3-20; Il. 18-19= 4Q418 10 1-2; I. 21= 4Q418 10 5 (bold typeface).
Line 13 in the parallel text in 4Q418 9 has been erased because the scribe byerror wrote the same line twice.
Our reconstructions in lines 1, 3, 10, 20 and 21 are not found in the PC.
t]op [margin

ii:>iionoi °[
]iintli tvtlii ':> ,,~n
n;:, '? ip iEl tl'~[EJn titli
n:>on? ]?S~n 65i1)'?c.li:n tli~on ~ 1?
,ii:l'ttm p iri[np'? 1øJ~S n'n'il i.t>:ln ,tvtli~[,] ni:m lEl l:l n:>i' n?øn '?tli
11i1 npn '?tli i1n1'1' ~; ito._ tD'tli ';l)O tm 1JOO iipJn tltli i1:>? nn vac OØi
'?Jnn '?tli n'm11 1n1'pEln nicS, nSm.-i:i ,oø o~, n:>to11 '?.t> 1:')'01' lEl
'?mn n:>n'in~1 n:>"i'r c:i?,.v'? n]iEl' n:mic::ii m~i1 c:i.v ::i'øn r~, 1::i
~'On 1El i1.:l .v?Jm '?tlii ;i::m?m nS,if i.-nn ,~ nn~ P":J~ vac i1noø
.U 1 n f~'f i'iS,10 Øii1 ii;iij 66T
i:l 1;i1ni1 i1)11.:i::>? il:>:J'IO' C~i' n:>S, bl
iin 1n n:>'i::i;:,c; n:>' ::>ii ?:>:i 1ri[Jø]n ,._ nil' "=> 1?nnn pi~::ii ini,n~

2
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4

s
6
1

8

9
10

63i• 'hand' for penis is attested already in an Ugaritic poem.,.. is used with this same meaning in Isa 57.8
and Cant 5.4, cf. M. H. Pope, 'Euphemism and Dysphemism in the Bible', ABD I, 720-5. 11QT8 XLVI 13
uses " cipo for "latrine".
64Cf. Josephus' description of the strictness of the Essenes to cover themselves while defecating, War
2.8.148.
65Emendation. The scribe wrote i1!l?J1o:i1.
66Emendation. The scribe erroneously wrote Ti:l1.
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ni,n):li n,::i,øin C'::l'i) c.ui

"'IZ)1~, 0'1il IZ)._,c ·~

i'cn ;;n ic1zn
[~]·" ')~ IZ), 'ic~n ,~ nn~ P':l~ vac ,,en inø m~ "'''!OCM ,,:l,
(ii].1~.:l :lii:ii
rpil ;i[.u1] ';,::ii il)l:l)Ø ~:in ioic ,,:l n.ui IZ),,,.ii?i.v •ioii!Z1 ;,, ne._ ,,,, ;,:l p1.:iru11 ø1;1 ii'm r; "''ni::iønc
n;:,ø1;.:i i1;J':l.- 67,:l~ i:ll; pine nei '°'~' io i1o .uin r~1 t!>'::in
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0
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11
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14
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i1f1?10 np ii;,ø1;.:i nmp? ilØ~ vac p1n ~1?.:i

20

:i Jn;,;ø::i ;r JJ c JJ 1?nni1 in' i1.:ii::J11ni1.:i i'l'm r10

21

]

bottom margin

Narns ONREADINGS

L. 1. Q~i]. The opening word of line 27 of 4Q417 IV is~::> = i'T'f''n •?::> in 4Q416 IV 21. Traces of three or
four leUers can be seen in the continuation of the line. The first letter would run parallel with the second or
third letter of line 1 in our column. Tentatively we read these letters as J?°ii f:(, which allows for the
possibility that line 1 started with ~i.
L. 3. iT:>?olr.li. The scribe wrote iT:>?»o::ii . We consider this a scribal error for iT:>?llir.:n, cf. Gen 3: 17-19. See
comments below. Our suggestion is supported by 4Q418: 4Q418 9 3 preserves remnants of two letters,
which might be the bet and ayin of this word with a lacuna of one Is in between.
L. 3. iT:>? ,pill C"~!ln Cl' . Only a trace is preserved of the first letter after the lacuna, ~ade is one possibility.
4Q418 9 5 has iT:>? iipEl [.The read.ing of 4Q416 is preferable.
L. 4. 'dilnp?. Possibly a scribal error for nmp?. 4Q4 l 8 9 5 has 0 t111p?, and the last letter can be the remnant
of a he, although a waw seems more probable. The PC reads •mp?.
L. 5. il:>? m vac azn. To be read as il-'? mortn; the vacat is due to a crack in the leather that probably was
there at the time of copying.
L. 9. il;:,::i·~. 4Q418 9 10 has the plural fonn iT-''0'1111' , cf. the plural form ~ in line 6. Both readings are
possible.
L. 9. iT:>"::i:>?. This reading is suggested, even though materially one tends to read iT::l'n:J:>?.
Harrington/Strugnell insert a word division; ;;:i ,'l:l-'?.
L. 9. i•,i,io. 4Q418 9 11 has ;;~io. The 3rd person sing. suffix attached to aplural noun can in Qumran
orthography be written only bya waw.69
L. 9. ;r;;5 r""l::l i?nrn. The scribe wrote n::ii, the waw must be a scribal error. We correct the text to i?nr.,
il 4iij n::i. i?;inn is in 4Qlnstruction often followed by -::i anda qualifying word (see comments on this line).
L. 10. it[::ito)li. We would have expected an imperative rather than an injunctive (which is more rare in
4Qinstruction). We disagree with the read.ing of the PC (and Strugnell/Harrington); \100n. There are no traces
of any second or third letter of this word. The first letter after the lacuna is more likely to be }Jet than he.
L. 13. ii[.sn] Only a trace of the last letter is preserved. Eisenman/Wise reconstruct ;i[o:in, the size of the
lacuna, however, rather inclicates a word of three letters like iTlrt, nota word of four letters.
L. 15. 4Q418 9 18 has a vacat after the word i:ITT.
L. 15. ,::i:>. The reading ,:i:> (imperative) of 4Q418 9 19 is preferable to ":i:> of 4Q416.
L. 16. ii:>'ill~. Instead of daletone can read res, both in 4Q416 and 4Q418. See COMMENTS.
67,::i:;,

(imperative) with 4Q418. 4Q416 reads ":i.:>.

68?!':> with 4Q418. 4Q416 reads ::iio.
6 9A phenomenon frequently found in lQisa•. Accorcling to Qimron, HDSS, 59, the third person singular
suffixes with singular and plural nouns were pronounced alike (o or u). See also Qimron, DJD X, 70.
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L. 16. ro~? ~::>. 4Q416 reads ~?:i~, which must be considered a scribal error. ro~? ?to (4Q418 9 19) is
prefexable.
L. 16. 1il'::I". The PC reads 'il~.
L. 17. ilO?•roo.'1. 4Q418 9 20 has c {' J700'1.
L. 18. i'TO."l'ltl iiftl J:j1. The last letter before the lacuna isa bet or kap.
'fRANSI.ATION

1. [and if
2. Remember that you are poor[

Jyour[ ]
] and what you need
If ]someone en1rusts you <money for>

3. you will not find. In your toil you will eat[ your bread
[busi)ness,
4. do not stretch out your hand toward it, lest you be bumed [and] your body be consurned in its fire. What
you receive<l retum to him
5. with joy. If you declare yourself free from him or from any man you QQ.nQt know, do not accept money
6. lest it add to your poverty.70 If he puts it upon your responsibility even until death, then give it over, and
do not act badly
7. against hirn.71 Tuen you will rest with the truth, and in your death your remembrance will blosso[m for
ev]er, and in the end you will inherit
8. joy.
Be humble. do not long for anything but your own inheritance, do not get confused by it, lest
you move
9. your own boundary. If He resteres you to your honour, w.alk according to the mystery to come and
investigate His birth-times. Tuen you will gain knowledge
10. of His inheritance and will walk: in righteousness. for God is elevated. P[rai]se Him(?) in all YQYLways,.
~ory to Him who has honoured you
11. and praise His name always. For He lifted YQ!!L!J.ead from ooyerzy, seated you among nohles. and over a
glorious inheritance
12. He gave you authority. Seek His goodwill always. }ie humble, do not say 'I am poor and will not
13. s~ knowledge'. Bend your shoulder to all discipline, ffi.thJlll [knowled]ge purify your heart and
with abundant understandin g
14. your thoughts. Investigate the mystery to come, meditate upon all the ways of truth. and upon all the
roots of eyil
15. you shall look. Tuen you will understand what is bitter fora man and what is sweet fora fellow. Honour
your /fJJML in your poverty
16. and your mother white you walk. For as God is to man so is his father. and as masters are to a guy so is
his mother, for
17. they are the furnace that conceived you. As He appointed. them over you and (appointed.) the inclination
(to rule) over the spirit, so you should serve them. And as
18. He opened your ear to the mystery to come, so you should honour them for the sake of your own honour,
and in( )revere them
19. for the sake of your life and the length of your days.
If you are in need, when "(
20. unlawfully.
When you take a wife in your poor estate, investigate [her] birth-times[
2 1. from the mystery to come. In your company together walk with the helpmate of your flesh[ in
fora man slwuld leave]
CoMMENI'S

The parenesis is presented in the imperative [lines 2, 6, 9 (2x), 10, 11, 12, 13 (2x), 14 (2x), 15, 17, 18 (2x),
20, 21], vetitive [lines 5, 6, 8 (2x), 12), and injunctive (line 10 irr(::i111]1i, line 14 pi::inm , line 15

~·:in) .

Conditional sentences are introduced by~ or c~i [lines 3 (reconstructed), 5, 6, 9, 19); or bya perfect fonn (line
20). The negative clause ofresult is introduced by )El (lines 4, 6, 8) and the positive one with ~, (lines 7, 9, 15).

100r: lest it add <guilt> upon your head.
71 0r: If he put it upon your responsibility even until death, then give it over, and do not let your spirit be
taken as pledge for it; or: Jf <God> commits you to die in your poverty, entrust yourself to Him and in your

spirit do not rebel against Him.
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Lines 5-7 provides two examples of admonitions phrased with three subdivisions, the first includes a negative
motive clause (... ]El

•• • "" ••• ~), the second one

a positiveresult clause (... 11'1 •• • ?M

••• ~). Lines

15-17

contain aphoristic sentences: "Then you will understand what is bitter for a man and what is sweet for a fellow
". For as God is to man so is his father, and as masters are to a fellow so is his mother, for they are the fumace
that conceived you".
Lines 2-3 remind the addressee of his struggle for his daily bread, alluding to Gen 3:17-19. These lines could
have been a conclusion to 4Q416III 18-21 thataddresses the need for decent and humble living.
Lines 3-6 give advice on taking care of and retuming deposits. These lines also advise not to receive property
from a stranger.
Lines 7-8 mention the hope of the righteous even if he dies, and lines 8-15 mention true spirituality: walking
with God in humility, searching His secrets, receiving His discipline, and always praising His name.
V 15 - VI 13 contains a section on family relations: V 15-19 provides a paraphrasing interpretation of the fifth

Commandment V 20 - VI 13 talles about the relation to one's wife and children. Among other things, VI 6-10
paraphrases Num 30:7-9 on the husband's authority to annul the vows and votive offerings of his wife.
Lines 8-21 cannot be easily characterized as either admonitions or discourse, the two literary layers we have
postulated in 4Qinstruction. Some sentences display the structure of the wisdom admonition [an admonition in
the imperative (or relevant) mood followed bya subordinate clause]. At the same time, this section displays
terminology characteristic of the discourses of 4Qinstruction: 'the mystery to come' (lines 14, 18, 21);
"investigate His birth-times" (line 9); "investigate [her] birth-times" (line 20); "the roots of evil" (line 14);
"over a glorious inheritance He gave you authority" (lines 11-12). It seems likely that the author reworked
earlier material about a humble attitude as well as the fifth Commandment, and interspersed it with sentences of
his own (see section 3.3).
(1)

~] ]

See READINGS on the preserved letters from 4Q417 IV 27. This line contained a subordinate clause to

the admonition "Do not dishonour the organ ofyour [b]osom," (4Q416 /V 21).
(2-3) Remember your lowly state, and be reminded that you are not entitled to luxuries. Scripture reminds you
that only in toil will you earn your bread.
(2)

n

~"

•;,, -,i;,,n] Cf. the preceding column, line 14 'Pli ill1M •;,, ["1-or . IZM"1 is probably used here in its

concrete sense 'poor', and not figuratively as 'humble'.
(3) ii::>on?

J?~~n

n::i?w:n] We correct the preserved text il::l?llC:li ('in your unfaithfulness') to i1::>"°1J:ii ('in your
toil'), and consider n.::i?.110:i172 a scribal error due to an interchange of mem and cayin. Eisenman/Wise keep
ii::l?ll~1

and translate "in your unfaithfulness", and so do StrugnelVHarrington; "in thy treacherousness". The

context deals with humble living and man's need for sustenance. We therefore see here an allusion to Gen 3:1719, especially the phrases cm

"'"" 1'ElM rwt:l ... ;u?;,,im Jmll:J .

40416 V 3-6. Restore a de.posit in full!

72The

word i0?.11m occurs elsewhere in 4Qinstruction; in 4Q423 1-2 4 it is contained in a paraphrase of Gen
3:17. See comments on this text below.
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(3-6) These lines deal with a deposit or money entrusted to the addressee: do not touch the money entrusted to
you, retum them in full, and do it with joy. If you are accused of having touched the money and must swear to
your innocence, do not receive any money, probably because such money may be conceived of as a bribe.
(4) il'' ipiE> C'$:{Ell"I

~]

Only a trace is preserved of the first letter after the Iacuna, $ade is one of the

possibilities. The meaning ohpiE> here is 'entrust' or 'deposit'. As )'Ell'l/C'~E>ll is commonly used in
4Qinstruction for 'business', we reconstruct C"~E:ll'I

(orc·~[E>ll

J'loi ) and propose to interpret it as "<money>

entrusted for [busi]ness".
(4)

il~'il

i.ø:in 'i!ZM:l[i] m:in JE> i::i

il,,, n'?øn

~] ~

JE> ; either "lest you be bumed" or "lest it (your hand) be

burned". '"W:in is Nip<al imperfect "your body will be consumed in its fire". The suffix ohzn~S1' refers to the
entrusted money or the deposit theft will bring its punishment upon the dishonest custodian. The fire could
possibly refer to the fl.arnes of Gehenna. This admonition reminds us of Jesus' warnings that dependence upon
Mammon endangers man's eschatological fate (Matt 6:24; Luke 12:13-21, 33-34; 18:24).
(5)

1JOO i!pl'l c~]

Pi<e/ impf. of np' 'declare free from', cf. Hi 9:28; 10:14; Ps 19:13 (in the last two cases used

with JO).
(6)

iOØil

?.Il ')'0'1' JE>] 11r11 here can mean 'head', but more lik:ely 'poverty': To receive money from a doubtful

source may eventually make you poorer (you might be fencing stolen property)! For the alternative translation
"lest it add <guilt> upon your head", cf. Prov 25:2217-crnr i1'1o1'1 im...,.!l

nm ~ C"?rn ' ' "Tuen you will

heap buming coals on his head, and the Lord will reward you".
(6) 'loTI'p!l.1 mo?

i1~~

mø

~] ~,

probably means ' head' rather than 'poverty' (cf. the spelling 1zrn for

' poverty' earlier in the same line). The perfect fonn 'IOØ is either 3rd person plural ' they put', or 2nd person
singular with suffix 'he puts it' . If the verb is a plural form, the subject can be either 'they' (i.e. 'one ')or God.
The 3rd person plural is used about God in the continuation; cf. i1''1::CO' (line 10) and i'Dtl'Ø' (line 9, as spelled
in 4Q418 9 10).73 According to this option, the meaning of the context is: if God (the source of all things)
destine you to die, do not rebel against him (tl ?:Jnn

?~)

in your spirit, but accept your fate. The reference could

be to a fatal illness.
Since lines 3-6 deal with having money in custody or receiving a deposit, we apt for the second interpretation
of '\OØ (2nd person singular with suffix): "If he (the ane who entrusted you) put it (the money/deposit) upon your
head (i.e. make you responsible for it) even until death, then give it over". The suffix ofi.,,,p~i can refer to the
money/deposit, or to the life of the addressee.
(6-7)

t:i ?:inn ?~

n::>rni'] ~n has iT:;,mi as subject, and can be either Pi<el of?:Jn Ill 'destroy', or Nip<at

of~

Il 'become pledged' . This yields either "do not act badly against him", or "do not let your spirit be taken as

pledge for it".
40416 V7-8. The hope of the right.eous after death.
73Early Jewish

texts can use a verb in plural when they refer to God. Cf. CD Il 13 which uses the same
verbal form 'oø; c.mio!Z1 ioø ø11E>::ii "He established their names with precision", and further Luke 6:38 "they
willpour (8wcrovow) into your lap", 16:9 "that they may receive you (BEtwvrnL uµdc;) in the etemal
dwellings". See Billerbeck Il, 221, fora number ofrabbinical parallels; and H. Braun, Qumran und das Neue
Testament, vol. 1, Tilbingen 1966, 88-9.
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(7-8) Even if the righteous has to die, he has a lasting hope - we should note that in a detenninistic theology
God alone is responsible for the Iength of man' s days. If one interpretes mo?

ii;~i::l 'lOØ ~

as a reference to

God, these lines imply the following: submit yourself to God if you feel that death is approaching; your

remembrance will last and you can look forward to the end-time bliss.
(7-8) Tbree parallel sentences express the hope of the righteous after death: "- Tuen you will rest with the truth,
- and in your death your remembrance will blossom forlev]er, - and in the end you will inheritjoy". Depending
on the inte:rpretation of the preceding (mo?

ii;~i::i

icø

~ ), such

a death is caused either by the will of God or

by an severe business adversary. If the addressee behaved correctly and honestly in business, he could have
courage even when approaching death.
(7-8) iinl:llll '7rnn ii;,n'il'M1 :i;:,"i;:,r c?{'Ul? nti:i• :i;,nmi) Cf. Prov 10:7 :i;:,i::i?
ri~?;

p·~ i;:,r ; 4Q417

4 ii 3 m!:l' rooø

Sir 1: 13 "With him who fears the Lord it will be well at the last, and he will be biessed on the day of his

death"; and from Sirach's praise of the fathers 44: 13 ~t
46: 11 :i;:,i:i?

ci;:,r 'il'

'1011'

c?w

1.D

"their memory will last for all time";

"may their memory be blessed"; 49:10 cn{nn nnh!:l Cl'll:W1

'iin

"may their bones flourish

where they lie". Sir 40: 19 uses cø Y'l'iEl' "make a name flourish" on a good name in this Iife.
n•if'M can either be interpreted as 'offspring' (i.e. your descendents will inherit joy due to the good name you
leave behind, so Strugnell/Harrington) or 'end oflife' .74 In this context the latter option should be preferred. We
therefore regard m~,

C.D :::i:wn ~,,

n;:,-i;:,r c{?w? nj-,!:l• ii:Jmo::ii , and iinCØ '?nJn iOl1'"1'11'1 as three parallel

sentences, all referring to a blessed death and hope for afterlife.
40416 V 8-15. Be humble. study God's mysteries and praise His name!

(8-15) You show true spirituality when you are humble and content with your own portion. Walk according to
the mysteries God has revealed and continue to study your spiritual inheritance. Praise Him for His acts of
salvation towards you. When you receive His admonition and seek His will in humility, you will understand the
truth about man.
(8-10) The content of these lines could be phrased as follows: be humble, do not desire more than your inherited
portion of land, do not boast of your possessions. If God resteres your honour and financial freedom, walk in
His mysteries and inquire into His secrets. Tuen you will gain knowledge of your spiritual inheritance and will
walk in righteousness.
(8)

ilM p·~]

In the context this is nota descriptive phrase, but an admonition to be hurnble (the same is the

case in line 12).
(8) ii:Jn'?nJ li?if

i~m ?~])In'\

is a Hitpa 'el of m~ 'long for'. it:>n?m should probably be understood as 'your

inherited portion of land'. Less likely it could be understood figuratively as the spiritual inheritance of the elect,
as in lines 10 and 11 below, and thrice in 4Q418 81 3. In the latter case the meaning would be: the one
important thing to desire in Iife is one's spiritual inheritance.

74n"ITTI'

occurs 14 times in the more or less contemporary Book of Sirach, and only in one case (16:3) does
the word have the meaning 'offspring'. In the other cases it means 'end'. It has the specific meaning 'end of
life', 'death' in 6 or 7 cases; 7:36; 11:25, 27, 28; 16:3 (?); 35:27; 38:20.
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.u'?::inn isa Hitpa'el fonn of ll?:i ill 'confuse': do not get confused by your

possessionsl Hitpa<e/ of ll?:i is not found in the Bible. Jastrow gives for Hitpa<e/ the meaning 'be swallowed
up', 'disappear', i.e. to forfeit The phrase ';l'l:ll l'0.1 ' move a boundary' is biblical (Deut 19:14; 27:17: Hos 5:10;
Prov 22:28; 23:10), and is also used in the Qumran scrolls [CD V 20; 4Q266 (4Qna) 1 4; 4Q267 (4QDh) 2 4).
Here it is probably used figuratively about transgressing the law, as in the next column (4Q416 VI 6 7øo•
'lo1"n

?i:ll

l'0.1

iø~i

li::>n?ir li:l "lf your neighbour gets authority over her he has moved the border of his life").

The phrase ';l'l:ll l'0.1 'move a boundary' is biblical (Hos 5:10; Deut 19:14; 27:17; Prov 22:28; 23: 10), and is
also used in the Qumran scrolls [CD V 20 = 4Q267 (4QDb) 2 4; 4Q266 (4Qna) 14; 4Q416 V 8-9 l'on JEl
i!::>?i:U].
(9) li::>il::J::>? i'D::J'Ø" cAi 1"If He restores your honour". The subject of i'D:l'Ø' can be God, the business adversary
of lines 3-6, or the indefinite 'one' . We tend to opt for the first possibility. 'Restoration of honour' probably
means acquiring financial freedom, be free from any claim to one's possessions. Alternatively, if lines 6-7
referred to the case of a fatal illness, this sentence could refer to healing and recovering from it.
(9) i•i?io IZ11ii n4fd ro 1?.in.i] Man 's 'walking' in truth and righteousness isa recurring theme in
4Qinstruction. This is the only case in which we encounter 'walking in (according to) the mystery to come'. Cf.
4Q417 IX 12-13 itil'::JO
4Q417

!~•):i

143n)o~1?nr1n;

1'?iln.i?; 4Q417 IX 21 ?~ •ftl.llO[]fmpEl::i 'O?ilni1; 4Q417 19 5 "i.i)iti

4Q418 69 ii 3 'O?iin'

~:i

l'1'ii; 4Q418 126 ii 11 -pitnn

ro~ nn~1.

~ p~ ~?.iri•;

The parallel

exhortations ~fti ro 1?mi and 1'"l?'lC mi both relate to God's mysteries. The meaning of 1'i?'lC tzn" is
probably identical with 4Q417 Ill 11 l11Z1' '1?10 npi "study the birth-times of salvation", i.e. study His
eschatological secrets.
(9-10) 1?rnm

p~:ii

in'?m .lMn h\i] !Ai introduces two subordinate clauses: when the addressee heeds the

exhortation, he will receive knowledge of the God-given inheritance and will live righteously. Phrases like mi
il~in ,

.srm

Il\), r::in Il\)

are frequently used in 4Qlnstruction to decribe the knowledge of the elect, cf. below line

15; 4Q417 IX 6, 8, 10, 15; 4Q418 81 18; 77 3.
(10) ~ nij• ':::>] A causative clause concludes this admonition: it is the God on high who will provide knowledge
of one' s spiritual inheritance and the end-time mysteries. mr is probably from iiU I= Nip<al of ii~l 'be elevated'.
In the context ':i~ must be taken as ' El 'God', and not as the beginning of another sentence in the vetitive (thus

Eisenman/Wise).
(10-12) This passage is written in hymnic style. Three parallel sentences exhort man to praise his God;"P[rai]se Rim in all your ways, - give glory to Him who has honoured you, - and praise His name always". The
reason for this exhortation is given by three parallel sentences which describe God's mercy toward the elect and
the glorious lot he has received: " - For He lifted your head from poverty, - seated you among nobles, - and gave
you authority over a glorious inheritance".
Lines 9-12 have a close parallel in 4Q418 81 3-4 '1!1?ri!:li
i? ii::>1zt1pnil:l

,,.,":;o i1t:i lin~i n::>?•ør.:in

tnl'

'!:l 1'lrl::J i'Dn?n:n ii::>p?n

~irn '1!1':in~ 1!1'~

CJØ'i 1'1

"He bequeathed each man his inheritance, and He is your portion and your

inheritance among the sons of men. In His inheritance He gave you authority. And you, honour Hirn in this: in
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sanctifying yourself to Him". Both in 4Q418 81 3-4 and this text the reference to the God-given inheritance of
the addressee precedes an exhortation to praise.
(10) i1.:J'.:Jii ?.:J::i 'lli[:iø]li] Man should praise God in all circumstances, cf. Eph 5:20; 1 Thess 5:18.
Strugnell/Harrington read \i°°n for Yi[::iø)i , and suggest to reconstruct a noun ending with iil- (see above under
READINGS).

(10)

1'1l1 Jn il.:J'~tl?]

(11)

i'CM

??;i

iCl!n]

The plural form of i:J'.:J should be interpreted with singular meaning, as it refers to God.

Cf. 4Q416 VIII 13 i1)'il'o ??;i i1.xiø, which addresses God in the 2nd person.

(11-12) il.:Jc,.m, i'C.:J n?rn::ii n;,::i•rzn.i C'::l'iJ c.lli n:xo ", C'iil ~"'10] The elect is already now partaker of a
glorious lot. im n?ro is the eschatological inheritance, cf. 4Q418 69 14 ~

iiil ::iiii 10{;, i?ron

"also you

[will inherit g]lory and abundant honour". This writer shares a presentic eschatology (see section 4.2.3.2). This
line probably depends upon 1 Sam 2:8 c7'rc• "::i.:J
also Ps 113: 8 'IO.l1

~.;,i C':l'i~ C.ll ::i•ø\i':i 11·~ C'1' n~o ?i iruio

c:rpo, cf.

':J'i~ C.ll C'::i•inw •:i•rzn.i':i.

(11) n;,ø"i c•i.i l!Mio] "From poverty He lifted your head". The participle of øn is in BH spelled ~, , while
the derivate Ø'i designates 'poverty'. 4Qlnstruction can spell the noun !!Mi or IZ7li (for the latter spelling, see line
6). The text has a word play of the two meanings of !!Mi , 'poor' and 'head'.
(11-12) il"''IDOti "::i.:J n'?n.tii] ?øo in Hip'il is frequently used in 4Qinstruction with reference to authority (see
section 4.4). In line 17 7'øo.i is used with regard to parents' relation to their children, and in lines 2-7 of the
next column regarding the husband's authority over his wife. In line 3 of the preceding column (reconstructed)
the phrase refers to custody of property. In this case as well as in 4Q418 81 3, 9, 15, i1.:J7'øo.i describes God's
granting the elect a glorious inheritance. The noun n?rn is frequent in 4Qinstruction (30 occurrences, the verb

?rl) occurs ten times). 'ttl.:J n'?n) probably alludes to tP'rc' i1::i.:J

itc~~

of 1 Sam 2:8 and m~

n"1~,

the 'lovely

inheritance' of Ps 16:5 (see section 4.3.2 on 4Qinstruction's use of Psalms 16 and 73 to describe the lot of the
elect). The theme of the ' glorious inheritance' (now and in the hereafter) recurs in 4Qlnstruction: 4Q417 Ill 11

iw i,rru •o .liT'I; 4Q418 55 12 i'?nl" c?i.11 n1111t Cl11; 4Q418 813-6, 12-14. The next column uses the same words
in the paragraph dealing with the addressee's relation to his wife; i'Off,'1.tl n.;,"::i.:J (4Q416 VI 11).
(12) ;•on inø uun} Cf. line 7 of the preceding column, i•m

intl 1~i:i.

where this same phrase is used about

seeking up one's creditor. Here it refers to seeking God and His goodwill.
(12-13) run

IDli~ [~m

'l" øi 'ioM ~ ~ J1'::i"] A new paragraph starts after the vacat. An imaginary quote is

used here as a rhetorical device: "do not say ' I am poor and will not seek out knowledge'". Similar rhetorical
devices are found in 4Q417 lll 11-12, 16-17; 4Q418 55 5-9, 11-12; 4Q418 69 ii 3-5, 11-14; 4Q418 162 2. The
quote is followed by an exhortation to seek discipline and purify one's heart and thoughts, formulated as a triple
parallelism: Bend your shoulder to all discipline, with all [knowled]ge purify your heart, and with abundant
understanding your thoughts.
(14-15) cr:in

m'\ll '21i1Ø '?.:Ji ~ '.'.Jii ?.:J::i JJ'Crtrl IUlii M'i'TJ li] This admonition is phrased as a 2+ 1 parallelism:

the first two members exhort to study God's truth and mysteries, and the third exhort to investigate the origins
of evil. The outcome of the meditation follows in line 15, and is introduced by M1 (as in line 9 above); "then
you will understand what is bitter fora man and what is sweet fora fellow". To express the command the
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admonition uses the imperative (urm) and the injunctive (the imperfect fonn l!l':ln, and the parallel form 1mrm
which should be understood as a consecutive perfect rather than copulative waw and imperative). )mm is
frequently used in 4Qlnstruction with reference to meditating upon truth and evil, cf. 4Q415 11 11; 4Q418 81
17; 4Q417 IX 14, 27; 4Q417 3 3; 4Q418 147 6; 238 3 (see section 4.1.2, note 26). l!l:J.1 takes normally the
preposition -:i, which is lacking in the sentence l!l':ln ;T,w •øi-w ?::>t Meditation upon the ' roots of evil' and the
'roots of understanding' is characteristic of 4Qinstruction and lQ/4QMysteries (see section 5.1.3).
(15) "1:1)? pino 110i tzl"~' io l10 Jl'm ~i] The outcome of the meditation is to know what are the lasting good
things in life. For :;ui, p'U1c ne, cf. Gen 2:18 iT.J?

c~;i

nm

::iicr~i,.

Similar sentences are found a number of

times among later Stoic teachers (end of the first and beginning of the second century CE): Musonius Rufus (on
the relation of aking to his people) "a benefactor must know what is good fora man and what is bad", TL µev
ci:ya6ov civ6p(l)m,\l TL 8€ KOK61!; 75 further three times on the Stoic position that one should marry: "it is
appropriate for man according tonature", "fitting for each man", "fitting fora philosopher"; KaTc1. cf>ucrLv
civ6pwmi> rrpoCTTJK6vTwv; rrpocn1KEL eKacrTov; npoo"DKn Tov rj>t>..6aorj>ov;76 Dio Chrysostom "on what is
fitting for men", nEpl TWV TTPOCTTJK6VTwv Toi:t; åv6pwrrott;; 77 1 Cor 7:1 (probably a Pauline quote from a
letter from Corinth) 78 "it is good fora man not to toucha woman'', KaAOV dv0pu)rrC,\l ')'11VaLKbc; µl)

li.mw6at. According to Epictetus, the Cynics investigate "what things are friendly to men and what hostile",
TLVa €crrt Tott; åv6pwirot~ cp(>..a Kat Tlva iro>..EµCa .79
40416 V 15 - V! 15. Family ethics.
4Q416 V 15-19 reflects on the fifth Commandment 4Q416V20-VI13 reflects on man's relation to his wife
(and shortly to his daugthers and sons), based on Genesis 2-3 and Numbers 30. References to the revelation of

raz nihyeh are interspersed with the parenetic material. 4Q416 V! 14-15 seems to connect the overseeing of
one's family with raz nihyeh. 4Q416 VI 14-16 probably functioned as a bridging passage between the long
section with admonitions (4Q416 Il-V!) and the following discourses (cols. VII-XI).
40416 V 15-19. The fifth Commanc1ment.
(15-19) The admonition about man's relation to his parents is framed on both sides by the exhortation to study
God' s mysteries, which will convey give deeper understanding of this relation. Lines 15-19 provide an
interpreting paraphrase of the fifth Commandment, Exod 20:12/Deut 6:16, cf. Sir 3: 1-16 which provides
striking parallels to our text. Parents have a God-given authority, parents' relation to children reflects God's
relation to man. Therefore one should revere and serve them. Lines 17-18 connect the revelation of raz nihyeh
with the commandment to honour one's parents. The words ~ and '"Cl occur in parallelisms both in lines 15

75Musonius, VIII, That Kings also should Study Philosophy; see CE. Lutz, "Musonius Rufus " The Roman
Socrates"', Yale C/assical Studies 10, New Haven 1947, 3-147, p. 60, lines 7-11.
76Musonius, XIV, "Is Marriage a Handicap for the Pursuit of Philosophy?"; ibid., p. 92, lines 6-9, 17-18;
p. 96, line 3.
77Dio Chrysostom, Or. 13.12-13.
78See the recent discussion in W. Deming, Paul on Marriage and Celibacy. The Hellenistic Background of 1
Corinthians 7, Cambridge 1995, 110-115.
79Arrian' s Disc01uses of Epictetus, Ill, xxii 24-25.
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and 16. To honour one's parents adds to one's own honour, and brings the blessing of a Iong life, promised in
the Scriptures.
(16)

il:>"i.ll~r:i::l]

4Q416 probably reads il:>'"iJr.COJ 'in your steps (your walking)' rather than i!Yill~c:i 'in your

lowly position'. The latter reading (preferred by Harrington/Strugnell) would provide a parallelism: "- Honour
your father in your poverty, - and your mother in your Iowly position". However, the plural fonn of the word
points to n:>"iJJ~ 'your steps' as the correct reading (cf. Dan 11:43 M.ll~ "in his footsteps"). While iJJ~o
occurs in the plural in the Bible, ~o does not, anda plural form of this noun ('a few', 'little ') sounds strained.
(16)

i~?

cn110i] Wacholder translates "And as the Lord to the rnighty so is one's mother'', Harrington "and as

a master is toa fellow, so is his mother".80 It is contextually appropriate to understand C'J~ as 'masters' rather
than ' the Lord' , cf. the verb 'to serve' in the next line. In our translation the text provides a meaningful

synthetic parallelism "-for as God is to man so is his father, - and as masters are toa guy so is his mother". Sir
3:6-7 has a close parallel to this text; "He who obeys the Lord, honors his mother, and serves those who bore
him like masters (ci>i; BwlT6TULc;)". The close parallels between this text and Sir 3: 1-16 point to a common
tradition or possibly dependence of 4Qlnstruction upon Sirach in the interpretation of the fifth Commandment
Ben Sira uses Brn1T6Tat in the same context where aur text has C'm ,81 and both texts admonish to 'serve'
those 'who bore you', and relate a man' s honour to that of his father.
(17) n;,•iin i'O no.i] "They are the furnace (or: crucible) that conceived you". n;,"" isa Qal participle of ;n.1
with 2nd person singular suffix. The same phrase occurs in lQapGen VI 2 lø!ZT\p? n;.11' •nii.i i"O:ii "in the
furnace of my conception I sprang forth for truth" (uttered by Noah)], as well as three times in the description of
the eschatological birth pangs in lQH" ill [iM.1 i"O:i/ii:>o 'the fumace of her child-bearing' (lines 8, 10, 12)).82
This similarity could point to some kind of relation between this hodayah and 4Qlnstruction.
(17) no?•wo.1] See above on lines 11-12. Here ,..m1 is used on the parents' authority over their children.
(17) rrnn ?b

~i]

We interpret 'i~ as 'inclination' and translate "As He appointed your parents over you and

(appointed) the inclination (to rule) over the spirit. so ... ". Altematively ~ can be taken as a verb: "He
fashioned the spirit". However, the preposition ?» does not fit easily with the latter option. Eisenman/Wise
translate "and appointed (them) over (your) Spirit".
(17-18) il'MJ n:i

n;,JM ii?~

iW!OiJ Harrington takes the parents as the subject of this sentence.83 A comparison

with other occurrences of this phrase, which is central wilhin the thinking of 4Qlnstruction, demonstrates that
the subject is God. The sentence either appears as it does here (1Q26 14, 4Q418 184 2, 4Q418 190 2-3; 4Q423
5 1-2) or with a slight variant, i1'i0

80Wacholder,

h:l C'J':Jo

JM ?~ ml iWIO (4Q418 123 ii 4).

A Preliminary Edition, Fase. 2, xiv; Harrington, "Wisdom at Qumran", 148.
81 Cf. LXX to Prov 30: 10, which translates p"'M with Beoir6TTJc; in the meaning ' master of a slave' .
82Morgenstern. Qimron, Sivan, "The Hitherto Unpublished Columns of the Genesis Apocryphon", 35, 40.
J.F. Elwolde suggests that iil'I isa noun in apposition, and tends to translate "they, a crucible, are your
progenitors": Review ofWacholder, Abegg, Bowley. Concordance, 236-7.
83"Wisdom at Qumran", 148; "Wisdom Texts from Qwnran", 44, 47.
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~ J Cf.

Sir 3:11

1·:i~ ~ Ø'~
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'fl:J:>,"a man's honour gives honour to his father". While

Ben Sira finds !hata man 's good reputation is an honour also for his father, this admonition appeals to reason:
revere your father, as such an attitude brings honour to yourself.
(19) i!.:>"O' 11··11" il::>''Tl ]JlC?J The text refers to the promise connected with the fifth Commandment (Exod 20: 12;
Deut 5:161•0•
(19-20) pin

Ji::>i~'

~1?::i

Jllo?). For the combination with i!::>"l'T, cf. Deut 6:21'0'

[

]

0

j.:>i~'

1m:i?1 T'" 'O' ?::>.

ma::> i!~ IU'i ~1] It is difficult to decide whether the sentence between the vacats

in lines 19 and 20 belongs to the preceding topic relating to one's parents, or to the following one relating to
one's wife. One could restore something like "Although you are poor, when you take a wife, do not take her
unlawfully".
(19) ]°i!ø:l J The conjunctions -.:>and ..izi are joined (-ø;:,), probably with the temporal meaning 'as', 'when', as in
Mishnaic Hebrew. 84
40416V19 - VI 13. The husband's relation to Cand authority over) his wife.
(V 20 - V! 5) This section deals with the relation to one's wife (and secondarily one's children). The admonition
about takinga wife and staying with her is supported by quotations from and allusions to Genesis 2 and 3: you
shall live together in fellowship and be separate from the parents (cf. lines 15-19 above). You, the husband, are
the only one who has authority over her. 4Q416 VI 4 contains a short reference to sans and daughters. For the
husband's relation to his wife, cf. Gen 2:18-25; 3:16; CD IV 20- V l; 11QT8 LVII 15-19.
(20-21) i!'iO no [

nP,?io l'Tp

i'DØli:J ill111p? ~J

The missing end of line 20 can be reconstructed in

various ways. Only a trace is preserved of the last letter before the lacuna, so that beyond yod/waw also taw or
he are possible. It is not seif-evident how taking a wife is connected to raz nihyeh, the mysteries of salvation. A
comparison with 1Q27 (lQMyst) 1 i 4 ;rm ric i!O?o ~? c111m suggests il'i1J no [ilØ!)J ci?on 1m? n) 4T/10 np
"check her] birth-times,[ that she will be saved by] the mystery to come". Eisenman/Wise propose n]i,.,•o np
"take her from among the daughter[s of".". Our suggestion i!f,.,10 11p could either be interpreted as 'receive her
offspring' (i.e. accept her children) or 'investigate her birth-times'. Strugnell/Harrington tend towards "take her
offspring", and propose to reconstruct something like ;rm no [?'T.ln

l~ "'ICll1iTI i!::>'i.!1~

i!fi?io 11p; and translate

"Thou hast taken a wife in thy poverty, take [her] offspring[ in thy lowly estate. But take care lest thou be
distractedJ from the mystery that is to come while thou keepest company together". Since common children
would probably not be designated •her offspring' , c.:>h?io could be an option. At the same time, a father would
hardly need an admonition to accept the children his wife begets. Therefore we suggest for consideration
"investigate her birth-times" (i.e. the astrological sign under which she was bom).85 According to our
84Segal, Mishnaic Hebrew

Grammar, 148. We are aware of only one further occurrence of -ø;:, in the Scrolls;
4QMMT B 76 :iiroø;:, 'as is written' (MS d; MS c has :i1roøo), cf. Qimron, HDSS, 77-8, 82. -ø.:> appears five
times in Qohelet, four times with the meaning 'like', and once in the temporal sense.
BS,,p? has the meaning 'ponder', ' understand' in 4Q417lll11 llØ' •"17.c ilf' "understand the birth-times of
salvation"; 4Q418 77 2 tii~ ]rni?in np1 n•m ri[ "the mystery to come, and ponder the genesis[ of m]an"; and
4Q418 228 3 i!.:>}'iJp ~o np ~·;:, "that you understand thejudgement of [yourJ Maker". Further, 4QHoroscope
probably refers to the astrological sign under which one was bom; 4Ql86 1ii8-91'?' ~•i i~ i?ic.i ~", nn
i'IØi! ?n:i 1?ll "and this is the time of birth on which he is brought forth - in the sign of (or: on the festival of)
Taurus"; 2 ii 3 i•?.11 ~", i•?- "i,,o. Cf. also our proposal to understand C"i?'.o M':l in 4Qlnstruction and
lQ/4QMysteries as 'the Zodiac sign of one's birth' (see section 5.1.3, note 51).
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suggestion, the addressee is advised to check the birth-date and Zodiac sign of the prospective partner before
marriage, and the spiritual implications which may derive from it.
A comparison with 4Q417 l// 10-11 llilr .,,i,'lC npi

(cf. line 9 1"i'1o ltrm) could yield a suggested

i1'i0 ri:i e>:i.i

reading .l1!0' f17io np . One could thus reconstruct something like "When you take a wife in your poor estate, (do
not forget to) ponder the birth-times[ of salvation and be not detached] from the mystery to come".
(21) [~ ::mll' ''

:i ]i1::>itD:l it.U CJl

1?r-mn in' i1::>-oim::iJ i1.::li!Z1:J i tll is an amalgam of two phrases from

Genesis, 'liJJ' itll (2: 18, 20) and 'i!D:JO itD:l1 (2:23). i1.::litD:l here means 'your body' (i!Zr.l can be used as an
euphemism for the genitalia (Lev 15:2, 19; Ezek 16:26), but this is probably not the meaning here. The sexual
cohabitation is referred to in line 5 of the following column). For the wife as man' s helpmate, cf. also Sir 36:29

lll!DO "ain

,~, itll

)'JP

n~i ~

mp "Acquire a wife, the first of acquisitions, a help and a stronghold, a

pillar to Jean on".
The length of the lacuna indicates that there was another word before the obvious reconstruction lø~

:iitll' •:i.

Altematively one could reconstruct [ø'* ::mll' ::iirc •.:i ] • For the formulas :iiro ' ' and :iiro introducing a biblical
prooftext, see lQS V 15; VIII 14; CD I 13; V 1; VII 10, 19; XI 18, 20. But we do not have other exarnples of
quotation formulas in 4Qlnstruction, where quotes from Scripture are interwoven with the running text We
therefore suppose the lacuna contained a phrase qualifying 1?iim, like mlJl::i or ion::i. Strugnell and Harrington 's
tentative restoration "walk together with the helpmeet of thy flesh [according to the statute engraved by El that a
man should leave]", is far too lang for the lacuna.
(V 21-VI 1) [~ iø:JC,

1'm ~:i p~'ii ~~i)"~~

[ID'*

::l1!.ll'

•.:i] Gen 2:24 is quoted as reference text..

4Q416 VI (4Q416 2 iv, juxtaposed with 4Q416 frgs. 4 and 17).
Mus. lnv. 181
PAM 42.597, 43.512*, 43.524*
LI. 1-9 = 4Q418 10 6-11 (bold typeface).
As suggested in section 2.1.1.1, this column is narrower than the preceding ones (it has 40-42 Is per line)
because it was the last one on the sheet
The reconstructions in lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 9 and 13 are not found in the PC.
As argued in section 2.1.1.1, frg. 17 is tentatively located at the ends oflines 12-16, and frg . 4 at the bottom
right corner of the column.
] top margin

[in~

;ø::i? ,, m inø~::i ppii

io~ n~[ i] ,,:i~ n~

''12'0il n_,n,~
[iT'iTm i1npiøn ]il'.)'?~1 i11'iEliT iio~o iTJ ?'tvon ~?
[?CliT'ttiJ? JfT::;'JJi i'iEl' 'in~? n:m:i inl41 iø.:l? l'?
[n::;m]il' ;~ø ~'ii ':::> il:::>p'n nø~ til> in'? nn~1
[nnii~ in"n ?1::i~ ~'Oil n::;n?ir iTi ?'tvr.:i' ;ø~i
[i1]:11.:i1 ;1J ~'Oii1'? ~?i i1:m~;::i l'?i1n1? l"' ø c it
[1Jij iij'? Mio~ nli1::iø ?:;i n:::>li~i" iT)mi ::iøn
?i it)'?ip:i
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s
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[~o:JO J?[lJ n].-'~ii n;:,~ili:n il)':J ~~10

[?'?p' l:.l

O'i1J]

:iiri

?l'

iEjii

?~ il)JlJo?

s6n? n?o il)'nEjø
J n:Sn[?Jm:i il)11:n
] vac lEl il.)n?m:i

12

n;,m~J :.iim il)p'n nø~

13

[
;i[
il)J1~i[

9

Jflooo?[

1o
i1

]

14

il)n':i[

l

15

ao'i i,oo[

]

16

3'11 vac i1'i1J r[i
]0

17

o .:Jn1~ ':;, 111n op
l0 [
]

0

]~

;;:;,

:11 no~

1s

n:.i:l' il0i1'',S) '~ i1i.:Jj)

19

l':lO ;in~;

20

n?m:i moø

]bottom margin[
NarES ONR.EADINGS

L. 2. n:in~. 4Q418 10 6 reads n:in'~' · Both readings are possible in the context.
L. 4 iM?. Or: 'i~? .
L. 8. n:m~"c, . 4Q418 10 10 seems to read )0 ilS~ ? '1.
Ll. 9-10. i'C'ttW [~o:m ?l> . Or: n:moo [~"C ?l>, cf. llQT" LIII 13, which has n;,•rniø ~c in the same
context.
L. 10. n? n?o, cf. Num 30:6, 9, 13 n?-n?o• i'm'i. Materially the text reads n?n?o, but it seems that he was
written erroneously for })et. The only logical reading isn? n?o.
L. 10. I :rm. There is probably a space after the bet.
LL 10-11. 4Q418 11 possibly preserves the same passage. This fragments reads

nl-'iPz:i?
)°'I ?n~[n?rn:i
]~~

Ll. 12-16. As argued in section 2.1.1.1, frg. 17 is tentatively located at the left margin of lines 12-16. Some
thematical similarities between the preserved text of 4Q416 2 iv and this fragment add probability to this
option: n::m~i occurs in 4Q416 2 iv 7, 8 and 9 as well as in frg. 17. n;,rr:i of frg. 17 fits well with the
theme of this column; how to oversee one' s family. Frg. 17 preserves the phrase n-m i{1, and we know from
lines 14-21 of the preceding column that 4Qlnstruction connects parenesis on family matters with raz

nihyeh.
L. 14 . .I.lit Or lT1'.
Ll. 18-20. As argued in section 2.1.1.1, frg. 4 is tentatively Iocated at the bottom right corner of this

colomn.
L. 20. p1ri cp. A trace of the leg of a qof can be seen at the beginning of the line. A horizontal stroke below
the line probably derives from a final mem. pili rp could be a tempting option, cf. iv ~p ';i!):i (line 15 of
the following column), but the trace of the second letter cannot reflect a final sade (cf. the form ofyp in the
next column, 4Q416 Vil 14).
L. 20. ]0 :ii. Befare the lacuna the beginning of a bet, kap, Jet or pe is preserved.
'fRANsIATION

1. hisfather [and] his mother and cleav[e to his wife and they shall be QllC.flesh.]
2. He gave you authority over her, and she will he[ed your voice and(?)
. Her father]
86Emendation. Materially the text reads n?mo.
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3. He did not give authority over her. He separated her from her mother, and to you [shall be her desire, and
she will be]
4. one flesh with you. He will set your claughter aside for another, and your sons[ for their wives(?).]
5. And you, be together with the wife ofyour bosom. for she is the kin of [your bos)om.
6. If your neighbour gets authority over her he has moved the border of his life. Over (her wiritl
7. He gave you fillth.Qrity, that she should walk according to your wil1 and not make many vows or votive
offeri[ngs.]
8. Your spirit revoke <them> according to your will. Every binding oath of hers to vow a vo[w,]
9. cancel it bya word of your mouth, and by your will forbid[ her. O]n[ an uttering)
10. of your lips He pardons her for your sake. Neither should you multiply (vows, lest disgrace come
upon(?)]
11. your honour. In your inher[i)tance [
12. in your inheritance lest [
]your goodwill
13. the wife of your bosom, and one will deride [you
14. [
the myst]ery to come.
And know
]your house [ ]
15. [
)
16. [
)
17. [
18. rise(?) wrath, for He loves the[
19. transgression, for on them He will fan the fumace87 [
20. Man of understanding, rejoice in the inheritance of t.ruth, and in[
CoMMENIS

Lines 1-13 continue the admonition about one's relation to his wife, which started in V 20. The quotation from
Gen 2:24 justifies the husband's authority over his wife.
Lines 1-5 deal with the fellowship of husband and wife. They belong together physically and spiritually. A
father-in-Iaw does not have any more authority over his married daughter. Line 4 refers to daughters and sons.
Lines 6-13, which paraphrase Num 30:7-16, deal with the husband's power to cancel vows or obligations made
by his wife.
The descriptive style of lines 1-7 differs from the admonitions of the preceding columns. Only in lines 8-10 we
encounter admonitions in the imperative and vetitive.
Line 14 (frg. 17) retums to the theme of meditation upon the mysteries of God, cf. lines 14-21 of the preceding
column. The reference to 'your house' in line 15 probably connected the exhortation on raz nihyeh with the
preceding admonitions relating to the family.
Lines 17-20 (frg. 4) introduce an eschatological discourse with a length of c.two columns: God's mercy is upon
the elect who can rejoice, while His wrath is upon the ungodly.
(1-5) These lines represent a continuation of the section on takinga wife and staying with her (4Q416 V 2021). The phrases ~ ilZ1:J?

rmh~

ilZ1:l? 1? !iT'ilm (lines 1, 3-4); i!::>p 1n

~(lines

5, 13); and i~IZ1

~·il

'::>

!il::>m]i.ll (line 5) refer to sexual cohabitation.
(1) ~ ilZ1::l? wn it'l!M:i pp'TI ~ Mb] 'l"~

~ I~ :im>'

'::>]The text of line 1 continues the quote from Gen

2:24 which started in V 21.
(2) ?i il::>?ip::i ill1o]Øm

il:l '7•øc.'1 il::>m~]

The subject of the first sentence is God. On ?1Z10 in Hip 'il, see above on

4Q416V17. This sentence rephrases Gen 3:161::r°?1110'
87Qr: will the furnace be blown.

~\1'1~

Cf. another fragment of 4Qinstruction, 4Q415 9
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8-9 il:l ?1z11:i.i

iln'1i [ .•• )

M

i:>t

;øco "1TT' (iCpJ is foWld in line 12 of this fragment). The phrase il:l ?-1110.i is

probably found also in 4Q419 (4QSap. Work B) 4 1, which reads il)J ?it(n. The sentence "He gave you
authority over her" probably continued with a reference to the wife's obedience. Strugnell/Harrington propose
il:>'?ip::i nm:i)lbni, which would fit well in the context. The lacWla could accomodate two more words between
il.:>7;?:i il.DI:l]Ørn and the reconstructed il'~.
(2-4) init

i~?

1':' [il'ilrn nr:piøn

~.i,",

il"l'i!:l.i iiolv:i il:l ?'Øtlti it? [iT':Jlt] When his daughter has been married,

the father has no longer any authority over her, and she has been separated from her mother's domain. Her
yearning and desires should now be related to her husband. nnp'Øt'I F't:>~i rephrases Gen 3; 161r:pi111n 1rz7'it-?iti.
(4) ?Cri'Øl'? )i:>•l:Ji i'"'ltl'

~?

iT:>n:J] The length of the line allows ane or two words in the lacuna (7-10 Is) -

C.i'IDJ? is a mere proposal. In the context the reading ~" is preferable to ~". The subject of the sentence is
God. His will for the daughter is !hat she be bound to one man in a lifelong monogamous marriage: God will
separate her from you, the father, as your wife was separated from her parents, and He will also set your sans
apart for their (future) wives. For the subject matter, cf. CD IV 20 - V 2; Sir 7:23-25 cm itizn
i'Ti.lt

]'Q} [i:Jb 1:ilti poll ~" ro ~iT tl'2l c.i?1t i'ltn

"It, CiNI

im

1' n'll:l tr1"i.tn:J C'IDJ

en~ i'O'

1? tl'l:J

"If you have sans,

discipline them, and marry them off in their youth. If you have daughters, keep them chaste, and be not
indulgent to them. Marrying off a daughter is an end to anxiety, but give her to a man of understanding".
(5)

[n:>ni)~

i!W lt'il ':> il:>p'Tl

wife or relative is called i""llZr.J
The phrase il:>p'rt

l'1ZM

~ CJl
~ø .

111'? ilMi] For i"~, 'lån' or 'flesh', cf. CD VII 1; VIII 6, where a man' s

The phrase il::>rn)'ill

i~ID

refers to the sexual cohabitation of husband and wife.

'the wife of your bosom' (the wife with whom you have sexual relations) is ta.ken from

Deut 13:7; 28:54. It occurs also in Sir 9:1; llQ'P LIV 20; 4Q416 V 21 and line 13 below. 88 Line 5, although
lacking an explicit verb, isa full sentence (ane should probably supplement il'iln to ill'? ilMi). The husband is
admonished to stay together with his wife, with whom he belongs together physically. The admonition to live
together certainly covers a wide area, including the sexual cohabitation.
40416 VI 6-11. The husband has power to annul his wife's vows.
(6-10) The text paraphrases Num 30:7-9, 11-16, on the husband's authority regarding vows or votive offerings
given by his wife (the same topic is covered by CD XVI 10-12 and llQT" LIV 2-3). The pentateuchal law is
related here to the theological concept of the husband's authority over his wife, and related to the family order
derived from Genesis 2-3. Two terms for 'revoke', 'cancel', which in Numbers 30 appear in the perfect,
imperfect or infinitive, are changed to the imperative mood (line 9 "'ltlii, ~'Jil; while the term :JIDn does not occur
in Numbers 30), frequently used in the admonitions of 4Qlnstruction. In the Qumran scrolls we find laws on
vows and votive offerings in CD IX 8-12; XVI 6-18; l lQT" Lill 11-LIV 5; 89 and 4Q258 (4QSd) 1 i 12 nui::wi
C.1'EO

C'i"1.'li C'llim "oaths, dedications and vows in their mouths". Cf. also 5Q13 (5QSectarian Rule) 2 11,

which refers toa certain oath /?SJ mfo{ui; and Josephus and Philo on the Essenes' prohibition against swearing,

War 2.8.135; Every Good Man is Free, 84. CD IX 8-12 stipulates that one shall only swear befare the judges,
and that other types of swearing are forbidden.
88p•n ' bosom' is aften used with sexual connotations in the Bibie: Gen 16:5; Deut 13:7; 28:54, 56; 2 Sam
12:8; 1 Kgs 1:2; Mic 7:5; Prov 5:20; 6:27.
&9Cf. Schiffman, "The Law of Vows and Oaths".
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7~ l'O:"l

n:m7lt iT:i 7'øc•

i!!Mi} "IZM,

is tak.en as 'if': "If your neighbour gets authority over her". This

sentence introduces the paragraph on the vows of the wife, and probably mentions an obligation made by the
wife that gives the neighbour a claiin upon her. For the phrase ':i'Cl l'Oit 'move a boundary' see above on 4Q416
V 8-9. The neighbour "moved the boundary of his life": if he interferes with the wife of another, he transgressed

the ethical boundaries of social life.
(6-7) [n}J111

"J l')'O'lii? l'?i n::m~~ 1?nm':i 17'm"'T [i'!miJJ] According to the reconstruction, the husband has

authority over the 'spirit' of his wife. rm can mean 'spiritual life', 'will/power to act', or 'mind' (for the latter
meaning, cf. Mal 2: 15). In the context 1?•1Do.i

;mi~

probably means that the wife has no power to act contrary

to her husband' s legal and financial interest. The continuation makes it clear that she shall behave according to
the will and decisions of her husband. and not oblige herself and her husband by many vows or votive offerings.
The pair n:mi 11J occurs in the Bible. For the admonition not to multiply vows and votive offerings, cf.
Josephus, Ant. XVIII: 19 "The Essenes". send votive offerings to the temple"; and CD XVI 13-8 on C!lOOC
ntmiT (see section 4.5 and 5.1.3 on the relation between the sections on vows in 4Qlnstruction, CD and

llQ'P).
(8) ':J'Dii] Hip'il of :iw, 'undo', 'recall', as in Num 23:20; Isa 43: 13; Am 1:3ff; Esth 8:5. :llDiT does not occur in
Numbers30.
(8)

Hi~ n.ln':JØ]

In Numbers 30, iTlltw only appears in v 3. ic~ isa binding pledge, as in Num 30:3-15.

(8-9) The reconstruction yields two parallel phrases on the husband's annulling of his wife's vows: "Every
binding oath of hers
(9-10) iT.:>'f"\00

to

vow a vo[w,] cancel it bya word ofyour mouth; and by your will forbid[ her".

[l'O::it:l J?!v ii~'Jil ii.:>~i ii.:>'!:l ~~o

?v "i:l."'T] The phrases ii.:>'!:l

~io ?li

and ii.:>·n~ [~o:io );fli,

here referring to the husband's cancelling his wife's pledges, contrastiT'l"IOO l'O:ll:l and ii'M~
9, 13), which refer to the wife's uttering a vow. For i1.:>'D ~~o ?li

iElii ,

~~o-?.:>

(Num 30:7,

cf. Num 30:9-14, which uses various

forms ofi!:lti with regard to the husband's cancelling the pledges of his wife. For il~'l"T , cf. Num 30:6, 9, 12,
which use ~

~'lti

about the refusal of the father or husband to accept the pledge of the daughter or wife. We

have suggested in section 5.1.1 that 4Qlnstruction could have been the source for the rulings of the Damascus
Document and the Temple Scroll on the husband's authority to cancel the vows of his wife (CD XVI 10-11;
llQTa LIV 1-4).

(10) iDWo? n? n'?o

il''Æ!ZI [~:::io ];(li]

The subject of n? n?o is God, cf. Num 30:6, 9, 13 n?-n'?o• it'lii'i;

11 QJ'll LIV 3 il{? ]ri'?~ '.:>~i. In the Bible n?o has always God as subject.9° According to this text, God will
not blame the wife for not keeping her pledge il her husband formally nullified it
(10-13) The fragmentary character of the preserved text <loes not allow clear conclusions regarding the subject of
these lines, which deal with 'your inheritance' (:i.:m?m can mean either 'your spiritual inheritance' or 'your piece
of land') and 'the wife of your bosom'. According to our reconstruction lines 10-11 contained a waming to the
addressee not to multiply vows himself. Line 13 mentions the wife as il;,p'M

n~.

as in line 5.

(10-11) i'Dlil'.tn:i i1.:>"'T'l:l:> [??p• JEl C'"J] :rin~) "Do not multiply [vows lest disgrace come upon your honour
in your inher[i)tance". ::rili isa Hip'il of iT.li. According to this reconstruction, lines 10-11 would forma natura!
90J.J. Stamm,"n?c slh vergeben", THAT, vol. Il, 150-60, p. 151.
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continuation of the section on the vows of the wife: a man should be careful not to make vows or give votive
offerings which could endanger his inheritance (i.e. his property). Cf. CD XVI, where the paragraph on
annulling the wife's vows (lines 10-12) precedes another paragraph on the danger of vows (lines 13-19); and
Num 30:3 (in Numbers, the adrnonition about the man's vows precedes the paragraphs about the power of the
father or husband to annul the vows of the daughter or wife). For the reconstruction n'im l?'?p', cf. Hab 2: 16
1'0:l/J

11?p

rw:i1Z1

and lQpHab XI 10-11

i~::i,:,c

u1?p

i:Jl i~ ...

n'im ?.ll P'P'P1 "shame on your glory ...

whose ignominy was greater than his glory".
40416 VI 18-20. God's wrath will not strike the elect.
(18-20) If frg. 4 is correctly located here, these lines commence the first discourse on the eschatological
judgement, which continues in columns VII(= 4Q416 1) and VIII(= 4Q416 3).
(18) ]:l

:i.i~ '':i.~

';;) 1rm cp J A possible reconstruction is 1'i'IT.lJ:l :i.~ ';;).The discourse on the final

judgement opens with a statement on God's wrath. The reading pin q; is fairly sound, but the meaning of this
phrase is difficult to comprehend. The text could have contained a statement about ungodly man such as "he
cannot rise before the wrath, for he loves [injustice" (cf. Nah 1:6 ~ 1rm:i Cl'' 'C1, alluded to in 4Q417 III 1517).
Alternatively, 11111

cp

could be understood as "<God's> wrath will rise", and God be the subject for :i.~ ':J.

For the subject matter, cf. 4Q416 VIIl 11 [?111
CODØ ~? ~

IZ1101 1rcn 'mn ?;,

~lp ?;,:i 11111 ';;);

4Q434 (4QBarki Nafshi") 1ii5-61mro c?;,

~?1

")l1t ~?i "nor did He destroy them in His anger, the wrath of His hot anger was

not kindled, and He did not judge them with the fire of His burning zeal".
(19) i'!;;) ntl1') nm• is more probably Qal 'He will blow' than Pu'al 'will be blown'. For the image of fanning a
furnace in a context which deals with God's wrath, cf. Isa 54: 16; Ezek 22:21; and further Sir 43:4 '11'.tic ~ ii:J

f'"Ci:O "a blazing fumace, the work of casting"; lQW V 16 t:mb'\l i'l;;):J ppito "]t:l;;);> "like silver refined in a blazing
fUITlaCe".

(20)

rll~ n?rn::i ilnOID r::io i1~1]

The elect should rejoice; he knows that he already partakes of an inheritance of

truth. i1nt:i!Z1 is the long fonn of the masculine singular imperative, used in Qumran Hebrew especially in
poetical and liturgical texts.91 This line has a close parallel in the sectarian pesher on Ps 37:34; 4Ql 71 (4QpPs•)
1 iv 11-12 nOI\ n?rn::i Yltl!O' 1i'n:l Cll1

iT.lllZ1i ciæco 'l~i' i~ [c-n·::i~ nill ?l1 1itz1El .

This parallel supports our

suggestion that frg. 4 should be located in the eschatological discourse of cols. VI-Vill. The first part of this
pesher is paralleled by 4Q416 VII 11-12 "all the sons of truth will be pleased by[ the appointed time(?)] of its
period".
4Q416 VII (4Q416 1).

Mus. Inv. 180
PAM 40.620, 41.139, 41.211 , 41.412, 41.422, 41.783, 42.556, 43.524*

LI. 2-3 = 4Q418 73 1-2. Ll. 3-4 = 4Q418 201 1-2. LI. 12-15 =4Q418 213 1-3 and 4Q418 212 1-3. Overlap
underlined.
LI. 2-4 =4Q418 286 1-4. Ll. 5-9 = 4Q418 11-5. LI. 9-18 =4Q418 2 1-7. Overlap indicated with bold
characters.
91Qimron, HDSS , 46-7.
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It was argued in section 2.1.1.1 that this fragment preserves lines 2-19 of the original column, while
Wacholder/Abegg enumerate these lines as 1-18. We have succeeded in reconstructing substantial additional parts
of this text with the help of fragments from 4Q418. 4Q418 frgs. 73/201/213/212 and frgs. 286/1/2 provide two
different versions to the running text known from 4Q416 1 (the three darker fragments 286, 1 and 2 represent
4Q418b). The overlap in text between these two sets of fragments from 4Q418 proves our assertion that 4Q418
provides remnants of two different scrolls of 4Qlnstruction.92 4Q418 211 possibly belongs together with frgs.
73/201/213/212, judged both from its extemal outlook and contents.9 3 We have not succeeded in combining it
with the text of lines 1-16, and it may belong to one of the adjacent columns. Frg. 201 preserves a top margin,
and therefore frg. 73 represents the two bottom lines of the column preceding the column of frg. 201 in 4Q418a.
The proposed reconstructions correspond toa line Iength of 8.8 cm in line 11 (48 ls), 11.5 cm in line 12 (64
ls) and 10 cm in line 13 (56 Is), which might indicate that the reconstruction 1"1l11Z7i ro~ in line 12 is toa long
(should one restore only ;c';ec ?), or the one in line 11 is too short. The reconstruction of line 13 which yields
56 Is is relatively sound with only one missing word (l?'J') filled in. Lines 3 and 4 are tentatively reconstructed
with 51 and 47 Is.
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bottom margin

92Elgvin, "Admonition Texts", 180, note 4. The material discussed there can now be supplemented with
4Q418 frgs. 1, 73, 186, 201 and 212.
93Cf. 4Q418 211 4 ] 9'ltl ~'O' ~,_, n?w ?i;lo!Zli'I?.
9".11 with 4Q418 2. 4Q416 reads iw.
954Q418 2 reads bi? :l'IC!l l':l p•-u J':li'? "that the righteous shall discern between good and evil". The version
of 4Q416 should be preferred in this context of eschatological judgement.
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NOTES ON:READINGS
Ll. 3-4. ,.llio::i 1.1no [ ?fp::i rP

m '" .11'1\1 i1'itl {? } ?i~i . 4Q418 201 1 reads ]re "" .ll'"Th1 il'iTl {? R. The lamed at
the edge of the fragment has been erased.
L. 4. it?u1 ')::l , " ,l1::l -uo•H 1.lliz::.::l ,.!lir::.. The words mi]ll ')::l '1.:i 1.ll:J 'ilO'i (4Q418 201 2) were tentatively
placed imrnediately after "l.ll'ltl:l 1.tnc of line 4. A few words could have appeared between these phrases.
L. 5. mi11JO:i. iiibc?. Only a trace of the last letter is preserved before the lacuna. 4Q418 I 1 has m'!W::l 111!l[.
As 4Q418 1 and 2 seem to have the same number of letters per line as 4Q416 1, the the reconstruction ~o?
is highly probable.
Ll. 8-9. ? niii"ci. These are the last letters of 4Q418 1(line5 of this fragment), which has a vacat of 2.4 cm
in the preceding line. This vacat makes it difficult to locate the word mi~ci precisely in line 8 of our text. In
the transcription the lamed of 4Q418 1 5 is tentatively identified with the first letter of line 9 in this text.
mi~ci could, however, be placed earlier in line 7. For the reconstruction ni""°i ?c•::i:;'C 1n'i, cf. lQHa I 1112 c]m::i•ru? C'::l:l'C cn•n? nrii"°.
L. 11. ]? ~·. The PC reads ].il ~'. The last letter before the lacuna can be 'ayin, sin or lamed, but in
Qumran usage the preposition after the verb~, 'be pleased' is either -:i or-?. A possible reconstruction is:
mq::> [i.llir::.)? ~. There was probably one more word at the end of the line.
L. 12. )ib[1t. The PC reads YtRi'.
L. 12. il.ll!U1 n:>]?co. 4Q 418 212 has )?Oo IZIJrin. An examination by microscope shows that the last letter
befare the lacuna is lamed, not fin, so illl!U1 n?]tboc is excluded. For the proposed reconstruction, cf. lQM
XVII 5-6 il.OØ1 n?øoc 1IZI .
L. 13. mctrm. 4Q418 frg. 2 reads C'lilm. Both readings are possible.
L. 13. i-uruin•i. 4Q418 frg. 2 reads °m , and the letter after the taw cannot be an 'ayin, which means that
4Q418 either reflects a scribal error or used another verb.
L. 13. ~]"CØil ~i. 4Q418 2 13 reads C"OIZI 'Ilt
L. 14.11.ll. Probably a scribal error. 4Q418 2 5 reads i.Il, which should be preferred.
L. 15. [~ ~,". The head of the lamed can be seen on 4Q418 2 7. For the reconstruction, cf. the similar
reference to God's parousia in 4Q417 lII 15"" il1'i' l'l'l.
L. 16. .ll]'i? ::l'll!) J'::l p~ p.i?. 4Q418 frg. 2 has .ll]i? !l'll!) p p'"r.l 1'::l.i?. In an eschatological context the
reading of 4Q416 should be preferred. See comment below.
L. 17. inhl•::ici. The PC reads ]0 •.r::ioi (we would rather read the letters preserved in 4Q416 1 )u'::loi or ]')':mi).
The parallel text in 4Q418 2 8 has ]°'O':iai.
L. 18. In the bottom line of 4Q418 2 one can see the head ot two lamed' s, which do not fit the text of
4Q416 line 17. These lamed's should have appeared approximately as the first and eighth letter of line 18. A
vacat either in the end of 4Q416 VI! 17 or in the corresponding text of 4Q418b would explain this difference
between the two texts.

1RANSLATION

1. [He comes to execute judgement on all, to destroy all the wicked and convict(?)J
2. all the spirit fof flesh for their works of wickedness which they have committed(?)J,
3. and establish His will rover all evil. He made known to Noah what was(?) to come, period upon period,]
4. set time upon set time. fHe will shut up a11 the sons of evil, and visit all flesh(?)]
5. according to their hosts, h[in upon hin. generation upon generation, city upon city(?), kingdom]
6. upon kingdom, provi[nce upon province. man upon man.
]
7. according to the needs of their host [and the judgement upon all. to "
]
8. The host of heaven He established from[ the beginning
, He set stars(?) and luminariesl
9. M their signs and as symbols of [their] set[ times,
each one in its. order(?),]
10. each one in relation to the other, and all their order and[ set times ]were counted[ before Him,
]
11. In~ He will jud~ the work of iniquity. and all the sons of truth will be pleased by[ the appointed

time(?)]
12. of its period, and all those who have defiled themselves by it will fear and wail, for the heaven will
.@ou[t, the kinzdQm of iniquity(?) will tremble,]
13. the water and the depths will fear, all the spirit of .tksh will be stfiwed naked, and the sons of heavefn
will rejoice on the dayl
14. of its (judlgement. And all iniguity shall be consumed when the period of tru[th] is completed[
and He will reign(?)]
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, and
15. in all the ages of eternity. for a God of truth is He and [His] years from the days of old [
Go.Q..will appear]
16. to establish justice between good. and evHl.J that everyone should k[no]w the judge[ments of God, and
every creature will understand(?) thfil)
17. it is a [crleature of flesh. and [his] understandifng
18. when He sees that m[an is but(?)
19. [and] He knows( their nature(?)
COMMENTS

If frg. 4 is correctly located in the lower part of the previous column, that fragment, which refers to God' s

wrath and the joyful portion of the elect, preserves the beginning of this discourse on the eschatological
judgement (4Q416 VI 17-20). 4Q416 VII 2-19 describes God's end-time judgement at the culmination of the
periods of history. Lines 1-2 (cf. our proposed restoration of these lines) probably functioned as same kind of
leading for the continuation of the text. Lines 4, 11 and 15 begin sections which describe the judgement from
different angles. The continuation of the discourse is preserved in 4Q416 VllI 9-15, which describes God's wrath
upon the ungodly and His mercy towards the elect
Lines 1-7: God will judge all iniquity according to His divine order and He will reward kingdoms, countries and
men for their evil deeds. Already to Noah the periods of world history and the end to come were revealed.
Lines 8-10 praise God who established the heavenly hosts and the luminaries.
Lines 11-15: This Lord of heaven who will carry through His judgement As He has designed everything and
everybody, He will also hold them responsible. The sons of truth will delight in the end of iniquity. Those who
lived in an ungodly way as well as the waters and the depths will fear and tremble because of God's judgement.
The sons of heaven (the angels) will rejoice, and all evil will be consumed at the end of the ordained periods of
history.
Line 15: God can accomplish this because He is the eternal God of truth.
Lines 15-19: God will bring to an end the struggle between good and evil. He sees the frailty of man, all flesh
will know His judgements and acknowledge His Lordship.
For a detailed discussion of main themes in this passage (including its relations to the Musaph prayers of
Rosh Hashanah), see section 4.2.1. This part of the discourse uses the lilerary genres announcement of
judgement and salvation and theophany report, and contains a hymnic description of the act of creation. The
passage contains poetic devices which could reflect liturgical traditions: the stereotype listing of the objects of
God' s judgement in lines 5-6, as well as a num ber of parallelisms:
-The host of heaven He established from( the beginning - He set stars(?)]and luminaries as their signs
(lines 8-9)
and syrn bols of (their] set[ times;
- sothat everyone should k[no)w the judg[ements of God, - and every creature will understand(?) th]at it
(lines 16-17)
is a creature of flesh, - and [his] understandi[ng ."
The statement "In heaven He will judge the work of iniquity" (line Il) is followed by seven subordinate
clauses; five negative members are framed by two positive ones:
In heaven He will judge the work of iniquity,
*and all the sons oftruth will be pleased by[ lhe appointed time(?)] of its period;
- and all those who have defiled themselves in it will fear and wail;
- for the heaven will shou(t,
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- the kin]gdom[ of iniquity(?)] will tremble;
- the water and the depths will fear;
- all the spirit of flesh will be stripped naked;
* and the sons of heave[n will rejoice on ]the day of its fjud]gement
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(lines 11-14)

40416 Vll 2-7. God will judge a11 iniquity.
(2-7) God will judge all iniquity according to what he foretold Noah. We holdthat Noah is regarded as a typos
of the elect community which will be saved through the coming ordeal (cf. 1 Enoch 10; 1 Pet 3:20-21),
although this theme is not explicitly mentioned in the preserved text.
(2-3) miv ?::> ?.u J ~Ul pmi I ". iø]:i
IV 2-3

iØ:l

?i:i mi il!lOl':n

TI'

f'l!JP'

tll'

Ji~i ;~]

The phrase iø:i mi ?:i occurs also in 4Q418 81 1-2, cf. 4Q416

[these words are found also in 4Q419 (4QSap. Work B) 8 ii 7]. God will

execute His judgement on all flesh. The tentative rendering of lines 1-2 is based on 1Enoch1 :9 "when He
comes with the myriads of His holy ones, to execute judgement on all, and He will destroy all the wicked and
conviet all flesh for all their works of wickedness which they have committed". Cf. also 1QapGen I 25 ??p?i
1'12':l ?i:i? "to c urse all flesh".
(3-4) i.ino:i im [?fp:i

yp m ?I'

.!>..,.,

;rm

?i~iJ

The reconstruction proposed here provides a smooth running

text of lines 3-4. 96 According to this text, God revealed to Noah what was hidden for man in general, viz., God's
plan for the periods of history until the end-times. 1QapGen Il 20-21 uses similar words about the heavenly
revelation to Enoch: "with the holy onesJ is his lot apJ;>Ortioned; and they make everything known to him". The
word im is used in sectarian literature for the appointed times within the periods of history, cf. lQH1 I 24 ?i:i?
cil'ilrlc ?i:i:i c?'i» •:ø i!lOC

m~ipm l"C'J ·~

"for everlasting ages, and for the num bered cycles of the etemal

years in all their seasons"; 4Q369 (4QPrayer of Enosh) 1i4-7 ". 10? nnppn
i.u nnuin ?":i ". ~im

~

~c

'' ."

cii~p:i

c.i['i.v]ic ?i:>

f P i» ~ "all their appoin[ted ti]mes in their periods ." for from of old You

have engraved for them ". its judgement until the ordained time of judgement ".in all the eternal testimonies".
(4) i1?'ul 'i:l ?:> i.id i'l.lO'i] Cf. Isa 24:22 (on the judgement on the heavenly forces) ilOIY?.ll 1il01 il:::i-?.11 i'ot\,
and three other eschatological passages, lQH• Ill 18 ?'Ill mi '1.l):l nnø mi 'li.10'1 "and the doors of the pit shall
close on the conceivers of wickedness"; 4Q418 126 ii 7 C'.lll!T1 il):l 1uo?1 ; 1Q27 (lQMyst) 1 i 5 •1?1c iltlil:l
;i?'lll "when the begotten of unrighteousness are shut up". '1.ll:l -uo means 'shut behind', 'shut up', cf. further
Gen 7: 16; 4Q299 (4QMyst1) 8 9 C'O i.11::11•JC(n "He s]hut them up before the waters". The phrase i11?lll 'I:l (also
occurring in the next eschatological discourse, 4Q418 69 ii 8 i\il

~c·

l'i? n?'lll '):li) belongs to sectarian

vocabulary, cf. 1QH8 V 8; 4Q429 (4QHodc) 2 i 5 (= 1QH3 VI 18) nf;\b 'b 71:> i1ll!l' \'ll'lJ ':l':lØ:l "in its bright
flames all the sons of iniqui[ty] shall be consumed"; 4Qunid D 1 5 pret 'i:l' ?Ul{ 'I:l; 1QS X 20 m'l.11

'ØJI' ;

4Q426 (4QSapiential-Hymnic Work A) 8 2 m\11 ø{•)I'.
(4-5)

~ •D? [ ?iØ:l

?::>

~~·1]

For the proposed restoration "and visit all flesh(?)] according to their hosts", cf.

the Rosh Hashanah liturgy impEl1
96W e

IU'I' iWJIQ , ~:i T~? i~i1

?:>

l:)t

':> "For the remembrance of every creature

.Il..,",

have previously suggested a different reconstruction, m ?I'
il'ilJ ?"po1, for which cf. I Enoc h
10:1-2 "Go to Noah and tell him in my name, 'Hi.de yourself', and reveal to him the end which is coming, for
the earth and everything will be destroyed"; 4Q418 2114 J 9io ~'i:l' ~·:> iT;i'l.11 ?'T'10Øil'?; and from the Rosh
Hashanah Iiturgy; niinn-?:> 11io i.u: "Wisdom, Revelation, and Eschatology", 459; "Early Essene Eschatology,
146-9".
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comes before You, each man' s deeds and destiny". An important theme in the liturgies of Rosh Hashanah and
Yom K.ippur is God's visitation of all creatures. This theme recurs in the speech on revelation of God's
mysteries three columns further ahead, 4Q417 IX 9, 16-17. The ' hosts' could altematively be the heavenly
hosts, for which cf. from the liturgy's l'JPn iCMll: J'l.l

cr11na~

?.11 "lf'El?' J"1il C'l' i1:lil "Behold the Day of

Judgement, to visit upon the host of heaven in judgement"'.
(5-6) tb'"' !11'"? i"0"1oi m•Jio? il;,?001 [n;,?oo? ?1•J11 i•Jl? iiii ",,.,, n11ioo::i i1fbo?] We interpret i111UJO as 'hin', a
measurement for fluids, cf. Lev 19:35; Ezek 4:11, 16; 1 Chr 23:29. 1lDl'.l is probably a short fonn or scribal
error of m'\ØO. The alternative interpretation of 1100 as 1'1!11'C 'plain' would not explain the fonn m'lUJo (further,
1'1Ø'O is always written piene in the Bibie). Altematively, m'IWO could be a different pattem of n11110 ' rule'.97
After n11~ 11Jrbo? we reconstruct ?1'.111 1•.11? 1rn 11i2:1. For the phrase 1•.111 1'.11, see Esth 8: 11; 9:28. For 11i
ml, see Esth

9:28, lQHa I 18-19; 4Q270 (4QDe) 9 ii 21; 4Q413 (4Qsap. work) 4 "1lil[ i 1]i

C 10-11 ,,,, ," ['111.llo:J J':Jn1 i ]!iOl

Cl~':Jflil

'l~

u•:n; 4QMMT

')1ElO:J[1] iitbio 1ElO:J pnzi; 4Q436 (4QBarki Nafshic) 1 3 'Jl11 cip

'll11:J

c?i.I) ?;,ø , ," 11'1.
ro•-io is an Aramaic word used in late biblical Hebrew with the meaning 'province'. Cf. 4Q246
(4QApocalypse ar) Il 3 n[r]'ic?

iO'"TCl lm'

m? C.I) "people shall trample upon people, province upon province";

lQapGen XX 28 J~ ru-io ':Ji:). On the double form ill'iol il:l"-io , see section 4.2.1, note 10.
This text is paralleled by the main theme of Rosh Hashanah, that God determines the fate of countries,
peoples and individuals, now and etemally. The New Year liturgy states that God will determine the fate of the
provinces for the coming year: JJ':JøC,

1~1 :wl? l~

/;li?ioC,

1r~1

':J1n?

l~ ,"10!'' '1:l

nlJ"1o.i ':i.sn "and on the

provinces <sentences> will be pronounced, which one to the sword and which to peace, which one to famine and
which to abundance" (quoted in Lev. R . 29:1). Another parallel is Sib. Or. Ill 517-19 "Why indeed should I
proclaim each one according to its fate? for on all peoples, as many as inhabit the earth will the Most High send
a terrible affliction".
40416 Vll 8-10. It was God. the heavenly judge. who established the heavenly hostsand the luminaries. The
Bibie contains similar hymnic descriptions of the act of creation, see Job 38:4-7; Isa 40: 12; 42:5; 45: 18; 48: 13.
(7) cf?l:>

OElØOl) C~~

110!10 'El':J) 4Q418 1 3 preserves ctzi;,

OElØO)

C[. C"~ 1'0ne can be understood as 'poomess

of their hosts' or ' needs of their hosts'.
(8-10) ?;,i ilt?
i?

m [?11;o':J '111~ ?::> ••• i!Oi!'i11Jio

]i1El~ i"!0.1..,.U'IO}) iloni"fl~]

nlMl

no.i'nE:llO? m111'.0i I ?c•~i;, 1n•1 ". cipJO j;::>f! t:l'OOil

For the reconstruction nr? ilt ?'![ 1iO':J

~

~J~l

?;, , cf. 1QS X 3-4 which also deals with

the order of the heavenly host and the set times of the festivals; ill? m cnnoo Cll.
It was God who established the heavenly hostsand the luminaries. The same theme is found in 11QPsa
Creat 7-9; 1 Enoch 2 and 72-82 (the Book of Luminaries). 1 Enoch compares the order of the heavenly realms
with the sin and disorder which characterizes the world of men. Although these lines are fragmentary, they
probably carried the same thought.
The Iuminaries decide the set times and festivals. For this theme, cf. Gen 1:14-18, especially v 14 l1'pi":J l"lil'O
t:l'ltol

c•o•?1 C"1.D'IO?l m"? ." C"O!Zlil; lQS X 1-5 (on the circle of day and night ordained by God); 1QH8 I 11-17,

971Qlsa•

9:5, 6 has il11øo where MT has m øo .
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XII 4-6 it?? ,Jl'IO'? ••. :J"1l1 mt.::1 •.. ei• nwipro ['rm.11)00 '11'
)i'?-? ~n.l'[ en• "'QQ

•••

cJ~p

c.il cir1

"l1i0 ••. 1Jm •;i" ",~

~'QQ CJl ~7 ~po ;
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4Q299 (4QMysta) 5 1-4

•n nrii[::il •• . ,]ol!l Jif-i:>Ji?

C'::i:>,:i;

nh~o

4Q381 (4QNon-

Canonical Psalms B) 1 8 C'':J C''' '1.ilm '1.ll,o? llri[rT):i rn[m). Also Sirach connects the luminaries with the set
times and festivals: 33:7-9 (=36:7-9); C"Jl'IO c,-,o l!l'1 ... l!lol!l ... " ... sun, ... and from them derive festivals"
(Geniza MS e; the Greek text differs: "Why is one day more important than another, when the same sun lights
up every day of the year? By the Lord's knowledge they are kept distinct; among them he designates seasons and
feasts"); 43:6-7 "It is the moon that marks the changing seasons, governing the times, their lasting sign. By it
we know the sacred seasons and pilgrimage feast ... ".
For the reconstruction '7
universe, 4Q415 11 4- '7

tti~,

cf. another passage in 4Qinstruction which deals with bow God established the

iti12 98ii'o;o 7'1(; ". ) il;mi '11'T":l

il!Wn ! ". ] il~ia

•ti•::i ill::ir'I[

"and the sun in its

beatiful appearance ". You meted it out together with Your spirit." a]ll its waters were counted before Him".
40416 Vll ll-15. All iniquity will be consumed at God's judgement. the angels and the elect will rejoice. God
will reign etemally.
(11-15) The end-time judgement in heaven and on earth. The passage draws on biblical theophany descriptions,
see especially Isa 24: 18-19 "The floodgates of the heavens are opened, the foundations of the earth shake. The
earth is broken up, the earth is split asunder, the earth is thouroughly shaken"; Ps 77:17 "the waters saw you,
0 God, the waters saw you and writhed, the very depths were convulsed": Ps 97:3-7 "Fire goes before him and
consumes his foes on every side. His lightning Iights up the world: the earth sees and trembles. The mountains
melt like wax before the Lord, befare the Lord of all the earth. The heavens proclaim his righteousness, and all
the peoples see his glory. All who worship images are put to shame ." Zion hears and rejoices and the villages
of Jod.ah are glad because of your judgments, 0 Lord". Cf. also Hab 3:8-10; Job 9:5-6; Zech 1'4:4. Similarities
can furtherbe observed with 1Enoch1and100:10-102:3. In the Epistle of Enoch the luminaries are called to
testify against the ungodly, and heaven and earth will quake and tremble when God appears at the judgement.
(11) illlØ"1 mw '?JJ O'lW c;OØ:IJ God who created the heavens and the luminaries, will also judge from His seat
in heaven. The idea of God's heavenly seat is connected with His judgement also in the Rosh Hashanah
liturgy99 and 4Q302 (4QpapAdmonitory Parable), a composition stylized as a trial speech:
'?llt:iO C'cø:i

C'il~il ~li1

" •; ". '?DOO C'CfO:J

~,p,

-io'' l:l'OØ ilCl'lJ ~·mi

::12il01, r1~ "He who stretched forth the heavens and laid the

foundations of the earth, the seat of whose glory is in the heavens above ". the Lord He is God in heaven
above": "God will take revenge on you for your betrayal ". God's seat is in the heavens, and His hege[mony] is
over lands and seas" (4Q302 3 ii 6-10).
(11-12) il:J +,C,m-i ~ ?;

,.11',' '1'1rnl" ~P [?,ll'IO)? '!n' ~ 'J::J ?.:ii) The righteous will rejoice at the

judgement, which comes at its preordained time, while the adherents of evil will fear. For rn~ 'I:l, cf. lQS IV 5,
6; 4Q267 (4QDh) 18 v 7. See also lQHa VI 29; VII 30; IX 35; X 27, XI 11 !~/it~ ·~:::i"sons of your truth";

suffix probably refers to r"'ll' or ?:m.
99Cf. our suggestion that 4Qinstruction and the New Year liturgy both have roots in apocalyptic traditions in
the second century BCE (see section 4.2.3.5).
98The feminine
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lQpHab VII 10; 4Q298 (4Qcr Words of A Sage to Sons of Dawn) ill 6-7 ~il~; 4Q548 (4QAmramf ar) 1 8
mi!Op ~.In Qumran usage '?'?.ll1.i should be translated 'defile oneself rather than 'wallow' .100
(12, 14, 15)

rp]~

in line 11 refers to iTll!Z)i in the preceding line. For i!.llØ1 rp, cf. CD VI 10 .ll'!Oii!

VI 14, XV 7, 10 l11U"\i rP; CD XII 23, lQpHab V 7-8, 4Q301 (4QMystc?) 3 8 iTllrtri~i) rP· For "Ill
line 14, cf. 4Q417 IX 9 c'mi
n~t ·~p i,~;.

·~p

'?'I:>'?; lQM I 8-9 [c'O'?ill]

·~p

'?'I:>'?; X 15-16 "Ill

·~i C')ll1

rp; CD

'~P '?~:i

in

mEliphi; lQHa I 24

This text seems to share the sectarian historiography which divides history into successive

periods, c~p.1° 1 It describes the time of judgement (C?l!lØc
present age of wickedness. The phrase "Ill

·~

rp, cf. lQHa VI 29) which comes after illlrtri rP· the

'm (line 15) is found in 4QSb V 18; 11QMelch Il 20 has

~:i

c':ii].11i! '!q'. Aramaic work:s from Qumran use the parallel phrase "°?.llf1•c'?ll ,.,, '?'I:>: 4Q213 (4QLevia ar) 2 7);

4Q542 (4QTQahat ar) 1ii4; 4Q545 (4QAmramc ar) 2 4; 4Q547 (4QAmrame ar) 2 7. Cf. also 4Q418 8113 h'il'
'll"li~ 'iTI C'~

'm

Cll

"they will be] the splendours of His sprout throughout all the eras". While this text uses

rp in the same way as the sectarian writings, the Hebrew sections of Daniel frequently use rP in a stereotype

way, with the meaning 'end' as elsewhere in the Bible (Amos 8:2; Ezek 7:2-3; Dan 8:17; 9:26; 11:27, 35, 40;
12:4, 9, 13). 102 This difference in usage probably indicates that 4Qlnstruction - in time and milieu - should be
placed between these chapters of Daniel from the early Maccabean period and the emergence of the ya}Jad.
(12) ?i!.wi ro?åc Ø.llih ]ib[•]'i• C'CIZI •;, JLines 12-14 continue with the cosmic reactions on God' s judgement.
The heavens will shout, the kingdom of the evil powers will tremble, the subterranean ocean will fear. Line 12
plays on two different meanings of ll11 Hip'il, 'wail' and 'shout in triumph'. For )Ul[•]'i• c•oø •;, ,cf. Isa 44:23
~

nwvm 'W'i."t " ._", i1111Ji-•;, c•cø 'lJi; 4Q418 69 ii 9 ,l)'Pi.'i "10'll

w•i•.

For the proposed reconstruction l"lllrtri roJ?Co, cf. lQM XVII 5-6 i1llll11 møcc iø; ?.!)•?:i n':iøcc 'the
rule/kingdom of Belial' (lQS I 18, 23-24; Il 19; III 20-21; lQM XIV 9; XVII 5-6); lllZ7i •;,';le [4Q544
(4QAmramb ar) 2 3; 4Q280 (4QBerf) 1 2. On the judgement of the evil powers, cf. also Sirach 32:22-23 (Geniza
MS b) .l)"IJ' .11m llØi 11mci 1i"lt t!l:JØ IZ7'ii' "Ill c:p~ :l'ltl' C'~'?i •it;,~ 'lnC

mo• 1.11 p~n• ~';i i~i l'TO.'l011' ~i, ?~ CJ.l

"The Lord will not tarry, and the Mighty One will not refrain Himself, till he smite the loins of the merciless,
and require vengeance to the nations, till He disposes the scepter of arrogance, and the staff of wickedness utterly
cut down"; and from Birkat ha-Minim ip.im l'l'TIC 1nr h'O'?c "may the insolent kingdom be quickly uprooted!"
(13) nrm n'IO.-rni C'tl] Cf. 4Q418 115 2 njic.in ili'1 C'il'l i'?ll. emn (singular in 4Q418 2, plural in 4Q416 1), the
subterranean ocean, will tremble at God's appearance. In the context of a sapiential composition this text should
be compared with Prov 3:20; t:l'li!n was formed by God's knowledge. The text of 4Q416, mEl M'IC.'lm c•n,
resembles Ps 77: 17: mo.in trembled befare the Lord when He came to deliver His people at the Exodus, itli'

~

mc.in. For lines 12-13, cf.1Enoch102:2 "the whole earth shall faint and tremble and panic", and the
apocalyptic discourse of Jesus, Mark 13 with parallels (especially 13:25 "the stars will be falling from heaven,
and the powers in the heaven will be shaken").

10°1'hus

Rabin in his translation of CD Ill 17: The 'Zadokite Documents, 12-13. Cf. 1QS IV 5 il-U •'1?1; IV
19 .l)Øi -:>il.I il?',um; IV 21-22 ii1J mi::i i1?7ln'l; lQH" VI 22 i!~::i 'D?m• iTllØi n::iønc [.
1o1see e.g. 4Ql80 (4QAgesCreat) 1 1 ?I' iTØ.l) i~ C~i! ':ill 1111El. Cf. Talmon, "Waiting for the Messiah",
294-7.
102Tue Hebrew text of Sirach uses rP as 'end' (43:27; 46:20) and 'time' [36:10 (Hebrew: 33: 10); 43:6].
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(13)

-,ro:i m-1 ?.::i

hitpolel of
(13)

r1.1n.11m J The verb is probably a Hitpa'el of m.ii 'be uncovered/stripped naked' rather than a

",,ø HI 'be excited'. This sentence parallels the previous one, i1rnl mo.mi C'O.

n~ or{J

C'ii~ir'JJ;
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P.rr c]'oø 'J:J'I] The angels will rejoice at the day of judgement For c]'oø 'JJ, cf. Gen 6:2

and 1Enoch6:2; 14:3; lQapGen Il 5, 16, where 'the sons of heaven' are the fallen angels; and

further 1 Enoch 71: 1 'sons of the holy angels'. In !his passage 'the sons of heaven' are the angels, as in 4Q418
69 12-13 (presented below); IQS IV 22; XI 8; 1QH8 ill 22; IQH• frg. 2 10.
For i'WDUIO cr[::i , cf. i Enoch 10:6 "the great day of judgement" (a phrase quoted in Jub. 5:10; 23:11 and
Jud 6); I Enoch 104:4 "the day of the greatjudgement"; lQpHab XII 14 ~i en•; lQH• VI 29 ØDUIO fP; IQS
IV 20 ~-inJ toEllDO ,.ITlO. The suffix of i'lt:lEllDC refers to either ii.llØ" (lines 11-12) or i1.PIU"1

~]?!:lo

(line 12). In I

Enoch 10 the judgement focuses upon Azazel, the head of the forces of evil; this chapter from the Book of
Watchers thus represents a clear parallel to the judgement upon evil in our text.
(14) enn

n'm ?:"]All evil will have an end. Similar phrases occur elsewhere in 4Qinstruction, 4Q416 3 3 i.Il

n.wi cin; 4Q418 113 1 il?~.I) C'ln i.Il. Parallels are legion in sectarian writings: lQS IV 20 il?'i.ll mi ':>'D en.i?;
lQH· XIV 15-16 i.li?
(14)

n~il

i'O!On

.11Ø[1iJ n?ui ?'Di; XI 22 it?i.11 m?.::i

rp r::fJfll' ill] In the context we understand i.li

ill.

as 'when' 103 and not 'until', and translate "when the

period of tru[th] is completed". For the subject matter of line 14, cf. 4Q301 (4QMystc?) 3 8 rr.uøi
close parallel is 4Q215a (4QTime of Righteousness) 1 3 im)"l n?ui ?'Di l'll1Øiii rP c?ø

~·.::i

rP[ nh?:>!i. A

"for the age of

wickedness bas been completed and all injustice will p[ass awa]y". An Aramaic equivalent to~ rp, !O'ØP Jn:W
is found in the Apocalypse of Weeks, 1Enoch91:12, 14 (4QEn& ar IV 15, 19). The wordrø has a central role
both in line 14 and line 15. Weinfeld has noted that ~ is associated with the ideas of the daily rebirth of the
luminaries and eschatological revival in an old Jewish benediction. 104 4Q416 demonstrates that ~ was
associated with the eschatological revival already in the second century BCE.
(15)

,_\i~~':>]

It is 'the God of truth' (line 15) who detennines 'the period of truth' (line 14). Cf. lQH•

XV 25 i'1M no,_ ""; lQS XI 4 'll.lltl l1?o

i'M'i! ~~~.The phrase

'the God of truth' is also found in Apoc.

Adam 1.9 "After those days the eternal knowledge of the God of truth withdrew fromme and your mother Eve".
(15) iJ"m CipCli] An alternative reconstruction is c]'5ø Cipoi or c?iv ]'Jø I c?'lJJ nlim CipO, for which cf. 4Q418
69 ii 13 0?1.11

'JØ

?i:>::i

zi'l1 ~?i;

Ps 77:6 c•o?'i.ll n'\lø cipo (cf. the reference to Ps 77:13 in line 13 of this text, see

above).
10
~.l1 can, possibly through Aramaic influence, have a durative meaning; 'during', ' while', 'when', cf.
Koehler/Baumgartner, Il, 680; Jastrow, 1042. See Judg 3:26; Jonah 4:2; Dan 6:8, 13; 7: 12, 25. Cf. Wacholder's
suggestion to understand i.li in the phrase ii:>i::lit C'' ,J:l in llQP XXIX 9 as 'on' and not ' until', and the second
il1 in Jub 1:29 as 'when': The Dawn of Qumran. The Sectarian Torah and the Teacher of Righteousness,
Cincinnati 1983, 22-4; J. Kampen, "The Eschatological Temple(s) of llQT", Pursuing the Text, 85-97. Both
of Wacholder's exarnples relate to the last days, and derive from Qumran documents which in our opinion are
presectarian.
104b. Sanh. 42a.: "Biessed be You, 0 God Who created the heavens with His word, and all their hosts with
the breath of His mouth. He assigned to them order and season ... They are glad and rejoice to do the will of
their Creator, the Worker of truth Whose work is true(~ m?'lJJEllD n~ ?.l1~). He commanded the moon to
renew itself as a crown of glory to those carried from the womb, who likewise are destined to be renewed in the
future and magnify their Maker in the name of the glory of His kingdom". See Weinfeld, "The Angelic Song
over the Luminaries", 141.
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40416 Vil 15-19. Every creature will acknowledge the Lor<lship of God.
(16-17) 1Jil'U'::io1 ;m\i iø:::i ~·"''?"ra''"

r:r1 '" •t!)~c

'" 'il'-'f1' [»Jir;

:i'lC!I

p

p~

l'"',., ?2M nM1'1J An

creatures shall acknowledge that only the God of Israel is Lord and righteous judge, and that in the encounter
with Him they are only flesh. This thought has biblical roots, especially in the Deutero-Isaianic tradition, cf.
1Sam17:46; 2 Kgs 19:19; 2 Chr 6:33; Isa 41:20; 43 .8-11; 45.6; Ps 9:21

ile.i Ø'IJM C"U

'»i'; as well as

Jub. 1:28 "And the Lord will appear in the sight of all. And everyone will know that I am the God of Israel and

the father of all the children of Jacob and king upon Mount Zion forever".
(16) »f1' :i'!C:!

J':l p~

pm] While4Q416 states that God will "establishjustice between good and ev[il",
p~ )':J.1' "that the righteous

4Q418 2 7 reads ;.,,i, :l'!C:! J':l

shall discern between good and ev[il". "Disceming

between good and evil" isa common theme in 4Qinstruction, cf. 4Q417 IX 10 »i]i, :l/)t!l] );:J
5 1111

]:l1t!l nll1'

.inn JM1;

4Q418 221

'ID1:1nn: the reference to the tree of knowledge in 4Q423 1-2 1; 9 1 (=4Q418 188 5); and further

lQS IV 26; lQSa I 10-11; 1QH8 XIV 11-12; 4Q300 (4QMystb) 3 2 .1r1i, :i1]ch )':l Wi' 11:1lr.l . While Sir 17:5
states that God filled mankind in general "with knowledge and understanding, and revealed to them good and
evil", in the sectarian view only the elect have received the ability to discern between good and evil. The version
of 4Q416 is preferable in this context of end-time judgement, while the copyist of 4Q418 erred because J':l J'~,i,
.tri?
(16)

:l'!C:!

belonged to his vocabulary.

~.'.:>]The ~alep

is preserved in 4Q418 2 8. 4Q418b writes "'" piene, while 4Q416 writes the word

defectively.
(16-17)
i'Miil

i"IM\i

iø:i

~[·

!''-'

?i~'" ]':l'1]

Depending upon the meaning of~ ('inclination' or 'creature'), ~[·

iuo means either "it is the inclination of flesh", or "it is a creature of flesh". The use of ~ for

'inclination' elsewhere in 4Qinstruction could tip the balance towards the fonner option [4Q417 lX 13; X 14;
cf. Gen 6:5; 8:21; 4Q370 (4QAdmonFlood) 1i3; Sir 15:14; 27:6]. The meaning 'creature offlesh' foriø:i
is paralleled by iz:n

~

iir

'a creature of clay'. which is common in the Hodayot Note further two parallels from

the Rosh Hashanah liturgy: 'In~

~ '.:> i~

?:> )':J'1 ,1rPl1El

~ '-' i,wEl

?.:>

J)1')

"every creature will know that

You made hirn, and every being understand that You fonned him"; ømi mT?::> ipEiii? p1"t pn

~·:in'.:::>

"You will

bring the appointed time of memorial when every spirit and soul shall be visited". These parallels lead us to
choose the the interpretation 'creature' for ~·, and to reconstruct ill'i1 iø:i :µ4•

~·-' ?i~· i,::i )':1'1

"every creature

will understand thatl it isa [crleature of flesh".
(18) 'diN•:JOi ] nu•:JO 'understanding' (cf. above underREADINGS) occurs in the continuation, in 4Q417IX13
and 4Q417 29 7 (frg. 29 should probably be located in 4Q417 VIII, see 2.1.1.2).
(18-19) ?o~· ]n[1 ." ?oiJ1V1

~s

i•n"i:i] The subject of 1'M'i:i and b,;[1 can be either God or the addressee. We

choose the fonner: both lines express that God acknowledges the frailty of man, cf. the last stanza from the
Iiturgy' s l:)pn i1Jr01: 1Elll? 1El101

i~c n10• en"

,o-n iø:i

Cl1 '-' , c~· .1111•1 o~i· ~\i

il™ '-' no~ "Tru ly it is You

who fashioned them and You know their nature: they are but flesh and blood, man comes from dust and to dust
retums". Alternatively the text could have continued sirnilar to the Rosh Hashanah liturgy: '::JØ1' ?:> 1.111•1 11'::>'
11øi, i,:;

.P:iøn , 1"'0

i,,:,

ll1-'n

1' '-'. i,:in "Let all the inhabitants of the world perceive and know that unto You

every knee must bow, every tongue confess",
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4Q416 VIII (4Q416 3).

Mus. Inv. 180
PAM 40.620, 41.139, 41.211, 41.412, 41.422, 41.783, 42.556, 43.524*
As argued in section 2.1.1.1, this fragment is tentatively ascribed to col. VIil, probably preserving lines 9-15,
and deriving from the left part of the column.

] i1)mnJ:li it)Oi?tb[

[?1~'

9

?:;, niilp~ i1'.::li 'n i,~ n?m ;n~o '' ~[

[?1l> '~Jp ?:;,:l

[iion? lfp

1iin ')

J'~i ?~

nl>ø1 oin il>

t!lipøn ?~[

'on; C'?i1l '' ni~ i 0 in
i1]1~0 '??n it)O[Ø
]0

10

~?I

11
12

13

1Ø~ ?):l[

14

Jo~~)

15

o[

'fRANsLATION

9. [

]your peace, and in your inheritance[
]
] for from Him is the inheritance of every living being, and in His hand lies the des[tiny of everyone
fonned(?)]
[ ]don't be silent until the consumption of evil, for wrath is upon all the per[iods of eternity(?)]
[ Janguish will not prevail(?), for great are the mercies of God and there is no end[ to His goodness.J
[ JYour [na]me is praised greatl[y
[ ] in all that [
[ ] like their hosts[

10. [

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

CoMMENIS
The last part of this eschatological speech refers to God's wrath upon the unrighteous and His mercy towards
the elect. This passage relates the inheritance and destiny of all creatures to God's preordination, exhorts the elect
to be patient, and closes with a praise of God. Also this passage shows thematical links with later liturgical
traditions: Jewish tradition connects the theme of God deciding the destiny of man with the days of repentance,
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.
Lines 10 and 12 describe God in the 3rd person, while line 13 and probably line 11 address God in the 2nd
person. The addressee in the 2nd person in line 9 is probably the elect, not God.
40416 VII! 9-15. God has ordained the destiny of all creatures. He shows mercy toward the elect

(9)

n:m'?n~:i1

n:x:i1?Ø] The suffix probably refers to the addressee, not to God. The subject is the inheritance that

God will bequeath the elect. Cf. the Yom Kippur liturgy which repeatedly asks God to bless His people with

peace.
(10) ?c~ '.0 lTTiflEl i1':11 '11 ?:;, n?n) ~•:;,}For the reconstruction and the subject matter, cf. the Rosh

Hashanah liturgy C"lp

...,~-',:;, ij''!El1

c?ui :W»c "\j1f nM "You remember what was wrought from eternity, and

ordain everyone formed from the beginning". The word iti)'El 'command', 'visitation' can have the meaning
'what is decided/destiny', cf. Job 36.23

'O" 'l"?.11 ipE>'""'C. God has preordained the ways of man, another example
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of a 'sectarian' view of preordination in 4Qinstruction. Cf. 4Q423 5 3 n[to.l1Q ]';:>
l1i'

~,

c-?ø'IQ ?:>

n?ri[~]

l"m ~""

i'IOr"M1.l1Q] n7ulD I'\~ fr::i "H]e divided the [p]ortion of all the rulers and fashioned every [dee]d by His hand,

and the wages of [their deeds He knew".
(Il) [?," ~lp
n~"l

'"::i 1m ':>

il»2M C'l!"I "111

rP c?IO" ,li enn m'lll ?:>1 .•.

l!l?ton '1'] Cf. lines 11 and 14 of the previous colwnn, ?l1 cnw c'Qu.i

iT.PØi

ni1:W. The first sentence is probably a prayer directed to God, asking

Him to be active in history, and exercise His wrath upon evil through all the ages of history. For the
reconstruction ?"111

1~1 ?I'

(12) [1iom Jj'p
(13)

n~o

·~~

?:>::i, cf. from the preceding column 4Q416 VII 14-15 "1.ll . ·~p ?:>:i I ?oi?rzrt

•cm c"?m ':>] God's mercy is great, therefore anguish will not overcome the elect

??il n.:iolrb] ?'in is more probably Pu'al than Pi<e/. The name of God is praised by His elect ones.

4Q418 69 ii (= 4Q416 IX/4Q411 VIII ? )

Mus. Inv. 489, 495. PAM 40.613, 41.904, 41.905, 41.907, 42.760*, 43.475*, 43.480
In section 2.2.3 il was suggested that this discourse should be located after that of 4Q416 VI-VIII.
LI.. 4-8 = 4Q417 18 1-5 (underlined).
The reconstructions in lines 5, 7, 9, 12 and 14 are not found in the PC. We have also successfully Iocated an
additional small fragment to the bottom left corner of this column (line 15).
A right margin of 16 mm is preserved, as well as the last letter(s) of four different lines of the preceding
column. The length of the writing block is 128 mm with 60-64 Is per line. The left part of the fragment, which
was detached from the main one, is light.er due to less exposure to light.
n~n:j[

el> mo[

2

1,:,'?nn' no~:i ~i'?n cnio[ J:i[
~1'?'; :iio i10 :i'? ''?ii~ i1n.I'1

3

Oil'?) '?~ ill'i:li ?Ci1[''?:l~ '?1;:,:i}

4

?C[t!l:JtO]o '?l> c'no 1m~' no1 iou ~1?'? ~:Jøo no1 n'n ~i?? ~ptzm[ noi ?i1tv.!J.:i]

s

[

Jliro~cbri[

vacat

Jo? °[ Jipn '' mn:nøn c'?il> nnø'?1 cn1~rn '?~~JØ['?J on~

[?'?~ J;o:løo'? hi.V'

no~

'Øiii 0'?1.v n'iTS '?1,:,, m:iii ? .v

1ni~;

6

o',:,tvno

1

[i]ø:i' i11'Øi 'P'rno ?1[,:,i Jiii> ,~~o' ~1? n?1.v '.:J:n :i? ''?i1~ '?1,:, iicø'
[pi~ ]':in~ ?[i,:, i'?'l'i J?[~ m~:i]~ '?,,:, 'IO.I'i'i l>'pi{n} 'io10 i.V'i' c:>~:ltlil:l:J

[C']ipiø(

??~ ~)~ØO[:J pi~

]'Eliiii no~ 'i'n:l cn~i

vacat

[?1'Ø.V]6 ?1,:,::i ;i[~in ?p'i]~ n.vi ~1i1? u1pø1 m'::i:i U.Vl' 'lioiiin n,:,'~ fu.>i ?1;, ?.v

9
i

o

11

['J]5i un1øn[ m':li Jn.vi1 il>'? l'tv.VØ' no~::::i ~i'?iT c:i?i.v 'Jø {.:i} '?1,:,::i ~'.u t-li'?i

12

[;.:i]:Jl>''l no~ m'?l>:J::i 1.:Jl'l' i10~' ;io~n cn'?m 0'?11' C"n ;ø~ C'r.:iø

13

[?i.!Ji'i Jon~ iiiT :i1;1 ii:i[:> 1'?mn

1,:,]?lin' c?i.v ;i~:i ~i'?n CJ'~P '?1;,::i

IOSjj,:,:)[]i:J i1r1~j vac [
] bottom [

) ?i,:, 0"?1~
]

iio[' Øiip ]'.V'pi::l

14

15

margin

10swe joined here a small fragment of four letters, not registered in the PC (inv. no. 495, PAM 43.475),
which preserves left and possibly bottom margin of a column: "1'0°[ . This reconstruction which yields the text
i'OJ!]j::i l'!Ml is highly probable, cf. 4Q418 81 i'O::i Y? iT:x:l'llr'l and 1Q26 3 2, where the reading should be
corrected from
1::i? "? 1'TM ':> to "l'OJ:j 1::i? i? iTM 'j.

-mr
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NOI'P.S ON :READINGS
L. 1. il:m~[. Less probably ~t!S[.
L. 3. cnio[ )~. The first visible trace is the horizontal stroke of bet, kap or mem. After a lacuna of two ls a

similar horizontal stroke follows.
L. 5. [ rn:1i ?iili?m). The size of the lacuna indicates a three letter word before the reconstructed iiO,, although a
four letter word like illi?Dl is also possible.
L. 5. ?C(l!lEl!ll]ti. The frrst letter could also be kap or pe.
L. 6. en~. The PC reads ent At first glance the first letter may look more like a waw than an 'alep. But
examination of the original with a microscope reveals traces of what is probably the left foot of an 'alep. A
reconstruction with ~ fits better in the context.
L. 6. ?1~fbf?]. The trace of the first visible letter of this word could reflect a ~in. The traces of the penultimate
letter could just as well be a taw as a waw.
L. 6. 0 ( l'pn. The letter after the lacuna isa qop ora final kap or pe.
L. 6. iic:>~[. Only minor traces are preserved of the first and the last letter. The Jet is probable, as a trace of
the slanting stroke that goes down in the middle is clearly visible.
L. 9. »'p'1 {il }. The PC reads .ll'p'TI. There is, however, a cancellation dot above the he, which was
subsequently erased.
L. 11. ?p"~ . There are additional options for the first letter, e.g. bet, kap, or mem.
L. 15. llrnp )'.ll'p'1:l. Or: )i.P'p'i:l.
L. 15. r:J?i~ ,'10{, ' the foundation of beginnings'. Or: C'~ "o[ ' the secret/foundation of beginnings'.
'fRANsLATION

]your ....
]and you will understand[
]death(?) with
3. [ ]their measurement(?). Will they not walk in truth
4. [with all ]their [sorrows(?)J and in knowledge <with> all their joys?
And now, you foolish_Qf
ill<m1, how can there be goodness if it was not
5. [demonstrated(?), bow can there be] peacefulness if it never existed, bow can there be righteousness iLi1
were not established. and how will the dead groan because of their j[udgemen]t?(?)
6. [For Sheo]I you were fonned, and your return will be eternal damnation, for ..[ ]your sins[ ]
7. the dark places will sbine on your multitude and all that ever came into being. The seekers of truth will
wake up to the judgements[ of God(?).106]
8. All the foolish of heart will be destroyed, the sons of iniquity will not be found any more, and all those
who support evil will be asham[ed]
9. at your judgement The foundations of the finnarnent will shout, all the h[osts of God Jwill thunder, [and
al]l who love[ righteousness will rejoice.]
10.
But you are the elect of truth, those who pursue[ righteousness according to the ]judgeme[nt of
God(?), ]watchfu[l]
11. regarding all knowledge. How can you say "We toiled for understanding and have been awake to pursue
knowledge". R[ighteous(?) is H]e in all [His deed]s(?)
12. and He has not tired during all the years of eternity. Does He not delight in truth forever? Knowledge[ and
Understand.ing ]will minister to Him. And even the s[ons
13. of heaven, whose inheritance is eternal life, will they <not> say "We toiled in the deeds of truth and have
1. [
2. [

ti[red]
14. during all the ages"? - will they not wal[k] in etemal light? [ ] also you [will inherit g]lory and
abundant honour,[ and tremble (?) will]
15. in the [holy ]firmaments[ the foun]dation of beginnings, 107 all [
And you area

firstborn son
COMMENTS

We have characterized this discourse as a trial speech (see section 3.1). Three vacats introduce new paragraphs:
line 4 opens an address to the ungodly, line 10 an address to the elect, and line 15 a proclamation to the elect of
J06Qr: to the judgement upon y[ou].
l07Qr: the secret of beginnings.
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his God-given status. Literary features include: the rhetorical questions in line 4-5 are stylized in a 3+1 pattem

which gives weight to the last, contrasting question. Parallelisms are also found in lines 34, 6, 8-9, 9 (the two
latter have triple parallelisms), 11 and 13-14 (see section 3.2.2).
Lines 2-4 (or possibly 1-4) describe the life of the men of knowledge, possibly referring to God who fashioned
their lives. After these lines two parallel addresses follow in the 2nd person plural, the first to the ungodly (lines
4-7), the second to the righteous (lines 10-15). These addresses are closely related to (and probably inspired by)
1 Enoch 103:1-104:6. The 2nd person plural form, which is exceptional within the framework of

4Qinstruction, is probably inherited from this section of the Epistle of Enoch.
Lines 4-7 include accusation, rhetorical questions and announcement of judgement The passage opens with four
rhetorical questions which relate the pain of the unrighteous after death to the wickedness they have committed.
Lines 6-7 contain an announcement of judgement similar to 1 Enoch 103:5-8. Line 6 elaborates the fate of the
wicked as Sheol and eternal damnation.
Lines 7-9 (and 14-15) describe the final judgement in theophany terminology. The righteous will wake up and
witness the judgement, the evil ones will be destroyed forever, and the universe and the righteous will shout and
rejoice.
Lines 10-15 is an announcement of salvation in the form of a rhetorical dialogue. These lines exhort the elect to
see their life in the right perspective - vis-a-vis God and the sons of heaven (the angels). The elect are assured
that they will inherit etemal glory.
The last words of line 15 starta new paragraph on the status of the elect, which continued on the following
(missing) column.
The main aspects of the interpretation of this passage are discussed in section 4.2.2. The eschatology of this
text and many of the phrases used have close parallels in the eschatological discourse in the Two-Spirit Treatise
in lQS IV 6-14; cf. also lQH• Ill 29-36; CD Il 5-9; 4QAmramf ar 1-2 ii 4-10, 4Q228 (4QText with a Citation
of Jubilees) 1 i, and the curses upon the wicked in 4Q286 (4QBer") 7 ii.
40416 69 ii 14. The knowledgeable will wajk in trulh.
(2-3)

Cl1

mel

f;·~'(]

The text, in the 2nd person singular, possibly expressed the belief that the

elect will understand the mysteries of death and life. n-Q can be the word 'death', or the last letters of a plural
word.
(3) cniå[] This first word after the lacuna is a noun including a 3rd person plural suffix. The word might have
contained one more letter before the leg of the letter which we propose to read as a rnem. The proposed reading
cmc yields the meaning 'their measurement'. The text possibly expressed that the lives of the elect are
fashioned by God.
(3-4) cn'n

~

:iJ>-o'

?ci1[-?:i~

?-c:i -c':im•

nc~:i ~,,,.,]

This is a rhetorical question about the elect. The

reconstruction yields a parallelism: do they not walk in truth and in the knowledge of God both in sorrow and in
joy? In BH the interrogative particle ~rn consistently introduces a rhetorical question where one expects an
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affirmative answer. 108 ~~ is frequently used in rhetorical addresses in 4Qlnstruction; lines 12 and 14 below;
4Q417 J// 11; 12 5; 4Q418 55 5, 7, 11, 12; 81 6; 2113;4Q423 1-2 1.
40418 69 ii 4-7. An acidress to the ungodly: they have deserved the etema] damnation which is their fate.
(4-5) C:(t!lDØ)j ?.P C' no 1rn"' no1 iO'll

""'' t!lDØC ;io1 i1'i1 ~1?? mplDilf i101 ?mo.in] ""'' :nei ;io

:i? ·'1~ itt"l.l1'l] The

foolish of heart are asked about the affliction they will meet after death: the first three questions ask the foolish
how they can expect goodness, peacefulness and righteousness in the afterlife when they did not demonstrate
these virtues during their lives. These questions lead up to the fourth one, which emphasises the painful
affliction of the dead until the day of judgement.
(5) t!>pllm] The noun mp1D 'peacefulness' is found once in the Bibie, 1Chr22:9.
(5)

t?>DØQ] e>DIDQ

(6)

~ri[

should be tak:en here as 'righteousness', 'right conduct'.

l°?

0

[

fipn •::i

~wxi c?w

m1D71

cn~'ll ?;["~] c~J

The reconstruction with the word Sheol

yields a synthetic parallelism which describes the fate of the damned (Sheol and etemal damnation), followed by
a causal clause introduced by '.:>. This fragmentary clause referred to the sins of the wicked. For the ungodly the
way to perdition is preordained by God, thus presenting another example of a 'sectarian' view of predestination.
Sheol is the place of punishment for sinners, as in 1 Enoch 103:7 (for 1 Enoch 99: 11, 100:9 it is Gehenna).
Cf. the description in CD Il 5-6 of the fate of those departing from the way: "power, might and great flaming
wrath by the hand of all the angels of destruction towards those who depart from the way and abhor the precept".
lQH'· III 19 uses the terms mlD and ?i"ID in a contrasting way: c?U> en? ')n''?lli1 J1T.l"

~IDC1 lll'lV10 '!Zml iln'1El •:i

"for You have redeemed my soul from the pit, and from the hell of Abaddon You have raised me to everlasting
heights".
(6) c?'W mø] The phrase c (•o)?'W

ITIØ

is found in the section on the judgement on the ungodly in 1QS IV 12;

4Q286 (4QBer8') 7 ii 5 c•o?U> m!D? i!Ol"l"Elp, 1ø1n ?[i1]l i!Ooi "'';and I Enoch 5:5, 6, ' etemal execration'.
4Q428 (4QHodb) 1i8 contains the phrase nrw ;IDpCI 'snares of destruction'.
(6) c::iroi1Dn] lQH- XI 20 and XII 26 use n::rnon about man's retum to dust in his death. This word has the same
meaning here.
(7) 0'1.11 i1'nj ?1,:,1 CD:l1i ?li

~

å>!llDrm] The first part of line 7 is difficult to interpret. We choose to

understand c:>::l1i as 'your multitudes': the dark places of the universe, including Sheol, will illuminate the
multitude of the damned and all that existed and was done in history: the lives and deeds of all men will be
illuminated before God. For the subject matter, cf. Hebr 4:12-13 "Nothing in all creation is hidden from God's
sighL Everything is uncovered and laid bare befare the eyes of Him to whom we must give accounf';
2 Pet 3: 10 "the earth and the deeds done upon it will be laid bare".
c·~o

are 'dark places', as in Thr 3 :6. In 1QS IV 13 c•::i11mo denotes the dark places of Sheol, and this word

has the same meaning here. 1 Enoch 88: 1 describes the abyss where the fallen stars are thrown, as deep, empty
and dark. 1 Enoch 103:8 mentions darkness as one of the characteristics of Sheol.
The phrase c'71.11 i1'iti '1::i1 probably relates to the preceding, not the following. These words have close
parallels in lQS ill 15 i1'ill1 nni ?i::i M'Unil
1°8R.

~"from

the God of knowledge comes all that is and was"; XI 3-4

Meyer, Hebriiische Grammatik, Berlin 1966-72, vol. Il, 173; vol. Ill, 87.
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pnvc c'7!.11 "'nm "He that is everlasting is the support of my right hand"; lQM XVII 4-5 '7!::> ~-wr [""1:1 '::>

'l'O'

C'0'7!ll

"iO "'C:i •.• mm

m\"i "from the God of Israel comes all that is and was ... with all that will be for ever'',

4Q369 (4QPrayer of Enosh) 3 2 il'jiji frm 71::> n.:Xii ':>"for from You comes all that was and will [be";
MasShirShabb i 2-3/4Q402 4 12-13 c•o'7!» m"'n.Pn ':ii:> i•;; i't1'10roi "ll'Urtoi i»

'iil ""

wu n»,

'ilPl'O "'~

"for from

the God of knowledge carne into being everything which ever existed. And from His knowledge and His plans
came into being everything which was appointed etemally".109
In this context c'7!.11
il'il'

il'iri

71::> probably relates to the pastrather than the future (4Qinstruction would have used

about the future, cf. 4Q418 123 ii 3 il'il'

il01 il'i1 i'IO';i il:J

mo;; 71::> "all that happens in it with what was and

what will be"). We thus translate "all that ever came into being". In light of the use of;n\,, il'iC and il'i1' in
4Qlnstruction, the phrase

mm,,,,," ';ii::i in lQS Ill 15 and lQM XVII 5 should possibly be translated "all that is

and was'', instead of the usual "all that is and shall be".
40418 69 ii 7-9. A descriution of the final judgement The evil anes will be destroyed forever. and the unjverse
and the righteous will shout and rejoice.
(7) [?"" ]4!!1~" hill' t"C" •ni] Instead of~ r~? one could altematively reconstruct [c~", cf.
c:>cl!)tZ>O:J

in line 9. For the proposed reconstruction, cf. lQM VI 3 i,._ ~øo:i 1~ •inn n':i:>'"' :J"'ll'l ro'li1?.D. This

statement is most easily interpreted as a rephrasing of 1 Enoch 91: 10 "and the righteous shall arise from their
sleep" and 92:3 "And the righteous one shall arise from sleep": the righteous among the dead will wake up to
God'sjudgement (see the discussion in section 4.2.3.1).
(8-9)

tl:>~ hl~· n.wi

•p•mo

'7![~1

tnii iæm• "P mw 'J:l1 :i';i '71"" 71::> 1"100'] Three parallel sentences.express

that the unrighteous will ultimately be destroyed. They are called 'foolish of heart', 'sons of iniquity ', ' those
who support evil'. Their end is described with the phrases ' will be destroyed', 'will not be found any more',
' will be ashamed'. In spite of the phrase 'etemal darnnation' in line 6, the phrases 'will be destroyed' and 'will
not be found any more' indicate an eschatology where the unrighteous will perish at the day of judgement and
not experience etemal pain. The same teaching is found in the Two-Spirit Treatise, IQS IV 12-14, where the
punishing angels pester the unrighteous until they perish in the fire of the dark places. 4Q548 (4QAmramf ar)
frg. 1, a presectarian (?)text on the day of judgement, likewise foresees destruction and annihilation for the sans
of darkness. Also 1 Enoch contains the teaching that the unrighteous will perish, 1: 1 "the day of tribulation at
the removal of all the ungodly ones", 97: 1 "the sinners are due for shame, they shall perish on the day of
oppression".1Enoch22, in contrast, foresees etemal pain for the sinners, as is probably also the case in Dan
12:2 dm 11"ii':i m~m 11~1. To a large degree line 8 rephrases Ps 104:35
(9)

lp~ ~:i."'M ;(i::i ,i,.,r,

r;["

n~})l

71::>

'IOlli'1 »'Pi

'"lt.))Q

Cl"' ii.11 C'llU11 f"1l'.i10 c"'on 'IOrl'.

1»'i' ] Three parallel sentences describe the three-fold

audience which will witness God's judgernent and rejoice: the foundations of heaven, the angelic hosts of God,
and those who love righteousness (the elect).
40418 69 ii 10-15. An hortatozy address to the elect: see your Iife in the right perwective vis-3-vis God and the
sons of heaven Cthe angels). Know that you will inherit etemal glory!

109Cf. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrijice, 161.
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(10-15) An exhortation addressed to the elect. They should not lose courage if they tire, even the angels tire in
their work. Only God never tires. Like the angels, the elect can look forward to eternal bliss.
(10-11)

p~

]'El"11

~

...,,n:i ln'l] After the address to the ungodly comes an exhortation to the elect. Their

God-given election is affirmed in three parallel sentences: "B ut you are the elect of truth, those who pursue[
righteousness according to the ]judgeme[nt of God(?), ]watchfu[l] regarding all knowledge".
(10)

~

•i-ro] A similar phrase, ~"mo, is found in 4Q418 55 6.

(10)

p,~

]'Eim] According to 4Q418 55 9, the elect pursue ' the roots of understanding ',

(10-11) fu" ?1'

'll

'"°' 71:l if"M 1El"'1

[crtipiui] The elect have proven themselves to be spiritually awake. r,.11 ,pø means 'watch

over' or 'be awake regarding', cf. Jer 1:12; Prov 8:34. The root ipro ' be awake' is used three times in 4Q418 55,
lines 4, 7, 9 (about the elect, and possibly once about God).
(11) run

~rni' 'lt'lplD'l

lil'!l:J Ulll' rioM li!>"l'] The speaker quotes the complaint of his supposed audience, who

have toiled and tired in their struggle for the right knowledge.
( 11-14) The discourse changes from addressing the elect in 2nd person plural, to a reference to God and His
characteristics and then to 'the sons of heaven' in the 3rd person plural. The tiresome situation of the elect is
compared with God who never tires - He who always rejoices when truth is perforrned on earth - and with the
portion of the angels. The inheritance of the elect will be similar to the glorious portion of the angels.
(11-12) uni!Dn{ lil':J1 J;ui" i.11r, .llØW

~:i

1'1,il cr,1.11 'W r,i.:>::i I:']'» 1''1 [?l'!Zl.ll]o ?'l:l::i ;i(l''lr1

?p...,~]

The complaint

of the elect is contrasted with the righteousness of God. He is righteous, even if the elect experience frustrations.
The first lacuna must have contained an adjective describing God, tentatively reconstructed asp"~. The meaning
of the rhetorical question i,11i, .llØW

~ 1'1,il

is probably that God rejoices when truth is implemented on

earth.
The sentence 'IJnillni ;o•:n turn refers to the heavenly realms. Not only Truth, but also Knowledge and
Understanding are His company. Knowledge and Understanding are described in a personified way, almost as
angelic beings ministering before God.110 Angels as possessors of knowledge is a common motif in the
Qumran scrolls. A close parallel is CD Il 4 (= 4Q266 2 ii 3-4) -.imø• c.i rw" iloi.11 1•m7 ::i•:m

il"Ø~m ilt:l:)l"I

"Wisdom and Understanding He has set befare Him, Prudence and Knowledge serve Him". Both these texts draw
inspiration from biblical texts where divine characteristics are portrayed as hypostases or distinct entities in
God's presence, cf.~ in Proverbs 1-9 and Job 28; C!l!WCI, ion

and~

in Ps 89: 14 ion 11'0!>

)'CO

C!l!:lØOl

pi~

1'!l

'IC"tp' l"tll'i; Ps 85:111PØJ en~ p~ iromi ~r-ion . 111 Cf. further llQPs• Creat 3 l"lOI' 1'2l :i•:io l"lOl'l ion

~o.:>

J'l:lCI

p~1 l:!lEitDOi

"Grace and Truth surround His presence, Truth, Justice and Righteousness are the

foundation of His throne"; lQM XVII 8 c•o'1.11 run:i i'1l• ml' 'l:i ?1'1 c•o1io[::i) pi~ noø• "Righteousness shall
rejoice on high, and all the children of His Truth shall jubilate in eternal Knowledge"; lQH• ill 22-23 run rnn1i
"spirits of knowledge"; 4Q400 (4QShirShabb") 2 1 rwi

~:i

"'El i1:>11::1!> "11' "to praise Your glory

wondrously with the angels of knowledge"; and the description of the angels serving in God's heavenly presence

11ocr. Weinfeld, "The Angelic Song over the Luminaries", 149-53.
lllCf. Ringgren, Word and Wisdom, 89-106, 156.
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in T. Levi 3 and3 Enoch 31:1

'1'~ "m!l ~1

°bl'OØo

iom 'rl'tl'Cl

p"T!r:

io'W )''1il ~o!l

'?ll ::iro1• i1"::i[p}'no :wro::i

"When the Holy One, blessed be He, sits on the throne of judgement, Justice stands on His right hand, Mercy
on His left, and Truth stands directly facing him". 112 The use of the verb mro in this text recalls ni!D ·~?o 'the
ministering angels', which are frequent in later Jewish Iiterature (cf. e.g. 3 Enoch 4:6).
(12-14) The angels, 'the sons of heaven', are brought into the exhortation. Also they struggled and tired in their
work for truth. As their portion is etemal light, so will be that of the elect.
(13-14) C'CØ [•J]j1] The angels tell about their unceasing ministry for God through all the periods of history
(c·~

'?'C::i). For the phrase r:tr:i/J 'D, cf. lQS IV 22; XI 8; lQHa ID 22; lQH• frg. 2 10; 4Q416 VII 13-14 'J::i

]il~c

C'l'[::i T?•rr C"CIO. The Book of Watchers uses this phrase on the fallen angels (the C'ii'?~i..,J:l of Gen 6:2):

1 Enoch 6:2; 14:3. In all these cases C"OØ 'D is a designation for angels, as in this text.

(13-14)

c~p

'?'C::i [u)Ew'1

~ m?~

'rllll'

1"'.C~' i~i1]

The sentence "We toiled in the deeds of truth and have

ti[red) during all the ages" is put in the mouth of the angels. Both this sentence and m•::i::i

~l'

(line 11) are

probably inspired by 1 Enoch 103:9, 11 "Those who were righteous and kind during their lifetime, will they not
say: 113 'In the days of our toil, we have surely suffered hardships and have experienced every trouble ... we toiled
and laboured ." ".
(14)

c~

-rm ::irii i'\Jl.!l 'l'7ron

1.:lji;frn• c7tll ",~ ~1'?ir] The angels will inherit eternal bliss, and so will the

elect For the reconstruction i1:i[::l i';mn, cf. 4Q525 (4QBeat) 14 ii 13-14 ".] c1'?ø ::in::ihl i'l::l'C' ::i10::i
im

~'?c·

1ron•1

'?n.i1 [ "and your inheritance, He will fill your days with goodness and abundant peace [ ." ] you will

inherit glory". This description of the bliss of the righteous has close parallels in lQS IV 7-8 ill m.:>-i:i C,1!)
C"O'?'UI i"llO ITri nio ell i1:::i.:> .,..,,, n~ "n:l C"0'?1.11 nnt:ll01

"with every everlasting blessing and ·eternal joy in life

without end, a crown of glory and a garment of majesty in unending light"; and 1QHa XII 15 i~'?
c?~]ll

"Your glorious majesty for [eter]nal light". The triad ITri - i1:::i.:> - c?ill

phrase c'?'ll1

i~

ell

i1~

iT:l"l'l:D

iiii

occurs in all three texts. The

is tak.en from Isa 60:20, a crucial passage for 4Qlnstruction and the sectarians, as it also

prophesies about the 'eternal planting'. The expression 'walk in etemal light' is used for the bliss of elect in
1 Enoch 92:4 "they shall wålk in eternal light", and likely also in 4Q228 (4QText with a Citation of Jubilees)

1 i 10 -e7' c;['ll1 ""IM::i and 4Q369 (4QPrayer of Enosh) 1 ii 6 il'O::i

p il!l'? TIO'Ølil c'tl'?W i"llO [?1?m' "He will

walk(?)] in eternal light, and You will make hima firstbo[m] son to You" (on the inheritance of the people of
Israel).
For cn?nJ c'1ll C''n, cf. 4Q418 55 12 'bru• c7lll nm cm. The phrase c?'W C''n is almost identical with ''n
c?w in Dan 12:2. In the sectarian writings ~

112For parallels

"M

is more frequent; lQS IV 7 n~ "IT.l r:to'?'l.ll moø; CD Ill 20

in Jewish liturgy, see Weinfeld, "The Angelic Song over the Luminaries'', 137-8.
light of the parallel in this text, these words from the Epistle of Enoch should be rendered "Will they
not say" instead of the usual translation from the Ethiopic "do not say". The Greek text has µ1) yap et TITJTE ol.
8(Kmot, from which an original iio~· ~'bi"! may be reconstructed. According to Nickelsburg, "the introductory
formula 'do not say' indicates that the author takes issue with the words thathe quotes" (Resurrection,
Immortality and Et erna! Life, 118-19). 103:9-11 gives better meaning if we suppose that the author does not
take issue with the quoted saying.
113In
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t:I~ "::i,, ?~i ~l •'lfl?; cf. 4Q228 (4QText with a Citation of Jubilees) 1i9 C'rum] nip?no:i

cn?ro denotes the
(14-15)

c~ -no{•

:im p •;, mo •[•n.

spiritual-eschatological inheritance of the elect. 114
WTlp ]'.l1'p"tl ?'il1'1'] The eschatological cliscourse ends with the reaction of the foundations of

heaven to the judgement The same thought is found in lQHa ill 29-36. In J Enoch 94:10 it is the Creator who
rejoices over the judgement on the evil ones.
According to this text, the foundations of heaven will shake. For close parallels, cf. 1QHa Ill 30-31 '10ti 'IZTlæl
;milll?

C'iii "TIO' iW:I'

ll'f'"tli ?~~n "it shall consume the foundations of the earth and the expanse of the dry

land, the bases of the mountains shall blaze"; ID 35 cbtll

'1111~ i;.sn•i ~

and sway"; 4Q228 (4QText with a Citation of Jubilees) 1 i 6 i1l1Øi

"the world's foundations shall stagger

'Tlb:J n?,:,~

m;n:i

~[

"a fire burning,

devouring in a foundation of evil"; 3 Enoch 22:2 (about the angelic prince Kerubiel) itlit.:li ?:in !Olli' '!mpo
m:i'1ll

Wl1'1'

mill.ll:li rn;io• im

m~oi

n'tlno )'Elllit "At his wrath the earth quakes, at his rage the camps tremble,

the foundations shudder from fear of him and cAraboth quakes at his rebuke". According to 2 Samuel 22, the
foundations of heaven will trernble and the foundations of the earth will be revealed when the Lord appears;
?:in rn;oo

i?~·

." 1t)!'l'

C'O!Dii

ni;oio (vv. 8, 16).

In the Bibie ll'pi appears in the singular, while plural forms are found frequently in the Qumran Scrolls:

4Q287 (4QBerb) 2 61irnp 'l"pi; 4Q405 (4QShirShablf) 23 i 6-7 'i.;i~; ;i.ll]•pi; llQShirShabb 5-6 1 ~]?:i 'll'pi ;
4Q293 (4QWork Containing Prayers) 1 3 ]'ll•p-,,; llQShirShabb 2-1-9 7 J •.srpi?i. T. Levi 3 describes seven
heavens. As a result we reconstruct !Oiip ]'.lr'pi:l, although hD'p'i::i "in His firmarnentr is not impossible.
(15) C'7>1' i'O[] C'?i~. possibly 'beginnings'. 115 Depending on the choice between ilt'!' and 'Tlb (see above under
READINGS) the text reads either "the foundation of beginnings"or "the secret of beginnings". However, in the

Hodayot;io can have the same meaning as ilO" 'foundation',116 and the parallels with lQHa Ill 30-31 and
4Q228 support the interpretation 'foundation'.
40418 69 ii 15. The divine sonship of the elect.
(15) 11.:i:iQf::l iln1'1 vac ] A new paragraph starts after the vacat. After the elaboration of the hope of the righteous
and the coming judgement of the universe, the text continues to describe the sonship of the elect under God. Cf.
4Q418 81 5 i'\,'j:l +, ;,,:,o'Ø'1 and the excursus on clivine sonship, section 4.3.4.
4Q417 frg. 2 (4Q417 IX-X= 4Q416 X-XI).

Mus. Inv. 329
PAM 41.918, 41.942, 42.578*, 42.579
4Q4 l 7 frg 2 preserves the major part of one column and part of the right margin of the following one, probably
preserving cols. IX-X of this scroll.11 7
114See

section 4.3.2, note 45.
25; ?11' 'beginning (of the world)'. Tg. Ps.-1. to Gen 1:1 uses il7i1' for 'beginnings' (1'711' 10
~i::i). The same word is used in Tg. Ps.-1. to Gen 13:5; Isa 1:26; 40:21; 41:26; and Targums to Job 20:4;
Ps.37:20; Hos 9:10.
1161QHa VI 6; VII 9, cf. Kuhn, Konkordanz zu den Qumrantexten, 90, n. 2.
117This fragment preserves the beginning of a sheet, and 4Q417 29 probably preserves the end of the
preceding sheet (the lower left margin of col. VIII, see section 2.1.1.2). Frg. 29 preserves the last letters of eight
lines. Lines 1-2 and 5-7 read: trn54~ ." /iW.llo?{ .•. ,Nloø,:,[ ." fi?b 111[ . " /m~t The words iW.llO and tru':JQf,o':ll:I
115 Jastrow,
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Col. i (4Q417 IX).
Ll. 3-29 =PC, 11. 1-27.
Ll. 4-19 =4Q418 43 1-16 (underlined). LI. 23-26 =Inv. no 511 10 2-5 (4Q418b, bold typeface).
The reconstructions or readings in lines 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 21, 23, 25, 27 and 29 are not found
in the PC .

Jn'Jjo ;inti;[; J°f
,~]?:J 'ri:) fr[~ C!l]jfn °0 [

4

[i1'i1J i101 i1'i1J iiO? C1p 'Ø.VOi i1'i1J n::i ]t!l:Jii ii 00 i1:>[]00E>i i°[

s

0

ø~i ?':>Øn O;R11Ji1 ?R

3

[i1o? ?i1R1n r~;
[iitD.V]Oi f1tD.V6[::i C!l::lii

'nxn

t\ jjj R':>

?1.V moi?)im? c?i.l) ['Jfi '?['O:Ji ii'ii' iiO:l]

6

?1.V '~Pl ?;:>:i fT['ii' iio::i ii'm iT6?i R''ii]

7

no~ l'1n r~i i'on ø1111 ii'ii[:i ti::i iil1 ii?'?i

tJi']

8

n11p:J1 0?1.v '~P ?i:>? on11p:l Cl' CiT':i11 ?1;:,::i [ ??~ ')tOl'o ?f::iii[ ]n ni::nJ

9

iTo:>n

ii'iiJ n::i; noR iio m.1'iii ?R ~;_:; [oiT'JØi>o[::i lli]? ::l[~J 1;:i .1'1n r~; ill

10

iT'Øl'O n?øoo; il1~' iiO[il> )';i;,?; iiO[:in '?;p 6.S, fT'ØbO iiØi~ fl~ ø'i~

11

n)'? ?iij['::i] ?[io2

12

'1n[OJ JJ )iiJ n1J':JO iø;;:,:i; i1'1°°[ p;;:, ?C;[Ji':J]~'; Øi::l'i irn':JG._[1~' ~

13

?[;;:,:i] pi:inm 1'Dn inø ii?R i'tvb[o ?;,:i c];6[n ];;:,?;inn csi in:iøno

14

iim~i 1'ØJJO n1i1:Jli 1R'?:J 'Ti D[.1' iJb i;::i;:,j siin r~i iTOn1R~1n

1S

r:io

16

'?.V '?R? ppino min ':i

17

1?iTnii? i1[tvl']o ?;;:,? orn'[::l]o? øi[:J ]0 tb

iiiipem ?b pipm {o; }pinn rfriri

00

?[;];:, n[~ J?;n;

1.J ;[;:, C!l].bii pi;:,r::i ii:in'?JJ:l Øii

118

'l':J:l'? ::lit'O li1:iT i:J01 n'Ø 'J::l Ii?il> '?;;:,
~['];:, rni ei> cJJ øiJR'? fr?'m'i pi;:,r i:loi {c} ;li1i1

pm

m~im ii:ii 'ioø'?

18

l'::l 1'1' ~? '-' irb::i mi? 'ilii lrn Ri'? i1JJ1 ,,~, D'tviip n'J::ln:>

19

l'ii ii'iiJ t1::l vac t!l::li1
[

Jii>i ;i[

[

[
[l>liJi1 ,,, ,,
[iin~;

l'::lO p
]?[~

iTn~; vacat

im[i) t!l:lØO) JJi'? :i(1t!l]

20

'JØJJ6[Jfi1ip:lj ;;:,?nnm 'n ?i:;, n[i:i'm]

21

] ilO)i10:Ji C!lllO'? '.:111 i':J ii[

]

]i'r'm Ti:J iJ)1~[ ii~iiT
]'?b:li »i liITT ?;;:, i[
Jtr?il':i l'l'n ;~

i'cn

]iiii::l in?nj ':l' np~'

22
23

24

piri[nJni

.-;

i1.J

25

26

recur in col. IX (lines 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21), a fact which adds probability to the suggested location
of frg. 29.
118Emendation. The scribe wrote ~:i . See section 4.1.7.1, note 100.
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i1):l

i;oi[o]

Jno,:,'[J}'l' {1} '"ln~, [ilolS~? ['Jin~ i1nn ~i?

2s

29

bottom margin
NOI'ES ONREADINGS
In this column several specks of ink may confuse the reading.
L. 4. 1')?1) •ri:l ii[~ l!l]:j,'ii. Or: ~J'?!l •ri:i. The expression i~'i!:l '1'1 (with suffix) occurs in line 15 as well as in
CD Ill 18; lQS XI 5.
L. 6. 'Mll nioi?J.iln? c?i.!i [•Jfi ?[i:i:n. The last preserved letter of the line is sin or 'ayin. For the reconstruction,
cf. the Yom Kippur liturgy 'n ?:i ''1MO rnoi?»m c?i» ,," .liTi' il~. Wacholder/Abegg read JØn'? i?!
)?[; and
Lange J i?M'i?! .11 9 An examination by microscope establishes the reading 6'ib [•Jfi.
L. 7. [nøll)oi :w.llC[::i l!l:::i.i. Wacholder/Abegg read[
]00 nømil.
L. 9. cmipt. 4Q418 43 5 has the noun in the plural, iltl)nrTlpEl.
L. 10. il[111.11Jo. Lange suggests 0(•111.11):1. The last letter is clearly he, not final mem.

m

L. 11. ;wi~. Or: il!U'~ .
L. 12. ?\li'. Or: "1:Ji.
L. 13. c1 [~i·:i~?. Slightly above the (imaged) ruling line there is a trace of a letter, the top of a final mem is a

natural option. We thus suggest to read c'![n-:i~?.
L. 13. ;i:i. Or:'::>. Supralinearly there isa kap followed bya waw or yod. The following trace of a letter can
either belong to a supralinear lamed, or to a letter in line 12. In the context ;'O fits hetter than '::>.
L. 15. i}b il::i:l:l. Or irjb im:l. The first letter of the second word can materially be 'ayin, sin or sade.
L. 16. i::i ~:i ø]b;i J1'1:lt::i. Strugnell/Harrington propose IQ'::> c'l?Jlbfr Jri::>t:I, and Lange IQn •::> n].il;i J1'1:lt:I. Both
suggestions are too long for the lacuna. After the Iacuna one can discern a trace of a letter and an empty space
beforeio.
L. 16. pipm [er }pTl'"'I. Less likely: (ii~ }pTI', (the two erased letters are difficult to discem). 4Q418 43 11 has
]'pm pm. 4Q417 has been corrected according to the text of 4Q418. Also the first text,
c4pn liiiri i::i 1;), gives meaning.
L. 17. n?~.11. The cayin is clear, the top of the lamed can also be discerned.
L. 18. {c }Tl;t. With the aid of the microscope one can cliscem an erased final mem. Lange argues for ilin.
However, yod is clear on the photograph.
L. 18. 'i!lOt Wacholder/Abegg read '1ttl;. The waw is clear both on the photograph and the fragment itself.
L. 19. ''1'1. According to Lange "ist eindeutig fin zu lesen'', but 'il."'! is clearly visible. Lange further proposes
that flli"'I is an haplography of ;;.s,;n in the preceding line, and omits it in his translation. Since line 18 has ;nn
and line 19 'il"l, haplography is not likely.
L. 21. ;i[ ]';(~ ')tD.llt()i"np~~ i:i?;mm. Lange reads ii.P[ ]i;pl 'O?iirrn ('walk in purity'), and
Strugnell/Harrington ?[ lb.Ile ?b "'!\'ti.i ~:>?rnni . The first letter in liif'~:j is not he (so Strugnell/Harrington),
but bet: a trace of the upper left corner can be cliscerned by microscope (materially possible is also res, as the
lower stroke of the bet has disappeared). Only a trace is preserved of the last letter of this word, read here as
taw. There is no space after the dalet (so Strugnell/Harrington). Strugnell/Harrington mistakenly took a
shadow on the photograph as the top of a lamed (and thus read ?.i> iipElr'i). With the aid of a microscope one
can discem the top of a he after the second lacuna (not noted by Strugnell/Harrington).
L. 22. ;i[ ]. Strugnell/Harrington propose f~:1n] . What they read as two separate letters, is exhibited bya
microscope to be the upper part of a he. One should reconstruct a word of three or four letters. We tentatively
suggest to reconstruct ;i[?rn) (see COMMENTS).
L. 24 . .liT prn ?i:>. Wacholder/Abegg read 0 .liTf nirn "1:i' but there is no trace of any letter after the word .liT.
L. 27. 7':iøo f:i. Materially 4S is as possible as f:l. The upper stroke of the first letter is somewhat short fora
bet, but i,.::>øo 4S is very difficult in the context 7'::>øo f:i is preferable, although such a phrase does not occur
elsewhere in 4Qlnstruction (while J'::i.O 1::i does, see line 20).
L. 27. c?lll •J!Oilbi. The phrase trnll •1!7["1t' occurs in lQH• frg. 15 2 (located in the beginning of the
reconstructed col. V).
L. 29. fto:i•[ll'll [i} ,.,,,~, (ITCp:il? ['fin~. An original Jftc::>'il}'ll1 [i1c)S:l:l; [•Jin~ was corrected to [ilCP:l:l? [·h~
iia::>'[l]'ll ''1rMi, cf. Num 15:39 C."'l'"irM C'lt ~-"~ ~·~·v ''1TM1 ~:l:l? 'In~ ,"nn-~?i.

119Por Lange's readings, see Weisheit und Pradestination, 50-52.
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J'RANsLATION

3.
4.

And] you, underst[a]nding one,[
Loo[k] at [His won]drous mysteries,[ for He is the awesome God. Get knOWledge about the

beginnings of
]
5. [ ] " your ." Look[ at the mystery to come and the deeds of old. to what was and what comes in to
b.OOgl

6. [and to what will be, and at al]l etemal myster[ies] with the [everlasting] se[crets(?)

, then you will

see(?)~

7. [was and what comes into being with what will b)e, in all [the periods of eternity(?)
look upon] deed
andd[eedJ
8. [day and night meditate on the mystery to clome, and search always. Tuen you will know truth and evil,
wisdom
9. [and simplici]ty. "[]understand(?) the creatures [of God(?)) in all their ways with their ~
throughout all the periods of etemity as well as the etemal
10. visitation. Then you will discem between [go)od and [evil in their )deed[s,] for the God ofknowle<lge is
the foun<lation of truth. By the mystery to come
11. He designed its foundation, <and> its creatures with a[ll wis]dom. According to all[ cun)ning He
fashioned it, and the domain of its creatures
12. according to a[l)l [under]standing(?). To you He will assign a[l)l " with ." According to their
understanding [He or]dained for every er[eatu)re to~
13. in the finclinationl of his .ooderstanding. And He interpreted for the p[oor on)es(?) all her [ )." and with
proper understanding [the hid)den things
14. of His thought are known, when one wal,.ks [b]larneless[ly in all Jone's d[ee]ds. These things seek always,
and meditate [on al]l that
15. results from them. Then you will have knowledge of et[emal] glory [wi]th His wondrous mysteries .aruI
~ deeds. And you
16. understand the origin of your own <loing when you remember the st[ylus. For] with it was the decree
~ved, and~ is the entire visitation
17. For the engraved is decreed by God against all iniquity of the sons of perdition, and written in J:1iI.
I!If;!..Sence is a book of memory
18. of those who ke@ His word. It is the Vision of Hagi and a book of memory. He gave it as inheritance to
man with a spiritual people, f[o]r
19. his inclination is after the likeness of the holy ones. He bad not before given Hagi to the spirit of flesh,
for it could not discern between
20. [goo]d and evil with the judgement of its [sp]irit. And you, understanding son, gaze on the mystery to
come, learn
21. [the path]s of every living thing and its walking according to what is appointed for the creatur[es of G]od[
)"[

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

[ ]" between great and small, and in your counsel[
He co]mmanded you by the mystery to come[
[ ]" know every vision, ~ery[
Be .affim st[r]ong, QQ..nQt touch evil[
for everyone who touches]
it will not be unounished, according to his inheritance in [God's) "[
And you,J
knowledgeable son, meditate on your secrets and [reflect] on the [etemal) foundations,[
its [foun]dation in you, their "[ ] with the <loing of[
you shall notfollow <the desires> of [your] hearts and ofyour e[y]es[

CoMMmTS

The main aspects of the interpretation of lines 13-21 are discussed in section 4.1.7 .1. Throughout this column
one observes a number of parallels with the reconstructed col. V of IQHa (traditionally narned col. Xlll,
reconstructed with frgs. 17 and 20).120
The text can be subdivided as following:

12osee section 5.1.1, and Garc!a Martinez, DSST, 319-20.
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Lines 3-10 urge the man of understanding to meditate upon God's rnysteries and on what has happened in
history from the creation onwards. Thereby he will gain knowledge of truth and evil, wisdom and folly. Sirnilar
exhortations are found in 4Q417 lll l 0-12 and 4Q416 V 12-15.
Lines 10-13: By the mystery to come God created everyone and preordained the ways of every creature.
Lines 13-16: Meditate on these secrets of God, then you will gain spiritual knowledge.
Lines 16-20 de.al with the heavenly Book of Hagi, now revealed to the elect.
Lines 20-29: Meditate on God's mysteries and their relevance for all living things, get understanding of the
visions and keep away from evil.
40417 IX 3-10. Meditate upon the mysteries of creation. on history and all that has hrumened therein. This will
give you spiritual 1cnowledge and discernment on the ways of men.
(3)

Nm il~] The addressee is called "you that understand". The same phrase is repeated in lines 15-16 (ni

J'::lO) and 20 (J':IO J:l i!Mi). According to line 4 he will gain knowledge, ';i•;,øn (or less Iikely: you will teach, cf.

below on ?':>IOC, line 27).
(4)

0

~,

7=iøn crit,iii '?it 1h1 It':> 'llt];Ei •ri:J

;i[~

ø):lri1] Sectarian writings connect the verb ?•.:>øi! with God's

mysteries; see 1QS IX 18; 1QHa XI 10. In this case ~, probably has the rneaning 'beginning/origin' rather
than 'poor'. Only a trace is preserved of the first letter of the word following ~, in 4Q418 43 1.
(5)

n

•w.nci il'i1J n:i ~;] "Look/meditate on the mystery to come" is a common admonition in

4Qlnstruction. See below, line 20 and lines 4-5 of the next column, and the comrnent on 4Q417 Ill 10-11. This
admonition parallels il'itl
(5-6)

il'i1'

ri

with cip

'Øl7C .

11o:il il'i1J nei il'i1J no':i 1Nip'al perfect and participle and Qal imperfect of il'i1. A similar expression is

found in lines 6-7 :i['it' l10:J il'iO i!O?i

~"il ilo?. The meditation on

God' s mysteries provides understanding of the

things of the past, present and future. Cf. 4Q418 123 ii 2-3 on the periods of history and what has happened
therein, il'i1' no1 l'l'l'l iltl? ;o ii'mil ';ii;,/]

C'~ ~ioi

C'Jll:)

~m;.

In that text, iT'ilJ, iT'il and ii'il' respectively

indicate present, past and future. We suggest that the sirnilar use of l'l'itl, ii'i'IJ and l'l'iT' in lines 5-6 (and ~"il , il,m
and f('il' in line 7) also relates to the past (perfect), present (participle) and future (irnperfect). Cf. also from the
Two Spirit Treatise, IQS Ill 15 il'l'!J'I m...,, i,'O n'U1'1il ':ilte; IQM XVII 4-5 iT'iOi nnil ?i;, i,~,Ø' !'it0 '.:::>; 4Q369
(4QPrayer of Enosh) 3 2 iT'1iJi

mn ?'O n.506 •;,.

il~ il'i1l

?~n Mi}

(6-7) ii['l'l'

ilo?i t'"n no'?

Phrases such as(the reconstructed ~'1n

tlJ'l

and .!1in

~i

are

frequently used in 4Qlnstruction to describe the knowledge of the elect, cf. below, lines 8, 10, 15; 4Q416 IV 8;
V 6, 9, 15; 4Q418 9 8; 77 3; 107 1; 148 1 4; 4Q418 221 4. In the Bible rtl''1 is aften used synonymously with

o:i.'1 , reconstructed in the next line.
(7)

~"il]

(7)

?i.!1 '~]

Note the unusual piene spelling of il'il in 4Q418 43 3.

?'O:i] For the reconstruction, cf. c':i'W

·~p

':i'O'? in line 9.

(7) [nø.ll]oi ilØ~:l o:i.i] For the reconstructed conjunctive structure with the definite article, see above on 4Q416
VII 5-6. The word nø»c can be interpreted either as 'deed' or as 'creature'. The first option is chosen here and in

line 14, and the latter in lines 9, 11 (2x) and 12, paralleled by the liturgies of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.
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(8-10) The fruit of the meditation on God' s mysteries is in these lines descnbed as knowledge and discemment
about truth and evil, wisdom and simplicity. A study on the ways of men will enable the distinction between
good and evil. This understanding comes from the God ofknowledge.
(8)

i'cn rrnrn l"T'fr!J tJ:l ill'l m":ii C'l"J] The elect shall meditate day and night upon the mysteries of God. See

section 4.1.7.3, note 142, on biblical and post-biblical parallels to this exhortation. Cf. also below on the Book
of Hagi (lines 18, 19). !Oil" is parallell to illi, and must be understood as an imperative. The spelling øirn
instead of 211"\'1'1 reflects the weak pronounciation of re! in Qumran Hebrew, which could lead to such an irregular
spelling. 121
(8-9) lihDi) ilr:l::ln ?'Wi

~ lnt'l ~i]

Lange correctly remarks !hat li[7l~i) is too long for the lacuna in the

beginning of line 9. We propose to reconstruct an abstract noun ending with -ut from the adjective 'm:l
'foolish', 'simple' [used in the Qumran scrolls in lQSa I 19; CD XIII 6; XV 15; 4Q270 (4QDe) 10 ii 8; 4Q300
(4QMystb) 8 6; 4Q301 (4QMyst<' ?) 1 3], cf. Prov 9:13 m'l"!l.122 This root is used elsewhere in 4Qlnstruction;
4Q418 221 2 C"'t'l'!l 7o 1~i?i. On abstract nouns ending with the suffix m-, see the comments on line 13.
Through the meditation on God's mysteries one will gain knowledge. The phrase .irm

~,is

found in line 10

and in a sirnilar context in 4Q416 V 15. Similar expressions on the understanding of these dualistic pairs are
found in lQHa V 9-10 (=XIII 3-4, reconstructed with frg. 17) ... ~i
n71~i[ i1o:>rT ?'llli ~

~TI Jr1 'Ø.ll~i :ii~ 'to.llo) n;,i' iln'7l n~

C.'T'to.l)o "You have revealed Your hand, [the good deed with] the evil, wisdom and folly ...

their deeds, truth[ and evil, wisdom ]and folly".
(9)

?7~ •jrb.l)o]

Lange proposes [C'Jrl 'W.11C, which would be too long for the lacuna, while ~~ 'JD.llo recurs in·line

21. The word nro.110 is used here as well as in line 11 (2x) and in line 21 as 'creature' (see section 4.1.7 .3, note
140).
(9) 1.1:) t'l1l'!ll r;b"lJ) '!q' ?'o?] Cf. 4Q416VII151.1:)

[C"c;wJ ·~p; X 15-161ll

~l 0'1.0 m~:npm;

·~

?:>:i (see our commens on this text); lQM I 8-9 ;,.::>;

IQH• I 24 n:Q

·~

7i,::);. This discourse reflects the same view on

history as the writings of the yal;ad: history is divided into succesive periods, cnp. The phrase 1.ll nl'pEl "the
eternal visitation" recurs in lQW V 16 (=XIII 10).
(10) .lli]? :i[io ] J4:J .llit1 ~i] The ability of the enlightened to discem between good and evil (cf. the analogous
expression in line 22, to discem "between great and small") is mentioned also elsewhere in 4Qinstruction;
4Q423 1-2 7 :iio.1 li"' Jlui[

?~'IC

"rejecting(?) ]the evil and knowing the good". 123 Lines 19-20 mention that

ordinary flesh did not have this ability. This discernment belongs to the gifts of the eschatological age (see
sections 4.1.5 and 4.3.2).
(10) n~ 'i10 nurm ;~]The designation nwin

'" is based on 1 Sam 2:3 m1' mP1 '"· and recurs in 4Q418 55

5; lQS ill 15; lQHa I 26~ 1QH8 frg. 4 15; in 4Q299 (4QMysta) 35 I; 73 3; and in 4Qlnstruction in 4Q418 55
5. Cf. also Apoc. Adam 1:9 "the etemal knowledge of the God of truth withdrew fromme and your mother
12lCf. Qimron, HDDS, 26-7.
1220n the meaning of'Æ, see Shupak, Where Can WisdomBe Found?, 200-201.
1234Q418 2 7 reads ll]i'; :iio r:i p~ J":li1' "that the righteous shall discem between good and evil". In this
point 4Q416 Vll 16 preserves the better text, .u}i; :ii~ r:i p~ J'.:>.1'. The context deals with God's final
judgement, not the righteous person.
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Eve"; 4Q400 (4QShirShabb8') 2 8 am~ ron, and the New Testament expression Ti yvciicw; Tov Øc;oli (2 Cor
10:5). The almost identical phrase mJnft'un

~

occurs in 4QCant (4Q510 1 2; 4Q5111 7-8) and

4QShirShabb (4Q400 2 8, 4Q401 11 2; 4Q401 4 12; 4Q405 23 ii 12).124
In the Qumran scrolls iio usually means 'mystery' or 'council', but it is also used for 'foundation' (= ilO' ).
Here it should be interpreted as 'the foundation of truth', not as ' the mysteries oftruth' (another word for
'foundation', ~m~. is used twice in the continuation, lines 11 and 27). Also 1QHa I 26-27 contains both mlllrl
and ~ -no: ~" 'TIO,

np~

cø.sio ?i:i

mll'Tri ?~ ilrl\

~

n:i? "With You, 0 God of knowledge, are every righteous

deed and the foundation of truth". The text discussed here connects the God of knowledge with the mystery to
come. A similar statement is lQS Ill 15 il'm'I min ?i:i msrm ?M "From the God of knowledge is everything
that was and what comes into being". The similarity between 4Qinstruction and lQS and 1QH8 on this point
suggests closeness in milieu or literary dependency between these texts.
Also 4Q418 55 5-6 connects the 'God ofknowledge' with the establishing the world 'upon truth': "Did not
[the ]God of knowledge [ ". ]on truth, to establish every [creature by <His> un]derstanding?" (see presentation
of this text below). Cf. further 1QH8 I 7-21 and XIII 1-14 (= reconstructed V 6-20), where insight is
understanding God's secrets in His plans for creation.
40417 IX 10-14. God has designed the world and every living thing 'by the mystery to come'. He has
preordained the ways of men. The idea ofpreordination is elaborated more clearly in the Two-Spirit Treatise in
lQSIII-N.
(10-12) ?;i.l[':l] ;fib2. il'Øl10

n~i n~

l'lt:l("l» J?:i?, iit:l(:m

?i~

liil frø.flo rin

li~

n

il'm ro, ] ø"l~ I is used

here and in line 12 as 'decide', 'design', and in line 13 as 'interpret'. Materially one camead ~ 'woman' 125 or
1W1)t

'her foundation' . In a passage about the mysteries of creation it gives a hetter meaning to read ~ and

relate the suffix to no~ of the preceding line [the suffixes of ~bQ
~ ]:

and~

(line 11) should also be related to

the Creator has planned the foundation of truth as well as the ways of every creature.

The founding of truth and the preordination of the ways of every living thing is executed by raz nihyeh, God' s
plan for creation and salvation. God' s agent in creation is not iU)l1 as in Proverbs 8 or 11QPsa Creat, but raz
nihyeh. While ncl:i", rn:("'Ul and ~':l) are portrayed as accompanying attributes of God, raz nihyeh is the plan by

which He designed the world and its foundations (raz nihyeh is preceded by -:i in an instrumental meaning).
(12, 13)

m~·::io,

m':ll:lJ m•:io, which occurs in lines 12 and 13, is used in Qumran literature for ' understanding';

lQHa I 21; XN 12; XVIII 11; frg. 15 8; lQM X 16; 4Q440 (4QHodayot-like text) 3 i 18. mr:io (line 13)
which probably carries the same meaning, represents a pattem of abstract nouns with the suffix rn-, which is rare
in BH, hut more frequent in DSS Hebrew.126 In the Qumran Scrolls this form occurs thrice in 4Qinstruction
[4Q416 VII 17 'l!ib:r::ioi; 4Q417 29 7 /lnfd~:if:l; and further in 4Q444 (4Qprayer) 1i2 J p,n •n-u•:io::i :l'i

"T11"1? ,,..,,,,

Line 16 of the following column contains the phrase "lø:J n'm:I "the shyness of flesh", and 11 QPsa Creat 7-8 the
form m:n::ui:

C'l:lø i1l!IJ inm::in:i i~itr.l i,:in l''O Tl'O:J fl~ i'Wll 1i-,:i

"Biessed be He who makes the earth by His

power, establishing the world by His wisdom. By His understanding He stretched out the heavens".
124Cf.

C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrijice, 160.
125Tuus Lange, and our previous paper "The Mystery to Come".
126Qimron, HDSS, 66.
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(13) ilil•::io li:rb 1C,miC,] In this case~· has the neutral meaning 'inclination', as in 4Q299 (4QMyst•) 8 7
nl1'i 'E),'n C,~? ;o•:i ~~

"the inclination of understanding for all who pursue knowledge". The phrases 1N'::lQ ~
(4Q417IX13; lQH• XVIII 11)127 andiO':l ~ (4Q299 8 7) cany the same meaning 'inclination of
understanding'. In the next column (line 14) the phrase 'evil inclination' is used closer to the rabbinic meaning;

].Pi

"'ll'' n::imo .

~

is used for the natura! inclination of man, who usually inclines toward sinning, in the Bible (Gen 6:5;

8:21); Sir 15:14 "In the beginning God created man ... and gave him in the hand of his inclination", 27:6
"likewise his words display the inclination of a man"; 128 and 4Q370 (4QAdmonFlood) 1 i 3 'f::>p m,, c~1
c::iC, ~ n::i~1

t:J."::>,,. lQH• VII 13 and XV 13 use ~ in a neutral meaning, while lQS V 5 and lQHa V 5,

32; VII 3; XI 20 use ~ on man's inclination toward evil.
(13-14)

'lrOØ!10

'it"(bJ

.!)fru n11::io

ilD'l::>:J1]

The Aramaic root "10::> means 'succeed', 'be proper'. The noun ilZTO

'fitness' is not found in the Bible, only in later rabbinical use. Cf. our comments on 4Q417 lfl 2.
"The hid]den things of His thought" are the hidden secrets of God which He reveals to the elect community,
cf. CD ill 13-14 minbl c:n1? mC,J?; lQS V 11 M'nnblil

M

rom; 5Q13 (5QSectarian Rule)

l ll »•'i[1ilC,

mhnoJ.129 According to the text discussed here, the elect will know the secrets of God. We would have expected
a plural form (w]'i\l) befare ~ 'iflbJ. There is, however, not enough space in the lacuna for an additional
waw, so that the singular form »rro is reconstructed (while Strugnell/Harrington suggest w]i'lJ).

(14) 1'1D.il[o ?i::>:i cfC[n }i:lC,i'ino"l Cll] The phrase c•on 1'iiinn is found elsewhere in the composition; in the next
column (417 X 7); and 4Q415 2 i 3; cf. CD I 20-21 c•on •::>71.'1; VII 4-5 c•oro

il~:J c·:>~ilt'lO.,

?::>; lQS IX 19

c-on 1?il?. The construction 1.:)?m"'I Cll represents a temporal usage of CP with an infinitive (with suffix 'his
walking').130 i•øb[o ?i::>:i refers to the deeds of the righteous.
40417/X14-16. Meditate on the mysteries and dee<is of God and their consequences! Theknowledge you thus
attain has salvifte importance: "you will have knowledge of et[emal] glory". This text reflects a realized
eschatology: the meditation in the present connects the elect with the everlasting.
(15)

non~1n]

In BH ~m has the meanings 'source', 'origin' (Prov 4:23), 'deliverance' and more frequently

'end-point of a bordering line'. In the Qumran scrolls this word occurs only in the sapiential material: twice in a
passage in 1Q/4QMysteries; lQMyst 1i12 (=4QMysta 14); 4QMysta l 7 (where Schiffman translates cn~'l\
"what results from them"); 131 4Q426 7 1; twice in 4Q420/421 (4QWays of Righteousness (4Q421 1 ii 15, 3
1); and this text which is the only case where the context for the word is preserved. Here i'lt:ll"l~n refers to

127The exact same phrase, 'N':Jl:l ~, is found in 1QH8 XVIlI 11. In light of 4Q417 IX 13 and 4Q299 8 the
expression w•::io ~·C, »'CID[i1? in 1QH• XVIII 11 should be translated "to preach according to the inclination of

his understanding" and not "out of his understanding preach to a creature" (Vermes, Lohse) or "announce your
knowledge to your creature" (Garcia Martinez, DSST) - in this case ~ means 'inclination', not 'creature' .
128 Cf. M.Z. Segal, The Comp/ete Book of Ben Sira (Hebrew), Jerusalem 1972, 97, 167; R.E. Murphy,
"Y~ser in the Qumran Literature", Biblica 39 (1958) 334-44.
129See section 4.1.2 on 'revealed laws' (rmll) and 'concealed laws' (minbl) in sectarian literature.
l30Cf. Qimron, HDSS , 73-4.
131"4QMysteriesa: A Preliminary Edition and Translation", 211; DJD XX, 36.
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God's mysteries. The addressee is admonished to meditate on these mysteries and reflect on "their out.come",
what derives from them. The word probably carries the same meaning in the other sapiential works.132
(15) i•øvc mii::m

~"El

•n

ei» ,lb~~ .P'm ~i] We propose ,I.il

IQ:)~.

it]b im:i is materially possible. We

would, however, have expected the full spelling in}b before a suffix, and in]b (suggested by Strugnell/
Harrington) would have been too long for the lacuna. According to the text, the elect will already in the present
know etemal glory, a good example of the realized eschatology of 4Qinstructi.on (see section 4.2.3.3). Cf. the
reconstructed version of lQW V(= XIII 1-6) "Every[one who has been chosen by] the knowledge of all
intelligence will understand [

] and the mysteries of Your plan ... And in Your wonderful mysteries (•n:i

You have instructed me for Your glory ." Everlasting glory (c'?'w ":!:)), delight and unending

~?El)

enjoyment". 133 For ~'?El 'ti , cf. further CD ill 18; lQS XI 5 ~?El •n; lQS IX 18; 1QH8 Il 13 ~?El •n; lQH• IV
n~'?D •ri.

27-28

Cl 6-20) The heavenly Book of Hagi. The main aspects of the interpretion of this passage are discussed in

section 4.1.7.1.
(16)

ih'f>Di, 7b p)'m {cr}pnil lim i:i ~' n)ir.i i~r:i] In section 3.3.2.4 it was suggested that ~:i is a scribal

error for~. We propose that the phrase C!l].ilii pi:)t:i has the same connotations as
n'l!Mi:J

il!D.PC" i:)t ,p!ZMi

ei•

p i:)t?

"a remembrance of the first day, a memory of the first things" in the Rosh Hashanah liturgy: the elect

shall remember the time of creation, when everything was decreed. The word tii'TT 'engraven' of lines 16 and 17
could allude to Exod 32:16 m'?il-?»

mm ~"" C'il~ :J.n:)C . We have argued, however, that the 'decree' (pm /

ppYm) of this text does not refer to the Mosaic Torah,134 but to another, heavenly booL ppmc is used as
'decree' or 'decreed'.135

132The medieval French Jewish philosopher Falaqera (1225-95) uses the word m~n in a similar meaning in
his treatise to the afflicted J'Ll'1i '"1!1: . He describes those who are elevated to the heights of wisdom, have entered
the inner part of the temple of knowledge, and searched the secrets: JCti! ~'!Eltin rw-ti C'i:JTil ~ pl:ll1';i ,""
.Jrina, Cll~i :i•om C.llEl ,,, i•rn:ioci i·m~ ,.,.~ i-ni,a,ini "they searched into the deepest essence of the matter,
to know the changes of the time and its periods. They understood its consequences and its causes, that the
changes once are to the good, once to the bad" (prn ~, ed. D. Ottenfosser, Filrth 1854, p.4). Falaqera uses
esoteric-sapiential language which could indicate knowledge of early sapiential traditi.ons. Cf. S.A. Ballaban 's
dissertati.on on the Heimholung of Jewish texts from Persia to France in the Midd.le Ages, The Enigma of the
Lost Second Temple Literature.
133Garcia Martinez, DSST, 319.
134nrznc nim would have been a more natura! phrase for the Mosaic Torah. For this designati.on, see lQS
VIII 22; CD XV 9. 4Qlnstruction twice refers to what was ordained by the hand of Moses; 4Q423 11 2 iø~
n;bc ,,:i ;ifi~; 4Q418 184 1 )'i il!DC ":i ~·
135Jn Gen 49:10 and Num 21:18 ppnc has the meaning 'staff (of command). CD VI 4-9 interprets ppnc
'staff' of Num 21:18 in two different ways: line 7 identifies the Staffwith the Interpreter of the Law (which
probably is identical with the Righteous Teacher). Lines 9-10 talk about digging the well with the staffs
(=ordinance) which the Staff instituted, ppno.i ppn i~ mppnO!l, i.e. to knowhow to live in the age of
wickedness, cf. Rabin, The 'Zadokite Docwnents, 22-3. Rabin opposes the translation 'lawgiver' of ppnc, which
is held e.g. by Ginsberg, An Unknown Jewish Sect, 28. Jppnc is also found in 4QI74 (4QMidrEschata) Il 4 (frg.
9 ii 4), translated by Steudel "eines Fiihrers": Der Midrasch zur Eschatologie, 24, 30. In Sir 10:5 pp'lno is an
officia! connected to law and ruting others, see Gammie, "The Sage in Sirach", 366-8.
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(16-17) M'to

'tl li~ll

;.,, ?» "'' ppino nm •::i] The decree is engraved against the iniquity of the sons of

perclition .. We have argued in section 4.1.7.1 that rrro

i::i

more likely means 'the sans ofperclition' than 'the

sans of Seth '.
~ 1'l~ :im

(17-18) 1"01

)'n:>t "001) This sentence alludes to Mal 3:161"J:l? p"'Ot iOO :Jl"C"'l. The Book of

Memory which records the righteous was written in the presence of God. CD XX 19-20 uses this biblical verse
in a similar manner, on the righteous community: "anda book of remembrance will be written [before Him] of
those who fear God and think on His name". Another Qumran text, 4Q253a (4QCommentary on Malachi) 1 i
contains a quotation of Mal 3: 16-18.136
(18, 19) 'LT.1 pm, 'liil] The heavenly book is identified as the Book of Hagi. On the identity of the Book of
Hagi, see the cliscussion in section 4.1.7.2.
(18)

roi~?

(18) mi

ii?wi] The feminine suffix is enigmatic, as it probably refers to 1ror iElO or 4m

Cl1 Cl1]

pm.

The second Cl1 has been added supralinearly, correcting the meaning from "together with spirit"

to "with a spiritual people". The first scribe's omission of the second Cl1 was probably due to homoioteleuton.
Forn"

cf. llQMelch I ii 25 nn-n mroo "the anointed with the spirit", 4Q270 (4QDc) 2 ii 14 mi

Cll,

'Tl'U1C

rzrnpn [=4Q287 (4QBer» 10 13). A parallel designation of the end-time community, (il::l )roi-p Cl1, occurs in the
War Scroll; lQM XII 1 tDilp Cll 'i'n:J; XIV 12 n:>nip Cl1 ~i .
(20-29) Exhortation to study God's mysteries. The passage on the Hagi is followed by an exhortation to the
knowledgeable man: heshall study God's mysteries (which might include a study of the Hagi) and the
preordained ways of every creature. Heshall "know every vision" and keep away from evil.
(22) o.lltl? :in j•:i ii[] o.lltl?

:i" j•:i is a biblical phrase, cf. Num 26:56 0.111:1? :iii

J':J

'rl~)

p?nn ;,u,,

'El-':i.11 . It is

also used in the Two Spirit Treatise on man' s walking according to the portion allotted to him, 'O'Mn"
ønio';i :i1i ]':I 111'1'

(23) fr;JJ ro

Jil'::lii:i1

mro •'r:i? ••. (lQS IV 16). These parallels could suggest the reconstruction t!lllo':i ::m i':J ;i[';irn].

iC~ i'M'li1]

God has instructed the addressee by raz nihyeh. The 'mysl.ery to come' is the means of

revelation and instruction.
(24)

.111

pm ':i'C) This exhortation could refer to biblical or contemporary visions, most probably the latter (see

section 5.2.1).
(25)

ft?i.li:i

llJ'n

(25-26) npJ•

i,~ i'!ln

~; n:i

pili!n]lii) The admonitions are held in the jussive and the vetitive.

[llJ'll.1 ?'O ':>] itpJ Nip'al 'be left unpunished'. Phrases from Prov 6:29 on touching another's

wife, n:i .11ni-?::i npl'

~;,

are used here in a more general way: he who touches iniquity, will not be left

unpunished.
(26) in'"5 'El:>] Here n?nJ is used with regard to the lot of the unjust. The Two Spirit Treatise uses similar
terminology on the ways of man in general: ro'!'

mm ''r:i? ••• 'O?i'lt1' 1n•:>ii:i1. On the other hand, in sectarian

vocabulary mro is usually a positive word.
(27) ?•::>øo 1:l1 The elect is addressed as a 'knowledgeable son'. The word 7~ can in seclarian literature mean
the knowledgeable [CD XII 21; lQ IX 12, 21; lQHa X1I 11; 4Q421 (4QWays of Righteousnessb) 1 ii 10, 12]

136See now DJD XXII, 214-15. GJ. Brooke suggests that this passage could be a pesher connecting the
biblical verse with the Righteous Teacher.
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or the authoritative teacher (IQS ill 13; lQSb m 22; V 28; possibly CD XIII 22). In this text the first meaning
is clear. Similarly "9;:,øn in line 3 most likely means "you will gain knowledge", and not "you will teach". The
expression 7.:>IZ1Q f:l is close to l':m J:l (line 20).
(29) ;ic;)~l]'.l1 '"1tmi [no):;~; [•]~ iim ~iC,] This is a quote from Num 15:39 e.:>'J'.ll 'in~l e.:>:J:J? 'i~ iinrr~;,
C.i'in~ c·~r CM-i~.

The 3rd person plural form derives from the biblical source. The elect are admonished to

keep away from temptation, similar to line 14 of the next column.
This column displays parallels with three kinds of texts. (1) Sectarian literature: the mention of the Book of
Hagi, the judgement on the sons of Seth, the predestination of the ways and deeds of men by God, essentials
which eternally are engraven before God, the divine designation num

~,

the parallels with 1QH• V.

(2) Presectarian books of apocalyptic flavour: the heavenly book of knowledge which is only revealed to a
restricted circle, cf. I Enoch (93:2) and Jubilees. The message of Jubile es is for the people of Israel (49:22), bul
more specifically for the elect ofrenewed Israel (1:15-25); 1 Enoch is written for the elect and righteous (1:1).
(3) The later liturgies of Rosh Hashanall and Yom Kippur.
Col. ii (4Q417 X= 4Q416 XI).

LI. 5-28 =PC, Il. 3-16.
The reconstructions in lines 4, 11 and 16 are not found in the PC.
4

ii'ii]j r;:::i

5

];? D'C1n5

6

?~ ')~? C'Jon l?i1.tii1

7

J ioø 1i::l

g

Jft i1:mnoø:::i

9

'Oni 0'?11)

10

[?nU1

'?]~

iOØ ll'i:::i .PlJ '?i::> '?.Pi

'?~

?'?ii

m11noJJ:i l':::ir.:i m~iii, i'i1 1J1~'i:i
]tb[
]O.P ii.'.:)'.'.:)11 ,," 1ipE);
].Pi i~' n:iøno n::>n:Jn ?~
'?~

1°:; ii::>nE)n
]ii;:,løn

?~

?~

13

14

ne~?

15

m~

t1:1?::l

16

bitonn

17

]'::>

18

'I'RANSIATION

4. [
5. the mystery to[ come

12

ø111n

iø:::i nm:::iJ

]io~n ?~[

11

and Noah had understanding of(?)]
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
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consolations for the"[
and Noah(?)]
wa1ked blame[lessly before God(?)
he blessed His narne [
in your joy ..[
great are the mercies of G[od
praise God, by every affliction bl[ess His name
according to His will these matters happened, and He is the One who understands[ the hidden matters(?)
He will decide all your ways with[
Do not let the cunning of the evil inclination tempt you[
seek truth. Do not let the ..[ ] tempt you [
. Do not
]
what was not commanded by the knowledge offlesh. Let not [ ] lead you to err[
. Do not]
reckon [
. ]Do not say[

CoMMENrS
In section 4.1.4 we argued that this passage could be interpreted as an apocryphal story about Noah, to whom

were revealed heavenly secrets. Earlier in the book, Noah is referred to as a recipient of divine revelation on the
last days (4Q416 Vll 2). According to our reconstruction of lines 4-5, Noah is the one who had understand.ing of
'the mystery to come' - cf. 4Q534 (4QMess ar) I 8 "he will know the secrets of all living things". He is the one
who "walked blamelessly" before God (line 7) - cf. Gen 6:9; lQapGen VI 2 "all my days I conducted in truth,
and I walked in the paths of eternal truth". According to line 8 he praised the name of God - cf. I QapGen X 8 17
(Noah praised God and offered sacrifices after the ark rested on Mount Ararat) and XII 17 (Noah biessed the Lord
after he had gathered the first crop after the flood).
If our tentative interpretation of this column is correct, the text can be subdivided as following:

Lines 4-8: A narrative about Noah.
- conclusion; Noah praises God after the flood (line 8).
Lines 9-18: Noah's exhortations to the coming generations.
- a reminder of God' s mercy (line 10).
- praise God in all circumstances (line 11)!
- God is the source of everything that happens, as He was the one who ordained the flood (lines 12-13).
- Admonition sentences about the righteous life (six sayings in the vetitive, lines 14-18).
40417 X 4-8. A narrative aboutNoah (?)
(4-5) rt'il)j

n:i

!?)':lrt nm] According to our reconstruction, Noah is presented as someone who knows heavenly

secrets. For this theme, cf. 4Q534 (4QEiect of God ar) i 8 """

?~

•n

.ll1'1 ". "1113"

'ti

.ll1'(1

"he will know the

secrets of man ... he will know the secrets of all livings things"; and further 1 Enoch 10; 60:1-6, 25.
(6} f? cro1n3] Only a remnant is preserved of the last letter before the lacuna. A possible reconstruction is
(C')"tz1~ C'O~ro, "consolations for

the honest one(s)". The 'consolations' could represent an interpretation of

Lamech's words that Noah will be a comforter, Gen 5:29; cf. 1 Enoch 107:3 "And he called the name of that
son Noah, for he will comfort the earth after all the destruction". Altematively, God could have consoled Noah
in his sorrow over the destruction of the earth".

(6-7)

?~

•!J? c•]On i?iini !?nmJ On c•on 1?;m.1, see above on 4Q417 IX 14. We propose that this line

rephrases Gen 6:9 n:r1?iim

C'm"'i~

mii.l n-n C'on

p"~

!!)'" rn. The verbal forms 1?nn.1 (line 7), T1:l (line
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8), i,i,;y and 1n:i (line 11), can be either perfect or imperative forms. We interpret the first two verbs as perfect
fonns, the latter two as imperatives.
(8) 'ioø 1"1:1] Noah praises the name of God. This praise could have been connected to Noah 's sacrifice after the
flood [Gen 8:20; lQapGen X 8-17 (line 8 ~:;i:l ... n:wi i?'il))], or to the ingathering of the first crops after the
flood, for which cf. lQapGen XII 17.
40417 X 9-18. Noah's exhortations to the coming generations. (?)
(9) nSnnoø:i] The 2nd person fonn indicates that this word belongs to Noah' s exhortation to his descendants.
(10) ':ila\ •z:m tr'ml] A doxology is interspersed with the exhortations.
(11)

'lQI!)

1fo »~ 7o ?»i] The reconstruction ~cø 1J'i:i is tentative. If the reconstruction is correct, the meaning

is either "in spite of every affliction, praise His name", or "Praise His name for every affliction". The latter
would fit well with the deterministic theology of the Hodayot, cf. 1QH8 Il 23-24 "from You it is that they assail
my life". In Qumran usage »Xl has the meaning 'affliction', 'stroke' ,137
(12-13) These lines refer to God's preordination of the ways of men, and express a deterministic theology. For
the subject matter, see the preceding column, lines 9-13.
(12) ?n'rinoJ]j

r:io ~~il~ W'T u'Cri:iJ The last part of line 11 probably contained another reference to the

afflictions of man. These afflictions are incurred according to God' s will, and only He has full understanding of
the hidden matters. Our interpretation of lines 10-12 fits well with the statement of line 13 that God decides "all
your ways".
(14-18) These lines preserve remnants of six sayings in the vetitive.
(14) ]»i

"~ n:i!DnQ

il:>rain ?~] li:>rmn is a Pi'el imperfect of ilral 'tempt', 'lure'. The phrase »i ~· rol!)nQ "the

cunning of the evil inclination" alludes to Gen 6:5

C1'il ?::>»i

pi i:i':i nJøntl ~

?:>i and 8:21 ll'i C"mi :i':i ~ '::>

'l"i»Jc, cf. also God's words to Cain, "sin is crouching at your door; it desires to have you, but you must master
it" (Gen 4:7). On ye$er with the neutral meaning 'inclination', see above on 4Q417 IX 13. The use of the tenn

ye$er ra' in this text is close to targumic and rabbinic texts which describe the tempting activity of the evil
inclination. 138 Cf. 4Q422 (4QParaGenExod) I 12 (on man's rebellion against God in Genesis) •]lbm!:bi »i ~i·:i!
lillli7i "in evil inclination and for deed[s of injustice"; 13 9 11QPs8 Plea 15-16 ~Jl:J 'lØi' ~ .11i ~~ :i~:>o "Let
not pain or evil inclination claim power over my bones"; 4Q436 (4QBarki Nafshic) 1i10 'J? r:øm •Jcc

nnl'i.lll

»i ~·

i•mn iuiO

" ...

;m,ji[l

You [re]moved fromme, and in its place you puta pure heart The evil inclination

You rem[oved"; and further Gen. R. 22.6; b. B. Bat. 16a; b. Sukk. 52a C'I"

~'J

i•':i.ll -om c~ ?.o

inclination of a man grows stronger within him from day to day"; b. Sukk. 52b nm

c'il.11:i c~':i

,..,~

"the

'ltl'Oc Jliil ~

"the evil inclination entices man in this world". A prayer of J udah the Prince to be delivered from different k:inds
of evil, including the evil inclination, has been incorporated in an elaborated version in the Morning Prayer: 140
137Qimron, HDSS; 102, 111.
138Cf. S. Schechter, Aspects of Rabbinic Theology, 2nd ed., New York 1961, 249-9, E.E. Urbach, The
Sages. Their Concepts and Beliefs, Jerusalem 1975, vol. I, 471-5.
139See Elgvin,"The Genesis Section of 4Q422", 184-8; 194-5.
140See D. Flusser, "Qumran and Jewish 'Apotropaic' Prayers", Judaism and the Origins of Christianity, 21425; Siddur Rinat Yisrael. Ashkena;ry Version (Hebrew), Jerusalem 1971(72, 25.
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.ll1 ~·c

... ·J?~nø TJEl?c J'lrl

'il'

"May it be Your will that You save me ... from evil inclination!" (b. Ber.

16b).

(16)

i~

mn:::i:i) M'll'l:ll 'Knowledge' isa derivative from J'::l. iro:J n'll'l:ll "the shyness of flesh" is not found in the

Bibie.
(16) li:>lron

~]

Hip 'il impf. ofmro ' to lead to err'.

4Q418 81 (=4Q416 XV)

Mus. Inv. 494.
PAM 40.601, 40.618, 41.908, 41.909, 42.185, 42.758, 42.824, 43.479*

LI. 2-5 "'4Q423 8 1-4 (underlined).
The reconstruclions in lines 8, 9, 12and14 are not found in the PC. We have also identified a photograph
which shows a less fragrnented state of lines 7-10.
A small fragment (top left corner of the column) is juxtaposed with the main fragment The top and right
margins are preserved, as well as the upper part of the left margin. The right margin is 14-16 mm wide, and
traces of stitching show the beginning of a sheet. The fact that the text of lines 2-5 in the parallel text 4Q423 8
appears as the bottom lines of a column, shows that line 1 of our text cannot reflect the beginning of the
composition. Line 20 probably forms the last line of the column. The length of the writing block is 117 mm
with 67-70 1s per line (lines 2 and 3). This fragment was located somewhat after the middle of the scroll
4Q418a, probably as col. XVII of a total of c.26 columns (see section 2.1.2.2).
top margin

'?;,o n,'?,1:u1 tb[
] ??n c?il' 11po::i i1Mi C'Ø1ip 11::i? 11po nn::i i1''n~ø
,,, nøl' ~;n ~[''] tbEi5 m::il'n i,;,o 1nm ~Jø iø~ ?;'° ?i:ui nn~; 1ø::i n11
nn~; n,?,øon 1n?rifJ::i1J ei~ 'J:l 1;n::i n'n?m; n'p'?n ~;m ;n?m ø'~ ctv'ii'i
[ J?[J?b::i; ?:i°[ 11''? 1c'ø11p Øi.JP? i1)oø iø~' ;? i1'ø1pnn::i ii11:l) nr::i
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Nams ONREADINGS

We have identified an earlier photo, PAM 40.618, which shows some additional letters on the left edge of
lines 7, 8 and 10, which are not registered in the PC, nor are they extant any more on the plate.
L. 6 iroi~i i:iitll. Or: 'rn'l~::ii •::iio.
L. 7. l ?ro:J'"l' . The PC reads ]0 :i:l'ii.
L. 8. c·~i {c?il1 ) "!Ol'T:l1. The word c?il> has been marked by cancellation dots and was subsequently erased.
The scribe probably wrote this word under the influence of similar phrases such as 1•ncm c7lll iOl"T:li (Isa
54:8).
L. 12 cJ<unp icrzi?. cr!Ui'lp
was corrected to c)<nip m.
L. 14. i:j[J ?r;:in n~ J. Both the first and second bet can altematively be read as kap. i;::in isa tentative reading,
only a tiny trace is preserved of the letter read as lamed. The PC reads 00 :ln ;;00 •
L. 17. ro?•:;,IUQ. Probably scribal error for n.:>•?'.:>IUO.
L.19.:m::i. ThePCreads::in~.

evn

TRANSIATION

For He]

1. opened your lips as a fountain to bless the holy ones. And you, as an everflowing fountain, praise [
.]
He separated you from all
2. the spirit of flesh. <Hence> you shall separate from everyone He hates and keep apart from all
abominations of the s,pirit. [Fo]r He made everyone
3. and bequeathed them, each man his inheritance, and He is your portion and your inheritance among ~
sons of Adam. rinl His rinhelritance He gave you authority. And you,
4 . honour Hiin in this: in sanctifying yourself to Him. As He set you to sanctify the holy onesr for all ]",
and among all[ ]
5. He east your lot and greatly increased your glory, and set you as His firstborn am[ong the sons of
Israe]l(?),[ and said 'My riches(?)]
6. "and my favour I will give you". Is not His goodness yours? <So> walk always in His faithfulness[
7. your deeds. And you, seek His judgements from the hands of every adversary of yours, 141 all [ ." He acts
in ". toward all who]
8. love Him, and in mercy and kindness toward all who keep His word, but His zeal [is upon all who hate
Him(?).]

9. And for you He opened insig[ht] , gave you authority over His storehouse and entrusted[ you] with an
accurate ephah(

10. are with you. It is in your hands to turnaside wrath from the men of <His> favour and punish( the men
of Belial(?)
11. are with you. 142 Before you take your portion from His hand, honour His holy ones, and be[fore you
12. He opened[ a foun)tain <for> all the ho[ly] ones, all who by His name are called holy o[nes,
they
will be]
13. for all the eras the splendours of His sprout, an [ete]mal planting[
14. [ )" earth(?), in it will walk all those who inherit the land, for by [His] name[ are they called(?)
15. And you understand if He gave you a position of authority due to the skill of your <own> hands? Know[
16. an asset for all who walk <on the wayS> of man. From there you will administer your food and[
17. examine closely, and from the hand of all your teachers add insight[
18. Bring forth your needs for all who want to do business, and then you will understand [
19. you will be filled and satisfied with plenty of good things. By the skill of your hands[
20. for God portioned out the inheritance [of al]l[ living,] and every wise of heart He gave knowledge[
COMMENTS

For an interpretation of the main themes in the discourse of lines 1-14, see section 4.3.2. The text can hardly be
divided into sub-paragraphs. Phrases and sub-themes are frequently repeated. The inheritance of the elect is
described as 'TO:) (5); ii.:>::l (5); ::110 [6 (2x), 19]. This text contains a number of terms which refer to the
141Eisenrnan/Wise read 00:mi and translate "seek His judgements from every hand, and the abundance of.""
142;,:::>c», either "are with you" or "your people".
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spiritual-eschatologjcal share of salvation (i!?ro, :i1Z11i•, p?n, ?iu). Close parallels to Solomon's prayer and
God's promise to him in 1Kgs3:6-14 can be observed. According to this column, the wisdom God gave
Solomon (cf. also 1 Kgs 3:28; 5:9) is now bequeathed to the elect in the community of the eternal planting.
40418 81 1-14. The glorious lot of the elect.
(1) C'IUTlp

~?

the angels.

n~

i)"C

nr1!l

il::l'r?W ["'::> J According to this line, the lips of the addressee area fountain praising

can be an imperative or a perfect. An imperative would imply the translation "Open your lips,

as a fountain, to bless the holy ones!" A perfect fonn (where God is the one who apens the lips of the believer)
fits better in the con text, the phrase iipc nne appears also in line 12 with God as subject, cf. further Ps 51: 17
1mnn i'l' 'Di

l1rn)!'I

'l'l!:lØ ~~.

We suggest that the previous column ended with "'::> or t'iil !'':>.It is noteworthy

that the praise of the addressee is directed toward the angels, not only toward God (as in line 4): C'rDi'lp
the same meaning as C'IUTlP 1Z11ip? (line 4) and probably i'Øifl

l.l:l

~?has

(line 1). See further section 4.3.2 on the use

of 'holy anes' in 4Qlnstruction and the Qumran scrolls in general. Later in line 1, the praise of the elect is
described as "an everflowing fountain", c7ui i)"c.
(1-2) lbm m:uin 'mc inrn

ioo i~

?i::ic ?T.l.i

~, ~ mi;,~

:i::i?•J.:l.iJ As God separated you from the

ungodly, you should stay away from them as well as every abomination. The sentence iø:i mi ?1Xl il::l?-T.l.1
has a contrasting parallel in lhe concluding Yom Kippur prayer; 1')~?

~i,

i.ii•::ini ~i!:l !Dil" n?T.ln iln" "You

distinguished man from the outset and recognised him to stand before You". In the liturgy Adam/manlånd in
general is distinguished from the rest of creation: man alone has the prerogative to stand befare God. In
4Qlnstruction the faithful has been distinguished from fleshly men, from the ungodly.
(1-2) il!i.I

mi~]

4Q416 Vll 2 has the same phrase, iø:i

mi

';i::i, in the beginning of a discourse on God's

end-time judgement.
(2)

tuD i~ ",~

';iT.lii} Fora similar use of the root ~IZI, cf. lQS I 4, 10; IX 16.

(2) lbilj m:wn ';ii::ic ininJ The root in is frequently used in the sectarian writings with reference to separation
from outsiders; CD VI 15; VII I; Vill 8; lQHa IV 19. Form n'Clln, cf. lQW XI 10-11 ';ii;:,o iT;,';i ø-ipm?
ji1J

n'OllTI; lQS IV 21 "'fl!ZI n'l:l.tnn ';i't'Xl; CD VII 1, 3 CO~IZ!c:> m~i ';i:>c ",~,", ". tllElØc:i num 10 1•m';i.

(2-7) The Creator is the source of each man's inheritance. He has given you a glorious lot and made you His
firstbom son. Therefore praise Him and the holy angels, walk in faithfulness toward Rim and ask for His
judgements.
(3) in?riJ

IZl'I'

Cttr'ii•i] Cf. lQS IV 16 tir'!' n'?rn 'D' ... i::i';inn• Jil':>iT.li; IV 24 pi~ ~:J

tir'.-

n'?m •EJ:>i ". i::i'?nn•;

and below, line 20.
(3) n;:,?•io~i TI'?Jib:iil Cil'

'.l:J

1il'l:l n::in?rni il::lp';in ~imJ See section 4.3 .2 for this reinterpretation of the promise

to Aaron/Levi that God will be his portion instead of an earthly inheritance (Num 18:20; Dent 10:9).
Oil' 'J:J means either 'the sons of men' or more probably 'the sons of Adam'. Cf. line 16 below,

"1::1?

o~

Cil' •::i?i:i, where Oil' must mean 'men', and 4Q418 256 1 01" nr,{rn. 4Qinstruction does refer to the 'sons of
Eve' (4Q418 126 il 9), which adds weight to the option 'sans of Adam' . If 'sons of Adam' was intended, this
phrase could point to the addressee as and end-time heir of Adam, partaker of Adam' s knowledge (see section
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4.1.5). The suffix of imlib:n] can refer to Adam or God. We prefer the latter since the context deals with the Godgiven inheritance of the elect. On the use of ;11:1e in the Hip'il to express setting somebody in a position of
authoriLy. see section 4.4.
(4) c•rzrnp 2mp; it:xJ!D] "He set you to sanctify the holy anes", and not "He made you a holy of holies" (see
section 4.3.2, note 54). "Sanctify the holy ones" has the same meaning as "bless the holy anes" (line 1).
(5)

i"l'm'O

il:lui it:>i)~, it:>;iu ''Elii] ;"u is aften used in sectarian writings on the lot of the elect lQS Il 2

~ ?iu ~;XI

7-8 Cl"Ø'Mp 'nm c7'ro'i; IQH• XI 11-12 it:>'Øiip

ClJl

'nmi; Cf 4Q413 (4QComposition

conceming Divine Providence) 2 ?~ ra.sr.i] 1431;,u 'El:>i i~ nPT.l it?ro ," il:liit G'1'1' ~.
(5) [?it:>;

~ ~i]?[it 'l!Wl]:l i'O:l i? it:>o•t11'i]

For the first part of the reconstruction, cf. IQS I 10 ?~

~.11:i.

For

the second part, note that rhetorical questions are characteristic of 4Qlnstruction (see section 3.2, notes 61 and
62). The piene spelling of iOOTi (also in the parallel text in 4Q423) of a consecutive imperfect form would be
irregular in BH, but not in DSS Hebrew. 144 On the portion of the elect as divine sonship, see section 4.3.4.
(5-6) i'cn 1"n

irc~:ii

i:il!l ;,:;,; ~Y,n ~,

JM ro? •rc"Oi [?'itznll

~i]

The last (missing) part of line 5

introduced the quote or divine promise which opens line 6. See section 4.3.2 on the biblical roots of this
promise, which does not appear verbatim in any particular biblical verse (for the tentative reconstruction [?'""Ø\11
1~ it:>"

•rc"JC!li, cf. especially I Kgs 3: 13 i'CYCl iø.11-Cl 1" •m). We prefer the reading iruicæ:n i:iio for •:iio

'rD'ICIOi:

after quoting a divine promise the author continues his parenesis, referring to God in the 3rd person as

in lines 1-5. The word it:l11!> means 'favour', 'goodwill', while :iio in the following sentence means ' goodness'
(:iio

recurs also in line 19). The 'favour' ('n:l'lt!l) and 'goodness' (i:i'ti) which God conveys upon the elect

probably include both spiritual and material gifts. i:iio and~ occur together also in 4Q418 126 ii 9-10,
which describes the eschatological praise of God: i'cn crn ?i:> 'lm1'

~,

I ... )1:i'IC

ClJl

,":i:> :l1'11 ?~ n"O:ii

-oø Y,?~ "and with the power of God and abundance of His glory with His goodness[ ... ] and in His
faithfulness will they bow down all day, always will they praise His name".
(7) i•oEltz1c Ø11i] 'Seek/ask for His judgements'. Cf. 1 Kgs 3: 11 ~ JJO//h l':l.i "discernment in administering
justice".
(7) it:>:i•i• 7o i•c] The meaning of it:l:l''1' is probably 'your adversary'.
(7-8) ?i'T'IUlØ ?'O ;.11 ttMlpi n:n ,.,c'!;1 ;'O ;.11 cri:i'r'i:li i01:ii

il:i.~

[?i:i ?.11 •••

~im]

"He acts in". toward all

who] love Him, and in mercy and kindness toward all who keep His word" is a free reworking of Exod 20:5-6

•rn:m

'"'lCID?i ·:i.~; c~;~? ion ilWJJi •l(Jø'? .•. 1w ipEl ~ ?~.

Although the literal meaning of the words from

Exodus 20:6 is that God shows mercy to all who keep His word, this text has only the elect of the remnant
community in mind: God acts in kindness toward His elect, and in zealous anger against the unfaithful. mq>
'zeal' can be used both for God's wrath against the ungodly and His positive zeal on behalf of His people. The
use of~ in Exod 20:5 tips the balance towards the first option.

143Corrected from ,"JJ'll.

I44For similar forms of this verb, see lQH• Il 9, 13; VII 8, 20; lQHa frg. 11 6; 4Q369 (4QPrayer of Enosh)
1 ii 6; 4Q382 (4Qpap parKings) 25 S; 4Q429 (4QHodc) 1 i I; 4Q464 (4QExposition on the Patriarchs) 7 il 2.
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For similar statements on God's mercy to His faithful ones, cf. Sir 1: 10 "Upon every living tlring according
to His gift, He has lavished her (Wisdom) upon those who love Him"; 4Q393 (4Qliturgy) 3+7 2 rr-u[n] if.:111D
1'1i~o •i1o'Ø?11•J:l~?

"lOl1iii ''Who keeps [the ]covenant and shows rnercy to those who love [You and ke]ep[

Your ]cornmand[ments)"; 4Q437 (4QBarki Nafshid) 4 41t1l

ro.i[~~

?i:> ?li ". i•on" :iWn "His] grea[t mercy]

... to all of thern is I]oving kindness"; 4Q372 (4QapocrJosepha) 1 19 "'J•tzm ?;:,? c•?;l 1'iOMl

C":l" Tz;m Cl "and

Your tenderness is great, and great is Your compassion for all who seek you"; Jub 23:31 "He will show mercy
to hundredsand thousands, to all who love Him" (in a passage about the afterlife).
For i-,;;i" '"'lO'Ø, cf. 4Q417 IX 18 on the Book of Hagi, written of the faithful who keep God's word, )l"i:)t
1-,;;i" ·~

-,001

'1'2l? :iro, and the biblical phrase '1'11'Cro "'lOØ, used in a num ber of parabiblical compositions: 4Q385

(4QapocrJer') 16 ii 8; 4Q254 (4QCornmGen C) 4 3; 4Q368 (4QapocrPent) 2 9; 4Q393 (4Qliturgy) 6 2, 4Q426
(4QSapiential-Hymnic Work A) 1i2.
(9-11) God gave you insight, His resources are at your disposal, and you can guard the community against His
wrath. Receive your portion and praise His angels.
(9) n.:>7'øc."

1~1~1]

For i~~ 'His storehouse', cf. 4Q417 Ill 19 where the theme is Gocl's providing the daily

bread. This phrase indicates that the elect have access to God's resources.
(9) n:>? hp \) no~

00'1'1 J ~ oo·~

is equivalent to p~oo·~. the 'honest ephah' of Lev 19:36; Ezek 45:10. The

meaning is probably that the elect, as God's custodian, must be honest. Alternatively this phrase could have
been used figuratively with reference toa precise spiritual understanding.
(10) p!n

·ø~]

For the meaning of 1~

·~, "the

men of <HiS> favour", as a designation for the elect

community which is under God's mercy, see section 4.3.2.
(10) ??Jl•?:i

'IDJ\\

]?.il

.,,ptii,, )~i •ø~o

")~

:i•øm

if;)"l':ll]

The individual has power to protect the community

against (God's) wrath "and punish[ the men of Belial(?)". The same thought is found in 4QShir where the songs
of the sage have apotropaic power: heshall make known God's splendor, "in order to frighten and ter[rify] all the
spirits of the angels of destruction and bastard spirits, demons"." (4Q510 14-5). 145 For the phrase "')~ :i•IOil?, cf.
lQM ID 9 cni?;,

ill 1~ .:J'ID' ~i?,

IQS X 19-20n'1.11

·~:i·~ ~17 ·~i;

4Q504 (4QDibHam•) 1-2 vi 11

~l

:iilD'

(12-14) God has established the remnant community as the promised eternal plant, the holy ones (the elect) are
called by His name, and He has opened a fountain of insight for them.
(12, 14) crØ"llp icø';i

~iplil

?i:>i c'Ø'ip ?i;, -,-p[o hoo] Line 12 twice designates the elect as holy. See section

4.3.2. on 'holy ones' in 4Qinstruction and the Qumran scrolls in general. The designation 'holy ones' can be
related to the fact that the elect are called by the name of God, cf. our reconstruction ?i~"pl i)oø:i '.:> in line 14.
(13)

c·~

?-o ell] 4Qlnstruction, like the sectarian writings elsewhere, divide history into successive periods,

C'llp, cf. 4Q416 Vll 12, 14, 15 and our comment ad locum.

(13)

im~El '1'1il]

In BH i11~El isa 'bough' , 'shoot', 'sprout' (of a mighty tree or fruitful vine), see Isa 10:33;

Ezek 17:6; 31:5, 6, 8 , 12, 13. In the Qumran scrolls m~~ can have this same meaning (4QpapHodayot-like 2 6
145Cf. Newsom 's comment, "The maskil is able to draw upon his special knowledge of the heavenly realm
and by reciting its wonders offers protection to the community": ''The Sage in the Literature of Qumran'', 381.
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n-øsni c~'1UI n-nm m~) or the meaning ·ooasting' [4Q477 (4QDecrees) 1 ii 4 i)llP ni~ rm Cll]. The

combination with c?J111

l'Ull!lQ

in this line points to the first option. The phrase 'ln~D

'i"lil

expresses the

glorious God-given quality of the community. This glorious sprout will be an eternal planting. The text plays
with the two different meanings of the root i~, as Isa 60:21 and 61:3 associate i~ ' glory' with c7ul
(13) c?h.u n.uøo] This phrase (cf. 4Q423 1-2 7 Cf

]llt~c:n)

n.Pt!lC .

is found in IQS VIII 5-6; XI 8; lQHa VI 15; VIII 6

(the planting concept is reflected throughout this hodayah, cf. also CD I 7 ~c ino); and in a slightly different
way in 1Enoch10:16; 84:6; 93:5, 10; Jub. 1:16/36:6. The primary biblical source for this phrase is Isa 60:21
iM~ ,.,,.
iM~'l? ;

;w.uc

i.Pt!lO ~

Ezek 34:29 c!li?

fiM

iizn"

c?isn

.Pl!lQ en? "M:lpm

C'P'~

ei,, 1w1; cf. also Isa 61:3 nn• wc

p~n

...,'M esi? Mipi

(or c?!q wc, cf. LXX); and the tree of Eden in Ezekiel 31. The use of

c?i.si n.siøo indicates that the author of 4Qinstruction viewed his group as the nucleus of the community of the
end-time. In sectarian parlance the 'planting'. a tiny plant which will grow into a large tree which will cover the
earth, refers to the group of the elect, who are now few hut are destined to rule the world in the future (see

further section 4.3.2).
(14) ?iaripl i}'xr.l •:> ~

•m ?i:> "C?ilrr i.'5!J?;:ln iT'1]] If the reading ~is correct, 146 Iines 13-14 probably

contained parallel statements on inheriting the earth ~n) and the land (riM). A phrase similar to ri~ ""'1l , -?nt1
~,is

found in 4Q418 55 6. According to this line, the community of the eternal planting, God's glorious

sprout, will inherit the land. For the reconstruction ?iMipJ i)cø::i '!:>, cf. line 12 Cflli!;" "JOIO? Mipn ?'O
(Wacholder/ Abegg propose C')l:zl:i ':> ), and see further section 4.3.2 on the calling by the name of God.
40418 81 15-20. An admonition to use one's skills.
(15-20) God has given you resources and power to use your hands, earn your bread and satisfy yourself. While
lines 1-14 belong to the discourses of 4Qlnstruction, it is not easy to decide whether lines 15-20 should be
ascribed to the discourses or the earlier stratum of wisdom admonitions. The word C!liM (line 16) is typical of the
admonitions, as is ")it!l 'food', ' feed' (line 16, cf. 4Q417III17 , 20; 4Q416III 22; IV 1). On the other hand, in
section 4.3.2 we showed a number of allusions to the wisdom of Solomon (1 Kgs 3) in lines 1-14, and similar
allusions are found also in lines 15-20.1 41
(15, 19)

il.:>'1' ~nei ,C'i'

nc:>n:i] c..,,

~

means 'skill of ones hands', 'craftmanship' , cf. Sir 38:31 "all

these are skilled with their hands" (the Hebrew text is not preserved). trT' no::in is combined with the
prepositions -:i and-l:l . -l:l in line 19 has an instrumental meaning. We suggest that-:i in line 15 is used in a
causative meaning, and that i!:>?~111c.1 CM' rmn:i

°' r:io ilM1 is a rhetorical statement "And you understand if He

gave you a position of authority due to the skills of your <own> hands?" (i.e. He did not).
( 15) )llil ] )lrii could be an imperative, or reconstructed as n)ll'li ' and knowle[dge of ... ' .

ei" ,,i,..." ?i:>? C!l1"] The meaning of this phrase is not clear, as C!l1" is enigmatic. See our comments on

(16)

4Q416 IV l , 12.

14

~n is used elsewhere in 4Qlnstruction (4Q418 130 I; 134 2; 159 ii 7; 265 2).

147 1

Kgs 3:9, 11, 12 J':li!?, pn, J1::JJ , - line 15

i?:=i!liil :i? 'c:>n ?i:>i ; 1 Kgs 3:13 11:01JJ ilZ1.liCJ 1'
mM'IQ, line 6 i:iit!l ;-oi, M1'At i1M1 JM i!:>? •rcit!li ).

r:io ilM1 , line 18 J':lt1 tM1; 1 Kgs 3: 12 ]'l:iJi ~ :;ii, - line 20
't1l'll -

line 19 :i1ci :iro iln.P::JIZ1i

"'en (cf. line 5 :i:i.,," n:>imi
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(16) l')""O] 'Human food' as in 4Q417 ll/ 17.
17) Jip? l'JO'lil
~'ll:l

:i;,i,.~c

","

i'Cl iinl:l

ptlmJ For ili'!l.l pi:im, cf. 4Q4 l 7 3 3 J0 n .,,_,:i ~"il:l i11:inm , 4Q415 11 11

i11:in.i b'1im. See section 4.1.2, not.es 25 and 26, on the use of the root )':J in 4Qlnstruction. np? means

'insight', as in Prov 1:5, 9:9, Sir 8:8 (see section 4.1.2, note 28). The addressee shall obtain insight with the
help of "your wise ones", probably other members of the community.
(18) ] J'::ll'l

~'I

rl)l1 'IUi" '1;:,7 il-'i'lOnl:l ~i.i) The meaning of the first sentence is not immediately clear. While

fEll1 can mean either 'desire', 'business' or 'property' (cf. our comments on 4Q417 Ill 12), 'business' seems to
be meant here. The meaning of this phrase thus is: be clear in communication with prospective business
partners, express your needs, and then you will understand how to proceed.
(19) ]il.:J',.. l10"11C'I :l'lo

:iri~ ilNl~tul ~?an] ~?en is

in business leads to satisfaction. The words ~,_,,,..

a Nip 'al imperfect of ~?c. Lines 18-19 express that prudence
l'Y:l-'!1!l1

were probably followed by a word liken·?~ "you

will succeed" or il"°"' 7"M "you will earn your bread".
(20)

'Tl

]?('!-' ]li':rn l?ll ~] According to 4Qinstruction, God has given every creature its preordained portion in

life. This is true also for the rulers in their offices and the spiritual portion of the elect Cf. above, lines 2-3;
4Q417 III I9-20 '" ,,,, n?n~
"~

53

i!Øllc "_,

~,

.IM'l il'i'O t-C lll:lii;

c•?uio ",_, n?m l?.l

~",

4Q416 Vill 10 ?cm "):J

milpli:l

,,,:i,

'Tl "" n?n~ ~

'"; 4Q423

(see our comments on the latter text in section 6.2.2, and further

section 4.4).
(20)

~?;;2'i1

-:.?

'°"" i,,,,i] We interpret

ti~

as a 3rd person perfect with suffix of ?"27 Hip 'il with the meaning

'give knowledge!' (i.e. "He gave him insight"). Alternatively it could be a plural imperative with the meaning
"receive knowledge!" For the latter option, cf. the address to the wise men in the presectarian 4Q302
(4QpapAdmonitory Parable) 2 il 2-3 C'C.:Jnil ~

~

ifai "Discem this, 0 wise men:"." In 4Q302 this address

introduces a sapiential parable about the tree which reaches to the heavens and carries fruit: r.11

ltl'l\? iT'iT' ~

... -:.10. The phrase J:l? 'C.:Jrt ?i:> occurs in 4QunidA 2 2.
4Q418 55 (the fourth column before the end of 4Q418a =4Q416 XX)
In section 2.1.2.2 we suggested that this fragment should be located four columns before the end of 4Q418 a.
Mus. Inv. 493
PAM 41.888, 41.908, 43.483*

]itbEl5i ii[
vacat

l''l~ vac

2

il':'11 il1)J ?01'~
u,,,, ?i':l

M'~:l'[

mSJ"i[il] ';i~ ~i?il vac iin.:i ~[i?
no~

3

ij::i::i?::i i'l'i'l' iptzn [

4

ilP':l 11nø ~?i iW1 fl[

5

J

no'm

''m:i? l'?E) ~iil m'[.::i:i nøSJo] ,,, l''il? no~ '?SJ[

opøiii Ci?ø

~i'-,i1

iitbSJ;[

1r1J~:i

1ptv['

C'oto:i ',[~ ]Ø11p "'~?o ~'' nonl'oto ~? o~ onS,[1' ~i?n
?SJ 11pø'1 m'.:i 'Ø1itv
in~ 1E)1i'i no~[ 'D

i,,,

6
7

8
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;i.:n' cnl'i -i[El?

10

':> Oil Øi:J~:;fl[ ]°';[

11

cm ib[

12

[

NarES ON READINGS
Eisenman/Wise wrongly consider this fragment as preserving the right margin of the column, sothat in their
reconstruction the first words of lines 5-6 follow directly upon the last ones of lines 4-5. However, the
photograph clearly showsa lacuna befare the first words of lines 4-6. The remnant of the taw after the lacuna in
line 5 is clear, while Eisenman/Wise place il.In as the original opening word of this line.
L. 1.'ibt>3i. The reading is tentative.
L. 1.?r~::i ipø1-. 0r: ?ri~~ -ipø!.
L. 7. iitl.11~ . The PC reads iT]li1b6.
L. 11. ~ii. The PC reads !Ul:llO Mf. There is, however, no space between he and kap. Our reading yields an
interrogative he which makes good sense.
'fRANsIATION

] and his soul[
]her ways are hewn in toil.
We will be calm
]there will be awakening in our hearts [
]He will trust in all our ways
[ ] knowledge. They did not seek un[derstanding, and wisdom they did no]t choose. Did not [the ]God
oflmowledge
[ ]on truth, to establish every [creature by <His> un]derstanding? He portioned out to the heirs of truth
[ He will be] awake on the ea[rth{?)
)will He do. Is not peace and tranquility
[ Did you not kn]ow, or have you not heard that the angels of Go[d's] holiness in heaven
[are in your midst?(?)
the sons of ]truth. They will pursue all the roots of understanding,
and will be awake regarding
[ accordi]ng to their knowledge every man shall receive honour from his fellow, and according to his
understanding his glory shall be magnified
[ ]Are they <not> like men - for he is lazy, and <like> a son of man - for he is silent? Will <they>
not
[ ]etemity? - they will inherit an etemal portion. Did you not see

1. [
3. [
4. [
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

CoMMENrS

The discourse in this column can be characterized as a rhetorical dialogue. Rhetorical questions are posed in
the 2nd and 3rd person (lines 5-6, 7-8, 8-9, 11, 11-12, 12-). Only one of these is completely preserved (line 11
i10.,, •:i 011'

JJ'

?~J)' •:i

en

Ø°®il). Four

times the question opens with l"?il [lines 5, 7, 8 (reconstructed), 12],

once with ~ c" (line 8), and once with the interrogative particle ", (line 11). Lines 1-3 are fonnulated in the 3rd
person singular, lines 3-4 in the Ist person plural, lines 5-12 in the 3rd person, and the question starting at the
end of line 12 in the 2nd person plural.
The discourse deals with the ways of the elect. Catchwords include ' understanding', 'knowledge', 'be awake',
and 'truth '. The elect are awake and pursue understanding. Although they share the limitations to which man is
subject in this life, they experience fellowship with the angels in heaven and have an et.erna! hope. The God of
knowledge has preordained their portions, which are reflected in a ranking based on the knowledge demonstrated
by each one. The ways of the elect stand in contrast to those lacking knowledge.
(3)

iT':iii il'i.:l)

?C.ll::i) ili.:l) is Nip'al of ili.:l I, which usually means 'dig'. In Sir 50:3 the verb has the meaning

'hew out' (of stone) mpc

i"n:l)

1,'n::i

i~ ,

which probably is reflected here as well. The feminine gender subject
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whose ways are 'hewn out' (preordained) as toilsome, is not preserved. Could it be~ (cf. Gen 3: 16)? While
;r:m is a plural noun, the verb (m:lJ) is in the singular.

(3)

J1'~"1J]

Hip'il of mi, used either with the intransitive meaning 'be calm' or the transitive 'make quiet'.

(4) ipø1} This is either a vern in the infinitive ora segholate noun from ipø 'be awake'. 148 While ,pø( in line
7 can be either a verb or noun, ipø appears as verb in line 9, and further in 4Q418 69 ii 10 and 11 ?li [c•Jipiø[

run "}m?

'lrlp~ rn~ 'lllll' ~n i'D'~

li»i ';i-o. As waw and yod cannot be distinguished palaeographically, one

could materially also read i:i:o?:i ml'!" iprzr "the Lord will be awake in our hearts", although the meaning of this
text is not clear.
(4)

'Il'~,,

?-o::i m:i::i• ] The subject of this sentence is probably God. rro::i• is a Hip <il imperfect of m?>::i with the

same meaning as the Qal.
40418 55 4-5. God has preordained the ways of both the ungodly and the men of understanding.
(5)

1irD l\[1';1 ~ il~'::i 1i!W ~?1

mn li[ JThree sentences (the first only partially preserved) on the men of

folly who did not seek knowledge. The mention of the God of knowledge in the context contrasts the description
of the men of folly.
(5-6) rn'{::i::i ilØ.Ucl ';i-o

r~m ro~

';i.u[ ". l m.1l'i[il)

,~ ~1?n]

This is a bipartite rhetorical question. The first

question probably refers to the creation, and the second one to the preordination of the ways of men: the God of
knowledge has founded the world 'on truth'. For the reconstruction rn'{::i::i ilØ.!1C] ?-o r:i.i?, cf. 4Q417 X 9-10
i!C[tihp ]il fW fl•ø.flc nn M rzl'iil n•rn

which cf. lQHa XV 22 nn]l)•;,n
combines m.viil
?;i~•:i]

~ ,'the

n::i1 ~ 'i10 mJ)"1il ~.

ill17wEl'I n11 iln~

Instead of i!Øm could be reconstructed n?1l1El, for

ilM.For the subject matter, cf. 4Q417 IX 10-12 which also

foundation of truth', and the preordained ways of the creatures:

';[i):l';i rT'Ø.1'0 mwoc1

il~

i!r:(iJ) f,;,",

i!C[~n

~

i1o nwm

~ ~(:;

'1]:; Oil fl'ø.ilo ~ ~ ID'iEl il'rn ti::i1 "for the God ofknowledge

is the foundation of truth. By the mystery to come He designed its foundation, [and] its creatures with a[ll
wis]dom. According to all[ cun]ning He fashioned it, and the domain of its creatures according to a[l]l
[under]standing(?)" (see our comments on this text above); and further 4Q418 127 5-6 to~
?c?~ø J'OrT ]mæ:il

·~ ~ ilØ.I) ~ •;,

CJ'Cn ';i-o ?pø p~ -Jnc::i ~~ ". lrclu ~" "For God made all who desire assets, and meted

them out by <His> truth[ ." Fo]r with scales of righteousness He weighed out all their understanding, and by
truth[ He established their knowledge(?)".
Tue reconstructed iTfDm is interpreted as 'creature', as in 4Q417 IX 9, 11 (2x), 12, 21. The sentence ?-o l'"i?
rni::i::i nø.11c] refers to God' s making the creatures and deciding their ways, cf. 4Q4 l 7 IX 12 13 "According to

their understanding [He or]dained for every cr[eatu]re, to walk in the inclination of his understanding".
God's preordination of the ways of men is mentioned also in 4Q418 81 20 ["n

r;if'O ]li';lfo l~ ~ •;:,

portioned out the inheritance [of al]I[ living"; 4Q423 5 3~rn ri':i il[ø.uc ]i;;:, ~"
[)'~il ~]

c•';iø10 ?~

"for God

n'?!i[J) l'?El

~1il

n?'l.l)D "H]e divided the [p]ortion of all the rulers and fashioned every [dee]d by His hand, and the work

of man He established(?)". The fragmentary first lines of 4Q299 (4QMysta) 8 dealt with the same subject; ~•il
jc';;,ø l?El [ .•. W1'~i1

c."]fn?'wEl
148For

"He established ."He portioned out their knowledge". Cf. also 4Q180 (4QAgesCreat) 1 2

1'", ~i::l Cio:i "before He created them He ordained [their] deeds".

the latter option, cf. Even-Shoshan, Hamilon Hel;adash (Hebrew), Jerusalem 1991, 1410. Such a
segholate is not found in the Bible.
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The designation t'TWT(il) ~ for God is found in 1 Sam 2:3; 4Q417 IX 10 (see comments ad locum); and
further in lQS ill 15; lQHa I 26; lQH• frg. 4 15; 4Q299 (4QMysta) 35 1; 73 3; Apoc. Adam 1:9.
(6) I ~ •?rnj, m

M'lii

ro'[:J::i] This sentence, too, refers to God's preordination: He has portioned out the lots of

all men and specifically of the elect The word i11'[:i can in principle belong either to the preceding or the
following sentence. The similar sentences in 4Q418 81and4Q423 5, however, both start with the subject (M~il.
~)

and not with the object. il1[:J is therefore probably not the object of the verb 'i?D (as in Eisenman/Wise: "and

Understanding did he apportion to those who inherited Truth"), but should be connected with the preceding
sentence.
For nDM •?nu?, cf. the parallel phrase ~

",,,:i in 4Q418 69 ii 10. While line 5 described the men of folly,

line 6-10 portray the elect The phrase ~-?nu is related to~ '?ml, 4Q418 81 14, the remnant community
that will inherit the earth (see section 4.3.2).
?rikl iplD[•] The first fragmentary sentence refers to 'awakening', and the
second one is a rhetorical question on "peace and tranquility".
40418 69 ii 8-12. The men ofknowledge. their Dortion and their hope.

I c•cø ?[M J!b'iip •.::>M?c

(8)

M';, i'ICt'l.llCID M? CM cnj)[i• M~'iit] This rhetorical question reminds the addressees of the

presence of the angels. The missing continuation either spoke about the angels as spectators upon what is
happening on earth, or about the fellowship between the elect and the angels. This fellowship is a common
theme in the Qumran scrolls, cf. e.g. IQS XI 7-9; lQM VII 3-7; XIl 8-9, and the Songs of the Sabbath
Sacrifice. The question is posed in the 2hd person plural, a rare usage in 4Qinstruction (see section 3.2, note
47). This irregularity is clearly due to the 'biblical Ianguage' of this question. We reconstruct en.il["

M~?;i

with

Eisenman/Wise. Both crur-r M°l?it and Cl1l/CID M? are well-known biblical phrases (for the former, see 2 Sam
11:20; Ezek 17: 12).
l"O":J 'llr1'1Ø ~ "'lMM '!Elii"l ~ "J:J]

(9)

Harrington proposes to reconstruct lines 8-9 as "angels of holiness serve

Him in heaven, but the earth He has given over to the sons of thruth, and they will follow after all the roots of

understanding". 149 According to 4Q299 (4QMysta) 8 7, the elect pursue knowledge: rwi

'D'Tli i,t;i; rir:::i i~

"the

inclination of understanding for all who pursue knowledge". 4Q301 (4QMyst"?) uses the designation '!Di1Ø '1''lli
m•:::i fora group which is evaluated negatively.150 Sirnilarly, 4Q300 (4QMystb) 1ii1-4 describes a group which
did not attain wisdom, itt)'lli

llr1'ltlr.l ~:i.i

M; •;,. We have noted that among the Qumran scrolls only

4Qinstruction and 1Q/4QMysteries refer to the ' roots' of understanding and evil (see section 5.1.3). 151
(10)

1iiil il:li'

'l?:>ø

•?l?i 1.i.11io llrM 1'0:>'

crun

;[?l?)

The first sentence, 'lii.lilQ

W'M ii::i:>•

c:run •r:h, occurs also in

1QH8 X 27-28. In principle this sentence could be a later sectarian interpolation in 4Qinstruction. However, it
seems more likelythat this Hodayah quotes 4Qinstruction (see section 5.1.1). Thus, it seems that also
4Qinstruction reflects some kind of ranking of the elect according to the level of maturity and lUlderstanding, as

14 9Wisdom

Texts from Qumran, 57.
1504Q301 1 2; l"O"::i 'Øi1tO •ip~m ; 2 1 i!l':J •ui'IØ:::I ..-,pn. Cf. Lange, Weisheit und Pradestination, 100-103.
1514Q300 1 ii 3 ilc:>n 1!1i"m:l ~:i.i M?; 4Q301 I 2; 2 1 (see previous note); 4Q416 V 14 i!?i.ll 'W"l'IØ ~l
o•:Jn; 4Q418 55 9 l"O':l 'Øi1Ø ?i:> "l'!M ~?lii'l; 4Q418 278 3 .11i rzriø n?øn . See section 5.1.3.
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was the case in the yal)ad, 152 or at least recognition of scriptural and spiritual knowledge which has been
exercised.
(11)

il01'

'.::> c-m pi~»' '.::>en

~:i.i]

See above on READINGS. This isa bipartite rhetorical question. In both

members '.::> is followed by an imperfect (i1Cl1' is imperfect of coi 'be silent'). As lines 9-10 and 12 refer to the
elect, probably also line 11 does. According to this sentence, also the elect belong to fleshly man. This same
truth is often reflected in the Hodayot the elect is a partaker of heavenly knowledge, but he still experiences the
imperfection that cleaves to mankind, cf. e.g. 1QH8 IV 29-38.
(11-12)

m• c7ul nm c:ni i.il[ ... J ,_tin] The rhetorical question is followed bya response. Both state that the

elect will inherit an etemal portion. The text was probably phrased with adverse parallellism of i.Il and c'il». The
etemal hope of the elect is often mentioned in 4Qinstruction, cf. especially 4Q4Q418 69. c?w nm is a biblical
phrase, cf. Gen 17:8; 48:4, hut unlike these verses in Genesis the connotations in this text pertains to 'etemal
life' (cf. 4Q418 69 ii 14 1.::>)';lirr c'il.ll iiio "i':m).

(12) ]

etl',_" 1'i?ii] Another rhetorical question followed, introduced by ] ~" 1'm . This question probably

contained a reference to the elect having seen God's glory or gazed into His mysteries. The phrase cn'1'"
~i, ~

stylistically sirnilar to iiCl"UllXI

cnii[i•

~i?ii

(line 8) as well as Jer 33:24 roi nm

Clliri!C

l'm is

n,,_" 1'i?ii.

4Q423 1-2 i (olim frgs. 2 and 1, second last column of 4Q423 = 4Q416 XXII)
In section 2.1.3 we suggested that this fragment preserves part of the second last column of 4Q423.
Mus. Inv. 183
PAM 40.618, 41.761, 42.592, 43.520*, 43.535

top margin
[O'JJ]J

?n['l~
] 0

lnn

~

~, i'Tn1)'l jj)', n'o~n

Jo

ii)[!)i~ ?J i1n[

~?

1?')t0iT? iOnJ O'JJJ rJJ ?;:,1 fr:mn 'i::l ?;,i[

vac iiOØ?'l 'liJJJ? i1)'?'ØOi1 'l:l'l iTi[~i]o '?')tV[ii]?[ iOnJ'l tt;iii]

l]l

jj)',

p ~'l?iT

{':i.::>i}

vacat

]Ø i1o[]?[

i'on c[

.'.:l1[!)ii .!Jii' JJifr[ ?0~10

,,;;;

rip [ii0i~i1

ii:>?JJ'lO:l [
nJ'i'liT 'OMi '?:>i i11"' vac

n;:,', Jri'o~n "' ') iT)'~mn ?':i [
]0

i1 O,°j[

)JJ!!lO.'.:li[

2

3

4

5
6
7

1ii'l ,,,, l;[:l

8

en?; ft[

9

I52Cf. lQS V 23-24 "And they shall be recorded in the Rule, each one before his fellow, according to his
insight and his deeds, in such a way that each one obeys his fellow, junior under senior. And their sp!flt and
their deeds must be tested, year after year, in order to upgrade each one to the extent of his insight and the
perfection of his path, or to demote hiin according to his failings"; 4Q421 (4QWays of Righteousnessh) 1 i 3
n}lii •z'? tz7'1' ?o;i
"to muster everyone, each man before [his ]neighbour" (from the sectarian section of
4QWays of Righteousness, see Elgvin, "Wisdom in the ya/;lad: 4QWays of Righteousness").

,"o;
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Noras oN READINos
Although there is no continuous text supporting the relation of frgs. 1 and 2, it was argued above that the
shape of the fragments demonstrate that frg. 2 should be located slighfly to the Ieft of frg. 1 (see section 2.1.3).
Assuming that one word is lacking at the beginning of line 1, and two words at the beginning of line 2, it is
proposed to reconstruct "'5Øfn~ -icrm 1''1il c•.u)l JJ (alternatively, if ~i was the first word of line 1, there would
not be enough space for '10l"O'I in the lacuna in the beginning of line 2).
On frg. 2 one can clearly see another dry line above line 2 with the taw of li[w. The letters in lines 6-7 have
shrunk due to deterioration of the skin.
L. 1 ':i:>i. With a microscope one can discern that the same word was written supralinearly above the second
and later erased.
L. 7 c:l[ )llOc:ii. The extant Ietters of the first word are clearly visible on PAM 42.592. Instead of~ one
can possibly read et( or ~ .
L. 8 1iii. An origina11:iii was corrected

i,,,

to"",

TRANSLATION

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

]and every fruit that is produced and every tree which is good, pleasing to give knowledge. Is [it] not
a de[lightful] garden
[and pleasant )to[ gi) ve great knowledge? He set you in charge of it to till it and guard il
An [enjoya)ble g[arden(?)]
[ the earth,] thoms and thisfles will it sprout forth for you, and its strength it will not yield to you, [ ]
[ ] in your being unfaithful
[
]
]you [."Jed all your resources(?)
[ ] her child, and all the compassion of her that is pregna[nt
[ ] in all your business(?), for everything it causes to sprout forth[ for you ] always not to
[ ]and in a planting[ ]them [
rejecting(?) ]the evil and knowing the good,
[ be]tween his way and the way of
[ ] and bread

CoMMENrs
This section of 4Qlnstruction paraphrases and interpretes the Eden story of Genesis 2-3. Lines 1-2 are
fonnulated in the 3rd and 2nd person and refer to the Garden of Eden and man's task on earth before he sinned.
The 2nd person sing. form i"D':i•mi (line 2) points to some kind of relation between Adam and the addressee of
4Qlnstruction. Lines 3-6 are formulated in the 2nd person singular (with the exception of a reference to the
woman in the 3rd person in line 5). These lines deal with the state of the earth and man's conditions after the
curses of Genesis 3:14-19. The word l100 (line 7) probably refers to the ' planting', the end-time community.
Lines 7-8 are formulated in the 3rd person singular, and deal with disceming between good and evil.
If lines 6-8 do refer to the end-time community and the knowledge of the elect, it is possible that a paraphrase

of Genesis 2-3 was used as background fora description of the inheritance of the elect.153
40423 1-2 1-6. The Eden story. the consequences of Adam 's disobedience.
(1-2)

tri[~ip ,,.~l"!}C;{

'1crm

~'loi C'Jl)l

Jl ~~';in ':i':>!Dil':i icro C'.lll r.ll

':i:>~

fo'lr! ,"El ':i:>i[] Lines 1-2 refer to the

conditions in the Garden of Eden before man' s sin. The text refers to the fruit of the trees as well as the
153The

theme of the Garden of Eden recurs in 1QH1 Vill 4-27, where the Teacher uses the Eden theme to
describe his inheritance and his community, as well as in 4Q265 (4QSD). See Charlesworth, "Jesus as 'Son'
and the Righteous Teacher as 'Gardener"'. 4Q265 uses the Eden narrative as an explanation for the laws of
postpartem purification: Baumgarten, "Purification after Childbirth and the Sacred Garden in 4Q265 and
Jubilees".
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k:nowledge they convey, but not their appearance to the eye {as does Gen 3:6). The garden, not just the trees, is
described as giving knowledge. The words ",~
and Gen 3:6

icm

c•m f .Il i,;), are a conflation of Gen 2:9 il~"1l:l';i

ioro

r.11_.,::>

.,,X'i!" rim "Tr:Y'm. While Gen 3:6 refers to a certain tree that produces fruit, is pleasing to the eye

and conveys knowledge, this text stresses !he connection between all the trees in the garden and Adam's
God-given k:nowledge (cf. the repeated use of the verb 'i':iøn). 1 Enoch 32 describes all the trees in the Garden of
Eden, hut only the tree of wisdom conveys knowledge. On the same subject, see 4Q423 9 1 .,,~)

~.,,, ioro

'::> ,

and comments below on lines 7-8. While the addressee of 4Qlnstruction usually is designated J':lO , he can also
be addressed as .,,::>rzic (4Q418 21 2; 8117; 238 1) and i,•,:iøc J:l (4Q417 IX 27).154
According to 4Q422 (4QParaGenExod) I 9-12, eating from the treethat gives knowledge of good and evil
introduces man's rebellion against God: Nllii! ~JlO 71~ m[:J]?{ ." i!O"TI'il ·~ ~~?
i!l)!Z)j •Jtb.116?i .111 -ui•:[ ." 'l"pn )n::ivi

,""ØO., ~[Jl11'.1

?';i.11 C"ll'!1 cø

,..,li cip'(i " . .t1ii :JiQl "[He set mankind on(?) the ear)th, He set him in

charge to eat the fru[it of the soil ".and decreed ]that he shoul[d n]ot eat from the treethat gives know[ledge of
good and evil. ". ]he rose against Him and they forgot [His laws ". )in evil inclination and for deed[s of
injustice". In contrast. this text sees the trees of Eden as conveying positive knowledge.
(2) '1icø7l Ti.l.11? il::>?•m"l i:ii] Cf. Gen 2:15 il~

il"l:Jll" J"lllll:l nm'1. Man is the guardian and tiller of this

garden with trees that convey knowledge. While the suffixes referring to p in Gen 2: 15 are feminine, this text
changes them to masculine, the usual gender for this word. The garden probably has a typological meaning: it is
the Garden of Adam, while at the same time it serves as an image for the earth to be cultivated by man. The
word 7øc.i alludes to Gen 2: 15-16 and describes God placing man as steward over creation, cf. 4Q422
(4QparaGenExod) I 9 il011'."l •)i!:i

?~?

i?•øc."l ~ll1Mi"l ??» c11'."l cø. t55

4Qlnstruction uses words from the roots ?::>0, e::>n, .!TT', and most frequently l':l, to describe the wisdom and
insight one can achieve. While the addressee usually is designated r:io , he can also be addressed as 7:>Un:I (4Q418
21 2; 81 17; 238 1) and ?•::>øc J::! (4Q417 2 i 25).
(2) iicut?i n:lll? il::>?•øo.1 i:ii] Cf. Gen 2: 15 il1Cll!l?i iTl.l.l1? Ji.Pll:l \W'i. Man is the guardian and tiller of this
garden with trees that convey knowledge. While the suffixes referring to p in Gen 2: 15 are feminine, this text
changes them to masculine, the usual gender for this word. The garden probably has a typological meaning: it is
the Garden of Adam, while at the same time it serves as an image for the earth to be cultivated by man. The
word ?-m"l alludes to Gen 2:15-16 and describes God placing man as steward over creation. The Hipcil form of
?øc is found in Ps 8:7 with reference to God's placing man above creation (\1"'1!1Cn), cf. also Dan 11 :39 c7•øc.i.
Among the Qumran texts, ?-øc.'1 is almost confined to 4Qlnstruction and very characteristic of it. In this text it
t54Cf. 4Q418 81 20 ti?!>l!m :i? •o::>n ?i::>i "All wise of heart, receive insight". Hipcil fonns of ?::>ø is further
used in 4Q417 2 i 2 (= 4Q418 43 l); 4Q418 69 ii 2; 81 20; 165 2; 174 3; 184 3; 197 l; 4Q423 5 8.
!55?•øc.i was probably used in the same context in the Hebrew text of Sir 17: 1-2 ''The Lord fashioned man
from the earth ". He gave him authority over everything on earth"; and Jub. 2:14 "He made man ". and gave
him authority over everything on earth". Likewise, the Two Spirit Treatise in lQS uses related terminology:
"'ØC.i 7.ln n?øco? ~ ~~ im'r!i (lQS ill 17-18). Similar expressions with regard to Adam and Eve are found
in the non-sectarian psalm 4Q381 1 7-8 paraphrasing Genesis 1: I Y,::>:ii ilC"l1':i m~ ?:>:i ?øo? C"T'c.11il imi:ii
::l::i~n iT'i~ ?.:>~?.Cf. also 4Q301 (4QMystc?) 3 6 i?-øc.i fil'::l i~:li and 4Q504 (4QDibHam") 8 6 '1~ J1.ll j[D
m1~ i!]ri?øo.i iln.ll~. See Elgvin, "Admonition Texts", esp. p. 187; idem, "The Genesis Section of 4Q422". On
the use ?-øc."l in 4Qinstruction, see section 4.4.
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refers to man's God-given dominion and stewardship over the earth, alluding to Genesis 2, cf. 4Q422
(4QparaGenExod) I 9 ;ro,,_., 'hEl

?'O~?

i?'ØO."T

~[lli"'"T

(?)?JJ

tn~"T c~. ?·~o.'1

was probably used in the same

context in the Hebrew text of Sir 17:2 and Jub. 2:14. 4Qinstruction uses ?-m"'I with regard to the relation
between parent and child (4Q416 V 17), husband and wife (4Q416 2 VI 2, 6, 7), as well as in a symbolic
meaning (4Q418 81 3, 9, 15; 4Q416 V 12).
The 2nd person sing. fonn il:>?•øoli (line 2) in a passage which rephrases Genesis 2 points to some kind of
relation between Adam and the addressee of 4Qinstruction. According to lines 1-2, the 'you' who is addressed is
related toa garden which conveys knowledge. This 'knowledge' could refer to the end-time restoration of the
wisdom of Adam to the 'sons of Adam'. Further, 4Q418 81 3 (=4Q423 8 2-3) uses the same form, ;c7'm'1,
with reference to the God-given portion of the elect, n:>?'Øo."T 'l!')?rib:nl ~

'Zl

1ro

li~?n:n

li:lp?n ~im 'He is

your portion and your inheritance among the sons of Adam. rinl His rinhe]ritance He gave you authority'.
Therefore li:i?•m"T could have a double meaning in the text discussed here; referring both to Adam and the Garden
of Eden as well as to the elect 'son of Adam' in his relation to the end-time community and inheritance.
f3) n:>?

inn I'? im'Oi li:i? n~ i'Ti'i'l flP [] There is a sharp contrast between the harmony described in lines

1-2 and the burdensome conditions reflected in lines 3-4. This line refers to the earth after man 's sin. Cf. Gen
3: 17-18 1? n~ iii"'li yip1 1"" •o• ?::> nn:>M ri:uur.:i i'Ci'OJl:J lioi!'ii m1i1'. A reconstruction such as iliii~
li:>?

inn

~?

lin'Oi li:l?

M'~n

i'Ti'ii

l1'

[i!:>i'Olr.l

i10'1~i

would be too long for the lacuna at the beginning of line

3. The subject of the two sentences in this line must be no~. In the Eden song in lQW VIlI ",,, r ip is used
figuratively for the situation of those who are spiritually thirsty if the Teacher of the hyrnn takes his hand away
from them (lQW VIII 25), but here the sense is literal. For li:>? inn~" i11T1:>1, cf. God's words to Cain in Gen
4: 12 1' nn.:>-m

9on~?

liO"'ll'iTM T.JJJn '::>, which here are transferred to the curse on Adam in Genesis 3 and on

man in general in his relation to the earth.
(4) n:>?.11'\0::i] This is an infinitive construct of ?JJo 'be unfaithful' with suffix, probably referring to the
unfaithfulness of Adam and contemporary man. For the subject matter, cf. CD X 8-9 io• 'IC:).!10
'Cll"ti ?:ii m?•] m?,

(5) n)"iTI

~i ?JJo:J

•::>.

can be a a finite verb ('she gave birth'), ora fonn of the noun ['her child' or

'(marriageable) girl']. The plural construct form 'IYn means ' compassion' or 'mercy'. The last word befare the
lacuna is a form of m.i , possibly the feminine participle. This line could paraphrase the curse on the woman,
Gen 3:16, referring to pregnancy and giving birth as well as the woman"s relation to her husband.
(5)

li:>l!)1~

?::>] Lines 5-6 continue the description of the present conditions of man. These lines deal with man 's

resources and business as well as the produce of the earth. The meaning "all your resources" for il:>tll'l~ ?:i fits
well together with ;;:;,~~ ?:>:i "in all your business" in the next line. The word preceding i!:>tl)~ ?:i is probably
a verb in the 2nd person sing. perfect.
(6)

li:>'.lt~

?:>:i] Either "in all you desire'', "in all your properties", or "in all your business". 'Business' is

preferable here.
(6) li:>?

]ri·~n

':i

'::>]Cf. Gen 3:18. The subject must be lio,~: the earth brings forthits produce for man.

40423 1-2 7-8. The etemal planting and the 1cnowledgeable man.
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(7) c:i[

~c:i~]

Lines 7-8 change subject to the end-time community and the God-given knowledge of the

elect. Although ~o could refer plainly toa planting of the Garden of Eden, a comparison with 4Q418 8113-14

(l'"l" ..i,nu

i,,_,

'-'?it"' ... c?Jw

nvoo':i 'ml'El 'i"m C'~ i,,_, Cll [Wt' "lhey will be] for all the eras the splendours of

His sprout, an [ete]rnal planting ". will walk all those who will inherit the land") indicates that .Dt!lO also here is
a designation for the eschatological community, as it is in 1QH8 Vill 5, 9, 20, 21; and CD I 7. The community
is lhus described with a term fitting the 'garden theme' of this section.
It is suggested that this text reminds the addressee of his spiritual inheritance: he belongs to eireles who saw
themselves as constituting the planting God has established in the midst of Israel, a planting which is a typos or
nucleus of the end-time garden of therighteous. The mention of the 'garden' in lines 1-2 and the end-time
'planting' in line 7 could reflect an eschatological interpretation of the Garden of Eden, for which cf. Isa 11:6-9;
58:11 il'li J~ n"m; 1QH8 VIII 5 (in this Teacher Hymn the 'garden' is identical with the 'etemal planting'); 156
I Enoch 32:3 'the garden of righteousness'; 60:23 'the garden of the righteous'; 61:12 'the garden of life'; 77:3
'the garden of righteousness'; 4Q385 (4QpsEzek•) 9 ii 1 C''rm 1ti 'll4 ;s 157 (in I Enoch and probably also
4Q385 this garden symbolizes the ultimate portion of the righteous); and Targums Neofiti and Pseudo-Jonathan
on Gen 49: 1. 158
(7) ::l'IC!lil

JM'l'

».,,'if

(?)c"ioJ For the reconstruction ».,,'i{ (?)°"io, cf. Isa 7:15-16 ::im iin:n .Di::l C'i'C. Another

possibility would be to reconstruct ~ instead of °"'10.. Lines 7-8 deal with the knowledge and discernment
given to the elect, possibly in contrast to the burdensome conditions described in lines 3-4. nr is probably a
Qa/ participle. The durative sense of the participle could refer to a continuing ability of discemment. "To know

good and evil", i.e. discem between good and evil, is a common theme in 4Qlnstruction.1 59 '160 The addressee of
4Qlnstruction, who has the eschatological gift of knowing good and evil, would probably understand this
passage also as an exhortation to continue to make the right choices.
(8) ,.," '-'.,.,

1~::i]

The text should be reconstructed as either a fonn of the verb J':l 'understand', or more

probably as the preposition r:i, that is, either "und]erstand his own way and the way of"." or "discern be)tween
156

Cf. Charlesworth, "Jesus as 'Son' and the Righteous Teacher as 'Gardener"'.
1574Q385 9 should be ascribed to Pseudo-Ezekiel, it probably preserves areworking of the mocking songs
over (the king of) Tyre in Ezekiel 26-28.
1581be Targums portray the sons of Jacob gathered around theirfather's deathbed 'after the end had been
revealed to him', expecting him to tell them the eschatological secrets: 'the concealed secrets, the hidden periods
of the end-time, the giving of the rewards of the just and the punishment of the wicked and what the happiness
of Eden is'.
159See 4Q423 5 6 (in an agricultural context) .P'r1 Cll :i~il lillT.l ':i]Søn; 4Q418 2 7 ::l'IO p p'1!C 1~,., .P]'ii,
(the parallel text in 4Q416 1 15 has ll)'i'? :iio 1·::i p~ r.:i.i'? "to establish justice between good and ev [il" which
fits hetter in the context); 4Q417 IX 8-9 li['llli] i1D:>n ?un ~ »in Mi "then you will know truth and evil,
wisdom [and simplici]ty"; 4Q417 IX 11 .sriY, ::i{'lC!l) )4:J .inn Mi; and further the motive of the tree(s) of knowledge,
4Q423 1-2 1; 9 1(=4Q418 188 5). For the subject matter, cf. Gen 2:9, 17; 3:5; 3:22; Solomon's request to
God in 1 Kgs 3:9 lli? :i'oT:i r::in?; 4Q300 (4QMystb) 3 2 »°'b ::ii)6 J'::l 'U1"r ii:!.l)::l; and further lQS IV 26; lQSa
I 10-11; lQir XIV 11- 12.
t6()R. Gordis ["The Knowledge of Good and Evil in the Old Testament and the Qumran Scrolls", JBL 76
(1957) 122-138] demonstrates that the phrase .Dii ::m:i n»,; in the Bibie (Gen 2:9, 17; Deut 1:39; 2 Sam 19:36;
Isa 7:15-16) and in lQSa I 10-11 refers to sexual maturity, with the specific connotation 'naturaland unnatural'
for .sri' :m!l. Other verbs are used when the connotation is wisdom: 2 Sam 14:17 .Dil :J'IC!l .DotDi, ; 1 Kgs 3:9 )'::li1'
llii ::l'l!!l J'::l. 4Qlnstruction (as well as lQS IV 26 and lQH" XIV 11- 12) does not reflect this meaning of run':i
.Dil ::i'l!!l, and neither differentiates between the verbs lTT', )':l, and m with reference to .!lii :re.
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his own way and the way of ...". Before t,:i one should supplement a verb such as 7'i:i.i or "l'i!lti. The elect
have received insight to understand their own way as well as the way of others. The continuation could be
reconstructed ~J ,-m, \"lll1} ,.,.,., , C'.PØ1) ,," or iili.I)

,,,,;

cf. l QIP XV 12-13 ~ [in:i'] i ili.I

-,.:i ~? ~·:>

i:>ii; 1QS XI 10 ii.ll~ )':>' "i? ~, i:>" ~? ~·.:i .

(9) cn?i] The word 'bread' could be related to man's eaming his food and thus related to the curse on Adam and

the earth, cf. Gen 3:19 cm ?:>M

T~ l"U)r.l.

4Q418 127 (last column of 4Q418a

=4Q416 XXII!)

In section 2.2.2.2 we suggested. that this fragment preserves the upper part of the last column of 4Q4 I 81.
Mus. Inv. 500
PAM 41.904, 42.827, 43.481*
lop margin

j

[

Jmo? ::no ?'Oo ;i;,ø::iJ ;i:i~i; ~~on ~;? ;i;,i1ono; ;i;,i;po[
?fitl:i1 ;i;:,"?l' iln]O-'i ni:ip; il'nn::i:i ~;:in '-' ;i;:,ø::i) nn1t1:1 Oi'il ?;_, n::i~[n

]

0

]iO 1l'l 9Øi 'Oin'?; lØ ?;:,~o'? iln"ili il:>n[' ]iJ od[

3

n ilntt:

4

l:lli ilO:>''?il:l iln'jiil fæJn 'Øi[i1i

Jno~:i oJ;:,n'i 01~ '~::in '?;;:, ilØl' ?~ "" i1.:i'? :i[

?C?;::,ø

2

l'"i1

Jrn~:li l:lJi:Jn ?;;:, ?pø p1~ 'JtiO:l 'i:> ]?[

]'?; ~

Jop'i[~

NO'I'F.S ON READINGS
It is difficult to decide whether specks of ink which can be detected dose to the edges of the skin reflect
incidental specks, or remnants of supralinear letters.
L. 2. i'ID~[n. The PC reads ~. Eisenman/Wise, 246, read an cayin and propose n~r. However, an
examination with a microscope determines that the first preserved letter was a $ade.
L. 4. ]°n. The last letter before the lacuna is possibly a $ade.
L. 3.]°'lo. The PC reads ~Cl. The last letter before the Iacuna can be a :fin, cayin or $ade.
L. 7. J 0pif~ . This is the proposal of the PC. The qop is fairly sure. Only small traces are preserved of the
preceding and following letters. The last letter could be a sin or cayin.
TRANSI.ATION

1. [ )your fountain, and you will not find what you Jack, your soul will languish for want of all good
things, unto death[
2. [ upon ... you will l]ook all day, and your soul will yearn to come into her gates, that [the earth] bury
and cov[er you(?)
3. [ ]your cor[p]se, and you will be a tooth for food, and <there will be> consuming pestilence against ..[
4. [ and th]ose who seek pleasure you have oppressed in their lives. But also you will ..[
5. [ ) for you. For God made all who desire assets, and meted them out by <His> truth[
6. [ Fo]r with scales of righteousness He weighed out all their understanding, and by truth[ He determined
their knowledge(?)
7. [ right]eousness(?), their[ ] and[

CoMMENTS
This fragment contains a closing waming in the 2nd person singular to those who do not heed the instruction
of 4Qlnstruction. Lines 1-5 deal with the anguish the ungodly will experience in their lives and the

5
6
7
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dishonouring death which awaits them. Line 4 refers to the cause of the judgernent; oppressive behaviour. Lines
5-6 refer to God's preordination of the ways of men.
40418 127 14. A waming to the ungod.ly.
(1) ]n·cb :l'o ?'CO rcøm

~,, ~

tti? rci'lOnci n.:>i)'C!] This line describes the agony the ungodly one will

experience in his life. He will not have access to the fountain of God (on the fountain image, see section 4.3.2
on 4Q418 81 l, 12). Death will be his fate.
(2) cw1 ?'!:)

il~[n] Since the

verb is feminine, the subject should probably be reconslructed as il.:>rwi or M.:>IZIDl.

The ungodly one will continually have suffering before his eyes.
(2)

?ri~n iD'?.ll

;m]o.:>i m:JPi il'ntm tti:in '.:> M.:>øm Mm1ti] Also this line deals with the agony of the ungodly.

The feminine suffix ofil'Tll"IEl::i probably refers to ""'IZI, cf. the mention ofmc (line 1) and m:ipi (line 2): the
ungodly would even long for the relief of death.
Materially, n~i could be a Qal fem. participle ora Pu'al 2nd person perfecL However, we suggest that this
line contained two verbs in the consecutive perfect, and that n-cp is the exceptional form of the 3rd person fem.
perfect 161 In the continuation we reconstruct m ]c:ii, another verb in the 3rd person fem. The author uses the
fate of Korahand his group as a waming, cf. Num 16:33 }'il'i'I

C.T".ll

c:>rn

i'l~IZI

... ,,.," ,and the reference to

Korah in 4Q423 5 1 (see section 6.2.2).
(3) ho ill l'jlZ11 •r:m.,, JIZI ":iRo" m1•m n:ili[')u ] "JØ'1 •eim, quoted from Deut 32:24, means 'consuming
pestilence'. In the same verse, God will send mc.i:qlZ1 'the fangs of beasts' against His people, and likewise
JlZ1

".:>l'C and ryui •en" are juxtaposed in this line. We lend to consider Jr!I ""~" i1t1''m as a complete sentence,

and iD "JØ'1 •cm as the beginning of another one. The first sentence would then refer to the corpse of. the
ungodly addressee, which will be a tooth for food - he will not have an honourable burial. The second sentence
would refer to judging and punishing powers that God will send against the wicked.
(4) J0 n

iiM Cli iiQ:l"71T.l iln'l1i'l

J'Dn

•øini] iln'J'li'I is Hi p'il ofm• 'oppress' (Gen 40:6; Dan 1:10).

r-m 'lZ1iii

means either 'th]ose who seek pleasure' or 'th]ose who seek <to do> business'. iiQ:l"7itl "in their steps" should
be interpreted "while they walk", i.e. in their lives. This line gives the reason for the misery and judgement the
wicked will experience. The continuation possibly expressed that the future will reverse the oppressive situation:
as you have inflicted evil upon others, also you ~iM Cll) will experience misery when judgement comes upon
you.
40418 127 5-6. God's preordination of the ways of men.
(5-6) These lines reflect a common theme in 4Qinslruction, viz" God's creation and predestination of the ways
of men. He has established their ways and meted thern out 'by lruth'

(~.lines

5 and 6), for which cf. 4Q418

55 6 (see commentad locum); 4Q417 IX 10-13. The mention of God's righteousness in line 6 and possibly line

7 likely functioned as a reason for the judgernent.
(6) ?c?:itD r.:>.i ]nolt:l1 cJ'1:ln I;'!:) ?pø

p"~

'Jno::i 1:> f?[) At the beginning one can reconstruct either i,[~ or c,{'I:).

This line is reconslructed as a parallelism. An alternative reconslruction is ?it?'Ul:l ~ J'Cii Jr,aci "by truth[ He
161 0n the 3rd person fem. with the suffix -at (a form that either is aI"Chaic or influenced by Aramaic), see
Meyer, Hebrii.ische Grammatik, vol. Il, 104.
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ordained every deed(?)", for which cf. 4Q418 55 6. The 'scales ofrightousness' are further mentioned in 4Q415
(4Q4Qlnstructiond) 6 6; 9 12; cf. 4Q415 11 8 cm; l'Tl'~n ?ptoc bli. For the subject matter, cf. Plnsinger 5.7-9
"The god lays the heart on the scales opposite the weight. He knows the impious man and the man of god by
his heart. There is curse or blessing in the character that was given him".
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6.2.2. 4Q423. Some additional fragments
6.2.2. contains an edition of same fragments of 4Q423 whose location in the composition is unknown. These
fragments, referred to in the discussion above, contain ideas which are important for our understanding of
4Qinstruction.

4Q423 3
Mus. Inv. 183
PAM 41.761, 42.592, 43.520*
LI. 1-4 = 1Q26 2 2-4 (underlined)

~

i1:mJb p'1?

n::m~1:ihi[

tlni

]?5 nnin

orm

?JSi i'ii1nn pi i1'i15[ ·rri:i

ii1'EJ ?.vi ri~ nnri[~'?

n:mr.ii1.:l] "" ii:>:li i1:>JC!l:l '1:l n'ø~i c[.v [i1:>'i1?~ 'J:l'? i1n~:li
?tl'i1?~? t:Jni im~ ]';b

'nø1p1 ir.i~? ?ii[:>'ii?~ 'J~? nn~:i1
]oo[

NOTES ON READINGS

L. 5 •nøipi. Above the yod there isa dot, which might be the remnant of a supralinear letter. Materially
ane can read -nznpi just as well as •nztipi.
L. 5 )?b. The head and lower part of the lamed are visible with a microscope.
TRANSLATION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

your st]rength will be s[pent] in va[in
by the mystery(?) ]to come. Thus you shall walk, and am your] cfrOj)S will multiply(?)
as a po]rtion of land. On His Word will bear every [womb
you shall come before your God(?) wit]h the firstbom of your womb and the fi.rstbom of all [your cattle
you shall come before you]r[ God(?)] and say: 'I sanctify [to God(?)] everyone[ who apens the womb(?)'

CoMMENTs
40423 3 1-3. Living according to the 'mystery to come' will secure God's blessings.
(1) i1;,i1]b p•iS, C[ni] Cited from Lev 26:20 ~ro p•iS, cm (from a warning about the hardships that will befall

Israel and its land if the people disobey the Lord), with the suffix changed from pl. to sing. This line, as the
biblical model, must have contained a warning against disobedience.
(2)

i1:m~i:ilnf ?~i

;s,;im pi

i1'1'1~

?ri::i] For the reconstruction 1'1'il~ ri:i, cf. 4Q417 IX 8-12 and 20-21, where

a connection is made between man's meditating on raz nihyeh and his 'walking'. While Lev 26:3 admonishes to
walk according to God's laws (t:>'in •npn:i-c~). this text makes the search for God's raz nihyeh the central

2
3

4

5
6
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principle for the life of the elect; when he lives according to this principle, the crops will multiply. For the
reconstruction il:Jin il;:)Mi::iJti[
(3) C"li

r;;:; ;m..,.,

iM'!> l;i.øi

l:iJS~.

cf. Neh 9:32 i'r.litl l"!Mi::in.

ri~ nnli[~?]

For the reconstruction

~ nni[~;,

cf. Lev 27:24 fi~ii. n~ ,i, i!Zm; .

God is the giver of the land and the source of fertility. 'lo1'El ':i.ø means ' at God's command', 'on God's word'. For
this tenn, cf. 4Q417 1 i 19-20 ~

ii'i1' TI'!l [;li.

40423 3 3-5. Sanctification of the firstbom.
(4-5) One shall come before the Lord and sanctify every firstbom to Him; cf. Exod 13:12-15; Num 3:12-13,
40-51; Deut 15:19-20. The Bibie does not prescribe specific words to use for this ritual act of sanctification. The
references to crops, conceiving, the firstborn and sanctification may indicate that this text provided such a
formula, beginning with f;b •nzripi. Fora similar declaration before God, cf. Deut 26:5-10 referring to the first
fruits, see also Prov 3:9-10: when you honour God with the first fruits, He will bless the crops. Since the ya}Jad
established itself as a spiritual temple of its own, such formulas would be needed for its liturgical practice. Here
we find the formula in a presectarian writing well known by the yal;ad. 162 This formula could also be rooted in
priestly traditions of the pre-Maccabean temple. Jf we have correctly understood the nature of this text, frg. 3
preserves a legal insertion in a sapiential-didactic composition. 163
(4) il:mo.1:1] l;i:>

i~::n

ii:>lt!l:J

'ill

n•rzmi C[.ø

?n:>'il~ 'JEb in:li]

The deuteronomic phrase ii:>lt!l:J

'i!l

designates

man' s own offspring. This line refers to the offspring of man and cattle, cf. e.g. Deut 28: 11 •-w::ii 1)C!l:J 'i!:l:l

1no.T.J.
(5)

?c·nt;i~?

cm iOD )?b •røipi

Exod 13:12 m,,.; C"~m

, , irir

~? ?ftl:>•ii?~

illm

'lD':i nnaoi] For the reconstruction ?C"ITTM':i cni ,ClD'..f;b , cf.

ilo.T.I ilØ ~_,_,,

iiTI'? .c:m-mD_,:> m::iJliTI; Exod 13:2, 15; 34:19; Num

8:16; 18:15-16. For the sanctification of the firstborn to God and the term •nznpi, cf. Num 3:13 .a, •nznpn
no.1::r-1J1 ~o

i,MiØ':J ii,:,::i-i,.::>; Exod 13:2 CJ"!i_,:>

iO!l

i i.::>:J-?.::> .a,-rznp ; Deut 15:191ip::i::i ,.,,, il01' ,,:>:in-?:>

Tii':il' m.i•? Ø'ipn ~m 1J~1. The words c•;;~i, CJ"!i it!lb .r;b •nøipi indicate either that firstlings of pure

anirnals are brought to the holy place as a burnt-offering, or that meat is presented as a priestly gift following
the burning of the inner organs. 164

162

Cf. e.g. Ant. 18.19, lQS Vill 1- 10, CD XII 17-23. See Steudel, "The Houses of Prostration".
4Q509 (4QPrFetes~ 131-132 ii preserves a similar liturgical formula, see especially lines 5, 7, 10, 11
il'JJ ni\ ." nroipii ... ii.::>~ø.øo n•øi n.::>'llli, ø4 ~m ." 'iilio 43[11]1\ fli'Ot c'i~:j[il ci•':i n?.ln. Cf. further 4Q270 (4QDe)
2 ii 6-9 "to give] to the sons of Aaron ... [the firs]t of whatever they possess and the tithe [of their animals
from the cattle] and the sheep and the redempti[on of the firstlings of] unclean animals and the redemption of the
first[born of man and the first shearings of] the sheep...".
164See Brin, Studies in Biblical Law, 184-7.
163
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4Q423 4

Mus. Inv. 183
PAM 41.761, 42.592*, 43.520
Ll. 01-4 = 1Q26 1 (underlined)

iT'iiJ n:l

01

1TOii O'?

02

lii n:m~i:lli

03

ii;iiJ nJ ii)Jn~ n?l -iø~'

[
[

04

]i iJoo i1)1.:l)li[ no'? ii];f'? Ji6[toii ii;,'?

Jo::l ii)'tvl'o '/)J
[ii)p'?n 'J~ i'? i0~1

i,,, i,,, im

'
nnf.:i('?;,~ ii)]n~1:in '?[):i nmi~Ji

C!lElto6 Jipil 1[1'.:li ii):l'i
ii:S['?im ~2
000

jj

,,,2

0

?

3a

!ei~ 'J:i lin:i ;i:;,n?nY1]

Frg. 4 is comprised of two small fragments which are joined on the basis of the parallel text in 1Q26.
L. 1. uoo il:>-n:>ri[ ilO' il-'' J'iQ[ø;i. 1Q26 reads 'JOO ilYO::>n iTcb il;:)' iOØil.
L . 2. il nC[?:>~ . The first letter after the Iacuna isa mem (less probably a bet). This reading showstthat the
proposed reading rnir,pJn in DJD I is not correct (Milik's proposal to read a nun after the yod is conjectural since
only a trace remains of the second letter of this word). The word in question must be a parallel to ilni1~: An
emendation to nnop,.:i~ 'you will be putto shame' is proposed. rrnC("'IMiri, a Hop'al form of cin 'put undera
ban' could also be possible, but would be too long for the lacuna in 1Q26 1 6.
L. 3a This line is superscript. The letters in lines 3a and 3 have shrunk due to deterioration of the leather
and are hardly legible. The relation with the text of 1Q26 in lines 3a-3 is not immediately clear, but if 3a
represents a full line of text added interlineary, an overlap with 1Q26 is created.
Ll. 3a-3. ?c~ 'J:l 1'll"l:l ;on?n" n:>p?n 'J1' r, ~,
~ [!pil ifi::ii il;:):l'1. Mili.k reads 1Q26 1 6 il:>:l'1
it:>p]?n ~ ,., ~, [it:;,~JC 1'~ ~i. Mili.k's reconstruction [;i:;,ci~JC in 1Q26 1 8 is too short for the lacwia. If
t!)!Y.!)g is correctly reconstructed, a word of three or four letters should be emended before ~,.
L. 4. Remnants of two words on plate XX in DJD I are not included in Mili.k's transcription.
TRANSLATION

in the mystezy to come

02.
03.

]

04.
1.
2.
3a.

your crOj)s
when He wned your ear to the mystery to come
to you. Ta}cle care[ lest ] she honour you more than Him and(
and you will be cursed in alll [your] crops [and put] to sharne in all your deeds. in [
your lawsuit. And by Jhis[ power] He commissioned[ judgement
and said to him 'I am your

mion]
3. [and your inheritance among the sans of Adam'(?)
all[ lill[
]
4. [ for eveiy

3
4

NOTES ON READINGS

01.

2

]you[ did not magnify ]yourself agai[nst
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COMMENrS

Lines 1-3 overlap with IQ26 1 5-7.
The fragmentary lines 1-4 (reconstructed from 1Q26 1) relate the yields of the earth to God's raz nihyeh. Lines
1-2 contain an admonition not to be proud in days of success, hut to remember that God is the ultimate source
of the crops. Line 2 warns about the curse that will befall the crops when the people torget God--a well-known
deuteronomic theme. Lines 3a-3 quote from the promise to Aaron of Num 18:20 that God will be his portion,
and transfer this promise to the elect in a description of his spiritual-eschatological share.
40423 4 1-2. A waming.
(1) iJcc

n:i~r(

i!O?

il~?

J'iO(rzm] The text of IQ26, 'Joe

n:ii~

i!O? n;,i, "'llJØiT, is interpreted by Milik as

"take care lest she honour you more than Me (= "JCC)''. The Ist person form would be exceptional within
4Qinstruction (there area few quotes from divine speech in the lst person). We therefore propose to interpret
"take care lest she honour you more than Rim (='lXlO )", as the preceding line refers to God in the 3rd person.
Line 2 talks about God taking away the crops from unfaithful Israel. Line 1 would then contain a warning:
successful crops are due to God. The feminine subject (the wife or the daughter?) shall honour Him, not the
fanner, for the yields of the earth. Although the text seems to allude to 1 Sam 2:29, God's remonstrance of Eli
'JOO TJ:::rn~ i:Dn ". ilci,,

it is rather an admonition not to torget God in easy days with plentiful crops, cf. Deut

8:7-20.
(2)

:inii~~i]

Nip'al

of,,~

'to curse'. For the subject matter, cf. Leviticus 26 and Deuteronomy 28.

40423 4 3a-4. A God-given portion.
(3a) t:i!)IZ:IC J'ipil iI~i

iT:l:J'i

? ] The fragmentary state of the text does not allow any clear conclusionsas to the

meaning of these words referring to lawsuit and judgement The text changes from the 2nd to the 3rd person.
(3a-3)

?ei~ 'j:J. 11n::i

n:in?rc1 n;,p?n

'~

1?

~1]

We reconstruct "I...am_your 12Qtlion and your inheritance

among the sons of Adam(?)", quoting the divine speech from Num 18:20 ?RilZ:I' '.l:l 11rtl n::in?nn n;,p?n 'JR,
from the promise to Aaron that his portion will be God (and the priestly dues), instead of any territorial portion.
This text could refer to the priestly election and dues. However, it is more likelythat this promise to Aaron is
transferred to the elect,165 as is the case in 4Q418 81 2-3 which interprets Num 18:20 on the individual elect:
n:i?-øc.'1 1n?rr[l::i1] c~ '.l:l 1m:i n;,n?rn1 n::ip':irr ~1m 1n?m ro~ ctrii•i ?i;, nra» ~n 'He made everyone and

bequeathed them, each man his inheritance. And He is your portion and your inheritance among the sons of
Adam. [In] His [in]heritance He gave you authority' (the first part of line 3 is reconstructed based on this parallel
text). 4Qlnstruction interprets Ps 16:5-11 and 73:23-28 as promises about eternal life for the righteous. 166 The
word p?n refers to the spiritual-eschatological share of salvation. The words ii?nl, iW'li', p?n, and

",'U (all of

165Cf. Deut 10:9 m'?rn ~'l.'1 iThi'; Ps 16:5 'Oi:li 'p?n-rcc rnii'; Ps 73:26 c?w? C'ii~ 'p?ni. See von Rad,
"'Gerechtigkeit' und 'Leben' in der Kultsprache der Psalmen".
166In a contrasting interpretation Qoh 5:17 and 9:9 use the same phrases to justify the earthly pleasures as
man' s inheritance, 1p?ri R\'1 •:i, C'IM:l lP7n ~"" •:i. Sirach, which can be dated slightly earlier than 4Qlnstruction,
speaks traditionally on the inheritance of Aaron: "fl?n [ ] on? 1? 1ra øip [ ]n 1n'?rn 1? 1n•1 "He bestowed upon
him his inheritance: The sacred offerings he allotted to him, with the showbread as his portion" (45: 20).
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which appear in 4Q418 81) can convey such a meaning both in Qumran literature (for 4Qlnstruction, see 4Q418
813-5;4Q418 69 13-14; 4Q416 4 3) and the tradition of the synagogue. 167

4Q423 5
Mus. Inv. 185
PAM 41.210, 41.211, 41.761, 42.592*, 42.818, 43.535

top margin

[lJiiiS

[

:i;rbn J!l

;;i,i,

iD? -oØiTl

la

ii'~m~ ii?l iø~i niip oEJøo n~

i1)0l' ~'ø~i i[

n'?i.11::>

~im

]

0

fr[;:,']m:i~

1i':i n[øl)c ]?;:,

ii[

]r6p

ø;[i ?;:,

,~,,

00

S~

]oipii[

O'?øir.i ?;:, n?ri[J] l?::>

2

~fiii

3

1:l1' o'nir~ ' ' Cl) C['il'? ]C'J:li m:i~? iip::>' no~:i c?i;, cb[i::>ø'i .111' ilOil'Ø.Ur.i]
n::npm i1nl'J ii:=in~nn ~iO~i rpn '11'10 1ipEJ i101~ Ø;[}I; nn~'l
l'iii el' :iio[n . nl'i:i

?JSøii n;,nii:jb:ii

p o'ø[

J?[

tir~

Jf!

[ Jo i'?;,ø Ji[i
[ ]o

~??[

r

i1-'n~1:in
n?i~

iØ~

pi:inrn

?l':l n~ ?;,ø

]iO}I;' p[
}o?t:b:J

?;,:i

s

n1.1110? ,,~pnJ

ø;[~

]il '?i;, io[

?;,ø]

J?r

No1ES ON READINGs

The fragment is a join of two separate fragments, frgs. Sa and Sb. The join provides an easy flowing unified text
in lines 3- 5.
L. la J]ii'o ~1r,r, :i~rbn JEl n:,,r, iQIDm. Superscript by two later hands. The first two words are written in
large cursive letters, the remaining with small semicursive letters. The last three words are clifficult to read. We
are indebted to M.G. Abegg for the proposed reading )frO ~r,r, :J4m )Ei. In stead of :i~ one can read :i1~ri.
L. 2 'i [. The third last word of this line ended with res or dalet.
L. 4 ":J,•. Materially ":J,, is more probable than -i:J1).
L. 5 iTO"ll' ~[~ i'!Mt Only a trace is preserved of the first letter after the lacuna; yod is as plausible as any
other letter. For the reconstruction, cf. frg. Sa 2 which clearly reads ~ no,.. 1Z1;i~.
L. 9 J0 ~. Instead of 11;6 one can read a bet or kap followed bya letter such as yod, waw, res or dalet.
L. 10 ~~). Or: i~).
TRANSLATION

la. [ ]Take care lest you give back(?) to Levi the prie[st]
1. [ ] the judgement of Korah. And He opened your ear
2. [to the mystery to come
] your ... [ every he]ad of [your] fathers [ ] and leader of your people
t67See section 4.3, note 45.

6

1

?'O[i1} '?):l il'fl['

1~~, iloS:j b[

4

g
9

1o
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3. [ H]e divided the [p]ortion of all rulers and fashioned every [dee]d by His hand, and the wages of
4. [their deeds He knew. He willjudg]e all ofthem in truth and visit upon fathers and sans,[ upon
proselyte]s together with every nati.ve horn, He wil1 speak(?)
5. [ . You area ti]ller of the earth, observe the appointed times of the summer, gather your crops in their
time, and the season
6. [of harvest in its appointed time(?). L]ook upon all your crops; in your labour give auentio[n to knowing
the] good with the evil,
7. [ the m]an of understanding with the man of folly, [
] Thus, a man of
8. [understanding
] every[ ] he will say[
the abun]dance of his knowledge [ ]
9. [ he w]ill be in all his [wa]y(?), which [
Jwithout [ J
10. [ J among you and even[
COMMENTS

Lines 1-4 could be a paragraph (the only preserved ane in 4Qinstruction) about the contemporary leaders of
Israel who do not share the secrets of God's mysteries, and who will be judged by God together with everybody
else. The fragment apens with a warning (line 1) where Korah is brought as a negative example (of ungodly
leaders?). Line 2 refers to contemporary leders. Lines 3-4 talk about God who has distributed the portions of
leaders and men, preordained their deeds, and will be their judge. Lines 5-6 address the reader as 'a titler of the
earth', a farmer, remind him of the appointed times for harvesting, and promise success to the wise in his work.
Lines 7- 10 deal with ' the man of understanding' and describe his knowledge and walking in the ways of God.
40423 5 1-4. God. who has given each one his port.ion. will judge the leaders together with the people.
(la) 1Jft-6
i1'lri"~

~,""

:Jilbn 1Ei n:i? iQUo'n] For the expression ." JEi n:i?

ioørn,

cf. Deut 6:12; 8:11

n_:,øn1n to? io11m. The imperative "lOl!lil is frequently used in 4Qlnstruction. One can read either :j'lbn

'give back' or :l~ 'retum'. This reference to 'Levi the prie[st' (added by later hands) is unique within
4Qinstruction. The mention of Korah in line 1 could reflect priestly traditions as well.
(1)

m,p cinroo] God'sjudgement ofKorah (Numbers 16; Deut 11:6) is brought as a negative example,168

possibly as a waming for ungodly leaders. In another passage the fate of Korah and his group functions as a
waming about the end of the ungodly, ?fi~i iD'?ll nn]o.::>1 rmp1 ' that [the earth] bury and cov[er you(?)' (4Q418
127 2, cf. Num 16:33

ri~" Gl'?.V

o:>m n?!'Ø •.• 11i•1). 4Q458 (4QNarrative) 2 ii 4 uses the judgement of Korah

as a paradigm for the eschatological judgement of the enemies of Israel: c•?ilm ?:i M .11?:lrn 'and she [the earth]
devoured all the uncircumcized ones' (the following lines of 4Q458 mention positively a figure 'anointed with
the oil ofkingship'), the same is true for 1Enoch90:18 'and all the beasts and all the birds ofheaven fell down
from the midst of those sheep and were swallowed up in the earth, and it was covered upon them' ; 99:2 'Woe to
you who change the true words and pervert the eternal covenant, they consider themselves to be without sin;
they will be swallowed up in the earth'.169 Korah is further mentioned in 4Q491 (4QMa) 1-3 1 ... '1n·w1 ni'lp
~c,

168

also in a context of eschatological judgement and annihilation. This text as well could use the judgement

For extra-biblical traditions about Korah, cf. Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews, vol. 3, 286--303; vol. 4,
99- 104; Sir 45: 18- 20; Ant. 4.2.2-4.4.2; and Bibliqual Antuquities 16, which sees Korah as a typos of the bad
leaders of Israel.
169'swallowed up' with Chester Beatty Biblical Papyrus XII (KaTairo&r)aovrm) .
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of Korah as a type of the end-time judgement Ant. 4.3.4 uses the word KpLaL<: (equivalent to 0000) for God's
judgement of Korah, TI.)
~'lo1('~1 :iiJ)

TOV

ee-oii

Kp(cm.

The phrase m1p

l:ltlØO

has a parallel in 1QM XVII 2 11'0f i1QMl

1:1tiøc. The storles of Nadab and Abihu (Lev 10: 1-3) as well as that of Korah deal with disobedience

connected to the priestly service. 170
(1-2)

il'i'O ri:i) n.:m~

it?l

1~1]

For the reconstruction, cf. 1Q26 14 nfrn

(=4Q418 10 1) 1'1'i'U n:i n:m~ ml 1~1; 4Q418 123 il 3-4 friO n:i
il'i"IJ

ri:i

n.:m1l', 190 2 il'iO]

ri:i ;c•3[M

ri:i iCJt~

C'J':lC ]fl~ ~

it?l 11m'::>; 4Q416 V 17-18

it?l 1~ ; 184 2 ml "tb(~

it?l. As elsewhere in 4Qinstruction, the subject of this sentence is God.

The topic is God' s revelation of His mysteries to the elect.
(2) i"IXIJI

~'m1

;[

jo ii(;,•)ri1~ IU\[1 ?;,) R:n[1 isa typical Qumranic spelling for 'head' (there is not enough space

in the lacuna for an additional 'alep). Following a suggestion by J M. Scott, we see ii!::>']rn:J~ u(1 and i"!,jQIJ

~·tzm

as parallel phrases referring to contemporary lay leaders, with the reconstructed" governing both nouns. For
this solution, cf. Num 36: 1 '~"W' 'l:l?

n'O~ '!!Mi c~m

sons of Israel'; llQT" LVII 11-12 'lOll ''m 1øJ1

C'Xn

"the leaders, the heads of the fathers" households of the

"the twelwe leaders of his people". The following mention

ofC'?IZrlC (line 3) points in the same direction.
For ;i(;,•)rii::i" 211[1, cf. the term in.PM
(lQDM) I 3 c•1ion '7o1 c'[•)1'?
cf. especially Exod 22:27 "1M

m~ ·~1

[lQSa I 25; Il 16; lQM Il l, 7; m 4; and further 1Q22

rn:i[~ ·~1?].For ilXl.P ~'ØJ1

~?

(a phrase found only here in the Qumran corpus),

11llr.l ~'IDJ1. Ezek 21:30 uses ~itzl' ~'m with regard to the present, ungodly

king, while Ezekiel 45-46 uses ~·øJ with regard to both present leaders and the future leader of Israel. 171 CD
V 1 renders the 1?c of Deut 17:14-20 with ~'ØJ (while 11Q1'1 LVII-LIX renders iq'io). il::>Ol1 likely refers to
Israel as a nation, not toa community (although m1 C.P 'the spiritual people' in 4Q417 IX 18 could refer to the
end-time community).
In the works of the yal)ad, ~·ø.n or m.Pit (?o) ~'IDJ designates the eschatological leader of the community:
lQM Ill 16; V 1;172 CD VII 20(= 4Q266 3 iii 21/4Q269 5,4); lQSb V 20; 4Q161 (4Qplsa") 5-6 3; 4Q285
(4QSerek ha-mill;iamah) 4 2; 5 4; 6 2; 4Q376 (4QapocrMosess) 1iii1; 4Q432 (4Qpapft) 5 3; and further
4Q401 (4QShirShabbb) 23 I !In)\' ~·~. 4Q285 5 4 identifies inllrt "'ØJ with .,,,, n~. The option of the
eschatological prince should be ruled out in this text; n::>all ~·IDJ probably refers to contemporary (Hasmonean?)
Ieaders (as does ii(::>·~ u(,), cf. the use or (?~11!1') ~'Øl in Bar Kochba letters and documents for the leader of
the revolt. The use oh•øl in a non-sectarian sense in this text may indicate that 4Qlnstruction derives from a
period before sectarian terminology had become stereotyped.

170

We are indebted to J.M. Scott for valuable proposals for the understanding of lines la-4: "Korahand
Qumran", paper read at SBL Annua! Meeting 25.11.96. Scott views 4Qinstruction as a composition of the
yal)ad, and suggests that 'the judgement of Korah' is seen as a paradigm of the eschatological judgement
expected on lay leaders who took part in a schism during the early history of the Qumran community.
171Cf. E. Puech, "Fragment d'une apocalypse en arameen (4Q246 = pseudo-Dand) et le 'royaume de Dieu'",
RB 99 (1992) 100, who takes ~·øJ as a "terme ezechielien pour le messie", while according to J.A. Fitzmyer
(''The Aramaic 'Son of God' Text", Methods ofInvestigation of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Khirb et Qumran
Site, 163-73, p. 173, n. 37), ~'IZIJ is used with regard toa prince and does not have messianic connotations.
172 1QM can also use ~'mon leaders of IIibes or clans (lQM ru 15; IV 1); while 4Q491 (4QM•) 1-3 5
designates the leaders of the community c"''IDJ; c•)l\•m[ '1b' :rum.

6. Edition of Major Fragments from 4Qlnstruction

According to Num 16:2, m.u

~'m
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joined Korah in his rebellion. The mention in the context of the judgement

ofKorah and the end-time judgement (line 4) indicate that the contemporary leaders designated ii[:>·~
il.::lO.P ~·1Z1J
i~

(3)

~,

and

are viewed negatively in this text

ilfø.Do f;:>

~,

c-?.zno ':i:> n?rt[J] l':iEl

~,il JGod preordained the

ways of men, including those of their

rulers (on cr?zl"IC, see note above on line 2), and distributed to each one his portion. This sentence corresponds
remarkably with Josephus' statement about Essene theology regarding earthly authorities, War 2.8. 7 "that he
will keep for ever faith with all men, especially with the powers that be, since no ruler attains his office save by
the will of God". At the same time the text contrasts sharply with the atttitude of the ya})ad to the 'evil priest'
and his followers (but cf. lQpHab Vill 8-9; the evil priest was called by the name of truth as he first took
office). As a result, this text points toa non-sectarian provenance for 4Qinstruction. 4Qinstruction repeatedly
refers to God's preordination of the ways of men, cf. 4Q416 VIII 10 ?~
4Q418 81 20 •n )':('C ]li?rtJ
'Il ;,_,

nC,ru:J

.1r1i rrm.

l~ ~

':>; 4Q418 81 2-3 'lJ"l':im

n

CØ'11•i

·~ n11]pEl il':Ji 'Il ' "

C,,, iW.P

~\i;

4Q417 /Il 19-20

li:l l!>:Jii

4Qinstruction has the same view of predestination as the later writings of the ya}Jad, see

especially 4Q416 frg. 1; 4Q418 frg. 69.

mm mis a Qumranic phrase for God's preordination of the ways of

heavenly objects as well as those of men, cf. 1QapGen Il 20-21 t?El iCi.ll [~'tu'ip
his lot apportioned", lQS IV 15-16 n n':im 'El' 1il'l~
c?ill mi"

mro 'l!'Wl •;:,;

"~; en·~

t:n'W.llO

ClJ1

"with the holy ones] is

n':i\l/El ':ii:>i; lQfr I 16, 18 nnl':i!l

t:l.".ll:p:l

?i:>? ill?Elm ". c.i•iii C,e::i cnii:Jll; 4Q369 (4QPrayer of Enosh) 1 ii 1 rnti':i!l n:>oø

'ltl':inJ. For the idea that the earthly authorities were established by God, cf. 4Q369 3 3 l" n?øCCI 71:> ii.:>1'~1

"from Your hand is all dominion"; Sir 10:4-5 "The government of the earth is in the hands of the Lord, He sets
the right man over it at the right time. A man 's success is in the hands of the Lord, it is:.He who invests the
Iawgiver with honour"; Sap. Sal 6:1-3 "Listen then, kings, and understand, rulers ofremotest lands, take
waming ... For power is a gift to you from the Lord, sovereignty is from the Most High; he himself will probe
your acts and scrutinize your intentions"; and Romans 13, which also mentions the judgement upon those who
rebel (cf. m-p

l!>æt:l

in line I): "Everyone must submit himself to the goveming authorities, for there is no

authority except that which God has established ... he who rebels against the authority is rebelling against what
God has instituted, and those who do so will bring judgement on themselves" (Rom 13: 1-2).
(3-5) As God preordained the ways of men and their leaders, He will also be their eschatological judge, cf. Sap.
Sal. 6:1- 3 (see note above on lines 3-4).
(3 -4)

~:J

cC,,,

0['100"1 .lil' Cl"l'Ø.l)O]

nC,UIEl

~,,,, JFor

the reconstruction .in• c."ø.DC] n7illEl

Jil'PEll:O C."t'Ølltl n':i'W!:l ?i.:>1; IV 25 c-oC,'W] '!lp ':ii:>':i Jil'Øllo n?illEl

173
ll" ~"" •
As God

~im,

cf. 1QS IV 16

has commissioned the

leaders of society, He will also judge them.
(4)

c•niM

7:>

C.l)

tJ{•-,l?]For 1l together with n;M, cf. Lev 16:29; 24:16; Num 15:30. In Qumran usage, il

means 'proselyte', not 'stranger'. CD XIV 4 lists the C'il as a fourth class within the Essene 'camps' , after the
priests, the Levites, and the sans of Israel. 11QT6 XXXIX 5-7, based on Deut 23:8-9, rules that only the fourth
generation descending from a convert has an equal religious status with other Israelites. 174 4Q174
173

We are indebted to J. M. Scott for this suggestion.
The Temple Scroll, 1983, vol. 1, 247- 8; L.H. Schiffman, "Exclusion from the Sanctuary in the
Temple Scroll', HAR 9 (1985) 301- 20, esp. 303- 5.
174Yadin,
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(4QMiclrEschat") III 4 places the -il among the groups excluded from the eschatological temple, while CD XIV
4, 6 includes them in the community. 175 This text is closer to CD when it says that the proselytes will be
judged by God along with the native Israelites.
) "'O"l'JThe word

(4-5) [

can also be read as i::lii , either a converted perfect or an imperative. If the

reconstructions of lines 4 and 6 are correct, there is c.8-9 Is before the reconstructed il~
i!C~ IU'1~ l'TM1]

(5)

The phrase iici~

IU'~

~~ iTM'l.

alludes to Noah (see Gen 9:20). The addressee isa farmer, as was

Noah. Noah is also mentioned in the eschatological discourse of 4Q416 VI 3 (= 4Q418 201 1) M\i
)';~ ?~

iT'ilJ [?i~i

"He made known to Noah( what was(?) ]to come". The author does not use the phrase i'IO~ "O'IJ), that

would have alluded to Adam and Cain who tilled the ground which bad been cursed (Gen 4:2, cf. Gen 2:15).
40423 5 5-6. The knowledgeable farmer.
(5 -6) (?)n.v'\O? i~pii] Nlf>m i1n.ll::l l"CM1:ln ']'10~1

rJ'i'i 'iD'lC i1pEl] The farmershall observe the times for

harvesting. In sectarian usage t:Mll'\O means the set times for the festivals; cf. lQS I 15; X 5-8; CD III 14; VI
18.
(6) mnc? i'~pnl raipmJ For the reconstruction, cf. IQS X 7 ~Ul ill'lC? .vit i.snei rp? i'~ i.ll'\O.
(6) »"I.i

CUl :lW[ii nl'"tl

?J:;øn] The lacuna has c.8 ls. The imperative ?)~Øii can mean 'prosper', 'understand' or

'give attention'. The latter option has been chosen: in his work the farmer should give attention to "knowing
the] good with the evil", i.e. discem between good and evil, cf. above, 1-2 7. This line can be seen both as a
promise and an exhortation to exert the right knowledge. The root ?.:w is used three times in lines 6-8 (possibly
four, cf. the reconstructed ?::iø) h, lines 7-8).
(7)

n':i~

?.v:l M ':i:w ~~] The fragmentarily preserved text deals with the man of understanding and the man of

folly."' is either the preposition 'with' (thus our tentative translation) or the accusative particle. The meaning
could be: the addressee should show understanding of both the wise one and the fool.
(8)

1?::>to

(9)] 0 ?d>::i

::li(i] Cf. 4Q299 (4QMysfl) 8 6 iT.llQTm1
i~

mm~

ii?l ?:w ::l1;:i; 4Q418 158 6 ]';:>ro :li.

(?)i5[1i] ?,:,::l iT';i['] This line perhaps describes the way on which the addresse shall walk. Instead

of 15{ii] one could reconstruct a word of five letters.
( 10)

9~1

iicS:i] In Qumran literature ']~ is especially frequent in 4QMMT. The suggested reading i!65~ implies

a change to the 2nd person plur.

in 4Q174 nr 4, see J.M. Baumgarten, "The Exclusion of 'Netinim' and Proselytes in
4QFiorilegium" RevQ 8 (1972-75) 87-96; G. Brooke, Exegesis at Qumran, 101-103. M. Wise argues that
'sojoumer' is an equally possible translation: review of Knibb, The Qumran Community, JNES 49 (1990) 200202. The proposal of P.R. Davies [''The 'Damascus' Sect and Judaism", Pursuing the Text, 70-84] to
understand il in CD XIV as 'proselyte to the sect' is not convincing.
1750n i l
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Appendix. Texts of 4Qlnstruction. Transcription and translation
4Q417 Ill (4Q417 1 i). 4Q417 Ill= 4Q416 ll 17-21, lll 1-20.
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Appendix. Texts of 4Qlnstruction
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1. [al]ways, lest he tires of you. According to his spirit speak to him, lest ..[
2. without reproaching the appropriate one. Forgive hlm, and what is bound [
3. Also, do not confuse his spirit, for silently did you spea[k
4. and quickly take account of his rebuke. Do not overlook your transgressions, [for He can give your
neighbour(?)]
5. right as much as you. For He {for He I isa prince among pr[inces in everything(?)]
6. He does. For bow is He unique in every deed, so that He .rull [
7.
Do not consider an ungodly mana helper, and there will be nobody who hates[ ,,.. ]
8. the iniquity of his deeds together with its visitation. And know how to relate to him [.. . The teaching of
God(?)]
9. do not
remove from your heart. [Your soul] be not proud about yourself[ in your lowly estate,]
10. for what is more insignificant than a poor man? Do not rejoice when you are in grief, lest you suffer in
your life.[ Gaze !Jl!On the mysterv]
11. to come, study the birth-tirnes of salvation and know who will inherit glory and <who> conuption. Will
it not be[ gar/and for the poor anes(?)]
12. and eternal joy for their sorrow? Be a tough adversary in your business matters, and there is nobody who[
]

13. for any crooked matters of yours. Spe,ak your judgements like a righteous ruler. Do not recei[ve
14. and do not ~look your [tra]nsgressions. In a legal guarrel be like a hl.l.!!!bk man,[ and the judgement

you shall(?)]
15. receive. Tuen QOO will appear, His anger will subside and He will overlook your sin. [folr before I/lis
filQ]tll

16. llQ.body can stand, and who can be deemed righteous in His judgement..Jlllil bow can the poor one [rise]
without forgiveness?
17. As for you, if you lack food, [He will gi]ve[ you(?)] what you need and even a surplus,[ and]
18. you will [als]o have surplus of produce to the harbour of His desire. Receive your portion from Him, and
do not add ther[eto
19. If you are in need, borrow what you require, but not in money, for [His] storehouse will not be lacking.[
Upon]
20. His word everything will happen, so eat what He gives you, but not any more, le[st you sh.Q!En(?)]
21.
your life.
If men lend you ricbes when you are in need, do not [slee)p
22. day or night. and do not let your soul~ [until] you have paid back to y[our l)ender. Do not lie
23. to hirn, lest you bear guilt. and also from shame you would no[t escape. And do notentrust anvlthing
Il1Qil< to his neighbour,
24. sothat he might close his hand when you are in need. Your strength[
and lend out like he did. and
krura:'.lyourlklli![er.]
25. If affliction befails you. [your] store[house lack:ing(?), and you be in debt. do not hide from yow lender.]
26. lest he reveal your shame [
and the rich man(?) will have vower over him. and then]
27. he will not smite him with a rod [
nine. but no more.)
28. Furthermore, <when> you [
and you will eat breadl
4Q416 Ill 21-22 (4Q416 2 i 21-22)
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4Q416 IV (4Q416 2 ii)
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1. opens [His me]rcy( towards every creature(?)
to fil]l a11 those ne(eding His resources. to provide
fQQQ]
2 . ~ery living being, and nobody [
If] He closes his hand. will the svirit
of all flesh be fwithdralwn.
3. Do not receiv(e surety for your inheritance lest another rul~(?) over it and ]your face be covered by the
filrnme he <puts upon you>, and in folly
4. <you will>be captured. As much[ as a man's creditor will lend him in money
"quickly ]repay so you
will be on equal footing with him, for the purse
5. of ~tre~ you have entr[usted to your creditor for the Sake of your frien<ls. you have giv len away
fil! your li.fe for him. Quickly give back what
6. belongs to him and get back [yQyr] money.JDo not comoromize Jyour spirit for any riches fwhen you are
engaged in business]. Do not barter your holy ~pirit,
7. for no :price is worth[ your soul. Seek him who is in char]ge(?) of your a<;sets, willingly seek his face,
[spe]ak accomnwdatingly
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8. <to hlm>, and then you can <again be able to> do your business.[ Do 11.ot sel!(?) ]him [YQmin.heritance],
do not forsake your laws. and keeping your secrets guard
9. yo[urself.] Jf he entrusts yoy with a task of his, [do not rest in your soul and do n]ot let your eyes
slumber until you haye completed
10. [what he requested. but n]ot anything more. If you can act with insfight ". ,] and do not give him any
tax money
11. [ his"" lest his face be made angry and your ." will fall down
and he will] comm[amll you. S~
that great is the zeal
12. [of man. and cieceiving is the heart more than everything, who can know ]it? Iti'.Qy according to hi...s...Mll
devote yourself to his service and to his powerful resources
13. [ b.iL.... ,] you will advise fhim and ble for hima firstbom son, and he will have pitv on you as a man
has pity on his only son.
14. [Remember that you are poor ]" Do not prostrate yourself, lest you carry hateful feelings toward the
other. Do not watch over your creditor,
15. [then you would be his servant in all thi]ngs(?). Also, do not humble yourself befare someone who is not
your equal, otherwise you will b[e]
16. ~ervant(?)
.] Do not strike someone who does not have your strength, lest you stumble ~
~tly to shame.
17. [Do not se]ll yourself for money. It is better for you to be a servant in the S,Pirit. so that you serve your
oppressors without payment. For a price
18. [do not se]ll your glory, and do notpledge your inheritance for money, Jest your body lose its heritage.
Do not fill yourself with bread
19. when you Jack clothing. Do not drink wine when there is no food. Do not request luxury when you
20. lack bread. Do not boast about your Iowly estate - you who are poor- lest
21. you bring your life into contempt. Furthermore, do not dishonour the organ of your [b)osom,
4Q416 V (4Q416 2 iii).
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]your[ ]
1. [andif
2. Remember that you are poor[
] and what you need
3. you will not find. In your toi! you will eat[ your bread
If ]someone entrusts you <money for>
[busi]ness,
4. do not stretch out your hand toward it, lest you be bumed [and] your body be consumed in its fire. What
you received return to him
5. withjoy. If you declare yourself free from him or from any man you .Q.Q..nQt know, do not accept money
6. lest it add to your poverty. If he puts it uwn your responsibility even until death, then give it over, and
do not act badly
7. against him. Tuen you will rest with the truth, and in your death your remembrance will blosso[m for
ev]er, and in the end you will inherit
8. joy.
Be humble. do not long for anything but your own inheritance, do not get confused by it, lest
you move
9. your own boundary. IfHe restores you to your honour, w.ruk according to the mystery to come and
investigate His birth-times. Then you will gain knowledge
10. of His inheritance and will walk in righteousness. for God is elevated. P[rai]se Him(?) in all YQllLw.ay~
~ory to Him who has honoured You
11. and praise His name always. For He lifted .YQJJLhead from poverty, seated you amane nobles. and over a
glorious inheritance
12. He gave you authority. Seek His goodwill~. I!e hum ble, do not say 'I am poor and will not
13. s~ knowledge'. Bend your shoulder to all discipline, filth..all [knowled]ge purify your heart. and
with abundant understanding
14. your thoughts. Investigate the mystery to come, meditate Ul)OD a11 the ways of truth. and upon all the
roots of evil
15. you shall Iook. Tuen you will understand what is bitter for a man and what is sweet for a fellow. Honour
yourf.mJJJ:.r. in your poverty
I 6. and your mother while you walk. For as God is to man so is his father. and as masters are to a guy so is
his mother, for
17. they are the furnace that conceived you. As He appointed them over you and (appointed) the inclination
(to rule) over the spirit, so you should serve them. And as
18. He opened ~ to the mystery to come, so you should honour them for the sake of your own honour,
and in[ ]revere them
19. for the sake ofyour Iife and the Iength ofyour da;ys.
If you are in need, when "[
When you take a wife in your poor estate, investigate [her] birth-times[
20. unlawfully.
21. from the mystery to come. In your company together walk with the helpmate of your flesh[ in
fora man should leave]
4Q416 VI (4Q416 2 iv, juxtaposed with 4Q416 frgs. 4 and 17).
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1. his fat her [and] his mother and cleav[e to his wife and they shall be QJJ&.f/esh.]
2. He gave you authority over her, and she will he[ed your voice and(?)
..Her father]
3. He did not give authority over her. He separated her from her mother, and to you [shall be her desire, and
she will be]
4. one flesh with you. He will set your daughter aside for another, and your sons[ for their wives(?).J
5. And you, be together with the wife of your bosom. for she is the lån of [your bos]om.
6. If your neighbour gets authority over her he has moved the border of his life. Over [her s.piritl
7. He gave you .ill!thQrity, that she should walk according to your will and not make many vows or votive
offeri[ngs.]
8. Your spirit revoke <them> according to your will. Every binding oath of hers to vow a vo[w ,]
9. cancel it by a word of your mouth, and by your will[Ql:åid[ her. OJn( an uttering]
10. of your lips He pardans her for your sake. Neither should you multiply [vows, lest disgrace come
upon(?)]
11. your honour. In your inher[i]tance [
12. in your inheritance lest [
13. the wife of your bosom, and one will deride [you
]your good will
14. [
the myst]ery to come.
And know
15. [
Jyour house [ J
]
16. [
17. [
J
18. rise(?) wrath, for He loves the[
19. transgression, for on them He will fan the furnace [
20. Man of understanding, rejoice in the inheritance of truth, and in[
4Q416 VII (4Q416 1).
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1. [He comes to execute judgement on all, to destroy all the wicked and convict(?)

2. all the spirit fof flesh for their works of wickedness which they have committed(?},J
3. and establish His Mil [over all evil. He made known to Noah what was(?) to come, period upon period,]
4. set time upon set time. fHe will shut up all the sons of evil, and visit all flesh(?)J
5. according to their hosts, hfin upon hin. generation upon generation, city upon city(?), kingdom]
6. upon kingdom, provi(nce upon province. man upon man.
]
7. according to the needs of lhfilr host (and the judgement upon all. to "
]
8. The host of heaven He established from[ the beginning
, He set stars(?) and luminariesJ
9. fil their signs and as symbols of (their] set( times,
each orre in im order(?),]
10. each one in relation to the other, and all their order and( set times ]were counted[ before Him,
11. In~ He will jud~ the work of iniquity. and all the sons of truth will be pleased by( the appointed
time(?)]
12. of its period, and all those who have defiled themselves by it will fear and wfill, for the heaven will
shou(t, the king®m of iniquity(?) will tremble,]
13. the water and the de.pths will fear. all the spirit of ,fksh will be stripped naked, and the sons of heave[n
will rejoice on the day]
14. of its Uudlgement. And a1l iniguity shall be consumed when the peåod of tru[th] is completed[
and He will reign(?)]
Tuen Goil
15. in all the ages of etemity. fora God of truth is He and [His] years from the days of old [
will appear]
16. to establish justice between good and evi 0.1 that everyone should k[noJw the judge[ments of God, and
every creature will understand(?) thm]
17. it is a fcr]eafure of flesh, and [his] understandi[ng
18. when He sees that m[an is but(?)
19. [and] He knows[ their nature(?)
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4Q416 VIII (4Q416 3).
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]your peace, and in your inheritance[
]
) for from Him is the inheritance of every living being, and in His hand ties the des[tiny of everyone

formed(?))
11. [ )don 't be silent until the consumption of evil, for wrath is upon all the per[iods of eternity(?)]

12. [
13. [
14. [
15. [

]anguish will not prevail(?), for great are the mercies of God and there is no end[ to His goodness.J
]Your [na]me is praised greatl[y
] in all that [
] like their hosts[
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]your ....

2.
]and you will understand[
]death(?) with
3. [ ]their measurement(?). Will they not walk in truth
4. [with all ]their [sorrows(?)] and in knowledge <with> all their joys?
you foolish of heart, how can there be goodness if it was not

Andnow,
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5. [demonstrated(?), bow can there be] peacefulness if it never existed, bow can there be righteousness iU1
were not established. and how will the dead groan because of their j[udgemen]t?(?)
6. [For Sheo]l you were formed, and your retum will be etema1 damnation, for .. [ ]your sins[ ]
7. the dark places will shine on your multitude and all that ever came into being. The seekers of truth will
wake up to the judgements[ of God(?).)
8. All the foolish of heart will be destroyed, the sons of iniquity will not be found any more, and all those
who support evil will be asham[ed]
9. at your judgement. The foundations of the firmament will shout, all the h[osts of God ]will thunder, [and
al]l who love[ righteousness will rejoice.]
10.
But you are the elect of truth, those who pursue[ righteousness according to the )judgeme[nt of
God(?), )watchfu[l]
11. regarding all knowledge. How can you say "We toiled for understanding and have been awake to pursue
knowledge". R[ighteous(?) is H]e in all [His deed]s(?)
12. and He has not tired during all the years of eternity. Does He not delight in truth forever? Knowledge[ and
Understanding ]will minister to Him. And even the s[ons
13. of heaven, whose inheritance is eternal life, will they <not> say "We toiled in the deeds of truth and have
ti[red]

14. during all the ages"? - will they not wal[k] in etemal light? [ ] also you [will inherit g]lory and
abundant honour,[ and tremble (?) will]
15. in the [holy ]firmaments[ the foun]dation ofbeginnings, all [
And you
are a firstbom son
4Q417 frg. 2 (4Q417 IX-X= 4Q416 X-XI) .
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3. [ And] you, underst[a]nding one,[
4. [ Loo[k) at [His won)drous mysteries,[ for He is the awesome God. Get k:nowledge about the
)
beginnings of
S. [ ]" your ". Look[ at the mystery to come and the deeds of old. to what was and what comes into
~
6. [and to what will be, and at al]l etemal myster(ies) with the [everlasting) se[crets(?)

, then you will see(?) ~
7. [was and what comes into being with what will b]e, in all [the periods of etemity(?)
look upon) deed
and d[e.ed.J
8. [day and night meditate on the mysterv to clome. and search always. Tuen you will know truth and evil,
wisdom
9. [and simplici]ty. "[]understand(?) the creatures [of God(?)) in all their ways with their ~
throughout all the periods of etemity as well as the etemal
10. visitation. Tuen you will discern between [go)od and [evil in their )deed[s,] for the God of knowledge is
the founctation of truth. By the mystery to come
11. He designed its foundation, <and> its creatures with a[ll wis)dom. According to all[ cun]ning He
fashioned it, and the domain of its creatures
12. according to a[l]l [under]standing(?). To you He will assign a[l)I " with ". According to their
understanding [He or]dained for every cr[eatu]re to walk
13. in the [inclinationl of his wderstanding. And He interpreted for the p[oor on]es(?) all her [ ]." and with
proper understanding [the hidJden things
14. of His thought are known, when one w~ [b]lameless[ly in all Jone's d[ee]ds. These things seek always,
and meditate [on al]l that
15. results from them. Tuen you will have knowledge of et[emalJ glory [wi]th His wondrous mysteries filill
mighty deeds. And you
16. understand the origin of your own doing when you remember the st[ylus. For] with it was the decree
smgraved. and ~d is the entire visitation
17. For the engraved is decreed by God against all iniquity of the sons of perdition, and written in lfu.

JlliSence is a book of menwry
18. of those who keej> His word. It is the Vision of Hagi anda book of menwry. He gave it as inheritance to
man with a spiritual people, f[o)r
19. his inclination is after the likeness of the holy ones. He had not before given Hagi to the spirit of flesh,
for it could not discem between
20. [goo]d and evil with the judgement of its [sp]irit. And you, understanding son, gaze on the mystery to
come, leam
21 . [the path]s of every living thing and its walking according to what is appointed for the creatur[es of G]od[
]"[

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

[ ]" between great and small, and in your counsel[
He co]mmanded you by the mysterv to come[
[ ]" JmQYi. every vision, fillllnery [
Be~ st[r]ong, .d.Q.JlQ1 touch evil[
for everyone who touches]
it will not be unpunished, according to his inheritance in [God's] "[
And you,]
knowledgeable son, meditate on your secrets and [reflect] on the [eternal] foundations,[
its [foun]dation in you, their " [ J with the doing of[
29. you shall notfollow <the desires> of[your] hearts and of your e[y]es[
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Col. ii (4Q417 X= 4Q416 XI) .
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[
and Noah had understanding of(?)]
the mystery to( come
consolations for the "[
and Noah(?)]
walked blame[l~ly befare God(?)
he biessed His name [
in your joy "[
great are the mercies of G[od
praise God, by every affliction bl[ess His name
according to I-fis will these matters happened, and He is the One who understands[ the hidden m atters(?)
He will decide all your ways with[
Do not let the curming of the evil inclination tempt you[
. Do not
]
seek bUth. Do not let the"[ ] tempt you [
what was not commanded by the knowledge of flesh. Let not [ ] lead you to err[ . Do not]
reckon [
. ]Do not say[

4Q418 81 (=4Q416 XV)
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1. opened your lips as a fountain to bless the holy ones. And you, as an eterflowing fountain, praise [
.]
He separated you from all
2. the spirit of flesh. <Hence> you shall separate from everyone He hates and keep apart from all
abominations of the SJ)irit [Fo)r He made everyone
3. and bequeathed them, each man his inheritance, and He is your portion and your inheritance among ~
sons of Adam. finl His [inhelritance He gave you authority. And you,
4. honour Him in this: in sanctifying yourself to Him. As He set you to sanctifv the holy ones[ for all )",
and among all[ ]
5. He east your lot and greatly increased your glory, and set you as His firstborn amfong the sons of
Israe)l(?),[ and said 'My riches(?)J
6. "and my favour I will give you". Is not His goodness yours? <So> walk always in His faithfulness[
7. your deeds. And you, seek His judgements from the hands of every adversary of yours, all [ ." He acts in
". toward all who]
8. love Him, and in mercy andkindness toward all who keep His word, but His zeal [is upon all who hate
Him(?).J
9. And for you He opened insig[ht), gave you authority over His storehouse and entrusted[ you) with an
accurate ephah[
10. are with you. It is in your hands to turn aside wrath from the men of <His> favour and punish[ the men
of Belial(?)
11. are with you. Befare you take your portion from His hand, honour His holy ones, and be[fore you
they
12. He opened[ a foun)tain <for> all the ho[ly] ones, all who by His name are called holy o[nes,
will be]

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

for all the eras the splendours of His sprout, an [ete]rnal planting[
[ )" earth(?), in it will walk all those who inherit the land, for by [His) name[ are they called(?)
And you understand if He gave you a position of authority due to the skill of your <own> hands? Know[
an asset for all who walk <on the ways> of man. From there you will administer your food and[
examine closely, and from the hand of all your teachers add insight[
Bring forth your needs for all who want to do business, and then you will understand [
you will be filled and satisfied with plenty of good things. By the skill ofyour hands[
for God portioned out the inheritance [of al)l[ living,] and every wise of heart He gave knowledge[
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1. [
3. [

] and his soul[
We will be calm
]her ways are hewn in toil.
4. [ ]there will be awakening in aur hearts [
]He will trust in all our ways
5. [ ] knowledge. They did not seek un[derstanding, and wisdom they did no]t choose. Did not [the ]God
of knowledge
6. [ ]on truth, to establish every [creature by <His> un)derstanding? He portioned out to the heirs of truth
7. [ He will be] awake on the ea[rth(?)
]will He do. Is not peace and tranquility
8. [ Did you not kn]ow, or have you not heard that the angels of Go[d's] holiness in heaven
9. [are in your midst?(?)
the sans of Jtruth. They will pursue all the roots of understanding,
and will be awake regarding
10. [ accordi]ng to their knowledge every man shall receive honour from his fellow, and according to his
understanding his glory shall be magnified
11. [ ]Are they <not> like men - for he is lazy, and <like> a son of man - for he is silent? Will <they>
not
12. [ ]eternity? - they will inherit an eternal portion. Did you not see
4Q423 1-2 i (olim frgs. 2 and 1, second last column of 4Q423
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1. [ ]and every fruit that is produced and every tree which is good, pleasing to give knowledge. Is [it] not
a de[lightful] garden
2. [and pleasant ]to[ gi]ve great knowledge? He set you in charge of it to till it and guard it
An [enjoya]ble g[arden(?)J
3. [ the earth,] thoms and thistles will it cause to sprout forth for you, and its strength it will not yield to
you, [ ]
4 . [ ] in your being unfaithful
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[ ] her child, and all the compassion of her that is pregna[nt
]you [...]ed all your resources(?)
[ ] in all your business(?), for everything it causes to sprout forth[ for you ] always not to
rejecting(?) )the evil and knowing the good,
[ ]and in a planting[ ]them [
[ be]tween his way and the way of
[ ] and bread
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L [ ]your fountain, and you will not find whal you lack, your soul will languish for want of all good
things, unto death[
2. [ upon ... you will l]ook all day, and your soul will yearn to come into her gates, that [the earth] bury
and cov[er you(?)
3. [ ]your cor[pJse, and you will be a tooth for food, and <there will be> consuming pestilence against ..[
4. [ and lh]ose who seek pleasure you have oppressed in their lives. But also you will "[
5. [ ] for you. For God made all who desire assets, and meted them out by <His> truth[
6. [ FoJr with scales of righteousness He weighed out all their understanding, and by truth[ He determined
their knowledge(?)
7. [ right}eousness(?), their[ ] and[
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1. your st]rength will be s[pent) in va[in

2.
3.
4.
5.

by the mystery(?) Jto come. Thus you shall walk, and am yourl c[rcms
as a po)rtion of land. On His Word will bear every [womb
you shall come before your God(?) wit]h the firsthom of your womb and the firstbom of all [your cattle
you shall come befare you]r[ God(?)) and say: 'I sanctify [to God(?)] everyone[ who opens the womb(?)'
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01. [ in the mystery to come
02. [ J
03. [ your crops
04. [ when He opened your ear to the mystery to come
1. [ to you. Takle care[ lest l she honour you more than Him and[
2. [ and you will be cursed in alll [your] crops rand put] to shame in all your cteeds. in [
3a. [ your lawsuit. And by lHis[ power] He commissioned[ judgement
and said to him 'I am your
l!Qrtion]
3. [and your inheritance among the sons of Adam'(?) ]you[ did not magnify )yourself agai[nst
a ll [ lall[
J
4. [ for every ]
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la.[ )Take care lest you give back(?) to Levi the prie[st)
1. [ ) the judgement of Korah. And He opened your ear
) your ". [ every he]ad of [your) fathers [ ] and leader of your people
2. [to the mystery to come
3. [ H]e divided the [p]ortion of all rulers and fashioned every [dee]d by His hand, and the wages of
4. [their deeds He knew. He will judg]e all of them in truth and visit upon fathers and sons,[ upon
proselyte]s together with every native bom, He will speak(?}
5. [ . You are a m]an of the earth, observe the appointed times of the summer, gather your cr ops in their
time, and the season
6. [of harvest in its appointed time(?) L)ook upon all your crops; in your labour give attentio[n to knowing
the] good with the evil
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7.
8.
9.
10.

[ the m]an of understanding with the man of folly [
] Thus, a man of
[understanding
] every[ ] he will say[
the abun]dance of his knowledge [ ]
]without [ ]
[ he w]ill be in all his [wa]y(?), which [
[ ] among you and even[
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